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Learning objectives 
' At the beginning of each 

topic, there is a list of 

learning objectives. 

' These are matched to the 
specification and allow you 

to monitor your progress. 

' A specification reference is 
also included. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 

Synoptic link 

These highlight how the sections 

relate to each other. Linking 

different areas of chemistry 

together is important, and you wi ll 

need to be able to do this. 

There are also links to the 

mathematical skills on the 

specification. More detail can be 

found in the maths section. 

Study tips 

Study tips contain prompts to 

help you with your revision. 

They can also support the 

development of your practical 
skills (with the practical symbol 

8 J and your mathematical skills 

(with the math symbol fO ]. 

Hint 

Hint features give other 

information or ways of thinking 

about a concept to support your 

understanding. They can also 

relate to practical or mathematical 

skills and use the symbols 9 
and fO. 
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This book contains many different features. Each feature is designed to 

foster and stimulate your interest in chemistry, as well as supporting 
and developing the skills you will need for your examinations. 

Terms that it is important you are able to define and understand are 
highlighted in bold orange text. You can look these words up in 
the glossary. 

Sometimes a word appears in bold . These are words that are useful 
to know but are not used on the specifica1ion. They therefore do not 
have to be learnt for examination purposes. 

These features contain important and interesting applicat ions of 

chemistry in order to emphasise how scientists and engineers 

have used their scient ific knowledge and understanding to develop 

new applicat ions and technologies. There are also application features to 

develop your maths skills, with the icon 0· and to develop your practical 

skil ls, with the icon f). 

Extension features 

These features contain material that is beyond the specification 
designed to stretch and provide you with a broader knowledge and 
understanding and lead the way into the types of thinking and areas 
you might study in further education. As such, neither the detail nor 
the depth of questioning will be required for the examinations. But 
this book is about more than getting through the examinations. 

1 	 Extension and application features have questions that link the 

material with concepts that are covered in the speci fication. Short 

answers are inverted at the bottom of the featu re, whilst longer 

answers can be fou nd in the answers section at the 

back of the book. 

Summary questions 

1 	 These are short questions that test your understanding of the 

topic and allow you to apply the knowledge and skills you have 

acquired. The questions are ramped in order of difficulty. 

2 Quest ions that will test and develop your mathematical 

and pract ical skills are labelled with the mathematical symbol 

[fOJ and the practical symbol [fl). 
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This book is supported by next generation Kerboodle, offering unrivalled digital 
support for independent study, differentiation, assessment, and the new practical 
endorsement. 

If your school subscribes to Kerboodle, you will also find a wealth of additional 
resources to help you with your studies and with revision: 

Study guides 

Maths skills boosters and calculation worksheets 

• On your marks activities to help you achieve your best 
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• Interactive objective tests that give question-by-question feedback 

• Animations and revision podcasts 
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If you are a teacher reading this, Kerboodle also has plenty of further 
assessment resources, answers to the questions in the book, and a digital 
markbook along with full teacher support for practicals and the worksheets, 
which include suggestions on how to support and stretch your students. All 
of the resources are pulled together into teacher guides that suggest a route 
through each chapter. 
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Chapters in this 
section 
1 Atomic structure 

2 Amount of substance 

3 Bonding 

4 

5 

Energetics 

Kinetics 

6 Equilibria 

... 

7 Oxidation, reduction, 
and redox reactions 

~ 

It was only abour a century ago that scientists began to discover the 
nature of atoms, for example, that they were built up from smaller 
particles. This led to an understanding of how atoms are held together, 
why the arrangement of the Periodic Table makes sense, and how the 
properties of elements and compounds can be explained. This unit 
uses the understanding of how atoms behave to explain some of the 
most important ideas in chemistry. 

Atomic structure revises the idea of the a tom, looking at some of the 
evidence for sub-atomic particles. It introduces the mass spectrometer, 
which is used to measure the masses ol' a toms. The evidence for rhe 
arrangemenr of electrons is sllldied and you wi ll see how a more 
sophisticared model using atomic orbitals rather than circu lar orbits 
was developed. 

Amount of substance is about quantitative chemistry, that is, how 
much product you gee from a given amount ol reactancs. The idea o[ 
the mole is used as the unit of quantity to compare equal numbers 
of acorns and molecules of different substances, including gases and 
solutions. Balanced equations are used to describe and measure the 
efficiency of chemical processes. 

Bonding revisits the three types of strong bonds that hold atoms 
rogether - ionic, covalent, and metallic. It introduces three weaker 
types of forces that act between molecu les, the most significant of these 
being hydrogen bonding. It examines how the various types of forces 
are responsible for the solid, liquid. and gaseous states. and explores 
how the electrons contribute to the shapes ol molecules and ions. 

Energetics revisits exothermic and endothermic reactions and inrroduces 
the concept of enthalpy - heat energy measured under specific 
conditions. It looks at different ways of measuring enthalpy changes 
and then uses Hess's law to predict the energy changes of reactions. 
The idea of bond energies is explored 10 work out theoretica l entha lpy 
changes by measuring the energy needed ro make and break bonds. 

Kinetics deals with the rate ac which reactions take place, reinforcing 
rhe idea that reactions only happen when molecu les or rhe reactants 
collide with enough energy to break bonds. The Maxwell-Bolrzmann 
distribution shows us mathematically whar fraction of rhe reactant 
molecules have enough collision energy at a given remperarure. The 
role of catalysts is rhen explored. 

Equilibria is about reactions that do not go ro complerion so rhat rhe 
end result is a mixture of reactants and products. It examines how to get 
rhe greatest proportion of desired products in the mixture by changing 
the conditions. and how to calculate the equilibrium composirion. Some 
indusrrially important reversible reactions are then discussed. 



Redox reactions expands the definition o{ oxidation as addition of 
oxygen to include reactions that involve electron transfers. It explains 
the idea of an oxidation state for elements and ions. and uses this to 
help balance complex reclox (reduction-oxidation) equations. 

The applications of science are found throughout the chaprers, where 
they will provide you with an opportunity to apply your knowledge in 
a fresh context. 

What you already know 
The material in this section bui lds upon knowledge and understanding thar you 

will have developed aL GCSE, in particular the following: 


0 There are just over LOO elements, all made up of atoms. 


0 The atoms of any clement are essentially the same as each other but they arc 

different from the atoms of any other element. 

0 Atoms are tiny and cannot be weighed individually. 

0 Atoms arc made of pro10ns, neutrons, and electrons. 

0 Atoms bond together to obrain full outer shells of electrons. 

0 Atoms may lose or gain electrons to form ions with full outer electron shells. 

0 Chemical reactions may give out (exothermic) or take in (endothermic) heat. 

0 The rates of chemical reactions are affected by temperature, conccntrat.ion of 
reactants, surface area of solids, and catalysts. 

0 Some chem ica l reactions are reversible - they do not go to comple lion. 

0 Reactions ca n be classified as oxidation (addition of oxygen) or reduction 
(removal of oxygen). 



:• Atomic structure 
1.1 Fundamental particles 

Learning objectives: 
' 	 State the relative masses 

ofprotons, neutrons, and 

electrons. 

' 	 State the relative charges 
of protons, neutrons, and 

electrons. 

' 	 Explain how these particles 
are arranged in an atom. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 
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sphere of positive charge 

A Figure 1 The plum pudding model of 
the otom - electrons located in circular 
arrays within a sphere ofpositive charge 
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A Figure 2 Atoms can only be seen 
indirectly. This phatogroph ofxenon 
atoms was taken by on instrument 
called a scanning tunnelling electron 
microscope 
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Developing ideas of the atom 
The Greek philosophers had a model in which mauer was made up of 
a single continuous substance that produced the four elements - earth, 
fire, water, and air. The idea that mailer was made of individual atoms 
was not taken seriously for another 2000 years. During this time 
alchemists built up a lot of evidence about how substances behave 
and combine. Their aim was to change other metals into gold. Here 
are a few of the steps that led to our present model. 

1661 	Robert Boyle proposed that there were some substances that 
could not be made simpler. These were the chemical elements, 
as we now know them. 

1803 	John Dalton suggested that elemenrs were composed of 
in divisible at.oms. All the atoms of a particular e lement had the 
same mass and atoms of differenr e lements had different masses. 
Atoms could not be broken down. 

1896 	Henri Becquerel discovered radioactivity. This showed that 
panides could come from inside the atom. Therefore the atom was 
not indivisible. The following year, J J Thomson discovered the 
electron. This was the first sub-atomic particle to be discovered. He 
showed that elecuons were negatively charged and electrons from 
all elements were the same. 

As electrons had a negative charge, there had to be some source 
of positive charge inside the atom too. Also, as electrons were 
much lighter than whole atoms, there had to be something 
to account for the rest of the mass of the atom. Thompson 
suggested that the electrons were located within the atom in 
circular arrays, like plums in a pudding or positive charge. 
see Figure I . 

19 11 	Ernest Rutherford and his team found 1hat most of the mass and 
all the positive charge ol the atom was in a liny central nucleus. 

So, for many yea rs, it has been known 1·hat atoms themselves are 
made up of smaller particles, called sub-atomic particles. The complete 
picture is still being built up in 'atom smashers' such as the one at 
CERN, near Geneva. 

The sub-atomic particles 
Atoms are made of three fundamental particles - p rotons, n eu t ron s , 
and e lectrons. 

The protons and neutrons form the nucleus, in the centre of the acorn. 

• 	 Protons and neutrons are sometimes called nucleons because they 
are found in the nucleus. 

• 	 The electrons surround the nucleus. 

The propenies of the sub-atomic particles are shown in Table l. 
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'Y Table 1 The properties ofthe sub-atomic particles 

Property Proton p Neutron n Electron e 

Mass/ kg 1.673 x 10-27 1.675 x 10-27 0.911x10 30 

(very nearly 0) 

Charge/( +1.602 x 10- 19 0 - 1.602 x 10-19 

Position in the nucleus 
I 

in the nucleus 
around the 
nucleus 

These numbers are extremely small. In practice, relative values for 
mass and charge are used. The relative charge on a proton is taken to 
be +L so the charge on an electron is -1. Neutrons have no charge, 
see Table 2. 

'Y Table 2 The relative masses and charges ofthe sub-atomic particles 

Relative mass 

Relative charge 

Proton p Neutron n Electron e 

1 

+1 

1 

0 

1 
1840 

-1 
-

In a neutral atom, the number of electrons must be the same as the 
number of protons because their charge is equal in size and opposite 
in sign. 

The arrangement of the sub-atomic particles 
The sub-atomic particles (protons, neutrons, and electrons) are 
arranged in the atom as shown in Figure 3. 

The protons and neutrons arc in the cemre of the atom, held together 
by a force called the strong nuclear force . This is much stronger than 
the electrostatic forces of auraction that hold electrons and protons 
together in the atom, so it overcomes the repulsion between the 
protons in the nucleus. Tl acts only over very short distances, that is, 
within the nucleus. 

The nucleus is surrounded by electrons. Electrons are found in a series 
of levels, sometimes referred lo as orbi ts or shells, which gel further 
and further away from the nucleus. This is a simplified picture that 
will develop in Topic 1.5. 

Summary questions 

1 a Identify which of the following - protons, neutrons, or electrons: 

are nucleons iv have no charge 

ii have the same relative v are found outside the 

mass nucleus 

iii have opposite charges 

b Explain why we assume that there are the same number of protons 
and electrons in an atom. 

\_ 


' Maths link iii 
The masses and charges of 
sub-atomic particles are very 

small so they are expressed in 
standard form. Refer to Section 5, 

Mathematical skills, if you are not j 
sure about this notation. 

Study tip 
You must remember the relative 
masses and charges of a proton, 
neutron, and an electron as given 
in Table 2. 

e electron 

(!') proton 

Q neutron 

.A Figure 3 The sub-atomic particles in 
a helium atom {not to scale] 

Extension G 
The diameter of the nucleus 
of a hydrogen atom is about 
2 x 10- 15 m, while the diameter 
of the atom itself is about 
1 x 10 10 m, about SO 000 times 
larger. This means that ifthe 
nucleus were the size of a 
fly, the whole atom would be 
roughly the size of a cathedral. 

St Paul's Cathedral is roughly 
200 m long. Estimate the 
length of a fly and, without 
using a calculator, check that 
the analogy is realistic. 

• 




I .I Mass number, atomic number, 
!and isotopes 

Learning objectives: 
' Define the terms mass 

number, atomic number, 
and isotope. 

' Explain why isotopes of the 
same element have identical 
chemical properties. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 

Study tip 
The mass number of an isotope 
must always be bigger than the 
atomic number [except in :HJ. 
Typically it is around twice as big. 
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Mass number and atomic number 
Atomic number Z 
As you have seen in Topic 1.1, atoms consist of a tiny nucleus made up 
of protons and neutrons that is surrounded by electrons. The number 
of protons in the nucleus is called the atomic number or the proton 
number Z. 

The number of electrons in the atom is equal to the proton number, 
so atoms are electrically neutral. The number of electrons in the outer 
shell of an atom determines the chemical propert ies of an element 
(how it reacts) and what son of element il is. The atomic number 
defines the chemical identity of an element. 

atomic number (proton number) Z =number of protons 

All atoms of the same element have the same atomic number. Atoms 
of different elements have different atomic numbers. 

Mass number A 
The total number of protons plus neutrons in the nucleus (the total 
number of nucleons) is called the mass number A. ll is the nucleons 
that are responsible for almost all of the mass of an atom because 
electrons weigh virtually nothing. 

mass number A = number of protons + number of neu trons 

Isotopes 
Every single atom of any particular element has the same number of 
protons in its nucleus and therefore the same number of electrons. 
But the number of neutrons may vary. 

• 	 Atoms with the same number of protons bu t diHerent numbers 
of neu trons are called isotopes. 

• 	 Different isotopes of the same elemen1 react chemica lly in exactly 
the same way as they have the same electron configuration . 

• 	 Atoms of different isotopes of the same element vary in 
mass number because of the different number of neutrons in 
their nuclei. 

All atoms of the element carbon, for example, have atomic number 6. 
That is what makes them carbon rather than any other element. 
However, carbon has three isotopes with mass numbers 12, 13, and 
14 respectively (Table l). All three isotopes will react in the same way, 
for example, burning in oxygen to form carbon dioxide. 

Isotopes are often written like this 1!C. The superscript 13 is the mass 
number of the isotope and the subscript 6 the atomic number. 

y- number of protons and neutrons 
uc 
6 
~number of protons 
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'Y Table 1 Isotopes ofcarbon 

Name of isotope carbon-12 carbon-13 carbon-14 

symbol 

onsnumber of prot 

number of neut 

abundance 

rons 

12c
6 

6 

6 

98.89% 

13(
6 

14(
6 

6 6 

7 8 

1.11% trace 
-

Isotopes of an element have different numbers of neutrons in their nuclei and 
most elements have some isotopes. Sometimes these isotopes are unstable 
and the nucleus of the atom itself breaks down giving off bits ofthe nucleus 
or energetic rays. This is the cause of radioactivity. Radioactive isotopes have 
many uses. Each radioactive isotope decays at a rate measured by its half-life. 
This is the time taken for half of its radioactivity to decay. 

One well-known radioactive isotope is carbon-14. It has a half-life of 5730 years 
and is produced by cosmic-ray activity in the atmosphere. It is used to 
date organic matter. Radiocarbon dating can find the age of carbon-based 
material up to 60 ODO years old, though it is most accurate for materials up 
to 2000 years old. 

There is always a tiny fixed proportion of carbon-14 in all living matter. All 
living matter takes in and gives out carbon in the form of food and carbon 
dioxide, respectively. As a result, the level of carbon-14 stays the same. Once 
the living material dies, this stops happening. The radioactive carbon breaks 
down and the level of radioactivity slowly falls. So, knowing the half-life of 
carbon-14, scientists work backwards. They work out how long it has taken 
for the level of radioactivity to fall from what it is in a living organism to what 
it is in the sample. So, a sample with half the level of radioactivity expected 
in a living organism would have been dead for 5730 years, while one with a 
quarter of the expected level would have been dead for twice as long. 

The radioactivity in a wooden bowl was found to be~ of that found in a 
sample of living wood. 

1 	 fi How old is the wood from the bowl? 
2 	 Does this tel l us the age of the bowl? Explain your answer. 

Carbon-14 

Radiocarbon dating was introduced in 1949 by the 
American Willard Libby who won the Nobel Prize for the 
technique. Carbon-14 is produced in the atmosphere by a 
nuclear reaction in which a neutron (from a cosmic ray) 
hits a nitrogen atom and ejects a proton: 

14N+ 1n-+ 14C + 1p 
7 0 6 I 

Summary questions 

1 	 Isotopes are usually 
identified by the name of 
the element and the mass 
number of the isotope, as in 
carbon-13. However, Isotopes 
of hydrogen have their 
own names. Hydrogen-2 is 
often called deuterium and 
hydrogen-3 tritium. However, 
both these isotopes behave 
chem ically just like the most 
common isotope, hydrogen-1. 
State how many protons, 
neutrons, and electrons the 
atoms of the following have. 

a 	 deuterium 

b 	 tritium 

2 	 li w 14X 16y 15Z Identify 15 ' 7 ' 8 ' 7 
which of these atoms (not 
their real symbols) is a pair of 
isotopes. 

3 	 For each element in 

question 2, state: 

a 	 the number of protons 

b 	 the mass number 

c 	 the number of neutrons 

If the half life of 14C is taken to be 6000 years, 24 000 years 
is four half lives so the remaining radioactivity will be 
1 1 1 1 1 - x - x - x -=
2 	 2 2 2 16 
of the original activity. 

Suggest why 60 ODO years is the practical limit for 14C 
dating. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Describe how electrons are 

arranged in an atom. 

' Recognise that the electron 
can behave as a particle, a 
wave, or a cloud of charge. 

' Describe how the structure 
of an atom developed from 
Dalton to Schri:idinger. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 

Synoptic link 

This topic revises your knowledge 
of electron arrangements from 
GCSE. This will be useful when 
you study electron arrangements 

in Topic 1.5, M~re about electron I 
arrangements in atoms. ___) 

Quantum theory in 
practice 

Quantum Theory makes 
predictions that seem to 
contradict our everyday 
experience such as the fact that 
an electron can pass through two 
different holes at once! However, 
it is an extremely successful 
theory and underlies electronic 
gadgets such as computers, 
mobile phones, and DVD players. 
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The atom and electrons 
During the early years of the twentieth century, physicists made great 
strides in understanding the structure of the atom. These are some of 
the landmarks. 

1913 Niels Bohr put forward the idea that the atom consisted of a tiny 
positive nucleus orbited by negatively-charged electrons to form 
an atom like a tiny solar system. The electrons orbited in shells 
of fixed size and the movement of electrons from one shell to 
the next explained how atoms absorbed and gave out light. This 
was the beginning of what is called quantum theory. 

1926 	Erwin Schrodinger, a mathematica l physicist, worked out an 
equation that used the idea that electrons had some of the 
propenies of waves as well as those of particles. This led to a 
theory called quantum mechanics which can be used to predict 
the behaviour of sub-atomic particles. 

1932 	James Chadwick discovered the neutron. 

At the same time, chemists were developing their ideas about how 
electrons allowed atoms to bond together. One important contributor 
was the American, Gilbert Lewis. He put forward the ideas that: 

• 	 the inertness of the noble gases was related to rheir having full 
outer shells of electrons 

• 	 ions were formed by atoms losing or gaining electrons to attain full 
outer shells 

• 	 atoms could also bond by sharing electrons ro form full outer shells. 

Lewis' theories are the basis of modern ideas of chemical bonding and 
explain the formulae of many simple compounds using the idea that 
at0ms tend to gain the stable electronic structure of the nearest noble gas. 

Evolving ideas 
Early theories model the electron as a minute solid particle. Later 
theories suggest you can also think of electrons as smea red out clouds 
of charge, so you can never say exactly where an electron is at any 
moment. You can merely state the probability that it can be found 
in a particular volume of space that has a particu lar shape. However, 
chemists still use different models o[ the atom for different purposes. 

• 	 Dalton's model can still be used to explain the geometries of crystals. 

• 	 Bohr's model can be used for a simple model of ionic and 
covalent bonding. 

• 	 The charge cloud idea is used for a more sophisticated explanation 
of bonding and the shapes of molecules. 

• 	 The simple model of electrons orbiting in shells is useful for many 
purposes, particularly for working out bonding becween aroms. 

You will be familiar with the electron diagrams in this section from 
GCSE. They lead on to the more sophisticated models of electron 
structure described in Topic 1.5. However, they can still be useful, 
for example, in predicting and explaining the formulae of simple 
compounds and the shapes of molecules . 



Electron shells 
The first shell, which is closest to the nucleus, fills first, then the 
second, and so on. The number of electrons in each shell = 2n2, where 
n is the number of the shell, so: 

• 	 the first shell holds up to two electrons 

• 	 the second shell ho lds up to eight electrons 

• 	 the third she ll holds up to l 8 electrons. 

Electron diagrams 
If you know the number or prowns in an atom, you also know the 
number of electrons it has. This is because the atom is neutral. You 
can therefore draw an electron diagram for any element. For example, 
carbon has six electrons. The four electrons in the outer shell arc 
usually drawn spaced out around the atom (Figure l). 

Sulfur has 16 electrons. It has six electrons in its outer shell. It helps 
when drawing bonding diagrams LO space out the first four (as in carbon), 
and then add the nex1 two eleetrons to form pairs (Figme 2). 

You can also draw electron diagrams of ions, as long as you know 
the number of electrons. For example, a sodium atom, Na, has 11 
electrons, but its ion has 10, so it has a positive charge, Na+ (Figure 3). 

An oxygen atom has eight electrons, but its ion has 10, so it has a 
negative charge, 0 2· (Figure 4). 

You can write electro n diagrams in shorthand: 

• 	 write the numbe r of electrons in each shell, starting with the inner 
shell and wo rking outwards 

• separate each number by a comma. 


For carbon you writ e 2,4; for sulfur 2,8,6; for Na+ 2,8. 


Summary questions 

1 	 Draw the electron arrangement diagrams of atoms that have the 


following numbers of electrons: 


a 3 b 9 c 14 


2 State, in shorthand, the electron arrangements of atoms with: 


a 4 electrons b 13 electrons c 18 electrons 


3 	 Identify which of the following are atoms, positive ions, or negative 

ions. Give the size of the charge on each ion, including its sign. Use the 

Periodic Table to identify the elements A-E. 

A 12 10 

B 2 2 

c 17 18 

0 10 10 

E 3 2 

Study tip 
You must remember the number of 

electrons in each shell. 

carbon (2,4) 


A Figure 1 Electron diagram ofcarbon 


sulfur (2,8,6) 

A Figure 2 Electron diagram ofsulfur 

8 
+ 

Na+ sodium ion 
11 protons, 10 electrons 
(2,8) 

A Figure 3 Electron diagram of a 
sodium ion 

oz- oxygen ion 
8 protons, 
10 electrons (2,8) 

A Figure 4 Electron diagram of an 
oxygen ion 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Explain how a mass 

spectrometer works and what 
it measures. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 

Synoptic link 

Mass spectrometry can also be 
used to measure relative molecular 
masses and much more, as 
you will see in Topic 16.2, Mass 
spectrometry. 

high voltage 
.____ _ + 

The mass spectrometer 
The mass spectromecer is the most useful instrument for the accurate 
determination of relative atomic masses A,. Relative atomic masses 
are measured on a scale on which the mass of an atom of 12C is 
defined as exactly 12. No other isotope has a relative atomic mass that 
is exactly a whole number. This is because neither the proton nor the 
neutron has a mass of exactly 1. 

relative atomic mass A = average mass of I atom 
' ..!... mass of I atom of 12C 

12 

· 	 M average mass of molecule 
re1alive mo1ecu1ar mass ,. = 

1 -	 mass of I atom of 12C 
12 

The mass spectrometer determines the mass or separate atoms (or 
molecules) . Mass spectrometers are an essentia l pan of a chemist's 
toolkit of equipment. For example, they are used by forensic scientists 
co help identify substances such as illega l drugs. 

There are several types of mass spectrometer but all work on the 
principle of forming ions from the sample and then separating the ions 
according to the ratio of their charge to their mass. The type described 
here is called a time of flight (TOF) instrument. 

~-----

fine hollow needle vacuum pump 

beam of 
positive ions 

A Figure 1 The layout ofan electron spray ionisation time offlight 
mass spectrometer 

AAA 
I 
I 
I 
I 

high 
energy 

electrons 
.,..__++-..,.. positive 

beam ofI 	 I 
I 	 I 
I 	 I~=**= 
I 	 I x+sample 

electron gun 

(hot wire filament) 


detector 

signal 
to PC 

flight tube 

What happens in a time of flight mass 
spectrometer? 
In outline, the substance(s) in the sample are 
converted to positive ions. accelerated to high 
speeds (which depend on cheir mass to charge 
ratio). and arrive at a detector. The steps are 
described in more detail below. 

• 	Vacuum The whole appararus is kept under 
a high vacuum to prevent the ions rhat are 
produced colliding with molecules from the air. 

• 	Ionisation 'IWo types of ionisation are 
described here. ln electrospray ion isation , 
the sample is dissolved in a volatile solvent 
and forced through a fine hollow needle 
that is connected to the positive terminal 
of a high voltage supply. This produces tiny 
positively charged droplets that have gained 
a proton from the solvent (Figure 1). The 
solvent evaporates from the droplets into 
the vacuum and the droplets get smaller and 
smaller until they may contain no more than 
a single positively charged ion . 
In electron impact. the sample is vaporised 
and high energy electrons are fired at it from 
an electron gun. which is a hot wire filament 
with a current running through it that emits 
beam of high energy electrons (Figure 2) . 

A Figure 2 Jan source ofan electron bombardment mass spectrometer 

• 
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 ' 
This usually knocks off one electron from each particle forming 
a l+ ion. 

X(g) + e- x • (g) + 2e

• 	 Acceleration The positive ions are amacted towards a negatively 
charged plate and accelerate towards it. Lighter ions and more highJy 
charged ions achieve a higher speed. 

• 	 Ion drift The ions pass through a hole in the negatively charged 
plate. forming a beam and travel along a tube, called the flight 
tube, to a detector. 

• 	 Detection When ions with the same charge arrive at the detector, 
the lighter ones are first as they have higher velocities. The flight 
times are recorded. The positive ions pick up an electron from the 
detector, which causes a currenr to flow. 

• 	 Data analysis The signal from the detector is passed to a computer 
which generates a mass spectrum like those in Figures 3 and 4 . 

Mass spectra of elements 
The mass spectrometer can be used to identify the different isotopes that 
make up an c lement. It detects individual ions, so different isotopes arc 
detected separa tely because they have difrerent masses. This is how the 
data for the neon, gemianium, and chlorine isotopes in Figures 3, 4, 
and 5 were obtained. The peak height gives the relative abundance of 
each isotope and the horizontal scale gives the mlz which. for a singly 
charged ion is numerically the same as the mass number A. 

Mass spearometers can measure relative aromic masses to five decimal 
places of an atomic mass unit - this is called high resolution mass 
spectrometry. However most work is done to one decimal point - this 
is called low resolution mass spectrometry. 

Low resolution mass spectrometry 
The low resolution mass spectrum of neon is shown in Figure 3. This 
shows that neon has two isotopes. with mass numbers 20 and 22. and 
abundances to the nearest whole number of 90% and 10%, respectively. 
From this we can say that neon has an average relative atomic mass of: 

(90 x 20) + ( I 0 x 22) = 20.2
100 

When calculating the relative atom ic mass of an elemen t, you must 
take account of the relative abundances of the isotopes. The rela tive 
atomic mass of neon is not 2 1 because there are far more atoms of the 
lighter isotope. 

Another example is the mass spectrum of the element germanium, 
which is shown in Figure 4. 

Isotopes ofchlorine 
Chlorine has two isotopes. They are :~cl, with a mass number of 35. 

and :~cl, with a mass number of 37. They occur in the ratio of almost 

exactly 3 : l. 

35CI 35CI 35Cl 	 37CI 

three of these 	 to every one of this 

100 

'*' Q) 
c.>c: 
'O "' c: 50.5 
"' ~ 
]! 
l!! 

00 20 40 

mass I charge ratio 

A Figure 3 The mass spectrum of neon. 
There is no peak at 20.2 because no neon 
atoms actually have this mass 

100 


80 
....'*' 
8c: 
"' 	 60 
'Oc: 
::> 
.0 

36.5%"' 	 40 
27.4%~ I20.5% ~ 	20 

7.8% 7.8% 

70 	71 72 73 74 75 76 
mass I charge ratio 

A Figure 4 The mass spectrum 
ofgermanium [the percentage 
abundance ofeach peak is givenJ 

singly charged ions 

,L,
100 

~ 

OL-...__.__.__.____.__..._....._..L
5 	 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

mass I charge ratio 

A Figure 5 The mass spectrum af 
chlorine 
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Study tip vx 

Relative atomic masses are 
weighted averages of the mass 
numbers of the isotopes of the 
element, taking account both the 
masses and their abundances, 
relative to the 12C isotope, which is 
exactly 12. Chlorine has isotopes 
of mass number 35 and 37 but the 
relative atomic mass of chlorine is 
not 36, it is 35.5. 

.A Figure 6 The Mars Rover Curiosity 
carries a moss spectrometer to look for 
compounds ofcarbon thot may suggest 
that there was once life on Mors. 
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So there is 75% 35CI and 25 % 37CI atoms in naturally occurring 
chlorine gas. 

The average mass of these is 35.5, as shown below. 

Mass of I 00 atoms = (35 x 75 ) + (37 x 25) = 3550 

3550Average mass= = 35.5 
100 

This explains why the relative atomic mass of chlorine is 
approximately 35.5. 

Identifying elements 

All elements have a characteristic pattern that shows the relative 
abundances of their isotopes. This can be used to help identify any 
particular element. Chlorine, for example, shows two peaks at mass 35 and 
mass 37. The peak of mass 35 is three t imes the height of the peak of mass 
37 because there are three times as many 35CI atoms in chlorine. 

The spectrum will also show peaks caused by ionised Cl 2 molecules. These 
are called molecular ions. There will be three of these: 

• at mlz 70, due to 3sc135c1 

• at mlz 72, due to 35Cl37CI 

• at m/ z 74, due to 37Cl37CI 

High resolution mass spectrometers can measure the masses of atoms 
to several decimal places. This allows us to identify elements by the exact 
masses of their atoms that (apart from carbon-12 whose relative atomic 
mass is exactly 12) are not exactly whole numbers. 

fO What will be the relative abundances of the three Cl 2+ions of mlz 70, 
72, and 74 respectively? The relative abundances of the atoms are 

35CI: 37CI = 3: 1. i.e., ~ : .!.
4 4 

Mass spectrometers in space 
Space probes such as the Mars Rover Curiosity carry mass 
spectrometers. They are used to identify the elements in rock samples. 
The Huygens spacecraft that landed on Titan, one of the moons of 
Saturn, in January 2005 carried a mass spectrometer used to identify 
and measure the amounts of the gases in Titan 's atmosphere. After 
landing, it also analysed vaporised samples of 1he surface . 



\_ -
The latest development in mass spectrometry is a unit small enough to 

carry as a back pack. The unit, including rechargeable batteries, weighs 

10 kg, light enough to be carr ied by scene of crime officers looking for 

drugs, explosive, or chemical weapons. Other uses include investigating 

chemical spills. 

• Figure 7 The mini-mass spectrometer 

The mass spectrometer includes software to match spectra of samples 

investigated with a library of spectra and so identify them. The instrument 

can be used by operators with little or no chemical knowledge. 

Summary questions 

1 Explain why the ions formed in a mass spect rometer 

have a positive charge. 

2 Explain what causes the ions to accelerate through 

the mass spectrometer. 

3 Describe what forms the ions into a beam. 

4 State which ions will arrive at the detector first. 

S Use the information about germanium in Figure 4 to 

Calculate out its relative atomic mass. 

6 Figure 8 shows the mass spectrum of copper. 

Calculate the relative atomic mass of copper. 

100 

"<fl 80 
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63 
mass I charge ratio 

• Figure 8 The mass spectrum ofcopper 



Learning objectives: 
' 	 Illustrate how the electron 

configurations of atoms and 

ions are written in terms of s, 

p, and d electrons. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 

pp 

p 
z 	 z 

y 

~ xs$5'.. 
"' 

d 	 d 
z. 	 z 

"' y$' .. 
d 

z 
y "' 

d 

.A. Figure 3 The shapes ofS·, p·, and 
d-arbitals 
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As you have seen in Topic 1.3, in a simple model of the atom the 
electrons are thought of as being arranged in shells around the 
nucleus. The shells can hold increasing numbers of electrons as they 
get further from the nucleus - the pattern is 2, 8, 18, and so on. 

Energy levels 
Electrons in different shells have differing amounts of energy. They can 
therefore be represented on an energy level diagram. The shells are 
called main energy levels and they are labelled I, 2, 3, and so on (Figure 1). 
Each main energy level can hold up to a maximum number of electrons 
given by the formula 2n2, where n is the number of the main level. So, 
you can have two electrons in the first main level, eight in the next, 18 
in the next, and so on. 

Apart from the first level, which has only an s-sub-level, these main 
energy levels are divided into sub-levels, called s, p, d, and f, which have 
slightly different energies (Figure 2). Level 2 has an s-sub-level and 
a p-sub-level. Level 3 ans-sub-level. a p-sub-level, and a d-sub-leveL 

main energy 
levelselectron shells 

energy d 
-	 3- 3 p 

s "' 
p-	 2- 2 s 

-	 1-- s 

main energy levels sub-levels 

.A. Figure 1 Electron shells and energy levels .A. Figure 2 Energy levels and sub-levels 

Quantum mechanics 
For a more complete description of the electrons in atoms a theory called 
quantum mechanics is used, which was developed duri ng the 1920s. This 
describes the a tom mathema tically with an equa tion (the Schrodinger 
eq uation) . The solutions to this equalion give 1he probability of finding an 
electron in a given volume of space called an atomic orbital. 

Atomic orbitals 
The electron is no longer considered to be a particle but a cloud of 
negative charge. An electron fills a volume in space called its atomic 
orbital. The concept of the main levels and the sub-levels is then 
induded in the following way. 

• 	 Different atomic orbitals have different energies. Each orbital has 
a number that tells us the main energy level that ir corresponds 
to: 1, 2, 3, and so on. 

• 	 The atomic orbitals of each main level have different shapes, which 
in turn have slightly different energies. These are the sub-levels. 
They are described by the leuers s. p, d, and L The shapes of the 



s-, p-, a11d d-orbitals are shown in Figure 3. The shapes off-orbitals 
are even more complicated. 

• 	 These shapes represent a volume of space in which there is a 95% 
probability of finding an electron and they influence the shapes of 
molecules. 

• 	 The first main energy level consists of a singles-orbital. The second 
main level has a singles-orbital and three p-orbitals of a slightly 
higher energy, the third main level has a singles-orbital, three 
p-orbitals of slightly higher energy, and five d-orbitals of slightly 
higher energy still, and so on, see Figure 4. 

• 	 Any single atomic orbital can hold a maximum of two electrons. 

• 	 s-orbitals can hold up tO two electrons. 

• 	 p-orbitals can hold up to two electrons each, but always come 
in groups of three of the same energy, to give a total of up to six 
electrons in the p-sub-level. 

• 	 d-orbitals can hold up to two electrons each, but come in groups of 
five of the same energy to give a total of up tO I 0 electrons in the 
d-sub-level. 

Table l summarises the number of electrons in the different levels and 
sub-levels. 

'Y Table 1 The number ofelectrons in the different levels and sub-levels 

Study tip 
You should know how many S·, p·, 
and d-orbitals there are in each 
main energy level. However, you 
only need to know the shapes of 
the s- and p-orbitals. 

i 
_ d 3p3p3p 3d3d3d3d3d 
3-P ~---- s 

2p2p2p2s ___ ~ 	2-Pc 
Q) - s 

lsI 1-S 
the numbers of different 

sub-levels sub-levels 

A Figure 4 The subdivisions oforbitals 

Main energy level (shell) 1 2 3 4 

sub-l evel(s) s s p s p d s p d f 

number of orbitals in 1 1 3 1 3 5 1 3 5 7 
sub-level (2 electrons) (ze-) (6e-) (ze-) (6e-) (10e-) (2e-) (6e-) (10e-) (14e-) 

total number of electrons 

in main energy level 
2 8 18 32 

The energy level diagram in Figure 5 shows the energies of the orbitals 
for the first few elements of the Periodic Table. Notice that the first 
main energy level has only an s-orbital. The second main level has an 
s- and p-sub-level and the p-sub-level is composed of three p-orbitals 
of equal energy. The third main level has ans-, p-, and ct-sub-level, 
and the ct-sub-level is composed of five at0mic orbitals of equal energy. 

• 	 Each 'box' in Figure 5 represents an orbital of the appropriate 
shape that can hold up to two electrons. 

• 	 Notice that 4s is actually of slightly lower energy than 3d for 
neutral atoms, though this can change when ions are formed. 

Spin 
Electrons also have the property called spin. 

• 	 Two electrons in the same orbital must have opposite spins. 

• 	 The electrons are usually represented by arrows pointing up or 
down to show the different directions of spin. 

Putting electrons into atomic orbitals 
Remember that the label of an atomic orbital tells us about the energy 
(and shape) of an electron cloud. For example, the atomic orbital 3s 
means the main energy level is 3 and the sub-level (and therefore the 
shape) is spherical. 

5pO 0 0 
4d 00 00 0 

5sO1 4p0 0 0 
~ 
~ 
w 

4s0 
3p0 

3s0 
2p0 

2s0 

3d DD OOO 

D 0 

0 0 

lsO 

A Figure 5 The energy levels ofthe 
first few atomic orbitals 

Study tip 

Although we use the term spin, 
the electrons are not actually 
spinning. 



1.5 More about electron arrangements in atoms 

Study tip 
Practise working out the shorthand 
electronic structure of all the 
elements at least up to krypton 
(atomic number 36]. 

3PD D D 3sg 
zsDPD D D 

ls[] 

H 

There are three rules for allocating electrons to atomic orbitals. 

I Atomic orbitals of lower energy are fill ed first - so the lower main 
level is filled first and, within this level, sub-levels or lower energy 
are filJed first. 

2 Atomic orbitals of the same energy fill singly before pairing starts. 
This is because electrons repel each other. 

3 No atomic orbital can hold more than two electrons. 

The electron diagrams for the elements hydrogen to 3pD D D 
sodium are shown in Figure 6. 3sq

PDD D2sD 
ls QI] 

He 

Li Be B c N 0 F Ne 

3P0 D D 
3su;JPQII QI] QI] 
2sQII 
lsQI] 

Na 

.A Figure 6 The electron arrangements for the elements hydrogen to sodium - note how they obey the rule above 

You will learn how electron 
arrangements affect the properties 
of the transition metals in 
Topic 23.1, The general properties 

~transition metals. 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Give the full electron 
arrangement for 
phosphorus. 

b 	 Give the electron 
arrangement for phosphorus 
using an inert gas symbol as 
a shorthand. 

2 a Give the full electron 
arrangements of: 

Ca2• and ii F-

b 	 Give their electron 
arrangements using an 
inert gas symbol as a 
shorthand . 
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Writing electronic structures 
A shorthand way of writing electronic structures is as follows, for 
example, for sodium which has 11 electrons: 

I s2 2s2 2p6 3s1 

2 8 
Note how this matches the simpler 2,8, I you used at GCSE. 

Calcium, with 20 electrons would be: 

ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 wh ich matches 2.8,8,2 

Notice how the 4s orbital is !illed be[ore the 3d orbita l because it is of 
lower energy. 

After calcium, electrons begin to fill the 3d orbita ls, so vanadium with 
23 electrons is: ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d 3 4s2 

Krypton with 36 electrons is: l s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d 10 4s2 4p6 

Sometimes it simplifies things to use the previous noble gas symbol. So 
the electron arrangement of calcium, Ca, could be written [Ar] 4s2 as 
a shorthand for [ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 1 4s2 because ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 is 
the electron arrangement of argon. 

You can use the same notation for ions. So a sodium ion, Na•, would 
have the electron arrangement ls2 2s2 2p6, one less than a sodium 
atom, 1 s2 2s2 2p6 3s1• 



The patterns in flrsl ionisation energies across a period provide 
evidence for electron energy sub-levels. 

Ionisation energy 
Electrons can be removed from atoms and the energy it takes to remove 
them can be measured. This is called ionisation energy because as the 
electrons are removed, rhe atoms become positive ions. 

• 	 Ionisation energy is rhe energy required to remove a mole of electrons 
from a mole of a roms in rhe gaseous state and is measured in kJ mo1- 1

• 

• 	 Ionisation energy has the abbreviation IE. 

Removing the electrons one by one 
You can measure the energies req uired to remove the electrons one by 
one from an a tom, starting from the outer electrons and working inwards. 

• 	 The first electron needs the least energy t0 remove it because it is 
being removed from a neutral atom. This is the first IE. 

• 	 The second elecrron needs more energy than the first because it is 
being removed from a + 1 ion. This is rhe second IE. 

• 	 The third electron needs even more energy to remove it because it 
is being removed from a +2 ion. This is the third IE. 

• 	 The fourth needs yet more, and so on. 

These are called su ccessive ionisat ion energies. 

For example, sodium: 

Na(g) -+ Na+(g) + e- first IE =+ 496 kJ 11101- 1 

Na+(g) Na2+(g) + e second IE = + 4563 kJ mo1- 1 

Na2+(g) Na3+(g) + e- third IE = + 6913 kJ mo1-1 

and so on, see Table l . 

T Table 1 Successive ionisation energies ofsodium 

Learning objectives: 
' State the definition of 

ionisation energy. 

' Describe the trend in 
ionisation energies a] down 

a group and b) across a 

period in terms of electron 

configurations. 

' Explain how trends in 

ionisation energies provide 

evidence for the existence of 

electron energy levels and 

sub-levels. 

Specification reference: 3.1.1 

electrons in 

main level 1 
I 

: electrons in : 
!:!:! ~anlevel2 
~ : 

I 
I I 

electrons 1n 
main level 3 

01234567891011 
total number of electrons removed 

A Flgure 1 The successive ionisation 
energies ofsodium against number of 
electrons removed. Note that the log ofthe 
ionisation energy has been plotted in order 
tofit the large range ofvalues on the scale 

Electron removed 


Ionisation energy I 

1kJ mo1 

4th 6th1st 2nd 3rd 5th 

496 4563 6913 9544 13 352 16611 

Notice that the second TE is not the energy change for 

Na(g) - • Na2+(g) + 2c

Thc energy for this process would be (first IE+ second IE). 

If you plot a graph of the values shown in Table I you get Figure 1. 

Notice that one electron is relatively easy to remove, then comes a 
group of eight that arc more difficult to remove, and finally two that 
arc very difficult to remove. 

7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 

20115 25 491 28934 141367 159079 

Study tip 

The shape of the graph in Figure 1 

has to be thought about carefully. 

The first elect ron removed is in the 

outer main level and the 10th and 

11th elect rons removed are in the 

innermost main level. 

• 
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30000 

,1.6 Electron arrangements and ionisation energy 
~~ - 

Study tip 
The energy change for the 
formation of a negative ion is 
called the electron affinity. The 
term ionisation energy is used only 
for the formation of positive ions. 

25000 

200001... 
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E -, 15000 

;i 
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10000 

5000 

0 

This suggests that sodium has: 


• one electron furthest away from the positive nucleus (easy LO remove) 


• eight electrons nearer in to the nucleus (harder to remove) 

• two electrons very dose to the nucleus (very difficult to remove 
because they are nearest to the positive charge of the nucleus). 

This tells you about the number of electrons in each main level or 
orbit: 2,8, I. The eight electrons in shell 2 a re in fact sub-divided into 
two further groups that correspond tO the 2s2, 2p6 electrons in the 
second main level, but this is not visible on the scale of Figure I. It is 
just visible in figure 2. 

You can find the number of electrons in each main level of any 

element by looking at the jumps in successive ionisation energies. 

Trends in ionisation energies across a period in the 
Periodic Table 
The trends in first ionisa tion energies moving across a period in the 
Period ic Table can also give information abou t Lhe energies of electrons 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 in main levels and sub-levels. Ionisation energies generally increase 
electron removed across a period because the nuclear charge is increasing and this makes 

.A. Figure Z The successive ionisation it more difficult to remove an electron . 
energies of the electrons in shell 2 

The data for Period 3 are shown in Table 2. 
in sodium. You canjust see the jump 
between electron ? and 8 T Table Z The first ionisation energies of the elements in Period 3 in kJ mo/ 1 

nuclear charge increasing-+ 

Plotting a graph of these values shows that the increase is not regular 
(Figure 3). In going from magnesium ( ls2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2) ro aluminium 
(ls2, 2s2• 2p6, 3s2• 3p1). the ionisation energy adualJy goes down, despite 
the increase in nuclear charge. This is because rhe outer electron in 
aluminium is in a 3p orbital which is of a slightly higher energy than the 
3s orbital. It therefore needs less energy to remove it, see Figure 4. 

energy energy 

1st IE 
I 1600 Ar 
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.A. Figure 3 Trends in first ionisation 

complete removal 

----------0~~~----------

3P [] D D 
3s QIJ 

2p QI] QI] QIJ 

2sQIJ 


lsQIJ 


aluminium ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p1 

energies across Period 3 .A. Figure 4 The first ionisation energy ofaluminium is less than that ofmagnesium 

• 




In Figure 3, notice the small drop between phosphorus (I s2, 2s2, 2p6, 

3s2, 3p3) and sulfur (I s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p4 ). In phosphorus, each of the 
three 3p o rbita ls contains just one electron, while in sulfur, one of the 
3p orbitals must contain two electrons. The repulsion between these 
paired electrons makes it easier to remove one of them, despite the 
increase in nuclear charge, see Figure 5. 

2p 3p 

l s 2s 3s 


ill] ill] ill] ill] ill] ill] [] [] [] 
orbitals (sub-levels) 1n phosphorus 

easier 
2p 3p to lose 

cttJ cto ill] ill] ill] filJ [] [] rm 
orbitals (sub-levels} in sulfur 

.A. Figure 5 Electron arrangements ofphosphorus and sulfur 

Both these cases, which go against the expected trend, are evidence 
that confirms the existence of s- and p-sub-levels. These were 
predicted by quantum theory and the Schrodinger equation. 

Trends in ionisation energies down a group in the 
Periodic Table 
Figure 6 shows that there is a general decrease in first ionisation 
energy going down Group 2 and the same pattern is seen in other 
groups. This is because the outer electron is in a main level that gets 
further from the nucleus in each case. 
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atomic number 

.A. Figure 6 The first ionisation energies of the elements ofGroup 2 

Going down a group, the nuclear charge increases. At first sight you 
might expect that this would make it more difficult to remove an 
electron. However, the actual positive charge 'felt' by an electron in 
the outer shell is less than the full nuclear charge. This is because of 
the effect of the inner electrons shielding the nuclear charge. 

Summary questions 

1 	 State why the second 
ionisation energy of any 
atom is larger than the first 
ionisation energy. 

2 	 Sketch a graph similar to 
Figure 1 of the successive 
ionisation energies of 
aluminium (electron 
arrangement 2,8,3). 

3 	 An element X has the 
following values (in kJ mo1- 1) 

for successive ionisation 
energies: 1093, 2359, 4627, 
6229, 37 838, 47 285. 

a Identify which group in the 
Periodic Table it is in. 

b Explain your answer to a. 

• 




1 	 The following diagram shows the first ionisation - 1400------- 
energies of some Period 3 elements. ~ 

~ 	 1200 -1--4----4-~-+---+---I 
Q) 

5 ~ 	1000 
:.-: E 
~ :;? 800 
.2 600 -1--4----4-~-+---+---I 
~ 
..:: 400 -1--4----4-~-+---+---I 

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl 

(a) 	 Draw a cross on the diagram Lo show the first ionisation energy of aluminium. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 Write an equation to show the process that occurs when the first ionisation 

energy of aluminium is measured. 


(2 marks) 

(c) 	 S1a re which of the first, second, or th ird ionisations of alum inium would 

produce an ion with the electron configuration 1 s2 2s2 2p6 3s1• 


(7 mark) 

(d) 	 Explain why the value of the first ionisation energy of su lfur is less than 

the value of the first ionisation energy of phosphorus. 


(2 marks) 

(e) 	 Identify the element in Period 2 that has the highest first ionisation energy 

and give its electron configuration. 


(2 marks) 

(f) 	 State the trend in first ionisation energies in Group 2 from beryllium to barium. 
Explain your answer in terms of a suitable model of atomic ~trudure. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2010 

2 	 (a) One isotope of sodium has a relative mass of 23. 
(i) 	 Define, in terms of the fundamental particles present. the meaning 

of the tem1 isotopes. 
(ii) 	 Explain why isotopes of the same element have the same chemical properties. 

(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Give the electronic configuration. showing all sub-levels, for a sodium atom. 
(1 mark) 

(c) 	 An atom has half as many protons as an atom of 28Si and also has six fewer 

neutrons than an atom of 28Si. Give the symbol, including the mass number 

and the a tomic number, of this atom. 


{2 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

3 	 The values of the first ionisation energies of neon, sod ium and magnesium arc 
2080, 494 and 736 kJ mo1-1, respectively. 
(a) 	 Explain the meaning of the term first ionisation energy of an atom. 

(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Write an equacion using state symbols to illuscrate the process occurring 

when che second ionisation energy of magnesium is measured. 


(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Explain why the value of the first ionisation energy or magnesium is higher 

than that of sodium. 


(2 marks) 

(d) 	 Explain why the value of the first ionisation energy or neon is higher chan 

that of sodium. 


• 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 



Chapter 1 Atomic structure 
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4 	 A sample or iron from a meteorite was found to contain the isotopes 54Fe, 56Fe, and 57Fe. 
(a) 	 The relative abundances of these isotopes can be determined using a mass 

spectrometer. Tn the mass spectrometer, the sample is first vaporised and then ionised. 
(i) 	 State what is meant by the term isotopes. 
(ii) 	 Explain how, in a mass spectrometer, ions are detected and how their 

abundance is measured. 
(5 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Define the term relative atomic mass of an element. 
(ii) 	 The relative abundances of the isotopes in this sample of iron were 

found to be as follows. 

5
 

- :.ao I ~~.60 1 s;.60 
I 

Use the da ta above to calculate the relative atomic mass of iron in this sample. 
Give your answer to the appropriate number of significant figures. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

5 The diagram shows the layout of a time of flight mass spectrometer. 

(a) 	 Explain how positive ions are formed from the sample. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 Explain why the instrument is kept under vacuum. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 Explain how the ions are accelerated and separated by mass in the instrument. 
(3 marks) 

(d) 	Explain how an electric current is produced when an ion arrives a t the detector. 
(I mark) 

(e) 	 The low resolu tion mass spectrum of magnesium shows three peaks 

Mass I charge Relative abundance I% 

24 79.0% 

25 10.0% 

26 11.0% 

(i) 	 Give the numbers or protons and neutrons in the nuclei of each isotope. 
(1 mark) 

f) (ii) 	 Calculate the relative atomic mass of a sample of magnesium. 
Give your answer to the appropriate number of significant figures. 

(2 marks) 



i Amount of substance 
,2.1 Relative atomic and molecular 

masses, the Avogadro constant, 
and the mole 

Learning objectives: 
-+ State the definition of relative 

atomic mass. 

-+ State the definition of relative 
molecular mass. 

-+ State the meaning of the 
Avogadro constant. 

-+ 	 State what the same 
numbers of moles of different 
substances have in common. 

-+ 	 Calculate the number of moles 
present in a given mass of an 
element or compound. 

Specification reference: 3.1.2 

Study tip 
The weighted average mass must 
be used to allow for the presence 
of isotopes, using their percentage 
abundances in calculations. 

Study tip 
It would be useful to learn the 
exact definitions of A, and M, . 
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Relative atomic mass Ar 

The actual mass in grams of any atom or molecule is too tiny to 
find by weighing. Instead, the masses of atoms are compared and 
relative masses are used. 

This was done in the past by defining th e relative atomic mass of 
hydrogen, the lightest element. as 1. The average mass of an atom 
of oxygen (for example) is 16 times hea vier, to the nearest whole 
number, so oxygen has a relative atomic mass of 16. Scientists now 
use the isotope carbon-12 as th e baseline for relative atomic mass 
because the mass spectrometer has al lowed us ro measure the masses 
of individual isotopes extremely accurately. One twelfth of the relative 
atomic mass of carbon-12 is given a va Iue of exactly I. The carbon-12 
standard (defined below) is now accepted by all chemists throughout 
the world. 

The relative atomic m ass A, is the weighted average 
mass of an atom of an element, taking into account 

its naturally occurring isotopes, relative to -1- the 
12 

relative atomic mass of an atom of carbon-12. 

. . A average mass of one atom of an element.
1 

re anve atonnc mass '= J_ mass of one atom of i2c 

12 
_ average mass of one atom of an element x 12 
- mass of one atom of 12C 

Relative molecular mass Mr 
Molecules can be handled in the same way, by comparing the mass of 
a molecule with that of an atom of ca rbon-12. 

The relative molecular mass, M,, of a molecule is the 

mass of that molecule compared to J_ the relative 
12 

atomic mass of an atom of carbon- 12. 

relative molecular mass M = average mass of one molecule 
r I 

-	 mass of one atom of 12C 
12 

_ average mass of one molecule x 12 
- mass of one atom of 12C 

You find the relative molecular mass by adding up the relative 
at0mic masses of all the atoms present in the molecule and you find 
this from the formula. 



-

T Table 1 Examples ofrelative molecular moss 

I 

Molecule Formula A, of atoms M, 

water 

carbon dioxid 

methane 

e 

H, O 

co, 
CH4 

(2 x 1.0) + 16.0 18.0 

12.0 + (2 x 16.0) 44.0 

12.0 + (4 x 1.0) 16.0 

Relative formula mass 
The term relative formula mass is used for ionic compounds because 
they don' t exist as molecules. However, this has the same symbol M,. 

T Table 2 Some examples ofthe relative formula mosses ofionic compounds 

Ionic compound Formula A, of atoms M, 
calcium fluoride CaF, 40.1 + (2 x 19.0) 78.1 

sodium sulfate Na2S04 (2 x 23.0) + 32.1 + (4 x 16.0) 142.1 

magnesium nitrate Mg(N03 ) , 24.3 + (2 x (14.0 + (16.0 x 3)) 148.3 

The Avogadro constant and the mole 
One atom of any element is too sma ll to see with an optical 
microscope and impossible to weigh individually. So, to count atoms, 
chemists must weigh large numbers of them. This is how cashiers 
count money in a ba nk (Figure l ). 

Working to the nearest whole number, a helium atom (A, = 4) is fo ur 
times heavier than an atom of hydrogen. A lithium atom (A, = 7) 
is seven times heavier than an atom of hydrogen. To get the same 
number of atoms in a sample of helium or lithium, as the number of 
atoms in l g of hydrogen, you must take 4 g of helium or 7 g of lithium . 

In fact if you weigh out the relative atomic mass of any element, this 
amount will also contain this same number of atoms. 

The same logic applies to molecules. Water H20, has a relative molecular 
mass Mr of 18. So, one molecule of water is 18 times heavier than one 
atom of hydrogen. Therefore, 18g of water contain the same number 
of molecules as there arc atoms in lg of hydrogen. A molecule of carbon 
dioxide is 44 times heavier than an atom of hydrogen, so 44g of carbon 
dioxide contain this same number of molecules. 

II you weigh out the relarive or formula mass M, of a compound in 
grams you have this same number of entities. 

The Avogadro constant 
The actual number of atoms in l g of hydrogen atoms is 
unimaginably huge: 

602200000 000 000 000 000000 usually writren 6.022 x 1023. 

The difference between rhis sca le, based on H = l and the scale used 
roday based on 12C, is negligible, for mosr purposes. 

The Avogadro constant or Avogadro number 
is the n umber of atoms in 12 g of carbon-12. 

The mole 
The amount of substance thar contains 6.022 x 102 3 particles is 
called a mole. 

'-........................ 


Study tip 

In practice, the scale based on 
12C= 12 exactly is virtually the same 
as the scale based on hydrogen = 1. 
This is because,on this scale, A, for 
hydrogen =1.000 7. 

A. Figure 1 Lorge numbers ofcoins or 
bank notes ore counted by weighing them 

Study tip 
The Avagadro constant is the same 
as the number of atoms in 1 g of 
hydrogen H not the number of2 

hydrogen molecules. 

Study tip 
Entity is a general word for a 
particle. It can refer to an atom, 
molecule, ion, electron, or the 
simplest formula unit of a giant 
ionic structure, such as sodium 
chloride, NaCl. 

Study tip 
You can also use the term molar 
mass, which is the mass per mole of 
substance. It has units kg mo1-1 or 
g mo1- 1. The molar massing mo1-1 

is the same numerically as M( 

• 




atomic and molecular masses, the Avogadro constant, and the mole 

Summary questions 

1 	 G Calculate the M, for each of 
the fol lowing compounds. 

a CH4 b Na2C03 

c Mg(OH) d (NH4) 22 S04 

Use these values for the 
relative atomic masses (A,): 
C = 12.0, H =1.0, Na = 23.0, 
0 = 16.0, Mg= 24.3, N = 14.0, 
s= 32.0 

2 	 Imagine an atomic seesaw 
with an oxygen atom on one 
side. Find six combinations 
of other atoms that would 
make the seesaw balance. 
For example, one nitrogen 
atom and two hydrogen atoms 
would balance the seesaw. 
Use values ofA, to the nearest 
whole number. 

3 	 G Calculate the number of 
moles in the given masses of 
the fol lowing entities. 

a 	 32.0 gCH4 


b 5.30 g Na2C03 


c 5.83 g Mg(OH)2 


4 	 G Identify which contains 
the fewest molecules - 0.5 g 
of hydrogen H2, 4.0 g of 
oxygen 02 or 11.0 g of carbon 
dioxide co2 

5 	 G Identify the entity in 
Question 4 that contains the 
greatest number of atoms . 
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The relative atomic mass of any element in grams contains one mole 
of atoms. The relative molecular mass (or relative formula mass) of a 
substance in grams contains one mole of entities. You can also have a 
mole of ions or electrons. 

It is easy to confuse moles of atoms and moles of molecules, so always 
give the formula when working out the mass of a mole of entities. 
For example, 10 moles of hydrogen could mean 10 moles of hydrogen 
atoms or I0 moles of hydrogen molecules, H2, which contains twice 
the number of atoms. Using the mole, you can compare the numbers of 
different particles that take part in chemical reactions. 

T Table 3 Examples ofmales 

Entities Formula 
Relative mass to 

nearest whole number 
Mass of a mole I g 

= molar mass 

oxygen atoms 0 16.0 16.0 

oxygen molecules 02 32.0 32.0 

sodium ions Na+ 23.0 23.0 

sodium fluoride NaF 42.0 42.0 

Number of moles 
If you want to find out how many moles arc present in a particular 
mass of a substance you need to know the substance's formula. From 
the formula you can then work out the mass of one mole of the 
substance. 

You use: 

number of moles n = mass m (g) 
mass of I mole M (g) 

~ 
Worked example: Finding the number of moles ~ 

How many moles are there in 0.53 g of sodium carbonate, Na2C03? 

Ar Na= 23.0, A, C = 12.0, A,. 0 =16.0, 

so M,. of Na2C0 3 = (23.0 x 2) + 12.0 + ( 16.0 x 3) = 106.0, 

so 1 mole of calcium carbonate has a mass of 106.0g. 


Number of moles= 0. 53 = 0.0050 mol 
106.0 

~ 
Worked example: Finding the number of atoms ~ 

You have 3.94g of gold, Au, and 2.70g of aluminium, Al. Which 
comains the greacer number of atoms? (A, Au= 197.0, A, Al= 27.0) 

3 94Number of moles of gold atoms= · = 0.020 mol
197.0 

Number of moles of aluminium atoms = 2 · 70 
27.0 

= 0.100 mo\ 

There are more atoms of aluminium. 



Solutions 
A solution consists of a solvent wich a solute dissolved in it, 
(Figure 1 ). 

solvent solution 

A Figure 1 A solution contains a solute and a solvent 

The units of concentration 
The concentration or a solution tells us how much solute is present in 
a known volume or solution. 

3 3Concentrations of solutions arc measu red in mol dm- . 1 mol dm
means there is I mole of solute per cubic decimetre of solution; 2 
moldm-3 means there arc 2 moles of solute per cubic decimetre of 
solution, and so on. 

~ 
Worked example: Finding the concentration ~ 
in moldm-3 

1.17 g of sodium chloride was dissolved in water to make 500cm 3 

of solution. What is the concentration of the solution in 
moldrn- 3? A, Na = 23.0, A, Cl= 35.5 

The mass or 1 mole of sodium chloride, NaCl, is 23.0 + 35.5 = 58.5 g. 

numbe r of moles n = m;ss m ig)
m ass o 1 mo e M (g) 

So l .17 g of Na Cl contains .!.:.!2 mol = 0.020 mol to 2 s.f. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Calculate the number of 

moles of substance from 
the volume of a solution 
and its concentration. 

Specification reference: 3.1.2 

Study tip ~ 
To get a solution with a 
concentration of 1 mol dm-3 you 

have to add the solvent to the 
solute unt il you have 1 dm3 of 
solution. You do not add 1 mol 
of solute to 1 dm3 of solvent. 
This would give more than 
1 dm3 of solution. 

58.5 	 ' Study tip vx 
This is dissolved in 500 cm3. so 1000cm3 (1 dm3) would 
contain 0.040 mol of Na Cl. This means that the concentration of 
the solution is 0.040 mol dm-3. 

The general way of finding a concencration is co remember the 
relationship: 

number of moles n
concentration c (moldm-3) = ------- 

volume V (dm3) 

Substituting into this gives: 

0 020 
concentration= · = 0.040 moldni-3 

0.500 

1 decimetre = 10 cm, so one 
cubic decimetre, 1 dm3, is 

310 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm = 1000 cm . 

This is the same as 1 litre [ 11or1 L). 
If you are not confident about 
conversion factors and writing 
units, see the Maths Appendix. 

The small negative in mol dm-3 

means per and is sometimes 
written as a slash, mol/ dm3 . 

• 




2.2 Moles in solutions 

Error in 
measurements 

Every measurement has an 
inherent uncertainty (also 
known as error). In general, 
the uncertainty in a single 
measurement from an 
instrument is half rhe value 
ofthe smallest division. The 
uncertainty of a measurement 
may also be expressed by± sign 
at the end, For example the 
mass of an electron is given 
as 9.109 382 91 x 10 31 kg 
± 0.000 ODO 40 x 10 31 kg, that 
is, it is between 9.109 383 31 
and 9.109 382 51 x 10 31 kg 

For example a 100 cm3 

measuring cylinder has 1 cm3 

as its smallest division so the 
measuring error can be taken 
as 0.5 cm3. So if you measure 
50 cm3, the percentage error is 

[~·~] x 100% = 1% 

What is the percentage error if 
you use a measuring cylinder 
to measure 
a 10 cm3 

b 100cm3 

%5'0 q %5 e 
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The number of moles in a given volume of solution 
You often have to work out how many moles arc present in a particular 
volume of a solution of known concentration. The general formula for 
the number of moles in a solution of concentration c (moldm-3) and 
volume V (cm3) is: 

number of moles in solution n = 
concentration c (mol dm-3) x volume V (cro3) 

1000 
Here is an example of how you reach this formula in steps. 

Worked example: Moles in a solution 
How many moles are present in 25.0cm3 of a solution of 
concentration 0.10 moldm- 3? 

~ 
~ 

From the definition, 

1000 cm3 of a solution of 1.00 mol dm- 3 contains l mol 

So 1000 cm3 of a solution of 0.100 mol dm- 3 contains 0.100 mol 

So 1.0 cm3 of a solution of 0.100 mol dm- 3 contains 

~o~~ mo]= 0.000 10 rnol 

So 25.0 cm3 of a solution of 0.10 mol dm- 3 contains 
25.0x0.00010 = 0.0025 mol 

Using the formula gives the same answer: 
e x V 

11=- 
1000 

25 0= O.lO x · = 0.0025 mol 
1000 

Summary questions 

1 	 8 Calculate the concentration in mol dm- 3 of the fol lowing. 

a 0.500 mol acid in 500 cm3 of solution 

b 0.250 mol acid in 2000 cm3of solution 

c 0.200 mol solute in 20 cm3 of solution 

2 	 8 Calculate how many moles of solute there are in the following. 

a 20.0 cm3 of a 0.100 mol dm 3 solution 

b 50.0 cm3 of a 0.500 mol dm-3 solution 

c 25.0 cm3 of a 2.00 mol dm- 3 solution 

3 e 0.234 g of sodium chloride was dissolved in water to make 
250 cm3 of solution. 

a State the M, for NaCl. 
A, Na= 23.0, A, Cl= 35.5 

b Calculate how many moles of NaCl is in 0.234 g. 

c Calculate the concentration in mol dm 3 . 



The Hindenburg airship (Figure I ) was originally designed in the 1930s 
to use helium as its lifting gas, rather than hydrogen, but the only 
source of large volumes of helium was the USA and they refused to selJ 
it to Germany because of Hiller's aggressive policies. The airship was 
therefore made to use hydrogen. It held about 210 000 m3 of hydrogen 
gas but this volume varied with temperature and pressme. 

The volume of a given mass of any gas is not fixed. It changes with 
pressure and tcmperawre. However, there arc a number of simple 
relationships for a given mass of gas that connect the pressure, 
temperature, and volume of a gas. 

Boyle's law 
The product of pressure and volume is a constant as long as the 
temperawre remains consta nt. 

pressure P x volume V =constant 

Charles' law 
The volume is proportional to the temperature as long as the pressure 
remains constant. 

volume V 
volume V oc temperature T and ------ = constant 

temperature T 

Gay-lussac's law (also called the constant volume law) 
The pressure is proportional co che cemperature as long as the volume 
remains constant. 

pressure P 
pressure P oc temperature T and ~-----= constant 

temperature T 

Combining these relationships gives us the equation: 

pressure P x volume V 
~-------- = constant for a fixed mass of gas

temperature T 

The ideal gas equation 
ln one mole of gas, rhe constant is given t.he symbol Rand is called tbe 
gas constant. For n moles of gas: 

pressure x volume = number of 
P (Pa) V (m3) moles n 

x 
R 

gas constant 
(J K - 1 mol 1) 

x temperature 
T(K) 

PV= nRT 

The value of R is 8. 31 J K- 1 mol- 1• 

This is the ideal gas equation. No gases obey it exactly, but at room 
temperature and pressure it holds quite well for many gases. It is often 
useful to imagine a gas which obeys the equation perfectly - an ideal gas. 

Notes on units 
When using the ideal gas equation, consistent units must be used. 
If you want to calculate n, the number of moles: 

P must be in Pa (N m-2) Tmust be in K 

v must be in m 3 R must be in J K-1mo1-1 

Learning objectives: 
-+ State the ideal gas equation. 

-+ Describe how it is used to 
calculate the number of 
moles of a gas at a given 
volume, temperature 
and pressure. 

Specification reference: 3.1.2 

.A Figure 1 The German airship 
Hindenburg held about 210 000 m3 of 
hydrogen gas 

Maths link iii 
If you are not sure about 

proportionality and changing 

the subject of an equation, see 

Section S, Mathematical skills. 


Study tip vx 

The units used here are part of 
the Systeme Internationale (SI) of 

units. This is a system of units for 
measurements used by scientists 
throughout the world. The basic 
units used by chemists are: 
metre m, seconds, Kelvin K, and 

kilogram kg. 

• 




2.3 The ideal gas equation 

~ 
Worked example: ~ 
Volume from the ideal 
gas equation 
If temperature= 20.0°C 
(293.0 K), press ure= 

l 00 000 Pa, and n = l for 

one mole of gas 


V = 8.31 JK- 1 mo1- 1 x 293 K 

100000 Pa 


3= 0.0243 m

= 0.0243 x 106 cm3 

= 24300 cm3 

Study tip vx 

Remember to convert to SI units 
and to cancel the units. 

Study tip 

Using 24 000 cm3 as the volume of 
a mole of any gas is not precise and 
it is always necessary to apply the 
ideal gas equation in calculations . 
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Using the ideal gas equation 
Using the ideal gas equation, you can calculate the volume of one 
mole of gas at any temperature and pressure. Since none of the terms 
in the equation refers to a particular gas, this volume will be the same 
for any gas. 

This may seem very unlikely at first sight, but it is the space between 
the gas molecules that accounts for the volume of a gas. Even the 
largest gas particle is extremely small compared with the space in 
between the particles. 

Rearranging the ideal gas equation to find a volume gives: 

V =11RT 
p 

The worked example tells you that the volume of a mole of any gas at 
room temperature and pressure is approximately 24 000 cm3 (24 dm3). 

For example, one mole of sulfur dioxide gas, S02 (mass 64.1 g) has the 
same volume as one mole of hydrogen gas, II2 (mass 2.0 g). 

. ·1 b f d . P nRT In a s1m1 ar way, pressure can e oun using = V 
Finding the number of moles n of a gas 
If you rearrange the equation PV = nRTso that n is on the left-hand 
side, you get: 

PV 
n= 

RT 

II T, P, and V are known, then you can find 11. 

~ 
Worked example: Finding the number of moles ~ 

How many moles of hydrogen molecules are present in a volume 
of 100 cm3 at a temperature of 20.0°C and a pressure of 100 kPa? 
R = 8.31 JK- 1mo1- 1 

First, convert to the base units: 

P m ust be in Pa, and 100 kPa = l 00000 Pa 

Vmust be in m 3, and 100 cm3 = 100 x 10-6 m 3 

T must be in K, and 20 °C = 293 K (add 273 to the temperature in °C} 

Substituting into the ideal gas equa tion: 
PV 

n =
RT 

6100000 x lOO x io= 8.31 x 293 

= 0.004 11 moles 


Finding the relative molecular mass of a gas 

If you know the number of moles present in a given mass of gas, 

you can find the mass of one mole of gas and this tells us the relative 
molecular mass. 



-
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Finding the relative molecular mass of lighter fuel 

The apparatus used to find the relative molecular mass of lighter fuel is 
shown in Figure 2. 

pressurised gas, 
e.g., lighter fuel 

.A. Figure Z Measuring the relative molecular mass oflighter fuel 

The lighter fuel canister was weighed. 

1000 cm3 of gas was dispensed into the measuring cylinder, until the levels 
of the water inside and outside the measuring cylinder were the same, so that 
the pressure of the collected gas was the same as atmospheric pressure. 

The canister was reweighed. 

Atmospheric pressure and temperature were noted. 

The results were 

loss of mass of the can = 2.29 g 

temperature = 14°C = 287 K 

atmospheric pressure = 100 000 Pa 

3Volume of gas = 1000 cm3 =1000 x 10-6 m
PV 

n = RT 

100 000 x 1000 x 10-6 
8.31x287 

= 0.042 mol 

0.042 mol has a mass of 2.29 g 

So, 1 mol has a mass of O.~~~ g = 54.5 g 


So, M, = 54.S 


I 

Study tip vx 

In reporting a measurement, you 
should include the best value [e.g., 
the average) and an estimate of its 
uncertainty. One common practice 
is to round off the experimental 
result so that it contains the digits 
known with certainty plus the first 
uncertain one. The total number of 
digits is the number of significant 
figures used. 

Study tip vx 

In the equation PV =nRT, the units 
must be Pin Pa (not kPa), Vin m3, 

and Tin K. 

Summary questions 

1 fQ a Calculate approximately 
how many moles of 

molecules wereH2 
contained in the 
Hindenburg airship at 
298K. 

b 	 The original design used 
helium. State how many 
moles of helium atoms it 
would have contained. 

2 fQ a 	 Calculate the volume of 
2 moles of a gas if the 
temperature is 30 °C, 
and the pressure is 
100000 Pa. 

b Calculate the pressure of 
0.5 moles of a gas if the 
volume is 11 000 cm3, and 
the temperature is 25 °C. 

3 	 fQ Calculate how many moles 
of hydrogen molecules are 
present in a volume of 48 000 
cm3, at 100 000 Pa and 25 °C. 

4 	 State how many moles of 
carbon dioxide molecules 
would be present in 3? Explain 
your answer . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 State the definitions of 

empirical formula and 

molecular formula. 

' 	 Calculate the empirical 
formula from the masses 

or percentage masses of 

the elements present in 

a compound. 

' 	 Calculate the additional 
information needed to work 

out a molecular formula from 

an empirical formula. 

Specification reference: 3.1.2 

Study tip 
The mass of 1 mole in grams is the 

same as the relative atomic mass 

of the element. 
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The empirical formula 
The empirical formula is the formula that represents the simplest 
whole number ratio of the at0ms of each clement present in a 
compound. For example, the empirical formula of carbon dioxide, 
C0

2
, tells us that for every carbon at0m there arc two oxygen acorns. 

To find an empirical formula: 

1 Find the masses of each of the clements present in a compound 
(by experiment). 

2 Work out the number of moles of atoms of each c lement. 
mass of elemen t 

number of moIes = 
mass of 1 mol of elemenr 

3 Convert the number of moles ol' each element into a whole 
number ratio. 

~ 
Worked example: Finding empirical formula ~ 
of calcium carbonate 

10.01 g of a white solid contains 4.0 I g of calcium, 1.20 g of 

carbon, and 4.80g of oxygen. What is its empirical formula? 


(A, Ca = 40.1, A, C = 12.0, A, 0 = 16.0) 

Step I Find the masses of each element. 

Mass of calcium= 4.01 g 

Mass of carbon = 1.20 g 

Mass of oxygen = 4.80 g 

Step 2 Find the number of moles of atoms of each element. 

A, Ca= 40. I 

4 0 1 
Number of moles of calcium = · = 0.10 mol 
40.J 


A, C = 12.0 


Number of moles of carbon = J..2. = 0.10 mol 
12.0 

A, 0 =.16 
4 8Number of moles of oxygen = · = 0.30 mol 
16.0 


Step 3 Find the simplest ratio. 


Ratio in moles of 	 calcium : carbon: oxygen 

0.10 0.10 0.30 

So the simplest whole number ratio is: 3 

The fonnula is therefore CaCOr 



-

Worked example: Finding the empirical formula of 
copper oxide 

0.795 g of black copper oxide is reduced to 0.635 g of copper 
when heated in a stream of hydrogen (Figure I ). What is the 
formula of copper oxide? A , Cu = 63.5, A, 0=16.0 

Step l 	 Find the masses of each element. 

Mass of copper= 0.635 g 

Started with 0.795 g of copper oxide and 0.635 g of 
copper were left, so: 


Mass of oxygen= 0.795 - 0.635 = 0.160 g 


Ste p 2 Find the number of moles of atoms of each element. 

Ar Cu= 63 .5 

Number of moles of copper = 0·635 
= 0.01

63.5 

Ar 0 =16.0 


Number of moles of oxygen = 0· 1 6 = 0.01 
16.0 

Step 3 Find the simplesr ratio. 

The ratio of moles of copper to moles of oxygen is: 

copper : oxygen 

0.01 : 0.01 

So the simplest whole number ratio is l : l 

The simplest formula of black copper oxide is therefore one 
Cu to one 0, CuO. You may find it easier to make a table. 

Copper Cu Oxygen 0 

mass of element 0.635 g 0.160 g 

A, of element 63.5 16.0 

number of moles = 
mass of element 

A, 
0.635 = 0 01 
63.5 . 

0.160 = 0.01 
16.0 

ratio of elements 1 1 

Erroneous results 

One student carried out the experiment to find the formula of black copper 

oxide with the following results: 

0.735 g of the oxide was reduced to 0.635 g after reduction. 

1 	 Confirm that these results lead to a ratio of 0.01 mol, copper to 

0.006 25 mol of oxygen, which is incorrect. 

2 	 Suggest what the student might have done wrong to lead to this 


apparently low value for the amount of oxygen. 


\_ 


~ 

~ 


.A Figure 1 Finding the empirical 
formula ofcopper oxide 

Finding empirical 
formula of copper 
oxide 

In this experiment explain 

why: 

1 	 there is a flame at the end 

of the tube 

2 this flame goes green 

3 droplets of water form 

near the end of the tube 

4 	 the flame at the end of the 

tube is kept alight until 

the apparatus is cool. 

• 




2.4 Empirical and molecular formulae 

Another oxide of 
copper 

There is another oxide of copper, 
which is red. In a reduction 
experiment similar to that for 
finding the formula of black 
copper oxide, 1.43 g of red copper 
oxide was reduced with a stream 
of hydrogen and 1.27 g of copper 
were formed. Use the same steps 
as for black copper oxide to find 
the formula of the red oxide. 

1 Find the masses of each 
element. 

2 Find the number of moles 
of atoms of each element. 

3 Find the simplest rat io. 

Having more than one oxide [and 
other compounds) with different 
formulae is a typical property of 
transition metals, see Topic 23.1, 
The general properties of transition 
metals. 

1 

Study tip 

• 	 When calculating empirical 

formulae from percentages, 
check that all the percentages of 
the compositions by mass add 

up to 100%. [Don't forget any 
oxygen that may be present.] 

• 	 Remember to use relative 
atomic masses from the 
Periodic Table, nor the 
atomic number. 

Once we know the formula of a 
compound we can use techniques 
such as infra-red spectroscopy 
and mass spectrometry to 
help work out its structure, see 
Chapter 16, Organic analysis . 

• 


Finding the simplest ratio of elements 
Sometimes you will end up with ratios of moles or aLOms or elements 
that are not easy to convert Lo whole numbers. H you divide each 
number by the smallest number you will end up with whole numbers 
(or ratios you can recognise more easily). Herc is an example. 

~ 
Worked example: Empirical formula ~ 

Compound X contains 50.2g sulfur and 50.0g oxygen. What is its 
empirical formula? A, S = 32.1, A , 0 = 16.0 

Step l Find the number of moles of atoms of each elemenc. 

A,S = 32.1 

Number of moles or sulfur = 50·2 = 1.564 
32.1 


A, 0 =16 


Number of moles ol' oxygen = 5o.o = 3. 125 
16.0 


Step 2 Find the simplest ratio. 


Ratio of sulfur : oxygen : 1. 564 : 3. L2 5 

Now divide each of the numbers by the smaller number. 

Ratio of sulfur : oxygen 

1.564: 3.125 = 1:2 
1.564 1.564 

The empirical formula is therefore S02• Sometimes you may end 
up with a ratio of moles of atoms, such as 1: l.5. In these cases 
you must find a whole number ratio, in this case 2:3. 

Finding the molecular formula 
The molecular formula gives the actual number of atoms of 
each element in one molecule of the compound. (It applies only to 
substances that exist as molecules.) 

The empirical formula is not always the same as the molecular 
formula. There may be several units of the empirical formula in 
the molecular formula. 

For example, ethane (molecular formula C2TI6) would have an 
empirical formula of CH,. 

To find the number of units of the empirical formula in the 
molecular formula, divide the relative molecular mass by the 

relative m ass of the empirical formula. 

For example, ethene is found to have a relative molecular mass of 
28.0 but its empirical formula, CH2, has a relative mass of 14.0. 

Relative molecular mass of cthcnc = 28.0 = 2 
Relative mass of empirical formula or cthcnc 14.0 

So there must be two units of the empirical formula in the molecule of 
ethene. So ethene is (CH ) or C H4 .2 2 2



Organic compounds are based on carbon and hydrogen. One method of finding 
empirical formulae of new compounds is called combustion analysis (Figure 2). 

sample in 
platinum 

It is used routinely in the pharmaceutical industry. It involves burning the capsule 
unknown compound in excess oxygen and measuring the amounts of water, 
carbon dioxide, and other oxides that are produced. The gases are carried through IR 
the instrument by a stream or helium. 

The basic method measures carbon, hydrogen, sulfur, and nitrogen. It is assumed that 
oxygen makes up the difference after the other four elements have been measured. Once 
the sample has been weighed and placed in the instrument, the process is automatic and 
controlled by computer. 

IR 
The sample is burnt completely in a stream of oxygen. The final combustion products are 
water, carbon dioxide, and sulfu r dioxide. The instrument measures the amounts of these by 
infrared absorption. They are removed from the gas stream leaving the unreacted nitrogen IR 

which is measured by thermal conductivity. The measurements are used to calculate the 
masses of each gas present and hence the masses of hydrogen, sulfur, carbon, and nitrogen 
in the original sample. Oxygen is found by difference. 

Traditionally, the amounts ofwater and carbon dioxide were measured by absorbing them in 
suitable chemicals and measuring the increase in mass of the absorbents. This is how the 
composition data for the worked example below were measured. The molecular formula can 
then be found, if the relative molecular mass has been found using a mass spectrometer. 

out 

- ' 
Combustion analysis 

A. Figure 2 Combustion analysis 
Soda lime is a mixture containing mostly calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH) 2. Construct a 
balanced symbol equation for the reaction of calcium hydroxide with carbon dioxide. 

02H+ EOJeJ +-
20J + 2(Ho)eJ 

~ 
Worked example: Molecular formula ~ 

An organic compound containing only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen was found to have 52.17% 

carbon and I3.04% hydrogen. What is its molecular formula if M, = 46.0? 


100.00g of this compound would contain 52.l 7g carbon, 13.04g hydrogen and (the rest) 34.79g oxygen. 


Step 1 Find the empirical formula. 


• 


Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen 

52.17 13.04 34.79mass of element/g 

16.012.0 1.0A, of element 

mass of element 34.79 = 2174 52.17 = 4.348 13.04 =13.04number of moles = 16.0 .12.0 1.0A, 

divide through by the smallest 4.348 =2 13.04 =6 2.174 =1 
2.174 2.1742.174 

1ratio or elements 2 6 

So the empirical formula is C2H60. 


Step 2 Find M , of the empirical formula. 


(2 x 12.0) + (6 x 1.0) + (I x 16.0) =46.0 


C H 0 

So. rhe molecular formula is the same as the empirical formula, C2H60. 



2.4 Empirical and molecular formulae 

~ 
Worked example: Molecular formula by combustion analysis ~ 

0.53 g of a compound X containing only ca rbon, h ydrogen, and oxygen, gave 1.32 g or carbon d ioxide 

and 0.54 g of water on complete combustion in oxygen. What is its empirical rormula? What is its 

molecu lar formu la ir its relative molecular mass is 58.0? 


To calculate the empirical rormula: 

carbon 1.32 g or C02 (M, = 44.0) is 1.32 = 0.03 m ol C0244.0 
As each mole of C02 has I mole of C. the sample contained 0.03 mol o r C awms. 


54
h ydrogen 0.54 g of H 0 (M, = 18.0 ) is 0 · = 0.03 mol H 02	 218.0 

As each m ole or H20 has 2 m oles of H, the sample contained 0.06 mol o r H a tom s. 


oxygen 0.03 mo! o r carbon a toms (A,= 12.0) has a mass of 0 .36 g 

0.06 mo! or hydrogen atoms (A,= 1.0) has a mass of 0.06 g 

Tota l mass or ca rbon and hydrogen is 0.42 g 


The rest (0. 58 - 0 .42 ) must be oxygen, so the sample contained 0. 16 g of oxygen . 


0.1 6 g of oxygen (A,= 16.0) is ~61.~ = 0.01 mol oxygen atoms 


So the sample contains 0.03 mol C, 0.06 m o! H, and 0.0 1 mo! 0 


Divid ing by the smallest number 0.06 gives the ratio: c H 0 


so the em pirical formula is C H 0 . 	 3 6 
3	 6

M, of this unit is 58, so the molecular fom1ula is also C3H60 . 

Summary questions 

1 	 fO Calculate the empirical formula of each of the following compounds? (You could try to name them too.) 

a A liquid containing 2.0 g of hydrogen, 32.1 g sulfur, and 64.0 g oxygen. 

b A white solid containing 4.0 g calcium, 3. 2 g oxygen, and 0.2 g hydrogen. 

c A white solid containing 0.243 g magnesium and 0.710 g chlorine. 

2 3.888 g magnesium ribbon was burnt completely in air and 6.448 g of magnesium oxide was produced. 

fO a Calculate how many moles of magnesium and oxygen are present in 6.448 g of magnesium oxide. 

b State the empirical formula of magnesium oxide. 

3 	 State the empirical formula of each of the following molecules? 

a cyclohexane, C H b dichloroethene, C2Hll2 c benzene, C66 12 H6 

4 M, for ethane-1,2-diol is 62.0. It is composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in the ratio by moles of 1: 3: 1. 

Identify its molecular formula. 

5 An organic compound containing only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen was found to have 62.07%carbon and 

10.33% hydrogen. Identify the molecular formula ifM, =58.0. 

6 A sample of benzene of mass 7.8 g contains 7.2 g of carbon and 0.6 g of hydrogen. IfM, is 78.0, identify: 

a the empirical formula b the molecular formula . 

• 




Equations represent what happens when chemical reactions take 
place. They are based on experimental evidence. The starting materials 
are reactants. After these have reacted you end up with products. 

reactants-+ produces 

Word equations only give the names of the reactants and products. 
for example: 

hydrogen + oxygen - • water 

Once the idea of atoms had been established, chemists realised that 
atoms react together in simple whole number ratios. For example, 
two hyd rogen molecules react w ith one oxygen molecule to give tw o 
water molecules. 

2 hydrogen molecules + l oxygen molecule -+ 2 water molecu les 

2 l 2 

The ratio in which the reactants react and the products are produced, 
in simple whole numbers, is called the stoichiometry of the reaction. 

You can build up a stoichiometric relationship from experimental data 
by working out the number of moles that react together. This leads us 
to a balanced symbol equation. 

Balanced symbol equations 
Balanced symbol equations use the formulae of reactants and 
products. There are the same number of atoms of each element on 
both sides of the arrow. (This is because atoms are never created or 
destroyed in chemical reactions.) Balanced equations tell us about the 
amounts of substances that react together and are produced. 

State symbols can also be added. These are letters, in brackets, which 
can be added to the formulae in equations to say what state the 
reactants and prod ucts are in - (s) means solid, (I) means liquid, (g) 
means gas, and (aq) means aqueous solution (dissolved in water). 

Writing balanced equations 
When aluminium burns in oxygen it forms solid aluminium oxide. 
You can build up a ba lanced symbol equation from this and the 
formulae of the reactants and product - Al, 0 2, and Al20r 

1 Write the word equation 

aluminium + oxygen aluminium oxide 

2 Write in the correct formulae 

Al + 

This is not balanced because: 

• 	 there is one aluminium atom on the reactants side (left-hand 
side) but two on the products side (right-hand side) 

• 	 there arc two oxygen at0ms on the reactants side (left-hand 
side) but three on the products side (right-hand side). 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Demonstrate how an 

equation can be balanced 
if the reactants and products 
are known. 

-+ 	 Calculate the amount ofa 
product using experimental 
data and a balanced equation. 

Specification reference: 3.1.2 

Study tip 

Try to learn these four state 
symbols. 

• 




2.5 Balanced equations and related calculations 

Study tip 

The charges balance as well as the 
elements. On the left +1 and - 1 
(no overall charge] and no charge 
on the right. 

• 


3 	 To get two aluminium atoms on the left-hand side put a 2 in front 
of the Al: 

2Al + 

Now the aluminium is correct but not the oxygen. 

4 	 If you mulliply the oxygen on the left-hand side by 3, and the 
aluminium oxide by 2, you have six 0 on each side: 

2Al + 

5 	 Now you return to the aluminium. You need four Al on the 
left-hand side: 

4Al + 

The equation is balanced because there arc the sa me numbers 
of atoms of each element on both sides of the equation. 

The numbers in front of the formulae (4, 3, and 2) arc 

called coefficients . 


6 	 You can add state symbols. 

The equation tells you the numbers of moles of each of the 
substances that are involved. From this you can work out the 
masses that will react together: (using Al= 27.0, 0 = 16.0) 

4Al(s) + 302(g} 2Al20 3(s} 

4 moles 3 moles 2 moles 

108.0 g 96.0 g 204.0 g 

The total mass is the same on both sides of the equation. This is 
another good way of checking whether the equation is balanced. 

Ionic equations 
In some reactions you can simplify the equation by considering the 
ions present. Sometimes there arc ions that do not take part in the 
overall reaction. For example, when any acid reacts with an alkali in 
so lution, you end up with a salt (also in solution) and water. Look at 
the reaction between hydrochloric acid and sod ium hydroxide: 

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq) NaCl(aq) + H20(1} 
hydrochloric acid + sodium hydroxide sodium chloride + water 

The ions present are: 

HCl(aq) :W(aq) and cJ- (aq) 

NaOH(aq) Na+(aq) and OU-(aq) 


NaCl(aq) Na+(aq) and Cl- (aq) 


H you write the equation using these ions and then strike out the ions 
that appear on each side we have: 

H+(aq) + a -fctttt + *'t'"fctttt + OH (aq) • Ntf'"flt<:tt + a -fctttt + H20(1) 

Overall, the equation is 

W(aq) + OH-(aq) -* H
2
0(1) 

Na+(aq) and cJ- (aq) are called spectator ions - they do not take part 
in the reaction . 



-
 '
Whenever an acid reacts with an alkali, the overall reaction will be the 
same as the one above. 

Useful tips for balancing equations 
• 	 You must use the correct formulae - you cannot change them to 

make the equation balance. 

• 	 You can only change the numbers of atoms by putting a number, 
called a coefficient, in from of formulae. 

• 	 The coefficient in front of the symbol tells you how many moles of 
that substance arc reacting. 

• 	 It olten takes more than one step to balance an equation. but too 
many steps suggests that you may have an incorrect formula. 

• 	 When deal ing with ionic equations the total of the charges on each 
side must also be the same. 

Working out amounts 
You can use a balanced symbol equation to work out how much 
product is produced from a reaction. 

~ 
Worked example: Calculating the mass of product ~ 

How much magnesium chloride is produced by 0.120 g of magnesium ribbon and excess hydrochloric 
acid? A, Mg= 24.3, A, H = 1.0, A, Cl = 35.5 

(The word excess means there is more than enough acid co react with all the magnesium.) 

Step I Write the correct formulae equation. 

Mg(s) + HCl(aq) 
magnesium + hydrochloric acid 

Step 2 Balance the equation. The number of Mg atoms is correct. There are two Cl atoms and two H 
atoms on the right-hand side so you need to add a 2 in front of the JICI. 

Mg(s) + 2HCl(aq) - • MgC12 (aq) + II2(g) 

Now find the numbers of moles that react. 

Mg(s) + 2HCl(aq) --+ MgCl2(aq) + H2(g) 

l mol 2mol I mo! l mol 

1 mol of Mg has a mass of 24.3 g because its A,= 24.3. 

So, 0.12 g of Mg is 0· 12 = 0.0049 mol. 
24.3 

From the equation, you ca n sec that one mole of magnesium reacts to give one mole of magnesium 
chloride. Therefore, 0.0049 mol of magnesium produces 0.0049 mol of magnesium chloride. 

M, MgCl2 = 24.3 + (2 x 35.5) = 95.3 


So the mass of MgCl2 = 0.0049 x 95.3 =0.48g to 2 s.f. 


• 


--+ magnesium chloride + hydrogen 



2.5 Balanced equations and related calculations 

A Figure 1 Apparatus far a rirrarion 

Summary questions 

1 	 Balance the following equations. 

a 	 Mg+ 02 -. MgO 

b Ca(OH)2 + HCI 
_. CaCl + H 02 2

c Na 0 + HN02 3 
-> NaN03 + H20 

2 	 State the concentration of 

hydrochloric acid if 20.0 cm3 

is neutralised by 25.0 cm3 

of sodium hydroxide of 
concentration 0.200 mol dm-3. 

3 In the reaction 

Mg(s) + ZHCl(aq) 
MgCl2(aq) + H2 

2.60 g of magnesium 
3was added to 100 cm


of 1.00 mol dm 3 


hydrochloric acid. 


a 	 State is there be any 
magnesium left when the 
reaction fin ished. Explain 
your answer. 

fO b 	 Calculate the volume of 
hydrogen produced at 
25 °C and 100 kPa. 

4 a 	 Write the balanced 
equation for the reaction 
between sulfuric acid and 
sodium hydroxide 

in full 
ii in terms of ions. 

b 	 Identify the spectator ions 
in this reaction. 

• 


Finding concentrations using titrations 

Titrations can be used to find the concentration of a solution, for example, an 

alkali by reacting the acid with an alkali using a suitable indicator. 


You need to know the concentration of the acid and the equation for the 

reaction between the acid and alkali. 


The apparatus is shown in Figure 1. 


The steps in a titration are: 


1 Fill a burette with the acid of known concentration. 

2 Accurately measure an amount of the alkali using a calibrated pipette 


and pipette filler. 
3 Add the alkali to a conical flask with a few drops of a suitable indicator. 
4 Run in acid from the burette until the colour just changes, showing that 

the solution in the conical flask is now neutral. 
5 	 Repeat the procedure, adding the acid dropwise as you approach the end 

point, until two values of the volume of acid used at neutralisation are 
the same, within experimental error. 

~ 
Worked example: Finding concentration ~ 

25.00 cm 3 of a solution or sodium hydroxide, NaOH, or unknown 
concentration was neutralised by 22.65 cm3 or a 0.100 mol dm- 3 

solution of hydrochloric acid, HCI. What is the concentration of 
the alkali? 

First write a balanced symbol equation and then the numbers of 
moles that react: 

NaOH(aq) + HCl(aq) NaCl(aq) 

sodium hydroxide hydrochloric acid sodium chloride water 

l mol l mol I mol l mo! 

l mo! of sodium hydroxide reacts with J mol or hydrochloric acid. 

c xv 22.65 x 0.100 
number of moles of H Cl = = 

1000 1000 

From the equation, there must be an equal number of moles of 
sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid for neutralisation: 

number of moles of Na OH= number oi moles of UC! 

So you must have 22 ·65 x O. IOO mol or NaOH in the 25.00cm3 

1000 
of sodium hydroxide solution. 

The concentration of a solution is the number of moles in l000cm3. 

Therefore the concentration of the alkali 

= 22.65 x 0.100 x 1000 I drn-3 = O0906 I drn-3 
1000 25.00 mo · mo 

A note on significant figures 

22.65 and 25.00 both have 4 s.r. but 0.1 00 has only 3 s.f. So we 
can quote the answer to 3 s.r only. So rounding up the final digit 
gives the concentration of the alkali as 0.091 mol dm- 3 to 3 s.f . 



Once you know the balanced equation for a chemical reaction, you 
can calculate the theorerical amount that you should be able to make 
of any of the produces. Most chemical reactions produce two (or more) 
products but often only one of them is required. This means that some 
of the products will be wasted. In a world of scarce resources, this is 
obviously not a good idea. One rechnique that chemists use to assess a 
given process is to determine the percentage atom economy. 

Atom economy 
The atom economy of a reaction is found directly from the balanced 
equation. It is theoretical rather than practical. It is defined as: 

'Yo a tom economy =mass of d esired product x 100 
total mass of reactants 

You can see what atom economy means by considering the following 
real reaction. 

Chlorine, Cl2, reacts with sodium hydroxide, NaOH, to form sodium 
chloride, NaCl. water, H20, and sodium chlorate, NaOCI. Sodium 
chlorate is used as household bleach - this is the useful product. 

From the equation you can work out the mass of each reactant and 
product involved. 

2NaOH + 

2 mol I mol -+ I mol I mol l mo! 


80.0g 71.0g -+ 58.5g 18.0g 74.5g 

Total 151.0 g Total 151.0g 

% Atom economy= mass of desired product x 100 
total mass of reactants 

= 74.5 x JOO 
I 51 

=49.3% 

So only 49.3% of the starting materials are included in the desired 
product, the rest is wasted. 

It may be easier to sec what has happened if you colour the atoms 
involved. Those coloured in green are included in the final product 
and those in red arc wasted - one atom of sodium, one of chlorine, 
two of hydrogen, and one of oxygen. 

NaO H + Na OH + CICI __. NaCl + H2 0 + NaOCI 

Another example is the reaction where ethanol breaks down to 
ethene, the product wanted, and water, which is wasted. 

C2I-I50Il - • + 

46.0g - · 

28 0
% Atom economy= · x 100 =60.9% 

46.0 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the atom economy 

of a chemical reaction. 

-+ 	 State how an equation is 

used to calculate an atom 

economy. 

-+ 	 Describe the percentage yield 

of a chemical reaction. 

-+ 	 Calculate percentage yields. 

Specification reference: 3.1.2 

• 




2.6 Balanced equations, atom economies, and percentage yields 

Some reactions, in theory at least, have no wasted atoms. 


For example, ethene reacts with bromine to form 1,2-dibromoethane 


Br2 -+ CH BrCH Br
2 2 

160.0g -+ 188.0 g 

Total 188.0 g Tota l 188.0g 

188.0
% At0m economy = 	 x 100 = I00% 

(28 .o + 160.0) 

There are clear advantages for 
industry and society to develop 
chemical processes with 
high atom economies. Agood 
example is the manufacture of 
the over-the-counter painkiller 
and anti-inflammatory 
drug ibuprofen. the original 
manufacturing process had an 
atom economy of only 44%, but 
a newly-developed process has 
improved this to 77%. 

• 


Atom economy - a dangerous fuel 

Hydrogen can be made by passing steam over heated coal, which is 
largely carbon. 

C(s) + ZH20(g) -+ 2H2(g) + C02(g) 

12.0 + (2 x 18.0] - · ( 2 x 2.0) + 44.0 

As the only useful product is hydrogen, the atom economy of this reaction 

is [ 4.0 J x 100% = 8.3% - not a very efficient reaction! The reason that it is so
48.0 

inefficient is that all of the carbon is discarded as useless carbon dioxide. 

However, under different conditions a mixture of hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide can be formed (this was called water gas or town gas). 

Both hydrogen and carbon monoxide are useful fuels,so nothing is discarded 
and the atom economy is 100%. You can check this with acalculation if you like. 

Carbon monoxide is highly toxic. However, almost incredibly to modern eyes, 
town gas was supplied as a fuel to homes in the days before the country 
converted to natural gas (methane, CH4 ) from the North Sea. 

Even methane is not without its problems. When it burns in a poor supply 
of oxygen, carbon monoxide is formed and this can happen in gas fires in 
poorly-ventilated rooms. This has sometimes happened in student flats, for 
example, where windows and doors have been sealed to reduce draughts and 
cut energy bi lls resulting in a lack of oxygen for the gas fire. Landlords are now 
recommended to fit a carbon monoxide alarm. 

Write a balanced formula equation for the formation of carbon monoxide by 
the combustion of methane in a limited supply of oxygen. 

02H17 + OJZ +-
20£ + VHJZ 

The percentage yield of a chemical reaction 
The yield of a reaction is different from the atom economy. 

• 	 The atom economy tells us in theory how many atoms must be 
wasted in a reaction. 

• 	 The yield tells us about the practical efficiency of the process, how 
much is lost by: 

a the practical process of obtaining a product and 


b as a result of reactions that do not go 10 completion . 




-
 '----- 
As you have seen, once you know the balanced symbol equation for a 
chemical reaction, you can calculate the amount of any product that 
you should be able to get rrom given amounts of starting materials H 
the reaction goes to completion. For example: 

potassium iodide lead nitrate --. lead iodide potassium nitrate Summary questions 
2 mol I mol 	 l mol 2 mol 1 fi Lime (calcium oxide, CaO) 

46lg 202g332g 33lg 	 is made by heating limestone 
(calcium carbonate, CaC03) 

So starting from 3.32 g (~mol} of potassium iodide in solution and to drive off carbon dioxideJOO
1

adding 3.31 g (- - mol) of lead nitrate in aqueous solution should gas, co2. 
100 

CaC0 > Cao+ C0
produce 4.61 g {-

1 
- mol} of a precipitate of lead iodide which ca n be 3 2 

100 Calculate the atom economy 
filtered off and dried. of the reaction. 

However, this is in theory on ly. When you pour one solution into 2 Sodium sulfate can be 
another, some droplets wil l be left in the beaker. When you remove made from sulfuric acid and 
the precipitate from rhe filter paper, some will be left on the paper. This sodium hydroxide. 
sort of problem means that in practice you never get as much product H S04 + 2NaOH 
as the equation predicts. Much of the skill of the chemist, both in the 2

> Na2S04 + H 0laboratory and in industry, lies in minimising these sorts of losses. 2

If sodium sulfate is the 
The yield of a = the number of moles of a specified product x OO%1 required product, calculate the 

ch emical react ion theoretical maximum number of moles atom economy of the reaction. 
of the p roduct 

3 	 Ethanol, C2H60, can be made 
It can equally well be defined as: 

by reacting ethene, C H4, with2
the number of grams of a specifi ed water, H20. 
_,,_p_ro_d_u_c_t_o_b_t_a_i n_e_d_ i n_ a_r_e_a_ct_i_o_n_ x IOO% C2H4 + H20-+ C2H60 

theoretical maximum number of 
Without doing a calculation, grams of the p roduct 
state the atom economy 

Tf you had obtained 4.00g of lead iodide in the above reaction, the of the reaction. Explain 
yield would have been: your answer. 

4·00 x 100% = 86.8% 	 4 fi Consider the reaction 
4.61 

CaC03 - > C02 + CaOA further problem arises with reactions that are reversible and do not 
go to completion. This is not uncommon. One example is the Haber a Calculate the theoret ical 
process in which ammonia is made from hydrogen and nitrogen. Herc maximum number of 
is it impossible to gel a yield of l 00% even with the best practical skills. moles of calcium oxide, 
However, chemists can improve the yield by changing the conditions. CaO, that can be obtained 

from 1 mole of calcium 

2Kl(aq) 

Percentage yields 

Yields of multi-step reactions can be surprisingly low because the overall 
yield is the yield of each step multiplied together. So a four step reaction in 
which each step had an 80% yield would be 
80% x 80% x 80% x 80% =41% 

What would be the overall yield of a three step process if the yield of 

each separate step were 80%, 60%, and 75%respectively? 


%9E 

carbonate, CaC03. 

b 	 Starting from 10 g calcium 
carbonate, calculate the 
theoretical maximum 
number of grams of calcium 
oxide that can be obtained. 

c 	 If 3.6 g of calcium oxide 
was obtained, calculate the 
yield of the reaction. 

• 




1 	 Potassium nitrate, KN03, decomposes on strong heating, rorming oxygen and solid Y as 
the only products. 
(a) 	 A 1.00 g sample of KN03 (M, = 101.1) was heated strongly until rully decomposed 

into Y. 

G (i) Calculate the number of moles of Kl'l,l0 in the 1.00 g sample. 
3 

(ii) 	 At 298 Kand 100 kPa, the oxygen gas produced in this decomposition 
occupied a volume of 1.22 x 10-4 m3. 

State the ideal gas equation and use it Lo calculate the number of moles of 
oxygen produced in this decomposition. 
(The gas constant R = 8.31 JK-1 mo1- 1) 

(5 marks) 

(b) 	 Compound Y contains 45 .9% of potassium and 16.5% or nitrogen by mass, the 
remainder being oxygen. 
(i) 	 State what is meant by the term empirical formula. 
(ii ) 	 Use the data above to calculate the empirical formu la of Y. 

(4 marks) 

(c) 	 Deduce an equa tion for the decomposit ion of KN03 into Y and oxygen. 
(I mark) 

AQA, 2006 

2 	 Ammonia is used to make nitric acid, HN0 3, by the Ostwald Process. 
Three reactions occur in this process. 
Reaction 1 4NH3(g) + 502(g) _. 4NO(g) + 6H20(g) 
Reaction 2 2NO(g) + 0 2 (g) ~ 2N02 (g) 
Reaction 3 3N0

2
(g) + H

2
0(I) ~ 2HN0

3 
(aq) + NO(g)

G 	(a) In one production run, the gases formed in Reaction l occupied a total volume of 
4.31 m3 at 25 °C and 100 kPa. 

Calculate the amount, in moles, of NO produced. 

Give your answer to the appropriate number of significant figures. 

(The gas constant R =8.31 J K- 1 moI- 1) 


(4 marks) 

G (b) 	Tn another production run, 3.00 kg of ammonia gas were used in Reaction I and all 
of the NO gas produced was used to make N02 gas in Reaction 2. 
Calculate the mass of N02 formed from 3.00 kg of ammonia in Reaction 2 
assuming an 80.0% yield. 
Give your answer in kilograms. 

(5 marks) 

G (c) Consider Reaction 3 in this process. 
3N02(g) + H20(1) ~ 2HN03(aq) + NO(g) 

Ca lculate the concentration of nitric acid produced when 0.543 mol of 
N02 is reacted with water and the solution is made up to 250cm3 • 

(2 marks) 

(d) Suggest why a leak of N02 gas from the Ostwald Process will cause 

atmospheric pollution. 


(1 mark) 

(e) 	 Give one reason why excess air is used in the Ostwald Process. 
(1 mark) 

(f) 	 Ammonia reacts with nitric acid as shown in this equation. 
NH3 + HN03 NH4N03 


Deduce the type or reaction occurring. 

(I mark) 

AQA, 2013 

• 




Chapter 2 Amount of substance 
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f) 	3 Zinc forms many different salts including zinc sulfate, zinc chloride, and zinc fluoride. 
(a) 	 People who have a 1inc deficiency can take hydrated zinc sulfate, ZnS04 .xfl20, 

as a dietary supplement. 
A student heated 4.38 g of hydrated zinc sulfate and obtained 2.46 g of 
anhydrous 'line sulfate. 
Use these data to calculate the value of the integer x in ZnS0 1.xH20. 
Show your working. 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	 Zinc chloride can be prepared in the laboratory by the reaction between 'line oxide 

and hydrochloric acid. 
The equation for the reaction is: 

ZnO + 2lTCl -> ZnCl2 + H20 

A 0.0830 mol sample of pure zinc oxide was added to l 00 cm3 of 1.20 mol dm-3 

hydrochloric acid. 
Calcula te the maximum mass of anhydrous zinc chloride that could be 
obtained from the products of this reaction. Give your answer to the appropriate 
number of significant figures. 

(4 marks) 
(c) Zinc ch loride can a lso be prepared in the laboratory by the reaction between 

zinc and hydrogen ch loride gas. 

Zn + 2HCI --> ZnC l2 + H2 


An impure sample of zinc powder with a mass of 5.68 g was reacted with 
hydrogen chloride gas until the reaction was complete. The 1inc chloride 
produced had a mass of l 0. 7 g. 
Calculate the percentage purity of the zinc metal. Give your answer to 
3 significant figures. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2013 

f) 4 In this question give all your answers to the appropriate number of significant figures. 
Magnesium nitrate decomposes on heating to form magnesium oxide, nitrogen dioxide, 
and oxygen as shown in the following equation. 

2Mg(N03)i(s) -> 2Mg0(s) + 4N02 (g) + 0 2 (g) 

(a) 	 Thermal decomposition of a sample of magnesium nitrate produced 0. 74 I g of 
magnesium oxide. 
(i) Calculate the amount, in moles, of MgO in 0.741 g of magnesium oxide. 

(2 marks) 
(ii) 	 Calculate the tota l amount, in moles, of gas produced from this sample 

of magnesium nitrate. 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 In another experiment, a different sample of magnesium nitrate decomposed 
to produce 0.402 mol of gas. Calculate the volume, in dm3, that this gas would 
occupy at 333 I< and l.00 x l 05 Pa. 
(The gas constant R =8.31 J K- 1mol- 1) 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 A 0.0152 mol sample or magnesium oxide, produced from the decomposition 

of magne~ium nitrate, was reacted with hydrochloric acid. 
MgO + 2HCI • MgCl2 + H20 

This 0.0152 mol sample of magnesium oxide required 32.4 cm3 or hydrochloric acid 
for compiece reaction. Use this information to calculate the concentration, 
in mol dm- 3, of the hydrochloric acid. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2010 



Learning objectives: 
' State how ions form and why 

they attract each other. 

' State the properties of 
ionically bonded compounds. 

' Describe the structure of 
ionically bonded compounds. 

Specification reference:3.1.3 

Noble gas 
compounds 

The noble gases do form a few 
compounds although they are 
mostly unstable. The first, 
Xe PtF

6
, was made in 1961 by 

Neil Bartlett. Here is how he 
describes the moment. 

I was not ready to carry [the 
experimentI out until about 
7 pm on that Friday. When 
I broke the seal between 
the red PtF6 gas and the 
colorless xenon gas, there 
was an immediate interaction, 
causing an orange-yellow 
solid to precipitate. At once 
I tried to find someone with 
whom to share the exciting 
finding, but it appeared that 
everyone had left for dinner! 

There are as yet no compounds 
of helium or neon. Xenon has 
the largest number of known 
compounds. In most of them 
xenon forms a positive ion by 
losing an electron. 

Suggest why it is easier for 
xenon to form a positive ion 
than for helium or neon. 

• 


Why do chemical bonds form? 
The bonds between atoms always involve their outer electrons. 

• 	 Noble gases have full outer main levels of electrons (Figure l ) and 
are very unreactivc. 

• 	 When atoms bond together they share or transfer electrons to 
achieve a more stable electron arrangement, often a full outer main 
level of electrons, like the noble gases. 

• 	 There are three types of strong chemical bonds - ionic, covalent, 
and metallic. 

Ionic bonding 
Metals have one, two, or three 
electrons in their outer main 
levels, so the easiest way for them 
to attain the electron structure 
of a noble gas is to lose their 
outer electrons. Non-metals have 

hehum neon argon 
spaces in their outer main levels, ls2 ls2 2s2 2p6 l s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 

so that the easiest way for them 
A. Figure 1 Noble gases

to attain the electron structure of 
a noble gas is to gain electrons. 

• 	 Ionic bonding occurs between metals and non-metals. 

• 	 Electrons are transferred from metal atoms LO non-metal atoms. 

• 	 Positive and negative ions are formed. 

Sodium chloride (Figure 2) has ionic bonding. 

• 	 Sodium, Na, has 11 electrons (and 11 protons). The electron 
arrangement is I s2 2s2 2p6 3s1. 

• 	 Chlorine, Cl, has 17 electrons (and 17 protons). The electron 
arrangement is ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5 . 

• 	 An electron is transferred . The single outer electron of the sodium 
atom moves into the outer main level of the chlorine atom. 

• 	 Each outer main level is now full. 

sodium atom chlorine atom 
11 protons 17 protons 

11 electrons 17 electrons 
l s2 2s2 2p6 3s1 ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5 

A Figure 2 Adot-and-crass diagram to show the transfer ofthe 3s1 electron from 
the sodium atom to the 3p orbital on a chlorine atom. Remember that electrons are all 
identical whether shown by a dat or a cross 



• 	 Both sodium and chlorine now have a noble gas electron 
arrangemenl. Sodium has the neon noble gas arrangement 
whereas chlorine has the argon noble gas arrangement (compare 
the ions in Figure 3 with the noble gas atoms in Figure I ). 

The two charged particles that result from the transfer of an electron Na+ sodium ion 
are called ions. 11 protons, 10 electrons 

ls2 2s2 2p6 
• 	 The sodium ion is positively charged because it has lost a 

negative electron. 

• 	 The chloride ion is negatively charged because it has gained a 
negative electron. 

• 	 The two ions arc attracted to each other and to other 
oppositely charged ions in the sodium chloride compound by 

Cl chlorine ion (called chloride)electrostatic forces . 
17 protons, 18 electrons 

l s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6Therefore ionic bonding is the result of electrostatic attraction between 
oppositely charged ions. The attraction extends throughout the compound. .A. Figure 3 The ions that result from 
Every positive ion attracts every negative ion and vice versa. Ionic electron transfer 
compounds always exist in a structure called a lattice. Figure 4 shows the 
three-dimensiona l lattice ror sodium chloride with its singly charged ions. 

The formula of sodium chloride is NaCl because for every one sodium 
ion there is one chloride ion. Chloride ion, c1

Example: magnesium oxide 
Magnesium, Mg, has 12 electrons. The electron arrangement is 
Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2• Sodium ion, Na+ 

.A. Figure 4 The sodium chlorideOxygen, 0 , has eight electrons. The electron arrangement is l s2 2s2 2p4 . 
structure. This is on example ofo giant 
ionic s tructure. The strong bonding 
extends throughout the compound and 
because of this it will be difficult to melt.~ 	 ® 

Study tip
magnesium atom oxygen atom 


12 protons, 12 electrons 8 protons, 8 electrons 
 Dot-and-cross diagrams can help
l s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 ls2 2s2 2p4 

you to understand the principles of 
bonding and to predict the shapes 
of molecules. 

Mg2 ' magnesium ion 02- oxygen ion (called oxide) 

12 protons, 10 electrons 8 protons, 10 electrons 


l s2 2s2 2p6 l s2 2s2 2p6 


.A. Figure S Ionic bonding in magnesium oxide, MgO 

This time, two electrons arc transferred from the 3s orbitals on each 
magnesium atom. Each oxygen atom receives two electrons into its 
2p orbital. 

• 	 The magnesium ion, Mg2• , is positively charged because it has lost 
two negative e lectrons. 

• 	 The oxide ion, 0 2- , is negarively charged because it has gained two 
negative electrons. 

• 	 The formula of magnesium oxide is MgO. 

• 




Hint 

Acurrent of electricity is a flow 
of charge. In metals, negative 
electrons move. In ionic 
compounds, charged ions move. 

-

a small displacement causes contact 
between ions with the same charge ... 

... and the structure shatters 

shatters 

~ 

~ 
! ! 

• Figure 7 The brittleness ofionic 
compounds 

• 


Properties of ionically bonded compounds 
Ionic compounds a re always solids at room temperature. They have 
giam structures and therefore high melting temperatures. This is 
because in order to melt an ionic compound, energy must be supplied 
to break up the lattice of ions. 

Ionic compounds conduct electricity when molten or dissolved in 
water (aqueous) but not when solid. This is because the ions that carry 
the current are free to move in the liquid state but are not free in the 
solid state (Figure 6) . 

liquid 

solid 

+ - + - ~ 
- + - + - + + 

cathode _ + _ + _ anode 
the ions are tree to ~m move in the liquid sta te 

the ions are not free to and the compound 
move in the solid state conducts electricity 

•Figure 6 Ionic liquids conduct electricity, ionic solids do not 

Ionic compounds are brittle and shatter easily when given a sharp 
blow. This is because th ey form a lattice of alternating posi tive and 
negative ions, see Figure 7. A blow in the direction shown may move 
the ions and produce contact between ions with like charges. 

Summary questions 

1 Identify which of the following are ionic compounds and explain why . 

a 	 co b KF c Cao d HF 

2 Explain why ionic compounds have high melting temperatures. 

3 	 Describe the conditions where ionic compounds conduct electricity. 

4 	 Draw dot-and-cross diagrams to show the formation of the following ions. 
Include the electronic configuration of the atoms and ions involved. 

a the ions being formed when magnesium and fluorine react 

b the ions being formed when sodium and oxygen react. 

S Give the formulae of the compounds formed in question 4. 

6 	 Look at the electron arrangements of the Mg2• and 02- ions. State the 

noble gas they correspond to. 




Non-metal atoms need to receive electrons to fill the spaces in their 
outer shells. 

• 	 A covalent bond forms between a pair of non-metal atoms. 

• 	 The atoms share some of rheir ourer electrons so that each atom has 
a stable noble gas arrangement. 

• 	 A covalent bond is a shared pair of electrons. 

Forming molecules by covalent bonding 
A small group of covalently bonded awms is called a molecule. For 

example, chlorine exists as a gas that is made of molecules, Cl2, sec 

Figure I. 


Chlorine has 17 electrons and an electron arrangement 

I s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5. Two ch lori ne atoms make a chlorine molecule: 


• 	 The two atoms share one pair of electrons. 

• Each at0m now has a stable noble gas arrangement. 

• The tormula is Cl2• 

• 	 Molecules arc neutral because no electrons have been transferred 
from one atom to another. 

You can represent one pair of shared electrons in a covalent bond by 
a line, Cl-Cl. 

Example: methane 
Methane gas is a covalently bonded compound of carbon and 
hydrogen. Carbon, C. has six electrons with electron arrangement 
1 s2 2s2 2p2 and hydrogen. H, has just one electron 1 s1. 

carbon hydrogen 
1s2 2s22p2 ls1 

rn order for carbon to att.ain a stable noble gas a rrangement, there arc 
four hydrogen atoms to every carbon atom. 

methane, CH4 

H 
I 

H-C-H 
I 
H 

The formula of methane is CII4 • The four 2p electrons from carbon and 
the ls 1 electron from the four hydrogen atoms are shared. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe a covalent bond. 

-+ Describe a co-ordinate bond. 

-+ Describe the properties of 
covalently bonded molecules. 

Specification reference: 3.1.3 

chlorine atoms 
l s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5 

a chlorine molecule 

.A. Figure 1 Formation ofo chlorine 
molecule - the two atoms shore o 3p 
electronfrom each atom 

Hint 

Another way of picturing covalent 
bonds is to think of electron 
orbitals on each atom merging to 
form a molecular orbital that holds 

the shared electrons. 

Hint 

The hydrogen has a filled outer 
main level with only two electrons 
(1s2). It fills the first shell to get 
the structure of the noble gas 
helium. The carbon atoms have an 
electron arrangement 1s2 2s2 2p6• 

• 




3.2 Covalent bonding 

How does sharing electrons hold atoms together? 
Atoms with covalent bonds are held together by the electrostatic 
attraction between the nuclei and the shared electrons. This takes 
place within the molecule. The simplest example is hydrogen. The 
hydrogen molecule consists of two protons held together by a pair of 
electrons. The electrostatic forces are shown in Figure 2. The attractive 
forces are in black and the repulsive forces in red. These forces just 
balance when the nuclei are a particular distance apart. 

electron Double covalent bonds 
.A. Figure 2 The electrostatic forces In a double bond, four electrons are shared. The two atoms in an 
within a hydrogen molecule oxygen molecule share two pairs of electrons so that the oxygen 

atoms have a double bond between them (Figure 3 ). You can 
represent the two pairs of shared electrons in a covalent bond by 
a double line, O=O. 

When you are drawing covalent bonding diagrams you may leave out 
the inner main levels because the inner shells a rc not involved at all. 
Other examples of molecules wi th covalent bonds are shown in Table 1. 

oxygen, 02 
All the examples in Table 1 are neutral molecules. The a toms within the

.A. Figure 3 An oxygen molecule has 
molecules are strongly bonded together with covalent bonds within the 

a double bond which shares two 2p 
molecule. However, the molecules are not strongly attracted to each other.electrons from each atom 

T Table 1 Examples ofcovalent molecules. Only the outer shells are shown. 

• 


Hz 

~ 

HCI 

~ 
H20 

Each hydrogen atom 
has a full outer main 
level with just two 
electrons 

hydrogen chloride 

water 

C2H4 

~ 
~8 
co2 

ammonia 

ethene 

There is a carbon

carbon double bond in 
this molecule 

carbon dioxide 

There are two carbon
oxygen double bonds in 
this molecule 

Properties of substances with molecular structures 
Substances composed of molecules arc gases, liquids, or solids with 
low melting temperatures. This is because the strong covalent bonds 



are only between the atoms within the molecules. Tb ere is only weak 
attraction between the molecules so the molecules do not need much 
energy to move apart from each other. 

They are poor conductors of electricity because the molecules are 
neutral overall. This means that there are no charged particles to carry 
the current. 

If they dissolve in water, and remain as molecules, the solutions do 
not conduct electricity. Again, this is because there are no charged 
particles. 

Co-ordinate bonding 
A single covalent bond consists of a pair of electrons shared between two 
atoms. In most covalent bonds, each atom provides one of the electrons. 
But, in some bonds, one atom provides both the electrons. This is called 
co-ordinate bonding. It is also called dative covalent bonding. 

In a co-ordinate or dative covalent bond: 

• 	 the atom that accepts the electron pair is an atom that does not have 
a filled outer main level of electrons - the atom is electron-deficient 

• 	 the atom that is donating the electrons has a pair of electrons that is 
not being used in a bond, called a lone pair. 

Example: the ammonium ion 
For example, ammonia, NH3' has a lone pair of electrons. In the 
ammonium ion, NH4 +, the nitrogen uses its lone pair of electrons 
to form a coordinate bond with an H+ ion (a bare proton with no 
electrons at all and therefore electron-deficient). 

0 0 
N )-.w written 

~• x 
ammonium ion(:) 

Coordinate covalent bonds are represented by an arrow. The arrow 
points towards the atom that is accepting the electron pair. However, 
this is only to show how the bond was made. The ammonium ion 
is completely symmetrical and all the bonds have exactly the same 
strength and length. 

• 	 Coordinate bonds have exactly the same strength and length as 
ordinary covalent bonds between the same pair of atoms. 

The ammonium ion has covalently bonded atoms but is a charged 
particle. 

Hint 

Some covalent compounds react 
with water to form ions. In such 
cases the resulting solution will 

conduct electricity. Hydrogen 
chloride is an example of this; 
HCl(g) + aq-+ W[aq) + c1- (aq) 

Synoptic link 

Coordinate (dative) bonding is 
very important in the chemistry 
of transition metal complexes. 
You will learn more about it in 
Chapter 23, The transition metals. 

Summary questions 

1 State what a covalent bond is. 

2 Identify which of the following 
have covalent bonding and 
explain your answer. 

a Na20 

b CF4 

c MgCl2 

d C2H4 

3 	 Draw a dot-and-cross diagram 
for hydrogen sulfide, a 
compound of hydrogen and 
sulfur. 

4 	 Draw a dot-and-cross diagram 
to show a water molecule 
forming a coordinate bond 
with an Wion. 

' . 




Learning objectives: 
' Describe the nature of 

bonding in a metal. 

' Describe the properties of 
metals. 

Specification reference: 3.1.3 

' 

Hint 

In Figure 1 the metal ions are 
shown spaced apart for clarity. In 
fact metal atoms are more closely 
packed, and so metals tend to 
have high densities. 

Hint 

The word delocalised is often 
used to describe electron clouds 
that are spread over more than 
two atoms. 

• 


Metals are shiny elements made up of atom5 that can easily lose up 
Lo three outer electrons, leaving positive metal ions. For example, 
sodium, Na, 2,8,1 (ls2 2s2 2p6 3s1) loses its one outer electron, 
aluminium, Al, 2,8,3 (ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p 1) loses its three outer 
electrons. 

Metallic bonding 
The atoms in a metal element cannot transfer electrons (as happens 
in ionic bonding) unless there is a non-metal atom present to receive 
them. In a metal element, the outer main levels of the atoms merge. 
The outer electrons are no longer associated with any one particular 
atom. A simple picture of metallic bonding is that metals consist of 
a lattice of positive ions existing in a 'sea' of ourer e lectrons. These 
electrons are delocalised . This means that they are not r.ied to a 
particular atom. Magnesium metal is shown in Figure 1. The positive 
ions tend to repel one another and this is balanced by the electrostatic 
attraction of these positive ions for the negatively charged 'sea' of 
delocalised electrons. 

eo ef.:;:\ ef:;:\ 
ev e\:__) ev 


·sea· of electrons

8 0 ·
e e 	 e 

.A. Figure 1 The delocolised 'sea'ofelectrons in magnesium 

• 	 The n umber of delocalised electrons depends on how many 
electrons have been lost by each meta l arom. 

• 	 The metallic bonding spreads throughout so meta ls have giant 
structures. 

Properties of metals 
Metals are good conductors of electricity and heat 
The delocalised electrons that can move throughout the structure 
explain why metals are such good conductors of electricity. An 
electron from the negative terminal of the supply joins the electron sea 
at one end of a metal wire while at the same time a different electron 
leaves the wire at the positive terminal, as shown in Figure 2. 

Metals are also good conductors of heat - they have high thermal 
conductivities. The sea of electrons is panly responsible for this 
property, with energy also spread by increasingly vigorous vibrations 
of the closely packed ions . 



Bonding 

metal 

e- M• e- M• e-M+ electron 	 electron 
e· 	 e- > 

in e- M~ M+ out 
M~ e-e 

.& Figure 2 The conduction ofelectricity by ometal 

The strength of metals 
In general. the strength of any metallic bond depends on the 
following: 

• 	 the charge on the ion - the greater the charge on the ion, the 
greater the number or delocalised electrons and the stronger the 
electrostatic attraction between the positive ions and the electrons. 

• 	 the size of ion - the sma ller the ion, the closer the electrons are to 

the positive nucleus and the stronger the bond. 

Metals tend to be strong. The delocalised electrons also explain this. 
These extend throughout the solid so there are no individual bonds 
to break. 

Metals are malleable and ductile 
Metals are malleable (they can be beaten into shape) and ductile (they 
can be pulled into thin wires). After a small distortion, each metal ion 
is still in exactly the same environment as before so the new shape is 
retained, see Figure 3. 

Contrast this with the brittleness of ionic compounds in Topic 3. l. 

Metals have high melting points 
Metals generally have high melting and boiling points because they have 
giant structures. There is strong attraction between metal ions and the 
delocalised sea of electrons. This makes the atoms difficult to separate. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Give three differences in physical properties between metals and 

non-metals. 


2 	 Write the electron arrangement of a calcium atom, Ca. 

3 	 Which electrons will a calcium atom lose to gain a stable noble gas 

configuration. 


4 	 State how many electrons each calcium atom will contribute to the 

delocalised sea of electrons that holds the metal atoms together. 


5 	 Sodium forms+ 1 ions with a metallic radius of 0.191 nm. Magnesium 
forms +2 ions with a metallic radius of 0.160 nm. How would you expect 
the following properties of the two metals to compare? Explain your 
answers. 

a 	 The melting point 

b 	 The strength of the metals 

push 

.& Figure 3 The molleability and 
ductility ofmetals 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' State what is meant by the 

term electronegativity. 

' State what makes one atom 
more electronegative than 
another. 

' State what the symbols 8+ 
and 8- mean when placed 
above atoms in a covalent 
bond. 

Specification reference: 3.1.3 

Study tip 

Try to learn the definition of 
electronegativity. 

T Table 1 Some valuesfor Pauling 
e/ectronegotivity 

He~.1 I 
B N 0 F NeLi Be c 

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.01.0 
pAl Si s Cl ArNa Mg 

1.8 2.1 2.5 3.00.9 1.2 1.5 

Br Kr 
2.8 

Hint 

Think ofelectronegative atoms as 
having more 'electron-pulling power' . 

• 


The forces that hold atoms together arc all about the auraction 
of positive charges to negative charges. In ionic bonding there is 
complete transfer of electrons from one atom LO another. But, even in 
covalent bonds, the electrons shared by the atoms will not be evenly 
spread iI one of Lhe atoms is beuer at attracting electrons than the 
other. This at0m is more electronegative than the other. 

Electro negativity 
Flourine is better at attracting electrons than hydrogen - fluorine is 
said to be more electronegative than hydrogen. 

Electronegativity is the power of an atom to attract the 
electron density in a covalent bond towards itself. 

When chemists consider the electrons as charge clouds, the term 
electron density is often used to describe the way the negative 
charge is distributed in a molecule. 

The Pauling scale is used as a measure or electronegativity. It runs 
from 0 to 4. The greater the number, the more electronegative the 
atom, see Table l. The noble gases have no number because they do 
not, in general, form covalent bonds. 

Electronegativity depends on: 

1 	 the nuclear charge 

2 	 the distance between the nucleus and the outer shell electrons 

3 	 the shielding of the nuclear charge by electrons in inner shells. 

Note the following: 

• 	 The smaller the atom, the closer the nucleus is to the shared outer 
main level electrons and the greater its elcctronegativity. 

• 	 The larger the nuclear charge ([or a given shielding effect), the 
greater the electronegativity. 

Trends in electronegativity 
Going up a group in the Periodic Table, electronegativi.ty increases 
(the atoms get smaller) and there is less shielding by electrons in inner 
shells. 

Going across a period in the Periodic Table, the elcctronegativity 
increases. The nuclear charge increases, the number of inner main 
levels remain the same and the atoms become smaller. 

So, the most electronegative atoms are found at the top right-hand 
corner of the Periodic Table (ignoring the noble gases which form few 
compounds). The most electronegative atoms are fluorine, oxygen, 
and nitrogen followed by chlorine. 

http:electronegativi.ty


• • 

•• xx 	 • • 

• • xx 

A Figure 1 Electron diagram A Figure 2 Electron cloud A Figure 3 Electron diagram of A Figure 4 Electron cloud around 
offluorine molecule around fluorine molecule hydrogen fluoride molecule hydrogen fluoride molecule 

'Y' Table 2 Trends in electronegativity 

Polarity of covalent bonds 
Polarity is about the unequal sharing of the electrons between atoms 
that are bonded together covalently. It is a property of the bond. 

Covalent bonds between two atoms that are the same 
When both atoms are the same, for example, in fluorine, F2, the 
electrons in the bond must be shared equally between the atoms 
(Figure 1) - both atoms have exactly the same electronegativity and 
the bond is completely non-polar. 

lf you think of the electrons as being in a cloud of charge, then the 
cloud is uniformly spread between the two atoms, as shown in Figure 2. 

Covalent bonds between two atoms that are different 
In a covalent bond between two atoms of different electronegativity, 
the electrons in the bond will not be shared equally between the 
atoms. For example, the molecule hydrogen fluoride, HF, shown in 
Figure 3. 

Hydrogen has an electronegativity of 2.1 and fluorine of 4.0. This 
means that the electrons in the covalent bond will be attracted more 
by the fluorine than the hydrogen. The electron cloud is distorted 
towards the fluorine, as shown in Figure 4. 

The fluorine end of the molecule is therefore relatively negative and 
the hydrogen end relatively positive, that is, electron deficient. You 
show this by adding partial charges to the formula: 

o+H-Fs-

Covalent bonds like this are said to be polar. The greater the 
difference in electronegativity, the more polar is the covalent bond. 

You could say that although the H-F bond is covalent, it has some 
ionic character. It is going some way towards the separation of the 
atoms into charged ions. It is also possible to have ionic bonds with 
some covalent character. 

Hint 

8+ and 8- are pronounced 'delta 

plus' and 'delta minus'. 

The+ and - signs represent one 

'electron's worth' of charge. 

8+ and 8- represent a small 

charge of less than one 'electron's 

worth'. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Explain why fluorine is more 

electronegative than chlorine. 

2 	 Write 8+ and 8- signs to show 

the polarity of the bonds in a 

hydrogen chloride molecule. 

3 	 Identify of these covalent 

bonds is/are non-polar, and 

explain your answer. 

a H-H 

b F-F 

c H-F 

4 a 	 Arrange the fo llowing 

covalent bonds in order 

of increasing polarity: 

H-0, H-F, H-N 

b Explain your answer. 
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Learning objectives: 
' State the three types of 

intermolecular force. 

' Describe how dipole- dipole 
and van derWaals forces 
arise. 

' Describe how van der 
Waals forces affect boiling 
temperatures. 

' State what is needed for 
hydrogen bonding to occur. 

' Explain why NH3, H20, and 
HF have higher boiling 
temperatures than might be 
expected. 

Specification reference: 3.1.3 

Hint 
van der Waals is spelt with a 
small v, even at the beginning of a 
sentence. 

Study tip 
Do not confuse intermolecular 
forces with covalent bonds, which 
are at least 10 times stronger. 
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Atoms in molecules and in giant structures arc held together by strong 
covalent, ionic, or metallic bonds. Molecules and separate atoms arc 
attracted to one another by other, weaker forces called intermolecular 
forces. Inter means between. If the intermolecular forces arc strong 
enough, then molecules are held closely enough t0gcthcr to be liquids 
or even solids. 

Intermolecular forces 
There are three types of intermolecular forces: 

• 	 van der Waals forces 
act between all atoms and molecules. weakest 

• 	 Dipole-dipole forces 
act only between certain types or molecules. j

• 	 Hydrogen bonding 
acts only between certain types of molecu les. strongest 

Dipole-dipole forces 
Dipole moments 
Polariry is the propeny of a particular bond, see Topic 3.4, bur molecules 
wich polar bonds may have a dipole moment. This sums up che effecr 
of che polariry of all the bonds in the molecule. 

In molecules with more than one polar bond, the effects of each bond 
may cancel, leaving a molecule with no dipole moment. The effects 
may also add up and so reinforce each other. It depends on the shape 
of the molecule. 

For example, carbon dioxide is a linear molecule and the 
dipoles cancel. 

&-o = c &+ = 08

Tetrach lorometha ne is tetrahedral and here too the dipoles ca ncel. 
8 
Cl 

S- \ 6+ 6 
Cl --·C - Cl tetrachloromethane 

&- 1 
Cl 

But in dichloromethane the dipoles do nor cancel because of the shape 
of the molecule. 

H 
&- \ &+ 
Cl --·C -H dichloromethane 

r,. / 
Cl 

Dipole-dipole forces act between molecules that have permanent 
dipoles. For example, in the hydrogen chloride molecule, chlorine 
is more electronegative than hydrogen. So the electrons are pulled 
towards the chlorine atom rather than the hydrogen arom. The 
molecule therefore has a dipole and is written H6+-c16- . 



Two molecu les which both have dipoles will attract one another, see 

Figure I . 


Whatever their starting positions. the molecules with dipoles will 'flip' 

lo give an arrangement where the two molecules anract. 


van der Waals forces 
All atoms and molecules arc made up of positive and negative charges 
even though they are neutral overall. These charges produce very 
weak electrostatic attractions between all atoms and molecules. These 
are called van der Waals forces. 

How do van der Waals forces work? 
Imagine a helium atom. It has two positive charges on its nucleus and 
two nega tively charged electrons. The atom as a whole is neutral but 
a l any moment in time the electrons could be anywhere, see Figure 2. 
This means the distribution of charge is changing at every instant. 

Any of the arrangements in Figu re 2 mean the atom has a dipole at that 
moment. An instant la ter, the dipole may be in a different direction. But. 
almost certainly the atom will have a dipole a t any point in time, even 
though any particular dipole will be just for an instant - a temporary 
dipole. This dipole then aHccts the electron distribution in nearby atoms, 
so that they are attracted to the original helium acorn for that instant. 
The original atom has induced dipoles in the nearby atoms, as shown 
Figure 3 in which the electron distribution is shown as a cloud. 

..-------~ 

the nucleus will attract the these electrons will repel the 
electrons in nearby atoms electrons 1n nearby atoms 

l\+ 

A Figure 3 Instantaneous dipoles induce dipoles in nearby atoms 

As the electron distribution of the original atom changes. it will 
induce new dipoles in the atoms around it, which will be attracted 
to the original one. These forces are sometimes called instantaneous 
dipole-induced dipole forces, but this is rather a mouthful. The more 
usual name is van der Waals forces after the Dutch scientist, Johannes 
van der Waals. 

• 	 van der Waals forces act between all atoms or molecules al all times. 

• 	 They are in addition lO any other intermolecular forces. 

• 	 The dipole is caused by the changing position of the electron cloud, 
so the more electrons there are. the larger the instantaneous dipole 
will be. 

attraction 
&+ &- 6+ 6
H- Cl --H - Cl 

attraction 

6+ 


6+ g / H ) 
H- CI '-... ~I' ro~~ 

repulsion ~ 

&+ 6- &+ &
H-Cl --H-CI 

attraction 

repulsion 

3+ 8- &- 6+ 

H- Cl -- Cl- H 


v 

rotates 

.. ·- ~ .. ·H- Cl -- H- CI 

attraction 

.A Figure 1 Two polar molecules, such 
as hydrogen chloride, will always attract 
one another 

A Figure 2 These orejust a few of 
the possible arrangements of the 
two electrons in helium. Remember, 
electrons are never in a fixed position 

• 




3.5 Forces acting between molecules 

5
0 


5 +/ .......... 8+ 

H H 

~i~~l~r~1pole 
~ction 

8- 6 
0-H+ 

3+1 
H 

.A Figure 4 Dipole ottrocrion between 
water molecules 

s.. 
8 H 

• • • 6+ 8-/ 
• o- H --  : 0 

••\ 6+3+/ 	
HH 

.A Figure 5 Hydrogen bond between 
water molecules 

&+ 
s- /H 
• • • &+ : - // 8+ 

• 0-H ---. N - H 

S+ I \ s H.. 
H 

.A Figure 6 Hydrogen bond between 
a water molecule ond an ammania 
molecule 
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Therefore the size of the van der Waals forces increases with the 
number of electrons present. This means that atoms or molecules with 
large atomic or molecular masses produce stronger van der Waals 
forces than atoms or molecules with small atomic or molecular masses. 

This explains why: 

• 	 the boiling points of the noble gases increase as the atomic 
numbers of the noble gases increase 

• 	 the boiling points of hydrocarbons increase with increased 
chain length. 

Hydrogen bonding 
Hydrogen bonding is a special type of intermolecular force with some 
characteristics of dipole-dipole attraction and some of a covalent 
bond. IL consists of a hydrogen atom 'sandwiched' between two very 
electronegative awms. There are conditions Lhal have LO be presen t 
for hydrogen boncling to occur. You need a very electronega tive 
atom with a lone pair of electrons covalently bonded LO a hydrogen 
atom. Water molecules fulfil these conditions. Oxygen is much more 
electronegative than hydrogen so water is polar, sec Figure 4. 

You would expect to find weak dipole-dipole auractions (as shown 
between hydrogen chloride in Figure l) but in this case the 
intermolecular boncling is much stronger for two reasons: 

I The oxygen atoms in water have lone pairs of electrons. 

2 Ln water the hydrogen acorns are highly electron deficient. This is 
because the oxygen is very electronegative and attracts the shared 
electrons in the bond towards it. The hydrogen atoms in water are 
positively charged and very small. These exposed protons have a 
very strong electric field because of their small size. 

The lone pair of electrons on the oxygen awm of another water 
molecule is strongly attracted to the electron deficient hydrogen atom. 

This strong intermolecular force is ca lled a hydrogen bond. Hydrogen 
bonds are considerably stronger rhan dipole-d ipole attractions, though 
much weaker than a covalent bond. They arc usually represented by 
dashes - - - , as in Figure 5. 

When do hydrogen bonds form? 
Water is not the only example of hydrogen bonding. In order to form 
a hydrogen bond there must be the following: 

• 	 a hydrogen atom that is bonded to a very electronegative atom. This 
will produce a strong partial positive charge on the hydrogen atom. 

• 	 a very electronegative atom with a lone pair of electrons. These 
will be attracted to the partially charged hydrogen atom in another 
molecule and form the bond. 

The only atoms that are electronegative enough co form hydrogen 
bonds are oxygen, 0, nitrogen, N, and fluorine, F. For example, 
ammonia molecules, NH3' form hydrogen bonds with water 
molecules, see Figure 6. 



The nitrogen- hydrogen-oxygen system is linear. Tltis is because 
the pair or electrons in th e N- H covalent bond repels those in the 
hydrogen bond between nitrogen and hydrogen . This linearity is 
always the case with hydrogen bonds. 

The boiling points of the hydrides 
The effect or hydrogen bonding between molecules can be seen if you 
look at the boiling points of hydrides of elements of Group 4, 5, 6, and 
7 plotted against the period number, see Figure 7. 

400 

300 

100 

~ 

Ar 
Ne 

Q '"-~~~~-'-~~~~--'-~~~~~'--~~~~_.._~~~ 

1 2 3 4 5 
period 

.A. Figure 7 Boiling points of the hydrides of Group 4, 5, 6, ond 7 elements with the 
noble gases for comparison 

The noble gases show a gradua l increase in boiling point because the 
only forces acting between the atoms are van der Waals forces and 
these increase wi th the number of electrons present. 

The boiling points of water, H20, hydrogen fluoride, HF, and ammonia, 
NHv are all higher than those of the hydrides of the other elements in 
their group, whereas you would expect them to be lower if only van der 
Waals forces were operating. This is because hydrogen bonding is present 
between the molecules in each of these compounds and these stronger 
intennolecular forces of attraction make the molecules more difficult to 
separate. Oxygen, nitrogen, and fluorine are the three elements that are 
electronegarive enough to make hydrogen bonding possible. 

The importance of hydrogen bonding 
Although hydrogen bonds a rc only abour 10% of the strength of 
covalent bonds, their e ffect can be significant - especially when there 
arc a lot of them. The very fact that they arc weaker than covalent 
bonds, and ca n break or make under conditions where covalent bonds 
arc unaffected, is very significant. 

• 




3.5 Forces acting between molecules 

.6. Figure 8 The th ree-dimensional 
network ofcovalent bonds [grey] and 
hydrogen bonds {red] in ice. The blue 
lines are only construction lines. 

The structure and density of ice 
ln water in its liquid state, the hydrogen bonds break and rdorm easily 
as the molecules are moving about. When water rreczes, the water 
molecules are no longer free to move about and the hydrogen bonds 
hold the molecules in fixed positions. The resulting three-dimensional 
structure, shown in Figure 8, resembles the structure of diamond, see 
Topic 3.7. 

In order to fit into this structure, the molecules arc slightly less closely 
packed than in liquid water. This means that ice is less dense than 
water and forms on top of ponds rather than at the bottom. This 
insulates the ponds and enables fish to survive through the winter. 
This must have helped life to continue, in the relative warmth of the 
water under the ice, duri11g the Ice Ages . 

Proteins are a class of important biological molecules that fulfil a wide variety 
of functions in living things, including enzyme catalysts. The exact shape of 
a protein molecule is vital to its function. Proteins are long chain molecules 
with lots of C=O and N- Hgroups which can form hydrogen bonds. These 
hydrogen bonds hold the protein chains into fixed shapes. One common 
shape is the protein chain that forms a spiral (helix). as shown here. 

Another example is the beta-pleated sheet. Here protein chains line up side 
by side, held in position by hydrogen bonds to form a two-dimensional 
sheet. The protein that forms silk has this structure. 

ONA is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 30, Amino acids, proteins, 
and DNA. 

• 



The relative weakness of hydrogen bonds means that the shapes of 
proteins can easily be altered. Heating proteins much above body 
temperature starts to break hydrogen bonds and causes the protein to lose 
its shape and thus its function. This is why enzymes lose their effect as 
catalysts when heated - the protein is denatured. You can see this when 
frying an egg. The clear liquid protein albumen is transformed into an 
opaque white solid. 

Ironing 

When you iron clothes, the iron provides heat to break hydrogen bonds in the 
crumpled material and pressure to force the molecules into new positions 
so that the material is flat. When you remove the iron, the hydrogen bonds 
reform and hold the molecules in these new positions, keeping the fabric flat. 

DNA 

Another vital biological molecule is DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) (Figure 10). 
It is the molecule that stores and copies genetic information that makes 
offspring resemble their parents. This molecule exists as a double-stranded 
hel ix. The two strands of the spiral are held together by hydrogen bonds. When 
cel ls divide or replicate, the hydrogen bonds break (but the covalently bonded 
main chains stay unchanged). The two separate helixes then act as templates 
for a new helix to form on each, so you end up with a copy of the original helix. 

.&. Figure 10 The DNA double helix is 
held together by hydrogen bonds 

Summary questions 

1 	 Place the following elements in order of the strength of the van der 
Waals forces between the atoms (weakest first): Ar, He, Kr, Ne. Explain 
your answer. 

2 Identify which one of the following molecules cannot have dipole- dipole 
forces acting between them- H20, HCI, H2 

3 Explain why hexane is a liquid at room temperature whereas butane 
is a gas. 

4 Explain why covalent molecules are gases, liqu ids, or solids with low
melting temperature. 

S Draw two hydrogen bromide molecules to show how they would be 
attracted together by dipole-dipole forces. 

6 Identify in which of the following does hydrogen bonding not occur 
between molecules: H20, NH3, HBr, HF 

7 Explain why hydrogen bonds do not form between: 

a methane molecules, CH 4 

b tetrachloromethane molecules, CCl4• 

8 Draw a dot-and-cross diagram for a molecule of water. 

a State how many lone pairs it has. 

b State how many hydrogen atoms it has. 

c Explain why water molecules form on average two hydrogen bonds 
per molecule, whereas the ammonia molecule, NH3, forms only one. 
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Learning objectives: 
' State the rules that 

govern the shapes of 
simple molecules. 

' Describe how the number 
ofelectron pairs around an 
atom affects the shape of 
the molecule. 

' Describe what happens to 
the shape of a molecule 
when a bonding pair of 
electrons is replaced by 
a non-bonding pair. 

Specification reference: 3.1. 3 

mcl"'"' L 
l.m:1a 

A. Figure 1 The shapes ofwoter, 
methane, and ammonia molecules 

Hint 

It is acceptable to draw electron 
diagrams that show electrons in 
the outer shells only. 

Hint 

Notice that in neither BeCl2 nor BF3 
does the central atom have a full 
outer main electron level. 
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Molecules are three-dimensional and they come in many dHferent 
shapes (Figure 1). 

Electron pair repulsion theory 
You have seen that electrons in molecules exist in pairs in volumes of 
space called orbitals. You can predict the shape of a simple covalent 
molecule, for example, one consisting of a central atom surrounded by 
a number of other atoms, by using the ideas that: 

• 	 each pair of electrons around an atom will repel all other electron 
pairs 

• 	 the pairs of electrons will therefore lake up positions as far apart as 
possible to minimise repulsion. 

This is called the electron pair repulsion theory. 

Electron pairs may be a shared pair or a lone pair. 

The shape of a simple molecule depends on the number of pairs of 
electrons that surround the central atom. To work out the shape of 
any molecule you first need to draw a dot-and-cross diagram to find 
the number of pairs of electrons. 

Two pairs of electrons 
If there are two pairs of electrons around the atom, the molecule will 
be linear. The furthest away from each other the two pairs can get is 
180° apart. Beryllium chloride, which is a covalently bonded molecule 
in the gas phase, despite being a metal-non-metal compound, is an 
example of this. 

two groups of electrons 

.. 	A ... . . .
• Cl x Be x Cl • 

Three pairs of electrons 

180° 
~ 

Cl Be Cl 

If there are three pairs of electrons a round the central atom, they 
will be 120° apart. The molecule is p lanar and is called trigonal planar. 
Boron trifluoride is an example of this . 

: F : 
\ 	 120° • X ';J,-F.• + B + •. 

• F • • F • I
• •• ••• F 

Four pairs of electrons 

If rhere are four pairs of electrons, they are furthes1 apart when rhey 

are arranged so chat rhey point to the four corners of a tetrahedron. 

This shape, with one atom positioned al the cenire, is called tetrahedral, 

see Figure 2 . 




Methane, CH4, is an example. The carbon atom is situated at the 
centre of the tetrahedron with the hydrogen atoms at the vertices. 
The angles here are 109.5°. This is a three-dimensional, not planar, 
arrangement so the sum of the angles can be more than 360°. 

H H 
X e i\109.5° 

H ~ C ~ H .... c -1 
• X 	 H,.. J 'H 

H H 

The ammonium ion is also tetrahedral. 1t has four groups of electrons 
surrounding the nitrogen atom. The fact that the ion has an overall 
charge does not affect the shape. 

+ 	 +H 	 H 
•• 	 1~109.5° 

H ~ N ~ H /N 
• x 	 H J 'H 

H 
 H 

Five pairs of electrons 
If there are five pairs of electrons, the shape usually adopted is that of 
a trigonal bipyramid. Phosphorus pentachloride, PCl5, is an example. 

Cl Cl 
• ')(. • Cl .J .Cl 

Cl ~ p + c1 -1 f>~ i20° 
+ I Cl• ><" • Cl 

ClCl 

Six pairs of electrons 

If there are six pairs of electrons, the shape adopted is octahedral, 

with bond angles of 90°. The sulfur hexafluoride, SF6, molecule is an 

example of this. 


F 
F . I .F 

-- s ' \90° 
F ........ , " F 

F 

Molecules with lone pairs of electrons 
Some molecules have unshared (lone) pairs of electrons. These are 
electrons that are not part of a covalent bond. The lone pairs affect the 
shape of the molecule. Always watch out for the lone pairs in your 
dot-and-cross diagram because otherwise you might overlook their 
effect. Ammonia and water are good examples of molecules where 
lone pairs affect the shape. 

each angle= 109.5° 

A Figure 2 Atetrahedron hasfour 
points andfourfaces 

Hint 

In three-dimensional 
representations of molecules, a 
wedge is used to represent a bond 
coming out of the paper and a 
dashed line represents one going 
into the paper, away from the reader, 
as shown in these two figures. 

Hint 

Take care. Octahedral sounds as 
if there should be eight electron 
groups, not six. Remember that an 

octahedron has eight/aces but six 
points. 

Study tip 

Remember that electron pairs will 
get as far apart as possible. 
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iThe shaP-es of molecules and ions 

Study tip 
Draw structures showing bonds 
and lone electron pairs. 

Study tip 
It is difficult to fully appreciate 
the 3-0 shapes of molecules 
without using models. Professional 
chemists routinely use powerful 
computer software Ibased on the 
principles described in this topic) 
to accurately model the shapes 
of complex molecules before they 
have even been synthesised. This 
can help to predict how they might 
act as drugs, for example. 

You might consider buying a kit 
of molecular models [particularly 
if you intend to continue to study 
chemistry) or alternatively you 
can do a lot with matchsticks 
and a modelling material such as 
Plasticene©. Furthermore, there 
are websites and programmes 
where you can draw 3-0 models 
of molecules and rotate them to 
view from different points in space. 
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Ammonia, NH3 
Ammonia has four pairs of electrons and one or Lhc groups is a lone pair. 

H ~ N ~ H 
• x 
H 

With its four pairs of electrons around the nitrogen atom, the ammonia 
molecule has a shape based on a tetrahedron. However, there are only 
three 'anns' so the shape is that of a triangular pyramid . 

•• 

Another way of looking at this is that the electron pairs form a tetrahedron 
but the bonds form a triangular pyramid. (There is an atom at each 
vertex but, unlike the tetrahedral arrangement, no atom in the centre.) 

Bonding pair- lone pair repulsion 
The angles of a regular tetrahedron, see Figure 2, are all 109.5° but 
lone pairs affect these angles. In ammonia, £or example, the bonding 
pairs of electrons are attracted towards rhe nitrogen nucleus and also 
the hydrogen nucleus. However, the lone pair is attracted only by the 
nitrogen nucleus and is therefore pulled closer to it than the shared 
pairs. So repulsion between a lone pair of electrons and a bonding pair 
of electrons is greater than that between two bonding pairs. This effect 
squeezes the hydrogen atoms together, reducing all the H-N-H angles. 
The approximate rule of thumb is 2° per lone pair, so the bond angles 
in ammonia are approximately 107°: 

H4··H 

107°_../ H ~107• 
Water, H20 
Look at the dot-and-cross diagram fo r water . 

• 0• • .
• + 

H + • H 

There are four pairs of electrons around the oxygen atom so, as with 
ammonia, the shape is based on a tetrahedron. However, two of the 
'arms' of the tetrahedron are lone pairs that arc not part of a bond. 
This results in a V-shaped or angular molecule. As in ammonia the 
electron pairs form a tetrahedron but the bonds form a V-shape. With 
two lone pairs, the H-0-H angle is reduced to l 04. 5°. 

• o • 
H/ 't'H 

104.5° 
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Chlorine tetrafluoride ion, ClF 4 

The dot-and-cross diagram for this ion is as shown: 


[F~ · · 'f.· F]
• Cl Jr 
F 'f. • F 

There are four bonding pairs of electrons and two lone pairs. One of 
the lone pairs contains an electron that has been donated tO it, so the 
charge on the ion is negative (-1 ). This electron is shown as a square 
in the dot-and-cross diagram. This means tha t the re a re six pairs of 
e lectrons a round the chlorine arom - four bonds and two lone pa irs. 
The shape is therefore based on an octah edron in which two a rms a rc 
not part of a bond. 

As lone pa irs repe l the most, they adopt a position furthest apart. This 
leaves a fl at sq uare-shaped ion described as square planar. The lone 
pa irs a rc above and below the plane, as shown here. 

A summary of the repulsion between electron pairs 
bonding pair-bonding pair 

lone pair-bonding pair repulsion increases 

lone pair-lone pair 

Summary questions 

1 Draw a dot-and-cross diagram for NF3 and predict its shape. 


2 Explain why NF3 has a different shape from BF3. 


3 Draw a dot-and-cross diagram for the molecule silane, SiH4 , and 

describe its shape. 

4 State the H- Si- H angle in the silane molecule 

5 Predict the shape of the H2Smolecule without drawing a dot-and-cross 
diagram. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 State the energy changes 

that occur when solids melt 
and liquids vaporise. 

' 	 Explain the values of 
enthalpies ofmelting (fusion] 
and vaporisation are. 

' 	 Explain the physical 
properties of ionic solids, 
metals, macromolecular 
solids, and molecular solids 
in terms of their detailed 
structures and bonding. 

' List the three types of 
strong bonds. 

' List the three types of 
intermolecular forces. 

' 	 Describe how melting 
temperatures and structure 
are related. 

' 	 Describe how electrical 
conductivity is related 
to bonding. 

Specification reference:3.1.3 
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One of rhe key ideas of science is that matter, which is anything with 
mass, is made of tiny particles - it is particulate. These particles are 
in motion, which means they have kinetic energy. To understand rhe 
differences between the three states of matter - gas, liquid, and solid 
you need to be able to explain the energy changes associated with 
changes between these physical states. 

The three states of matter 
Table 1 sets out the simple model used for the three stares of matter. 

T Table 1 The three states ofmatter 

Solid Liquid Gas 

arrangement 
random randomregular 

of particles 

None direct but a 
None direct but Crystal shapes have 

liquid changes shape 
a gas will fill its evidence straight edges. Solids 

to fill the bottom of 
container.have definite shapes. 

its container. 

far apartspacing close close 

Gases are easilySolids are not easily Liquids are not
evidence 

compressed.compressed. easily compressed. 

vibrating about a point rapid 'jostling' rapidmovement 

Diffusion is very slow. Diffusion is
Diffusion is slow. 

rapid. Gasesevidence Solids expand on 
Liquids evaporate. 

1 exert pressureheating. 

melting boiling
vibration evaporation point 	 point 

heat 	~ heat ~ (J' o..~ '· ~ '· ~ models ....-cool .....-- cool p 

particles vibrate partJcles movebut aretoo particles are free 
about a point close to travel rar except and have rapid 

at the surface random motion 

Energy changes on heating 
Heating a solid 
When you first heat a solid and supply energy to the particles, it 
makes them vibrate more about a fixed posicion. This slighrly increases 
rhe average distance berween the particles and so rhe solid expands. 

Turning a solid to liquid (melting - also called fusion) 
In order to rum a solid - with its ordered, closely packed, vibrating 
particles - into a liquid - where the particles are moving randomly but 
still closely together - you have to supply more energy. This energy is 
needed to weaken the forces that act between the parricles, holding 
them together in the solid state. The energy needed is called rhe larem 
heat of melting, or more correctly the en t halpy change of m elting. 
While a solid is melting, the temperature does not change because rhe 



heat energy provided is absorbed as the forces between particles are 
weakened. 

Enthalpy is the heal energy change measured under constant pressure 
whilst temperature depends on the average kinetic energy of the particles 
and is therefore related to their speed - the greater the energy, the faster 
they go. 

Heating a liquid 
When you heal a liquid, you supply energy to the particles which 
makes them move more quickly - they have more kinetic energy. On 
average. the particles move a little further apart so liquids also expand 
on heating. 

Turning a liquid to gas (boiling - also called vaporisation) 
Tn order to turn a liquid into a gas, you need t.o supply enough energy 
to break all the intermolecular forces between the particles. A gas 
consists of particles tha1 arc far apart and moving independently. 
The energy needed is ca lled the latent heat of vaporisation or more 
correctly the enthalpy change of vaporisation. As with melting. 
there is no temperature change during the process of boiling. 

Heating a gas 
As you heat a gas, the particles gain kinetic energy and move faster. They 
get much further apart and so gases expand a great deal on heating. 

Crystals 
Crystals are solids. The panicles have a regular arrangement and are 
held together by forces of auraction. These could be strong bonds 
covalent, ionic, or metallic - or weaker intermolecular forces - van der 
Waals, dipole-dipole, or hydrogen bonds. The strength of the forces 
of attraction between the particles in the crystal aITects the physical 
properties of the crystals. For example, the stronger che force. the 
higher the melting temperature and the greater the enthalpy of fusion 
(the more difficult 1hey are to melt). There are four basic crystal types 
ionic, metallic, molecu lar, and macromolecular. 

Ionic crystals 
Ionic compounds have strong electrostatic attractions between 
oppositely charged ions. Sodi um chloride, NaCl, is a typical ionic 
crystal, see Topic 3 .1. Ionic compounds have high melting points. 
This is a resull of the strong electrostatic auractions which extend 
throughout the structure. These require a lot of energy to break in 
order for the ions to move apart from each other. For example, the 
melting point of sodium chloride is 801 °C (10741<). 

Metallic crystals 
Metals exist as a lauice of positive ions embedded in a delocalised sea 
of electrons, see Topic 3.3. Again che amaccion of positive to negative 
excends throughout the crystal. The high mehing temperature is a 
result of these strong metallic bonds. 

Molecular crystals 
Molecular crystals consist of molecules held in a regular array by 
intermolecular forces. Covalent bonds within the molecules hold 
the atoms together but they do nor act between the molecules. 

I 

Hint 

The enthalpy change of melting 
is sometimes called the enthalpy 
change of fusion. 

Synoptic link 

You will learn more about enthalpy 
in Topic 4.2, Enthalpy. 

• 




P-hysical properties 

distance between a pair of 

covalently bonded iodine 
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molecules (held by van der Waals 

forces) - 0.354 nm 


.6. Figure 1 The arrangement ofan 
iodine crystal 
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.6. Figure 2 A dot-and-cross diagram 
showing the bonding in diamond 

.6. Figure 3 A three-dimensional 
diagram ofdiamond 
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Intermolecular forces are much weaker than covalent, ionic or 
metallic bonds, so molecular crystals have low melting temperatures 
and low enthalpies of melting . 

Iodine (Figure I) is an example or a molecular crystal. A strong 
covalent bond holds pairs of iodine atoms t0gcther co form 12 

molecules. Since iodine molecules have a large number of electrons, 
the van der Waals forces are strong enough to hold the molecules 
together as a solid. But van der Waals forces are much weaker than 
covalent bonds, giving iodine the following properties: 

• 	 crystals are soft and break easily 

• 	 low melting temperature (I 14°C, 387 K) and sublimes readily to 
form gaseous iodine molecules. 

• 	 does not conduct electricity because there are no charged particles 
to carry charge. 

Macromolecular crystals 
Covalent compounds are not always made up of small molecules. In 
some substances the covalent bonds extend throughout the compound 
and have the typical property of a giant structure held together with 
strong bonds - a high melting temperature. There are many examples 
of macromolecular crystals, including diamond and graphite. 

Diamondandgraphite 
Diamond and graphite are both made o( the clement carbon only. 
They are called polymorphs or allotropes of carbon. They are very 
different materials because their atoms are differently bonded and 
arranged. They are examples of macromolecular structures. 

Diamond 
Diamond consists of pure carbon with covalent bonding between 
every carbon atom. The bonds spread throughom the structure, which 
is why it is a giant structure. 

A carbon atom has four electrons in its outer shell. In diamond, each 
carbon atom forms four single covalent bonds with other carbon 
atoms, as shown in Figure 2. These four electron pairs repel each 
other. following the rules of the electron pair repulsion theory. 
In three dimensions the bonds actually point to the corners of a 
tetrahedron (with bond angles of 109.5°). 

Each carbon atom is in an identical position in the structure. surrounded 
by four other carbon atoms. Figure 3 shows this three-dimensional 
arrangement. 

The atoms form a giant three-dimensiona l la nice of srrong covalent 
bonds, which is why diamond has the Collowing properties: 

• 	 very hard marerial (one of the hardest known) 

• 	 very high melting temperature, over 3700 K 

• 	 does nor conduct electricity because there are no free charged 
particles to carry charge. 

Graphite 
Graphite also consists of pure carbon but the atoms are bonded and 
arranged differenrly from diamond. Graphite has two sorts of bonding 
strong covalent and the weaker van der Waals forces . 



In graphite, each carbon atom forms three single covalent bonds to 
other carbon at0ms. As predicted by bonding electron pair repulsion 
theory, these form a nat trigonal arrangement, sometimes called 
trigonal planar, wiLh a bond angle of 120° (Figure 4). This leaves each 
carbon atom with a 'spare' electron in a p-orbital that is not part of the 
three single covalent bonds. 

This arrangement produces a two-dimensional layer of linked 
hexagons of carbon atoms, rather like a chicken-wire fence (Figure 5). 

The p-orbitals with the 'spare' electron merge above and below the 
plane of the carbon atoms in each layer. These electrons can move 
anywhere within the layer. They are delocalised. This adds to the 
strength of the bonding and is rather like the delocalised sea of 
electrons in a metal, but in two dimensions only. 

These delocaliscd e lectrons are what make graphite conduct electricity 
(very rare for a non-metal). They can travel free ly through the 
material, though graphite will only conduct along the hexagonal 
planes, not at righl angles to them. 

There is no cova lent bonding between the layers of carbon atoms. 
They are held together by the much weaker van der Waals forces, see 
Figure 5. This weak intermolecular force of attraction means that the 
layers can slide across one another making graphite soft and flaky. 
ft is the lead in pencils. The flakiness allows the graphite layers to 
transfer from the pencil to the paper. 

• 	 Graphite is a soft material. 

• 	 It has a very high melting temperature and in fact it breaks down 
before it melts. This is because of the strong network of covalent 
bonds, which make it a gianr structure. 

• 	 It conducts electricity along the planes of the hexagons. 

Giant footballs 
More recently a number of other forms of pure carbon have been 
discovered. Chemists found the first one whilst they were looking 
for molecules in outer space. The structures of these new forms of 
carbon include closed cages of carbon atoms and also tubes called 
nanotubes. The most famous is buckminsterfullerene, C60, in which 
at0ms arc arranged in a football-like shape (Figure 6). Harry Kroto and 
colleagues received the Nobel Prize for the discovery. Now, scientists 
are investigating many uses for these new materials. 

Bonding - summary 
There are three types of strong bonding that hold atoms together 
ionic, covalem, and metallic. All three involve the outer electrons of 
the atoms concerned. 

• 	 In covalent bonding, the electrons are shared between atoms. 

• 	 In ionic bonding, electrons are transferred from metal atoms to 
non-metal at0ms. 

• 	 In metallic bonding, electrons a re spread between metal atoms to 
form a lattice ol ions held together by delocalised electrons. 

Bonding 
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.A. Figure 5 Van der Waalsforces between 

the layers ofcarbon atoms in graphite 

Hint 

It is now believed that molecules 

such as oxygen can slide in 

between the layers of carbon and 

it is this that allows them to slide. 
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.A. Figure 6 Buckminsterfullerene 

a/so called buckyballs 
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P-hysical properties 

solid 

cathode anode 


the ions are not free to 
move in the solid state 

liquid 
cathode 

+ 

anode 

the ions are free to move and the 
compound conducts electricity 

.A. Figure 8 Ionic liquids conduct 
electricity, ionic solids do not 

Hint 

Note there are some covalently 

bonded substances that do conduct 

electricity, for example, graphite . 
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If you know what the compound is, you can usually tell the type of 
bonding from the types of atoms that it contains: 

• metal atoms only - metallic bonding 

• metal and non-metal - ionic bonding 

• non-metal atoms only- covalent bonding. 

The three types of bonding give rise to differem properties. 

Electrical conductivity 
The property that best tells us what son of bonding you have is 
electrical conductivity. Metals and alloys (an alloy is a mixture of 
metals) conduct electricity well, in both the solid and liquid states due 
to their metallic bonding. The cu rrent is carried by the delocalised 
electrons that hold the metal ions together, sec Figure 7. 

metal 

e- e-
electron M+ M+ 

e-
M" electron e- e- >

in e- out 
e M+ M+ e- M+ 

.A. Figure 7 The conduction ofelectricity by o metal 

Ionic compounds only conduct electricity in the liquid scare (or when 
dissolved in water). They do not conduct when they are solid. The 
current is carried by the movement of ions towards the electrode of 
opposite charge. The ions are free to move when the ionic compound 
is liquid or dissolved in water. In the solid state they are fixed rigidly in 
posirion in the ionic lattice, Figure 8. 

Generally, convalently bonded substances do nor conduct elecrricity 
in either the solid or liquid state. This is because 1here are no charged 
parricles co carry rhe current. Covalent compounds are often insoluble 
in water but some react to form ions, for example, ethanoic acid 
(present in vinegar). The solutions can then conduct electricity. 

You can therefore decide what type of bonding a substance has by 
looking at how it conducts electricity. This is summarised in Table 2. 

'Y Table 2 The pattern ofelectrical conductivity tells us about the type ofbonding 

Type of bonding Electrical conductivity 

solid liquid aqueous solution 

metall ic ./ ./ 
does not dissolve 

but may react 

ionic x ./ ./ 

covalent x x X (but may react) 

Structure - summary 
Structure describes the arrangement in which atoms. ions, or molecules 
are held togerher in space. There are fou r main types - simple 
molecular, macromolecular (giant covalent), giant ionic, and metallic. 



• 	 A simple molecular structure is composed of small molecules - small 
groups or atoms strongly held together by covalent bonding. The 
forces or attraction between molecules are much weaker (often over 
50 times weaker than a covalent bond) and are called intermolecular 
forces. Examples or molecules include Cl2, H 0, H S04 , and NH3.2 2

• 	 A macromolecular structure is one in which large numbers of 
atoms are linked in a regular three-dimensional arrangement by 
covalent bonds. Examples include diamond and silicon dioxide 
(silica), the main constituent of sand. 

• 	 A giant io nic structure consists of a Janice of positive ions each 
surrounded in a regular arrangement by negative ions and vice versa. 

• 	 A metallic structure consists of a regular Janice of positiveIy 
charged metal ions held together by a cloud of delocalised electrons. 

Macromolecular, giam ionic, and metallic structures are often 
called giant structures beca use they have regular three-dimensional 
arrangements of a toms in con trast to simple molecular structures. 

Melting and boiling points 
The property that best tells us if a structure is giant or simple 
molecular is the melting (or boiling) point 

• 	 Simple molecular compounds have low melting (and boiling) points. 

• 	 Giant structures generally have high melting (and boiling) points. 

If a compound has a low melting (and boiling) point, it has a simple 
molecular structure. All molecular compounds are covalently bonded. 
So all compounds with low melting (and boiling) points must have 
covalent bonding. 

However, a compound with covalent bonding may have either a giant 
structure or a simple molecular structure and therefore may have 
either a high or low melting (and boiling) point. 

Intermolecular forces 
When you melt and boil simple molecular compou nds, you are 
breaking the intermolecular forces between the molecules, not the 
covalent bonds within them. So the strength of the intermolecular 
forces determines the melting (a nd boiling) points. 

There a rc three types of intermolecula r fo rce. In order of increasing 
strength, these arc: 

• 	 van der Waals, which act between all atoms 

• 	 dipole-dipole forces, which act between molecules with permanent 
dipoles: x&+ - y&

• 	 hydrogen bonds, which act between the molecules formed when 
highly electronegative atoms (oxygen, nitrogen, and fluorine) and 
hydrogen atoms arc covalently bonded. 

Hint 

Generally any substance with a 
high melting point also has a high 
boiling point. However, there are 
some substances, such as iodine, 
that sublime - they turn directly 
from solid to vapour. 

• 
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3.7 Bonding·and physical properties 

Table 3 is a summary of the different properties or substances with 
covalent, ionic, and metallic bonding. 

~ Table 3 Summary ofproperties ofsubstances with covolent, ionic, and metallic bonding 

a 

m 

!) 

8 -80 
Gf08 
G)_G-_0 

Structure 

giant 

giant 

(macromolecular} 

simple molecular 

giant 

Melting 
Bond . T

point, m 

ionic high 

covalent high 

covalent low 

metallic high 

Electrical conductivity 
~-~ 
~ 

no yes 

no 

(except 

graphite and 

graphene} 

no 

no no 

yes yes 

~qEo~ 

yes 

no 

no (but may react} 

-
does not dissolve but 

may react 

Summary questions 

1 	 Describe what is the difference between a macromolecular crystal and a 

molecular crystal in terms of the following. 

a bonding b properties 

2 Phosphorus consists of P molecules and has a melting point of 317 K while sulfur, 58,4 

has a melting point of 386 K. Explain this difference in terms of bonding. 

3 Explain why graphite can be used as a lubricant. 


4 Explain how graphite conducts electricity. How does it conduct differently from metals? 


5 Explain why both diamond and graphite have high melting points. 


6 The table below gives some information about four substances. 

a Identify which substances have giant 

structures. 

b Identify which substance is a gas at room 

temperature. 

c Identify which substance is a metal. 

d Identify which substances are covalently 


bonded. 


e Identify which substance has ionic bonding. 


f 	 Identify which substance is a macromolecule . 
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A 

8 

c 
D 

1356 (1083} 2840 (2567} 

91(-182) 109 (- 164) 

1996 (1723) 2503 (2230) 

1266 (993} 1968 (1695) 

good good 

poor poor 

poor good 

poor poor 



1 	 Phosphorus exists in several different forms. two of which are white phosphorus and red 
phosphorus. White phosphorus consists of P

4 
molecules, and melts at 44 °C. 

Red phosphorus is macromolecular, and has a melting point above 550 °C. 


Explain what is meant by the term macromolea~lar. By considering the structure and 

bonding present in these two forms of phosphorus, explain why their melting points are 

so different. 


(5 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

2 (a) 	 Predict the shapes of the SF6 molecule and the AICl4- ion. Draw diagrams of these 
species to show their three-dimensional shapes. Name the shapes and suggest values 
lor the bond angles. Explain your reasoning. 

(8 marks) 
(b) 	 Perfume is a mixture of fragrant compounds dissolved in a volatile solvcn1. 

When applied LO the skin the solvent evaporates, causing the skin to cool for a short 
time. After a while, the fragrance may be detected some distance away. Explain these 
observations. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

3 	 Fritz Haber, a German chemisl. first manufactured ammonia in 1909. Ammonia is very 
soluble in water. 
(a) 	 State the strongest type of intermolecular force between one molecule of ammonia 

and one molecule of water. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 Draw a diagram to show how one molecule of ammonia is attracted to one molecule 
of water. Include all partial charges and all lone pairs of electrons in your diagram. 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 Phosphine, PIT3, has a strucwre similar to ammonia. 


In terms of intermolecular forces, suggest the main reason why phosphine 

is almost insoluble in water. 


(I mark) 
AQA, 2013 

4 The following equation shows the reaction of a phosphine molecule, PH3, with an H+ ion. 
PH3 + H+ - PH4+ 

(a) 	 Draw the shape of the PH3 molecule. Include any lone pairs of electrons that 

influence the shape. 


(I mark) 
(b) 	 State rhe type ol' bond that is formed between the PH3 molecu le and the rr+ ion. 

Explain how rhis bond is formed. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Predict the bond angle in the PH/ ion. 
(I mark) 

(d) 	Al though phosphine molecules contain hydrogen acoms, there is no hydrogen 
bonding between phosphine molecules. 
Suggest an explanation for this. 

(I mark) 
AQA, 2012 

5 	 There arc several types of crystal structure and bonding shown by clements and 
compounds. 
(a) 	 (i) Name the type of bonding in the element sodium. 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 Use your knowledge of structure and bonding to draw a diagram that shows 

how the particles arc arranged in a crystal of sodium. 
You should identify the particles and show a minimum of six particles in a 
two-dimensional diagram. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2011 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define the terms endothermic 

and exothermic. 

Specification reference: 3.1.4 

Hint 

The unit of energy is the joule, 
J. One joule represents quite a 
small amount of heat energy. For 
example, in order to boil water for 
a cup of tea you would need about 
80 000 J which is 80 kJ. 

.A. Figure 1 Hearing cappersuljare 
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Most chemical reactions give out or Lake in energy as they proceed. 
The amount of energy involved when a chemica l reaction takes place 
is important for many reasons. For example: 

• 	 you can measure the energy values of fuels 

• 	 you can calculate the energy requirement s for industrial processes 

• 	 you can work out the theoretica l amount or energy to break bonds 
and the amount of energy released when bonds arc made 

• 	 it helps to predict whether or nor a reaction wi ll take place. 

The energy involved may be in different forms - light. electrical, or 
most usually heat. 

Thermochemistry 
Thermochemistry is the study of heat cha nges during 
chemical reactions. 

• 	 When a chemical reaction takes place, chemical bonds break and 
new ones are formed. 

• 	 Energy must be put in to break bonds and energy is given out 
when bonds are fom1ed, so most chemical reactions involve an 
energy change. 

• 	 The overall change may result in energy being given out or 
taken in. 

• 	 At the end of the reaction, if energy has been given out, the 
reaction is exothermic. 

• 	 At the end of the reaction, if energy has been taken in, the reaction 
is endothermic. 

Exothermic and endothermic reactions 
Some reactions give out hea t as they proceed. These are called 
exothermic reactions. Neutralising an acid with an alkali is an example 
of an exothermic reaction. 

Some reactions take in heat from their surroundings to keep the 
reaction going. These are called endothermic reactions. The breakdown 
of limestone (calcium carbonate) to lime (calcium oxide) and carbon 
dioxide is an example of an endothermic reaction - it needs heat to 

proceed. 

Another example of an endothermic reaction is hearing copper sulfate. 
Blue copper sulfate crystals h ave the form ula CuS04.S H20. The water 
molecules are bonded to the copper sulfate. In order to break these 
bonds and make white, anhydrous copper sulfate, heat energy must be 
supplied (Figure 1). This reaction takes in heat so it is endothermic. 

CuS04.SH20 -+ CuS04 + 

blue copper sulfate white anhydrous copper sulfate 




When you add water tO anhydrous copper sulfate, the reaction gives 
out heat. 

CuS04 + 
white anhydrous copper sulfate 

CuS04 .5H2 0 
blue copper sulfate 

In this direction the reaction is exothermic. 

It is always the case that a reaction that is endothermic in one direction 
is exothermic in the reverse direction. 

Quantities 
The amount of heat given out or taken in during a chemical 
reaction depends on the quantity of reactants. This energy is usually 
measured in kilojoules per mole, kJ mo1-1• To avoid any confusion 
about quantities you need 10 give an equation. For example, in the 
combustion of methane, CH4 one mole of methane reacts with two 
moles of oxygen: 

CII (g) + 20 (g)-. C0 2 (g) + 2H20(1)4 2 

890kJ are given out when one mole of methane burns in two moles 
of oxygen. 

Useful enthalpy changes 
When fuels are burnt there is a large heat output. These are very 
exothermic reactions. 

For example, coal is moscly carbon. Carbon gives out 393.5 kJ when 
one mole, 12 g, is burnt completely so that the most highly oxidised 
product is formed. This is carbon dioxide and not carbon monoxide. 
Carbon dioxide is the only product. 

C(s) + 0 2 (g) -. C02 (g) 

As you saw above, natural gas, methane, gives out 890kJ when one 
mole is burnt completely ro carbon dioxide and water. 

Physiotherapists often trear sports injuries with cold packs. these 
produce 'coldness' by an endothermic reaction such as: 

NH4N03(S) + (aq)-. NH4N03(aq) 

This absorbs 26 kJ mo1- 1 of heat energy. 

One important practical application of the study of thermochemistry is that 
it enables us to compare the efficiency of different fuels. Most of the fuels 
used today for transport (petrol for cars, diesel for cars and lorries, kerosene 
for aviation fuel, etc.) are derived from crude oil. This is a resource that will 
eventually run out so chemists are actively studying alternatives. Possible 
replacements include ethanol and methanol, both ofwhich can be made 
from plant material, and hydrogen, which can be made by the electrolysis 
of water. 

Energetics 

Hint vx 

The expression mol 1 is a 
shorthand for 'per mole' and could 
also be written /mol. So kJ/mol has 
the same meaning as kJ mo1- 1. 

Also note that the state symbols 
such as (g). meaning the gaseous 
state, are used. These are also 
important here. 

• 




4.1 Endothermic and exothermic reactions 

• 


Theoretical chemists refer to the energy given out when a fuel burns completely 
as its heat (or enthalpy) ofcombustion. They measure this energy in kilojoules 
per mole (kJ mo1-1) because this compares the same number ofmolecules of 
each fuel. For use as fuels,the energy given out per gram of fuel burned, or the 
energy density of a fuel, is more important. 

Some approximate values are given in the Table 1. 

T Table 1 Enthalpy ofcambustion for various fuels 

FueI 

petrol (pure octane) 

ethanol 

methanol 

hydrogen 

Enthalpy of M f Energy 
. ass o d . 

combust1on ens1ty / 
I kJ mo1 -1 1 mole I g kJ g-1 

48.2-5500 114 
--i- 

-1370 46 29.8 
--+-

- 730 32 22.8 
--+-

-242 2 121.0 

Notice that petrol stores significantly more energy per gram than either 
ethanol or methanol. This is a factor that wil l be significant for vehicles 
fuelled by either of these alcohols. 

At first sight, hydrogen's energy density seems amazing. However, there is a 
catch. The other three fuels are liquids whereas hydrogen is a gas. Although 
hydrogen stores lots of energy per gram, a gram of gaseous hydrogen takes 
up a lot of space because of the low density of gases. How to store hydrogen 
efficiently is a challenge for designers. 

1 Write a balanced symbol equation for the combustion of methanol, 

CH 30H. 


2 How do the product(s) of combustion vary between hydrogen and 

the other fuels? 


3 What environmental significance does this have? 


Summary questions 

1 	 Natural gas, methane, CH 4, gives out 890 kJ when one mole is 
burnt completely. 

CH4 (g) + 202(g) - • C02(g) + 2H2 0(1) 


Calculate how much heat would be given out when 8 g of methane is 

burnt completely. 


2 	 The following reaction does not take place under normal conditions. 

C0 (g) + 2H 0(1) ~ CH (g) + 20 (g)
2 2 4 2

If it did, would you expect it to be exothermic or endothermic? 

3 Explain your answer to question 2. 

4 Approximately how much methane would have to be burnt to provide 
enough heat to boil a cup of tea? Choose from a, b, or c. 


a 16g b 1.Gg c 160g 




The amount of heat given out or taken in by a reaction varies with 
the conditions - tempcrawrc, pressure, concentration of solutions, 
and so on. This means that you must state the conditions under which 
measurements arc made. For example, you normally measure heat 
changes at constant atmospheric pressure. 

Enthalpy change, ~H 
When you measure a heat change at constant pressure, it is called an 
enthalpy change. 

Enthalpy has the symbol H so enthalpy changes are given the symbol 
6.H. The Greek letrer 6. (della) is used to indicate a change in any quantity. 

There are standard conditions for measuring enthalpy changes: 

• 	 pressure of 100 kPa (approximately normal atmospheric pressure) 

• 	 temperature of 298K (around normal room temperatu re, 25°C). 

(The standard state of an clement is the state in which it exists at 

298Kand lOOkPa.) 


When an entbalpy change is measured under standard conditions, 

it is written as 6.H~98 although usually the 298 is left out. 6H0 is 

pronounced delta H standard. 


It may seem strange to talk about measuring heat changes at a constant 

temperature because heat changes normally cause temperature changes. 

The way to think about rhis is to imagine the reactants at 298K, see 

Figure 1. Mix the reactants and heat is produced (this is an exothermic 

reaction). This heat is given out to the surroundings. 


A reaction is not thought of as being over until the products have 

cooled back to 298 K. The heat given out to the surroundings while the 

reaction mixture cools is the enthalpy change for the reaction, 6.H 0 • 

• 	 Jn an exothermic reaction the products end up with less heat 
energy than the starting materials because they have lost heat 
energy when they heated up their surroundings. This means that 
6.H is negative. lt is therefore given a negative sign. 

Some endothermic reactions that take place in aqueous solution 
absorb heat from the water and cool it down, for example, dissolving 
ammonium nitrate in water. Again you don't think of the reaction as 
being over until the products have warmed up to the temperature at which 
they starred. 

ln this case the solution has to take in heat from the surroundings to 
do this. Unless you remember this, it can seem strange that a reaction 
that is absorbing heat, initially gets cold. 

• 	 Jn an endothermic reaction rhe products end up with more energy 
than the starting marerials, so 6.H is positive. lt is therefore given a 
positive sign. 

Pressure affects the amounr of heat energy given out by reactions that 
involve gases. If a gas is given out, some energy is required to push 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Define what an enthalpy 

change is. 

-+ Describe what an enthalpy 
level diagram is. 

Specification reference: 3.1.4 

Hint i 

Chemists often use flasks open 
to the atmosphere to measure 
heat changes. The reaction is then 
carried out at atmospheric pressure. 
Thisvaries slightly from day to 
day. Because these slight daily 
variations are small, this is only a 
small source of systematic error. 

298K mix 298K 

reactants at room temperature, 298 K 

i 
Temperature nses to 328 K 

product 

heat transferred 
from product to 
surroundings 

product back at room 
temperature, 298 K 

.6. Figure 1 Areaction giving out heat 
Of 298 K 
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4.2 Enthalpy 

Hint 

Don't be confused by the different 
terms. Heat is a form of energy 
so a heat change can also be 
described as an energy change. 
An enthalpy change is still an 
energy change but it is measured 
under stated conditions of 
temperature and pressure. 

Hint 

One way of making sure that 
both reactants are at the same 
temperature is simply to leave 
them in the same room for 
sometime. 

enthalpy 

reactants 

negallve ~H 

products 

extent of reaction 

A Figure 2 Enthalpy diagram for an 
exothermic reaction 

enthalpy 

products 

__]"°'''"e>H 

reactants 

extent of reaction 

A Figure 3 Enthalpy diogram for an 
endothermic reaction 
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away the atmosphere. The greater the atmospheric pressure, 
the more energy is used for this. This means that less energy remains 
to be given out as heat by the reaction. This is why it is imponant to 
have a standard of pressure for measuring energy changes. 

The physical states of the reactants and products 
The physical states (gas, liquid, or solid) of the reactants and products 
also affect the enthalpy change of a reaction. For example, heat 
must be put in to change liquid to gas and is given out when a gas is 
changed to a liquid. This means that you must always include state 
symbols in your equations. 

For example, hydrogen burns in oxygen to form water but there are 
two possibilities: 

1 forming liquid water 

H 2 (g) + ~02(g) _. H2 0(1) t:.H -285.8 kJ mol- 1 

2 forming steam 

1
H2(g) + 202(g) _. H20(g) t:.fl -241.8 kJ mo1 1 

The difference in t:.H represents the amount of heat needed ro turn 
one mole of water into steam. 

Enthalpy Level diagrams 
Enthalpy level diagrams. sometimes called energy level diagrams, are 
used to represent enrhalpy changes. They show the relative enthalpy 
levels of the reactants (starting materials) and the products. The 
vertical axis represems enthalpy, and the horizontal axis, the extent 
of the reaction. You are usually only interested in the beginning 
of the reaction, 100% reactants, and the end of the reaction, 0% 
reactants (and 100% products), so the horizontal axis is usually left 
without units. 

Figure 2 shows a general enthalpy diagram for an exothermic reaction 
(the products have less enthalpy than the reactants) and Figure 3 
shows an endothermic reaction (the products have more enthalpy 
than the reactants) . 

Summary questions 

1 	 Consider this reaction: 

CH (g) + 20 (g) _. C0 (g) + 2H 0(1} llH~8 = - 890 kJ mol 1 
4 2 2 2

a State what the symbol Cl means. 


b State what the symbol H means. 


c State what the 298 indicates. 


d State what the minus sign indicates. 


e Explain whether the reaction is exothermic or endothermic. 


f Draw an enthalpy diagram to show the reaction. 




The general name for the enthalpy change for any reaction is the 
standard molar enthalpy change of reaction Af/ 9 

. It is measured in 
kilojoules per mole. kJ mol 1 (molar means 'per mole'). You write 
a balanced symbol equation for the reaction and then find the heat 
change for the quantities in moles given by this equation. 

For example. 6.H for 2Na0H + H2S04 -+ Na2S04 + 2H20 is the 
enthalpy change when two moles of Na OH react with one mole 
of H2S04 . 

Standard enthalpies 
Some commonly used enthalpy changes are given names, for example, 
the enthalpy change of formation 6.rH

0 and the en thalpy change of 
combustion 6.cH

0 
• Both of these quantities are useful when calculating 

enthalpy changes for reactions. Tn addition, 6.cifs are relatively easy 
to measure for compounds that burn readily in oxygen. Their forma l 
definitions arc as follows: 

The standard molar enthalpy of formation . 6.1if, is the enthalpy 
change w hen one mole of substance is formed from its constituent 

e lements under standard conditions. all reactan ts and products being 
in their standard states. 

The standard molar enthalpy of combustion, t:J.cif, is the 
enthalpy ch ange when one mole of substance is completely burnt in 

oxygen under standard conditions, all reactants and products being in 
their standard states. 

Heat and temperature 
Temperature is related to the average kinetic energy of the particles 
in a system. As the particles move faster, their average kinetic energy 
increases and the temperature goes up. But it doesn't matter how 
many particles there arc. temperature is independent of the number 
present. Temperature is measured with a thermometer. 

Heat is a measure of the total energy of all the particles present in 
a given amount of substance. It does depend on how much of the 
substance is present. The energy of every particle is included. So a bath 
of lukewarm water has much more heat than a red hot nail because 
there arc so many more particles in it. Heat always flows from high to 
low temperature, so heat will flow from the nail into the bath water. 
even though the water has much more heal than the nail. 

Measuring the enthalpy change of a reaction 
The enthalpy change of a reaction is the heat given out or taken in 
as the reaction proceeds. There is no instrument that measures heat 
directly. To measure the enthalpy change you arrange for the heat tO 

be tran!>ferrcd into a particular mass of a substance, often water. Then 
you need to know three things: 

l mass of the substance that is being heated up or cooled down 
2 temperature change 
3 specific heat capacity of the substance. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how enthalpy 


change is measured in 

a reaction. 


-+ 	 Describe how you measure 

enthalpy changes 

more accurately. 


-+ 	 Describe how you measure 
enthalpy changes in solution. 

Specification reference: 3.1.4 

Hint 

The words heat and temperature 
are often used to mean the same 
thing in daily conversation but in 
science they are quite distinct 
and you must be clear about the 
difference. 

• 




4.3 Measuring enthalpy changes 

Hint ¥x 

The size of a kelvin is the same 
as the size of a degree Celsius. Only 
the starting point of the scale is 
different. A temperature change is 
numerically the same whether it is 
measured in Celsius or kelvin. To 
convert °C to Kadd 273. 

Hint 

Chemists normally report enthalpy 
changes in kJ mol 1. 

200g water 

spiral burner 

ethanol 

.A. Figure 1 A simple calorimeter 

200.0 is 4 significant figures ( s.f.). 
0.32 is 2 significant figures, 4.0 is 
2 s iginificant figures. So you can 
only give the answer to 2 s.f. You 
round it up rather than down as 
336 is nearer to 340 than 330. See 
Section S, Mathematical skills, if 
you are not sure about significant 
figures. 

mineral wool 

draught screen 

The specific heat capacity c is the amount or heat needed to raise 
the temperature of Jg of substance by I K. Its units are joules per 
gram per kelvin, or J g-1 K-1 • For example, the specific heat capacity of 
water is 4. l 8Jg-1 K-1• This means that it takes 4.18 joules to raise the 
temperature of I gram of water by I kelvin. This is often rounded up 
to 4.2 J g-1 K-1. 

Then: 

mass of specific heat temperature
enthalpy change q x . x 

substance /11 capaory c change l:!.T 

The simple calorimeter or q = m et:. T 
You can use the apparatus in Figure 1 to find the approximate 
enthalpy change when a fuel burns. 

You burn the fuel to heat a known mass of water and then measure 
the tempera ture rise of the water. You assume tha t a ll 1he heat from 
the fuel goes in to the water. 

The apparatus used is called a calorimeter (from the Latin ca/or 
meaning hear) . 

~ 
Worked example: Working out the enthalpy change ~ 
The calorimeter in Figure I was used to measure the enthalpy 
change of combustion of methanol. 

l 
CH30H(l) + 1202(g) _. C02(g) + 2H20(1) 

0.32g (0.01 mol) of methanol was burnt and the temperature of 
the 200.0g of water rose by 4.0K. 

Heat change = q = m x c x 6.T 

= 200.0 x 4.2 x 4.0 = 3360J 

0.01 mo! gives 3360J 

So I mol would give 336000J or 336kJ 

1:!.!f = -340 kJ mo1-1 (negative because hear is given out) 

The simple calorimeter can be used to compare the 6.cH values of a 
series of similar compounds because rhe errors will be similar for every 
experiment. However, you can improve the results by cut.ting down 
the heat loss as shown in Figure 2. 

The flame calorimeter 
The flame calorimeter, shown in Figure 3, is an improved version 
of the simple calorimeters used for measuring enthalpy changes of 
combustion. rt incorporates the following features that are designed 
to reduce heat loss even further: 

• the spiral chimney is made of coppe r 

• the flame is enclosed 

• the fuel burns in pure oxygen, rather than air. 

.A. Figure 2 An improved calorimeter 

• 




Energetics 

Measuring enthalpy changes of reactions in solution 
It is relatively easy LO measure heat changes for reactions that take 
place in solution. The heat is generated in the solutions themselves 
and only has LO be kept in the calorimeter. Expanded polystyrene 
beakers are often used for the calorimeters. These are good insulators 
(this reduces heat loss through their sides) and they have a low heal 
capacity so they absorb very liule heat. The specific heat capacity of 
dilute solutions is usually taken to be the same as that of water, 

1 K4.2Jg- - 1 (or more precisely 4.l8Jg- 1 K- 1) . 

Neutralisation reactions 
Neutralisation reactions in solution are exothermic - they give out 
heat. When an acid is neutralised by an alkali the equation is: 

acid +alkali - • sai l + water 

To find an enthalpy change for a reaction, you use the quantities in 
moles given by the balanced equation . For example, to find the molar 
enthalpy change of reaction for the neutralisation of hydrochloric 
acid by sodium hydroxide. the heat given out by the quantities in the 
equation needs to be found: 

HCl(aq) + NaOII(aq) - • NaCl(aq) + H 20(1) 
hydrochloric acid sodium hydroxide sodium chloride water 

lmol lmol lmol lmol 

~ 
Worked example: Enthalpy change for a reaction ~ 

50cm3 of I .Omoldm-3 hydrochloric add and 50cm3 of 
l .0 mo! dm-3 sodium hydroxide solution were mixed in an 
expanded polystyrene beaker. The temperature rose by 6.6 K. 

The total volume of the mixture is 100cm3. This has a mass of 
approximately I 00 g because the density of water and of dilute 
aqueous solutions is approximately I gcm-3. 

enthalpy mass of specific heat capacity temperature
= x x

change q water m of solution c change D.T 

q =m x c x D.T 


=100 x 4.2 x 6.6 = 2772J 


number ol' moles 

of acid (and also _concentration c (mo! dm-3) x volume v (cm3) 


- 1000 
of alkali) n 

= 1.0 x _2Q_ = 0.05 mo! 
1000 

so I mo! would give 2772 J =554401 = 55.44kJ 
0.05 

D.H =-55.44 kJ mo1- 1 

D.H = -55 kJ mo1- 1 (Lo 2 s.f.) 

The sign of D.H is negative because heat is given out. 

-~~~::;;;;~=:::. 

stirrer 

copper 
spiral 
chimney 

water 

.A Figure 3 A flame calorimeter 

Hint 

Remember to use the total volume 
of the mixture, 100 cm3. Acommon 

3mistake is to use 50 cm . 

• 




4.3 Measuring enthalpy changes 

Study tip -rx 

Rearrange q =m x c x ~Tto find 

any of the quantities in terms of 

the others: 

LlT=-3_ 
me 

m=i~r 
c 

c = !L~r 
m 

£Figure 6 Polystyrene beakers make 
good colorimeters because they ore 
good insulators and hove low heat 
capacities 

• 


Displacement reactions 
A metal that is more reactive than another will displace the less reactive 
one from a compound. If the compound will dissolve in water, this 
reaction can be investigated using a polystyrene beaker as before. 

For example, zinc will displace copper from a solution of copper 
sulfate. The reaction is exothermic. 

Zn(s) + CuS0 (aq ) • ZnS0 (aq) + Cu (s) 4 4 
1mol 1mol 1mol 1mol 

From the equation one mole of zinc reacts with one mole of copper 
sulfate. 

~ 
\;JWorked example: Enthalpy change in a displacement 


reaction 

0.50g of zinc was added to 25.0cm3 of 0.20moldm- 3 copper 

sulfate solution. The temperature rose by 10 K. 

q =m x c x t..T 

= 25 x 4.2 x I 0 = I 050J 


Ar zinc= 65.4, so 0.50g of zinc is o.5omoles = 0.0076 moles 

65.4 

number of moles of copper sulfate in solution= ~;O~ 

where c is concentration in mol dm-3 and Vis volume in cm3 

= 0.20 x ~go~ = 0.005 mo! 

This means that the zinc was in excess; 0.005 mol of each 

reactant has taken part in the reaction, leaving some unreacted 

zinc behind. 


. 1050Therefore, J mole of zmc would produce _ J = 2 I 0 OOOJ. 
0 005 


So, 6H for this reaction is -210 kJ mo1-1 (LO 2 s.f.). 


The sign of t..H is negative because heat is given out. 

Allowing for heat loss 
Although expanded polystyrene cups arc good insulators, some 
heat will still be lost from the sides and top leading to low values for 
enthalpy changes measured by this method. This can be allowed for 
by plotting a cooling curve. As an example, the measurement of the 
heat of neutralisation of hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide is 
repeated using a cooling curve. 

Before the experiment, all the apparatus and boch solutions arc left tO 

stand in the laboratory for some time. This ensures that they all reach 
the same temperature, that of the laboratory itself. 

Then proceed as follows: 

l Place 50an3 of l .Omol dm-3 hydrochloric acid in one polystyrene cup 
and 50an3 of l.Omoldm-3 sodium hydroxide solution in another. 

2 Using a thermometer that reads to 0.1 °C, take the temperature 
of each solution every 30 seconds for four minutes ro confirm 



that both solutions remain a t the same temperature, that of the 
labora tory. A line of 'best fit ' is drawn through these points. It is 
likely there will be very small va riations around the line of best fi t, 
indicating random errors. 

3 	 Now pour one solu tion in co the other and stir, continuing co 
record the temperaw re every 30 seconds for a further six minu tes. 

The results are shown on the graph in Figure 7. The experiment can 
also be done using an e lectronic temperature sensor and data logging 
soft ware to plot the graph directly. 

On mixing, the tempera ture rises rapidly as the reaction gives 
out heat, and then drops slowly and regularly as heat is lost from 
the polystyrene cup. To find the best estimate of the temperature 
immediately afte r mixing, you draw the best straight line through the 
graph points after mixing and extrapolate back to the time of mixing. 
This gives a tempera ture rise of" 6.9 °C. 

The calculation is as before. 

q =m x c x 6T= 100 x 4.2 x 6.9 = 28981 

The number oi moles or acid (and alkali) was 0.05 mo! (as before). 

So l mo! would give 2898 J = 57 9601 = 57.96kJ
0.05 

11 =-58kJmo1 1 (to 2 s.f. ) 611~u 1 

The sign of 6H is negative beca use heat is given out. 

Summary questions 

1 	e 0.74 g (0.010 mol) of propanoic acid was burnt in the simple 
calorimeter like that described above for the combustion of methanol. 
The temperature rose b!:J 8.0 K. Calculate the value this gives for the 
enthalp!:J change of combustion of propanoic acid. 

2 	 50.0 cm3 of 2.00 mol dm- 3 sodium h!:Jdroxide and 50.0 cm3 of 
2.00 mol dm- 3 h!:Jdrochloric acid were mixed in an expanded 

pOl!:JSt!:Jrene beaker. The temperature rose b!:J 11.0 K. 


a 8 Calculate LlH for the reaction. 


b Describe how this value will compare with the accepted value for 

this reaction. 


c Explain !:JOUr answer to b. 


3 Consider the expression q =mcilT 


a State what the term q represents. 


b State what the term m represents. 


c State what the term c represents. 


d State what the term .lTrepresents. 


Energetics 

28 

27 

~ 26 temp. of 
IE!mp. rise products ~ 25 

slowcoohng 
~ 24 

oomix1ng 
69°C

8. 23
E 
2 22 

temp. of reactants
21 -	 remains steady 
2Q L-..L-...L-...J.......J...-1..--L--1--''--.l- 

I 


O l 2345678910 
time/ min 

.A. Figure 7 Graph 10 show temperature 
as a neurralisation reaction proceeds 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe how to find enthalpy 

changes that cannot be 

measured directly. 

Specification reference:3.1.4 
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The enthalpy changes for some reactions cannot be measured directly. 
To find these you use an indirect approach. Chemists use enthalpy 
changes that they can measure to work out enthalpy changes that 
they cannot. In particular, it is often easy to measure enthalpies 
of combustion. To do this, chemists use Hess's law, first stated by 
Germain Hess, a Swiss-born Russian chemist. born in 1802. 

Hess's law 
Hess's law states that the enthalpy change for a chemical reaction 
is the same, whatever route is taken from reactants to products. 

This is a consequence of a more general scientific law, the law of 
Conservation of Energy, which states that energy can never be created 
or destroyed. So, provided the starting and finishing points of a process 
are the same, the energy change must be the same.Hnot. energy 
would have been created or destroyed. 

Using Hess's law 
To see what Hess's law means, look at the following example where 
ethyne, C H , is converted tO ethane. C H , by two different routes. 

2 2	 2 6
How can we find the enthalpy of reaction? 

Route I : The reaction takes place directly - cthync reaets with two 
moles of hydrogen to give ethane. 

ethyne 	 ettlane 

Route 2: The reaction takes place in two stages. 


a Ethyne, C H2, reacts with one mole of hydrogen tO give ethene,

2

C2H4. 
1C H (g) + H (g) C2H4(g) t:.H2 = -176kJmol2 2 2 

ethyne 	 ethene 

b 	 Ethene, C2H4, then reacts with a second mole of' hydrogen co give 
ethane, Cii6 

C2H4 (g) + H (g)-+ C H (g) t:.H = - 137kJmol-1 
2 2 6 3 

ethene 	 ethane 

Hess's law tells us that the total energy change is the same whichever 
route you take - direct or via ethene (or, in fact, by any other route). 
You can show this on a diagram called a thermochemical cycle. 



Energetics 

1. 

H'- / H 
/ C= C'- (g) 

H H 

+ H2(g) 

Hess's law means that: 6H 1 = 6H2 + 6H3 

The actual figures arc: 6H2 = -176 kJmol-1 

- 16H = -l37kJmo13 

So 6H 1 = (- 176) + (- 137) = -3 13 kJ mo1- 1 

This method of ca lculating 6H
1 

is fine if you know the entha lpy 
changes for the other two reactions. There are certain enthalpy changes 
that can be looked up for a large range of compounds. These include 
the enthalpy change of formation. t.,H°, and enthalpy change or 
combustion, 6Jt'. rn practice, many 6 1H° are calculated from 6 cH

0 

via Hess's law cycles. 

Using the enthalpy changes of formation ~f f1 
The enthalpy of formation, 6rH"', is the enthalpy change when 
one mole of compound is formed from its constituent elements 
under standard conditions, all reactants and products being in 

their standard states. 

Another theoretical way to convert ethyne to ethane could be via the 
elements carbon and hydrogen. 

• 	 Ethyne is first converted ro its elements, carbon and hydrogen. This 
is the reverse of formation and the enthalpy change is the negative 
of the entha lpy of formation. This is a general rule. The reverse of a 
reaction has the negative of its 6H value. It is in fact a consequence 
of Hess's law. 

• 	 Then the carbon and hydrogen react ro form ethane. This is the 
enthalpy of iormation for ethane. 

Hess's law tells us that 6H1 =6H4 + 6H5 

H 	 H 
I 	 I 

H-C-C-H (g) 

~4 	 H H ,,_ \ 
l. 

,,v:,. 
I 

--------'---.. 
2C (s, graphite) + 3H2 (g) 

Hint 

Graphite is the most stable form of 
carbon [another form is diamond). 
It has a special state symbol 
(s, graphite) . 

• 




4.4 Hess's law 

Hint 

For an element, 6. 1H
0 is zero by 

definition. 

• 


D.H is the enthalpy of formation, D. 1fl'3, of ethane whilst reaction 4 is5 
the reverse of the formation of ethyne. 

The values you need are: 0 (C H ) = +228 kJ mo1- 16 1H 2 2

and D. 1H
0 

( C H ) = - 8 5 kJ mo1-1 
2 6 

So D.H4 = -228 kJ mo1- 1 

(remember to change the sign) 

D.H5 = -85 kJ mo1-1 

Therefore D.H1 = -228 + - 85 = -313 kJmo1- 1 

This was the result you got from the previous method, as you should 
expect from Hess's law. 

Notice that in reaction 4 there arc two moles of hydrogen 'spare' as 
only one of the three moles of hydrogen is involved. These two moles 
of hydrogen remain in their standard states and so no enthalpy change 
is invoved. 

C
2
H2 (g) _. 2C(s, graphite) + H2 (g) is the reaction you are considering, 

but you have: 

C2H2 (g) + 2H2 (g) - • 2C(s. graphite) + 3H2 (g) 

However, this makes no difference. The 'extra' hydrogen is not 
involved in the reaction and it does not a(fec1 D.H. 

Summary questions 

1 f) Use the values of D. H' in the table to calculate D.H ' for each of the1
reactions below using a thermochemical cycle. 

a CH3COCH 3(1) + H2(g) _. CH3CH(OH)CH3(1) 

b C2H4(g) + Cl 2(g) _. C2H4Cl2 (1) 

c C2H4(g) + HCl(g) _. C2H5Cl(I) 

d Zn(s) + CuO(s) _. ZnO(s) + Cu(s) 

e Pb(N03) 2(s) _. PbO(s) + 2N02(g) + t 02(g) 

Compound fl.1H I kJ mol 1 

CH 3COCH 3(1) -248 

CH 3CH{OH)CH3 {1) - 318 

C2H4(g) +52 

C2Hl12(1) -165 

C2H5Cl{I) - 137 

HCl(g) - 92 

CuO(s) -157 

ZnO(s} - 348 

Pb{N03)2(s) - 452 

PbO(s) -217 

N02(g) +33 



The enthalpy change of combustion, llcH 
9 

, is the enthalpy 
change when one mole of substance is completely burnt in 

oxygen under standard conditions. 

Thermochemical cycles using enthalpy changes 
of combustion 
Look again at the thermochemical cycle used to find llH 9 for the 
reaction between cthyne and hydrogen to form ethane. 

C H (g) + 2H (g) -+ C H (g)2 2 2 2 6 

This time use enthalpy changes of combustion . In th is case you can go 
via the combustion products of the three substances - carbon d ioxide 
and water. 

All three substances - cthyne, hydrogen, and eth ane - burn read il y. 
This means their en thalpy changes of com bustion can be easily 
measu red. The thermochemical cycle is: 

Putting in the values: 

H 	 H 
:iH1 I I 

2
 
3j 0 (g> + H 
 C=\ H(g) + 2~;~,;~~~o~rH(g) +3jO, (g) 

- 1301 kJ mot\. . \ s/1560kJ mo1 -1 

~-_,.(2C02(g) +3H20(I) ) - -+ - - -k-J mol 11560 

To get the enthalpy change for reaction I you must go round the cycle 
in the direction of the red arrows. This means reversing reaction 8 so 
you must change its sign. 

So llH1 = - 1873 + 1560 kJ mol-1 

6.H = -313 kJ mo1- 1 once again, the same answer as before 1 

Notice that in reaction I there arc 3~ moles of oxygen on either side 
of the equation. They take no pan in the reaction and do not affect the 
value of D.H. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how the enthalpy 

change of combustion can 
be used to find the enthalpy 
change of a reaction. 

Specification reference: 3.1.4 

Study tip rx 

Remember to multiply by the 
number of moles of reagents 
involved in each step. 

Hint 

• 	 Both reactions 6 and 7 have 
to occur to get from the 
starting materials to the 
combustion products. 
Do not forget the hydrogen. 

• 	 In this case there are two 
moles of hydrogen so you need 
twice the value of llcH9 which 
refers to one mole of hydrogen. 

1ll cHA(C2H2) = -1301 kJ mo1

ll cH ~ (H ) = -286 kJ mo1-1 
2

llcH9 (C2H6) =-1560kJmol- 1 

• 




4.5 Enthalpy changes of combustion 

Finding 6.fH 0 from /lcH "' 
Enthalpy changes of formation of compounds are often difficult or 
impossible to measure directly. This is because che reactants often do 
not react directly to form the compound that you are interested in. 

For example, the following equation represents che formation of 
ethanol from its elements. 

2C(s. graphite) + 3H2 (g) + 1o2(g) -+ C2H50H(l) 

This does not take place. However, all the species concerned will 
readily burn in oxygen so their emhalpy changes of combustion can 
be measured. The thermochemical cycle you need is: 

• 1 .).rH' <ett..inoo 
302(g) + 2C(s,gr\aphrte) + 202(g) C2H50H (I) + 302(g)+ 3H2(g)\ g, 

11. 3 x ~H"(H2(g)) 

2 x tlcl.f(C (s, grap 
12. flcH. (C2H50 H(I)) 

( 2C02(gl + 3H20 (I)) 
Pulling in the values: 

, Hint 

The values we need are: 

~cH9( C ( s, graphite)) = 

- 393.5 kJ mo1- 1 


1~cH0(H2 (g) J =- 285.8 kJ mo1 

~cH0(C2H50H(I)) =-1367.3 kJ moi-1 

Note that in reaction 9 there are three moles of oxygen on either side 
of the equation that take no part in the reaction. This means that they 
do not affect the value of 6.H. 

Note also that 6.cH° (C(s, graphite)) is the same as 6. 1H°(C0 (g)) and 2

6.cH°(H (g)) is th e same as 6.rH0 (H 0(1)).2	 2

To get th e en thalpy change for reaction 9, yo u must go rou nd the cycle 
in the d irection of the red a rrows. This means reversing reaction 12 so 
you m ust change its sign . 

1So, 6.H
9 
=- 1664.4 + 1367.3 kJmol- 1 = -277. 1kJmol-

So, 11rifl (C2H50H(l)) = - 277. l kJ mo1- 1 

' 

Summary questions 

1 	f) Calculate 6.H for the reaction by thermochemical a via 6.rH values 

cycles: 


H 	 H H 
I ~o 	 I 

H- C- C (l)+H2(g)---? H- C- C-0-H 
I ~H 	 I 
H 	 H H 

Compound .\H1 I kJ mo1 :O,.H c I kJ mo1-1-1 

CH,CHO - 192 -1166 

H, - -286 

CH,CH,OH - 277 -1367 

• 




You can use enthalpy diagrams rather than thermochemical cycles 
to represent the enthalpy changes in chemical reactions. These 
show the energy (enthalpy) levels of the reactants and products of 
a chemical reaction on a vertical scale, so you can compare their 
energies. If a substance is of lower energy than another, you say it is 
energetically more stable. 

The enthalpy of elements 
So far you have considered enthalpy changes, not absolute values. When 
drawing entha lpy diagrams you need a zero to work from. You can then 
give absolute numbers to the enthalpies of different substances. 

The e nthalpies of a ll e lem e nts in their standard states (i.e., th e 
states in which th ey exist at 298K and IOOkPa) are taken as zero. 
(298K a nd lOOkPa a re approximately normal room condit ions.) 

This convention means that the standa rd state of h ydrogen, for 
example, is H2 and not H, because hyd rogen exists as H2 at room 
temperature and pressure. 

Pure carbon can exist in a number of forms at room temperature 
including graphite, diamond, and buckminsterfullerene (buckyballs). 
These arc called allotropes . Graphite is the most stable of these and 
is taken as the standard state of carbon. It is given the special state 
symbol (s, graphite), so C(s, graphite) representS graphite. 

Thermochemical cycles and enthalpy diagrams 
Here are two examples of reactions, with their enthalpy changes 
presented both as thermochemical cycles and as enthalpy diagrams. 

Example 1 
What is !lH9 for the change from methoxymethane to ethanol? (The 
compounds arc a pa ir of isomers - they have the same formula but 
different structures, sec Figure 1.) 

The sta ndard molar enthalpy changes of fo rmation of the two 
compou nds arc: 

CH30CH 3 fl 1 ~ = -l84kJ rnol-1 

C2H50H fl 1 ~ = -277 kJmoJ-1 

Using a thermochemical cycle 
The following steps arc shown in red on the thermochemical cycle. 

l Write an equation for the reaction. 
2 Write down the clements in the two compounds with the correct 

quantities of each. 
3 Put in the fl 1H

9 values with arrows showing the direction - from 
clements to compounds. 

4 Put in the arrows to go from starting materials to products via the 
clements (the red arrows). 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe what an enthalpy 

diagram is. 

-+ 	 State what is used as the zero 

for enthalpy changes. 

Specification reference: 3.1.4 

H H 
I I 

H-C-0-C-H 
I I 
H H 

methoxymethane 

H 	 H 
I 	 I

H- C-C-OH 
I 	 I 
H 	 H 

ethanol 

• Figure 1 /somers of C2H60 

• 




4.6 Representing thermochemical cycles 

Study tip 

Remember that you do not need to 
draw these diagrams accurately 
to scale but a rough scale is 
important to ensure that the 
relative levels are correct. 

•. 


5 Reverse the sign of t::.1H0 if the red arrow is in the opposite 
direction to the black arrow. 

6 Go round che cycle in the direction of the red arrows and add up 
che llH 9 values as you go. 

Hess's law shows that this is the same as t::.H 6 for the direct reaction . 

.lH 
CH30CH3 (g} - 

1 
--  C2H50H (I) 

methoxymethane ethar'Ol 

4. ,,~ 
- 184 kJ mol f \ / 

/,,, 
~77 kJ mol I 

4 

5. 
+184kJmo1-1 2C (s, graphite) + 3H2 (g) + \.!z 02 (g) 277 kJ mol 1 

elements 
2. 

6. 6.H~= + 184  277 

-93 kJ mol 1 

.A. Figure 2 Thermochemical cycle for the formation of ethanolfrom methoxymethane 

Using an enthalpy diagram 

The following steps are shown in red on th e enthalpy diagram. 

1 	 Draw a line at level 0 to represent the elements. 
2 	 Look up the values of t::. 1H" for each compound and encer these 

on the enthalpy diagrams, taking account of che signs - negative 
values are below 0, positive values are above. 

3 	 Find the difference in levels between the two compounds. This 
represents the difference in their enthalpies. 

4 	 t::.T-f' is the difference in levels taking account ofthe diredion ofchange. 
Up is positive and down is negative. From methoxymethane 
to ethanol is down so the sign is n egative. From ethanol to 
methoxymethane the sign of t::.H9 would be positive. 

l 	 l 84kJmol I 

enthalpy 277 kJ mo1 -1 

-184 ,_ 

13 93kJmol 

_
277 

,___ _;_2. ~HsO__________H (I) ___,_ 

.A. Figure 3 The enthalpy diagram for the formation ofethanol from methoxymethane 

Notice how the enthalpy level diagram makes it much clearer 
than the thermochemical cycle that e thanol has less energy than 
methoxymethane. This means that it is the more energetically stable 
compound. The values of!::.~ for the reaction are the same whichever 
method you use . 



Energetics 

Example 2 I 

To find l!.H 9 for the reaction NH3(g) + HCl(g) NH4Cl(s) 

The standard molar enthalpy changes of formation of the compounds are: 

NH !!.1 H9 = -46 kJ mol- 1 
3 


HCI A, fl° =-92 kJ mo1- 1 


NH4CI !!. 1H'' = -314kJ mol- 1 

Using a thermochemical cycle 
The thermochemical cycle for the formation of ammonium chloride is 
shown in Figure 4. 

I Write an equa tion for the reaction. 
2 Write down the elemen ts that make up the two compounds with 

the correct quanti ties of each. 
3 Put in the !!. 1 H9 values with arrows showing the direction, that is, 

from elements 10 compounds. 
4 Put in the arrows going from the starting materials to products via 

the elements (the red arrows). 
5 Reverse the sign of Ar H0 H the red arrow is in the opposite 

direction to the black arrow(s). 
6 Go round the cycle in the direction of the red arrows and add up 

the values of flH° as you go. 

3. 3 . 
4.4 . .). j.lrf .).rH" 

-46kJf -92 kJ 11101-1 -314kJ11101-1 

+138 kJ rnol · -314kJmo1 (i ~ 1~N2(g) + 2H2(g) + ~Cl2(g) 
2 . 

.). H·= +46+92+ 314kJ rnol I 
1- - 176kJ rnol 

• Figure 4 Thermochemical cyclefor the formation ofammonium chloride 

Using an enthalpy diagram 

The following steps are shown in red on the enthalpy diagram. 

1 Draw a line at level Dto represent the elements. 
2 Draw in NH4CI 314 kJ mo1 1 below this. 
3 Draw a line representing ammonia 46 kJ mo1-1 below the level of the 

elements. (There is still tH2 and tc12 1eft unused.) 

4 Draw a line 92 kJ mo1 1 below ammonia. This represents hydrogen 
chloride. 

5 Find the difference in levels between the (NH
3 

+ HCI) line and the NH4CI 
one. This represents AH

6 
for the reaction. As the change from (NH3 + HCI) 

to NH4CI is down, AH
9 

must be negative. 

Hint rx 

You can use a short cut to save 

drawing an enthalpy diagram or a 
thermochemical cycle. The enthalpy 
change of a reaction is the sum of 
the enthalpies of formation of all 
the products minus the sum of the 
enthalpies offormation of all the 

reactants. In this example 
M/0 = -314-(-46 + (-92)) 

=-314- [-138) 
=-1?6 kJ mo1-1. 

If you use this short cut, you must 
be very careful of the signs. 

• 




4.6 Representing thermochemical cycles 

• 


5. 176kJmo1-1enthalpy 

-314 

Notice how the enthalpy level diagram makes it much clearer than the 
thermochemical cycle that ammonium chloride is more energetically 
stable than the gaseous mixture of ammonia and hydrogen chloride. This 
is part of the reason why ammonia and hydrogen chloride react readily to 

form ammonium chloride. The values of t:i.H e for the reaction are the same 
whichever method you use. 

What would be the enthalpy change when solid ammonium chloride 
decomposes into the gases ammonia and hydrogen chloride? 

1_1ow Pl 9~l+ 

Summary questions 

1 fO Use the values of t:i.rHe in the table to calculate t:i.H"' for each of the 
reactions below using enthalpy diagrams. 

a CH3COCH 3{1) + H2{g)-+ CH3CH(OH)CH3{1) 
b C H4(g) + Cl (g)-+ C H4Cl (1)2 2 2 2


c C2H4(g) + HCl{g)-+ C2H5Cl(I) 


d Zn(s) + CuO(s)-+ ZnO{s) + Cu(s) 


e Pb(N0 ) (s) -+ PbO(s) + 2 N02(g) + t 02{g)
3 2

Compound .\H '/ kJ mol 1 

CH 3COCH 3(1) - 248 

- 318CH 3CH(OH)CH3(1) -
+52C2H4(g) 

- 165C2H4Cl 2(1) 

Cl(I) - 137 C2H5

HCl(g) - 92 

- 157 CuO(s) 

-348 ZnO(s) 

Pb(N03)2(s) - 452 

- 217 

N02(g) 

PbO(s) 

+33 



6.cF is the enthalpy change of combustion. If you plot 6.cF against 
the number of carbon atoms in the molecule, for straight chain 
alkanes, you get a straighr line graph, see Figure l. For methane (with 
one carbon), 6. cH""' is the enchalpy change for: 

CH (g) + 20 (g)-+ C0 (g) + 2H 0(1)4 2 2 2

The straight line means that 6. cHa changes by the same amount for 
each extra carbon atom in the chain. 

Each alkane differs from the previous one by one CH2 group, that is, 
there is one extra C-C bond in the molecule and two extra C-H 
bonds. This suggests that you can assign a definite amount of energy 
to a particular bond. This is called the bond enthalpy. 

Bond enthalpies 
You have to put in energy to break a covalent bond - this is an 
endothermic change. Bond dissociation enthalpy is defined as the 
enthalpy change required lO break a covalent bond with all species in 
the gaseous state. The same amount of energy is given out when the 
bond is formed - this is an exothermic change. However, the same 
bond, for example C- H, may have slightly different bond enthalpies 
in different molecules, bur you usually use rhe average value. This 
value is called the mean bond enthalpy (often called the bond 
energy). The fact that you get our rhe same amount of energy when 
you make a bond, as you pur in co break it is an example of Hess's law. 

As mean bond enthalpies are averages, calculations using them for 
specific compounds will only give approximate answers. However, 
they are useful, and quick and easy to use. Mean bond enthalpies have 
been calcu lated from Hess's law cycles. They can be looked up in data 
books and databases. 

The H-H bond energy is the energy required to separate the two atoms 
in a hydrogen molecule in the gas phase into separate gaseous atoms. 

H (g) - • 2H.(g) 6.Tr = +436kJ mo1-1 
2

The C-H mean bond energy in methane is one quarter of the energy 
(or the following process, in which four bonds are broken. 

CH4 (g)-+ C(g) + 4H(g) 6.Tr = +1664kJmol-1 

. 1664
So the mean (or average) C-H bond energy m methane= - 

4 
= +4 J6 kJ mol-1 

Using mean bond enthalpies to calculate enthalpy 
changes of reaction 
You can use mean bond enchalpies co work out the enthalpy change of 
reactions. for example: 

C H (g) + Cl (g) -+ C H Cl(g) + HCl(g)
2	 6 2 2 5
ethane chlorine chloroethane hydrogen chloride 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State what the definition of a 

bond enthalpy is. 

-+ 	 Describe how mean bond 
enthalpies are worked out 
from given data. 

-+ 	 Demonstrate how bond 
enthalpies are used 
in calculations. 

Specification reference: 3.1.4 
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12345678910 


number of carbon atoms 

in the molecule 


.&. Figure 1 6. cH"' plotted againstthe 
number ofcarbon atoms in the o/kane 

Hint 

• 	 If the bonds in the methane 

are broken one at a time, the 


energy required is not the 

same for each bond. 


1• 	 The value of +416 kJ mo1
is the C-H bond energy in 

methane. The value in other 

compounds will vary slightly. 

The average over many 

compounds is +413 kJ mo1-1. 


• 	 All mean bond energies are 
positive because we have 
to put energy in to break 
bonds - they are endothermic 

processes. 

• 




'Y Table 1 Mean band enthalpies 

Bond Bond enthalpy I 
kJ mo1 -1 

C-H 413 
c-c 347 

Cl-Cl 243 
C-CI 346 -
Cl-H 432 -
Br-Br 193 

-
Br-H 366 

-
C-Br 285 

-

• 


The mean bond enthalpies you will need for this example are given in 
Table l. 

The steps are as follows: 

1 	 First draw out the molecules and show all the bonds. (Formulae 
drawn showing all the bonds are called displayed formulae.) 

H H H H 
I I 

H- C C H (g) + Cl - Cl (g) ~ H C C Cl(g) + H- Cl(g) 
I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

2 	 Now imagine that all the bonds in the reactants break leaving 
separate atoms. Look up the bond enthalpy for each bond and add 
them all up. This will give you the total energy that must be put in 
to break the bonds and form separate atoms. 

You need to break these bonds: 

6xC-H 6x413kJmoI-1 =2478kJmo1- 1 

I x C- C I x 347 kJ mo1-1 = 347 kJ moJ-1 

I x Cl-Cl I x 243 kJ mot-1 = 243 kJ 11101- 1 

= 3068 kJ mo1-1 

So 3068 kJ mot- 1 must be put in to convert ethane and chlorine to 
separate hydrogen, chlorine, and carbon awms. 

3 	 Next imagine the separate atoms join together to give the products. 
Add up the bond enthalpies of the bonds that must form. This will 
give you the total enthalpy given out by the bonds fom1ing. 

You need tO make these bonds: 

5 xC-H 5 x 413kJmoJ-1 = 2065 kJ mo1-1 

1 xC-C 1 x 347kJmo1- 1 = 347 kJ mo1-1 

1 x C-Cl 1 x 346 kJ moJ-1 = 346 kJ mo1-1 

1 x Cl-H 1 x 432 kJ moJ- 1 = 432 kJ mo1-1 

= 3190kJmol-1 

So 3190 kJ mo1-1 is given out when you convert the separate hydrogen, 
chlorine, and carbon atoms to chloroethane and hydrogen chloride. 

The difference between the energy put in ro break the bonds and the 
energy given out to form bonds is the approx imate enthalpy change of 
the reaction. 

The difference is 3190 - 3068 = 122 kJ mo1- 1• 

4 	 Finally work out the sign of the enthalpy change. lf more energy 
was put in than was given out. the en thalpy change is positive 
(the reaction is endothermic). H more energy was given out 
than was put in the enthalpy change is negacive (the reaction is 
exothermic). 

In this case, more enthalpy is given out than put in, so the reaction 
is exothermic and Mi= - 122 kJ mol 1 

Note that in practice it would be impossible for the reacrion to happen 
like rhis. However, Hess's law rells us that you will gee the same 
answer whatever route you take, real or theorerical. 



A shortcut 
You can often shorten mean bond enthalpy calculations: 

H H H H 
I 	 I I 

H-	 C- C H(g) +Cl Cl(g) ~ H - C- C- Cl(g) + H- Cl(g) 
I 	 I I
H 	 H H H 

Only the bonds drawn in red make or break during the reaction so 
you only need to break: l x C-H = 4 13 kJ mo1-1 

I x Cl-Cl = 243kJmoJ- 1 

Total energy put in= 656kJmoI-1 

You only need to make: I x C-CI = 346kJ mo1-1 

l x H-CI = 4 32 kJ mol- 1 

Total energy given out = 778kJmoJ-1 

The difference is 778 - 656 = 122 kJ mo1- 1 

More energy is given ou1 than taken in so 

MI= - 122 kJmo1-1 (as before) 

Comparing the result with that from a 
thermochemical cycle 
This is only an approximate value. This is because the bond enthalpies 
arc averages whereas in a compound any bond bas a specific value 
for its enthalpy. You can find an accurate value for Ml' by using a 
thermochemical cycle as shown here: 

+85 kJ mol 1 2C(s, graphite)+ Cl2 (g) + 3H2 (g) - 229 kJ mo1-1 

Remember Cl2(g) is an clement so its t:.1If> is zero. 

1MI° = 85 - 229 kJ mo1

t.li° = - 144kJmol-1 (compared with - l22 kJ mo1-1 calculated 
from bond enthalpies) 

This difference is typical of what might be expected using mean bond 
enthalpies. The answer obtained from the thermochemical cycle is the 
'correct' one because a ll the t:. 1If> values have been obtained from the 
actual compounds involved. 

Mean bond enthalpy calculations also a llow us to calculate an 
approximate value fo r t. 1H for a compound that has never been made. 

Energetics 

Synoptic link 

Bond enthalpies give a measure 
of the strength of bonds, and can 
help to predict which bond in a 
molecule is most likely to break. 
However, this is not the only 
factor, the polarity of the bond is 
also important - see Topic 3.5, 
Forces acting between molecules, 
and Topic 13.2, Nucleophi lic 
substitution in halogenoalkanes. 

Summary questions 

These questions are about the 
reaction: 

CH CH + Br2 _. CH CH Br + HBr3 3 3 2

1 	 Draw out the displayed 
structural formulae of all the 
products and reactants so that 
all the bonds are shown. 

2 a 	 Identify the bonds that 
have to be broken to 
convert the reactants into 
separate atoms. 

b 	 How much energy does 
this take? 

3 a 	 Identify the bonds that 
have to be made to convert 
separate atoms into the 
products. 

b 	 How much energy does 
this take? 

4 	 Describe what the difference 
is between the energy put in 
to break bonds and the energy 
given out when the new bonds 
are formed. 

S a 	 State what is tl.H"' for the 
reaction (this requires 
a s ign). 

b 	 Identify if the reaction in 
part a is endothermic or 
exothermic . 

• 




1 A student used Hess's Law to determine a value £or the enthalpy change that occurs when 

anhydrous copper(Il) sullate is hydrated. 

This enthalpy change was labelled 6Hexp by the student in a scheme or reactions. 


anhydrous hydrated 
copper(ll) sulfate water copper(ll) sulfate 

copper(l l) 
sul fate solution 

(a) 	 Stare Hess's Law. (l mark) 
(b) 	 Write a mathematical expression to show how t.Hew t!.H1, and t.H2 are related 

to each other by Hess's Law. (1 mark) 
(c) 	 Use the mathematica l expression that you have written in part (b), and the 


data book values for the two en thalpy changes t.H1 and t.H2 shown, to 

calcu late a value for t.Hexp 


1t!.H = - 156 kJ 111011 

1t!.H = +12 kJ 11101 
2 

(d) 	The student added 0.0210 mol or pure anhydrous copper(TT) sulfate to 25.0 crn3 or 
deionised water in an open polystyrene cup. An exothermic reaction occurred and 
the temperature of the water increased by 14.0 °C. 
(i) Use these data to calculate the enthalpy change, in kJ mo1- 1, for this reaction 

of copper(TT) sulfate. This is the student value ror t.H1 

In this experiment, you should assume that all of the heat released is used to 
raise the temperature of the 25.0 g of water. The specific heat capacity of 

1water is 4.18 J K- 1 g - . 	 (3 marks) 
(ii) Suggest one reason why the student value for t!.H 1 calculated in pan (d ) (i ) 

is less accurate than the data book value given in part (c). (1 mark) 
(e) 	 Suggest one reason why the value for t.Hexp cannot be measured directly. 

AQA, 20 13 

2 	 Hydrazine, N H4, decomposes in an exothennic reaction. Hydrazine also reacts 2
exothermically with hydrogen peroxide when used as a rocket fuel. 
(a) 	 Write an equation for the decomposition of hydrazine into ammonia and 

nitrogen on ly. (I mark) 

(b) 	 Stale the meaning of the term mean bond en thalpy. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Some mean bond enthalpies are given in the table. 

• 


Mean bond enthalpy/ kJ mo1-1 
N- H N- N N= N 
388 163 944 

0- H 0- 0 
463 146 

Use these data to calculate the enthalpy change for the gas-phase reaction between 
hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide. 

H'\_ /H 
N=	 N + 2 H-0 - 0 -H ~ N =: N + 4 H - 0 - H"H/ H 

AQA, 2013 



3 

Chapter 4 Energetics 

• 


Hess's Law is used LO calculate the enthalpy change in reactions for which it is difficult 
lo determine a value experimentally. 
(a) 	 State the meaning of the term enthalpy change. 

(I mark) 

(b) 	 State Hess's Law. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 Consider the following table of data and the scheme of reactions. 

Reaction Enthalpy change/kJ mo1 -1 

HCl(g) W(aq) + c1 (aq) -75 

H(g) + Cl(g) HCl(g) - 432 

H(g) + Cl(g) • W(g) + c1- (g) +963 

W(g) + CJ-(g) W(aq) + Ci-taq) 

i 	 i 
H(g) + Cl(g) - HCl(g) 

Use the data in the cable, rhe scheme of reactions, and Hess's Law to calculate a va lue ror tl,H 

(3 marks) 

AQA, 2010 

4 (a) Define the term standard enthalpy ofcombustion, tlcH
0 

. 

(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Use the mean bond enthalpy data from the table and the equation given below to 
calculate a value for the standard enthalpy of combustion of propene. All substances 
are in the gaseous state. 

Bond 


Mean bond enthalpy/ kJ mo1-1 


C=C 

612 

c-c C-H O=O O=C 

348 412 496 743 

0-H 

463 

H H H 
I I I 

H C C= C + 4¥.!0=0 30 = C= O + 3H-0- H 
I I 
H H 

(3 marks) 

(c) 	 Stale why the standard enthalpy of formation, l::.cH
0 

, of oxygen is zero. 
(I mark) 

(d) 	Use the data from the table below to calculate a more accurate va lue for the standard 
enthalpy ol' combustion of propene. 

Compound 

Standard enthalpy of formation, i\H ··I kJ mo1-1 

C3H6(g) COz(g) H20(g) 

+20 - 394 - 242 

(3 marks) 

(e) 	 Explain why your answer ro pan (b) is a less accurate value than your answer 
to part (d). 

(2 marks) 

AQA. 2006 



learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe what must 

happen before a reaction 
will take place. 

-+ 	 Explain why all collisions 
do not result in a reaction. 

Specification reference: 3.1. 5 

Hint J& 

Arough rule for many chemical 
reactions is that if the temperature 
goes up by 10 K ( 10 °C), the rate 
of reaction approximately doubles. 

transition state 

r // ' ' \ 
I 

Ea ,' 
' ' \ \1:i: 

~ \I / 
\ 

\c _LL \ 
\

Q) reactants \ 
I 
\ 

products 

e)(tent of reaction 

.&. Figure 1 An exothermic reaction with 
a large activation energy, E, 

products 

extent of reaction 

.&. Figure 2 An exothermic reaction with 
a small activation energy, E

8 
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Kinetics is the study of the faaors that affect raLCs of chemical reactions 
how quickly they take place. There is a large variation in reaction rates. 
'Popping' a test tube full of hydrogen is over in a fraction of a second, 
whilst the complete rusting away of an iron nail could take several years. 
Reactions can be sped up or slowed down by changing the conditions. 

Collision theory 
For a reaction to take place between two particles, they must collide 
with enough energy to break bonds. The collision must also take place 
between the parts of the molecule that are going to react together, so 
orientation also has a part to play. To get a lot of collisions you need a lot 
of pa rticles in a small volume. For the parLiclcs to have enough energy to 
break bonds they need to be moving fast. So, for a fast reaction ra te you 
need plenty of rapidly moving particles in a small volume. 

Most collisions between molecules or other particles do not lead ro 
reaction. They either do not have enough energy, or they are in the 
wrong orienration. 

Factors that affect the rate of chemical reactions 
The following factors will increase the rate of a reaction. 

• 	 Increasing the temperature This increases the speed of the molecules, 
whid1 in tum increases both their energy and the number of collisions. 

• 	 Increasing the concentration of a solution If there are more 
particles presenr in a given volume then collisions are more likely 
and the reaction rate would be faster. However, as a reaction 
proceeds, the reactanrs are used up and their concentration falls. So, 
in most reactions the rate oi reaction drops as the reaction goes on. 

• 	 Increasing the pressure of a gas reaction This has the same 
effect as increasing the concentration of a solu tion - there are more 
molecules or atoms in a given volume so collisions are more likely . 

• 	 Increasing the surface area of solid reactants The greater th e 
total surface area of a solid, the more or its particles are available to 
collide with molecules in a gas or a liquid. This means that breaking 
a solid lump inro smaller pieces increases the rare of its reaction 
because there are more sites for reaction. 

• 	 Using a catalyst A catalyst is a substance that can change the rate 
of a chemical reaction without being chemically changed itself. 

Activation energy 
Only a very small proportion of collisions actually result in a reaction. 

For a collision to result in a reaction, the molecules must have 
a certain minimum energy, enough to start breaking bonds. The 
minimum energy needed to start a reaction is called the activation 
energy and has the abbreviation Ea . 

You can include the idea of activation energy on an enthalpy diagram 
that shows the course of a reaction . 



Exothermic reactions 
Figure 1 shows the reaction profile for an exothermic reaction with a 
large activation energy. This reaction will take place extremely slowly 
at room temperature because very few collisions will have sufficient 
energy to bring about a reaction. 

Figure 2 shows the reaction profile for an exothermic reaction with a 
small activation energy. This reaction will take place rapidly at room 
temperature because many collisions will have enough energy to bring 
about a reaction. 

The situation is a little like a ball on a hill, see Figure 3. A small 
amount of energy is needed in Figure 3a, to set the ball rolling, whilst 
a large amount of energy is needed in Figure 3b. 

The species that exists at the top of the curve of an enthalpy diagram is 
called a transition state or activated complex. Some bonds are in 
the process of being made and some bonds are in the process of being 
broken. Like the ball at the very top of the hill, it has extra energy and 
is unstable. 

Endothermic reactions 
Endothermic reactions are those in which the products have more 
energy than the reactanrs. An endothermic reaction, with activation 
energy Ea, is shown in Figure 4. The transition state has been labelled. 

Notice that the activation energy is measured from the reactanrs to the 
top of the curve. 

Summary questions 

1 	 List five factors that affect the speed of a chemical reaction. 

Use the reaction profile in the figure below to answer questions 2 and 3: 

B 

extent of reaction 

2 	 a What is A? 

b What is B? 

c What is C? 

d What is O? 

3 a Identify whether the enthalpy profile represents an endothermic or 
an exothermic reaction. 

b Explain your answer to part a. 

a with low activation energy 

b with high activation energy 

A Figure 3 Ball an amountainside models 

Hint 

Species is a term used by chemists 
to refer to an atom, molecule, or ion. 

transition state 

I 
/?"""'

\. 

I \ 
Ea / products 

I 
reactants 

extent of reaction 

A Figure 4 An endothermic reaction 
with activation energy Ea 



learning objectives: 
-+ Define activation energy. 

-+ Explain how temperature 
affects the number of 
molecules with energy equal 
to or more than the activation 
energy. 

-+ Explain why a small increase 
in temperature has a large 
effect on the rate of a reaction. 

Specification reference:3.1. 5 
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The particles in any gas (or solution) are all moving at diHerent speeds 
a few are moving slowly, a few very fa st but most are somewhere 
in the middle. The energy of a particle depends on its speed so the 
particles also have a range of energies. lf you plot a graph of energy 
against che fraction of particles that have that energy, you end up 
with the curve shown in Figure 1. This particular shape is called the 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution - it tells us about the distribution 
of energy amongst the particles. 

• 	 No particles have zero energy. 

• 	 Most particles have intermediate energies - around the peak of 
the curve. 

• 	 A few have very high energies (the right-hand side of the curve} . 
In fact there is no upper limit. 

• 	 Note also that the average energy is nor th e same as the most 
probable energy. 

r most probable energy 

r average energy 

0 
c: 

.Q 
0 
£ 

energy E 

A. Figure 1 The distribution of the energies ofparticles. The area under the graph 
represents the total number ofparticles 

Activation energy Ea 
For a reaction to take place, a collision between part icles must have 
enough energy to start breaking bonds, sec Topic 5. 1. This amount 
of energy is called the activa tion energy Ea. lf you mark Ea on the 
Maxwell- Boltzmann distribution graph, Figure 2, then the a rea under 
the graph to the right of the activation energy line represents the 
number of particles with enough energy LO react. 

The need for the activation energy to be presenc before a reaction 
cakes place explains why not all reactions chat are exothermic occur 
spontaneously at room temperature. 

For example, fuels are mostly safe at room temperature, as in a petrol 
station. But a small spark may provide enough energy to start the 
combustion reaccion. The heat given out by the initial reaction is 
enough to supply the activation energy for further reactions. Similarly 
the chemicals in a match head are quite stable until the activation 
energy is provided by friction. 



number of particles 
with sufficient 
energy to react 

energy E 

A Figure 2 Only particles with energy greaterthan Ea can react 

Even the high temperature of a single spark can set off a reaction. 
This is why if you smell gas, you must not even turn on a light. The 
electrical connection provided by the switch could produce enough 
energy to begin an explosion. 

The effect of temperature on reaction rate 
The shape of the Maxwell-Boltzmann graph changes with 
temperature, as shown in Figure 3. 

At hlgher temperatures the peak of the curve is lower and moves to 
the right. The number of particles with very hlgh energy increases. 
The total area under the curve is the same for each temperature 
because it represents the total number of particles. 

The shaded areas to the right of the Ea line represent the number of 
molecules that have greater energy than E at each temperature. 

3 

The graphs show that at higher temperatures more of the molecules 
have energy greater than Ea so a higher percentage of collisions 
will result in reaction . This is why reaction rates increase with 
temperature. In fact, a small increase in temperature produces a large 
increase in the number of particles with energy greater than Ea. 

Also, the total number of collisions in a given time increases a little as 
the particles move faster. However, this is not as important to the ra te 
of reaction as the increase in the number of effective collisions (those 
with energy greater than Ea). 

T2 >Ti 
there are more particles 
with a greater energy than 
£3 at T2 than at T1 

energy E 

A Figure 3 The Maxwell- Boltzmann distribution ofthe energies of the same number 
ofparticles at two temperatures 

Summary questions 

1 	 Use Figure 4 to answer the 

following questions: 

a What is the axis labelled A? 

b What is the axis labelled B? 

c What does area C 

represent? 

d 	 If the temperature is 

increased, what happens 

to the peak of the curve? 

e 	 If the temperature is 

increased, what happens 

to fa? 

8 

A Figure 4 The Maxwell- Boltzmann 
distribution ofenergies ofparticles 
at a particular temperature, with the 
activation energy, Ea marked 



Learning objectives: 
' 	 State the definition of a 

catalyst. 

' 	 Describe how a catalyst 
affects activation energy. 

' 	 Describe how a catalyst 
affects enthalpy change. 

Specification reference: 3.1. 5 

• 


Catalysts are substances thar affecr rhe rare of chemical reactions 
wirhout being chemically changed rhemselves ar the end of the 
reaction. Catalysts are usually used ro speed up reactions so they are 
important in industry. It is cheaper tO speed up a reaction by using a 
catalyst than by using high remperatures and pressures. This is true, 
even if the catalyst is expensive, because it is nor used up. 

How catalysts work 
Catalysts work because they provide a different pathway for the 
reaction, one with a lower activation energy. Therefore they reduce 
the activation energy of the reaction (the minimum amount of energy 
that is n eeded to start the reaction). You can sec this on the enthalpy 
diagrams in Figure l. 

transition state (no catalyst) 

1183 kJ mo1-1 
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I 

/ 

/ 

/ 
\ 
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2Hl(g) 

53kJ mo1- 1\, \ \ 

I I Il
extent of reaction 

.._ Figure 1 The decomposition ofhydrogen iodide with different catalysts 

For example, for the decomposition of hydrogen iodide: 

2HI(g) - • H2(g) + !2(g) 

Ea= 183 kJ mol-1 (without a cata lyst) 

Ea = I 05 kJ mol-1 (with a gold catalyst) 

Ea = 58 kJ mol-1 {with a platinum catalyst) 

You can see what happens when you lower the activation energy if 
you look at the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution curve in Figure 2. 
The area that is shaded pink represents the number of effective 
collisions that can happen without a catalyst. The area shaded blue, 
plus the area that is shaded pink, represents the number of effective 
collisions that can takes place with a catalyst. 



fraction of 
particles 
with energy E 

I I 

activation energy 
with catalyst 

activation energy1 
I without catalyst 

energy E 

.& Figure 2 With a catalyst the extra particles in the blue area react 

Catalysts do not affect the enthalpy change of t.he reactions, nor do they 
affect r.he posit.ion of equilibrium in a reversible reaction, see Topic 6.1. 

T Table 1 Examples afcatalysts 

Reaction Catalyst Use 

N2(g) + 3H2(g) - • 2NH3(g) 
Haber process 

iron making fertilisers 

4NH3 + 502 - • 4NO + 6H20 
Ostwald process for making nitric acid 

platinum and rhodium 
making ferti lisers and 
explosives 

H2C= CH 2 + H2 _. CH 3CH 3 
hardening of fats with hydrogen 

nickel making margarine 

cracking hydrocarbon chains from crude oil 
aluminium oxide and silicon dioxide 
zeolite 

making petrol 

catalytic converter react ions in car exhausts platinum and rhodium removing polluting gases 

HzC=CH 2 + H20 _. CH3CH 20H 

hydration of ethene to produce ethanol 

W absorbed on solid silica 
phosphoricac~.H3P04 

making ethanol - a fuel 
additive, solvent, and 
chemical feedstock 

CH3C0 2H(I) + CH 30H(I)-. CH3COzCH 3(aq) + H20(1) 
esterificat ion 

w making solvents 

Different catalysts work in different ways - most were discovered by 
trial and error. 

Catalytic converters 
All n ew petrol-engine cars are now equipped with catalytic converters 
in their exhaust systems. These reduce the levels of a number of 
polluting gases. 

The catalytic converter is a honeycomb, made of a ceramic materia l 
coated with platinum and rhodium metals - the catalysts. The 
honeycomb shape provides an enormous surface area, on which the 
reactions take place, so a li ttle of these expensive metals goes a long way. 

As they pass over the catalyst, the polluting gases react with each 
other to form less harmful products by the following reactions: 

carbon monoxide + nitrogen oxides - • nitrogen + carbon dioxide 

hydrocarbons + nitrogen oxides - • nitrogen + carbon dioxide + water 

Synoptic link 
You will learn more about 
catalytic converters in Topic 12.4, 
Combustion of alkanes. 



The reactions take place on the surface or the cata lyst in two steps: 

1 	 The gases first form weak bonds with the metal atoms of the 
catalyst - this process is called adsorption . This holds the gases in 
just the right position for them to react together. The gases then 
react on the surface. 

2 	 The products then break away rrom the metal atoms - this process 
is called desorption . This frees up room on the catalyst surface for 
more gases to take their place and react. 

The strength of the weak bonds holding the gases onto the metal 
surface is critical. They must be strong enough to hold the gases for 
long enough to react, but weak enough to release the products easily. 

Zeolites are minerals that have avery open pore structure that ions or 
molecules can fit into. Zeolites confine molecules in small spaces, which 
causes changes in their structure and reactivity. More than 150 zeolite 
types have been synthesized and 48 naturally occurring zeolites are known. 
Synthetic zeolites are widely used as catalysts in the petrochemical industry. 
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.&. Figure 3 Port ofthe structure ofa 
synthetic zeolite 

Unsaturated fats, used in margarines for example, are made more solid or 
hardened when hydrogen is added across some of the double bonds. This 
is done by bubbling hydrogen into the liquid fat which has a nickel catalyst 
mixed with it. The nickel is filtered off after the react ion. This allows the 
manufacturer to tailor the spreadability of the margarine. 

• 
.&. Figure 4 Margarine 



Kinetics 

Until recently, a group of apparently unreactive compounds called 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs] were used for a number of applications such 
as solvents, aerosol propellants, and in expanded polystyrene foams. 
They escaped high into the atmosphere where they remain because 
they are so relatively unreactive. This is partly due to the strength of the 
carbon- halogen bonds. 

CFCs do eventually decompose to produce separate chlorine atoms. These 
act as catalysts in reactions that bring about the destruction of ozone, 03. 

Ozone is important because it forms a layer in the atmosphere of the Earth 
that acts as a shield. The layer prevents too much ultraviolet radiation from 
reaching the Earth's surface. 

The overall reaction is shown below: 

chlorine atom catalyst 
03(g] + O(gJ --------=-- 202(g] 


Nitrogen monoxide acts as a catalyst in a similar way to chlorine atoms. 


International agreements, such as the 1987 Montreal Protocol, have resulted 
in CFCs being phased out. Unfortunately there is still a reservoir of them 
remaining from before these agreements. Chemists have developed, and 
continue to work on, suitable substitutes for CFCs that do not result in 
damage to the upper atmosphere. These include hydrochlorofluorocarbons 
and hydrofluorocarbons. Former United Nations Secretary General, Kofi 
Annan, has referred to the Montreal Protocol as "perhaps the single most 
successful international agreement to date". 

Summary questions 

1 	 The following questions refer to 

Figure 5. 

a What are labels A, B, C, R, 
R 

and P? A 


b What do the distances 

p

from D to Rand from 

C to R represent? 
B 

c 	 Is the reaction exothermic 
• 	 Figure 5 Aprofilefor a reaction 

or endothermic? with and without a catalyst 

• 


D 



1 The gas-phase reaction between hydrogen and chlorine is very slow at room temperature. 

H2 (g) + Cl2 (g) -* 2HCl(g) 

(a) 	 Define the term activation energy. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Give one reason why the reaaion between hydrogen and chlorine is very slow at 
room temperature. 

(J mark) 

(c) 	 Explain why an increase in pressure. at constant temperature. increases the rate of 
reaction between hydrogen and chlorine. 

(2 marks) 

(d) 	 Explain why a small increase in temperature can lead to a large increase in the rate of 
reaction between hydrogen and chlorine. 

(2 marks) 

(e) 	 Give the meaning of the term catalyst. 
(1 mark) 

(f) 	 Suggest one reason why a solid catalyst for a gas-phase reaction is often in the form 
of a powder. 

(1 mark) 

AQA, 2006 

2 	 The diagram below represents a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution curve for the particles 
in a sample of a gas at a given temperature. The questions below refer to this sample of 
particles. 

• 

(a) 	 Label the axes on a copy of the diagram. 
(2 rnarks) 

(b) 	 On the diagram draw a curve to show the distribution for this sample at a lower 
temperature. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 In order for two particles to react they must collide. Explain why most collisions do 

not result in a reaction. 
(1 mark) 

(d) 	Stale one way in which the collision frequency between particles in a gas can be 
increased without changing the temperature. 

(1 mark) 
(e) 	 Suggest why a small increase in temperature can lead LO a large increase in the 

reaction rate between colliding particles. 
(2 marks) 

(f) 	 Explain in general terms how a catalyst works. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 



3 

4 

Chapter 5 Kinetics 

The diagram shows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecular energies in a gas at 
lwo different temperatures. 

v 
7.\ 


I 

w 

x 	 y energy 

(a) 	 One or 1he axes is labelled. Complete the diagram by labelling lhe o ther ax is. 
(I mark) 

(b) Slate the effec1, if any, of a solid catalyst on the shape of ei ther o f these distributions. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 State the letter, V, W , X, or V, that represents the most probable energy of the 
molecules at the lower temperature. 

(I mark) 
(d) 	 Explain what must happen for a reaction to occur between molecules of two different 

gases. 
(2 marks) 

(e) 	 Explain why a small increase in temperature has a large effect on the initial rate of a 
reaction. 

(I mark) 
AQA,2012 

The diagram shows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a sample of gas at a fixed 
temperaturc. 

E. is the activation energy for the decomposition of this gas. 

• 

energy Ea 

£
1111

>is the most probable value for the energy of the molecules. 

(a) 	 On the appropriate axis of this diagram, mark the value of E"'P for this distribution. 
On this diagram, sketch a new distribution for the same sample of gas at a lower 
temperature. 

(J marks) 
(b) 	 With reference to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, explain why a decrease in 

temperature decreases the rate of decomposition of this gas. 
(2 marks) 

AQA,2013 



Learning objectives: 
-+ State the definition of a 

reversible reaction. 

-+ State what is meant by 
chemical equilibrium. 

-+ Explain why all reactions do 
not go to completion. 

-+ Explain what happens when 
equilibrium has been reached. 

Specification reference: 3.1.6 

a 

vacuum - 1--

evaporation 

waler 
level 

water 

b 
water 
vapour 

water 

A Figure 1 a Water will evaporate into 
an empty container. Eventually the rares 
afevaporation and condensation will be 
the same 
b Equilibrium is set up 
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Chemists usually think or a reaction as starting with the reaaants and 
ending with the productS. 

reaaants produas 

However, some reactions are reversible. For example, when you heat 
blue hydrated copper sulfate it becomes white anhydrous copper sulfate 
as the water of crystallisation is driven off. The white copper sulfate 
returns to blue i£ you add water. 

CuS04 .5H 0 ~ CuS04 + 5H202

blue hydrated white anhydrous 
copper sulfate copper sulfate 

However, something different would happen if you were to do this 
reaction in a dosed container. As soon as the products are formed they 
react together and form the reaaants again, so thar instead of reactants 
or products you ger a mixture of both. Eventually you get a mixture in 
which rhe proportions of all three components remain constant. This 
mixture is called an equilibrium mixture. 

Setting up an equilibrium 
You can understand how an equilibrium mixture is sec up by thinking 
about what happens in a physical process, like the evaporation of 
water. This is easier to picture than a chemical change. 

First imagine a puddle of water out in the open. Some of the water 
molecules at the surface will move fast enough w escape from the 
liquid and evaporate. Evaporation will concinue until all the water 
is gone. 

But think about putting some water into a closed con tainer. At first 
the water will begin to evaporate as before. The volume of the liquid 
will get smaller and the number of vapour molecules in the gas phase 
will go up . But as more molecules enter the vapour, some gas-phase 
molecules will start to re-enter the liquid, sec Figure I . 

After a time, th e rate of evaporation and the rate of condensation will 
become equal. The level of the liquid water will chen stay exactly the 
same and so will the number of molecules in the vapour and in the 
liquid. The evaporation and condensation arc still going on but at the 
same rate. This situation is called a dynamic equilibrium and is one 
of the key ideas of this topic. 

In faa, you could have started by filling the empty container with the 
same mass of water vapour as you originally had liquid water. The 
vapour would begin to condense and, in time, would reach exactly the 
same equilibrium position. 



The conditions for equilibrium 
Although the sy!>tcm used here is very simple, you can pick out four 
conditions that apply to all equilibria : 

• 	 Equilibrium can only be reached in a closed system (one where 
the reactant!> and products can't escape). The system docs not have 
co be scaled. For example, a beaker may be a closed system for 
a reaction that takes place in a solvent, as long as the reactants, 
products, and solvent do not evaporate. 

• 	 Equilibrium can be approached from either direction (in figure l, 
from liquid or from vapour) and the final equilibrium position 
wil l be the same (as long as conditions, such as temperature and 
pressure, stay the same) . 

• 	 Eq uilibriu m is a dynamic process. It is reached when th e rates 
of two opposing processes, which are going on all the time (in 
figure 1, eva poration a nd conde nsation ), are the same. 

• 	 You know th at eq uilibrium has been reached when the 
m acroscopic properties of the system do not chan ge with tim e. 
These a re p roperties li ke density, concentration, colour, and 
pressure - properties that do not depend on the total quantity 
of matte r. 

A reversible reaction that can reach equilibrium is denoted by the 
symbol~. for example: 

liquid water~ water vapour 

Chemical equilibria 
The same principles that you have fou nd fo r a physical change also 
apply to chemical equilibria such as: 

A +B ~ C+ D 
reactants products 

• 	 Imagine starting with A and B only. At the start of the reaction 
the fo rward rate is fast, beca use A and Bare plentiful. The re is no 
reverse reaction beca use there is no C and D. 

• 	 Then as the concentrations o r C and D build up, the reverse 
reaction speeds up. At th e same time the concentrations of A and B 
decrease so the fo rwa rd reaction slows down. 

• 	 A poin t is reached where exactly the same n um ber of particles are 
drnnging from A + B to C + D as are changing from C + D to A+ B. 
Equilibrium has been reached. 

One important point to remember is that an equilibrium mixture can 
have any proportions of reactants and products. It is not necessarily 
half reactants and half products, though it could be. The proportions 
may be changed depending on the conditions of the reaction, such as 
temperature, pressure, and concentration. But at any given constant 
conditions the proponions of reactants and products do not change. 

I 

Study tip 
Remember that at equilibrium, 
both forward and backward 
reactions occur at the same rate 
so the concentrations of all the 
reactants and products remain 
constant. 

Summary questions 

1 	 For each of the following 
statements about all 
equilibria, say whether it is 
true or false. 

a 	 Once equilibrium 
is reached the 
concentrations of the 
reactants and the products 
do not change. 

b 	 At equilibrium the forward 
and the backward 
reactions come to a halt. 

c 	 Equilibrium is only reached 
in a closed system. 

d 	 An equilibrium mixture 
always contains half 
reactants and half 
products. 

2 	 What can be said about the 
rates of the forward and the 
backward reactions when 
equilibrium is reached? 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State Le Chatelier's principle. 

-+ 	 Explain how an equilibrium 

position is affected by 
concentration, temperature, 

pressure, or a catalyst. 

Specification reference: 3.1.6 

.A Figure 1 Henri-Louis Le [hotelier 
was a French chemist whofirs t put 
forward his 'Loi de stabilite dequilibre 
chimique' in 1884 
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Some industrial processes, like the production or ammonia or sulfuric 
acid, have reversible reactions as a key step. In closed systems these 
reactions would produce equilibrium mixtures containing both 
products and reactants. In principle, you would like LO increase the 
proportion of products. For this reason it is important LO understand 
how to control equilibrium reactions. 

The equilibrium mixture 
It is possible to change the proportion of reactants rn products in an 
equilibrium mixture. In this way you are able to obtain a greater yield 
of the products. This is called changing the position of equilibrium. 

• 	 If the proportion of products in the eq uilibrium mixture is 
increased, the equilibrium is moved LO th e right, or in the forward 
direction. 

• 	 If the proportion of reactants in the equi librium mixture is 
increased, the equilibrium is moved LO the left, or in the backward 
direction. 

You can often move the equilibrium position to the left or right by 
varying conditions like temperature, the concentration or species 
involved, or the pressure (in the case of reactions involving gases). 

Le Chatelier's principle 
Le Chatelier's principle is useful because it gives us a rule. It tells us 
whether the equilibrium moves to the right or to the left when the 
conditions of an equilibrium mixture are changed. 

Ir states: 

If a system at equilibrium is disturbed , the equilibrium moves 
in the direction that tends to re duce t he disturbance. 

So in other words, if any factor is changed which affects the 
equilibrium mixture, the position of equ ilibrium will shift so as tO 

oppose the change. 

Le Chatelier's principle does not tell us how far the equilibrium moves 
so you cannot predict the quantities involved. 

Changing concentrations 
If you increase the concentration or one of the reactants, Le Chatelier's 
principle says that the equilibrium will shifl in the direction that tends 
to reduce the concentration of this reactant. Look at the reaction: 

A(aq) + B(aq) .- C(aq) + D(aq) 

Suppose you add some extra A. This would increase the concentration 
of A. The only way that this system can reduce the concentration of 
A, is by some of A reacting with B (so forming more C and D). So, 
adding more A uses up more B, produces more C and D, and moves 
the equilibrium to the right. You end up with a greater proportion of 



products in the reaction mixture than before you added A. The same 
thing would happen if you added more B. 

You could also remove C as it was formed. The equilibrium would 
move to the right to produ ce more C (and D) using up A and B. The 
same thing would happen if you removed Das soon as it was formed. 

Changing the overall pressure 
Pressure changes only affect reactions involving gases. Changing the 
overall pressure will only change the position of equilibrium of a 
gaseous reaction if there are a different number of molecules on either 
side of the equation. 

An example of a such a reaction is: 

dinitrogen tetraoxide nitrogen dioxide 
l mole 2 moles 

colou rless brown 

Increasing the pressure of a gas means that there are more molecules 
of it in a given volume - it is equivalent ro increasing the concentration 
of a solution. 

II you increase the pressure on this system, Le Chatelier's principle tells 
us that the position of equilibrium will move to decrease the pressure. 
This means that it will move to the left because fewer molecules 
exert less pressure. In the same way if you decrease the pressure, the 
equilibrium will move to the right - molecules of N 2 will decompose0 4 

to form molecules of N02, thereby increasing the pressure. 

Dinitrogen te traoxide is a colourless gas and nitrogen dioxide is brown. 
You can investigate this in the laboratory, by setting up the equilibrium 
mixture in a syringe. If you decrease the pressure, by pulling out the 
syringe barrel. you can watch as the equilibrium moves to the right 
because the colour of the mixmre gets browner, see Figure 2. 

Note that if there is the same number of moles of gases on both 
sides of the equation, then pressure has no effect on the equilibrium 
position. For example: 

2 moles 2 moles 

The equilibrium position will not change in this reaction when the 
pressure is changed so the proportions of the three gases will stay 
the same. 

Changing temperature 
Reversible reactions that are exothermic (give out heat) in one 
direction arc endothermic (take in heat) in the other direction, sec 
Topic 4.4. The size of the enthalpy is the same in both directions but 
the sign changes. 

Example 1 
Suppose you increase the temperature of an equilibrium mixture that 
is exothermic in the forward direction. An example is: 

t:,.H~ =- 197 kJ mo1- 1 

You can decrease the pressure by 

pulling out the synnge barrel. 


[ : 
For a moment the mixture becomes 

paler because you have reduced the 

concentration of brown N02 . 


[ : 
After a few moments the mixture 

becomes darker brown as the 

equ1libnum moves to the right and 

more brown N02 is formed. 


•Figure 2 N20igJ .,.- 2NO,,(g) 
The equilibrium moves to the right as 
you decrease the pressure 

Hint 

Increasing the pressure or 

decreasing the volume of a 

mixture of gases increases the 

concentration of all the reactants 

and products by the same amount, 

not just one of them. 

Hint 

The rate at which equilibrium is 

reached will be speeded up by 

increasing the pressure, as there 

will be more coll isions in a given 

time. 

Study tips 

• 	 The term move forwards and 

move to the right mean the 

same thing in this context. 

• 	 The term move backwards 

and move to the left mean the 

same thing in this context. 

• 




6.2 Changing the conditions of an equilibrium reaction 

Summary questions 

1 	 In which of the following 
reactions will the position of 
equilibrium be affected by 
changing the pressure? 

Explain your answers. 

a 2S02(g) + 02(g) . 
2S03(g) 

b CH3C02H(aq).. 
CH3C02 (aq) + W(aq) 

c H2(g) + C02(g) . 
H20(g) + CO(g) 

2 	 Consider the following 
equilibrium reaction. 

N2(g) + 3H2(g) ..- 2NH3(g) 
t:.H~ = - 92 kJ mol 1 

a What would be the effect 
on the equilibrium position 
of heating the reaction? 
Choose from 'move to t he 
right', 'move to the left' and 
'no change'. 

b What would be the effect 
on the equilibrium position 
of adding an iron catalyst ? 
Choose from move to the 
right', 'move to the left' and 
'no change'. 

c What effect would an 
iron catalyst have on the 
reaction? 

d To get the maximum 
yield of ammonia in this 
reaction would a high or 
low pressure be best? 
Explain your answer . 

• 


The negative sign of t:.H~ means that heat is given out when sulfur 
dioxide and oxygen react to form sulfur trioxide in the forward 
direction. This means that heat is absorbed as the reaction goes in the 
reverse direction, that is, to the left. 

Le Chatelier's principle tells us that if you increase the temperature, 
the equilibrium moves in the direction that cools the system down. 
To do this it will move in the direction which absorbs heat (is 
endothermic), that is, to the left. The equilibrium mixture will then 
contain a greater proportion of sulfur dioxide and oxygen than before. 
ln the same way, if we cool the mixture the equilibrium will move to 
the right and increase the proportion of sulfur triox ide. 

Example2 
The effect of temperature on the di nitrogen tetraoxide/nitrogen 
dioxide equilibrium can also be investigated using the same apparatus 
you used to investigate the effect of pressure on this reaction. The 
reaction is endothermic as it proceeds from di nitrogen tetraoxide tO 

nitrogen dioxide (the forward direction). 

1t:.H~ =+58 kJ mo1

The gas mixture is contained in a syringe as before. The syringe is 
then immersed in warm water along with another syringe containing 
the same volume of air for comparison. The plunger of che syringe 
containing air will rise as the air expands. The plunger of che syringe 
containing che N20 4 I N02 mixture will also rise but by a greacer 
amount. This indicates that more molecules of gas have been formed 
in this syringe. This is because the equilibrium has moved to che right; 
each molecule of N 0 that disappears produces two molecules of N02 .2	 4 
This is consistenc with Le Chatelier's principle. When the mixcure is 
warmed up, the equilibrium moves in the endothermic direction, that 
is, ic absorbs heat which tends to cool the mixture down. 

You should be able to predict the colour change that you would see 
during this experiment and also what would happen if the experiment 
were repeated in ice water. 

Catalysts 
Catalysts have no effect on the position of equilibrium so they do not 
al ter composition of the equilibrium mixture. They work by producing 
an alternative route for the reaction, wh ich has a lower activation 
energy of the reaction, see Topic 5.3. This affects the forward and back 
reactions equally. 

Although catalysts have no effect on the position or equilibrium, that 
is, the yield of the reaction, they do a llow equ ilibrium co be reached 
more quickly and are therefore important in industry. 



----

A number of industrial processes involve reversible reactions. In 
these cases, the yield of the reaction is important and Le Chatelier's 
principle can be used to help find the best conditions for increasing 
it. However. yield is not the only consideration. Sometimes a low 
temperature would give the best yield but this would slow the reaction 
down. The costs of building and running a plant that operates at high 
temperatures and pressures must also be taken into account. In most 
cases a compromised set of conditions is used. This topic looks at the 
industrial production of th ree important chemicals. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why compromises are 

made when deciding how to 

get the best yield in industry. 

Specification reference: 3.1.6 

Ammonia is an important chemical in industry. World production is over 
140 million tonnes each year. Around 80% is used to make fertilisers like 
ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, and urea. The rest is used to make 
synthetic fibres (including nylon] , dyes, explosives, and plast ics like 
polyurethane. 

Making ammonia 

Nitrogen and hydrogen react together by a reversible reaction which, at 
equilibrium, forms a mixture of nitrogen, hydrogen, and ammonia: 

t:.H~ =- 92 kJ mo1- 1 

The percentage of ammonia obtained at equilibrium depends on 
temperature and pressure as shown in Figure L The graph shows that 
low temperature and high pressure would give close to 100% conversion 
whereas low pressure and high temperature would give almost no ammonia. 

1 	 Explain how Le Chatelier's principle predicts that the highest 

conversion to ammonia is obtained at a low temperature 

b high pressure. 


The Haber process 

Almost all ammonia is made by the Haber process, in which the reaction 
above is the key step. The process was developed by the German chemist 
Fritz Haber and the chemical engineer Carl Bosch in the early years of the 
20th century. It allowed Germany to make explosives and fertil isers. This 
prolonged the First World War because, at that t ime, the source of nitrogen 
for these products was nitrates from South America. These could be 
blockaded by the navies of Britain and its allies. 

The raw materials 

The raw materials for the Haber process are air (which provides the nitrogen], 
water, and natural gas (methane, CH4 ]. These provide the hydrogen by the 
following reaction: 
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6. Figure 1 Equilibrium l conversion 
of nitrogen and hydrogen to ammonia 
underdifferent conditions 

Hint 

What is the atom economy (see 
Topic 2.6] of the reaction that 
forms ammonia? Why do you 
not need to do a calculation? 

Hint 
I 

This reaction can be classified 
as an addition reaction. Other 
reactions can be classified as 
substitution (where one atom or 
group of atoms are replaced by 
another] or elimination (where 
an atom or group of atoms 
are removed from the start ing 
material]. What can you say about 
the atom economies of these 
types of reaction? 

• 




6.3 Equilibrium reactions in industry 

Hint 

Although the atom economy of 
the Haber process reaction is 
100%, conversion of nitrogen and 
hydrogen to ammonia is much 
less for two reasons. The yield that 
would be obtained at equilibrium 
under various conditions can be 
found from the graphs in Figure 1. 
The actual conversion is even less 
than this because the gases flow 
over the catalyst too quickly for 
the equilibrium yield to be reached. 
The plant designers and operators 
must devise the best compromise 
between the rate of reaction and 
the attainment of equilibrium. 

• 


The nitrogen and hydrogen are fed into a converter in the ratio of 1 : 3 and 
passed over an iron catalyst. 

Most plants run at a pressure of around 20 000 kPa (around 200 
atmospheres] and a temperature of about 670 K. This is a lower pressure 
and a higher temperature than would give the maximum conversion. 

2 Use the graph in Figure 1 to find the equilibrium percentage 

conversion to ammonia at 20 000 kPa and 673 K. 


3 Suggest why these compromise conditions are used. 


Nitrogen and hydrogen flow continuously over the catalyst so the gases 
do not spend long enough in contact with the catalyst to reach equilibrium; 
there is about 15% conversion to ammonia. The ammonia is cooled so that 
it becomes liquid and is piped off. Any nitrogen and hydrogen that is not 
converted into ammonia is fed back into the reactor. 

The catalyst is iron in pea-sized lumps (to increase the surface area] . It 
lasts about five years before it becomes poisoned by impurities in the gas 
stream and has to be replaced. 

Uses ofammonia 

Eighty per cent of ammonia is used to make fertilisers including ammonium 
sulfate, ammonium nitrate, and urea. In the first two cases, ammonia (an 
alkali] is reacted with an acid to make a salt. In the case of ammonium 
nitrate, the acid used is nitric acid, which is itself made from ammonia. 

The next largest use of ammonia is in making nylon. Other uses include the 
manufacture of explosives, drugs, and dyes. 

Ethanol is the alcohol in alcoholic drinks and, as such, has been produced 
by mankind for thousands of years by fermentation from sugars such as 
glucose using the enzymes in yeast as a catalyst: 

C H 0 ( aq ] - • 2C H 0H ( aq] + 2C0 2(g) 6 12 6 2 5
glucose ethanol 

Ethanol also has many industrial uses, for example, for making cosmetics, 
drugs, detergents, inks, and as a motor fuel. UK production is around 
330 000 tonnes per year. At present, the main source of ethanol for 
industrial use is ethene from crude oil. This is obtained by fractional 
distillation and then cracking. 

• Ethanol is made by the hydration (adding water] to ethene. 

• The reaction is reversible. 

• It is speeded up by a catalyst of phosphoric acid absorbed on silica. 

• The equation is: 

Hl=CH2(g) + H20(g) ~ CH 3CH 20H(g) 

ethene ethanol 




•\_ -
• 	 The reactants and products are all gaseous at the temperature used. 

Applying Le Chatelier's principle to this equilibrium predicts that the 
maximum yield wil l be produced with: 

• 	 a high pressure, which will force the equilibrium to move to the right, to 
the side with fewer molecules 

• 	 a low temperature, which will force the equilibrium to move to the right 
to give out heat 

• 	 excess steam, which wil l force the equilibrium to the right to reduce the 
steam concentration. 

However, there are practical problems: 

• 	 High pressure tends to cause the ethene to polymerise [to poly ( ethene) ). 

• 	 High pressure increases the costs of building the plant and the energy 
costs of running it. 

• 	 Low temperature will reduce the reaction rate and therefore how quickly 

equilibrium is reached, although this is part ially compensated for by the 
use of a catalyst. 

• Too much steam dilutes the catalyst. 


In practice, condit ions of about 570 Kand 6500 kPa pressure are used. 

These give a conversion to ethanol of only about 5% but the unreacted 

ethene is separated from the reaction mixture and recycled over the 

catalyst again and again until about 95% conversion is obtained. 


Methanol is used principally as a chemical feedstock, that is, as a 
starting material for making other chemicals. In part icular it is used in the 
manufacture of methanal (formaldehyde) which in turn is used to make 
plastics such as Bakelite. Methanol is also used in the manufacture of 
other plastics such as terylene and perspex. Methanol may also be used 
[alone or added to petrol) as a motor fuel. It was manufactured for this 
use in Germany during the Second World War when crude oil supplies were 
limited by bombing. lndycars in the USA run on pure methanol, which has 
an advantage over petrol because methanol fires can be put out with water. 
Each year, 33 million tonnes of methanol are made worldwide, mostly 
from the reversible reaction of hydrogen and carbon monoxide using a 
copper catalyst: 

1t..H~ = -91 kJ mo1

The starting gas mixture is called synthesis gas and is made by react ing 
methane or propane with steam. 

Le Chatelier's principle tells us that the methanol synthesis reaction will give 
the highest yield at low temperature and high pressure (as is the case for 
the ethanol synthesis reaction) . But again, compromise condit ions are used. 
In practice a temperature of around 500 Kand a pressure of 10 000 kPa 
produces around 5- 10% yield. 

Synoptic link 

You will find more details about 
making ethanol in Topic 15.2, 

Ethanol production. 

Summary questions 

1 	 The platinum catalyst for the 
oxidation of ammonia to nitric 

acid is used in the form of a 
fine gauz.e. Suggest why it is 
used in this form. 

2 	 Explain why ethanol produced 
by fermentation is a renewable 
resource while ethanol 
produced from ethene is not. 

3 	 Is methanol made from 
synthesis gas a renewable 
resource? Explain your 
answer. 



Learning objectives: 
' Define the expression 

reversible reaction. 

' Define the term chemical 
equilibrium. 

' State the definition of an 
equilibrium constant and 
describe describe how it is 
determined. 

Specification reference: 3.1.6 

Synoptic link 

There is more about titrations 
in Topic 2.5, Balanced equations 
and relates calculations. 

A Figure 1 Titrating the ethanoic acid 
to investigate the equilibrium position 

Hint 

The concentration of a solution 
is the number of moles of solute 
dissolved in 1dm3 of solution. A 
square bracket around a formula 
is shorthand for 'concentration of 
that substance in mol dm ·3•. 

Study tip vx 

Practise calculating Kc from given 

data. 

• 


As you have seen, reactions arc reversible and do not go to completion, 
bm instead end up as an equilibrium mixture of reactants and products. 
A reversible reaction that can reach equilibrium is indicated by the 
symbol~. In this topic you sec how you can tackle equilibrium 
reactions mathematicalJy. You will deal only with homogeneous 
systems - those where all the reactants and products arc in the same 
phase, for example, all liquids. 

The equilibrium constant Kc 
Many reactions are reversible and will reach equ ilibrium with time. 
The reaction between ethanol. C 11 01l, and ethanoic acid, CH C02H,2 5 3
to produce ethyl ethanoate, CH C0 C 115, (an ester) and water is3 2 2
typical. 

If ethanol and ethanoic acid are mixed in a fl ask (stoppered to prevent 
evaporation) and left for several days with a strong acid catalyst, an 
equilibrium mixture is obtained in which all four substances are 
present. You can write: 

ethanol ethanoic acid ethyl e1hanoa1e water 

The mixture may be analysed by ticrating the erhanoic acid with 
standard alkali (allowing for rhe amount of acid caralysr added). It 
is possible to do this without significantly discurbing the equilibrium 
mixture because the reversible reaction is much slower than the 
titration reaction. 

The titration allows us to work out the number of moles of ethanoic 
acid in the equilibrium mixture. From this you can calculate the 
number of moles of the other components (and from this their 
concentrations if the total volume of the mixture is known). 

If several experiments are done with differen t quantities of starting 
materials, it is always found that the ratio: 

[CH3C02C2H5(1)Jcqm IH20 (I) lcqm 

[CH3C02H(l)]eqm [C2H50H(l)Jc<im 

has a constant value, provided the experiments are done at the same 
temperature. The subscript 'eqm' means that the concentrations have 
been measured when equilibrium has been reached. 

For any reaction that reaches an equilibrium we can write the 
equation in the form: 

aA + bB + cC ~xx+ yY + zZ 

[X]eqmx [Y)eqn/ [ZJeqn/
Then the expression is constant, provided the 

[AJcqm" [BlcqmblCjc11111' 

temperature is constant. We call this comtant, Kc .This expression 
can be applied to any reversible reaction. Kc is called the equilibrium 
constant and is different for different reactions. It changes with 



temperature. The units of Kc vary. and you must work them out for 
each reaction by cancelling out the units of each tem1, for example: 

[Cj2
2A+B~2C 	 K = --

c [Aj2[BJ 
(mol d111~f 

Units are: ---------= =mol- 1dm3 

(mol drn~f(mol dm-3) mol ctm-3 

The value of Kc is found by experiment for any particular reaction at a 
given temperature. 

To find the value of Kc for the reaction between 
ethanol and ethanoic acid 
0.10 mol of ethanol is mixed with 0.10 mol of ethanoic acid and 
allowed Lo reach equi librium. The total volume of the system is 
made up Lo 20.0 cm 3 (0.020 dm3) with water. By titration, it is found 
that 0.033 mo! cthanoic acid is present once equilibrium is reached. 

From this you can work ou t the number of moles of the other 
components present at equilibrium: 

At start 

C H 0ll (I) + CH C02H (I) ~ CH3C02C2H 5 (1) + H 20(l)2	 5 3

O.IOmol O.IOmol Omol 0 mol 

You know that there arc 0.033 mol of CH3C02H at equilibrium. This 
means that: 

• 	 there must also be 0.033 mo! of C2H50H at equilibrium. (The 
equation tells you that they react 1: 1 and you know we started 
with the same number of moles of each.) 

• 	 (0.10- 0.033) =0.067 mol of CH3C02H has been used up. The 
equation tells you that when 1 mo! of CH3C02H is used up, 1 mo! 
each of Cll C0 C H and H 0 are produced. So, there must be3 2 2 5 2
0.067 mol of each of these. 

At equilibrium 

C H 0H (I) + CII C0 H (I) ~ CH C02C2H (1} + H 20(1)2	 5 3 2 3 5 
0.033 mol 0.033 mol 0.067 mot 0 .067 mol 

You need rhe concentrations of the components at equilibrium. As rhe 
volume of the system is 0.020 dm 3 these are: 

o.on mol dm-1 o.on mol dm-3 0.067 mol dm-3 0.067 mol dm-1 
0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 

Enter the concentrations into the equilibrium equation: 

ICH C0 C H (1) I [H20(1) J 3 2 2 5
K = ---------

c [CH C0 H(l)][C H 0H(l )] 

3 2 2 5

Kc= [0.067/0.020 mol dm-3][0.067/0.020 mol dm-3] = 4.1 
[0.033/0.020 mo! dm-3][0.033/0.020 mol dm-3] 

The units all cancel out, and rhe volumes (0.020 dm3) cancel out, 
so in this case you didn't need ro know the volwne of the system, 
so Kc= 4.1. In this case, Kc has no units. 

Equilibria • 

Maths link i 
See Section 5, Mathematical 
skills, if you are not sure about 
cancelling units. 

Study tip 
It is acceptable to omit the 'eqm' 

subscripts unless they are 
specifically asked for. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Write down the expressions 
for the equilibrium constant 
for the following: 

a 	 A+B_..c 

b 	 2A+B...-C 

c 2A+28~2C 

2 Work out the units for Kc for 
question la to c. 

3 For the reaction between 
ethanol and ethanoic acid, at 
a different temperature to the 
example above, the equilibrium 
mixture was found to contain 
0.117 mol of ethanoic acid, 
0.017 mol of ethanol, 0.083 
mol ethyl ethanoate and 0.083 
mol of water. 

8 a Calculate Kc 

b Why do you not need to 
know the volume of the 

system to calculate Kc in 
this example? 

c Is the equilibrium further 
to the right or to the left 
compared with the worked 
example above? 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe how Kc is used to 

work out the composition of 
an equilibrium mixture. 

Specification reference: 3.1.6 

• 


A reaction that has reached equilibrium at a given temperature wiU 
be a mixture of reactants and products. You can use the equilibrium 
expression to calculate the composition of this mixture. 

~ 
Worked example: Calculating the composition of ~ 

a reaction mixture 
The reaction of ethanol and ethanoic acid is: 

ethanol ethanoic acid ethyl ethanoate water 

You know that at equilibrium: 

[CH3C02C2H 5(1)) [H20(1)]
K=---------

c 	 [CH C02H(l)J[C2II50II( I)]
3

Suppose that Kc= 4.0 at the temperawre of our experiment and 
you want to know how much ethyl ethanoate you could produce 
by mixing one mol of ethanol and one mol of ethanoic acid. Set 
out the information as shown below: 

ethanol ethanoic acid ethyl ethanoate water 

At start: I mol I mol I mol I mol 
At equilibrium: (I  x) mol ( l -x) mol xmol xmol 

You do not know how many moles of ethyl ethanoate will be 
produced, so you call this x. The equation tells us that x mol 
of water will also be produced and, in doing so, x mol of both 
ethanol and ethanoic acid will be used up. So the amoum of each 
of these remaining at equilibrium is ( l - x) mol. 

These figures are in moles, but you need concentrations in mol 
dm-3 to substitute in the equilibrium law expression. Suppose the 
volume of the system at equ ilibrium was V dnr3. Then: 

(I -x) _3[C2H50H(l)J ccpn = -- moldm 
v 

(1 -x)
[CH3C02H(l)leqm = -- moldm-3 

v 
x -3

[CH3C02C2H5()1 lcqm =V mol dm 

x 3[H20(l)Jcqm = - moldm
v 

These figures may now be put into the expression for K,: 

( 1 -x)/-Vx ( 1 -x)W 0 



Equilibria • 

The V's cancel, so in this case you do not need to know the actual 

volume o[ the system. 


xxx
4.0=-----

( l - x) x ( 1 - x) 

x2
4.0=--

( l - x)2 

Taking the square root of both sides, you get: 
x 

2=-
(1 -x) 

2(1 -x) =x 
2-2x=x 

2 = 3x 
2 

x=
3 

So~ mo! or ethyl ethanoate and~ mol of water is produced if 

3 3 


the reaction reaches equilibrium, and the composition of the 


equilibrium mixture would be: ethanol.!.. mol, ethanoic acid 

3 


1 2 2 

- mot ethyl ethanoate - mo!, water - mol. 

3 3 3 


You can also use Kc to find the amount of a reactant needed to give a 
required amount or product. 

~ 
Worked example: Calculating the amount of ~ 

a reactant needed 
For the following react ion in ethanol solution, Kc = 30.0 moJ-1 dm3: 

CH COCH3 + HCN ._,. CH3C(CN)(OH)CH33
propanone hydrogen cyanide 2·hydroxy·2·methylpropanenitrile 

[CH 3C(C N) (OH)CH3) 
K = = 30.0 mo1 1 dm3 

c [CH3COCH3] [HCN] 

Suppose you are carrying out this reaction in 2.00 dm3 of ethanol. 
How much hydrogen cyanide is required to produce l.OOmol 
of product if you start with 4.00mol of propanone? Set out as 
before with the quantities at the start and at equilibrium. 

At equilibrium, you want l mo! of product. Let x be the number 
of moles of HCN required. 

HCN 

At start: 4.00mol xmol Omol 

At equilibrium: (4.00 - 1.00) mol (x - 1.00) mol l.OOmol 


Equation: 

3.00mol (x - 1.00) mol l.OOmol 0 

I 

Study tip vx 

The volume of the reaction 
mixture will cancel for all systems 
with equal numbers of moles of 

products and reactants, so 
Vis sometimes omitted. But, it 
is always better to include Vand 
cancel it out later, so you will not 
forget it for systems where the Vs 

do not cancel out. 

Hint vx 

Notice that this equilibrium 
constant does have units, which 
can be found by cancelling the 
units of the concentrations in the 
expression for Kc. 

• 




3 

6.5 Calculations using equilibrium constant expressions 

• 


These a re the numbers of moles, but we need the concentrations 
LO put in the equilibrium Jaw expression. The volume of the 
solution is 2.00 dm 3and the units for concentration are moldm
so you next divide each quantity by 2.00dm3. 

S "l bo, at eqm i rium 3.00 Id 3[CH3COCH3l.,qm = -  mo m
2.00 
(x- 1.00)

[HCNJ.,qm = moldm-3 

2.00 

- l.00 - 3 
[CH 3C(CN)(O H)CH 31.,qrn - -- mo!dm 

2.00 

Putting the figures into the equilibrium expressio n: 

3 , 1.00/2.00 l'l,Ol d1fl-4 
30.0 m oI- 1 elm' = - ---------------

3.00/2.00 moldm~ x (x- 1.00)/2.00 moldm-3 

Can celling through and rea rranging we have: 

3/2 (x - l)) I 
30 = ( 2 2 

45(x- l } = 1 

45x= 46 

46 
x= - = 1.02 

45 

So, LO obtain 1mol of product you must stan with l .02 mol 
hyd rogen cyanide, if the volume of the system is 2.00dm3. 

Tn this example the volume of the system does make a difference, 
because this reaction does not have the same number of moles of 
products and reactants. 

Summary questions 

fi 1 Try reworking the problem above with the same conditions but: 

a with a volume of 1.00 dm3 of ethanol 

b starting with 2.0 mol of propanone 

c to produce 2.0 mol of product. 

http:x-1.00)/2.00
http:3.00/2.00
http:1.00/2.00


6,.,6 The effect of changing conditions 

on equilibria 


As you have seen Le Chatelier's principle states that when a system 
at equilibrium is disturbed, the equilibrium position moves in the 
direction that will reduce the disturbance. You can use Le Chatelier's 
p1inciple to predict the qualitative effect of changing temperature and 
concentration on the position of equilibrium. 

In this topic you look at what underlies this by examining the effect of 
changing conditions on the equilibrium constant Kc. 

The effect of changing temperature on the 
equilibrium constant 
Changing the tempera ture changes the value of the eq uilibri um 
constant, Kc. Whether Kc increases or decreases depends on whether 
the reaction is exothermic or endothermic. What happens is 
summarised in Table l. 

T Table 1 The effect of chonging temperature on equilibria 

Direction of 
Effect on Effect onType of Temperature Effect on 

change of 
products reactantsreaction change Kc equilibrium 

increase moves leftendothermic decrease decrease decrease 

decrease moves rightendothermic increase increase increase 

decrease increase moves leftexothermic increase decrease 

increase decrease moves rightexothermic decrease increase 
-

If the equilibrium constant Kc increases in value, the equilibrium 
moves 10 the right. tha t is, the forward direction (more product). If 
it decreases in value, the equi librium moves co the left, that is, the 
backward direction (less prod uct). 

h . · b h · (' K · f h . LProducts l T 	 1s 1s ecause l e expression or c 1s a 1ways o t e 1orm . . 
[reactants] 

The general rule is tha t: 

• 	 For an exothermic reaction (D.H is negative) increasing the 
temperature decreases the equilibrium constant. 

• 	 For an endothermic reaction (D.H is positive) increasing the 
temperature increases the equilibrium constant. 

So for an exothermic reaction, increasing the temperature will move 
the equilibrium 10 the left - for an endothermic reaction, increasing 
the temperature will move the equilibrium to the right. 

The effect of changing concentration on the position 
of equilibrium 
First remember that the equilibrium constant does not change unless 
the temperature changes. 

l earning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain how Le Chatelier's 

principle can predict how 
changes in conditions affect 
the position ofequilibrium. 

-+ 	 Describe how the equilibrium 

constant is affected by 
changing the conditions 
of a reaction. 

Specification reference: 3.1.6 

Study tip 
When the value for t:.H is given for 
a reversible reaction, it is taken to 
refer to the forward reaction, that 
is, left to right. 

• 




6.6 The effect of changing conditions on equilibria 

Study tip 
Practise applying Le Ch~telier's 
principle for all changes in 
conditions. 

Synoptic link 
Look back at Topic 5.1, Collision 
theory, to revise activat ion energy 
for react ions. 

The equilibrium constant can also 

• 

be calculated for gases using 
partial pressures. This equilibrium 

constant has the symbol KP. The 
equilibrium constant KP is covered 
in Chapter 19, Equilibrium constant 

KP. 

Look at the following example: 

ethanol ethanoic acid ethyl ethanoate water 

Le Chatelier's principle tells you that the equilibrium will react to any 
disturbance by moving in such a way as to reduce the disturbance. 

Imagine you add more ethanol, thereby increasing its concentration. 
The only way this concentration can be reduced is by some of the 
ethanol reacting with ethanoic acid producing more ethyl ethanoate 
and water. Eventually a new equilibrium will be set up with relatively 
more of the products. The equilibrium has moved to the right (or in 
the forward direction). 

Let us see how this works mathematically. 

You know that: 
[CH3C02C2H5(1) I IH20(I) I 

T<=---------
c [CH C02H(l)][C H 0H(I)]

3 2 5

Remember that Kc remains constant, provided that temperature 
remains constant. Adding ethanol makes the bottom line of the 
e quilibrium law expression larger. To restore the situation, some of 
the ethanol reacts with ethanoic acid reducing both the concentrations 
in the bottom line of the fraction. This produces more ethyl ethanoate 
and water, thus increasing the value in the top line of the fraction. The 
combined effect is to restore the fraction to the original value of Kc. 

Kc and the position of equilibrium 
The size of the equilibrium constant Kc can tell us about the 
composition of the equilibrium mixture. The equilibrium expression is 

always of the general form 	products. So: 
reactants 

• 	 If Kc is much greater than 1. products predominate over reactants 
and the equilibrium position is over to the right. 

• 	 If T<c is much less than l, reactants predominate and the 
equilib1ium position is over to the left. 

Reactions where the equilibrium constant is greater than 1010 are usually 
regarded as going to completion, whilst those with an equilibrium 
constant of less than 10-10 are regarded as not taking place at all. 

Catalysts and the value of Kc 
Catalysts have no effect whatsoever on the value of Kc and therefore 
the position of equilibrium. This is because they arfect the rates of 
both forward and back reactions equally. They do this by reducing 
the activation energy for the reactions. They do however affect the 
rate at which equilibrium is attained - this is important in industrial 
processes. 

Gaseous equilibria 
Reversible reactions may take place in the gas phase as well as in 
solution. These include many reactions of industrial importance such 
as the manufacture of ammonia by the Haber process and a key stage 



of the Contact process ror making sulfuric acid. Gaseous equilibria also 
obey the equilibrium law, but usually their concentrations are expressed 
in a different way using parrial pressures rather than concentrations. 

Summary questions 

1 A+ B ...- C+ D represents an exothermic reaction and 

Kc= ~;j ~~j 1n the above expression, what would happen to Kc: 

a if the temperature were decreased 


b if more Awere added to the mixture 


c if a catalyst were added? 


2 The reaction of ethanol with ethanoic acid produces ethyl ethanoate 

and water. 


C H 0H(1) + CH COOH(I) ~ CH3COOC2H5(1) + H20(1) 
2 5 3

A student suggested that the yield of ethyl ethanoate, CH 3COOC2H5, could 
be increased by removing the water as it was formed. 

Explain, using the idea of Kc, why this suggestion is sensible. 


3 These questions are about reversible reactions. Give the correct word 

from increases/decreases/does not change to fill in the blank for 
each statement. 

a In an endothermic reaction Kc__when the temperature is 
increased. 

b In an endothermic reaction Kc __when the concentration of the 
reactants is decreased. 

c In an exothermic reaction Kc__when the temperature is 
decreased. 

d In an exothermic reaction Kc __ when the concentration of the 
reactants is increased. 

e If a suitable catalyst is added to the reaction Kc __. 

• 




guestions 


1 Methanol can be synthesised from carbon monoxide by the reversible reaction 

shown below. 


CO(g) + 2H2(g) ~ CH30H(g) llH =-91 kJ mo! I 

The process operates at a pressure of 5 MPa and a temperature of 700 K in the presence of 
a copper-containing catalyst. Thls reaction can reach dynamic equilibrium. 
(a) 	 By reference to rates and concentrations. explain the meaning of the term dynamic 

equilibrium. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Explain why a high yield of methanol is favoured by high pressure. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Suggest two reasons why the operation of this process at a pressure much higher 
than 5 MPa would be very expensive. 

(2 marks) 
(d) 	Sta te the effect of an increase in temperature on the equilibrium yield of methanol 

and expla in your answer. 
(3 marks) 

(e) 	 Ha ca talyst were not used in this process, the opera ting tempera ture would 
have to be greater than 700 K. Suggest why an increased temperatu re would 
be required. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 2003 

2 At high temperatures, nitrogen is oxidised by oxygen 10 form nitrogen monoxide in a 
reversible reaction as shown in the equation below. 

N2(g) + 0 2(g) ~ 2NO(g) llH~ = + 180 kJ mo! 1 

(a) 	 In terms of electrons, give the meaning of the term oxidation. 
(1 mark) 

(b) State and explain the effect of an increase in pressure, and the effect of an increase 
in temperature, on the yield of nitrogen monoxide in the above equilibrium. 

(6 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

3 Hydrogen is produced on an industrial scale Crom methane as shown by the equation 
below. 

Cil (g) + H 0(g) ~ CO(g) + 3H (g) 6H~ = +205 kJ mo1- 1 
4 2	 2

(a) 	 State Le Chatelier's principle. 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 The following changes are made to this reaction at equilibrium. In each case, predict 
what would happen to the yield of hydrogen from a given amount of methane. Use 
Le Cha relier's principle to explain your answer. 
(i) 	 The overall pressure is increased. 
(i i) 	 The concentration of steam in the reaction mixture is increased . 

(6 marks) 
(c) 	 At equilibrium, a high yield o[ hydrogen is favoured by high temperature. ln a typical 

industrial process, the operating temperature is usually less than 1200 K. Suggest two 
reasons why temperatures higher than this are not used. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

4 The equation for the formation of ammonia is shown below. 

N2(g) + 3H2(g) ...- 2NH3(g) 


Experiment A was carried out starting with I mol of nitrogen and 3 rnol of hydrogen at 

a constant temperature and a pressure of 20 MPa. 


Curve A shows how the number of moles of ammonia present changed with time. 


Curves B. C, and D refer to similar experiments, starting with I mol or nitrogen and 

3 mol or hydrogen. In each experiment different conditions were used . 


• 
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Chapter 6 Equilibria 
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moles of 
ammonia 

time 

(a) 	 On a copy of curve A, mark the point that represents the time at which equilibrium 
is lim reached. Label this point X. 

(/ mark) 
(b) 	 State Le Chatelier's principle. 

(I mark) 
(c) 	 Use Le Chatclier's principle to identify w h ich one of the curves B. C, or D represents 

an experiment carried out a t the same temperature as experiment A but at a higher 
pressure. Explain why th is curve is different from curve A . 

(4 marks) 
(d) 	 Identify which one of the curves B, C, or D represents an experiment in which the 

cond itions are the same as in experiment A except that a cata lyst is added to the 
reaction mixture. Explain your choice of curve. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

The reaction of methane with steam produces hydrogen for use in many industrial 
processes. Under certain conditions the following reaction occurs. 

6.H=+l65 kJ mol 1 

f) (a) Initially, 1.0 mol of methane and 2.0 mol of steam were placed in a flask and heated 
with a catalyst until equilibrium was established. The equilibrium mixture contained 
0.25 mol of carbon dioxide. 
(i) 	 Calculate the amounts, in moles, of methane, steam and hydrogen in the 

equilibrium mixture. 
(3 marks) 

(ii) The volume of the flask was 5.0 dm3 . CaJculate the concentration, 
in mol dm l, of methane in the equilibrium mixture. 

(I mark) 
(b) 	The table below shows the equilibrium concentration of each gas in a different 

equ ilibrium mixwre in the same flask and at temperature T. 

gas 	 CH 4 (g) H20(g) C02(g) H2(g) 

concentration I mol dm- 3 0.10 0.48 0.15 0.25 

(i) 	 Write an expression for the equilibrium constan t, K<:' for this reaction. 
(I mark)

f) (ii) Calcu late a value for K, at temperature Tand give its units. 
(3 marks) 

(c) 	 The mixwre in pan (b ) was placed in a flask of volume greater than 
5.0drn 1 and allowed to reach equilibrium at temperature T. 
State and explain the effect on the amount of hydrogen. 

(3 marks) 

(d) 	 Explain why the amount of hydrogen decreases when the mixture 
in pan (b) reaches equilibrium at a lower temperature. 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2010 



H Oxidation, reduction, and 
•. 	

~ redox reactions 
'1.1 Oxidation and reduction ·... 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define a redox reaction in 

terms ofoxygen or hydrogen 
transfer. 

-+ Define a redox reaction in 
terms of electron transfer. 

-+ Define a half equation. 

Specification reference: 3.1.? 
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Redox reactions 
The word redox is short for reduction-oxidation. Historically, 
oxidation was used for reactions in which oxygen was added. 

ln this reaction copper has been oxidised 10 copper oxide. Oxygen is 
called an oxidising agent. 

Cu(s) + !02(g) -. CuO(s) 

Reduction described a reaction in which oxygen was removed. 

ln this reaction copper oxide has been reduced and hydrogen is the 
reducing agent. 

CuO(s) + H2(g)-. Cu(s) + H20(1) 

As hydrogen was often used to remove oxygen, the addition of 
hydrogen was called reduction. 

In this reaction chlorine has been reduced because hydrogen has been 
added to it. 

Cl2(g) + H2 (g) -. 2HCl(g) 

The reverse, where hydrogen was removed, was called oxidation. 

Gaining and losing electrons - redox reactions 
By describing what happens to the electrons in the above reactions, you 
get a much more general picture. When something is oxidised it loses 
electrons, and when something is reduced it gains electrons. Since 
redox reactions always involve the movement of electrons they 
arc also called electron transfer reactions. You can sec the transfer of 
electrons by separating a redox reaction into two half equa tions that 
show the gain and loss of electrons. 

~ 
Worked example 1: Half equations ~ 

Look again at the reaction between copper and oxygen 10 form 
copper oxide: 

Cu + !02 -. CuO 

Copper oxide is an ionic compound so you can wrice the 
balanced symbol equation using (Cu2• + 0 2-) (instead of CuO) to 
show the ions present in copper oxide: 

Cu +!02 -. (Cu2+ + 0 2-) 

Next look at the copper. 1t has lost two electrons so ic has been 

oxidised. 


Cu - 2e--+ Cu2+ or Cu • Cu2+ + 2e 0 



This is a half equation . It is usual to write half equations with 
plus electrons rather than minus electrons, that is: 

Cu • Cu2+ + 2e- rather than 

Cu - 2e--+ Cu2+ 

Next look at the oxygen. Il has gained two electrons so it has 
been reduced: to2 (g) + 2e--+ 0 2

If you add the two half equations together, you end up wi.th the 
original equation. Notice that the numbers of electrons cancel out. 

Cu-+ Cu2++ ¥
io2(g) + ~- _. o2

Cu(s) + !0 (g}-+ (Cu2+ + 02-)(s) 2

Worked example 2: Half equations 
When copper oxide reacts with magnesium, copper and 
magnesium oxide arc produced: 

~ 
~ 

CuO(s) + Mg(s) MgO(s) + Cu(s) 

Write the equation with copper oxide as (Cu2+ + o2-) and 
magnesium oxide as (Mg2+ + 0 2- ) to show the ions present. 

(Cu2+ + 0 2- ) + Mg Cu + (Mg2+ + 0 2- ) 

Look at the copper. Il has gained two electrons so it has been 
reduced. 

Cu2+ + 2e Cu 

Look at the magnesium. Il has lost electrons so it has been 
oxidised. 

Mg • Mg2+ + 2e

Notice that the 0 2- ion takes no part in the reaction. It is called a 
spectator ion . 

If you add these half equations you get: 

Cu2++Mg • Cu+ Mg2+ 

This is the ionic equation for the redox reaction. 

The definition of oxidation and reduction now used is: 

Oxidation Is Loss of electrons. 
Reduction Is Gain of electrons. 

By this definition, magnesium is oxidised by anything that removes 
electrons from it (not just oxygen) leaving a positive ion. For 
example, chlorine oxidises magnesium: 

Mg(s) + Cl (g) -+ (Mg2+ + 2c1-}(s)2 0 

"-------

Hint 

The phrase OIL RIG makes the 
definition of oxidation and reduction 
easy to remember. 
Oxidation 
Is 
Loss (of electrons) 
Reduction 
Is 
Gain (of electrons) 
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,7.1 Oxidation and '. reduction 
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Look at the magnesium. rt has lost e lectrons and has therefore 
been oxidised. 

Mg -+ Mg2+ + 2e

Look at the chlorine. It has gained e learons and has therefore 
been reduced. 

c1 + 2e- __. 2c 1
2 

And adding the two half equations tOgethcr, the electrons 

cancel out: 


Mg(s) + Cl (g)-+ (Mg2+ + 2Cl- )(s) 
2

You may find that adding arrows to the equation, which show 
the transfer of electrons, helps keep track of them, as shown in 
Figure I. 

( loss of 2 electrons \ 

Mg(s) + lh02(g) - (Mg 2t+ 02- )(s) 

magnesium is oxidised 

(Cu2++ o2- )(s) + H2 (g) - Cu (S) + H20(1) 

\____ gain of 2 electrons --lopper ions are reduced 

A Figure 1 Writing the electrons thot ore trans]erred helps to keep track of them 

ln a chemical reaction, if one species is oxidised (loses elearons), 
another muse be reduced (gains them). 

Oxidising and reducing agents 
Ir follows from the above that: 

• reducing agents give away electrons - they are e lectron donors 

• oxidising agents accept electrons. 

Summary questions 

1 The following questions are about the reaction: 


Ca(s) +Br (g)-+ (Ca2• + 2Br-)(s) 
2

a Which element has gained electrons? 


b Which element has lost electrons? 


c Which element has been oxidised? 


d Which element has been reduced? 


e Write the half equations for these redox reactions. 


f What is the oxidising agent? 


g What is the reducing agent? 




Oxidation states 
Oxidation states are used 10 sec what has been oxidised and what 
has been reduced in a redox reaction. Oxidation states are also called 
oxidation numbers. 

The idea of oxidation states 
Ead1 element in a compound is given an oxidation state. In an ionic 
compound the oxidation state simply tells us how many electrons 
it has lost or ga ined, com pared with the element in its uncombined 
state. In a molecule, the oxidation state tells us about the distribution 
of electrons between e lements of different electronegativity. The more 
electronegative element is given the negative oxidation state. 

• 	 Every eleme111 in its uncombined sta te has an oxidation state 
of zero. 

• 	 A positive number shows that the element has lost electrons and 
has therefore been oxidised. For example, Mg2+ has an oxidation 
state of +2. 

• 	 A negative number shows that the eleme111 has gained electrons 
and has therefore been reduced. For example c1- has an oxidation 
state of -1. 

• 	 The more positive the number, the more the element has been 
oxidised. The more negative the number, the more it has been 
reduced. 

• 	 The numbers always have a +or - sign unless chey are zero. 

Rules for finding oxidation states 
The following rules will allow you to work out oxidation states: 

l 	 Uncombined elements have oxidation state of O. 
2 	 Some elements a lways have the same oxidation state in all their 

compounds. Others usually have the same oxidation state. Table l 
gives the oxidation states of these elements. 

T Table 1 The usual oxidation states of some elements 

Element Oxidation state in compound Example 

hydrogen, H 
+ 1 (except in metal hydrides, e.g., NaH, 
where it is - 1) 

HCI 

Group 1 always+1 NaCl 

Group 2 always+Z CaCl2 

aluminium, Al always+3 AICl1 

oxygen,0 
- 2 (except in peroxides where it is -1, and 
the compound OF2, where it is +2) 

Na20 

fluorine, F Always - 1 NaF 

chlorine, Cl 
-1 (except in compounds with F and 0, 
where it has positive values) 

NaCl 

3 The sum of all chc oxidation states in a compound =0, since all 
compounds arc electrically neutral. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define an oxidation state. 

-+ 	 Describe how oxidation states 
are worked out. 

Specification reference: 3.1.? 

• 




7.2 Oxidation states 

Study tip 
You should know the rules for 

finding oxidation states. 

.A. Figure 1 The two oxides ofcopper 
copper{ll} oxide {left] and copper{!} 
oxide {right} 

• 


4 	 The sum of the oxidation states of a complex ion, such as NH/ or 
2so -, equals the charge on the ion. 4 

5 	 In a compound the most electronegative element always has a 
negative oxidation state. 

Working out oxidation states of elements 
in compounds 
Start with the correct formula. Look for the elements whose oxidation 
states you know from the rules. Then deduce the oxidation states of 
any other element. Some examples are shown below. 

Phosphorus pentachloride, PCL5 
Chlorine has an oxidation state of - I, so the phosphorus must be +5. 
to make the sum of the oxidation states zero. 

Ammonia, NH3 
Hydrogen has an oxidation state of+ I, so rhe nitrogen must be -3, 
to make the sum of the oxidation states zero. Also, nitrogen is more 
electronegative than hydrogen, so hydrogen must have a positive 
oxidation state. 

Nitric acid, HN03 
Each oxygen has an oxidation state of -2, making -6 in total. 

Hydrogen has an oxidation state of+ I. 

So the nitrogen must be +5, to make the sum of rhe oxidation srates zero. 

Notice that nitrogen may have different oxidation stares in different 
compounds. Here that nitrogen has a positive oxidation state because 
it is combined with a more electronegative element, oxygen. 

Hydrogen sulfide, H 2S 
Hydrogen has an oxidation state of+ I, so rhe su lfur must be -2, to 

make the sum of the oxidation states 1ero. 

Sulfate ion, SO/
Each oxygen has an oxidation state of -2, making -8 in total. 

So the sulfur must be +6, to make the sum of the oxidation states 
equal to the charge on the ion. 

Notice that sulfur may have different oxida tion states in different 
compounds. 

Blackcopperoxide, CuO 
Oxygen has an oxidation state of -2, so the copper must be +2, to 
make the sum of the oxidation states 1ero. 

Redcopperoxide, Cu20 
Oxygen has an oxidation state of -2, so each copper must be +I, to 
make the sum of the oxidation states zero. 

Oxidation states are used in Roman numerals to distinguish between 
similar compounds in which the metal has a different oxidation state . 
So, black copper oxide is copper( ll ) oxide and red copper oxide is 
copper(T) oxide. These compounds arc shown in Figure l. 



Superoxide - an unusual oxidation state 

-	 l_____. 
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The idea of oxidation states (sometimes called oxidation numbers) is 
essentially 'book keeping' of electrons and can lead to some unusual outcomes. 

In the superoxide ion, each oxygen atom has an oxidation number of - ~. 

When potassium is heated in oxygen, a certain amount of an orange-yellow 
compound is formed with the formula K02 as well as other oxides K2 and02 
K20. K02 is called potassium superoxide. Its yellow colour is unusual for a 
compound of an alkali metal and is due to the 02 - ion. 

Following the rules for working out oxidation numbers, K is +I so each 

oxygen atom must be - ~. In the superoxide ion, there is a single covalent 

bond between the oxygen atoms and the negative charge resulting from the 
electron gained from the potassium ion is shared between the two oxygens 
so they do not have full outer shells. 

'~0=0 =1-Lxx •• j 
Potassium superoxide has been used in spacecraft to remove carbon 
dioxide (exhaled by the astronauts) and replace it with oxygen: 

4K02 + 2C02 • 2K2C03 + 302 

1 	 Calculate the mass of C02 that can be absorbed and the mass of 02 

released by 284 g of K02• 


2 	 Both sodium superoxide and rubidium superoxide undergo similar 

reactions. Suggest and explain which would be best for use in a 

spacecraft. 


Summary questions 

1 	 Work out the oxidation states of each element in the fol lowing compounds: 

a PbCl2 

b ((14 

c NaN03 

2 In the reaction: CuO + Mg_, Cu+ MgO, what are the oxidation states of 

oxygen before and after the reaction? 

3 In the reaction: 2Cu + 02 -+ 2Cu0, what are the oxidation states of 
oxygen before and after the reaction? 

4 In the reaction: FeCl2 + ~ Cl2 -+ FeCl3, 

what are the oxidation states of iron before and after the reaction? 

5 Give the oxidation state of the following: 
3a 	 PinP0 4
 

b Nin No3

c 	 Nin NH/ 



Learning objectives: 
' Explain how half equations 

are used to balance an 
equation. 

' Deduce half equations from a 
redox equation. 

Specification reference: 3.1.? 

Hint 

Another way of working is to 
remember that when an element is 

reduced it gains electrons and its 
oxidation state is reduced. 

Forexample,in: M3' - • M2• 

the number of plusses has been 
reduced so Mhas been reduced. 

It follows that for: M2• -+ M3+ 

the number of plusses has been 
increased so Mhas been oxidised. 
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Using oxidation states in redox equations 
You saw in Topic 7.1 that you can work out which clement has 
been oxidised and which has been reduced in a rcdox reaction by 
considering electron transfer. 

Remember that Oxidation is loss of electrons (OIL) and reduction is 
gain of electrons (RIG). 

You can also use oxidation states to help you to understand redox 
reactions. 

When an element is reduced, it gains electrons and its oxidation sta te 
goes down. In the reaction below, iron is reduced because its oxidation 
state has gone down from +3 to +2, whilst iodide is ox idised : 

+3 -1 +2 0 

Fe3+ + l- -+ Fe2+ + 11 
2 2 

Even in complicated reactions, you can sec which clement has been 
oxidised and which has been reduced when you put in the oxidation 
sta tes: 

+5-2 +1+4-2 0 +6-2 +I +1 - 2 

2103- + 5HS03--+ 12 + 5So/- + 3W + HzO 

Iodine in ro3- is reduced (+5 to 0) and sulfur in HSQ3- is oxidised 
(+4 to +6). The oxidation states of all the other atoms have not changed. 

Balancing redox reactions 
You can use the idea of oxidation states to help balance equations for 
redox reactions. 

For an equation to be balanced: 

• 	 che numbers of atoms of each e lement on each side of che equation 
must be the same 

• 	 the Lota! charge on each side of the eq uation must be the same. 

Example 1: the thermite reaction 
This is a strongly exothermic reaction in which a luminium reacts with 
iron(III) oxide to produce molten iron. It was used to weld railway lines. 

The unbalanced equation is: 

Fez03(S) + Al(s)-+ Fe(I) + Al203(S) 

Write the oxidation states above each elemcnc: 

+3 - 2 0 0 +3-2 

Fe20 (s) + Al(s) • Fe(!) + Al20 3(s)
3

If you look at the equation you can see that thac only the iron and 
aluminium have changed their oxidation state. The oxygen is unchanged. 

Each iron at0m has been reduced by gaining three electrons so you 
can write the half equation: 

Fe3+ + 3e- -+ Fe 



-
 l_____. 


Each aluminium atom has been oxidised by losing three electrons: 

Al-+ Af 3+ + 3e

In the reaction. the number of electrons gained must equal the number 
of electrons lost. This means that there must be the same number of 
aluminium atoms as iron at0ms. (The oxygen is a spectator ion.) You 
started with two iron atoms. so you must also have two aluminium 
atoms. The balanced equation is therefore: 

Fe203(S) + 2Al(s) 2Fe(I) + A1203(S) 

Example 2: aqueous solutions 
Sometimes in aqueous solutions. species take part in redox reactions but 
are neither oxidised nor reduced. You must balance them separately. 
These include water molecules, H+ ions (in acid solution), and OW 
ions(in alkaline solution). Oxidation states only help us to balance the 
species that are oxidised or reduced. 

Suppose you wam to balance the following equation, where dark purple 
manganate(Vll) ions react in acid solution with Fe2+ ions to produce pale .A Figure 1 A demonstration ofthe 
pink Mn2+ ions and Fc3+ ions. thermite reaction 

The unbalanced equa tion is: 

MnO + Fe2+ + H+ Mn2+ + Fe3+ + H 0 4 2 

1 Write the oxidation stace above each element. 

+7 -2 +2 +I +2 +3 +I -2 


Mn0 - + fe2+ + tt+ -+ Mn2+ + Fe3+ + H 0

4	 2

2 	 Identify the species that has been oxidised and che species that has 
been reduced. 
+7 +2 
Mn0 --+ Mn2+ Manganese has been reduced from +7 to +2 

4
therefore five electrons must be gained. 

Mno1- + se- • Mn2+ (this equation is not chemically balanced) 

+2 +3 

Fc2+ - • fe 3+ Fe has been oxidised from +2 to +3 so one electron 

must be lost. 


Fe2+ -+ Fe3+ + e-


In order to ba lance lhe number of electrons that are transferred. 

this step must be multiplied by 5: 


5Fe2+ • 5Fe3+ + se-

So, you know char chere are 5Fe2+ ions co every Mn04- ion. 

3 	 Include this information in the unbalanced equation. to balance 
the rcdox process. 

Mno4- + 5Fe2+ + H + -+ Mn2+ + 5Fe3+ + H20 

(this equation is still not chemically balanced) 

4 	 Balance the remaining atoms, chose that are neither oxidised 
nor reduced. ln order to 'use up' the four oxygen atoms on the 
left-band side, you need 4H20 on the right-hand side, which will 
in turn require 8H+ on the left-hand side. 

Mno4- + 5Fe2+ + BH+ • Mnh + 5Fe3+ + 4H20 

Notice that this equation is balanced for both atoms and charge. 

• 




7.3 Redox equations 

Disproportionation 

In some chemical reactions, atoms of the same element 
can be both oxidised and reduced. For example, hydrogen 
peroxide decomposes to oxygen and water. 

-1 - 2 0 
2H2 2H20 + 0202 

Check that you can work out the oxidation state of each 
oxygen (shown in red) using the rules in Topic 7.2. 

Two of the oxygen atoms in the hydrogen peroxide 
have increased their oxidation state and two have 
reduced it. 

• 


1 	 Suggest why hairdressers, who use hydrogen 
peroxide as a bleach, store it in the fridge and in 
bott les with a small hole in the cap. 

2 	 Here is another disproportionation reaction. 
Cu 20 -+ Cu +CuO 
Work out the oxidation states of each atom 
using the rules in Topic 7.2. Which element 
disproportionates? 

(z+ pueoon +) nJ 2 
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Half equations from the balanced equation 
Example 1 
The reaction between copper and cold dilute n itric acid produces the gas 
ni trogen monoxide. The balanced symbol equation is shown: 

3Cu + 8H+ + 2N0 - -+ 3Cu2• + 2NO + 4H203 

To work out the half equations, you first need to know which 
elements have been oxidised and which have been reduced. 

1 	 Put in the munbers and look for a ch ange in the oxidation states: 
0 + l +5 - 2 +2 +2 - 2 + I - 2 

3Cu + 8H+ + 2N03- - • 3Cu2• + 2NO + II20 

Copper has been oxidised and nitrogen has been reduced. 

2 Now work out the half equations. 

Each of the three copper atoms loses two electrons, a total of 
six electrons: 

3Cu - • 3Cu2• + 6e

The two nitrogen atoms N03- have each gained three electrons so 
the half equation must be based on: 

2N0 + 6e- 2NO3

This half equation is not balanced for atoms or charge. There are six 
oxygen atoms on the left-hand side and only two on the right-hand 
side. The total charge on the left is - 8 whereas rhe right-hand side has 
no charge. Look at the original equation. You need to include the eight 
W ions on the left-hand side of our half equation (to use up the extra 
four oxygen atoms that are unaccounted for) and also the four H20 on 
the right-hand side. This also accounts for the charge. so the complete 
half equation is: 

2No3- + 8W + 6e- 2NO + 4H20 

This equation is balanced in both atoms and charge. 

Example2 
The reaction between copper and hot concentrated nitric acid produces 
the gas nitrogen dioxide . 



Oxidation, reduction, and redox reactions 

1 The balanced symbol equation is shown with the oxidation states 
included: 

0 + I +5 - 2 +2 +l-2 +4-.2 

Cu + 4H+ + 2N03 • Cu2• + 2H20 + 2N02 

Copper has been oxidised and nitrogen has been reduced. 

2 Now work out the half equations. 
Copper has lost two electrons so the half equation is: 

Cu --. Cu2++ 2e

Nitrogen in N03- has gained an electron so the half equation must 
be based on: 

2N0 - + 2e- --. 2N0
3 2 

This is not balanced for charge or atoms. There are an extra two 
oxygens on the left-hand side and a total charge of -4 whereas the 
right-hand side is neutral. You need to add the four tt• ions to the 
left-hand side to use up the extra oxygen. These will also balance the 
charge. You then need to add two H20 to the right-hand side. 

The half equation is: 

2N0 - + 4H+ + 2e- --. 2H 0 + 2N0
3 2 2 

Note that if you add the hair equations rogether, the electrons cancel 
out and you get back to the original balanced equation. 

Summary questions 

1 The following questions are about the equation: 

Fe2• + .!.c1 --. Fe3• + c12 2 

a Write the oxidation states for each element. 

b Which element has been oxidised? Explain your answer. 

c Which element has been reduced? Explain your answer. 

d Write the half equations for the reaction. 

2 a Use oxidation states to balance the following equations: 

Cl + NaOH • NaCI0 + NaCl + H202 3 


ii Sn+ HN03 -+ Sn02 + N02 + H20 


b Write the half equations for I and ii. 


• 




guestions 


1 (a) 	 Jn 1erms of electron transfer. what does the reducing agcm do in a redox reac1ion? 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 Whar is rhe oxidation state of an atom in an uncombined elemenr? 
(1 mark) 

(c) 	 Deduce rhe oxidation state of nitrogen in each of 1he following compounds. 
(i) 	 NCl3 
(ii) 	 Mg

1
N

2 
(iii) 	NH20H 

(3 marks) 

(d) 	Lcad(1v) oxide, Pb02, reacts wi1h concentrated hydrochloric acid to produce chlorine, 
lcad(11) ions, Pb2 +, and water. 
(i) 	 Write a half-equation for the rormation of Pb2+ and water from Pb02 in the 

presence of H+ ions. 
(ii) 	 Write a half-equaLion for the formation of chlorine from chloride ions. 
(iii) 	 Hence deduce an equation for th e reaction which occu rs when concentrated 

hydrochloric acid is added to lead (1v) oxide, Pb02 
(3 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

2 	 Chlorine and bromine are both oxidising agents. 
(a) 	 Define an oxidising agent in terms of electrons. 

(J mark) 

(b) Jn aqueous solution, bromine oxidises sulfur dioxide, S02, to sulfate ions, so/
(i) 	 Deduce the oxidation state of sulfur in S02 and in SO/ 
(ii) 	 Deduce a half-equation for the reduction of bromine in aqueous solution. 
(iii) 	Deduce a half-equation £or the oxidation of S02 in aqueous solution forming 

2SO 	 - and H+ ions.4 
(iv) Use these two half-equations to construct an overall equation for the reaction 

between aqueous bromine and sulfur dioxide. 
(5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

3 	 (a) By referring to electrons, explain the meaning of the term oxidising agent. 
(J mark) 

(b) For the element X in the ionic compound MX, explain 1he meaning of 1he term 
oxidation state. 

(l mark) 
(c) 	 Complete the table below by deducing 1he ox ida1ion s1ate of each of the seated 

clements in the given ion or compound. 

Oxidation state 

carbon in C03 
2-

phosphorus in PCl
4

+ 

nitrogen in Mg3N2 

(3 marks) 
(d) 	 In acidified aqueous solution, nitrate ions, N03- react with copper metal forming 

nitrogen monoxide, NO, and copper(n) ions. 
(i) 	 Write a half-equation for the oxidation of copper to copper(u) ions. 
(ii) 	 Write a half-equation for the reduction, in an acidified solurion, of nitrate ions to 

nirrogen monoxide. 
(iii) Write an overall equation for this reaction. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

4 (a) 	 Nitrogen monoxide, NO, is formed when silver metal reduces nitrate ions, N03

in acid solution. Deduce the oxidation state of nitrogen in NO and in N03- . 

(b) 	 Write a half-equation for the reduction or N03 ions in acid solution to form nitrogen 
monoxide and water. 

• 
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(c) 	 Write a hair-equation for the oxidation of silver metal to Ag+(aq) ions. 
(d) 	 Hence, deduce an overall equation for the reaction between silver metal and nitrate 

ions in acid solution. 
(5 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

Iodine reacts with concentrated nitric acid to produce nitrogen dioxide, N02• 

(a) 	 (i) Give the oxidation state of iodine in each of the following. 

I2 . HI03 	
(2 marks) 

(ii} 	 Complete the balancing of the following equation. 

1	 + l OHN0 _. II10 + N0 + H 0 (1 mark)
2 3 3 2 2

(b) 	 In industry, iodine is produced from the Nal03 that remains after sodium nitrate has 
been crystallised from the mineral Chile saltpetre. 
The final stage involves the reaction between NaI03 and Na! in acidic solution. 
HaH-cquations for the rcdox processes are given below. 

ro)- + se- + 6H+ _. 3H 0 + ~2 12 
r- --. ~12 + c-

use these half-equations to deduce an overall ionic equation for the production of 
iodine by this process. Identify the oxidising agent. 

Overall ionic equation 

The oxidising agent 	 (2 marks) 

(c) 	 When concentrated sulfuric acid is added ro potassium iodide, solid sutrur 
and a black solid are rormed. 
(i} Idemify the black solid. (I mark) 

(ii) 	 Deduce the half-equation for the formation of sulfur from concentrated 
sulfuric acid. 

(I mark) 

(d) 	When iodide ions react with concentrated sulfuric acid in a different redox reaction, 
the oxidation state of sulfur changes from +6 to - 2. The reduction product of this 
reaction is a poisonous gas that has an unpleasant smell. 
Identify this gas. (I mark) 

(e) 	 A yellow precipitate is formed when silver nitrate solution, acidified with dilu te nitric 
acid, is added 10 an aqueous solution containing iodide ions. 
(i) Write the simplest ionic equation [or the formation of the yellow precipitate. 

(J mark) 

(ii) Sta te what is observed when concentrated ammonia solution is added LO this 
precipitate. 

(1 mark) 

(iii) 	State why the silver nitrate is acidified when testing for iodide ions. 
(I mark) 

(f) Consider the following reaction in which iodide ions behave as reducing agents. 

(i) 	 In terms of electrons, state the meaning of the term reducing agent. 
(I mark) 

(ii) Write a half-equation for the conversion of chlorine into chloride ions. 
(I mark) 

(iii) Explain why iodide ions react differently from chloride ions. 
(3 marks) 

AQA, 2012 



er.actice questions 


1 When heated. iron(III) nitrate (Mr = 241.8) is converted into iron(ITI) oxide, nitrogen 
dioxide, and oxygen. 

+ + 

A 2.16 g sample of iron(TTI) nirrare was completely convened into the produds shown. 

(a) 	 (i) Calculate the amount, in moles, of iron(TTI) nitrate in the 2.16 g sample. 

Give your answer to an appropriate number of significant figures. 


(1 mark) 

(ii) Calculate the amount in moles, of oxygen gas produced in chis reaction. 
(1 mark) 

(iii) Calculate the volume, in m1, of nitrogen dioxide gas at 293 °C and 
lOOkPa produced from 2.16 g of iron(TTI) nitrate. 


The gas constant is R = 8.3 l J K-1 moJ-1• 


(H you have been unable to obtain an answer LO Question 2 (a) (i), you 
may assume Lhe number of moles of iron(TTJ) nitrate is 0.00642. This is 
not the correct answer.) 

(4 marks) 

(b) 	 Suggest a name for this type of reaction that iron(lll) nitrate undergoes. 
(1 mark) 

(c) 	 Suggest why the iron(Ill) oxide obtained is pure. 

Assume a complete reaction. 
(1 mark) 

AQA. 2014 

2 	 Antimony is a solid element that is used in industry. The method used for the 
extraction of antimony depends on the grade of the ore. 
(a) 	 Antimony can be extracted by reacting scrap iron with low-grade ores that contain 

antimony sulfide, Sb2S,. 

(i) 	 Write an equation for the reaction of iron with antimony sulfide to form 
antimony and iron(TI) sulfide. 

(I mark) 

(ii) 	 Write a half-equation to show what happens to the iron atoms in 
this reaction. 

(1 mark) 

(b) 	 In the rirst stage of the extraction of an timony from a high-grade ore, a ntimony 
sulr1de is roasted in air to convert it into an timony(llf) oxide (Sb20 3) and sul fur 
dioxide. 

(i) 	 Write an equa tion for this readion. 
(1 mark) 

(ii) 	 TdentHy one substance that is manul'actured directly from the su lfur 
dioxide formed in this reacrion. 

(I mark) 

(c) 	 In the second stage of the extraction of antimony from a high-grade ore, 

antimony(lll) oxide is reacted with carbon monoxide at high temperature. 

(i) 	 Use the standard enthalpies of formation in Table 1 and the equation 

given below Table 1 to calculate a value [or the standard enthalpy change 
for this reaction. 

• 
+ 3CO(g) 2Sb(I) + 

(3 marks) 



Section 1 Physical chemistry 

• 


(ii) 	 Suggest why the value for the standard enthalpy of Cormation of liquid 
antimony, given in Table I , is not zero. 

(I mark) 

(iii) 	State the type of reaction that antimony(lll) oxide has undergone in 
this reaction. 

(I mark) 

(d) 	 Deduce one reason why the method of extraction of antimony from 

a low-grade ore, described in pan 3 (a), is a low-cost process. Do not 

include the cost of the ore. 


(I mark) 
AQA, 2014 

3 	 (a) Complete the following table. 

~@G!6%.N,filliill~ 
~ - 

(2 mark) 
(b) 	 An a tom has twice as many protons and twice as many neutrons as an 

atom of 19F 
Deduce the symbol, including the mass number, of this atom. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 The AJl+ ion and che Na'" ion have the same electron arrangement. 
(i) 	 Give the electron arrangement of these ions. 
(ii) 	 Explain why more energy is needed to remove an electron from the 

AJ 3+ ion than from the Na• ion. (3 marks) 
AQA, 2007 

4 	 Molecules of N1!3, H 0, and HF contain covalem bonds. The bonds in these2
molecules are polar. 
(a) 	 (i) Explain why the H-F bond is polar. 

(ii) State which of the molecules NH3, H 0, or HF contains the least polar bond.2
(iii) Explain why the bond in your chosen molecule from part (b)(ii) is less 

polar than the bonds found in 1he other two molecules. (4 marks) 
(iv) Explain why TT20 has a bond angle of 104.5°. 	 (2 marks) 

(b) 	The boiling points of NHy H20, and HF are all high for molecules of their size. 
This is due to 1he type of imermolecular force present. in each case. 
(i) 	 Identify the 1ype of intermolecular force responsible. 
(ii) Draw a d iagram LO show how two molecules of ammonia are a11racted 

10 each ot her by 1his 1ype of intermolecular force. Include partia l charges 
and all lone pa irs o f electrons in your diagram. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 When an rr+ ion reacts w ith an NH3 molecule, an NH4+ io n is formed. 
(i) 	 Give the name of the type of bond formed wh en an tt• ion reacts with 

an Nll molecule.3 
(ii) 	 Draw the shape, including any lone pairs of electrons, of an NI13 molecule 

and of an NH +ion.4 
(iii) 	 Name the shape produced by the arrangement of atoms in the 


NTT molecu le. 
3 
(iv) Give the bond angle in the NH/ ion. (7 marks) 

AQA, 2007 
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Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following 
ideas: 

• 	 Finding the concentration of a 
solution by titration. 

• 	 Finding the yield of a reaction. 

• 	 Finding llH of reactions using 
calorimetry and Hess' Law. 

• 	 Investigating the effect of temperature, 
concentration and a catalyst on the 
rate of reactions. 

• 	 Finding out Kcof a reaction. 

Section 1 Physical chemistry 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following 
maths skills: 

• 	 Using standard form in calculations. 

• 	 Carrying out calculations with 
the Avogradro constant. 

• 	 Carrying out calculations using Hess' Law. 

• 	 Using appropriate significant figures. 

• 	 Calcu lating weighted means. 

• 	 Interpreting mass spectra. 

• 	 Working out the shape of molecules 
using ideas about electron pair repulsion. 

Extension 
Produce a t imeline detailing how our understanding of atoms, 
atomic structure and chemical bonding has developed. 

Suggested resources: 

• 	 Atkins, P. (2014), Physical Chemistry: A very short Introduction. 
Oxford University Press, UK. ISBN: 978-0-19-968909-5. 

• 	 Dunmar, 0., Sluckin, T., (2014], Soap, Science and Flat-Screen TVs. 
Oxford University Press, UK. ISBN: 978-0-19-870083-8. 

• 	 Scerri, E. (2013), The Tale of? Elements. Oxford University Press, UK. 
ISBN: 978-0-19-539131-2 

----• 




Chapters in this 
section 
8 	 Periodicity 

9 	 Group 2, the alkaline 

earth metals 

10 Group 7(17), the 

halogens 

The Periodic Table of elements contains all the elements so far 
discovered. This unit examines how the properties of the elements are 
related to their electronic structures and how this determines their 
position in the Periodic Table. 

Pe riodicity gives an overview of the Period ic Table and classiHes 
blocks of elements in terms ol s-, p-. d-, and f-orbirals. It then 
concentrates on the properties of the e lements in Period 3. 

Group 2, the alkaline earth metals uses 1he ideas of electron 
arrangements ro understand the bonding in compounds of these 
elemenrs and the reactions and trends in reactivity in the group. 

Group 7(17) the halogens deals with these reactive non-metal 
elements, explaining the trends in their reactivity in terms of 
electronic structure. It includes the reactions of the elements and their 
compounds using the ideas of redox reactions and oxidation stares, 
and also the uses of chlorine and some of its compounds. 

The conceprs of the applications ol science are found rhroughom rhe 
chaprers, where they will provide you with an opponunity co apply 
your knowledge in a fresh context. 



, 
What you already know 

The material in this section builds upon knowledge and understanding that you will 

have developed at GCSE, in particular the following: 


0 There are over l 00 elements all made up of atoms. 


0 Each clcmcrH has its own symbol and is part of the Periodic Table of clements. 


0 Groups in the Periodic Table are vertical and periods horizontal. 


0 Metals arc 011 the left hand side of the Period ic Table and non-metals arc on 

the right. 

0 	 There a re trends in the properties of elements both going down a group and 
across a period. 



Learning objectives: 
' 	 State the location of the s-, 

p-, and d-blocks of elements 
in the Periodic Table. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1 

The Periodic Table is a list of all the elements in order of increasing atomic 
number. You can predict the properties of an elemenc from its position in 
the table. You can use it to explain the similarities of certain elements and 
the trends in their properties, in terms of their electronic arrangements. 

The structure of the Periodic Table 
The Periodic Table has been written in many forms including pyramids 
and spirals. The one shown below (and at the end of the book) is one 
common layout. Some areas of the Periodic Table are given names. 
These are shown in Figure l. 
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.A Figure 1 Named areas ofthe Periodic Tobie 

Metals and non-metals 
The red stepped line in Figure 1 (the 'staircase line') divides metals 
(on its left) from non-metals (on its right). Elements that touch this 
line, such as silicon, have a combination of metall ic and non-metallic 
properties. Th ey are called meta lloids or semi-metals. Silicon, for 
example, is a non -metal but it looks quite shiny and conducts 
e lectricity, a lth ough not as well as a metal. 

History of the Periodic Table 

The development of the Periodic Table 
is one of the greatest achievements in 
chemistry. Credit for the final version 
goes firmly to a Russian, Dmitri 
Mendeleev, in 1869. He realised that 
there were undiscovered elements. 
He left spaces for some unknown 
elements, and arranged the known 
elements so that similar elements lined up in columns. 
Since then, new elements have been discovered that 
fit into the gaps he left. Mendeleev even accurately 

• 


predicted the properties of the missing elements, 
confirming the success of his Periodic Table. 

Many other scientists contributed to the Periodic Table. 

Research on the internet the parts played by Jons 

Jacob Berzelius, Robert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchoff, 

Alexandre Beguyer de Chancourtois, Marie Curie, 

Sir Humphry Davy, Julius Lothar Meyer, Henry 

Moseley, John Newlands, Sir William Ramsay, and 

Glenn TSeaborg. 




(1) (2) 

'"""TOatomic symbol 
name H 

atomic (proton) number hydrogen 

- 1 (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 

4.0 
He 

helium 
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5 6 7 8 9 10 
23.0 
Na 

sodium 
11 

24.3 
Mg 

magnes1um 

12 

27.0 
Al 

aluminium 

13 

28. l 
Si 

sili<::on 

14 

31.0 
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phosphorus 

15 
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sutfur 
16 
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Cl 

chlorine 
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strontium 
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yttrium 
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Zircon.um 
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Mo 
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tectlnellum 
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Ru 

ruthenium 
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Rh 

rh001um 

45 
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Pa 

paUadlum 

46 

107.9 
Ag 
~""''47 
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Cd 

cadmiurn 

48 
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In 

indium 

49 
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Sn 
tin 

50 
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Sb 

antimony 
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Te 

tellurium 
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iocline 
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elements with atomic numbers 112- 116 have 
been reported but a re not fully authenticated 

A common form of the Periodic Table 
A version of the Periodic Table is shown in Figure 2. The lanthanides 
and actinides are omitted and two alternative numbering schemes for 
groups are shown. 

1 2 	 3 4 5 6 7 0key 
(18) 

relative atomic mass ...--- 

~ ~ 

*the lanthanides (atomic numbers 58-71) and the actinides (atomic numbers 90-103) have been omitted 

.A. Figure 2 The full form ofthe Periodic Table 

The s-, p-, d-, and f-blocks of the Periodic Table 
Figure 3 shows the elements described in terms of their electronic 
arrangement. 

Areas of the table are labelled s-block, p-block, ct-block, and f-block. 

• 	 All the elements that have their highest energy electrons in s-orbitals 
are in the s-block, for example, sodium, Na (ls2 2s2 2p6 3s 1). 

• 	 All the elements that have their highest energy electrons in 
p-orbitals are called p-block, for example, carbon, C (l s2 2s2 2p2). 

• 	 All the elements that have their highest energy electrons in 
d-orbitals are called d-block, for example, iron, Fe (ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 
3p6 4s2 3d6) and so on. 

Strictly speaking the transition metals and the d-block elements are not 
exactly the same. Scandium and zinc are not transition metals because 
they do not form any compounds in which they have partly filled 
d-orbitals, which is the characteristic of transition metals. 

The origin of the terms s, p, d, and f is historical. When elements are 
heated they give out light energy at certain wavelengths, as excited 
electrons fall back from one energy level to a lower one. This causes 

s-block D D 

p-block
d-block 

I-block 

.A. Figure 3 The s- ,p· ,d·, and f-block 
areas ofthe Periodic Table 

Synoptic link 

You will learn more about the 
transit ion metals in Chapter 23, 
The transition metals. 

• 




8.1 The Periodic Table 

Summary questions 

1 From the elements, Br, Cl, Fe, 
K, Cs, and Sb, pick out: 

a two elements 

in the same period 

ii in the same group 

Ill that are non-metals 

b one element 

that is in the d-block 

ii that is in the s-block. 

2 From the elements Tl, Ge, Xe, 
Sr, and W, pick out: 

a a noble gas 

b the element described by 
Group 4, Period 4 

c ans-block element 

d a p-block element 

e a d-block element. 
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lines to appear in the spectrum of light they give out. The letters s, p, 
d, and f stand for words that were used first to describe the lines - s for 
sharp, p for principal, d for diffuse, and f for fine. 

Groups 
A group is a vertical column of elements. The clements in the 
same group form a chemical 'family' - they have similar properties. 
Elements in the same group have the same number of electrons in 
the outer main level. The groups were traditionally numbered I-VII 
in Roman numerals plus zero for the noble gases, missing out the 
transition elements. It is now common LO number them in ordinary 
numbers as 1-7 and O (or 1-8) and sometimes as 1-18 including the 
transition metals. 

Reactivity 
In the s-block, elements (metals) get more reactive going down a 
group . To the right (non-metals), elements tend 10 get more reactive 
going up a group. 

Transition elements are a block of rather unreactive metals. This is 
where most of the useful metals are found. 

Lanthanides are metals which are not often encountered. They all 
tend to form +3 ions in their compounds and have broadly similar 
reactivity. 

Actinides are radioactive metals. Only thorium and uranium occur 
naturally in the Earth's crust in anything more than trace quantities. 

Periods 
Horizontal rows of elements in the Periodic Table are called periods. 
The periods are numbered starting from Period I, which contains 
only hydrogen and helium. Period 2 coma ins the elements lithium to 

neon, and so on. There are trends in physical properties and chemical 
behaviour as you go across a period, see Topic 8.2. 

Placing hydrogen and helium 
The positions of hydrogen and helium vary in different versions of 
the table . Helium is usually placed above th e noble gases (Group 0) 
because of its properties. But. it is not a p-block element- its electronic 
arrangement is ls2 . 

Hydrogen is sometimes placed above Group I but is often placed on 
its own. It usually forms singly charged + I (W) ions like the Group 1 
elements but otherwise is not similar to chem since chey are all 
reactive metals and hydrogen is a gas. II is sometimes placed above the 
halogens because it can form H- ions and also bond covalently. 



--

The Periodic Table reveals pacrerns in the propenies of elements. For 
example, every time you go across a period you go from metals on the 
left to non-metals on the right. This is an example of periodicity. The 
word periodic means recurring regularly. 

Periodicity and properties of elements in Period 3 
Periodicity is explained by the electron arrangements of the elemems. 

• 	 The elements in Groups 1, 2, and 3 (sodium, magnesium, and 
aluminium) are meta ls. They have giant structures. They Jose their 
outer electrons to form ionic compounds. 

• 	 Silicon in Group 4 has four electrons in its outer shell with which 
it forms four cova len t bonds. The element has some mctallic 
properties and is classed as a semi-metal. 

• 	 The elements in Groups 5, 6, and 7 (phosphorus, sulfur, and chlorine) 
are non-meta ls. They either accept electrons to form ionic compounds, 
or share their outer electrons to fom1 covalent compounds. 

• 	 Argon in Group 0 is a noble gas- it has a full outer shell and is 
unreacLivc. 

Table l shows some trends across Period 3. Similar trends are found in 
other periods. 

1 2 	 345670 -D 
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pS1 S Cl Ar 
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Na Mg Al3 
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.A Figure 1 The Periodic Table with Period 3 highlighted 

T Table 1 Some trends across Period 3 

Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe the trends in melting 

and boiling temperatures of 

the elements in Period 3. 

' 	 Explain these trends in terms 

ofbonding and structure. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1 

Study tip 

• 	 Remember that when a 

molecular substance melts, 

the covalent bonds remain 

intact but the van der Waals 

forces break . 

• 	 Learn the formulae P4, 58, Cl2. 

1 2 3 .. magnesium aluminium 

4 

sil icon 

5 

phosphorus 

6 7 0 

sulfur chlorine argon 

Group 

Element 

Electron 

arrangement 
[Ne]3s1 [Ne]3s2 [Ne] 3s2 3p1 [Ne] 3s2 3p2 [Ne] 3s2 3p3 [Ne] 3s2 3p4 [Ne]3s2 3p5 [Ne)3s2 3p6 

Structure of 

element 

Melting point, 

T I K m 

Boiling point, 

Tb I K 

371 

s-block 

metals 

giant metallic 

922 

1380 

semi-metal 

macromolecular 

{giant covalent) 

933 1683 

2740 2628 

p-block 

non-metals noble gas 

molecular atomic 

P4 s.a Cl Ar 

317 392 
172 84 

(white) (monoclinic) 

553 
718 238 87 

(white) 

• 



8.2 Trends in the properties of elements of Period 3 

Hint 

The melting temperature of a 
substance is also the freezing 
temperature. 

To revisie metallic bonding, look 
back at Topic 3.3, Metallic bonding. 

I 

Summary questions 

1 	 Whereabouts in a period do 
you find the following? Choose 
from left, right, middle. 

a 	 Elements that lose 
electrons when forming 
compounds 

b 	 Elements that accept 
electrons when forming 
compounds 

2 	 In what group do you find an 
element that exists as the 
following? 

a separate atoms 

b a macromolecule 

3 A and B are both elements. 
Both conduct electricity-
A well, 8 slightly. A melts at 
a low temperature, Bat a 
much higher temperature. 
Suggest the identity of A and B 
and explain how their bonding 
and structure account for 
their properties. 

• 


Trends in melting and boiling points 
The trends in melting and boiling poims arc shown in Figure 2. 

There is a clear break in the middle or the figure between elements 
with high melting points (on the left. with sodium. Na, in Group I as 
the exception) and those with low melting points (on the right). These 
trends are due to their structures. 

• 	 Giant scruccures (found on the left) tend 10 have high melting 
points and boiling points. 

• 	 Molecular or atomic structures (round on the righ t) tend to have 
low melting points and boiling points. 

The melting points and boiling points of the metals increase from 
sodium to aluminium because of the strength of metallic bonding. 
As you go from left to right the charge on th e ion increases so more 
electrons join the delocalised electron 'sea' that holds the giant 
metallic la ttice together. 

The melting points of the non-metals with molecu lar structures 
depend on the sizes of the van der Waals forces between the 
molecules. This in tum depends on the number or electrons in the 
molecule and how closely the molecules ca n pack rogether. As a 
result the melting points of these non-metals are ordered: S8 > P4 > 
Cl2 . Silicon with its giant structure has a much higher melting point. 
Boiling points follow a similar pattern. 
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.&. Figure 2 Melting and boiling points ofelements in Period 3 
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Some key properties of atoms, such as size and ionisation energy, are 
periodic, that is, Lhere are similar trends as you go across each period 
in the Periodic Table. 

Atomic radii 
These Lei! us aboul the sizes of aroms. You cannot measure the 
radius of an isolated a tom because there is no clear point at which 
the e lectron cloud density arou nd it drops to zero. Instead half the 

distance between Lhe centres of a pair of atoms is used, sec Figure 1. 


The atomic radius of an clement can differ as it is a general term. 

It depends on the Lypc of bond that il is forming - covalent, ionic, 

metallic, van der Waa ls, and so on. The covalent radius is most 

common ly used as a measure of Lhc size of the atom. Figure 2 shows a 

ploL of covalcnL radius aga insl atomic number. 


(Even metals can form cova lent molecules such as Na2 in the gas 
phase. Since noble gases do nm bond covalently with one another, 
they do nol have covalent radii and so they are often left out of 
comparisons of aLomic sizes.) 

The graph shows that: 

• 	 atomic radius is a periodic property because it decreases across each 
period and there is a jump when starting the next period 

• 	 atoms get larger down an y group. 

Why the radii of atoms decrease across a period 
You can explain this trend by looking at the electronic structures of 
the elements in a period, for example. sodium to chlorine in. Period 3, 
as shown in Figure 3. 

As you move from sodium to chlorine you are adding protons to 
the nucleus and electrons to the outer main level, the third shell. 
The charge on the nucleus increases from+ 11 to+17. This increased 
charge pulls the e lectrons in closer to the nucleus. There are no 
additional electron shells to provide more shielding. So the size of the 
atom decreases as you go across the period. 

patom Na Mg Al SI s Cl 

size of 

atom 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2,8,1 2,8,2 2.8,3 2,8,4 2,8,5 2,8,6 2,8,7 
atomic 
(covalent) 0.156 0.136 0.125 0.117 0.110 0. 104 0.099 
radius/ nm 

nuclear 
11+ 12+ 13+ 14+ 15+ 16+ 17+charge 

.A. Figure 3 The sizes and elecrronic structures ofthe elements sodium to chlorine 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the trends in atomic 

radius and first ionisation 

energy ofthe elements in 

Period 3. 

-+ 	 Explain these trends. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1 
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.A. Figure 1 Atomic radii ore taken to be 
half the distance between the centres of 
o pair af atoms 
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rad ius/nm 
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.A. Figure 2 The periodicity of covalent 
radii. The noble gases are not included 
because they da notform covalent 
bonds with one another 

Study tip 
It is a common mistake to think 

that atoms increase in size as you 

cross a period. While the nuclei 

have more protons (and neutrons) 

the radius of the atom depends on 

the size of the elect ron shells . 

• 




8.3 More trends in the properties of the elements of Period 3 

l 
You learnt about ionisation energy 

in Topic 1.6, Electron arrangements 

and ionistion energy. 

Why the radii of atoms increase down a group 
Going down a group in the Periodic Table, the atoms of each clement 
have one extra complete main level of electrons compared with 
the one before. So, for example, in Group I the outer electron in 
potassium is in main level 4 , whereas in sodium it is in main level 3. 
So going down the group, the outer electron main level is further from 
the nucleus and the atomic radii increase. 

First ionisation energy 
The first ionisation energy is the energy required to convert a mole of 
isolated gaseous atoms into a mole of sing ly positively charged gaseous 
ions. that is. to remove one electron from each atom. 

E(g) -+ P(g) + e- (g) where E stands for any element 

The first ionisation energies also have periodic patterns. These are 
shown in Figure 4. 
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.A. Figure 4 The periodicity offirst ionisation energies 
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The discovery of argon 

When the Periodic Table was first put forward, none of 
the noble gases had been discovered. The first, argon, 
was discovered by Scottish chemist William Ramsay. 
He noticed that the density of nitrogen prepared by a 
chemical reaction was 1.2505 g dm- 3 while nitrogen 
prepared by removing oxygen and carbon dioxide from 
air had a density of 1.2572 g dm- 3. He reasoned that 
there must be a denser impurity in the second sample, 
which he showed to be a previously unknown and very 
unreactive gas - argon. He later went on to discover the 
whole group of noble gases for which he won the Nobel 
(not noble!) Prize. 

Chemists at the time had difficulty placing an unreactive 
gas of A, approximately 40 in the Periodic Table. 

• 


A suggestion was made that argon might be an allotrope 
of nitrogen, N3, analogous to the 03 allotrope of oxygen. 

1 To how many significant figures were the two 
densities measured? 

2 Using relative atomic masses from the Periodic 
Table, explain why argon is denser than nitrogen. 

3 Suggest how oxygen could be removed from a 
sample of air. 

4 What would be the M, of N3 (to the nearest 
whole number)? 

5 Suggest why chemists were reluctant to regard 

argon as an element. 



The first ionisaLion energy generally increases across a period- alkali 
metals like sodium, Na, and lithium, Li, have the lowest values and 
the noble gases (helium, He, neon, Ne, and argon, Ar) have the 
highest values. 

The first ionisation energy decreases going down any group. The 
trends for Group I and Group 0 are shown dotted in red and green, 
respectively on the graph. 

You can explain Lhese panerns by looking at electronic arrangements 
(Figure 5). 

Outer electrons are harder to remove as nuclear charge increases 

~~~~~~~~ 

[NeJ3s1 lNeJ3s2 lNeJ3s2 3P1 [NeJ3s2 3p2 [NeJ3s2 3p3 [Nel3s2 3p4 [Nel3s2 3p5 [Nel3s2 3p6 

A. Figure 5 The electronic structures ofthe elements sodium to organ 

Why the first ionisation energy increases across a period 
As you go across a period rrom lc£t to right, the number of protons 
in the nucleus increases but the elcarons enter the same main level, 
see Figure 5. The increased charge on the nucleus means that it gels 
increasingly difficult LO remove an electron. 

Why the first ionisation energy decreases going down a group 
The number of fill ed inner levels increases down the group. This 
results in an increase in shielding. Also, the electron to be removed is 
at an increasing distance from the nucleus and is therefore held less 
strongly. Thus the ourer electrons get easier to remove going down a 
group because they are furcher away from the nucleus. 

Why there is a drop in ionisation energy from one period 
to the next 
Moving l'rom neon in Period 0 (far right) with electron arrangement 
2,8 to sodium, 2,8, I (Period I, far left) there is a sharp drop in the 
first ionisation energy. Th is is beca use at sodium a new main level 
starts and so there is an increase in atomic radius, th e outer electron is 
furth er fro m the nucleus, less strongly attracted and easie r to remove. 

Summary questions 

1 What happens to the size of atoms as you go from left to right across a 

period? Choose from increase, decrease, no change. 


2 What happens to the first ionisation energy as you go from left to right 

across a period? Choose from increase, decrease, no change. 


3 What happens to the nuclear charge of the atoms as you go left to right 

across a period? 


4 Why do the noble gases have the highest first ionisation energy of all 

the elements in their period? 


• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why the increase in 

ionisation energies across a 
period is not regular. 

-+ 	 Describe how successive 
ionisation energies explain 
electron arrangements. 

Specification reference: 3.2.1 

Hint 

Ionisation energies are sometimes 
called ionisation enthalpies. 

~ 
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magnesium ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 

complete removal 
- - ~s ,~f -------	 ~ -

3PuJ D D 

3s QIJ 

2p QIJ QIJQB 
2s QIJ 

lsQIJ 

aluminium l s7 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p' 

.A. Figure 2 The first ionisation 
energies of magnesium ond aluminium 
(not to scale] 
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This chapter revisits the trends in ionisation energies first dealt with 
in Topic 1.6, in the context of periodicity. The graph of first ionisation 
energy against atomic number across a pe riod is no t smooth. Figure I 
below shows rhe plot for Period 3. 
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.A. Figure 1 Graph offirst ionisation energy against atomic numberfor 
the elements ofPeriod 3 

lt shows that: 

• 	 the first ionisation energy actually drops between Group 2 and 
Group 3, so that aluminium has a lower ionisation energy than 
magnesium 

• 	 the ionisation energy drops again slight ly between Group 5 
(phosphorus) and Group 6 (sulfur). 

Similar patterns occur in other periods. You can explain this if you 
look at the electron arrangemen ts of these e lements. 

The drop in first ionisation energy between 
Groups 2 and 3 
For the first ionisation energy: 

• 	 magnesium, l s2 2s2 2p6 3s2, loses a 3s electron 

• 	 aluminium, Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p 1• loses the 3p electron. 

The p-elenron is already in a higher ene rgy level than the s-electron, 
so it takes less energy to remove it see Figure 2. 



The drop in first ionisation energy between 
Groups 5 and 6 
An electron in a pair will be easier to remove that one in an orbital 
on its own because it is already being repelled by the other electron. 
As shown in Figure 3: 

• 	 phosphorus, 1 s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p3, has no paired electrons in a 
p-orbital because each p-electron is in a different orbital 

• 	 sulfur, ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p4, has two of its p-electrons paired in a 
p-orbital so one of these will be easier to remove than an unpaired 
one due to the repulsion of the other electron in the same orbital. 

2p 3p 

ls 2s 3s 


ill] ill] ill] ill] ill] ill] [] [] [] 
orbitals (sub-levels) in phosphorus 


easier 

2p 3p to lose 


db illJ DTI DTI DTI db DJ DJ ITO 
orbitals (sub-levels) in sulfur 

.6. Figure 3 Electron arrangements of phosphorus and sulfur 

Successive ionisation energies 
If you remove the electrons from an atom one at a time, each one is 
harder to remove than the one before. Figure 4 is a graph of ionisation 
energy against number of electrons removed for sodium, electron 
arrangement 2,8, l. 

You can see that there is a sharp increase in ionisation energy between 
the first and second electrons. This is followed by a gradual increase 
over the next eight electrons and then another jump before the final 
two electrons. Sodium, in Group J of the Periodic Table, has one 
electron in its outer main level (the easiest one to remove), eight in 
the next main level and two (very hard to remove) in the innermost 
main level. 

Figure 5 is a graph of successive ionisation energies against number of 
electrons removed for aluminium, electron arrangement 2,8,3. 

It shows three electrons that are relatively easy to remove - those in 
the outer main level - and then a similar pattern to that for sodium. 

If you plotted a graph for chlorine, the first seven electrons would be 
relatively easier tO remove than the next eight. 

This means that the number of electrons that are relatively easy to 

remove tells us the group number in the Periodic Table. For example, 
the values of 906, 1763, 14 855, and 21 013 kJ mol-1 for the first 
five ionisation energies of an element, tell us that the element is in 
Group 2. This is because the big jump occurs after two electrons have 
been removed . 

electrons 
in shell I 

~ 

electrons 
in shell 3 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
total number of electrons removed 

.6. Figure 4 Graph ofsuccessive 
ionisation energies against number 
of electrons removedfor sodium. Note 
that the log ofthe ionisation energies is 
plotted in order to fit the large range af 
values onto the scale 

log IE 

electrons 
in shell I 

electrons in she I I 2 

' 
electrons: 
in shell 3 

0 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 
total number of electrons removed 

.6. Figure 5 Graph of successive 
ionisation energy agoinst number of 
electrons removedfor aluminium 

Summary questions 

1 	 Write the electron 


arrangement in the form 


1s2 ... for: 

a 	 ber~llium 

b 	 boron. 

2 	 Ifone elect ron is lost from 

for the following atoms, from 

what main level does it come? 

a 	 beryllium 

b 	 boron 

3 	 Why is the first ionisation 

energy of boron less than that 

of beryllium? 

• 




Practice questions 

• 


The following table gives Lhe melling poinLs or some element) in Period 3. 

(a) 	 State the rype of strucrure shown by a crystal of silicon. 

Explain why rhe melting point of silicon is very high. 


(3 marks) 

(b) 	 State the type of structure shown by crystals of sulfur and phosphorus. 
Explain why the melting point of sulfur is higher than the melting point of phosphorus. 

(3 marks) 

(c) 	 Draw a diagram to show bow the particles arc arranged in aluminium and explain 
why aluminium is malleable. 
(You should show a minimwn of six aluminium particles arranged in two dimensions.) 

(3 marks) 

(d) 	Explain why the melting poin t ol alum inium is higher than the melting point of 
sodium. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2011 

2 	 Trends in physical properties occur across all Periods in the Periodic Table. 
This question is about trends in the Period 2 clements from lithium to nitrogen. 
(a) 	 Identify, from the Period 2 clements lithium to nitrogen, the clement that has the 

largest atomic radius. 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 (i) State the general rrend in first ionisation energies for the Period 2 elements 
lithium to nitrogen. 

(I mark) 

(b) 	 (ii) Identify the clement that deviates from this general trend, from lithium to 
nitrogen, and explain your answer. 

(3 marks) 

(c) Identify the Period 2 element rhat has the following successive ionisation energies. 

Ionisation energy I 
kJ mo1- 1 

First 

1090 

Second 

2350 

Third Fourth Fifth 

4610 6220 37800 

Sixth 

47000 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 20 12 

(d) 	Draw a cross on the diagram to show the melting point of nitrogen. 
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o -1-~~.......~~.......~~.......~----1 
lithium beryllium boron carbon nitrogen 

(I mark) 

(e) 	 Explain, in terms of structure and bonding, why the melting point of carbon is high. 
(3 marks) 



4 

3 	 (a) Use your knowledge or electron configuration and ionisation energies to answer this 
que~tion. 
The following diagram shows the second ionisation energies o[ some Period 3 elements. 

Chapter 8 Periodicity 

• 


second ionisation 

x 
x 

x 

Mg 	 Al Si P S 

(i) 	 Draw an ' X' on the diagram tO show the second ionisation energy of su lfur. 

(1 mark) 
(ii) 	 Write the fu ll ckctron configuration of the Al2~ ion. 

(I mark) 

(iii) Write an equation to show the process that occurs when the second ionisation 
energy or aluminium is measured . 

(I mark) 

(iv) Give one reason why the second ionisation energy of silicon is lower than the 
second ionisation energy of aluminium. 

(I mark) 

(b) 	 Predict the element in Period 3 that has the highest second ionisation energy. 

Give a reason ror your answer. 


(2 marks) 

(c) 	 The following table gives the successive ionisation energies of an element in Period 3. 

Sixth 

Ionisation energy I 

First Second Third Fourth Fifth 

786 1580 3230 4360 16100 19 800
kJ mo1-1 

Identify this e lement. 
(I mark) 

(d) 	Explain why the ionisation energy of every element is endothermic. 
(I mark) 

AQA, 20 13 

The elements in Period 2 show periodic trends. 
(a) 	 Identify the Period 2 clement, from carbon to fluorine, that has the largest a tomic 

radius. Explain your answer. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 State the genera l trend in first ionisation energies from carbon to neon. 
Deduce the element that deviates from this trend and explain why this clement 
deviates from the trend. 

(4 marks) 

(c) 	 Write an equation, including state symbols. for the reaction that occurs when the first 
ionisation energy or carbon is measured. 

(I mark) 

(d) 	Explain why the second ionisation energy of carbon is higher than the first ionisation 
energy of carbon. 

(I mark) 

(e) 	 Deduce the clement in Period 2. from lithium to neon, that has the highest second 
ionisation energy. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 20 13 



Learning objectives 
-+ Explain the changes in the 

atomic radius ofthe Group 2 
elements from Mg to Ba. 

-+ Explain the changes in the first 
ionisation energy of the Group 2 
elements from Mg to Ba. 

-+ Explain the changes in the 
melting point ofthe Group 2 
elements from Mg to Ba. 

-+ State the trend in reactivity 
of the group. 

-+ State the trend in solubilities 
of a] the hydroxides b] the 
sulfates. 

Specification reference: 3.2.2 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 3.3, Metallic 
bonding for more on the giant 
metallic structure. 

Hint 

Remember the shorthand for 
writing electron arrangements 
using the previous inert gas. 
So [Ne)3s2 is shorthand for 
1s2,2s2,2p6,3s2. 

• 


The elementS in Group 2 are someLimes called the alkaline earth 
metal<>. This is because their oxides and hydroxides arc alkaline. Like 

-Group l, they ares-block 
elements. They are 
similar in many ways to 
Group l but they are less 
reactive. Beryllium is not 
typical of the group and 
is not considered here. 

~~ 

Be,___ ,___ 
Mg 

Ca 
Sr 

Ba 
Ra 

D 

The physical properties of the Group 2 elements, 
magnesium to barium 
A summary of some of the physical properties of the elements from 
magnesium tO barium is given in Table I. Trends in properties are 
shown by the arrows, which show the direction of increase. 

Electron arrangement 
The elements all have two electrons in an outers-orbital. This s-orbital 
becomes further away from the nucleus going down the group. 

The sizes of the atoms 
The atoms get bigger going down the group. The atomic (metallic) 
radii increase because each element has an cxLra filled main level of 
electrons compared with the one above it. 

Melting points 
Group 2 elements are metals with high melting points, typical of a giant 
metallic structure. Going down the group, the electrons in the 'sea' 
of delocalised electrons arc further away from the positive nuclei. As 
a result, the strength of the metallic bonds decreases going down the 
group. For this reason the melting points of Group 2 clements decrease 
slightly going down the group, starting with calcium. 

Magnesium, with the lowest melting point, docs not fit th is trend 
but there is no simple explanation ror this anomaly. 

Ionisation energies 
In all their reactions, at0ms of clements in Group 2 lose their two 
outer electrons to form ions with two positive charges. 

M(g) • M(g)2+ + 2e

So, an amount of energy equal to the sum of the first and the second 
ionisation energies is needed for complete ionisation. 

M(g) M+(g) + c- plus M• (g) • M2+ (g) + e-

Both the first ionisation energy and the second ionisation energy decrease 
going down the group - it takes less energy to remove the electrons as 
they become funher and funher away from the positive nucleus. The 
nucleus is more effectively shielded by more inner shells of electrons . 



T Table 1 The physical properties ofGroup 2, magnesium to barium 

calcium, Ca 20 0.197 590 + 1145 =1735 1112 1757 

• 

strontium, Sr 38 	 0.215 550 + 1064 =1614 1042 1657 2.60 

barium, Ba 56 	 0.224 503 + 965 =1468 998 1913 3.51 

In all their reactions, the metals get more reactive going down the group. 

Lime kilns 

Disused lime kilns can be found in many areas where there is limestone rock. 
Limestone is mainly calcium carbonate, CaC03, and it was heated in kilns 
fired by wood or coal to produce quicklime (calcium oxide, CaO) which was 
used to make building mortar, to treat acidic soils, and in making glass. 

In the kiln, heat decomposes the limestone: 

CaC03(s) -~ CaO(s) + C02(g) 

A typical ki ln contained around 25 tonnes of limestone. 

1 fLj Calculate how many tonnes of lime this would produce. 

2 Give two reasons why lime kilns were significant emitters of carbon dioxide. 

3 The limestone was broken into fist-sized lumps before firing. Suggest why. 

In practice limestone is unlikely to be found 100%pure. One contaminant is 
silicon dioxide (sand), which is unaffected by heat. Imagine limestone that 
contains 15%sand, so 100 tonnes of limestone would contain 85 tonnes of 
calcium carbonate. 

4 	 Rework the calculation above to calculate how much lime would 
actually be produced. 

Both lime (calcium oxide, Ca OJ and slaked lime (calcium hydroxide, Ca[OH) 2) 

may be used to neutralise acids in soil. 

The equations for their reactions with hydrochloric acid (for simplicity ) are 
given below. 

CaO(s) + 2HCl(aq)-. CaCl 2(aq) + H20(1) 

Ca(OH) 2(s) + 2HCl[aq] _. CaCl2(aq] + 2H 20(1) 

5 	 How many mo/es of a lime and b quicklime are needed to neutralise 
2 mol HCI? 

6 How many groms of a lime and bslaked lime are needed to neutralise 
2 mol HCI? 

7 What implications does this have for the farmer or gardener? 

8 	 Suggest other factors to be considered when deciding which 
compound to use. 

A Figure 1 A disused lime kiln 



9.1 The physical and chemical properties of Group 2 

Hint 

Remember lower pH means more 

acidic. 

•Figure 2 Two applications ofGroup 2 
hydroxides. 

The chemical reactions of the Group 2 elements, 
magnesium to barium 
Oxidation is loss of electrons so in all their reactions the Group 2 metals 

arc oxidised. The metals go from oxidation state 0 t0 oxidation state +2. 

These are redox reactions. 


Reaction with water 

With water you see a trend in reactivity - the me tals get more reactive 

going down the group. These are also rcdox reactions. 

The basic reaction is as follows, where M is any Group 2 metal: 


0 +l +2 0 
M(s) + 2H20(l) • M(OH )i(aq) + H2(g) 

Magnesium hydroxide is milk of magnesia and is used in indigestion 
remedies to neutralise excess sLOmach acid wh ich causes heartburn, 
indigestion, and wind. 

Magnesium reacts very slowly wilh cold water bu t rapidly with steam 
to form an alkaline oxide and hydrogen. 

Mg(s) + H20(g) • MgO(s) + H2(g) 

Calcium reacts in lhe same way but more vigorously, even with cold 
water. Strontium and barium react more vigorously still. Calcium 
hydroxide is sometimes called slaked lime and is used to treat acidic soil. 
Most plants have an optimum level of acidity or alkalinity in which they 
thrive. For example, grass prefers a pH of a round 6 so if the soil has 
a pH much below lhis, lhen it will not grow as well as it could. Crops 
such as wheat, corn, oats, and barley prefer soil that is nearly neutral. 

Titanium is a metal with ver\.J useful properties - it is 
strong, low densit\.j, and has a high melt ing point. It is 
used in the aerospace industr\.J and also for making 
replacement hip joints. It is a relativel\.J common metal in 
the Earth's crust but it is not eaS\.J to extract. 

Most metals are found in the Earth as oxides, and the 
metal is extracted b\.J reacting the oxide with carbon: 

Metal oxide + carbon metal + carbon dioxide 

This method cannot be used for titanium as the metal 
reacts with carbon to form titanium carbide, TiC, 
which makes the metal brittle. So the titanium oxide 
is first reacted with chlorine and carbon (coke) to 
form titanium chloride, TiCl4, and carbon monoxide . 

• 


The titanium chloride is then reduced to titanium b\.J 
reaction with magnesium: 

TiCl4 (1) + 2Mg(s) - • 2MgCl2(s) + Ti (s) 

1 	 Write a balanced S\.Jmbol equation for the reaction 
of iron oxide, Fe203, with carbon. 

2 	 What is unusual about titanium chloride as a 

metal compound and what does this suggest 

about the bonding in it? 


3 	 Write a balanced S\.Jmbol equation for the reaction 
of titanium oxide with chlorine and carbon. 

4 	 Work out the oxidation state of each element in 
this equation before and after reaction. What has 
been oxidised and what has been reduced. 



I 

The solubilities of the hydroxides and sulfates 	 I 

Hint 
Hydroxides 
There is a clear Lrend in the solubilities of the hydroxides - going 
down the group they become more soluble. The hydroxides are all 
white solids. 

Magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2 (milk of magnesia), is almost 
insoluble. It is sold as a suspension in water, rather than a solution. 

• 	 Calcium hydroxide. Ca(OH)2, is sparingly soluble and a solution is 
used as lime water. 

• 	 Strontium hydroxide, Sr(OI-1) 2, is more soluble. 

• 	 Barium hydroxide, Ba(OH)2• dissolves to produce a strongly 
alkaline solulion: 

Ba(OH)2(s) + aq - • Ba2• (aq) + 201-1- (aq) 

Sulfates 
The solubility trend in the sulfates is exactly the opposite - they become 
less soluble going down the group. So, barium sulfate is virtually 
insoluble. This means that it can be taken by mouth as a barium meal 
to outline the gut in medical X-rays. (The heavy barium atom is very 
good at absorbing X-rays.) This test is safe, despite che fact that barium 
compounds are highly toxic, because barium sulfate is so insoluble. 

The insolubility of barium sulfa1e is also used in a sin1ple test for sulfate 
ions in solution. The solution is first acidified with nitric or hydrochloric 
acid. Then barium chloride solution is added to the solution under test 
and if a sulfate is present a white precipitace of barium sulfate is formed. 

Ba2•(aq) + SO/- (aq) BaS04(s) 

The addition of acid removes carbonate ions as carbon dioxide. 
(Barium carbonate is also a white insoluble solid, which would be 
indistinguishable from barium sulfate). 

Summary questions 

The trends in solubilities of the 
hydroxide and sulfates can be 
used as the basis of a test for Ca2+, 

Sr2•, and Ba2• ions in compounds. 

Hint 

The symbol aq is used to represent 
an unspecified amount of water. 

1 a What is the oxidation number of all Group 2 5 How would you expect the reaction of strontium with 
elements in their compounds? water to compare with those of the following? 

b Explain your answer. Explain your answers. 

2 Why does it become easier to form +2 ions going a calcium 

down Group 2? b barium 

3 Explain why this is a redox reaction. 6 Radium is below strontium in Group 2. How would you 

Ca+ Cl 2 • CaCl2 
predict the solubilities of the following compounds 

4 Write the equation for the reaction of calcium with would compare with the other members of the 

water. Include the oxidation state of each element. group? Explain your answers. 

a radium hydroxide 

b radium sulfate 

• 



Practice questions 

• 


State and explain the trend in melting point of the Group 2 clements Ca 10 Ba. 
(3 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

2 State the trends in solubility of the hydroxides and of the sulfates or the Group 2 
elcmencs Mg to Ba. 


Describe a chemical test you could perform to distinguish between separa1e aqueous 

solu1ions of sodium sulfate and sodium nitrate. State the observation you would make 

with each solution. Write an equation for any reaction which occurs. 


(6 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

3 (a) 	 For the elements Mg to Ba, state bow the solubilities of 1he hydroxides and the 
solubi lities of the sulfates change down Group 2. 

(b) 	 Describe a test to show the presence of sulfate ions in an aqueous solu1ion. Give the 
rcsuhs or 1his 1es1 when performed on separate aqueous sol utions of magnesium 
chloride and magnesium sulfate. Write equations for any rcac1ions occurring. 

(c) 	 Staie the trend in the reactivity of the Group 2 clements Mg to Ba with water. 
Write an ionic equation with state symbols lo show the reaction of barium with an 
excess of water. 

(9 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

4 	 Group 2 metals and their compounds are used commercially in a variety or processes 
and applica1ions. 
(a) 	 Slate a use or magnesium hydroxide in medicine. 

(I mark) 
(b) 	 Calcium carbonate is an insoluble solid that can be used in a reaction to 

lower the acidity of the water in a lake. 


Explain why the rate of this reaction decreases when the 1emperature of the 

wa1er in the lake falls. 


(3 marks) 
(c) 	 Stromium metal is used in the manufadure of alloys. 

(i) 	 Explain why strontium has a higher melting point than barium. 
(2 marks) 

(ii) 	 Write an equation for the reaction of strontium wi1h water. 
(1 mark) 

(d) 	Magnesium can be used in the extraction of titanium. 
(i) Write an equation for the reaction of magnesium with titanium(IV) chloride. 

(1 mark) 
(ii) 	 The excess of magnesium used in this extraction can be removed by 

reacting it with dilute sulfuric acid to form magnesium sutrate. 

Use your knowledge of Group 2 su lfates to explain why the magnesium sulfate 
formed is easy to separate from the titanium. 

(I mark) 
AQA, 2010 

5 Group 2 clements and their compounds have a wide range of uses. 
(a) 	 For parts (a)(i) to (a)(ili), choose the correct answer to complete 


each sentence. 

(i) 	 From Mg(OH) to Ba(OH)2, the solubility in water2 

decreases increases stays the same 
(1 mark) 

(ii) 	 From Mg to Ba, the first ionisation energy 

decreases increases stays the same 
(J mark) 

(iii) From Mg to Ba, the atomic radius 

decreases increases stays the same 
(1 mark) 
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• 


(b) 	 Explain why calcium has a higher melting point than strontium. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Acidified barium chloride solution is used as a reagent to test [or sulfate ions. 
(i) State why sulfuric acid should not be used to acidify the barium chloride. 

(I mark) 

(ii) 	 Write the simplest ionic equation with state symbols for the reaction 
that occurs when acidified barium dtloride solution is added to a solution 
containing sulfate ions. 

(I mark) 
AQA, 2012 

The following diagram shows the first ionisation energies of some Period 3 elements. 

x 

)( 

i 

Na Mg Al S1 p s Cl 

1400 
..... 

1200~ 
Q) 
c: 
Q)~ 	 1000c: .L 
2~ 
~:>2 800 
c: 
Q 

600~ -= 
400 

(a) 	 Draw a cross on the diagram to show the first ionisation energy of aluminium. 
(I mark) 

(b) Write an equation IO show the process that occurs when the first ionisation 
energy of aluminium is measured. 

(2 marks) 

(c) State which of the first, second or third ionisations of aluminium would 
produce an ion with the electron configuration Is2 2s2 2p6 3s 1 

(I mark) 

(d) 	Explain why the value of the first ionisation energy of sulfur is less than 
the value of the first ionisation energy of phosphorus. 

(2 marks) 
(e) 	 Identify the element in Period 2 that has the highest first ionisation energy and give 

its electron configuration. 
(2 marks) 

(f) 	 State the trend in flrsr ionisation energies in Group 2 from beryllium to barium. 
Explain your answer in terms of a suitable model of atomic structure. 

(3 marks) 
AQA,20 10 

7 	 (a) There are many uses for compounds of barium. 
(i) 	 Write an equation for the reaction of barium with water. 

(I mark) 

(ii) 	 State the trend in reactivity with water of the Group 2 metals from 
Mg to Ba 

(I mark) 

(b) 	 Give the formula or the least soluble hydroxide of the Group 2 metals from 
Mg to Ba 

(I mark) 
(c) 	 State how barium sulfate is used in medicine. 

Explain why this use is possible, given that solutions containing barium ions arc 
poisonous. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2012 



10 Group 7(17), the halogens 

10.1 The halogens 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain how and why the 

atomic radius changes in 
Group 7 ofthe Periodic Table. 

-+ 	 Explain how and why 
electronegativity changes in 
Group 7 of the Periodic Table. 

Specification reference: 3.2.3 

Hint 

The word halogen means 'salt 
former'. The halogens readily react 
with many metals to form fluoride, 
chloride, bromide, and iodide salts. 

.A Figure 1 Fluorine chlorine, bromine 
and iodine in their gaseous states 

T Table 1 Bond energiesforfluorine, 
chlorine, bromine, and iodine 

Bond Bond energy 
I kJ mo1- 1 

F- F 158 
243Cl- Cl 

Br- Br 193 
151 -

• 


Group 7, on the right-hand side of the Periodic Table, is made up of 
non-metals. As elements they exist as diatomic molecules. F2, Cl2, Br2, 

and 12, called the halogens. (Astatine is rare and radioactive.) 

-
- 0 

F- ._ 
Cl 
Br 
I 

At 

Physical properties 
The gaseous halogens va ry in appearance, as shown in Figu re I . At 
room temperature, fl uorine is a pale yellow gas, chlorine a greenish 
gas, bromine a red-brown liquid, and iodine a black sol id - they get 
darker and denser going down the group. 

They all have a characteristic 'swimming-bath' smell. 

A number of the properties of fluorine arc untypical. Many of 
these untypical properties stem from the fact that the F- F bond is 
unexpectedly weak, compared with the trend for the rest of the halogens, 
see Table I. The small size of the fluorine atom leads tO repulsion 
between non -bonding electrons because they arc so close rogether: 

repulsion 
f\ 

• • I( 

• • xx 

repulsion 

The physical properties of fluori ne, chlorine, bromine, and iodine are 
shown in Table 2. 

There are some clear trends shown by the red arrows. These can be 
explained as follows. 

Size of atoms 
The atoms get bigger going down the group because each element has 
one extra filled main level of electrons compared with the one above 
it, see Figure 2. 

chlorine 17 3.0 172 238 

bromine 35 2.8 0.114 266 332 
iodine 53 [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p5 2.5 0.133 387 457 

T Table 2 The physical properties ofGroup ?, fluorine to iodine 

1-1 



chlorine bromine iodine 
(Ne]352 3p6 [Ar]3d 1o 452 4p6 !Krl4d10 552 5p5 

.A Figure 2 The outer shell gets further from the nucleus going down the group 

E lectronegativity 
Electronegativity is a measure of the ability of an atom to attract 
electrons, or electron density. towards itself within a covalent bond. 

Electron egativity depends on rhe attraction between the nucleus 
and bonding electrons in rhe outer shell. This, in turn, depends on 
a balance between the number of protons in the nucleus (nuclear 
charge) and the distance between the nucleus and the bonding 
electrons, plus the shielding effect of inner shells of electrons. 

For example, consider the hydrogen halides, HX. The shared electrons 
in the H-X bond get further away from the nucleus as the atoms 
get larger going down the group. This makes the shared electrons 
further from the halogen nucleus and increases the shielding by more 
inner shells of e lectrons. These factors are more important than the 
increasing nuclear charge, so rhe electronegativity decreases going 
down the group. 

Melting and boiling points 
These increase as going down the group. This is because larger atoms 
have more electrons and this makes the van der Waals forces between 
the molecules stronger. The lower the boiling point, the more volatile 
the element.. So chlorine, which is a gas at room temperature, is more 
volatile rhan iodine, which is a solid. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Predict the properties of astatine compared with the other halogens in 
terms of: 

a 	 physical state at room temperature, including colour 

b 	 size of atom 

c 	 electronegativity. 

2 	 Explain your answers to question 1. 

3 a 	 Use the data in Table 2 to make a rough estimate of the boiling point 
of astatine. 

b 	 Why would you expect the boiling point of astatine to be the largest? 

I 

Study tip 
Remember that melting and boiling 
points involve weakening and 
breaking van der Waals forces 
only. The covalent bonds in the 
halogen molecules stay intact. 

Study tip 

Remember to write a halogen 
element as a diatomic molecule, 
for example, as F2 not F. 

Synoptic link 
Look back at Topic 3.2, Covalent 
bonding. 

• 


1 



I.•J1\Q,.211 The chemical reactions of the halogens 
,L -·~ ..,!' 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the trend in oxidising 

ability of the halogens. 

-+ 	 Describe the experimental 
evidence that confirms 
this trend. 

Specification reference: 3.2.3 

Hint 

Remember OIL RIG: Oxidation Is 
Loss of electrons. Reduction Is 
Gain of electrons. 

• 


Trends in oxidising ability 
Halogens usually react by gaining electrons to become negative ions, 
with a charge of - L. These reactions are redox reactions - halogens are 
oxidising agents and are themselves reduced. For example: 

Cl + 2e_ gain of demon~ 2CJ 
2 

Th e oxidising ability of the halogen s inc reases 
going u p th e group. 

Fluorine is one of the most powerful oxidising agents known. 

fluorine chlorine bromine iodine 


..____ increasing oxidising power---

Displacement reactions 
Halogens will react with metal halides in solu tion in such a way that 
the halide in the compound will be displaced by a more reactive 
halogen but not by a less reactive one. This is called a displacement 
reaction. 

For example, chlorine will displace bromide ions, but iodine will not. 

0 -I 0 -I 

Cl2(aq) + 2NaBr(aq) -+ Br2(aq) + 2NaCl(aq) 

The ionic equation for this reaction is: 

The sodium ions are spectator ions. 

The two colourless starting materials react to produce the red -brown 
colour of bromine. 

rn this redox reaction the chlorine is acting as an oxidising agent, 
by removing electrons from Br- and so oxidising 2Br- to Br2 (the 
oxidation number of the bromine increases from - 1 to 0). In general, 
a halogen will always displace the ion of a halogen below it in the 
Periodic Table, see Table I . 

T Table 1 The oxidation af o halide by ahalogen 

F- c1  Br - 1-

Fz - yes yes yes 

Cl2 no - yes yes 

Br2 no no - yes 

12 no no no -

You cannot investigate fluorine in an aqueous solution because it reacts 
with water. 



• 

The oxidation of a halide by a halogen is the basis of a method for extracting 
bromine from sea water.Sea water contains small amounts of bromide ions 
which can be oxidised by chlorine to produce bromine: 

Cl2[aq) + 2Br [aq) -+ Br2[aq] + 20- (aq) 

Extraction of iodine from kelp 

Iodine was discovered in 1811. It was extracted from kelp, which is obtained by 
burning seaweed. Some iodine is sti ll produced in this way. Salts such as sodium 
chloride, potassium chloride, and potassium sulfate are removed from the kelp 
by washingwith water. The residue is then heated with manganese dioxide and 
concentrated sulfuric acid and iodine is liberated. 

1 	 Is the reaction an oxidation or a reduction of the iodide ion? Explain 
your answer. 

2 	 Find out why our table salt often has potassium iodide added to it. 

Summary questions 

1 	 a Which of the following mixtures would react? 

Br2(aq) + 2NaCl(aq) 

ii 	 Cl2(aq) + 2Nal(aq) 

b 	 Explain your answers. 

c 	 Complete the equation for the mixture that reacts. 



Learning objectives: 
~ 	State the trend in reducing 

ability of halide ions. 


~ Explain how this trend is 


linked to ionic radius. 


~ 	Describe how halide ions are 

identified using silver nitrate. 

Specification reference: 3.2.3 

• 


Halide ions as reducing agents 
Halide ions can act as reducing agents. In these reactions the halide 
ions Jose (give away) electrons and become halogen molecules. There 
is a definite trend in their reducing ability. This is linked to the size of 
the ions. The larger the ion, the more easily it loses an electron. This is 
because the electron is Jost from the outer shell which is further from 
the nucleus as the ion gets larger so the auraction to the outer electron 
is Jess. 

----increasing reducing power---

p- Br 
Ionic radius 0.133nm 0.180nm 0.195nm 0.2l5nm 

This trend can be seen in the reactions of solid sodium halides with 
concentrated sulfuric acid. 

The reactions of sodium halides with concentrated 
sulfuric acid 
Solid sodium halides react with concentraLed sulfuric acid. The 
products are different and reflect the reducing powers or the halide 
ions shown above. 

Sodium chloride (solid) 
In this reaction, drops of concentrated sulfuric acid are added to solid 
sodium chloride. Steamy fumes of hydrogen chloride are seen. The 
solid product is sodium hydrogensulfate. 

The reaction is: 

NaHS04 (s) + HCl(g) 

This is not a redox reaction because no oxidation state has changed. 
The chloride ion is too weak a reducing agent ro reduce the sulfur 
(oxidation state= +6) in su lfuric acid. It is an acid-base reaction. 

+I - 1 +I +6 - 2 + I + I +6 - 2 + I - I 
Na Cl(s) + H S 0 (1) -> Na l-I S0 (s)+ HCl(g) 

2 	 4 4

This reaction can be used to prepare hydrogen chloride gas which, 
because of this reaction, was once called sa lt gas. 

A similar reaction occurs with sodium fluoride to produce hydrogen 
fluoride, an extremely dangerous gas that will etch glass. The fluoride 
ion is an even weaker reducing agent than the chloride ion. 

Sodium bromide (solid) 
In this case you will see steamy fumes of hydrogen bromide and 
brown fumes of bromine. Colourless sulfur dioxide is also formed. 

Two reactions occur. 

First sodium hydrogensulfate and hydrogen bromide are produced (in 
a similar add-base reacrion to sodium chloride) . 



IHowever, bromide ions are strong enough reducing agents to reduce 
the sulfuric acid to sulfur dioxide. The oxidation state of the sulfur is 
reduced from +6 tO +4 and that of the bromine increases from -I to 0. 

- ) +6 +4 0 

2W + 2s..- + H2S04(l) S02(g) + 2H20 (1) + Br2(l)-t 

This is a redox reaction. The reactions are exothermic and some of the 
bromine vaporises. 

Sodium iodide (solid) 
In this case you see steamy fumes of hydrogen iodide, the black solid 
of iodine, and rhe bad egg smell of hydrogen sulfide gas is present. 
Yellow solid sulfur may also be seen. Colourless sulfur dioxide is also 
evolved. 

Several reactions occur. Hydrogen iodide is produced in an acid-base 
reaction as before. 

Nal(s) + H S04(1) -> NaHS04 (s) + Hl(g)2

Iodide ions are beller reducing agents than bromide ions so rhey 
reduce the sulfur in sulfuric acid even furrher (from +6 to zero and -2) 
so that sulfur dioxide, sulfur, and hydrogen sulfide gas are produced. 
for example: 

- 1 +6 - 2 0 

BH++Br + H 2S04 (1) - • 

During the reduction from +6 to - 2, the sulfur passes through 
oxidation state 0 and some yellow, solid sulfur may be seen. 

Study tip 

Remember that the reactions take 

place between solid halide salts 
and concentrated sulfuric acid. 

Further redox 
equations 

As the sulfur in the sulfuric acid 
is reduced by the iodide ions 
from oxidation state +6 to -2, it 
passes through oxidation states 
+4 (sulfur dioxide, S02) and 0 
(uncombined sulfur, S). 

Use the oxidation state 
technique to help you to 
write equations for these two 
processes. 

OzHv + z1E + s +- .H9 - 19 + •oszH 
0 0 l - 9

02H2 +21+ 20s -H2 + .12 + •os2H 
o v+ l - 9~ 

Identifying metal halides with silver ions 

All metal halides (except fluorides) react with silver ions in aqueous 
solution, for example, in silver nitrate, to form a precipitate of the insoluble 
silver halide. For example: 

c1- (aq) +Ag+(aq) -> AgCl(s) 

Silver fluoride does not form a precipitate because it is soluble in water. 

1 Dilute nitric acid HN0 or (W ( aq) + N03-(aq)) is first added to the halide3 
solution to get rid of any soluble carbonate, C03 

2-( aq], or hydroxide, OW 
[aq] impurities: 

C0 2- (aq) + 2W(aq) + 2N03- (aq) -> C02(g) + H20(1) + 2N03-(aq)3 


OW(aq) + W(aq) + No3- (aq) -> H20(1) + N03-(aq) 


These would interfere with the test by forming insoluble silver 

carbonate: 


2Ag+(aq) + co/- (aq) -> Ag2C03(s) 


or insoluble silver hydroxide: 


Ag+(aq) +OW (aq) ~ AgOH(s) 


Hint ~ 

Sulfuric acid or hydrochloric acid 
cannot be used. Sulfuric acid 
would give a precipitate of silver 
sulfate and hydrochloric acid a 
precipitate of silver chloride. Either 
of these would invalidate the test. 

Hint 

Silver hydroxide in fact is 
converted into silver oxide - a 
brown precipitate: 

• 




10.3 Reactions of halide ions 

Il l 

A Figure 1 The colours ofthe silver 
halides: {from left to right} AgCI, Ag8r, Ag/ 

Z 	 Then a few drops of silver nitrate solution are added and the halide 
precipitate forms. 

The reaction can be used as a test for halides because you can tell from the 
colour ofthe precipitate which halide has formed,see Table 1. The colours ofsilver 
bromide and silver iodide are similar but if you add a few drops ofconcentrated 
ammonia solut ion, silver bromide dissolves but silver iodide does not. 

T Table 1 Testsfor halides 

silver fluoride silver chloride silver bromide silver iodide 

no precipitate white ppt cream ppt pale yellow ppt 

dissolves dissolves in insoluble in 

~dilute. concentrated concentrnte~ 
mmon1a ammonia ammonia 

Study tip 	 Summary questions 
You should learn the colours 

1 	 The reaction between concentrated sulfuric acid and solid sodium 
of the silver halides, especially 

fluoride is not usually carried out in the laboratory. 
AgBr andAgl. 

a How does the reducing power of the fluoride ion compare with the 
other halide ions? 

b Explain why you would predict this. 

c Write a balanced symbol equation for the reaction between 
concentrated sulfuric acid and sodium fluoride. 

d Is this a redox reaction? Explain your answer. 

Z 9 A few drops of silver nitrate were added to an acidified solution, to 
show the presence of sodium bromide. 

a What would you see? 

b Write the equation for the reaction. 

c What would happen if you now added a few drops of concentrated 
ammonia solution? 

d Why is an acid added to sodium bromide solution initially? 

e Neither hydrochloric nor sulfuric acid may be used to acidify the 

solution. Explain why this is so. 

f Why can't this test be used to find out if fluoride ions are present? 

• 




Chlorine is a poisonous gas and was notoriously used as such in the 
First World War. However, it is soluble in water and in this form has 
become an essential pan of our life in the treatment of water both for 
drinking and in swimming pools. 

Reaction with water 
Chlorine reacts with water in a reversible reaction to form chloric(l) 
acid, HCIO, and hydrochloric acid, HCl: 

+l -1 

HClO(aq) + HCl(aq) 

ln this reaction, the oxidarion number of one of the chlorine atoms 
increases from 0 to + I and that of the other decreases from 0 to 
- 1. This type of redox reaction, where the oxidation state of some 
atoms of the same element increase and others decrease, is called 
disproportionation. 

This reaction takes place when chlorine is used to purify water for drinking 
and in swimming baths, ro prevent life-threatening diseases. Chloric(1) acid 
is an oxidising agent and kills bacteria by oxidation. It is also a bleach. 

The other halogens reacr similarly, but much more slowly going down 
the group. 

ln sunlight, a different reaction occurs: 

pale green colourless 

Chlorine is rapidly lost from pool water in sunlight so that shallow 
pools need frequent addition of chlorine. 

An alternative to the direct chlorination of swimming pools is to add 
solid sodium (or ca lcium) ch lorate(!). This dissolves in water to form 
chloric(l) acid, HC10(aq,) in a reversible reaction: 

NaCIO(s) + H20 ~ Na+(aq) + OH-(aq) + HClO(aq) 

In alkalin e solution, this equi librium moves to the left and the HCJO 
is removed as c 10 - ions. To prevent this happening, swimming pools 
need to be kept slightly acidic. However, this is carefully monitored 
and the water never gets acidic enough to corrode metal components 
and affect swimmers. 

Reaction with alkali 
Chlorine reacts with cold, dilute sodium hydroxide to form sodium 
chlorate(! ), NaClO. This is an oxidising agent and the active ingredient 
in household bleach. This is also a disproportionation reaction - sec 
the oxidation numbers above the relevant species. 

0 + l - 1 


Cl2(g) + 2Na0H(aq) • NaCIO(aq) + NaCl(aq) + H20(1) 


The other halogens behave sim ilarly. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how chlorine reacts 

with water. 

-+ 	 Describe how chlorine reacts 
with alkali. 

Specification reference: 3.2.3 

Summary questions 

1 Write the equations for 
bromine reacting with: 

a water 

b alkali. 

2 Why is chlorine added to the 
domestic water supply? 

3 a 	 What products are 
obtained when an aqueous 
solution of chlorine is left 
in the sunlight? 

b 	 Write the equation for the 
reaction, giving the oxidation 
states of every atom before 
and after reaction. 

c What has been oxidised? 

d What has been reduced? 

e What is the oxidising agent? 

f What is the reducing agent? 

• 




Practice questions 

• 


(a) 	 State the trend in electronegativity of the elements down Group 7. Explain this trend. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Stace the crend in reducing ability of the halide ions down Group 7. 
(ii) 	 Give an example of a reagem which could be used to show thac the reducing 

abilicy of bromide ions is different from that of chloride ions. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 The addition of silver nitrate solution followed by dilute aqueous ammonia can be used 
as a test to distinguish between chloride and bromide ions. For each ion, state what you 
would observe if an aqueous solution containing the ion was tested in this way. 

(4 marks) 

(d) 	Write an equation for the reaction between chlorine and cold, dilute aqueous sodium 
hydroxide. Give two uses of the resulting solution. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

2 	 (a) Explain, by referring to electrons, the meaning of the terms reduction and reducing agent. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Iodide ions can reduce sulfuric acid to three different products. 
(i) 	 Name the three reduction products and give the oxida tion state of sulfur in each 

of these products. 
(ii) 	 Describe how observations of the reaction between solid potassium iodide and 

concentrated sulfuric acid can be used to indicate the presence of any two of 
these reduction products. 

(iii) Write half-equations to show how two of these products arc formed by 
reduction of sulfuric acid. 

(JO marks) 

(c) 	 Write an ionic equation for the reaction that occurs when chlorine is added to cold 
water. State whether or not the water is oxidised and explain your answer. 

(3 marks) 
AQA. 2006 

3 (a) 	 State the trend in the boiling points of the halogens from fluorine to iodine and 
explain this trend. 

(4 marks) 

(b) 	 Each of the following reactions may be used to identify bromide ions. For each reaction, 
state what you would observe and, where indicated, write an appropriate equation. 
(i) 	 The reaction of aqueous bromide ions with chlorine gas 
(ii) 	 The reaction of aqueous brom ide ions with aqueous silver nitrate followed by 

the addition of concenrrated aqueous ammonia 
(iii) The reaction of solid potassium bromide with concentra ted sulfuric acid 

(7 marks) 

(c) 	 Write an equation for the rcdox reaction that occurs when potassium bromide reacts 
with concentrated suliuric acid. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

4 	 (a) Scare and explain the Lrend in electronegativity down Group 7 from fluorine to iodine. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 State what you would observe when chlorine gas is bubbled into an aqueous solution 
of potassium iodide. Write an equation for the reaction that occurs. 

(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Identify two sulfur-conraining reduction products formed when concentrated 
sulfuric acid oxidises iodide ions. For each reduction product, write a half-equation 
to illustrate its formation from sulfuric acid. 

(4 marks) 

(d) 	Write an equation for the reaction between chlorine gas and dilute aqueous sodium 
hydroxide. Name the two chlorine-containing products of this reaction and give the 
oxidation state of chlorine in each of these products. 

(5 marks) 
AQA, 2005 
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Chapter 10 Group 7(17}, the halogens 

A student investigated the chemistry of the halogens and the halide ion~. 
(a) 	 In the rirst two teStS, the student made the following observations. 

Test 	 Observation 

• 


1 Add chlorine water to aqueous potassium The colourless solution turned a brown 

iodide solution. colour. 

2 Add silver nitrate solution to aqueous The colourless solution produced a white 
'----'-- _____________._.;.___.;_______________.potassium chloride solution. precipitate. 

(i) 	 Identify the species responsible for the brown colour in Te~t 1. 
Write the simplest ionic equation for the reaction that ha!> taken place in Test l. 
State the type of reaction that has taken place in Test l . 

(3 marks) 

(ii) 	 Name 1he species responsible for the white precipitate in Test 2 . 
Write the simplest ionic equation for the reaction that has taken place in Test 2 . 
State what would be observed when an excess of dilute ammonia solulion is 
added to the white precipitate obtained in Test 2 . 

(3 marks) 

(b) 	 In two further te!>tS, 1hc student made the following observations. 

Test 

3 Add concentrated sulfuric acid to solid 

potassium chloride. -4 	Add concentrated sulfuric acid to solid 

potassium iodide. 

Observation 

The white solid produced misty white fumes 

which turned blue litmus paper to red_.____, 

The white solid turned black. A gas was 

released that smelled of rotten eggs. A yellow 

solid was formed. 

(i) 	 Write the simplest ionic equation for the reaction that has taken place in Test 3. 
Identify the species responsible for the misty white fumes produced in Test 3. 

(2 marks) 

(ii) 	 The student had read i11 a textbook that the equation for one of the reactions in 
Test 4 is as follows. 

sn+ 	+ gy- + H2S04 -+ 412 + H2S + 4IT20 

Write the two hair-equations for this reaction. 

State the role of the sulfuric acid and identify the yellow solid that is also 

observed in Test 4 . 


(4 marks) 

(iii) The !>tudent knew that bromine can be used for killing microorganisms in 
~wimming pool water. 
The following equilibrium is established when bromine i~ added to cold water. 

Br2(1) + H20(1) ~ HBrO(aq) + tt+(aq) + Br(aq) 

Use Le Chatelier's principle to explain why this equilibrium moves to the right 
when sodium hydroxide solution is added to a solution containing dissolved 
bromine. 
Deduce why bromine can be used for killing microorganisms in !>wirnming pool 
water, even though bromine is toxic. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2012 
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For each or the following reactions, selecl from the list below, the formula of a sodium 
halide that would react as described. 

Naf NaCl NaBr Nal 

Each formula may be selected once, more than once or not at all. 
(a) 	 This sodium halide is a while solid lhat reacts with concentrated sutruric acid to give 

a brown gas. 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 When a solution or this sodium halide is mixed with silver nitrate solution, no 
precipitate is rormed. 

(1 mark) 
(c) 	 When this solid sodium halide reacts with concentrated su lfuric acid, the reaction 

mixture remains white and steamy fumes are given off. 
(1 mark) 

(d) 	A colourless aqueous solution of this sodium halide reacts with orange bromine waler 
tO give a dark brown solulion. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 20 10 

2 There arc many uses £or Group 2 metals and their compounds. 
(a) 	 State a medical use of barium sulfate. 

State why this use of barium sulfate is safe, given that sol utions contain ing barium 
ions are poisonous. 

(2 marks) 
(b) Magnesium hydroxide is used in antacid preparations to neutralise excess stomach 

acid. 


Write an equation for the reaction of magnesium hydroxide with hydrochloric add. 

(1 mark) 

(c) 	 Solutions of barium hydroxide are used in the titration of weak acids. 

State why magnesium hydroxide solution could not be used for this purpose. 
(I mark) 

(d) 	Magnesium metal is used to make tilanium from tilanium(TV) chloride. 

Write an equation for this reaction of magnesium with titanium(IV) chloride. 
(J mark) 

(e) 	 Magnesium burns with a bright white light and is used in flares and fireworks. 

Use your knowledge of the reactions of Group 2 meta ls with water to explain why 
water should not be used to put out a fire in which magnesium meta l is burning. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 20 14 

3 This question is about Group 7 chemistry. 
(a) 	 Sea water is a major source of iodine. 

The iodine extracted from sea water is impure. It is purified in a two-stage process. 

Stage l 12 + 2H20 + so2 -+ 2HI + H2S04 

Stage 2 2Hl + Cl2 -+ 12 + 2HCI 
(i) 	 State the initial oxidation state and the final oxidat ion state of sulfur in Stage l. 

(2 marks) 
(ii) State, in terms of electrons, what has happened to chlorine in Stage 2 . 

(1 mark) 
(b) 	 When concentrated sulluric acid is added to potassium iodide, iodine is formed in the 

following redox equations. 

......Kl + ...... H ~ .•••••KHS04 + ......1 + S + ......H202S04 2 

SKI + 9H2S04 8KHS04 + 412 + H2S + 4H20 
(i) 	 Balance the equation for the reaction that forms sulfur. 

(J mark) 
(ii) Deduce the half-equation for the formation of iodine from iodide ions. 

(J mark) 
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(iii) Deduce the half-equation [or the formation of hydrogen su lfide from 
concentrated suJruric acid. 

(I mark) 
(c) A yellow precipitate is formed when silver nitrate solution, acidified with dilute nitric 

acid, is added to an aqueous solution containing iodide ions. 
(i) Write the s implest ionic equation includjng state symbols for the formation of 

the yellow precipitate. 
(I mark) 

(ii) State what is observed when concentrated ammonia solution is added LO this 
yellow precipitate. 

(I mark) 
(iii) State why the silver nitrate solution is acidified when testing [or iodide ions. 

(J mark) 
(iv) Explain why dilute hyd rochloric acid is not used Lo acidiry the si lver n itrate 

solu tion in th is test ror iodide ions. 
(I mark) 

(d ) Ch lo rine is toxic to h u mans. Th is toxicity does not preven t the large-scale use of 
chlo rine in wa te r trea tmen t. 
(i) Give one reason why water is treated with ch lo rine. 

(I mark) 
(ii) Expla in wh y the toxicity of chlorine does not prevent this use. 

(I mark) 
(ii i) Write an equation for the reaction of chlorine with cold water. 

(I mark) 
(e) Give the formulas or the two different chlorine-containing compounds that are 

formed when chlorine reacts with cold, dilute, aqueous sodium hydroxide. 
State the oxidation state or chlorine in each of the chlorine-containing ions formed. 

(I mark) 
AQA, 2014 

4 (a) The diagram below shows the melting points of some o( the elements in Period 3. 

2000 

s 1600 
c: 
'8. 1200 
t:lO 
c: 800 
~ 
E 400 

0 

..__. 
I/ 

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar 
element 

(i) On a copy or the diagram, use crosses to mark the approximate positions of 
the mel ting points for the clements silicon, chlorine and argon. Complete the 
diagram by joining the crosses. 

(ii) By referring to its structure and bonding, explrun your choice of position for the 
melting point or ~ilicon. 

(iii) Explain why the melting point of sulfur, 58, is hjghcr than that of phosphorus, 
P4. 

(8 marks) 
(b) State and explain the trend in melting point of the Group 2 clement~ Ca-Ba. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

• 
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atomic radii 
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Section 2 
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down group 

covalent bonding l 

properties 
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down group 

• reactivity decreases down 
group 

• melting and boiling paint 

increase down group 
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reactions 

• displacement reaclions 
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• halide ions and sulfuric acid 


NaX(s) + HzS04(aq) - NaHS04(S) + HX(g) 
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Although Dimitri Mendeleev is credited with establishing the 

Periodic Table, it was really developed over time by a number of 

different scientists. One of the key achievements of Mendeleev's 

work was that he was able to predict the properties of elements 

that were yet to be discovered and was even able to predict the 

properties of those missing elements accurately. 

1 	 Suggest how Mendeleev could have correctly predicted 

the properties of gallium, almost five years before it had 

been discovered. 

2 	 Investigate the research on X-ray spectra by Henry Moseley 

and its impact on Mendeleev's Periodic Table. 

3 	 Research the reaction between chlorine and sodium hydroxide. 

Using your knowledge and understanding of redox reactions 

explain why this reaction is particularly interesting. 

, 
Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following 

maths skills: 

• 	 Identify trends and patterns in data. 

• 	 Balancing symbol equations. 

• 




Chapters in this 
section 
11 Introduction to organic 

chemistry 

12 Alkanes 

13 Halogenoalkanes 

14 Alkenes 

15 Alcohols 

16 Organic analysis 

Carbon atoms have the ability to bond in chains which may be 
straight, branched. or in rings. forming millions of compounds. 
Organic chemistry is the study of compounds based on carbon chains. 
Hydrogen is almost always present. 

In trodu ction to organic chemistr y looks at the nature of carbon 
compounds and explains the different types of formulae that can be 
used ro represent a compound, and also the TUP/\C nam ing system. 
used ro describe organic compounds. It looks at the different sorts of 
isomers tha t are possible in some organic compounds. (Isomers have 
the same formula but a different arrangemen t of atoms.) 

Alkanes is about crude oil and its fractional distillation . Ir also looks 
ar rhe different ways that large alkane molecules can be cracked into 
smaller, more useful molecules. lt deals with the combustion of carbon 
compounds. 

Halogenoalkanes looks at how these compounds are formed, 
how rhey react and their role in the problem of deplerion of the 
ozone layer. 

Alken es describes the reactions of these compounds which have one 
or more double bonds. 

Alcohols shows tbe importance of ethanol and describes the primary, 
secondary, and tertiary structures of alcohols and their reactions. 

Organic analysis revisits the mass spectrometer and describes its use 
in determining the relative molecular masses of compounds and also 
their molecular formulae. Infra-red spectroscopy is introduced as a 
vital tool for identifying the functiona l groups in organ ic compounds. 
Some test tube reactions tha t may be used to help idenrify organic 
compounds are described. 

The concepts of the applications of science are found throughout the 
chapters, where they will provide you wi th an oppommiry ro apply 
your knowledge in a tresh context. 



r 

What you already know 
The material in this section builds upon knowledge and understanding that you will 

have developed at GCSE, in particular the following: 


0 Carbon atoms have !'our outer electrons and can form four single bonds. 


0 Organ ic compounds are based o n chains of ca rbon atoms. 


0 Double cova len t bonds can be form ed by sharing fo ur electrons between a pa ir 

of a toms. 



11 Introduction to organic chemistry 

11.1 Carbon compounds 


Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State what is meant by the 

terms empirical formula, 
molecular formula, skeletal 
formula, and structural 
formula. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1 

H H H II 

I I I I 
-	 c- c- c- c

1 	 I I I 
H H H H 

.A. Figure 1 Port afa hydrocarbon chain 

H 

I 
H-C-H 

I 	I I I H 

I 
H-C-C-C-C C-H 

I 	 I I I 
H H H H 

H-C-H 

I 
H 

.A. Figure 2 Abranched hydrocarbon chain 

H H 
H \/ H 
\ c I 

H- C/ ' c - H 

I I 
H-C C- H 

I 'c/ \ 

H /\ H 


H H 


.A. Figure 3 Ahydrocarbon ring 

• 


Organic chemistry is the chemistry of carbon compounds. Life on our 
planet is based on carbon, and o rganic means co do with living beings. 
Nowadays. many carbon-based materials, like plastics and drugs, are 
made syn thetically and there are large industries based on synthetic 
materials. There are far more compounds of carbon known than those 
of all t.he other elements put together, well over I 0 million. 

What is special about carbon? 
Carbon can form rings and very long chains, which may be branched. 
This is because: 

• 	 a carbon atom has four electrons in its o ute r shell, so it forms four 
covalent bonds 

• 	 carbon-carbon bonds arc relatively s trong (347 kJ mol- 1) and 
non-polar. 

The carbon-hydrogen bond is also strong (413 kJ mo1- 1) and relatively 
non-polar. Hydrocarbon chains fonn the skele ton of most organic 
compounds, see Figures L 2, and 3. 

From inorganic to organic 

Organic compounds were originally thought to be produced by living things 
only. This was disproved by Friedrich Wohler in 1828. He made urea (an 
organic compound found in urine) from ammonium cyanate (an inorganic 
compound). 

NH/ (NCOJ- -+ 

ammonium urea 
cyanate 

He reported to a fellow chemist 

"I cannot, so to say, hold my chemical water and must tell you that I can 
make urea without thereby needing to have kidneys, or anyhow, an animal, 
be it human or dog". 

This reaction is an isomerism reaction . 

1 What is meant by an isomerism reaction? 
2 	 What is the atom economy of this reaction? Explain your answer . 



Bonding in carbon compounds 
In all stable carbon compounds. carbon forms four covalent bonds and 
has eight electrons in its outer shell. It can do this by forming bonds in 
different ways. 

• By forming four single bonds as in methane: 

H H 
x . I 

H ~c ~H H- C- H 
• x I 
H H 

• By forming two single bonds and one double bond as in ethene: 

H" /H 
c=c 

H/ "H 

• By form ing one single bond and one triple bond as in echyne: 

H-C=:C-H 

Formulae of carbon compounds 
The e mpirical formula 

~ 
Worked example: Empirical formula ~ 

The empirical formula is a formula char shows the simplesc 

ratio of che atoms of each element present in a compound. 

For example, ethane: 


3.00 g of c1 hane contains 2.40 g of carbon, Ar = 12.0, and 
0.60 g of hydrogen, Ar= 1.0. What is its empirical fonnu la? 

number of moles of carbon= 2.40 = 0.20 mol of carbon 
12.0 

number of moles of hydrogen = O.~O = 0.60 mol of hydrogen 

Dividing through by the smaller number (0.20) gives C : H as l : 3 

So the empirical formula of ethane is CH3• 

The molecular formula 
The molecular formula is the formula that shows the actual number of 
awms of each clement in the molecule. It is found from: 

• the empirical formula 

• the relative molecular mass of the empirical formula 

• the relative molecular mass of the molecule. 

Hint 

The mass of carbon plus the mass 
of hydrogen adds up to the mass 
of ethane so no other element is 
present. 

• 




11.1 Carbon compounds 

molecular formula, if you are not 
sure about this calculation. _j 
Look back at Topic 2.4, Empirical and 

• 

~ 
Worked example: Molecular formula ~ 

The empirical formula or ethane is CH3 and this group of atoms 

has a relative molecular mass of 15.0. 


The relative molecular mass or ethane is 30.0, which is 2 x I 5.0. 

So, there must be two units or the empirical formula in every 

molecule of ethane. 


Other formulae 
Other, different types of formulae are used in organic chemistry 
because, compared with inorganic compounds, organic molecules are 
more varied. The type of formula required depends on rhe information 
that you are dealing with. You may want to know abou t the way the 
atoms are arranged within the molecule, as well as just the number of 
each atom present. There are different ways of doing this. 

The displayed formula 
This shows every atom and every bond in the molecule: 

- is a single bond 

= is a double bond 

= is a triple bond 

For ethene, C2H4, the displayed formula is: 

H H 

°"c=c/ 

H/ "H 


For ethanol, C2H 0, the displayed formula is:6

H H 
I I 

H- C-C 0 - 1-1 

I I 
H H 

The structural formula 
This shows the unique arrangement of atoms in a molecule in a 
simplified form, without showing all the bonds. 

Each carbon is written separately, with the atoms or groups that are 
attached to it. 

H H 
I 

H-C-C- H 

I I 
H H 



H H H 
I I I 

H-C-C-C-0-H 

I I I 
H H H 

Brand1es in the carbon chains are shown in brackets: 

H 

I 
H-C-H 

I I I 
H- C-C-C-H is written CH3CH(CH3)CH3 

I I I 
H H H 

Skeletal formulae 
With more com plex molecules, displayed structu ral formulae become 
time-consuming to draw. In skeletal notation the carbon atoms are not 
drawn at a ll. Straight lines represent ca rbon- carbon bonds and ca rbon 
atoms a re assumed to be where the bonds meet. Neither hydrogen 
atoms nor C-H bonds are drawn. Each carbon is assumed to form 
enough C-H bonds to make a total of fou r bonds (counting double 
bonds as two). 

H H H H H 

I I I I I 
H- c - c-c- c - C-H would be written ~ 

I I I I I 
H H H H H 

H H 

H \/ H 

\ c I 
H-C/ '----c-H

I I would be written 
H-C C-H 0I '----c/ \ 

H /\ H 
H H 

I H Br H 

I Br
I I I I 

H- c-c-c-c-H would be written 

I I I I ~ H H H H 

The choice of type of formula to use depends on the circumstances and 
the type of information you need to give. Notice that skeletal formulae 
give a rough idea of the bond angles. In an unbranched alkanc chain 
these arc 109.5°. 

Three-dimensional structural formulae 
These attempt to show the three-dimensional structure of the 
molecule. Bonds coming out of the paper are shown by wedges ,,,, 
and bonds going into the paper by dotted lines ,,,,-. 

Synoptic link 
You will learn more about reaction 
mechanisms and free radicals in 
Topic 13.2, Nucleophilic substitution 
in halogenoalkanes, and Topic 12.3, J 
Industria l cracking. . 

• 




11.1 Carbon compounds 

Some examples of different types of formulae are given in the Table l. 

'Y Table 1 Different types offormulae 

CH 2 
CsH12 

hex-1-ene 
CH

2
CHCH2CH2CH2CH3 

H H H
H I I I" C=C-C C C

H/ I I I I 
H H H H 

H 

I 
C-H 

I 
H 

~ 

~0-H 

y 
Cl 

I;! H H 
H, : f.,· 

H C-C H 
"-. / "-. ~H

C=C C···C 

H
/ " H H/ " H "-.H 

H H 
I I 

.c-c. / H 
.' I I ,. 

H H H 0 

H H 
I I 

.c /c
.' I' ('· 

H H/ C·,,H H 
Cl H 

C2H60 
C2H60 
ethanol 

CH
3

CH 
2
0H 

H H 

I I 
H C C-0-H 

I I 
H H 

C
3
H7CI 

C
3
H7CI 

2-chloropropane 
CH3CHCICH3 

H H H 

I I I 
H-C-C-C-H 

I I I 
H Cl H 

C
3
H

6
0 

C3H60 
propanone 

CH 3COCH3 

H H 

I I 
H-C-C-C-H 

I II I 
H 0 H 

y 
0 

H H 
I I 

_.c, /c.,
t-i I c I i-t 

H II H 
0 

Summary questions 

1 	 Acompound comprising only 
carbon and hydrogen, in 
which 4.8 g of carbon combine 
with 1.0 g of hydrogen, has a 
relative molecular mass of 58. 

a How many moles of carbon 
are there in 4.8 g? 

b How many moles of 
hydrogen are there in 
1.0g? 

c What is the empirical 
formula of this compound? 

d What is the molecular 
formula of this compound? 

e Draw the structural 
formula and the skeletal 
formula of the compound 
that has a straight chain. 

f Draw the displayed 
formula and the skeletal 
formula of the compound 
that has a branched chain. 

• 

Reaction mechanisms 
Curly arrows 
You can often explain what happens in organic reactions by 
considering the movement of elections. As e lectrons are negatively 
charged, they tend to move from areas of high electron density to 
more positively charged areas. For example, a lone pair of electrons 
will be attracted to the positive end of a polar bond, written as cl>+. 

The movement of a pair of electrons is shown by a curly arrow that 
starts from a lone pair of electrons or from a covalent bond and moves 
towards a positively charged area of a molecule 10 form a new bond. 

Free radicals 
Sometimes a covalent bond (which consists of a pair of electrons 
shared between two atoms) may break in such a way that one electron 
goes to each atom that originally formed the bond. These fragments 
of the original molecule have an unpaired electron and are called free 
radicals. They are usually extremely reactive. 



11.2 Nomenclature - naming organic 

compounds 


The sysrem used for naming compounds was developed by rhe 
Inrernarional Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry or IUPAC. This is 
an incernarional organisation of chemists that draws up standards so 
char chemists throughom ihe world use the same conventions - rarher 
like a universal language of chemisrry. Systemaric names tell us abour 
rhe srrucrures of the compounds rather than just the formula. Only 
the basic principles are covered here. 

Roots 
A systematic name has a root that tells us the longest unbranched 
hydrocarbon cha in or ring, see Table 1. 

The syllable after the root te lls us whether there are any double bonds. 

-ane means no double bonds. For example, ethane 

H H 
I I 

H-C- C- H 
I I 
H H has two carbon atoms and no double bond. 

-enc means there is a double bond. For example, ethcnc 

H\. / H 
/ C=C\. 


H H 
 has two carbon atoms and on e double bond. 

Prefixes and suffixes 
Prefixes and suffixes describe the changes that have been made to the 
root molecule. 

• Prefixes are added to the beginning of the root. 

For example, side cha ins are shown by a prefix, whose name tells us 
the number of ca rbons: 

m ethyl ethyl 

propyl butyl 

For example: 
H 

I 
H-C-H 

H H I H 


I I I 

H-C-C-C- C- H 

I I I I 
H H H H 

is called methylbutane. The longest unbranched chain is four carbons 
long, which gives us butane (as there are no double bon ds) and there 
is a side chain of one carbon, a merhyl group. 

Learning objectives: 
' Explain the IUPAC rules for 

naming alkanes and 
alkenes. 

' State what is meant by a 
functional group. 

' State what is meant by a 
homologous series. 

Specification reference: 3.3.1 

-., Table 1 Thefirst six roots used 
in naming organic compounds 

Number of 
carbons 

Root 

1 meth 

2 eth 

3 prop 

4 but 

s pent 

6 hex 

Study tip 
It is important to learn the root 
names from C1 to CG. 

• 




11.2 Nomenclature - naming organic compounds 

Hydrocarbon ring molecules have the additional prefix cyclo. So the 
compound below would be named cyclohcxa ne: 

Study tip 
At this stage, you will not need 
to learn how to name all the 
functional groups in the table but 
they are useful to illustrate the 
principles of naming. 

Synoptic link 
Aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic 
acids are discussed in Chapter 26, 
Compounds containing the carbonyl 
group. 

• 


• Suffixes are added to the end of the root. 

For example, alcohols, -OH, have the suffix -ol. as in methanol, 
CH 0H.3

Functional groups 
Most organic compounds arc made up or a hydrocarbon chain that has 
one or more reactive groups attached to it. These reactive groups are 
called functional groups. The functional group reacts in the same 
way, whatever the length of the hydroca rbon chain. So, for example, 
if you learn the reactions of one alkenc, such as ethene, you can apply 
this knowledge tO any alkenc. 

Functional groups arc named by using a suffix or prefix as shown 
in Table 2. 

T Table 2 The suffixes of somefunctionol groups 

Family General functional group Suffix Example 

alkanes CnH2n+2 -ane ethane 

alkenes R-CH=CH-R -ene propene 

halogenoalkanes R- X{X =F, Cl, Br, or I) none 
chloromethane 

CHll 

ethanol 
alcohols R- OH -ol 

C2H50H 

aldehydes 
;:VO

R-C 
"-H 

-al 
ethanal 
CH 3CHO 

ketones 
R- C- R' 

II 
0 

-one 
propanone 
CH 3COCH3 

carboxylic acids 
;:VO

R- C 
"-OH 

-oic acid 
ethanoic acid 
CH3COOH 

Note that the halogen oalkanes are named using a prefix (fluoro-, 
chloro-. bromo-, iodo-) rather than a suffix. R is often used to represent 
a hydrocarbon chain (of any length). Think or ic as representing rhe 
rest of the molecule. 

Examples 
eth indicates that the molecule has a chain of two carbon atoms, ane 
that it is has no double or triple bonds and bromo chat one of the 
hydrogen atoms of ethane is replaced by a bromine atom. 



H H 
I I 

bromoethane H-C-C-Br 

I I 
H H 

Prop indicates a chain of three carbon atoms and ene that there is 
one C=C (double bond). 

H H 
H'\. I I 

propene C=C - C- H 
/ I 

H H 

Meth indicates a single ca rbon, an that there are no double bonds and 
o/ that there is an OH group (an alcohol). 

H 

I 
methanol H- C- 0 - H 

I 
H 

Chain andposition isomers 
With longer chains, you need to say where a side chain or a functional 
group is located on the main chain. For example, methylpentane 
could refer to: 

H H 

I I 
H-C H H - C-H 

H I H H H 
I 

2 
I 

4 
1 

5 
1 

H-'C c~c -C-C- H or 

H H I H H 

1I 2 I 3 4 1 ,, I 
H-C-C-C-C-C-H 

I I I I I I I I I 
H H H H H H H H H H 

2- methylpcntane 3- methylpentanc 

A number (sometimes ca lled a locant) is used to tell us the position of 
any brand1ing in a chain and the position of any functional group. The 
examples above arc strucLUral isomers. Structural isomers have the same 
molecular formula but different structural formulae, see Topic 11.3 . 

H H H H H H 
, I 21 31 i I 21 31 

Br- C - C- C - H and H- C- C- C - Br 

I I I I I I 
H H H H H H 

Both molecules are 1-bromopropane. The right-hand one is not 
3-bromopropanc because the smallest possible number is always used. 

1-bromopropane may also be represented by either of the structural 
formulae below because all the hydrogens on carbon I are equivalent. 

Br H H H H H 
I I I I I 21 31 3H--'C-"C-C - H H-C-C-C - H 

I I I I I 
H H H Br H H 

Hint 

Take care. Don't get confused by 
the way the formula is drawn. 
These are the same molecule . 

• 




11.2 Nomenclature - naming organic compounds 

.A. Figure 1 Buckminsterfullerene 
{top] ond ageodesic dome (bottom} 

.A. Figure 2 Housane {left} ond 
roof-methylhousane (right} 

What's in a name? 

Before the advent of systematic naming, chemicals could be given any 

old name. For example methanoic acid was called formic acid because it 

is produced by ants as a defence against predators. The Latin for ant is 

formica. However the name tells us nothing about the chemical structure of 

formic acid (except that it is acidic). whereas methanoic acid tells us that 

it has one carbon atom. Acetic acid's name comes from the Latin acetum, 
meaning vinegar but the systematic name erhanoic acid tells us that it has 

two carbon atoms. 

Sometimes, though, systematic names are just too long. Buckminsterfullerene 
was named from the similarity of its structure to the geodesic domes designed 

by the American architect Richard Buckminster Fuller (Figure 1) . 

Housane is named after the resemblance of its structural formula to 

a house - its systematic name is Bicyclo[ 2.1.0]pentane. 

Ifwe replace one of the hydrogen atoms with a methyl group-CH3, 

as shown we get roof-methylhousane. 

Draw the formulae of the two positional isomers of roof-methylhousane 


which might be called eave-methylhousane and floor-methylhousane . 


Hint 

In chemical names, strings of 

numbers are separated by commas. 

A hyphen is placed between words 

and numbers. 

• 


Molecules with more than one functional group or side chain 
A molecule may have more than one functional group. For example: 

I Br H 

I I 21 31 
H - C - C - C - H 2-brorno-1 -iodopropane

I I I
H H H 

Even though iodine is on carbon 1 and bromine is on carbon 2, bromo is 
wriucn before iodo because the substituting groups arc put in alphabetical 
order rather than in the numerical order of the functiona l groups. 

You can show that you have more than one of the same substitu ting 
group by adding prefixes as well as functiona l groups. di-, tri-, and 
tetra- mean two, three, and four, respectively. 

Cl H 

So, I I 21 
Cl-C-C-H 

I I 
is called L 1-dichlorocchane 

H H 

Cl Cl 

and 
I I 21 

H - C - C - H is called L2-dichloroethane. 
I I 
H H 



Homologous series 
A homologouc, series is a family or organic compounds with the 
same functional group, but different carbon chain length. 

• 	 Members of a homologous series have a general formula. For 
example, the alkanes are C,,H2,,. 2 and alkenes, with one double 
bond, arc C,,H2,,. 

• 	 Each member of the series differs from the next by CHi

• 	 The length of the carbon chain has little effect on the chemical 
reactivity of the functional group. 

• 	 The length or the carbon chain affects physical properties, like melting 
poi11t, boiling point, and solubility. Melting points and boiling points 
increase by a small amount as rhe number of carbon atoms in the 
chain increases. This is because the intermolecular forces increase. ln 
general, sma ll molecules are gases, larger ones liquids or solids. 

• 	 Chain branching generally red uces melting points beca use the 
molecules pack together less well. 

'Y Table 3 Examples ofsystematic naming oforganic compounds. Try covering up the 
name or structure to test yourself. 

H Br H 

I I 21 31 
H-C-C-C-H 2,2-dibromopropane 

I I I 
H Br H 


H H H H 
 2-bromobutan·l-ol 
41 l I ? I I I 

H-	 C-'-C -C-C -0-H The suffix -ol defines the end of the chain 
I I I I you count from H H Br H 


H H OH H 


~ I 31 21 I I
H-C-C-C-C-H butan-2-ol 

I I I I 
H H H H 

H H H but-1-ene 
H} 21 31 41 

C=C- C - C H Not but-2-ene, but-3-ene, or but-4-ene as/ I I 
we use the smallest locant possible H H H 

Summary questions 

1 	 What is the name of each of the 2 Draw the displayed formulae for: 

following? a 	 methylbutanone 

a 	 CH CH CH CI3 2 2 b but-2-ene 


b CH3CH2CH2CH2
CH3 c 2-chlorohexane 


c CH3CH2CH = CHCH3 
 d 	 but-1-ene. 

d 	 CH CH CH CH(CH )CH3	 2 2 3 3 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 State what is meant by 

structural isomers. 

' 	 Describe the three ways in 
which structural isomerism 
can occur. 

Specijication reference: 3.3.1 

• 


Isomers 
Isomers are molecules that have the same molecular rormula but whose 
atoms are arranged differently. There are two basic types or isomerism in 
organic chemistry - structural isomerism and stcrcoisomerism. 

Structural isomerism 
Structural isomers a re defined as having the same molecular formula 
but different structural formulae, see Topic 11.2. There arc three 
sub-divisions. Structural isomers can have: 

1 the same functional groups attached to the ma in cha in at different 
points - this is called positional isomerism 

2 fu nctional groups tha t are different - th is is ca lled ru nctional group 
isomerism 

3 a different arrangemen t of the hydrocarbon chain (such as 
branching) - this is called chain isomerism. 

Positional isomerism 
The functional group is attached to the main chain at different points. 
For example, the molecular formula C3H7 CI could represent: 

H H H 	 H Cl H 
I I I 	 I I I 

H-C-C- C- a m H- C-C-C-H 
I I I 	 I I I 
H H H H H H 

1-chloropropane 2-chloropropane 

Functional group isomerism 
There a re different functional groups. For example. the molecular 
formula C2H60 could represent: 

H H 	 H H 
I I 	 I I 

H-C-C-0-H or H- C- 0-C-H 
I I 	 I I 
H H H H 

ethanol (an a lcohol) methoxymethane (an ether) 

Chain isomerism 
The hydrocarbon chain is arranged differently. For example. the 
molecular formula C4H9 0 H could represent: 

H H H H 	 H H H 
I I I I 	 I I I 

H- C- C- C- C- 0 - H or H - C- C- C-0-H 
I 	 I I I 
H H H H 	 ~ I ~ 

H- C-H 
I 
Hbutan-1-ol 

2-methylpropan-1 -ol 

These isomers are called chain-branching isomers. 

The existence of isomers makes the task or identifying an unknown 
organic compound more difficult. This is because there may be a 
number of compounds with different structures that all have the same 
molecular formula . So, you have to use ana lytical methods that tell 
you about the structure. 



Stereoisomerism 
Stereoisomcrism is where two (or more) compounds have the same 
structural formula. They differ in the arrangement of the bonds in space. 

There arc two types: 

• E-Z isomerism and 

• optical isomerism. 

E-Z isomerism 
E-Z isomerism tells us abour the positions of substituents at either side 
of a carbon-carbon double bond. TWo substituents may either be on 
the same side of 1he bond Z (cis) or on opposite sides E (trans). 

Z-1,2-d ichloroethene £-1 ,2-dich loroethene 

Substitu ted groups joined by a single bond can rotate around the 
single bond, so th ere are no isomers (Figure l) but there is no rotation 
around a double bond. So, Z- and £-isomers are separate compounds 
and are not easily converted from one to the other. 

E-Z is from the German Enrgegen (opposite - trans) and Zusammen 
(together - cis) . 

Summary questions 

1 	 What type of structural isomerism is shown by the following pairs of 

molecules? Choose from: A= functional groups at different points, 

B = different functional groups, C = chain branching. 


a CH3CH20CH3 and CH3CH2CH20H 


b CH CH CH 0H and CH CH(OH)CH

3	 2 2 3 3 

c 	 CH CH CH CH CH and CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH33 2 2 2 3 

2 a Write the displayed and structural formulae for all the five isomers 
of hexane, C H14.

6

b 	 Name these isomers. 

3 	 Which of these molecules can show E-Z (cis-trans) isomerism? 


A CH 2=CH2 


B CH -CH
3 3 

C 	 RCH=CH2 


D RCH=CHR 


4 	 a Give the name of this: 

CH3'\ / H 

/ C= C'\ 
H C2H5 

b 	 What is the name of its geometrical isomer? 

Another type of isomerism, optical 
isomerism, will be covered in Topic 
25.2, Optical isomerism. ) 

Hint 

You will also see the terms cis 
and trans used to describe the 
positions of groups attached to 
a double bond. 

Cl Cl Cl H 
I I I I 

H- C- C- H H-C-C-H 
I I I I 
H H H Cl 

A Figure 1 Groups can rotate around a 
single bond. These are representations of 
the same molecule and are not isomers 

Synoptic link 

E-Z isomerism is discussed further 
in Topic 14.2, Reactions of alkenes. 

• 




Practice questions 


• 


l The alkancs form a homologous series o[ hydrocarbons. The first four straight-chain 
alkanes are shown below. 

methane CH4 
ethane CH3CH3 
propane CH3CH2CH3 
bucane CH3CH2CH2CH3 

(a) 	 (i) State what is meant by the term hydrocarbo11. 
(ii) Give the general formula for the alkanes. 
(iii) Give the molecular formula for hexane, the sixth member or the series. 

(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Each homologous series bas its own general formula. State two other 
characteristics of an homologous series. 

(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Branched-chain structural isomers are possible for a lkanes which have more than 
three carbon a toms. 
(i) 	 State what is meant by the term structural isomers. 
(ii) Name the two isomers of hexane shown below. 

CH3 

C - CH2CH3 
I 
CH3 

isomer 1 	 isomer 2 

(iii) Give the strucLUres of two other branched-chain isomers or hexane. 
(6 marks) 

(d) 	A hydrocarbon, W, contains 92.3% carbon by mass. The relative molecular mass of 
W is 78.0 
(i) 	 Calculate the empirical formula of W. 
(ii) Calculate the molecular fomrnla of W. 

(4 marks) 
AQA. 2003 

2 	 (a) Give the systematic chemical name or CCl F2• (1 mark)
2

(b) Give the systematic chemical name or CCl4 • 	 ( 1 mark) 
(c) Give the systematic chemical name or CIICl CTICl2. 	 (/ mark)

2 
AQA, 200 1 

3 There arc five structural isomers of the molecular formula C which arc5H10 
alkenes. The displayed formulae of two of these isomers arc given. 

H H H H H H H 

I I I I I I I 
H C C  C =C-H H-C  C - C - C =C H 

~ ~ I 
I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

H C-H 

I 
H 

isomer 1 1somer2 

(a) Draw the displayed formulae of two of the remaining alkene strucwral isomers. 
(2 marks) 

. 




Chapter 11 Introduction to organic chemistry 

(b) Consider the reaction scheme shown below and answer the question that follows. 

HBr
lsomerl --~ CH3CH2CBr(CH3l2 

y 

Give the name or compound Y . 
(I mark) 

AQA, 2000 

4 	 There arc four structural isomers of molecular formula C4H9Br. The structural 
formulae of two of these isomers arc given below. 

CH3
I 

CH3-C-Br 

I 
CH3 

isomer 1 	 isomer2 

(i) 	 Draw the ~tructural rormulae of the remaining two isomers. (3 marks) 
(ii) 	 Name isomer I. 

AQA, 2001 

5 	 (a) The mucturc of the bromoalkane Z is 

CH3 CH3
I I 

CH3-C-C-Br 

I I 
H CH3 

Give the IUPAC name for Z. 

Give the general formula of the homologous series of straight-chain bromoalkanes 

that contains one bromine atom per molecule. 

Suggest one reason why 1-bromohexane has a higher boiling point than z. 


(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Draw the displayed formula of l,2-dichloro-2-mcthylpropanc. 

State its empirical formula . 


(2 marks) 
/\QA, 20 13 

----• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ State the definition of 

an alkane. 

-+ Explain how alkanes are 
named. 

-+ Describe their properties. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2 

You learnt about bond angles in 

alkanes in Topic 3.6, The shapes of
Imolecules and ions. 

'9' Table 1 Names of the first six a/kanes 

Alkanes are saturated hydrocarbon<; - they contain only 
carbon-carbon and carbon- hydrogen single bonds. They are among 
the least reactive organic compounds. They arc used as fuels and 
lubricants and as starting materials for a range of other compounds. 
This means that they are very important lO industry. The main source 
of alkanes is crude oil. 

The general formula 
The general formula for all chain alkanes is C11H211+2• Hydrocarbons 
may be unbranched chains, branched chains, or rings. 

Unbranched chains 
Unbranched chains are often ca lled straight cha ins but the C-C-C 
angle is 109.5°. This means that the chains are not actua lly straight. 
In an unbranched alkane, each carbon atom has two hydrogen atoms 
except the end carbons which have one extra. 

For example, pentane, C H12:5

displayed structural 

Branched chains 

For example, methylbutane, C H12, which is an isomer of pentane:
5

H 
I 

H- C- H 

I I I I 
H- C- C- C- C- H 

I I I I 
H H H H 

displayed structural 

Ring alkanes 
Ring alkanes have the general molecu lar formula C

11
H

211 
because the 

end hydrogens are not required. 

How to name alkanes 
Straight chains 
Alkanes are named from the root. which tells us the number of carbon 
atoms, and the suffix -ane, denoting an alkane, see Table 1. 

methane 

ethane 

propane 

butane 

pentane 

hexane 

• 


CH 
C H 
C H 
C4H 
C H 
C H 



Branched chains 
When you are naming a hydrocarbon with a branched chain, you 
musL firsL find Lhe longest unbranched chain which can someLimes 
be a biL Lricky, sec Lhe example below. This gives the rooL name. Then 
name Lhe branches o r side chains as prefixes - methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, 
and so on. Finally, add numbers to say which carbon atoms the side 
chains are attached to. 

Example 
Both the hydrocarbons below are the same, though they seem 
different at first sight. The skeletal formulae for 

3-meLhylpemane is: 
H 

H 51 
H-C-HI 

H- C- H 41
H-C-H 

H H I H H 
H H H, I 21 3 41 sl I 

H-C- C- C- C- C-H I I ? I 3 I
H-C---"C-C -C-HI I I I I

H H H H H I I I I
H H H H 

In both representations, the longest unbranched chain (in red) is 
five carbons, so the root is pentane. The only side chain has one 
carbon so it is methyl-. It is attached at carbon 3 so the full name is 
3-methylpentane. 

Structure 
Isomerism 
Methane, ethane. and propane have no isomers but after that, the 
number of possible isomers increases with the number of carbons in 
the alkane. For example, butane, with four carbons, has two isomers 
whilst pentanc has three: 

H 

I 
H- C- H 

H 

I I I I 
H-C- H H-C-C- C- H 

H H H H H ~ I ~ I I I I I I I I I 
H- C- C- C- C- C- H H-C-C-C - C-H H- C- H 

I I I I I I I I I I 
H H H H H H H H H H 


pentane methylbutane 2,2-dimethylpropane 


~ 

• 

+ 


The number of isomers rises rapidly with chain length. Decanc, CioH22, 

has 75 and C has over 4 billion. 
30

H62 



12.1 Alkanes 

You learnt about electronegitivty in 
Topic 3.4, Electronegatvity - bond 
polarity in covalent bonds. 

• Figure 1 Comping Goz is a mixture of 
propane and butane. Polar expeditions 
use special gos mixtures with a higher 
proportion ofpropane, because butane is 
liquid below272 K { 1 •c) 

increasing chain length 

• Figure 2 The effect of increasing 
chain length on the physical properties 
of olkones 

• 


Physical properties 
Polarity 
Alkanes are almost non-polar because the clectroncgativitics of 
carbon (2.5) and hydrogen (2.1) arc so similar. As a result, the only 
intermolecular forces between their molecules arc weak van der 
Waals forces, and the larger the molecule, the stronger the van der 
Waals forces. 

Boiling points 
This increasing intermolecular force is why the boiling points of 
alkanes increase as the chain length increases. The shorter chains are 
gases at room temperature. Pentane. with five carbons, is a liquid 
with a low boiling point of 3091< (36°C}. At. a chain length of about 
18 carbons, the alkanes become solids at room temperature. The solids 
have a waxy feel. 

Alkanes with branched chains have lower melting poims Lhan straight 
chain alkanes with the same number of carbon atoms. This is because 
they cannot pack together as closely as unbranched chains and so the 
van der Waals forces are not so effective. 

Solubility 
Alkanes are insoluble in water. This is because water molecules are 
held together by hydrogen bonds which are much stronger than the 
van der Waal's forces that act between alkane molecules. However, 
alkanes do mix with other relatively non-polar liquids. 

How alkanes react 
Alkanes are relatively unreactive. They have strong carbon-carbon 
and carbon- hydrogen bonds. They do not react with acids. bases, 
oxidising agents, and reducing agents. However, they do burn and 
they will react with halogens under suitable conditions. They burn in 
a plentiful supply of oxygen to form carbon dioxide and water (or, in a 
restricted supply of oxygen, to form carbon monoxide or carbon). 

Summary questions 

1 	 Name the alkane CH3CH 2CH(CH3)CH3 and draw its displayed formula. 

2 	 Draw the displayed formula and structural formula of 2-methylhexane. 

3 	 Name an isomer of 2-methylhexane that has a straight chain. 

4 	 Which of the two isomers in question 3 will have the higher melting 

point? Explain your answer. 




Crude oil is at present the world's main source of organic chemicals. 
It is called a fossil fuel because it was formed millions of years ago by 
the breakdown of plant and animal remains at the high pressures and 
temperatures deep below the Earth's surface. Because it forms very 
slowly, it is effectively non-renewable. 

Crude oil is a mixture mostly of alkanes, both unbranched 
and branched. Crude oils from different sources have different 
compositions. The composition of a typical North Sea oil is given 
in Table 1. 

T Table 1 The composition ofo typical North Seo crude oil 

Gases Petrol Naphtha Kerosene Gas oil 

Approximate boiling 
temperature I K 

Chain length 

lliilliiiMiimiiilil_ 

310 310- 450 400-490 430-523 590-620 

1-5 5-10 8-12 11-16 16-24 
~-+-~~~-1--~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~-1-~-

2 s 10 14 21 45 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the origin of crude oil. 

-+ 	 Explain how crude oil is 

separated into useful 
fractions on an industrial 

scale. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2 

Fuel oil and wax 

above 620 

25+ 

Crude oil contains small amounts of other compounds dissolved in it. 
These come from other clements in the original plants and animals the 
oil was formed from, for example, some contain sulfur. These produce 
sulfur dioxide, S02, when they are burnt. This is one of the causes of 
acid rain - sulfur dioxide reacts with oxygen high in the atmosphere to 

form sulfur trioxide. This reacts with water in the atmosphere to form 
sulfuric acid. 

Fractional distillation of crude oil 
To convert crude oil into useful products you have to separate the 
mixture. This is done by heating it and collecting the fractions that 
boil over different ranges of temperatures. Each fraction is a mixture of 
hydrocarbons of similar chain length and therefore similar properties, 
sec Figure l. The process is called fractional distillation and it is 
done in a fractiona ting tow e r. 

• 	 The crude oil is first heated in a furnace. 

• 	 A mixture of liquid and vapour passes into a tower that is cooler at 
the top than at the bottom. 

• 	 The vapours pass up the tower via a series of trays containing 
bubble caps until they arrive at a tray that is sulficiently cool 
(at a lower temperature than their boiling point). Then they 
condense to liquid. 

• 	 The mixture o( liquids that condenses on each tray is piped off. 

• 	 The shorter chain hydrocarbons condense in the trays nearer to 
the top of the tower, where it is cooler, because they have lower 
boiling points. 

• 	 The thick residue that collects at the base of the tower is called tar 
or bitumen. It can be used for road surfacing but, as supply often 
exceeds demand, this fraction is often further processed to give 
more valuable products 

Hint 

Crude oil is being produced now 

but accumulation of a deposit of 

this oil is a very slow process. 

Combustion 
of sulfur 

Write balanced equations 
for the three steps in which 
sulfur is converted into 
sulfuric acid. 

2•os2
H·- 0 H+(OS 

EOS2 <-
20 + 20S2 

2 2
0s •- 0 +s 

• 




12.2 Fractional distillation of crude oil 

Study tip 
You do not need to memorise 
the various fractions and their 
boiling temperatures but you 
should understand the principle of 
fractional distillation. 

Hint 
Fractional distillation is a physical 
process so no covalent bonds 
within the molecules are broken. 
It is the van der Waals forces 
between the molecules that are 
broken during vaporisation and 
reform on condensing. 

• 


C35-C70 

descending 
liquid 

-------
C1- C3 

gases 
fuel on site 

C4-C12 
gasoline/petrol 

--+(naphtha} 
cars 

C12-C16 
--+ kerosene/paraffin 

jet fuel, 
lighting 

,,........,, 
C15-C1s ~ 

--+ diesel oil 
lorries and 
taxis 

,,........,, C19-C35 
1-----' ~ lubricating oil 

..-. and waxes 
candles and 
engine oil 

fuel oil 
ships, power 
stations 

C70 - upwards•••••I-•tar/bitumen
roads and 
roofing 

.A Figure 1 The fractional distillation of crude oil. The chain length ranges are 
approximate 

.A Figure 2 Crude oil is separated inw fractions by distillation in cylindrical towers 
typically 8 m in diameter and 40 m high. Oil refineries vary but a typical one might 
process 3.5 million tonnes ofcrude oil per year. 



Almost half the UK's electricity is generated from natural 
gas (largely methane). Around half of this comes from 
the North Sea but this percentage is decreasing as these 
wells become depleted and more and more gas is being 
imported via pipeline from Europe. 

However, many areas of the UK have resources of natural 
gas - not caught under impervious rock layers as in the 
North Sea but trapped within shale rock rather like water 
in a sponge. This gas can be extracted by drilling into the 
shale and forcing pressurised water mixed with sand into 
the shale. This causes the rather soft shale rock to break 
up or fracture (giving the term fracking, short for hydraulic 
fracturing) releasing the trapped gas which flows to the 
surface. Anumber of chemicals are added to the water 
such as hydrochloric acid to help break up the shale and 
methanol to prevent corrosion in the system. 

shale gas extraction 

~ 
well 

gas nows out 

water table 


water, sand, 
water, sand, and chemicals 
and chemicals 
in1ected into well 

shale 

hydraulic 


fissuresfracturing 

.A. Figure 3 The process offrocking 

Many people are opposed to fracking for a variety of 
reasons: 

• 	 they do not like the infrastructure of wells and the 
associated traffic in their 'backyard' 

• 	 there is concern about the amount of water used 
• 	 they worry about the chemical additives polluting 

water supplies 
• 	 occasionally fracking appears to have caused small 

earthquakes 
• 	 burning natural gas produces carbon dioxide - a 

cause of global warming. 

Set against these objections is the appeal of gas supplies 
for many years which are not subject to control by other 
countries. 

Balance the equation for the combustion of methane. 

CH	 + 0 _. C0 + H 0
4 2 2 2

Summary questions 

1 Draw the displayed formula and structural formula of hexane. 

2 In which of the crude oil fractions named in Table 1 is hexane most likely 
to be found? 

3 What is fractional distillation and how is it different from distillation? 

4 Give the names of two gases produced in fractional distillation. 

• 



Learning objectives: 
' Describe what cracking is. 

' Describe what the conditions 
and products of thermal 

cracking are. 

' Describe the conditions and 
products of catalytic cracking. 

' Explain the economic reasons 
for cracking. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2 

Study tip 
It is useful to understand the 

commercial benefits of cracking. 

.A. Figure 1 Arange ofproducts 
obtainedfrom crude oil 

• 


The naphtha fraction from the fractional distillation of crude oil is in 
huge demand, for petrol and by the chemical industry. The longer chain 
fractions are not as useful and therefore of lower value economically. 
Most crude oil has more of the longer chain fractions than is wanted 
and not enough of the naphtha fraction. 

The shorter chain products are economically more valuable than 
the longer chain material. To meet the demand for the shorter chain 
hydrocarbons, many of the longer chain fractions arc broken into 
shorter lengths (cracked). This has two useful results: 

• shorter, more useful chains are produced, especially petrol 
• some of the products are alkenes. which arc more reactive than 

alkanes. 

Note that petrol is a mixture of mainly a lkanes containing between 
four and twelve carbon atoms. 

Alkenes are used as chemica l feedstock (which means they supply 
industries with the starting materials to make different products) and are 
converted into a huge range of other compounds including polymers and 
a variety of products from paints to drugs. Perhaps the most important 
alkene is ethene, which is the starting material for poly(ethene) (also 
called polythene) and a wide range of other everyday materials. 

Alkanes are very unreactive and harsh conditions are required to break 
them down. There are a number of different ways of carrying out 
cracking. 

Thermal cracking 
This reaction involves heating alkanes to a high temperature, 
700-1 200 K. under high pressure, up to 7000 kPa. Carbon-carbon 
bonds break in such a way that one electron from the pair in the 
covalent bond goes to each carbon atom. So initially two shorter 
chains arc produced, each ending in a carbon atom with an unpaired 
electron. These fragments arc ca lled free radicals. Free radicals are 
highly reactive intermediates and react in a number of ways to form a 
variety of shorter chain molecules. 

As there are not enough hydrogen atoms to produce two alkanes, one 
of the new chains must have a C= C, and is therefore an alkcne: 

H H H H H H H H 
I I I I I I I I 

R C C C  C R' ~ R C C' 'C  C  R' 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

I 
H 

free radicals 
dots indicate the unpaired electrons 

H H 

I I 
R-C-C-H + 

I I 
H H 

A Figure 2 Thermal cracking 



Any number of carbon-carbon bonds may break and the chain does 
not necessarily break in the middle. Hydrogen may also be produced. 
Thermal cracking Lends to produce a high proportion of alkenes. To 
avoid too much decomposition (ultimately to carbon and hydrogen) 
the alkanes are kept in these conditions for a very short time, typically 
one second. The equation in Figure 2 shows cracking of a long chain 
alkane to give a shorter chain alkane and an alkene. The chain could 
break at any point. 

Catalytic cracking 
Catalytic cracking takes place at a lower temperature (approximately 
720 l<) and lower pressure (but more than atmospheric), using a 
zeoJite catalyst, consisring of silicon dioxide and aluminium oxide 
(aluminosilicates). Zeolites have a honeycomb structure with an 
enormous su rface area. They are also acidic. This form of cracking is 
used mainly ro produce motor fuels. The products are mostly branched 
alkanes, cycloa lkanes (rings), and aromatic compounds, see Figure 3. 

The products obtain ed from cracking are separated by fractional 
distillation. 

ln the laboratory, catalytic cracking may be carried out in the 
apparatus shown in Figure 4, using lumps of aluminium oxide as 
a catalyst. 

mineral wool soaked in light paraffin 
(a mixture of alkanes C10 to C20) 

gaseous 
producta::;ft\~o 


. /~at o
alum1n1um 0 


oxide catalyst 


.A. Figure 4 Laboratory cracking ofolkanes 

The products arc mostly gases, showing that they have chain lengths 
of less than C and t.hc mixture decolourises bromine solution. This5 
is a test for a carbon-carbon double bond showing that the product 
conta ins alkencs. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Complete the word equation for one possibility for the thermal cracking 
of decane. 

decane • octane+ ....... 


2 	 8 In the laboratory cracking of alkanes, how can you tell that the 
products have shorter chains than the starting materials? 

3 	 Why would we not crack octane industrially? 

4 	 How can the temperature required for cracking be reduced? 

5 	 Give two economic reasons for cracking long chain alkanes. 

c c 
H / '-C? '-H 

I 

H 

.A Figure 3 Aromatic compounds 
are based on the benzene ring C H6.6
Although it appears to have three 
double bonds as in a, the electrons 
are spread around the ring, making it 
more stable than expected. It is usually 
represented as in b 

Study tip 

It is important to be able to predict 
the products and write equations 
for typical thermal and catalytic 
cracking reactions. 

Synoptic link 

The chemistry of aromatic 
compounds is dealt with in 
Chapter 27, Aromatic chemistry. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Describe what a fuel is. 

' Explain why alkanes are good 
fuels. 

' Describe the environmental 
problems associated with the 
use of alkanes as fuels. 

' Describe how these problems 
may be tackled. 

Specification ref erence: 3.1.6 

Synoptic link 
You learnt about enthalpy of 
combustion in Topic 4.5, Enthalpy 
changes of combustion. 

Study tip 

You should be able to balance 
combustion equations. 

.A. Figure 1 Incomplete combustion is 
potenriolly dangerous becouse ofcarbon 
monoxide formation. Carbon monoxide 
detectors in kitchens can warn of 
dangerous levels of this gas. 

Study tip 
Try to esure you know the 
problems with using carbon-based 
fuels . 
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Alkancs are quite unreactive. They do not react with acids, bases, 
oxidising agents, or reducing agents. However, they do burn and they 
will react with halogens under suitable conditions. 

Combustion 
The shoner chain alkanes burn completely in a plentiful supply of 
oxygen to give carbon dioxide and water. 

For example, methane: 

CH (g) + 20 (g) -+ C0 (g) + 2H20(1) t:;.H = - 890 kJ mo1- 1 
4 2 2 

Or ethane: 

1C2H6(g) + 3! 0 2(g)-+ 2C02(g) + 3H20(1) t:;.H = - 1559.7 kJ mo1

Combustion reactions give out heat and have large negative enthalpies 
of combustion. The more carbons present. the greater the heat output. 
For this reason they arc important as fuels. Fuels arc substances that 
release heat energy when they undergo combustion. They also store 
a large amount of energy for a small amount of weight. For example, 
octane produces approximately 48 kJ or energy per gram when burnt, 
which is about twice the energy output per gram or coal. Examples of 
alkane fuels include: 

• 	 methane (the main component of natural or North Sea gas) 

• 	 propane (camping gas) 

• 	 butane (Calor gas) 

• 	 perrol (a mixrure of hydrocarbon s of approximate chain length C8) 

• 	 paraffin (a mixture of hydrocarbons of chain lengths C10 LO C18). 

Incomplete combustion 
In a limited supply of oxygen, the poisonous gas carbon monoxide, 
CO, is formed. For example, with propane: 

C3H8(g) + 3! 0 2 (g) - • 3CO(g) + 4H20(1) 

This is called incomplete combustion. 

With even less oxygen, carbon (soot) is produced. For example, when 
a Bunsen burner is used with a closed air hole, the flame is yellow 
and a black sooty deposit appears on the apparatus. Incomplete 
combustion often happens with longer chain hydrocarbons, which 
need more oxygen lO burn compared with shorter chains. 

Polluting the atmosphere 
All hydrocarbon-based fuels derived from crude oil may produce 
polluting products when they burn. The y include rhe following: 

• 	 carbon monoxide, CO, a poisonous gas produced by incomplete 
combustion 



• 	 nitrogen oxides, NO. N02, and N20 4 (often abbreviated to NOx) 
produced when there is enough energy for nitrogen and oxygen in 
the air to combine, for example: 

N2 (g) + 0 2 (g) -+ 2NO(g) 

This happens in a petrol engine at the high temperatures present, 
when the sparks ignite the fuel. These oxides may react with water 
vapour and oxygen in the air to form nitric acid. They are therefore 
contributors to acid rain and photochemical smog 

• 	 suHur dioxide is another comribmor to acid rain. ll is produced from 
suHur-comaining impurities present in crude oil. This oxide combines 
with water vapour and oxygen in the air to form sulluric acid 

• 	 carbon particles. called particulates. which can exacerbate asthma 
and cause cancer 

• 	 unburnt hydrocarbons may also enter the atmosphere and these 
are significant greenhouse gases. They contribute to photochemical 
smog which can cause a variety of health problems (Figure 2) 

• 	 carbon dioxide. C02, is a greenhouse gas. It is always produced when 
hydrocarbons burn. Although carbon dioxide is necessary in the 
atmosphere, its level is rising and this is a cause of the increase in the 
Earth's temperature and consequent climate change. 

• 	 water vapour which is also a greenhouse gas. 

Flue gas desulfurisation 
Large numbers of power stations generate electricity by burning fossil 
fuels such as coal or natural gas. These fuels contain suilur compounds 
and one of the products of their combustion is suilur dioxide, S02, a 
gas that causes acid rain by combining with oxygen and water in the 
atmosphere to form sulfuric acid. 

S02(g) + ~ 0 2(g) + H20(1) -+ H2S04(1) 

The gases given out by power stations are called flue gases so 
the process of removing the sulfur dioxide is caJJed flue gas 
desulfurisation. In one method, a slurry of calcium oxide (lime) and 
water is sprayed into the Oue gas which reacts with the calcium oxide 
and water to form ca lcium su lfite. which can be further oxidised to 
calcium sulface. also ca lled gypsum. The overaJJ reaction is: 

CaO(s) + 2H20(1) + S02 (g) + ~ 0 2-+ CaS04·2H20(s) 

Gypsum is a sa leable product as it is used to make builders' plaster and 
plasterboard. 

An alternative process uses calcium carbonate (limestone) rather than 
calcium oxide: 

CaC03(S) + ~ 02(g) + S02(g) -+ CaS04(S) + C02(g) 

Catalytic converters 
The internal combustion engine produces most of the pollutants 
listed above, though sulfur is now removed from petrol so that sulfur 
dioxide has become less of a problem. 

.A. Flgure 2 Photochemical smog 
is the chemical reaction ofsunlight, 
nitrogen oxides, NO., and volatile 
organic compounds in the atmosphere, 
which leaves airborne particles [called 
particulate matter} and ground-level 
ozone. 

.A. Figure 3 A catalytic converter 

• 




12.4 Combustion of alkanes 

Visible radiation 
(sunlight) readily 
penetrates the 
atmosphere and 
warms the Earth. 

Invisible infra-red radiation 1s emitted 
by the Earth and cools 1t down. But 
some of this infrared is trapped by 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 
which act as a blanket. keeping 
the heat in. 

Both the Earth 
and a greenhouse 
trap heat in the 
same way. 

.&. Figure 4 The greenhouse effect 

Summary questions 

1 Write word and balanced 
symbol equations for: 

a the complete combustion 
of propane 

b 	 the incomplete combustion 
of butane to produce carbon 
monoxide and water. 

2 a What are the problems with 
using carbon-based fuels? 

b What steps are taken to 
reduce these problems? 

3 	 Pick two alternative sources of 
power which do not use 
carbon-based fuels and discuss 
the pros and cons of each. 
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All new cars with petrol engines are now equipped with catalytic 
conveners in their exhaust systems (Figure 3). These reduce 
the output of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and unburnt 
hydrocarbons in the exhaust gas mixture. 

The catalytic converter is a honeycomb made of a ceramic material 
coated with platinum and rhodium metals. These are the catalysts. 
The honeycomb shape provides an enormous surface area, so a little 
of these expensive metals goes a long way. As the polluting gases pass 
over the catalyst, they react with each other co form less harmful 
products by the following reactions: 

• 	 2CO(g) + 2NO(g) - Ni(g) + 2C02 (g) 
carbon monoxide ni1rogcn oxide ni1rogcn carbon dioxide 

• hyd rocarbons + nitrogen nitrogen + carbon + water 
oxide d ioxide 

For example, C8H ts + 25NO 

The reactions take place o n the surface of the catalyst, on th e layer of 
platin um and rhod ium metals. 

Global warming and the greenhouse effect 
Greenhouses become very warm inside. This is because the visible 
rays Crom the sun pass through the glass. Rather than escaping, 
their energy is absorbed by everything inside the greenhouse and 
re-radiated as infrared energy, which is heat. Infrared energy has 
a longer wavelength and cannot pass back out through the glass. 

Carbon dioxide behaves rather like glass. It traps infrared radiation so 
that the Earth's atmosphere heats up. This is important for life because 
without carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, the Earth would 
be too cold to sustain life. Other greenhouse gases are water vapour 
and methane. These are even more effective than carbon dioxide, but 
there has not been as much change in the level of these gases in the 
atmosphere in recent years. However, since the industrial revolution 
foss il fuels have been used to fuel industrial p lants and the level of 
carbon dioxide h as been rising. Gradua ll y, the Earth's tempera ture 
has been rising too and the majority of scientists believe tha t the 
increasing level of carbon dioxide is the cause o f global warming. 

The concentration of water vapour, the most abundan t greenhouse gas, 
in the atmosphere tends to stay roughly the same (except locally- by 
waterfalls, for example) because of the equilibrium that exists between 
water vapour and liquid water. However, if the temperature of the 
atmosphere rises, there will be more water vapour in the air and 
therefore more greenhouse warming. This may be offset by greater 
cloud fonnation and clouds reflect solar radiation. The role of water is 
therefore recognised as very important but as yet not fuUy understood. 

Carbon neutral activities 
Many people are concerned about activities, such as airline flights, 
that produce large amounts of carbon dioxide. A flight from London 
to Paris produces about 350 kg of carbon dioxide per passenger (from 
burning hydrocarbon fuels) . Activities tha t produce no carbon dioxide 
emissions overall are referred to as carbon neutral. 



When you put a mixture of an alkane and a halogen into bright 
sunlight. or shine a photoflood lamp onro the mixture, the alkane 
and the halogen will react to Corm a halogenoalkane. The ultraviolet 
component of the light starts the reaction. Alkanes do not react with 
halogens in the dark at room temperature. 

For example, if you put a mixture of hexane and a little liquid 
bromine into a test tube and leave it in the dark, it stays red-brown 
(the colour of bromine). However, if you shine ultraviolet light onto 
it, the mixture becomes colourless and misty fumes of hydrogen 
bromide appear. 

A substitution reaction has taken place. One or more of the hydrogen 
atoms in the alkane has been replaced by a bromine atom and 
hydrogen bromide is given off as a gas. The main reaction is: 

bexane bromine bromohexane hydrogen bromide 

Bromohexane is a halogenoalkane. 

Chain reactions 
The reaction above is called a free-radical substitution. It starts off 
a chain reaction which takes place in three stages - initiation, 
propagation. and termination. 

The reaction between any alkane and a halogen goes by the same 
mechanism. 

For example. methane and chlorine: 

Initiation 
• 	 The firs t, or initiation, step of the reaction is breaking the Cl-Cl 

bond to form two chlorine atoms. 

• 	 The chlorine molecule absorbs the energy of a single quantum or 
ul traviolet (UV) light. The energy or one quantum of UV light is 
greater than the Cl-Cl bond energy, so the bond will break. 

• 	 Since both acorns are the same, the Cl-Cl bond breaks 
homolytica ll y, that is, one electron going to each chlorine atom. 

• 	 This results in two separate chlorine atoms, written Cl • . They arc 
called free radicals. The dot is used to show the unpaired electron. 

UV light 

Cl-Cl-+ 2Cl• 

• 	 Free radicals are highly reactive. 

• 	 The C-H bond in the alkane needs more energy to break than is 
available in a quantum of ultraviolet radiation, so this bond docs 
not break. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Define what a free radical is. 

-+ Describe the reaction 
mechanism for the free-radical 
substitution of methane. 

Specification reference: 3.3.2 

Hint 

In fact a mixture of many 
bromoalkanes is formed. 

Hint 

You can test for hydrogen bromide 

by wafting the fumes from a 
bottle of ammonia over the mouth 
of the test tube; white fumes of 
ammonium bromide are formed. 
This test will also give a positive 
result for other hydrogen halides. 

.A Figure 1 Slip-Slop-Slap is the name 
for the health campaign in Australia 
exhorting people to 'slip on a shirt, slop on 
sunscreen, and slap on a hat' to prevent 
skin damage caused by UV in sunlight 

• 




12.5 The formation of halogenoalkanes 

• 


Propagation 
This takes place in two stages: 

I 	 The chlorine free radical takes a hydrogen atom from methane LO 

form hydrogen chloride, a stable compound. This leaves a methyl 
free raclicat • CH3 . 

Cl • + CH4 • HCl + • CH3 

2 	 The methyl free raclical is also very reactive and reacts with a 
chlorine molecule. This produces another chlorine free radical and 
a molecule of chloromethane - a stable compound. 

•CH3 + Cl2 • CH3Cl +Cl • 

The effect of these two steps is to produce hydrogen chloride, 
chloromethane, and a new Cl • free radical. This is ready to react with 
more methane and repeal the two steps. This is the chain part of the 
cha in reaction. These steps may take place Lhousands of Limes before 
the radicals are destroyed in the termination step. 

Termination 
Termination is the step in which the free radicals are removed. This 
can happen in any of the following three ways: 

Cl• +Cl• -> Cl2 	 Two chlorine free radicals react together 
Lo give chlorine. 

Two methyl free radicals react together to 
give ethane. 

A chlorine free radical and a methyl 
free radical react together to give 
chloromethane. 

Notice that in every case, two free radicals react to form a stable 
compound with no unpaired electrons. 

Other products of the chain reaction 
Other products are formed as well as the main ones, chloromethane 
and hydrogen chloride. 

• 	 Some ethane is produced a l the termina tion stage, as shown 
above . 

• 	 Dichloromethane may be made at the propagation stage, if a 
chlorine radical reacts with some chloromethane that has 
already formed. 

CH Cl + Cl• •CI12 CI + IICI 
3

followed by •CH Cl + Cl CII Cl +Cl •2 2 2 2 

• 	 With longer-chain alkanes there will be many isomers formed 
because the Cl• can replace any of the hydrogen atoms. 

• 	 Chain reactions are not very useful because they produce such 
a mixture of products. They will also occur without light at high 
temperatures. 



Why are chain reactions important? 
It is believed that chloronurorocarbons (CFCs) in the strat0sphcrc arc 
destroying the ozone layer. 

Ozone is a molecule made from three oxygen atoms, 0 3. It 
decomposes to oxygen. Too much ozone at ground level causes lung 
irritation and degradation of paints and plastics, but high in the 
atmosphere it has a vital role. 

The ozone layer is important because it protects the Earth from the 
harmful exposure to too many ultraviolet (UV) rays. Without this 
protective layer, lire on Ea rth would be very different. For example, 
plankton in the sea, which arc at the very bottom of the food chain 
of the oceans, need protection from too much UV radiation. Also, too 
much UV radiation causes skin cancer in people by damaging DNA. 

Chlorine free radicals arc formed from CFCs because the C-Cl bond 
breaks homolytically in the presence of UV radiation to produce 
chlorine free radicals, Cl• . Ozone molecules are then attacked by 
these: 

Cl• + 0 3 - • CIO• + 0 2 
free radical 

The resulting free radicals also auack ozone and regenerate Cl• : 

CIO• + 0 3 202 + Cl• 

Adding the two equations, you can see that the chlorine free radical is 
not destroyed in this process. IL acts as a catalyst in the breakdown of 
ozone to oxygen. 

Summary questions 

1 	 What stage of a free-radical reaction of bromine with methane is 

represented by the following? 


a Br • + Br • - • Br
2 


b CH4 +Br• • CH • + HBr
3


c • CH +Br2 -+ CH3Br +Br•
3 

d 	 Br2 • 2Br• 

2 Look at the equations for the destruction of ozone in the last section of 

this topic. 

a 	 Which two are propagation steps? 

b 	 Suggest three possible termination steps. 

• 




Practice questions 

l Octane is the eighth member of the alkane homologous series. 
(a) 	 State two characteristics of a homologous series. (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Name a process used LO separate octane from a mixture containing several 

different alkanes. (1 mark) 
(c) 	 The structure shown below is one of several strucwral isomers of octane. 

H 	 H H CH 

I I I 
3 

H3C- C- C - C - C- CH3 

I 	 I I I 
H 	 CH3 H H 

Give the meaning of the term structural isomerism. Name this isomer and 

state its empirical formula. (4 marks) 


(d) 	Suggest why the branched chain isomer shown above has a lower boiling 
point than octane. (2 marks) 

AQA, 2011 

2 	 Celane, C16Hw is a major componen t of diesel fuel. 
(a) 	 Write an equation to show the complete combustion of cctanc. (I mark) 
(b) 	 Cctanc has a melting poin t of I 8°C and a boil ing point of 287°C. 

In polar regions vehicles that use diesel fue l may have ignition problems. 
Suggest one possible cause of this problem with the diesel fuel. (I mark) 

(c) 	 The pollutant gases NO and N02 are sometimes present in the exhaust gases of 
veh ides that use petrol fuel. 
(i) 	 Write an equation IO show how NO is formed and give a condition 

needed for its formation. (2 marks) 
(ii) 	 Write an equation IO show how NO is removed from the exhaust gases 

in a catalytic converter. Identify a catalyst used in the converter. (2 marks) 
(iii) Deduce an equation IO show how N02 reacts with water and oxygen 

to form nitric acid, HN03. (I mark) 
(d) Cetane, C16Hw can be cracked to produce hexane, butene and cthene. 

(i) 	 State one condition that is used in this cracking reaction. (I mark) 
(ii) 	 Write an equation IO show how one molecule of cetane can be 

cracked to form hexane, butene and ethene. (I mark) 
(iii) State one type of useful solid material that could be formed from alkenes. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 20 11 

3 Hexane, C
6
Hw is a member of the homologous series of alkancs. 

(a) 	 (i) Name the raw material from which hexane i~ obtained. (1 mark) 
(ii) 	 Name the process used to obtain hexane [rorn this raw material. (1 mark) 

(b) 	 C has structural isomers.6H14 
(i) 	 Deduce the number of structural isomers with molecular rormula C6 (1 mark)H14 
(ii) 	 Sta te one Lype of structural isomerism shown by the isomers of C6 (1 mark)H14 

(c) 	 One molecule of an alkane X can be cracked to form one molecule of hexane 
and 1wo molecules of propene. 
(i) 	 Deduce the molecular formula of X. (1 mark) 
(ii) 	 Staie the type of cracking that produces a high percentage of alkenes. 

State the conditions needed for this type of cracking. (2 marks) 
(iii) Explain the main economic reason why alkanes are cracked. (1 mark) 

(d) Hexane can react with chlorine under certain conditions as shown in the 
following equation. 

C H + Cl2~ C H CI + HCI6 14 6 13

(i) 	 Both the products are hazardous. The organic product would be labelled 
'flammable'. 
Suggest the most suitable hazard warning for the other product. (1 mark) 

(ii) 	 Calculate the percentage atom economy for the formation of 
C6H13Cl (M, = 120.5) in this reaction. (1 mark) 

• 




Chapter 12 Alkanes 

(e) 	 A di[(erent chlorina ted compound is shown below. Name this compound and state its 
empirical formula. 

H 	 CH3 Cl 
I 	 I I 

CH3-C-C - C - Cl 

I 	 I I 
H 	 H CH3 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2012 

4 	 Alkanes are used as fuels. A Sllldent burned some octane. C8H18, in air and found that the 
combustion was incomplete. 
(a) 	 (i) Write an equation for the incomplete combustion of octane to produce carbon 

monoxide as the only carbon-containing product. {I mark) 
(ii) 	 Suggest o ne reason why the combustion was incomplete. (J mark) 

(b) 	 Catalytic converters are used to remove the toxic gases NO and CO that arc produced 
when alkane fuels arc burned in petrol engines. 
(i) 	 Write an equa tion for a reaction between these two toxic gases that occurs in a 

cata lytic converter when these gases are removed. (J mark) 
(ii) 	 Identiry a metal used as a catalyst in a catalytic converter. 

Suggest o n e reason, other than cost, why the catalyst is coated on a ceramic 
honeycomb. (2 marks) 

(c) 	 lf a sample of fuel for a power station is contaminated with an organic sulfur 
compound, a toxic gas is formed by complete combustion of this sulfur compound. 
(i) 	 State o n e environmental problem that can be caused by the release of this gas. 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 Identify o ne substance that could be used to remove this gas. 

Suggest o n e reason, other than cost, why this substance is used. (2 marks) 
AQA, 2012 

5 	 Chlorine can be used to make chlorinated alkanes such as dichloromethane. 
(a) 	 Write an equation for each of the following steps in the mechanism for the reaction 

of chloromethane, CHlCI. with chlorine to form didtloromethane, CH2Cl2. 

Initiation step 
First propagation step 
Second propagation step 
The termination step that forms a compound with empirical formula CH2CI (4 marks) 

(b) 	 When chlorinated alkanes enter the upper aunosphcre, carbon-chlorine bonds 
are broken. This process produces a reactive intermediate that catalyses the 
decomposition or ozone. The overall equation for this decomposition is 20i 302 
(i) Name lhe type of reactive intermediate that acts as a catalyst in this reaction. 

(1 mark) 
(ii) Write two equations to show how this intermediate is involved as a cata lyst 

in the decomposition of ozone. (2 marks) 
AQA, 20 13 
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13 Halogenoalkanes 
13.1 Halogenoalkanes - introduction 

Learning objectives: 

' Explain why halogenoalkanes 
are more reactive than 

alkanes. 

' Explain why carbon-halogen 
bonds are polar. 

' Explain the trends in bond 
enthalpy and bond polarity of 

the carbon-halogen bond. 

Specification reference: 3.3.3 

Hint 

Halogenoalkanes are sometimes 

called haloalkanes. 

• Figure 1 Applications of 
halogenoolkones 

T Table 1 Electronegativities of carbon 
and the halogens 

Element Electronegativity 

2.5carbon 

fluorine 4.0 
chlorine 3.5 
bromine 2.8 
iodine 

• 	
2.6 

Nor many halogenoalkanes occur naturally but they are the basis of 
many synrheric compounds. Some examples of these are PVC (used 
co make drainpipes), Teflon (the non-stick coating on pans), and a 
number of anaesthetics and solvents. llalogenoalkanes have an alkane 
skelecon with one or more halogen (fluorine, chlorine, bromine, or 
iodine) atoms in place of hydrogen atoms. 

The general formula 
The general formula of a halogenoalkane with a single halogen atom is 
C,,H2,,+1X where Xis the halogen. This is often shortened to R- X. 

How to name halogenoalkanes 
• 	 The prefixes lluoro-, chloro-, bromo-, and iodo- tell us which 

halogen is present. 

• 	 Numbers are used, if needed, to show on which ca rbon the halogen 
is bonded: 

H H H H H H H CH3 H 

I I I I I I I I I 
H- C- C- C- CI H- C-C C H-C- C- C-H 

I I I I I I I I I 
H H H H H H H Br H 

1-chloropropane 1-iodopropane 2-bromo-2-methylpropane 

• 	 The prefixes di -, tri-, tetra-, and so on, are used co show how many 
atoms of each halogen are present. 

• 	 When a compound contains different halogens they are listed in 
alphabetical order, not in order of the number of the carbon atom 
to which they are bonded. For example: 

H H Cl I H 

I I I I I 
H-C-C-C - C- C- H 

I I I I I 
H H H H H 

is 3-chloro-2-iodopentane not 2- iodo-3-chloropenta ne. (C is before 
[in the alphabet.) 

Bond polarity 
Halogenoalkanes have a C-X bond. This bond is polar, C6+-x &-, 

because halogens are more electronegative than carbon. The 
electronegativities of carbon and the halogens are shown in Table l. 
Notice that as you go down the group, the bonds gee less polar. 

Physical properties of halogenoalkanes 
Solubility 
• 	 The polar cr.-_xr.- bonds are nor polar enough to make rhe 

halogenoalkanes soluble in water. 

• 	 The main intermolecular forces of a ttraction arc dipole-dipole 
attractions and van der Waal rorccs . 



• 	 Halogenoalkanes mix with hydrocarbons so they can be used as 
dry-cleaning fluids and to remove oily stains. (Oil is a mixture of 
hydrocarbons.) 

Boiling point 
The boiling point depends on the number of carbon atoms and 
halogen atoms. 

• 	 Boiling point increases with increased chain length. 

• 	 Boiling point increases going down the halogen group. 

Both these effects arc caused by increased van der Waals forces 
because the larger the molecules, the greater the number of electrons 
(and therefore the larger the van der Waals forces). 

As in other homologous series, increased branching of the carbon 
chain will tend to lower the melting point. 

Halogenoalkancs have higher boili ng points than alkanes with similar 
cha in lengths because they have higher relative molecular masses and 
they are more polar. 

How the halogenoalkanes react - the reactivity 
of the C-X bond 
When halogenoalkan es react it is almost always the C- X bond that 
breaks. There are two factors that determine how readily the C-X 
bond reacts. These are: 

• 	 the c6•-x6 bond polarity 

• 	 the C-X bond enthalpy. 

Bond polarity 
The halogens are more electronegative than carbon so the bond 
polarity will be c6•-x&-. This means that rhe carbon bonded to the 
halogen has a partial positive charge - it is electron deficient. This 
means that it can be a11acked by reagents that are electron rich or have 
electron-rich areas. These are called n ucleophiles. A nucleophile is 
an electron pair donor, see Topic 13.2. 

The polarity of the C-X bond would predict that the C-F bond would 
be the most reactive. 11 is the most polar, so the c5+ has the most positive 
charge and is therefore most easily attacked by a nudeophile. This argument 
would make the C-I bond least reactive because it is the least polar. 

Bond enthalpies 
C-X bond enthalpies are listed in Table 2. The bonds get weaker 
going down the group. Fluorine is the smallest atom of the halogens 
and the shared electrons in the C-F bond are strongly attracted to the 
fluorine nucleus. This makes a strong bond. Going down the group, 
the shared electrons in the C-X bond get further and further away 
from the halogen nucleus, so rhe bond becomes weaker. 

The bond enthalpies would predicr that iodo-compotmds, with the 
weakest bonds, are the most reactive, and tluoro-compounds. with the 
strongest bonds, are the least reactive. 

Experiments con(irm that reactivity increases going down the group. This 
means that bond enthalpy is a more important factor than bond polarity. 

'Y Table 2 Carbon- halogen bond 

enthalpies 

Bond Bond enthalpy I 
kJ mo1 - 1 

C- F 467 

[C-H 413] 
C-CI 346 
C-Br 290 

C-1 228 

~ 

Summary questions 

1 These questions are about the 
fo llowing halogenoalkanes: 

CH CH CH CH 1
3	 2 2 2

ii 	 CH CHBrCH3 3 

Ill 	 CH CICH CH CH2 2 2 3 

iv CH3CH2CHBrCH3 

a 	 Draw the displayed formula 
for each halogenoalkane 
and mark the polarity of the 
C-Xbond. 

b Name each halogenoalkane. 

c Predict which of them 
would have the highest 
boiling point and explain 
your answer. 

2 Why do the halogenoalkanes 
get less reactive going up the 
halogen group? 

• 




Learning objectives: 
~ State the definition of a 

nucleophile. 

~ Describe nucleophilic 
substitution. 

~ Explain why OH, CN, and 
NH3 behave as nucleophiles. 

~ Describe the mechanism of 
nucleophilic substitution. 

Specification reference: 3.3.3 

Study tip 
It is important to remember 
that a curly arrow indicates the 
movement of an electron pair. 

• 


Most reactions of organic compounds take place via a series of steps. 
You can often predict these steps by thinking abour how electrons are 
likely to move. This can help you understand why reactions cake place 
as they do and this can save a great deal of rote learning. 

Nucleophiles 
Nucleophiles are reagents that auack and form bonds with positively 
or partially positively charged carbon atoms. 

• 	 A nucleophile is either a negatively charged ion or has an atom 
with a 0- charge. 

• 	 A nucleophile has a lon e (unshared) pair of electrons which it can 
use to form a covalent bond. 

• 	 The lone pair is situated on an electronegative atom. 

So, in organic chemistry a nucleophile is a species that has a lone pair 
of electrons with which ic can form a bond by donaring its electrons to 
an electron deficient carbon acorn. Some common nucleophiles are: 

• 	 the hydroxide ion. -:oH 
• 	 ammonia, :NH3 

• 	 the cyanide ion, -:CN. 

They will each replace the halogen in a halogenoalkane. These 
reactions are called nucleophilic substitutions and they all follow 
essentially the same reaction mechanism. 

A reaction mechanism describes a route from reacranrs to products via a 
series of theoretical steps. These may involve short-lived inrermediates. 

Nucleophilic substitution 
The general equation for nudeophilic substitution. using :Nu- LO represent 
any negatively charged nudeophile and X LO represent a halogen atom, is: 

H H 
I 	 I 

R- C- X + : Nu- ~ R- C- Nu + :x
i 	 I 
H 	 H 

Reaction mechanisms and curly arrows 
Curly arrows are used to show how electron pairs move in organic 
reactions. These are shown here in red for clarity. You can write 
rhe above reaction as: 

H/ : Nu-
H 

1&+ &
R C-Nu + :x R-1-u ~ I 

I 

H 	 H 

The lone pair of electrons of a nudeophile is auracted towards a partially 
positively charged carbon atom. A curly arrow starts at a lone pair of 
electrons and moves towards c0+ . 



The lower curly arrow shows the electron pair in the C- X bond 
moving to the halogen atom, X, and making it a halide ion. The halide 
ion is called the leaving group. 

The rate of substitution depends on the halogen. Fluoro-compounds 
are unreactive due LO rhe strength of the C- F bond. Then, going 
down the group, the rate of reaction increases as the C- X bond 
strength decreases, see Topic 13. I. 

Examples of nucleophilic substitution reactions 
All these reactions are similar. Remember the basic pattern, shown 
above. Then work ou t the product with a particular nucleophile. This 
is easier than trying ro remember the separate reactions. 

Halogenoalkanes with aqueous sodium (or potassium) 
hydroxide 
The nucleophi le is the hydroxide ion, -:OH. 

This reaction occurs very slowly at room temperature. To speed up 
the reaction it is necessary to warm the mixture. Halogenoalkanes 
do not mix with water, so ethanol is used as a solvent in which the 
halogenoalkane and the aqueous sodium (or potassium) hydroxide 
both mix. This is called a hydrolysis reaction. 

The overall reaction is: 

R-X + OW - • ROH + x
so an alcohol, ROH, is formed. 

For example: 

C2H5Br +OW C2H50H +Br
bromoethane ethanol 

This is the mechanism: 

H Hf :OH H H 
I la+ a- I I 

H-C-C- OH + :srH-1-1ur ~ 
1 I 

H H H H 

The rate of the reaction depends on the strength of the carbon-halogen 
bond C-f > C-CI > C-Br > C-1 (see Table 2 in Topic 13.l}. 
Fluoroalkanes do not react at all whilst iodoalkanes react rapidly. 

Halogenoalkanes with cyanide ions 
When halogenoalkanes are warmed with an aqueous alcoholic solution 
of potassium cyanide, nitriles are fom1ed. The nucleophile is the cyanide 
ion, -:CN. 

The reaction is: 

Hf - : CN 
H 

la· & I 
R-C-CN + :xR- 1-u ~ i 

H H 

Hint 

Nitriles have the functional group 
-C=N. They are named using 
the suffix nitrile. The carbon of 
the -CN group is counted as 
part of the root, so CH3CH2CN is 
propanenitrile, not ethanenitrile. 

• 




13.2 Nucleophilic substitution in halogenoalkanes 

Hint 
Primary amines have the 
functional group - NH2, and 
are named with the suffix amine 
anached to the appropriate side 
chain stem, rather than the 
usual root name, so C2H5NH2 is 
ethylamine not ethanamine. 

Study tip 
Each step of a reaction mechanism 
must balance for atoms and 
charges. The sum of the steps 
equals the balanced equation. 

Summary questions 

1 	 This equation represents the 
hydrolysis of a halogenoalkane 
by sodium hydroxide solution: 

R-X+OW • ROH+ x-
a 	 Why is the reaction carried 

out in et hanol? 

b What is the nucleophile? 

c Why is this a substitution? 

d Which is the leaving group? 

e Which would have the 
fastest reaction R-F, 
R-CI, R-Br, or R-1? 

2 a 	 Starting with bromoethane, 
what nucleophile wil l 
produce a product with 
three carbon atoms? 

b 	 Give the equation for this, 
using curly arrows to show 
the mechanism of the 
reaction. 

c 	 Name the product. 
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The product is called a nitrile. It has one extra carbon in the chain 
chan the starting halogenoa lkane. This is ohen useful H you want to 
make a product that has one carbon more than the starting material. 

Halogenoalkanes with ammonia 
The nucleophile is ammonia, :NHr 

The reaction of halogenoalkanes with an excess concentrated solution 
of ammonia in ethanol is carried out under pressure. The reaction 
produces an amine, RNH2 • 

R-	 X + 2NH 3 

This is the mechanism: 

1 

H
I .. /H 

R-C-N + + x-
I 	 "-H 
H 

Ammonia is a nucleophile because it has a lone pair of electrons that it 
can donate (although it has no negative charge) and the nitrogen atom 
has a 8- charge. Because ammonia is a neutral nucleophile, a proton, H•, 
must be lost to form the neutral product, called an amine. The H+ ion 
reacts with a second ammonia molecule tO form an NH4+ ion. 

The uses of nucleophilic substitution 
Nucleophilic substitution reactions are useful because they are a 
way of introducing new functional groups into organic compounds. 
Halogenoalkanes can be converted into alcohols, am ines, and njtriles. 
These in tum can be converted to other functional groups. 

/.:I~
RCH2NH2 alcohol RCH2C =N 


primary amine 
 /n1trile~ 
(with the same number ! 
of carbon atoms as the RCHO

starting material) RCH2CH2NH2 RCH2C02Haldehyde
! primary amine carboxylic acid 

(with one more (with one more (RCH2l2NH ! carbon atom carbon atom 
secondary amine RC02H 	 than thethan the 

carboxyhc acid starting starting! material) material)(with the same number 

of carbon atoms as the 


tertiary amine starting material) 


.& Figure 1 Uses ofnucleophilic reactions 



Halogenoalkanes typically react by nucleophilic substitution. But, 
under different conditions they react by elimination. A hydrogen 
halide is eliminated from the molecule, leaving a double bond in its 
place so that an alkene is formed. 

OH- ion acting as a base 
You saw in Topic 13.2 that the OH- ion, from aqueous sodium or 
potassium hydroxide, is a nucleophile and its lone pair will attack a 
halogenoalkane al c&+ 10 form an alcohol. 

Under differenc cond itions, rhe OH- ion can act as a base, removing an 
H+ ion from the ha logenoalkane. In this case it is an elimination reaction 
rather than a substilution. In the example below, bromoethane reacts with 
potassium hydroxide 10 form erhene. A molecule of hydrogen bromide, 
HBr, is eliminated then the hydrogen bromide reacts with the potassium 
hydroxide. The reaction produces ethene, potassium bromide, and water. 

Br H 

I I 
H-C-C-H + KOH 

I I 
H H 

The conditions of reaction 
The sodium (or potassium) hydroxide is dissolved in ethanol and mixed 
with the halogenoalkane. There is no water present. The mixture is heated. 
The experiment can be carried out using the apparatus shown in Figure 1. 

The product is ethene. Ethene bums and also decolourises bromine 
solution, showing that it has a C=C bond . 

The mechanism of elimination 
Hydrogen bromide is eliminated as follows. The curly arrows show the 
movement of electron pairs: 

r : OH 

H H H 


l r l 	 I 
H-C-C-H ~ H-C=C-H + H-0-H + :Br 

G I I 	 I 
Br H 	 H 

• 	 The OH- ion uses its lone pair to form a bond with one of the 
hydrogen atoms on the carbon next to the C-Br bond. These 
hydrogen atoms are very slighrly B+. 

• 	 The electron pair from the C-H bond now becomes part of a 
carbon-carbon double bond. 

• 	 The bromine takes the pair of electrons in the C- Br bond and 
leaves as a bromide ion (the leaving group). 

This reaction is a useful way of making molecules with carbon-carbon 
double bonds. 

Learning objectives: 
' State the definition of an 

elimination reaction. 

' Describe the mechanism 
for elimination reactions in 
halogenoalkanes. 

' Describe the conditions that 
favour elimination rather than 
substitution. 

' Show when and how isomeric 
alkenes are formed. 

Specification reference: 3.3.3 

mineral wool soaked 
1n reaction mixture 

A Figure 1 Apparatusfor elimination of 
hydrogen bromide from bromoethane 

Synoptic link 

Decolourising bromine water is 

a test for an alkene. The bromine 

adds on across the double bond. 

See Topic 14.2, Reactions of 

alkenes. 


H'\. /H 

/C=C'\. 

H H 

A Figure 2 A better representation of 
the shape of ethene 

• 




13.3 Elimination reactions in halogenoalkanes 

Hint 

Halogenoalkanes are classified 
as primary, secondary, and 
tertiary according to whether the 
halogen atom is at the end of the 
hydrocarbon chain [primary). in 
the body of the chain [secondary] 
or at a branch in the chain 
(tertiary). The same system is 
used for alcohols, see Topic 15.1, 
Alcohols - introduction. 

Synoptic link 

The prefixes Zand Eare explained in 
Topic 11.3, Isomerism. 

• 


Substitution or elimination? 
Since the hydroxide ion will react with halogcnoalkanes as a nucleophile 
or as a base, there is competjLion between substitution and elimination. In 
general a mixture of an alcohol and an alkcnc is produced. For example: 

H H H H 
I I I I 

H- C-C-C -C Cl 

I I I 
H H H H 

(cold OH~ in. water>/ l-chlorobutane\hotOH - in ethanol) 
substitution / \ elimination 

HHH H HHH 
I I I I I I I /H 

H- C-C-C-C-OH H- C- c - c=c 

I I I I I I ' 
H H H H HI-I 1-1 

butan-1-ol 	 bul-1-ene 

The reaction that predominates depends on two factors - the reaction 
conditions (aqueous or ethanolic solution) and the type or 
halogenoalkanes (primary, secondary, or tertiary). 

The conditions of the reaction 
• 	 Hydroxide ions at room temperature, dissolved in water (aqueous), 

favour substitution. 

• 	 Hydroxide ions at high temperature, dissolved in ethanol, favour 
elimmation. 

The type of halogenoalkane 
Primary halogenoalkanes tend to react by substitution and tertiary ones 
by elimillarion. Secondary will do both. 

Isomeric products 
In some cases a mixture of isomeric e limination products is possible. 

H 1-1 Cl H 

I I I I 
H- C- C- C - C- H 

-7 I I I I 
H II H H 

2-chlorobutane \HCI H 

H' /H H' /C~ ' _ /
and c = c / c-c,/c = c, 

CH/ 3 ' H /CH2 H 

Z-but-2-ene £-but-2-ene CH3 but-1-ene 

CH3 CH3 

Halogenoalkanes and the environment 
Chlorofluorocarbons 
Chlorofluorocarbons are halogenoalkancs containing both 
chlorine and fluorine atoms buL no hydrogen, for example, 
trichlorofluoromethane, CC13F. 



• 	 They are also called CFCs. 

• 	 They are very unrcactive under normal conditions. 

• 	 The short chain ones are gases and were used, for example, as 
aerosol propellants, refrigerants, and blowing agents for foams like 
expanded polystyrene. 

• Longer chain ones are used as dry deaning and de-greasing solvents. 

CFC gases eventually end up in the annosphere where they decompose 
to give chlorine atoms. Chlorine atoms decompose ozone, 0 3, in the 
stratosphere, which has caused a hole in the Earth's ozone layer. Upper 
atmosphere research together with laboratory research showed how 
ozone is broken down. Politicians were influenced by scientists and, 
under international agreement, CFCs are being phased out and replaced 
by other, safer, compounds including hydrochlorofluorocarbons, HCFCs, 
such as CF CHCl

2
. However, a vast reservoir of CFCs remains in the 

3
atmosphere and it will be many years before the ozone layer recovers. 

CFCs were introduced in the 193Ds by an American engineer, Thomas Midgley, 
for use in refrigerators. He famously demonstrated their non-toxicity and 
non-flammability to a scientific conference by breathing in a lungful and 
exhaling it to extinguish a lighted candle. It was not until long after Mldgley's 
death that it was realised that CFCs were involved in the depletion of the ozone 
layer because they release chlorine atoms in the stratosphere. 

Chemists have developed less harmful replacements for CFCs_ Initially these 
were HCFCs, which contain hydrogen, carbon, fluorine, and chlorine. One example 
is CHFCl2•These decompose more easily than CFCs due to their C-H bonds, and 
the chlorine atoms are released lower in the atmosphere where they do not 
contribute to the destruction of the ozone layer. 

The so-called second generation replacements are cal led HFCs 
(hydrofluorocarbons) such as CHF CF3. These contain no chlorine and2
therefore do not damage the ozone layer. They are not wholly free of 
environmental problems though, and chemists are working on third 
generation compounds. Some are considering reverting to refrigerants 
such as ammonia, which were used before the advent of CFCs. 

1 Draw a 3D representation of the formula ofCHFCl2 .What shape is this 
molecule? Does it have any isomers? Explain your answer. 

2 What sort of formula is CHF2CF3? Draw its displayed formula. What is 
its molecular formula? 

Summary questions 

1 	 In elimination reactions of 
halogenoalkanes, the OW 
group is acting as which of the 
following? 

A Abase 


B An acid 


C A nucleophile 


D An electrophile 


2 	 Which of the following 
molecules is a CFC? 

A CH3CH 2CI 

B CF =CF2 2 

C 	 CF3CH2CI 

D CCl/2 

3 a Name the two possible 
products when 
2-bromopropane reacts 
with hydroxide ions. 

b How could you show that 
one of the products is 

an alkene? 

c Give the mechanism 
(using curly arrows) 
of the reaction that is 
an elimination . 

• 




Practice questions 


I Ilaloalkanes are used in the synthesis of other organic compounds. 
(a) 	 Hot concentrated ethanolic potassium hydroxide reacts with 

2-bromo-3-methylbutane to form two alkenes that are ~tructural isomers of each 
other. The major product is 2-methylbut-2-ene. 
(i) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for the conversion of 2-bromo-3-methylbutane 

into 2-rnethylbut-2-ene according to the equation. 

(CJJ ) CHCHBrCH +KOH -> (CH ) C=CIIC113 + KBr + TT203 2 3 3 2
(4 marks) 

(ii) 	 Draw the disp layed formu la for the other isomer that is formed. 
(1 mark) 

(iii) 	 State the type of structural isomerism shown by these two alkenes. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 A small amount of another organ ic compound. x. can be detected in the reaction 
mixture formed when hot concentrated ethanolic po1as~ium hydroxide reacts with 
2-bromo-3-methylbu Lane. 
Compound X has 1he molecular formula C Tl 120 and is a seconda ry alcohol. 5
(i) 	 Draw Lhe d isp lay e d fo rmula for X . 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 SuggesL one change to the react ion cond iLions 1ha1 would increase the yield of X. 

(I mark) 
(iii) 	 Stale Lhe type of mechanism for the conversion of 2-bromo-3-methylbutane 

into X. 
{l mark) 

AQA, 2013 

2 (a) Consider the following reaction. 

Br 

(i) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for this reaction. 
(3 marks) 

(ii) 	 Name tbe haloalkane in this reaction. 
(1 mark) 

(iii) Tden1ify the charaneristic of the halogenoalkane molecule 1hat enables it to 
undergo this type of reaction. 

(1 mark) 
(iv) 	 A studen1 predicted that the yield of 1h is reac1ion would be 90%. Tn an 

experimem I O.Og of the halogenoalkane was used and 4.60 g of 1he organ ic 
product was obtained. Ts the sLudent correct? Justify your answer wit h 
a calculation using these data. 

(J mark) 
(b) 	 An a lternative reaction can occur between this ha logenoalkane and potassium 

hydroxide as shown by the following equation. 

• 

Br 

Name and outline a mechanism for this reaction. 
(4 marks) 

(c) 	 Give one condition needed to favour the reaction shown in part (b) rather than that 
shown in part (a). 

(1 mark) 
AQA. 2010 



Chapter 13 Halogenoalkanes 

3 (a) 	 Write a balanced ~ymbol equation for the reaction of CH3CR2CH2Br with aqueous 
hydroxide ions. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Name the !>tarting material and the product. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 Give the formula of the leaving group in this reaction. 

(I mark) 
(d) 	Clas~ify the reaction as substillltion. elimination or addition. 

(I mark) 
(e) 	 The hydroxide ion acts as a nucleophile in this reaction. State two features 


of the hydroxide ion that allow it to act as a nucleophile. 

(2 marks) 

(f) 	 Draw the mechanism of the reaction using 'curly arrows' to show the 

movement of electron pairs. 


(2 marks) 
(g) 	 now would you expect the rate of a sim ilar reaction with CH3CJJ2Cll21 


LO compare with that of CH3CH2CH2Br? Explain your answer. 

(2 marks) 

(h) 	Water molecu les can act as nucleophiles in a similar reaction. Tlow do they 

compare with hydroxide ions as nucleophiles? Explain your answer. 


(2 marks) 
(i) 	 What extra step has 10 occur in the reaction of a neutral nucleophi le such 


as water compared with 1he reaction with a negatively charged ion such as 

the hydroxide ion? 


(I mark) 

----• 




• • • 
• • 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Define an alkene. 

-+ Describe the isomerism that 

alkenes display. 

-+ Explain why they are reactive. 

Specification reference: 3.3.4 

Hint 

The H-C-H angle is slightly less 

than 120' because the group of 

four electrons in the C=C double 

bond repels more strongly than 

the groups of two in the C-H 

single bonds . 
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Alkenes are unsaturated hydrocarbons. They are made of carbon 
and hydrogen only and have one or more carbon-carbon double 
bonds. This means that alkenes have fewer than che maximum 
possible number of hydrogen atoms. The double bond makes them 
more reactive than alkanes because of the high concentration of 
electrons (high electron density) between the two carbon atoms. 
Ethene. the simplest alkene, is the starting material for a large 
ra nge of products. including polymers such as polythene, PVC, 
polystyrene, and terylene fabric, as well as product.s like antifreeze 
and pai n ts. Alkenes are produced in large quantities when crude oil 
is thermally cracked. 

The general formula 
The homologous series of alkenes with one double bond has the 
general formula C H •

11 211 

How to name alkenes 
There cannot be a C=C bond if there is on ly one carbon. So. the simplest 
alkene is ethene, CH =CH followed by propene, CH3CH=CHr2 2 

Structure 
The shape of alkenes 
Ethene is a planar (flat) molecule. This makes the angles between each 
bond roughly 120°. 

H H 
+ c x. c + 11: ·M\;~H 

H + x + H H......GY~H 

Unlike the C- C bonds in alkanes, there is no rotation about the 
double bond. This is because of the make-up or a double bond . Any 
molecules in w hich a hydrogen atom in ethene is replaced by 
another atom or group wi ll have the same na t shape a round the 
carbon- carbon double bond. 

Why a double bond cannot rotate 
As well as a normal C-C single bond. there is a p-orbi tal (which 
contains a single electron) on each carbon. These two orbitals overlap 
to form an orbital with a cloud of electron density above and below 
the single bond, see Figure I and Figure 2. This is called a 'IT-Orbital 
(pronounced pi) and its presence means the bond cannot rOLate. This 
is sometimes called restricted rotation. 



p-orb1tals

/\ 

H, 

•••• H 

two p-orb1tals produce the r.-orb1tal in ethene 

A Figure 1 The double bond in ethene 

Isomers 
Alkenes with more than three ca rbons can fo rm diffe rent types of 
isomers and they arc named according to the IUPAC system, using the 
suffix -enc to indica te a double bond . 

As well as cha in isomers like those found in alkanes, alkenes can form 
two types of isomer tha t involve the double bond: 

• position isomers 

• geometrica l isomers. 

Position isomers 
These are isomers with the double bond in different positions, that is, 
between a pair of adjacent carbon atoms in different positions in the 
carbon chain. 

•CH3 

'\.CH2 H 
'\., /

C= C 
/ '\. 

H H 

but-1-ene 

The longer the carbon chain, the more possibili ties th ere will be and 
therefore the greater the number of isomers. 

Geometrical isomers 
Geometrica l isomerism is a form of stereoisomerism. The two 
stereoisomers have the sa me structural formula but the bonds are 
arranged diffe ren tly in space. l t occurs only around C=C double 
bonds. Fo r example, but-2-ene, above, can exist as shown below. 

CH3 CH3 CH3 H 
"c=c/ "-c=C/ 
/ '\. / '\. 

H H H CH3 

Z-but-2-ene £-but-2-ene 

The isomer in which both -CH3 groups arc on the same side of the 
double bond is called Z-but-2-cnc and the one in which they arc on 
opposite sides is called E-but-2-ene. This type of isomerism is often 
called E-Z isomerism. 

Hint 

The C- Csingle bond is formed 

by overlap of two p-orbitals along 
the line joining the two carbon 
atoms. The orbital formed is called 

a er-orbital. 

... 

~ ~· · •• •··-- ..... 

A Figure 2 Model ofethene showing 
orbitals 

compounds in covered in 

Topic ~1.2, Nomenclature - naming j
organic compounds. 

The IUPAC system of naming 

• 




14.1 Alkenes 

Hint 

The f·Z system of naming is often 
called the CIP system after the 
names of its inventors - Robert 
Cahn, Christopher Ingold, and 
Vladimir Prelog. 

Study tip 

Remember, when writ ing a 
systematic name, the groups are 
listed alphabetically. 
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Nomenclature -Cahn- lngold-Prelog (CIP) notation 
The number of known organic compounds is huge and increasing all 
the time. Finding information about these in databases, books, and 
journals would be almost impossible if chemists did not agree on how 
they should be named. This is why the Interntional Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) produces rules for nomenclature. The E-Z 
notation is one example. 

E-Z isomerism, until fairly recently, used to be known as cis-trans 
isomerism and the prefixes cis- and trans- were used instead of Z- and 
E-, respectively. So, for example, Z-but-2-ene was named cis-but-2-ene 
and E-but-2-ene was trans-but-2-ene. This notation is still often found 
in older books. However. a disadvantage of the older notation was that 
it did not work when there were more than two different substituents 
around a double bond. For example: 

Br Cl Br H 
'\ / '\ /
c=c c=c 

/ '\ / '\ 
F H F Cl 

To give these two isomers different and unambiguous names the E-Z 
notation is used. 

Simply, the E-Z notation is based on atomic numbers. Look at the 
atoms acrached ro each of the carbon atoms in 1he double bond. When 
the two atoms (of each pair) of higher atomic number (bromine and 
chlorine) are on the same side of the C=C, the isomer is described as 
Z, from the German word for together, zusammen. 

Br Cl 
'\ /
c=c 

/ '\ 
F H 

So this is Z-l-bromo-2-chloro-l-fluoroethene. 

The other isomer has the positions of the hydrogen and ch lorine atoms 
reversed. 

Br H 
'\ /c=c 
/ '\ 

F Cl 

So this is E-l-bromo-2-chloro- l -fluoroethene. See how this fits the 
IUPAC naming system. 

The simplest interpretation of this naming system is that if the two 
atoms with the greatest atomic number are on the same side of the 
double bond, the name has the prefix Z-. If not, ir has rhe prefix E-, 
from the German word for opposire, entgegen. However, rhe cis
trans noration is still commonly used when rhere is no possibility of 
confusion . 



Physical properties of alkenes 
The double bond docs not greatly affect properties such as boiling and 
melting points. van der Waals forces arc the only intermolecular forces 
that act between the alkcnc molecules. This means that the physical 
properties of alkcnes arc very similar t0 those of the alkancs. The 
melting and boiling points increase with the number of carbon atoms 
present. Alkcncs arc nOL soluble in water. 

How alkenes react 
The double bond makes a big difference to the reactivity of alkenes 
compared with alkanes. The bond enthalpy for C-C is 347 kJ moJ- 1 

and that for C=C is 612 kJ mo1-1 so you might predict that alkenes 
would be less reactive than alkanes. In fact alkenes are more reactive 
than alkanes. 

The C=C forms an e lectron -rich area in the molecule, which can 
easily be attacked by positively charged reagents. These reagents 
are called clcctrophilcs (electron liking) . They are electron pair 
acceptors. An example of a good electrophile is the H+ ion. As alkenes 
are unsaturated they can undergo addition reactions. 

In conclusion, most of the reactions of alkenes are electrophilic 
additions. 

Bond energies 

Remember that a C=C bond consists of a a -bond and a 'IT-bond. 

1 fa Use the bond energies in the text to calculate the strength of the 
1T part of the bond alone. 

2 Explain why the 'IT part of the bond is weaker than the er part. 

Summary questions 

1 	 What is the name of CH 3CH= CHCH2CH2CH3? 

2 	 Draw the structural formula for hex-1-ene. 

3 	 There are six isomeric pentenes. Draw their displayed formula e. 

4 	 Which of these attacks the double bond in an alkene? Choose from a, b, 
c, or d. 

a electrophiles 


b nucleophiles 


c alkanes 


5 	 The double bond in an alkene can best be described by which of the 
following? Choose from a, b, c, or d. 

a electron-rich c positivel!:J charged 

b electron-deficient d acidic 

Study tip 

Learn the definition: an 
electrophile is an electron pair 
acceptor. 

• 
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Learning objectives: 
' Describe electrophilic 

addition reactions. 

' Outline the mechanism 
for these reactions. 

Specification reference: 3.3.4 

Hint 

Remember cations are posit ively 
charged. 

• 


Combustion 
Alkenes will burn in air: 

H" / H 

C= C (g) + 302(g) ~ 2C02 Cgl + 2H20(1) 


H/ "H oxygen carbon d1ox1de water 
ethene 

However, they a re not used as fuels. This is because their reactivity 
makes them very useful for other purposes. 

Electrophilic addition reactions 
The reactions of alkcnes are typicall y c lec1rophilic add itions. The four 
electrons in the carbon-carbon double bond make it a centre of high 
electron density. Electrophilcs arc a ttracted to it and ca n form a bond 
by using two of the four electrons in the ca rbon-carbon double bond 
(of the four electrons, the two that are in a n-bond, sec Topic 14 . l). 

The mechanism is always essentially the same: 

I The electrophile is attracted to the double bond. 
2 Elcctrophiles arc positively charged and accept a pair of electrons 

from the double bond. The electrophilc may be a positively 
charged ion or have a positively charged area. 

3 A positive ion (a carbocation) is formed. 
4 A negatively charged ion forms a bond with the carbocation. 

See how the examples below fit this general mechanism. 

Reaction with hydrogen halides 
Hydrogen halides, HCl, HBr, and HI, add across rhe double bond to 
form a halogenoalkane. For example: 

H 	 H 
H"- / H I I 


C= C + HBr ~ H- y- y- Br 

H/ "H 
 H 	 Hhydrogen 

ethene bromoethanebromide 

• 	 Bromine is more electronegative than hydrogen, so the hydrogen 
bromide molecule is polar, Hll+-srS- . 

• 	 The electrophile is the H5+ of the tt1>+-Br6 . 

• 	 The H&+ of HBr is attracted to the C= C bond because of the double 
bond's high electron density. 

• 	 One of the pairs of electrons from the C=C forms a bond with 
the H&+ to fom1 a positive ion (called a carbocation), whilst at the 
same time the electrons in the H&+-s~ bond are drawn towards 
the Br&-. 



• 	 The bond in hydrogen bromide breaks heterolytically. Both 
electrons from th e shared pair in the bond go to the bromine atom 
because it is more electronegative than hydrogen leaving a Br ion. 

The Br ion attaches to the positively charged carbon of the 

carbocation forming a bond with one of its electron pairs. 


H 	 H 
I 	 . 

~ H - C- C- Br 
I 
H 	 H 

Asymmetrical alkenes 
When hydrogen bromide adds to ethene, bromoethane is the only 
possible product. 

However, when the double bond is not exactly in the middle of the 
chain, there are two possible products - the bromine of the hydrogen 
bromide could bond ro ei ther of the carbon atoms of the double bond. 

For example, propene could produce: 

H H 
I 

H - C-C-CH3 
I I 

/ H Br 

H\. / CH3 
/ 2-bromopropane 

/ C= C\. + HBr 
H H 

~ H H 
propene ~ I I 

H - C C CH3 
I I 
Br H 

1-bromopropane 

Ln fact the product is almost encirely 2-bromopropane. 

To explain this, you need to know that alkyl groups, for example, 
-CH3 or -C2H 5, have a tendency to release electrons. This is known 
as a positive inductive effect and is sometimes represented by an 
arrow along their bonds to show the di rection of the release. 

This electron-releasing effect tends to stabilise the positive charge 
of the intermediate carbocation. The more alkyl groups there are 
attached to the positively charged carbon atom, the more stable the 
carbocation is. So, a positively charged carbon atom which has three 
alkyl groups (ca lled a tertiary carbocation) is more stable than one 
with two alkyl groups (a secondary carbocation) which is more stable 
than one with just one (a primary carbocation), see Figure I. 

The product will tend to come from the more stable carbocation. 

I 

Hint 

Heterolytic bond breaking means 
that when a covalent bond breaks, 
both the electrons go to one of the 
atoms involved in the bond and 
none to the other. This results in 
the formation of a negative ion and 

a positive ion. 

Hint 

There is simple way to work out the 
product. When hydrogen halides 
add on to alkenes, the hydrogen 
adds on to the carbon atom which 
already has the most hydrogens. 
This is called Markovnikov's rule. 

fH3 most stable 
CHrr-c+ 

,f. 
CH3 

a tertiary carbocation 

H 
I 

CH3 ~c+ ,f. 
CH3 

a secondary carbocation 

H 

H 
I 
c+ 
-!' 
CH3 

a primary carbocation 
least stable 

A Figure 1 Stability ofprimary, 
secondary, and tertiary carbocations 

• 




14.2 Reactions of alkenes 

Hint 

This dipole is also induced when a 
bromine molecule collides with the 
electron-rich double bond. 

So, the two possible carbocations when propene reacts with HBr are: 

H CH3 	 H CH3 
I t 	 I I 

H - C-rC H H - C-+C-H
I + 	 + I 
H H 

a secondary carbocat1on a primary carbocation 
(more stable, product (less stable) 

formed from this)

!sr-

H 	 CH3 
I 	 I 

H - C- C- H 
I 	 I 
H Br 


2-bromopropane 


The secondary ca rbocation is more stable because it has two methyl 
grou ps releasing electrons 10wards the positi ve carbon. The majority of 
the prod uct is fo rmed from this. 

Reaction of alkenes with halogens 
Alkenes react rapidly with chlorine gas, or with solutions of bromine 
and iodine in an organic solvent, to give dihalogenoalkanes. 

x 	 x 
. 	 I 

- H - C- C-H 
I 

H 	 H 

The halogen acorns add across the double bond. 


Tn this case the halogen molecules act as elcctrophiles: 


• 	 At any instant, a bromine (or any other halogen) molecule is likely 
to have an instantaneous dipole, Brll+-B.-0- . (An instant later, the 
dipole could be reversed Bl>--Br&+.) The&+ end of this dipole 
is attracted to the electron-rich double bond in the alkene - the 
bromine molecule has become an electrophi le. 

• 	 The electrons in the double bond are attracted to the B.-0+. They 
repel the electrons in the Br-Br bond and this strengthens the 
dipole of the bromine molecu le. 

Hint 

The carbocation will react with 
any nucleophile that is present. 

In aqueous solution, such as 
bromine water, water reacts with 
the carbocation, forming some 
CH2BrCH20H, 2-bromoethanol. 

• 


• 	 1\.vo of the electrons from rhe double bond form a bond wirh the 
Bl>+ and rhe other bromine atom becomes a Br ion. This leaves a 
carbocarion, in which the carbon atom that is not bonded co the 
bromine has the posirive charge. 

• 	 The Br ion now forms a bond with the carbocation. 

H 	 H H 
I / H 	 I I 

H - C- c ..~:Br - H - C- C- H 
I '-	 I I 
Br H 	 Br Br 



So the addition rakes place in two steps: 

l formation of the carbocation by electrophilic addition 
2 rapid reaction with a negative ion. 

The test for a double bond 
This addition reaction is used to test for a carbon-carbon double bond. 
When a few drops of bromine solution, sometimes called bromine 
water (which is reddish-brown) are added tO an alkene, the solution is 
decolouriscd because the products are colourless. 

Reaction with concentrated sulfuric acid 
Concentrated suHuric acid also adds across the double bond. The 
reaction occurs at room temperature and is exothermic. 

H 	 H 
H'\ / H I I 

_,. H- C-C-Hi=C'\ + H2S04 
I 	 IH H H OS03H 

ethene ethyl hydrogensulfate 

The electroph ile is a partially positively charged hydrogen atom in the 
sulfuric acid molecu le. This can be shown as tt&+-o&--S03H 

The carbocation which forms then reacts rapidly with the negatively 
charged hydrogensulfate ion. 

H HH 
I II 

H-C-C-HH 	 C 
I 	 II 
H 	 O- S03HH 

H&+ 

d6 
I 
S03H 

When water is added to the product an alcohol is formed and sulfuric 
acid refonns. 

H H H H 
I 	 I I I 

H - C- C- H + H20 _,. H-C-C-H + H2S04 
I 	 I I I 
H OS03H H OH 


ethyl hydrogensulfa te ethanol 


The overall effect is ro add water H- OH across the double bond and 
the sulfuric acid is a ca talyst for the process. 

Asymmetrical alkenes 
In an asymmetrical alkene, such as propene, the carbocation is exactly 
the same as chat found in the reaction with hydrogen bromide. This 
means that you can predict the products by looking at the relative 
stability of the possible carbocations that could form. 

Reaction with water 
Water also adds on across the double bond in alkenes. The reaction 
is used industrially to make alcohols and is carried out with steam, 
at a suitable temperature and pressure, using an acid catalyst such as 
phosphoric acid, H3P04. 

CH =CH (g) + H20(g) -+ CH3CH20H(g)2	 2

The strucrure of sulfuric acid is: 

0 
II 

H-0-S-O-H 

II 

0 

Summary questions 

1 	 Write the equation for the 

complete combustion of 

propene. 


2 	 Which of the following are 

typical reactions of alkenes? 


a Electrophilic additions 

b Electrophilic substitutions 

c Nucleophilic substitutions 

3 a 	 What are the two possible 

products of the reaction 

between propene and 

hydrogen bromide? 


b 	 Which is the main product? 

c 	 Explain why this product is 
more likely. 

4 	 What is the product of the 

reaction between ethene and 

hydrogen chloride? 


S 	 Which of the following is the 

test for a carbon-carbon 

double bond? 


a 	 Forms a white precipitate 
with silver nitrate 

b 	 Turns limewater milky 

c 	 Oecolourises bromine 
solution 

Synoptic link 

The manufacture of ethanol is 

discussed in Topic 15.2, Ethanol 

Production. 
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Learning objectives: 
' Describe an addition polymer 

' Explain what sort of 
molecules react to form 
addition polymers 

Specification reference: 3.3.4 

i\W\IMfilili'Wi/16/ffiA 

.A Figure 1 Polymers around us 

Study tip 

Addition polymers are named 
systematically with the prefix 

'poly' followed by the name of 
the monomer in brackets. They 
are often called poly ( alkenes) . 
Non-systematic names are often 
used for everyday and commercial 

purposes. 

• 


Polymers are very large molecules that arc built up from small 
molecules, called monomers. They occur naturally everywhere: starch, 
proteins, cellulose and DNA are all polymers. The first completely 
synthetic polymer was Bakelite, which was patented in 1907. Since 
then, many synthetic polymers have been developed with a range of 
properties t0 suit them for very many applications, sec Figure I. 

One way of classifying polymers is by the type or reaction by which 
they are made. 

Addition polymers are made from a monomer or monomers with 
a carbon-carbon double bond (alkenes). Addition polymers are made 
from monomers based on ethene. The monomer has the general 
formula: 

H H 
\. I 

C= C 
I \. 

H R 

When che monomers polymerise, the double bond opens and the 
monomers bond together to form a backbone or carbon atoms as 
shown: 

H H H H H H 
\, I \, I \, I 


C=C + C=C + C= C 

I \, I \, I \. 

H R H R H R 

H H H H H H 
I I I 

C C- C - C- C- C
1 I I I I I 
H R H R H R 

This may also be represented by equations such as: 

H H 
I I 

n C= C 1l-l1 
H R 
I I lH R1n 

R may be an alkyl or an aryl group. 

For example, ethene polymerises to form poly(crhene) 

H H H H H H 
\. I \, I \, I 

C=C + C= C + C= C 
I \, I \, I \. 

H H H H H H 
ethene 

H H H H H H 
I I I I 

- C- C c C- C c 
I I I I I I 
H H H H H H 

poly(ethene) 



and phenylethene polymerises to poly(phenylethene): 

H

"C= C/ 

H 

+--- + +: 0 

phenylethene 

1 

H H H H H H 
I I I I I I 

-- - C- C- C - C- C-C

~ 6 ~ 6~6 

poly(phenylethene) 

Phenylethene is sometimes called styrene, which is why 
poly(phenylethene) is usually called polystyrene. 

Table I gives some examples of addition polymers based on different 
substituents. 

T Table 1 Some addition polymers made from the monomer H C= CHR2

A Figure 2 Both the model and the 
packaging are made from polystyrene 

- H CH2= CH2 f c H2-CH21 poly ( ethene) polythene carrier bags, washing up bowls 

- CH3 

CH3 
I 
CH = CH2 r· iJH -CH2 n 

poly (propene) polypropylene 
yoghurt containers car 

bumpers 

- Cl 
Cl 
I 
CH= CH2 LLcH,l poly 

( chloroethene) 

PVC (polyvinyl 

chloride) 

aprons, 'vinyl' records, 

drainpipes 

- C=N 

CN 
I 
CH=CH2 LLcH,l poly 

(propenenitrile) 

acrylic (Acrilan, 

Courtelle] 
clothing fabrics, 

-0 9 
CH=CH2 E?-CJ poly 

(phenylethene) 
polystyrene 

packing materials, electrical 

insulation 

Identifying the addition polymer formed from the 
monomer 
The best way to think about this is to remember that an addition 
polymer is formed from monomers with carbon- carbon double bonds. 

There is usually only one monomer (though it is possible to have 
more), and the double bond opens to form a single bond, see Table 1. 
This will give the repeat unit for the polymer. 

R Monomer Polymer Name of polymer Common or trade name Typical uses 

• 




14.3 Addition polymers 

Hint 

The repeating unit of an addition 
polymer is the smallest group of 
atoms that produce the polymer 
when repeated over and over. 
It normally corresponds to the 
monomer, shown in brackets 
in Table 1. In poly(ethene) the 
repeating unit is just -CH2

but it is more usual to quote the 
repeating unit - CH 2-CH2- based 
on the monomer. 

Study tip 

It is important that you understand 
why polyalkenes are chemically 
inert. 

• Figure 3 Bottles madefrom HD and 
LO polythene 

Identifying the monomer(s) used to make an 
addition polymer 
An addition polymer must have a backbone of carbon at0ms and the 
monomer must contain at least two carbons, so that there can be a 
carbon- carbon double bond. So, in the molecule below the monomer 
is shown in the red brackets: 

H{ H H} H H 
monomer 

I I I I I 
AA~ 6-6 6-6-CAA 

H"C=C/ 

H 

H/ "HH H H H H 

Where some of the carbon atoms have substituents, the monomer 
must have the substitucnt, as well as a double bond: 

Modifying the plastics 
The properties of polymers materials can be considerably modified by 
the use of additives such as plasticisers. These arc sma ll molecules that 
get between the polymer chains forcing them apart and allowing them 
to slide across each other. For example PVC is rigid enough for use as 
drainpipes, but with the addition of a plasticiser it becomes flexible 
enough for making aprons. 

CH3 HH{ CH3 H } CH3 H CH3I I I I I '\ / 
monomer c=c 

I I I I I 
AAC C-C C-C-CAA 

H/ " HH H H H H H 

Biodegradability 
Polyalkenes, in spite of their name, have a backbone which is a long 
chain saturated alkane molecule. Alkanes have strong non-polar C- C 
and C- H bonds. So, they are very unreactive molecules, which is a 
useful property in many ways. However, this docs mean that they are 
not attacked by biological agents - like enzymes - and so they are not 
biodegradable. This is an increasing problem in today's world, where 
waste disposal is becoming more and more difficult. 

High and low density polythene 
Low density poly(ethene) (polythene) is made by polymerising cthene 
at high pressure and high temperature via a free-radical mechanism. 
This produces a polymer with a certain amount of chain branching. 
This is a consequence of the rather random nature of free-radical 
reactions. The branched chains do nOL pack together particularly well 
and the product is quite flexible, stretches well and has a fairly low 
density. These properties make it suitable for packaging (plastic bags), 
sheeting and insulation for electrical cables. 

High density polythene is made at temperatures and pressures little 
greater than room conditions and uses a Ziegler-Nalta catalyst, named 
after its developers. This results in a polymer with much less chain 
branching (around one branch for every 200 carbons on the main 

Many plastics are non-biodegradable 

• 




chain). The chains can pack together well. This makes the density of the 
p lastic greater and its melting temperature higher. Typical uses are milk 
crates, buckets and bottles for which low density polythene would be 
insufficiently rigid. 

The solutions to pollution by plastics 
To reduce the amount of plastic it can be reused or recycled. 

Mechanical recycling 
The simplest form of recycling is called mechanical recycling. The first 
step is to separate the different types of plastics. (Plastic containers 
are now collected in recycling facilities for this purpose.) The plastics 
are then washed and once they are sorted they may be ground 
up into small pellets. These can be melted and remoulded. For 
example, recycled soft drinks bottles made from PET (polyethylene 
tereph thalate) are used to make fleece clothes. 

Feedstock recycling 
Here, the plastics are heated to a temperature that will break the 
polymer bonds and produce monomers. These can then be used to 
make new plastics. 

There are problems with recycling. Poly(propene), for example, is a 
thermoplastic polymer. This means that it will soften when heated so 
it can be melted and re-used. However, this can only be done a limited 
number of times because at each hearing some of the drnins break and 
become shorter thus degrading the plastic's properties. 

The properties of polymers 

can be tailored to make 

them suitable for a variety 

of application by the use of 
various additives. Plasticisers 

are small molecules that get in 

between the polymer chains to 

allow them to sl ide more easily 

past one another and make the 

polymer more flexible. This is 

how poly ( chloroethene) also 

called polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

or just vinyl can be made rigid 

enough for use as drainpipes 

and flexible enough for plastic 

aprons. 

Summary questions 
I 

1 	 Which of the following monomers could form an 

addition polymer? 

A H H B F F 
\ / \ /C=C C=C/ \ / 	 \H H F F 

C NH2 D H H 
\ /I C= C CH3-C- COOH / 	 \I 	 H CH3H 

2 a 	 Draw a section of the polymer formed from 

the monomer 

H H 
\ /
c=c showing six carbon atoms. 

/ \ 
H Cl 

b What is the common name of the monomer? 

c What is the systematic name of the polymer? 

3 	 Teflon is a polymer that is used to coat non-stick 

pans. A section of Teflon is shown below. 

F 	 F F F F F 
I 	 I I I I I 

-C-C-C-C-C-C
1 	 I I I I I 
F 	 F F F F F 

What is the monomer? 

4 	 Cl H Cl H Cl H 
I 	 I I I I I 

-C-C-C-C-C-C
1 	 I I I I I 
H H H H H H 

This is a section of the polymer that drainpipes are 

made from, trade name polyvinylchloride (PVC) 

What is the monomer? 

• 
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Practice questions 

The table below gives the names and structures of 4 The reaclion scheme below shows the conversion 
three isomeric a lkenes. or compound A, 2-methylbut- l-ene, into 

compound B and then inlO compound C. 
Name Structure 

but-1-ene CH3CH2CH=CH2 

but-2-ene CH3CH=CHCH3 

CH3 
methylpropene I

H
3
C-C=CH2 

(a) 	 Give the molecular formula and the empirical 
formula or bul-2-ene. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Methylpropene reacts with hydrogen bromide 

to produce 2-bromo-2-methylpropane as the 
majo r producl. 
(i) 	 Name and ou tline the mechanism for 

this reaction. 
(ii ) Draw the structure or another product of 

this reaction and explain why it is formed 
in smaller amounts. 

(8 marks) 
(c) 	 Draw the structures and give the names or the 

two stereoisomers or but-2-ene. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

2 (a) 	 Copy and complete the mechanism below by 
drawing appropriate curly arrows. 

HO : 

H H H 

I 	 I I 

H3C-C-C-C-CH3 
I 	 I I 
H H Br 


2-bromopentane pent-2-ene 


(3 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

3 (a) 	 Propene reacts wi1h hydrogen bromide by 
an elt:ctrophilic add ition mechanism forming 
2-bromopropane as the major product. 

The equation for this reaction is shown below. 

Br H 
I 

HBr 	 C- C- H 
I

H 	 H 
(i) Outline the mechanism for this reaction, 

showing the structure of the incem1ediate 
carbocation formed. 

(ii) 	 Give the structure of the alternative 
carbocation which could be formed 
in the reaction between propene and 
hydrogen bromide. 

(5 marks) 
AQA, 2003 
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c~ 	 c~ 
Step I I 

CH2 -C-CH2CH3 ---'--__... CH3-C-CH2CH3 
concentratecJ I 

A HiSO• OSO:PH 

B 

1Step2 

CH3 
I 
C 	 CH2CH3 
I 
OH 
c 

(a) 	 The structure of A is shown below. Circle 
those carbon atoms which must 
lie in the same plane. 

(1 mark) 

H'\. / CH3 
C=C 

H/ "CH2-CH3 

(b ) 	 Outline a mechanism for the reaction 

in Step 1. 


(4 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

5 	 It is possible to convert bm-1-ene inco its stmccural 
isomer but-2-ene. 
(a) 	 State the type of structural isomerism shown 

by but-1-ene and but-2-ene. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	The first stage in this conversion involves the 
reaction of h ydrogen bromide with but-1-ene. 

CH CH CH=CH + HBr~ CH3CH2CHBrCH33	 2 2 

Outline a mechanism for this reacrion. 
(4 marks) 

(c) 	 The second stage is Lo convert 2-bromobutanc 
into but-2-ene. 

CH CH CllBrCfl +KOH--'> CH CH=CHCH +
3	 2 3 3 3 

T<Br+ H 02

Outline a mechan ism for this reaction. 
(3 marks) 

AQA, 2012 



6 	 Alkenes are useful intermediates in the synthesis 
of organic compounds. 
(a) 	 (i) Complete the elimination mechanism by 

drawing appropriate curly arrows. 

HO ' 
' H H H 

. I I 
CH2=C-C-C-CH2CH3 

I I 
H H Br 

3-bromohexane 

l 

CH3CH2CH- CHCH2CH3 + H20 + Br 

hex-3-ene 

(3 marks) 

(ii) Draw structures for the E and Z 
stereoisomers of hex-3-ene. 

E isomer of hex-3-cnc 

Z i~omer of hex-3-ene 
(2 marks) 

(iii) State the meaning of the term 
stereoisomers. 

(2 marks) 

(b) 	 The equation for the first reaction in rhe 
conversion of hex-3-ene imo hexan-3-ol is 
shown below. 

CH CH CH=CHCH2CH3 + H2S04 ~ 3	 2
CH,CI 12CH2CH(OS020H)CH2CH3 

Outline a mechanism for this reaction. 
(4 marks) 

AQA. 2012 

7 	 Propene reacts with bromine by a mechanism 
known as electrophi lic addition. 
(a) Explain wha t is meanr by the term e/ectrophi/e 

and by the term addition. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Outline the mechanism for the electrophilic 
addition of bromine LO propene. Give the 
name of the product formed. 

(5 marks) 
AQA. 2002 

Chapter 14 Alkenes 

8 	 (a) (i) Name the alkene CH3CH2CH=CH2 
(ii) 	 Explain why CII3Cl-I2CH=CH2 does not 

show stereoisomerism. 
(iii) 	Draw an isomer of CH3CH2CH=CH2 

which does show F-Z isomerism. 
(iv) 	 Draw another isomer of CH3CH2CH=CH2 

which does not show F-Z isomerism. 
(4 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Name the type of mechanism for 
the reaction shown by alkenes with 
concentrated sulfuric acid. 

(ii) 	 Write a mechanism showing the 
formation of the major product in the 
reaction of concentrated sulfuric acid 
with CH}CH CH=CH2.2

(iii) Explain why this compound is the 
major product. 

(4 marks) 

9 	 The alkene (Z)-3-methylpent-2-ene reacts with 
hydrogen bromide as shown below. 

HBr 

~ minor product, Q 

(a) (i) 	 Name the major product P . 
(I mark) 

(ii) 	 Name the mechanism for these reactions. 
(J mark) 

(iii) 	 Draw the displayed formu la for che minor 
product Q and state the tyre of structural 
isomerism shown by P and Q. 

Displayed formula for Q 

Type of structu ra I isomerism 
(2 marks) 

(iv) 	 Draw tbc s1nicture of the (E)
stereoisomer of 3-methylpent-2-ene. 

(1 mark) 

AQA, 2010 

10 An organic compound A is shown below. 

CH3CH2CH2 /CH2CH20H 
C=C"CH3CH2/ H 

Explain how the Cahn-lngold-Prelog (CIP) priority 
rules can be med to deduce the full IUPAC name 
of this compound. (6 marks) 

----• 




15 Alcohols 
15.1 Alcohols - introduction 

Learning objectives: 
-+ State the general formula of 

an alcohol. 

-+ Describe how alcohols are 

classified. 

-+ Describe the physical 

properties of alcohols. 

Specification reference:3.3. 5 

.A Figure 1 Some olcoholic drinks ond 

their percentage alcohol content 
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Ethanol is possibly our oldest social drug as it is derived from the 
fermentation of sugars in fruits and so on. It is the alcohol in alcoholic 
drinks. ll may, in moderation, promote a feeling of well-being and 
reduce normal inhibitions. It is in fact a nervous system depressant 
(i.e., it interferes with the transmission of nerve impulses). In larger 
amounts it leads to loss of balance, poor hand-eye coordination, 
impaired vision, and inability to judge speed. Large amounts can be 
fatal. Excessive long-term use can lead to addiction - alcoholism. 

The ethanol in alcoholic drinks is absorbed through the wa lls of the 
stomach and small intestine into the bloodstream. Some is eliminated 
unchanged in urine and in the breath. The rest is broken down by the 
liver. The combined effect oi these processes is tha t an average person 
can eliminate abo ut 10 cm3 of ethanol per hour. This is approximately 
the amount of ethanol in half a pint of beer, a small glass of wine 
(125 ml) or a shot (25 ml ot spirits). So some simple arithmetic should 
enable you to work out how long it would rake to sober up. 

The general formula 
Alcohols have the functional group - OH attached to a hydrocarbon 
chain. They are relatively reactive. The alcohol most commonly 
encountered in everyday life is ethanol. 

The general formula of an alcohol is C,,H2,,+10H. This is often 
shortened to ROH. 

How to name alcohols 
The name of the functional group (the - OH group) is normally given 
by the suffix -ol. (The prefix hydroxy- is used if some other functional 
groups are present.) 

H H H H 
I I I I 

H- C- C C C- 0- H 
I I I I 
H H H H 

butan- 1-ol 

With chains longer than ethanol, you need a number to show where 
the -OH group is. 

H 

H H H 
I I 

H C- C- C-0
I I 
H H H 

propan-1-ol 

H 

H 0 H 
I I 

H- C-C-C-H 
I I 

H H H 
propan-2-ol 

If there is more than one -OH group, di-, tri-, tetra-, and so on are 
used to say how many - OH groups there arc and numbers tO say where 
they are. 



H 
I 

H 
I 

H 
I 

H 
I 

CH20H 
I 

HO-C- C C C OH CHOH 
I I I I I 
H H H H CH20H 

butane- 1,4-diol propane-1 ,2,3-triol 

Propane-1,2,3-triol is also known as glycerol, which may be obtained 
from the fats and oils found in living organisms. 

Antifreeeze 

Ethane-1,2-diol is the main ingredient in most antifreezes. These are added 
to the water in the cooling systems of motor vehicles so that the resulting 
coolant mixture does not freeze at winter temperatures. 

1 Draw the structural formula of ethane-1,2-diol and indicate where 

hydrogen bonding with water may take place. 


2 Suggest why solutions of ethane-1,2-diol have lower freezing 

temperatures than pure water. 


The reactivity of alcohols 

How an organic molecule reacts depends, among other things, on the 
strength and polarity of the bonds within it. 

1 	 Draw a displayed formula for ethanol and mark on it the bond energy 
(mean bond enthalpy) of each bond [the amount of energy required to 
break it). Use a data book or database or the table of bond enthalpies 

1in Topic 4.? and the values C- D 336 kJ mo1-1 and D- H 464 kJ mo1- . 

There is a table of electronegativities in Topic 13.1, Halogenoalkanes 
introduction, and the values for hydrogen and oxygen are 2.1 and 3.5 
respectively. 

2 Use your diagram and the electronegativity values to explain why: 
a the hydrocarbon skeleton remains intact in most reactions of 

ethanol 
b why the typical reactions of ethanol are nucleophilic substitutions 

in which the - OH group is lost. 

A Figure 2 Methylated spirits contain 
ethanol with small amounts afmethanol 
added ta make it undrinkable. The purple 
dye warns afthis 

Shape 
In alcohols, the oxygen awm has two bonding pairs of electrons and 
two lone pairs. The C-0-H angle is about l 05° because the I 09.5° 
angle of a perfect te trahedron is 'squeezed down' by the presence of 
the lone pairs. These two lone pairs will repel each other more than 
the pairs of electrons in a covalent bond. 

H H 

H-:-:-n~ 

104.5° 

lone pairs of electrons compared 
to the repulsion of bonded pairs of 
electrons in Topic 3.6, The shapes 
of molecules and ions. 

You learnt about the repulsion of 

• 



15.1 Alcohols - introduction 

Hint 

Halogenoalkanes may be 
classified as primary, secondary, 
or tertiary in the same way. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Draw the displayed formula 
and name the alcohol 
C H CH(OH)CH3.2 5

2 	 Sort these alcohols into 
primary, secondary, and 
tertiary: 

butan-2-ol 

2-methylpentan-2-ol 

methanol 

3 	 Why is the C-0-H angle in 
alcohols less than 109.5°? 

• 


Classification of alcohols 
Alcohols are classified as primary (I 0 

), secondary (2°), or tertiary 
(3°) according t0 how many other groups (R) arc bonded to rhe 
carbon that has the - OH group. 

Primary alcohols 
In a primary alcohol. the carbon with the -OH group has one R group 
(and therefore two hydrogen atoms). 

H 	 H H 
I I propan-1-ol is aH-C-C-C-0- H primary alcoholI 	 I I 
H 	 H H 

H 
I methanol, where the carbon 

H-C-0-H has no R groups is counted 
I as a prima ry alcohol H 

A primary alcohol has the -OH group at the end of a chain . 

Secondary alcohols 
In a secondary alcohol, the -OH group is attached to a carbon with 
two R groups (and therefore one hydrogen atom). 

H 
I 

H 	 0 H 
I 	 I I propan-2-ol is a

H-C-C-C-H secondary alcoholI 	 I I 
H 	 H H 

A secondary alcohol has the -OH group in the body of the chain. 

Tertiary alcohols 
Tertiary alcohols have three R groups attached ro rhe carbon that is 
bonded to the -OH (so this carbon has no hydrogen atoms). 

H 
I 

H-C-H H 

H-0 
I 
C-
I 

-
I 
C- H 
I 

2-methylpropan-2-ol is 
a tertiary a lcohol 

H- C- H H 
I 
H 

A tertiary alcohol has the -OH group at a branch in the chain. 

Physical properties 
The -OH group in alcohols means that hydrogen bonding occurs between 
the molecules. This is the reason that alcohols have higher melting and 
boiling points than alkanes of similar relative molecular mass. 

The - OH group of alcohols can hydrogen bond to water molecules, 
but the non-polar hydrocarbon chain cannot. This means that the 
alcohols with short hydrocarbon chains are soluble in water because the 
hydrogen bonding predominates. In longer-chain alcohols the non-polar 
hydrocarbon d1ain dominates and the alcohols become insoluble in water. 



Industrial chemistry of alcohols 
Alcohols arc very important in industrial chemistry because they arc 
used as intermediates. They are easily made and easily converted 
into other compounds. Methanol is made from methane (natural gas) 
and is increasingly being used as a starting material to make other 
organic chemicals. 

Ethanol 
Ethanol, C

2
H

5
0H. is by far the most important alcohol. It is used as an 

inte1mcdiate in the manufactu re of other organic chemicals. In everyday 
life it is often the solvent in cosmetics. such as aftershave and perfumes. 
It is also used in the manufacture of d rugs, detergents, inks, and coatings. 

It is made industria lly by reacting ethene (made 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how ethanol is 

produced by fermentation. 

-+ 	 Describe the economic and 

environmental advantages 

ofproducing ethanol by 

fermentation. 

-+ 	 State what is meant by the 

term biofuel. 

Specification reference: 3.3.5 

Hfrom cracking crude o il) with stea m, using a catalyst I 	 +
of phosphoric acid. It is also made from sugars by H-C-C-H 
fe rmentation, as in the production of alcoholic drinks. I 	 I 

H 	 H 
Beers have about 5% etha nol and wines about 12% . 

H 
Spirits, such as gin and whisky, contain about 40% I 
ethanol - these have been concentrated by distillation. H 	 +0-H 

I 	 I 
H-C-C-HMaking ethanol from crude oil 

I 	 IEthene is produced when crude oil fractions are 
H 	 H

cracked, sec Topic 12.3. 
H 

Ethene is hydrated, which means that water is added 
across the double bond (Figure 1 ). 	 HC!~H 

I I 
H-C-C-H 

I 	 I
H 	 HMaking ethanol byfermentation 

H 	 :O-H 

I I 
H-C-C-H 

I I 
H H 

Duri ng fermentation, carbohydrates from plants are £ Figure 1 The mechanism for making ethanol from crude oil 
broken down into sugars and then converted in to 
ethanol by the action of enzymes from yeast. The carbohydrates 
come from crops such as sugar ca ne and sugar beet. 

The key step is the breakdown of sugar in a process called 
anaerobic respiration: 

enzymes from yeast 

C6H1 20 6(aq) 2C H50H(aq) + 2C0 (g)2	 2
glucose [a sugar) ethanol carbon dioxide 

• 	 The rate of this chemical reaction is affected by temperature. It is 
slow at low temperatures but the enzymes are made ineffective 
if the temperature is too high. A compromise temperature of 
about 35 °C, a little below our body temperature, is used . 

• 	 Air is kept out of the fermeniation vessels to prevent oxidation 
of ethanol to ethanoic acid (rhe acid in vinegar). 

• 	 Once the fermenting solu tion contains about 15% ethanol the 
enzymes are unable to function and fermentation stops. Ethanol 
may the be distilled from this mixture by fractional distillation as 
its boiling tempera ture (78 °C) is less than that of water (100 °C). 

T Table 1 Oifferent methods of 
producing ethanol 

Starting material 

cracking 
fermentat ion 

method and 
and distillation 

hydration 

rate of 
fast slow 

reaction 

type of 
continuous batch 

process 

aqueous 

purity 
essential ly solution of 

pure ethanol is 

produced 

• 



15.2 Ethanol production 

Hint 

A biofuel is a fuel derived or 
produced from renewable 
biological sources. 

H H ~ 
I I .~ a. \ 

H- C-C-0 H + W 
I I 
H H 

l 
H H H 
I I I+ 

H-1J 1V -H 
H H 

+ H + 

.& Figure 2 The mechanismfor 
dehydrating ethanol to make ethene 

At present 

crude oil 

! 
poly(etheneJethene ~ 
and many other ! useful chemicals 

ethanol i 
ethene 

In the future? i 
carbohydrates ~ ethanol 

(sugars) 


.& Figure 3 Ethene and ethanol 
production 

Summary questions 

A renewable source of ethene 
Ethene is a vital industrial chemical; it is the starting material for 
poly(ethene) and many other important chemicals. Ethene can be 
produced by dehydrating ethanol made rrom sugar. giving a renewable 
source or ethene. 

At present ethene is made from crude oil and then convened into 
ethanol. In the future it may become more economical tO make 
ethene from ethanol made by fermenta tion, sec Figure 3. 

Many conventional petrol engines will run on ethanol, or mixtures of petrol 
and ethanol, with little modification, and much of the petrol sold in the UK 
at present has 5- 10% ethanol added. 

Ethanol made from ethene is not a renewable fuel because it comes 
originally from crude oil. However, ethanol made by fermentat ion is 
renewable because the sugars come from plants such as sugar cane and 
beet, which can be grown annually. 

Current fuels are almost all carbon-based.One concern is that they release 
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Rising carbon dioxide levels are associated 
with global warming and climate change. Ethanol made by fermentation is 
sometimes termed a carbon-neutral fuel. This means that the carbon dioxide 
released when it is burnt is balanced by the carbon dioxide absorbed by the 
plant from which it was originally obtained, during photosynthesis. This can 
be seen from Table 2. This argument concentrates on the chemistry of fuel 
production and use. There are inevitably other carbon costs associated with the 
energy needed to transport crops and the fuel, and to process the crops. 

... Table 2 The carbon dioxide balance sheet for ethanol made by fermen tation 

Carbon dioxide absorbed Carbon dioxide released 

fermentation Photosynthesis in the 

growing plant 
 C (aq) ~ 2C2H50H(aq) + 2C02(g)5H1206
 

6H20(1) + 6C02[g) 
 2 molecules of C02released 

.J, 
combustion 

6 molecules of C02 absorbed 4 molecules of C02released 

6 molecules of co2absorbed 6 molecules of co2 released 

1 How can ethanol, produced by fermentat ion, be separated from its aqueous solution. 

2 What are the advantages and disadvantages of producing ethanol from fermentation compared with its 
production from crude oil? 

3 Explain why fermentation and distillation can only take place as a batch process rather than continuously . 

• 




Combustion 
Alcohols bum completely to carbon dioxide and water if there is 
enough oxygen available. (Otherwise there is incomplete combustion 
and carbon monoxide or even carbon is produced.) This is the equation 
for the complete combustion of ethanol: 

C H 0H(l) + 30 (g) 2C0 (g) + 3H 0(1)2 5 2 2 2

Ethanol is often used as a fuel, for example, in picnic stoves that 
burn methylated spirits. Methylated spirits is ethanol with a small 
percentage of poisonous methanol added to make it unfit Lo drink. 
In this way it can be sold without the tax which is levied on alcoholic 
d rinks. A purple dye is also added Lo show that iL should not 
be drunk. 

Elimination reactions 
Elimination reactions arc ones in which a small molecu le leaves the 
parent molecule. In the case or alcohols, th is molecule is always water. 
The water is made from the -OH group and a hydrogen a tom from 
the carbon next to the -OH group. So, the elimination reactions of 
alcohols arc always dehydrations. 

Dehydration 
Alcohols can be dehydrated with excess hot concentrated sulfuric acid 
or by passing their vapours over heated aluminium oxide. An alkcne is 
formed. For example, propan- l -ol is dehydrated to propcnc: 

H 	 H 
I /

H-C-C=C'\. + H20 

HH 

propene 

H H H ~ H H H H 
I I I ·~- ~. \ I I I I+ 

H-C-C-C-0-H + H+ ~ H-1-1__} 1-v-HI 	 I I 
H 	 H H H H H 

+ 

.A Figure 2 The mechanism for the dehydration ofpropon-1-ol 

The apparatus used in rhe laborarory is shown in Figure 3. 

Phosphoric(V) acid is an alrernarive dehydrating agent. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the products when 

primary, secondary, and 
tertiary alcohols are oxidised. 

-+ 	 Explain how the oxidation of a 
primary alcohol is controlled. 

-+ 	 State what is meant by 
aldehydes and ketones. 

-+ 	 Describe how a mild 
oxidising agent can be used 
to distinguish between an 
aldehyde and a ketone. 

-+ Describe what elimination 
reactions are. 

-+ Describe how alcohols are 
dehydrated to form alkenes. 

Specification reference: 3.3.5 

A Figure 1 Alcohol-burning stove 

Hint 

In order to be dehydrated an alcohol 
must have a hydrogen atom on a 
carbon next to the -OH group. 

ceramic fibre soaked 
in propan-1-ol 

propene 

A Figure 3 Dehydration ofan alcohol 

• 




15.3 The reactions of alcohols 

Isomeric alkenes 

Dehydration of longer chain or branched alcohols may 
produce a mixture of alkenes, including ones with Zand E 
isomers, see Topic 11.3. 

For example, with butan-2-ol there are three possible 
products: 
but-1-ene, Z-but-2-ene, and E-but-2-ene. 

• 


H H H H 

H 
I I I 
C-C-C= 

/
C 

~ 
butan-2-ol 

~ ~ ~ 
/ 

/~~ 

I 
H 

I ' 
H H 

but-1-ene 

:,~~C CHH0
J 2
Ali 03 
600K 

CH3 CH3 CH3 H" / + "C= C C=C/ 

/ "H / "CH3H H 

Z-but-2-ene £-but-2-ene 

Name the two isomeric alkanes that are formed using 

the cisltrans notation. 

Oxidation 
Combustion is usually complete oxidation. Alcohols can also be 
oxidised gently and in stages. Primary alcohols are oxidised co 
aldehydes, RCHO. Aldehydes can be further oxidised to carboxylic 
acids, RCOOH. For example: 

H H H H 
~oI 101 I i !OJ I 

H-C-C-OH H-C-C H - C-C 
ox1dat1on ox1dat1onI I I "- I '-oH{alcohol in H (ox1d1smgHH H H 

excess - no agcn11n 
reflux) excess 

+ H20 

reflux)ethanol ethanal ethanoic acid 
(an aldehyde) (a carboxylic acid) 

Secondary alcohols are oxidised LO ketones, R2CO. Kctoncs are not 
oxidised further. 

H H H H H 
I 

H - C
I 
H 

I 
C

I 

I 
C- H 
I 
H 

LOJ 
H 

I 
r c 

II 
H 0 

I 
r H 

H 

+ H20 

0  H 
propan-2-ol propanone 

(a ketone) 

Tertiary alcohols are not easily oxidised. This is because oxidation 
would need a C- C bond to break, rather than a C-H bond (which 
is what happens when an aldehyde is oxidised). Kctones are not 
oxidised further for the same reason . 

Many aldehydes and ketoncs have pleasant smells. 



The experimental details 
A solution of potassium dichromate, acidified with dilute sulfuric acid. 
is o(ten used to oxidise a lcohols to aldehydes and ketones. It is the 
oxidising agent. In the reaction, the orange dichromate(VI) ions are 
reduced to green chromium(ill) ions. 

To oxidise ethanol (1° alcohol) to ethanal-an aldehyde 
Dilute acid and less potassium dichromate(VI) than is needed for 
complete oxidation 10 carboxylic acid are used. The mixture is heated 
gently in apparatus like that shown in Figure 4, but with the receiver 
cooled in ice to reduce evaporation of the product. Ethana1 (boiling 
temperature 294 K. 21 °C) vaporises as soon as it is formed and 
distils off. This stops it from being oxidised further to ethanoic acid. 
Unreacted ethanol remains in the flask. 

The notation [OJ is often used 10 represent oxygen from the oxidising 
agent. The reaction is given by the equation: 

CII3CH20II(I) + [OJ - CH3CHO(g) + H20(1) 
ethanol ethanal 

To oxidise ethanol {1° alcohol) to ethanoic acid-a 
carboxylic acid 
Concentrated su lfuric acid and more than enough potassium 
dichromate(VI) is used for complete reaction (the dichromatc(VI) 
is in excess). The mixture is renuxed in the apparatus shown in 
Figure 5. Renux means that vapour condenses and drips back intO 
the reaction nask. 

Whilst the reaction mixture is renuxing, any ethanol or ethanal vapour 
will condense and drip back intO the nask until, eventually, it is all 
oxidised to the acid. After rcnuxing for around 20 minutes, you can 
distil off the ethanoic acid (boiling temperature 391 K, 118 °C), along 
with any water, by rearranging the apparatus to that shown in Figure 4. 

Using [0] to represent oxygen from the oxidising agent, the equation is: 

CH CH20H(I) + 2[0]-+ CH3COOH(g) + H20(1)
3

ethanol ethanoic acid 

Notice that twice as much oxidising agent is used in this reaction 
compared with th e oxidation to ethanal. 

The breathalyser 

Since 1967 it has been illegal 
to drive with a blood ethanol 
concentration of more than 80 mg 
of alcohol in 100 cm3 of blood. 
This corresponds to 35 µg of 
ethanol per 100 cm3 of breath or 
107 mg of ethanol per 100 cm3 of 
urine. 

Before the law could be 
..._ Figure 6 Amodernfuel cell

introduced, a quick method of 
breathalyser 

mixture containing 
water, ethanoic acid 
and inorganic residues 

""'"'" '"' + •""~ 
f 

heat 

..._ Figure 4 Apparatus for distilling ethanoic 
acidfrom the reaction mixture 

Hint 

Notice that even if you use the 
notation [ 0) for oxidation, the 
equation must still balance. 

-water 
out 

water in 

ethanol+ excess 

dtehromate(VI) ions 

+ concentrated acid t 

heat 

.... Figure 5 Reflux apparatusfor 
oxidation ofethanol to ethanoic acid 

• 




15.3 The reactions of alcohols 

• 


measuring alcohol levels by the roadside was needed. Taking blood or urine 
samples was not pract ical, so breath was chosen. 

The oxidation of ethanol was the basis of the original roadside breath test. The 
suspect was asked to breathe into an inflatable bag through a tube containing 
orange acidified potassium dichromate crystals and a silver nit rate catalyst. 

As the breath passes over the crystals, any ethanol is oxidised by the 
potassium dichromate and the yellow Cr(VI) is reduced to green Cr(lll) . The 
more ethanol, the more crystals change colour. If the colour change passed 
a pre-determined line, the suspect was deemed to be potentially over the 
limit and was required to have a further test in a police station by a more 
accurate method. In modern roadside breath testers the oxidation takes 
place in a fuel cell and generates an electric current that can be measured. 

1 What is 1 µg? Write 35 µgin grams in standard form. 
2 Explain the reason for the breath sample being breathed into a bag? 
3 Why is a catalyst needed? 

Oxidising a secondary alcohol to a ketone 
Secondary alcohols are oxidised to keton es by acidified dich romate. 
You do not have to worry about furthe r oxidation of the ketone. 

H 
I 

H 0 H H O H 
I I I 11 I 

H - C
I 

C
I 

C
I 

H + [OJ - H -C-C C H + HzO 

H H H H H 

Aldehydes and ketones 
Aldehydes and ketones both have the C=O group. This is called the 
carbonyl group. 

In aldehydes it is at the en d of the hydrocarbon cha in: 

R 
\. 

C= O or RCHO 
/

H 

In kerones it is in the body of the hydrocarbon chain: 

R 
\. 

C= O or RCOR' 
/

R' 

Aldehydes are usually named using the suffix - al and ketones with the 
suffix -one. 

So CH CHO is ethana/ (two carbons) and CH3COCH3 is propanone 
3

(three carbons). 

H3C\. H3C\. 
C=O C= O 

/ H C/ H 3

ethanal propanone 



Tests for aldehydes and ketones 
Aldehydes and ketoncs have similar physical properties but there 
are two tests that can tell them apart. Both these tests involve gentle 
oxidation. 

• 	 Aldchydcs arc oxidised to carboxylic acids - RCHO + [OJ - • RCOOH 
(Th is is the second stage of the oxidation of a primary alcohol. ) 

• 	 Ketones are not changed by gentle oxida tion. 

The Tollens' (silver mirror) test 
Tollens' reagent is a gentle oxidising agent. It is a solution of silver 
nitrate in aqueous ammonia. It oxidises aldehydes but ha s no affect 
on ketones. It contains colourless silver(! ) complex ion s, containing 
Ag+, which are reduced ro meta llic silver, Ag, as the aldehyde is 
oxid ised . 

On wa rming a n a lde hyde w ith Tollens' reagent, a deposit of 
m e ta llic silve r is fo rm ed on the inside of the test tube - the silver 
mirror, see Fig ure 7 . This reaction w as once used commercially for 
making mirrors . 

The Fehling's test 
The Fehling's reagent and is a gentle oxidising agent. It contains blue 
copper(J I) complex ions w h ich will oxidise aldehydes but not ketones. 
During the oxidation, the blue solution gradually changes to a brick 
red precipitate of copper(!) oxide: 

Cu2+ + e- Cu+. 

On warming an aldehyde with blue FehJing's solution a brick red 
precipitate gradually forms. 

Summary questions 

1 	 State what happens in each case when the following alcohols are 

oxidised as much as possible, by acidified potassium dichromate. 


a 	 a primary alcohol 

b 	 a secondary alcohol 

2 	 Why is a tertiary alcohol not oxidised by the method outlined in 
question 1? 

3 	 What is the difference between distilling and refluxing? 

4 	 Suggest how you would distinguish between a primary alcohol and a 

secondary alcohol, using Tollens' reagent or Fehling's solution. 


5 	 Write the equation for the elimination of water from ethanol and name 

the product. 


6 	 What are the possible products of dehydrating pentan-2-ol? 

A Figure 7 The silver mirror test 

A Figure 8 The Fehling's test 

• 




Practice questions 

• 


l 	 Glucose, C6H120 6, can be converted imo ethanol. Ethanol can be used as a fuel or can be 
convened into ethene by acid-catalysed dehydration. Most of the e1hene used by industry 
is formed by the thermal cracking of alkanes. 
(a) 	 State four essential conditions for the conversion of glucose into ethanol. Name the 

process and give an equation for the reaction which takes place. Write an equation 
for the complete combustion of ethanol. 

(7 marks) 
(b) 	 Explain what is meant by the term dehydration. Identify a catalyst which could be 

used in the acid-catalysed dehydration of ethanol. Write an equation for the reaction 
which takes place. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

2 	 Consider the following pairs of structural isomers. 

Molecular formula Structure Structure 

Isomer A 

CH3 Isomer B 
C4H100 I 

H3C- C- CH3 CH3CH2CH2CH20H
I 
OH 

Isomer C Isomer 0 

CH3CH2-C= O H3C-C-CH3 
III 
0H 

Isomer E 

Isomer F / CH2' 
H~ CH2C H6 12 I CH3CH2CH==CHCH2CH3
H2C'- CH2 

CH2/ 

(a) 	 (i) Explain what is meant by the term structural isomers. 
(ii) 	 Complete 1he table to show the molecu lar formu la of isomers C and 0 . 
(iii) Give the empirical formuJa of isomers E and F. 

(4 marks) 
(b) 	 A simple chemical 1est can be used Lo distinguish between separate samples 


of isomer A and isomer B. Suggest a suitable test reagent and state what 

you wou ld observe ln each case. 


(3 marks) 
(c) 	 A simple chemical rest can be used 10 distinguish between separate samples 


of isomer C and isomer 0. Suggest a suitable test reagent and state what 

you would observe ln each case. 


(3 marks) 
(d) 	A simple chemical test can be used to distinguish between separate samples 


of isomer E and isomer F. Suggest a suitable test reagent and Slate what 

you would observe in each case. 


(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

3 	 (a) Pentanal, CH3CH2CH2CH2CHO, can be oxidised to a carboxylic acid. 
(i) 	 Write an equation for this reaction. Use 10) to represent the oxidising agent. 
(ii) 	 Name the carboxylic add formed in this reaction. 

(4 marks) 
(b) 	 Pentanal can be formed by the oxidation of an alcohol. 

(i) 	 Identify this alcohol. 
(ii) 	 State the class to which this alcohol belongs. 

(2 marks) 
AQA. 2006 



Chapter 15 Alcohols 

4 	 Some alcohols can be oxidised to formaldehydes, which can then be oxidi)ed 
further to form carboxylic acids. 
Some alcohols can be oxidised to form ketones, which resist further oxidation. Other 
alcohols are resistant to oxidation. 
(a) 	 Draw the struc1urcs of the two straight-chain isomeric alcohols with molecular 


formula, C4ll 1
0
0 


(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Draw the structures of the oxidation products obtained when the two alcohols 


from part (a) are oxidised separately by acidified potassium dichromate(v1). Write 

equations for any reactions which occur, using [OJ to represent the oxidising agent. 


(6 marks) 
(c) 	 Draw the s1rucwrc and give the name of the alcohol with molecular formula 


C
4
Tlio0 which is resistant to oxidation by acidified potassium dichroma1c(v1). 


(2 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

5 	 Consider the fol lowing reaction schemes involving two alcohols, A and B, which arc 
position isomers of each other. 

CTl	 Cll CIT CTT 0H _. CH CH CH CHO _. CH CH Cll2COOIT3	 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2
A 	 butanal butanoic acid 

CH CH CH(OH)CH
3 

_. CH CH COCH
3	 2 3 2 3 

B 	 C 

(a) 	 State what is meant by rhe term position isomers. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Name compound A and name the class of compounds to which C belongs. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Each of the reactions shown in the schemes above is of the same type and uses the 

same combination of reagents. 

(i) 	 State the type of reaction. 
(ii) 	 Identify a suitable combinarion of reagents. 
(iii) State how you would ensure that compound A is converted into butanoic acid 


rather than into butanal. 

(iv) 	Draw the structure of an isomer of compound A which does not react with this 


combination of reagents. 

(v) 	 Draw the <;tructure of the carboxylic acid formed by the reaction of methanol 


with this combination of reagents. 

(6 marks) 

(d) 	 (i) State a reagent which could be used to distinguish between butanal and 

comround C. 


(ii) 	 Draw the structure ol' another aldehyde w hich is an isomer of bu lana i. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

6 Glucose can be used as a source of ethanol. Ethanol can be burned as a fuel or 
can be converted in10 e thene. 

C H 0 - • CH CH 0H - • H C=CH6 12 6 3 2 2 2 
glucose ethanol ethene 

(a) 	 Name the types of reaction illustrated by the two reactions above. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 {i) State what must be added to an aqueous solution of glucose so that 
ethanol is formed. 


{ii) Identify a suitable catalyst Cor the conversion of ethanol into ethene. 

(2 marks) 

(c) 	 {i) State the class of alcohols to which ethanol belongs. 
{ii) 	 Give one advantage of using ethanol as a fuel compared with using a 


petroleum fraction. (2 marks) 

(d) 	Most of the ethene used by industry is produced when ethane is heated 10 


900 °C in the absence of air. Write an equation for this reaction. 

( 1 mark) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A-A____~~~-Q_. 2005 ~ 



16 Organic analysis 
16.1 Test-tube reactions 

learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how organic groups 

can be identified. 

Specification reference: 3.3.6 

When you are identifying an organic compound you need to know 

the functional groups present. 

Chemical reactions 
Some tests are very straightforward. 

• 	 Is the compound acidic (suggests carboxylic acid)? 

• 	 Ts the compound solid (suggests long carbon chain or ionic bonding). 
liquid (suggests medium length carbon chain or polar or hydrogen 
bonding), o r gas (suggests short carbon chain. little or no polarity)? 

• 	 Does the compound dissolve in water (suggests polar groups) or 
not (suggest.s no polar groups)? 

Some specific chemical tests are listed in Tabl e l . 

..,. Table 1 Chemical tests far functional groups 

Which halogen is present can be 
determined by the solubility of the 
precipitate of AgX in ammonia, see 
Topic 10.3, Reactions of halide ions. 

• 


Functional 
Test 

group 

alkene 
shake with bromine water 

-C=C

halogenoalkane 
1. add NaOH(aq) and warm 

R-X 
2. acidify with HN03 
3. add AgNO~(aq) 

alcohol 
R-OH 

add acidified K
2
Cr

2
07 

aldehydes 
warm with Fehling's solution 

R-CHO 
or 
warm with Tollens' solution 

carboxylic acids 
add NaHC03(aq)

R-COOH 

Result 

orange colour disappears 

precipitate of AgX 

orange colour turns green with 

primary or secondary alcohols 

(also with aldehydes) 

blue colour turns to red 

precipitate 

silver mirror forms 

co2 given off 

Summary questions 

1 How could you tell if R-X was a chloroalkane, a bromoalkane, or an 

iodoalkane? 

2 In the test for a halogenoalkane: 

a Explain why it is necessary to acidify with dilute acid before adding 

silver nitrate. 

b Why would acidify ing with hydrochloric acid not be suitable? 

3 A compound decolourises bromine solut ion and fizzes when sodium 

hydrogencarbonate solution is added: 

a What two functional groups does it have? 

b Its relative molecular mass is 72. What is its structural formula? 

c Give equations for the two reactions . 



You saw in Topic 1.4 how mass spectrometry is used to measure the 
relative atomic masses of atoms. It is also the main method for finding 
the relative molecular mass of organic compounds. The compound enters 
the mass spectrometer in solution. It is ionised and the positive ions 
are accelerated through the instrument as a beam of ionised molecules. 
These then fly through the instrument towards a detector. 

Their times of tlighc are measured. These depend on the mass to 
charge ratio mlz of the ion. 

The output is then presented as a graph of relative abundance (vertica I 
axis) against mass/charge ratio (horizontal axis). However, since the 
charge on the ions is norma lly+1, the horizontal axis is effectively 
relative mass. This graph is ca lled a mass spectrum. 

Fragmentation 

There are many techniques for mass spectrometry. In some of these the ions 
of the sample break up or fragment as they pass through the instrument. 
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.A Figure 1 The mass spectrum of ethanol 

Amass spectrum of ethanol is shown in Figure 1. Notice that it contains 
many lines and not just one as we might expect. When ethanol is ionised it 
forms the ion C2H50W (CH3CH20W). This is called the molecular ion. Many 
of these ions will then break up because some of their bonds break as they 
are ionised, so there are other ions of smaller molecular mass. This process 
is called fragmentation. Each of these fragment ions produces a line in the 
mass spectrum. These can provide information that will help to deduce the 
structure of the compound. They also act as a 'fingerprint' to help identify it. 

Bearing in mind the fact that the ethanol molecule, CHlH20H is breaking 
up, suggest formulae for the fragments represented by the peaks at m/z 
46, 45, 31, and 29. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State what is meant by the 

term molecular ion. 

-+ 	 Describe what the mass of a 
molecular ion shows. 

-+ 	 Explain what a high resolution 
mass spectrum can tell us. 

Specification reference: 3.3.6 

Mass spectrometry 
and sport 

One of the many applications of 
mass spectrometry is testing 
athletes for the presence of 
drugs in urine samples. It is also 
used in forensic work. 

Hint 

• 	 In any spectrum of an organic 
compound there will be a tiny 
peak one mass unit to the right 
of the molecular ion. This is 

caused by ions containing the 
13C isotope . 

• 




16.2 M ass spectromet ry 

Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry [ GCMS) is 
one of the most powerful analytical techniques used 
currently. It is used in forensic work and also to detect 
drugs used by athletes and doping of racehorses. It is 
a combination of two techniques. 

Gas chromatography is a technique for separating 
mixtures which uses a stream of gas to carry a mixture 
of vapours through a tube packed with a powdered 

solid. The different components of the mixture emerge 
from the tube (called a column) at different times. 
As the components emerge from the column, their 
amounts are measured and they are fed straight into a 
mass spectrometer which produces the mass spectrum 
of each and allows them to be identified. So the amount 
and identity of each component in a complex mixture can 
be found. 

Hint 

Remember that the mass 
spectrometer detects isotopes 

separately. 

Water boards sample the water 
from therivers in their areas to 

monitor pollutants. The pollutants 
are separated by chromatography 
and fed into a mass spectrometer. 
Each pollutant can be identified 

from its spectrum; a computer 
matches its spectrum with known 
compounds in a library of spectra. 

• 

High resolution mass spectrometry 
Mass spectra often show masses to the nearest whole number only. 
However, many mass spectrometers can measure masses to three 
or even four decimal places. This method allows us to work out the 
molecular formula of the parent ion. lt makes use of the fact that 
isotopes of atoms do not have exactly whole number atomic masses 
(except for carbon-12 which is exactly twelve by definition), for 
example, 160 =15.99491and 1H = 1.007829. 

A parent ion of mass 200, to the nearest whole number, could have 
the molecular formulae of: CIOHl604' or c,,H404, or c •• H2003 

Adding up the accurate atomic masses gives the following molecular 
masses: 

CIOHl604 = 200.1049 

C H 0 = 200.011011 4 4 

C11 H200 3 = 200.1413 

These can easily be distinguished by high resolution mass spectrometry. 
A computer database can be used to identify the molecular formula 
from the accurate relative molecular mass. 

Summary questions 

1 a How are ions formed from molecules in a mass spectrometer? 


b What sign of charge do the ions have as a result of this? 


2 A compound was found to have a molecular ion with a mass to charge 

ratio of 136.125. Which of the following molecular formulae could it 

have? C H 0 or C H
9 12 10 16 

You will need to work out the accurate M, of each of these molecules . 



Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is often used by organic chemists to help 
them identify compounds. 

How infrared spectroscopy works 
A pair of atoms joined by a chemical bond is always vibrating. The 
system behaves rather like rwo balls (rhe atoms) joined by a spring 
(the bond). Stronger bonds vi bra re fasrer (at higher frequency) 
and heavier aLOms make rhe bond vibrate more slowly (ar lower 
frequency). Every bond has its own unique natural frequency that is 
in the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

When you shine a beam of infrared radiation (heat energy) through a 
sample, the bonds in the sample can absorb energy from the radiation 
and vibrate more. However, any particular bond can only absorb 
radiation that has the same frequency as the natural frequency of the 
bond. Therefore, the radiation that emerges from the sample will be 
missing the frequencies rhat correspond to the bonds in the sample, 
see Figure l. 

The infrared spectrometer 
This is what happens in an infrared spectrometer: 

I A beam of infrared radiation containing a spread of frequencies is 
passed through a sample. 

2 The radiation that emerges is missing the frequencies that 
correspond to the types of bonds found in the sample. 

3 	 The instrument plots a graph of the intensity of the radiation 
emerging from the sample, called the transmittance, against the 
frequency of radiation. 

4 	 The frequency is expressed as a wavenumber, measured in cm-1• 

The infrared spectrum 
A typica l graph, called an infrared spectrum is shown in Figure 2. The 
dips in the graph (confusingly, they are usually called peaks) represent 
particular bonds. Figure 3 and Table I show the wavenumbers of some 
bonds commonly found in organic chemistry. 

These can help us to identify the functional groups present in a 
compound. For example: 

• 	 the O-H bond produces a broad peak at about between 3230 and 
3550 cm-1 and this is found in alcohols, ROH; and a very broad O-H 
peak between 2500 and 3000 cm-1 in carboxylic acids, RCOOH. 

• 	 the C=O bond produces a peak between 1680 and 1750 cm- 1• This 
bond is found in aldehydes, RCHO, ket0nes, R2CO, and carboxylic 
acids. RCOOIL 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how the absorption 

of infrared radiation can be 

used to indicate the presence 

of certain functional groups in 

an organic molecule. 

-+ 	 State what the fingerprint 

region is and where is it found. 

-+ 	 Describe how infrared 

spectroscopy can be used 

to confirm the identity of a 

compound. 

-+ 	 Explain an infrared spectrum 

can be used to show the 

presence of impurities. 

Specification reference: 3.3.6 

.A Figure 1 Schematic diagram af an 
infrared spectrometer 

Hint 

Wavenumber is proportional to 

frequency. 

• 




16.3 Infra red spectroscopy 

'Y Table 1 Characteristic infra-red 
absorptions in organic molecules 

C-0 
alcohols, 
esters 

aldehydes, 
ketones, 

C=O carboxylic 
acids, 
esters 

hydrogen 

0-H 
bonded in 
carboxylic 
acids 

N-H 
primary 
amines 

hydrogen 

0-H 
bonded in 
alcohols, 
phenols 

1000-1300 

1680- 1750 

2500- 3000 
(broad) 

3100- 3500 

3230- 3550 

' 

Study tip 

You should be able to interpret 
infra-red spectra using infra-red 
absorption data. 

Hint 

Notice that the wavenumber 
decreases from left to right on an 
infra-red spectrum. 

• 
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.A. Figure 3 The ranges ofwavenumbers at whichsome bonds absorb infrared radiation 

Data about the frequencies that correspond ro diHerenc bonds can be 
found on the data sheet at the back or the book. 

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the infrared spectra of erhanal. ethanol, and 
ethanoic acid with the key peaks marked. 
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.A. Figure 4 Infrared spectrum ofethanol 
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A Figure 6 Infrared spectrum of ethanoic acid 

Greenhouse gases 

The greenhouse effect, which contributes to global warming, 
is caused by gases in the atmosphere that absorb the 
infrared radiation given off from the surface of the Earth and 
would otherwise be lost into space. Thetable gives some 

data about some ofthese gases. The infrared radiation is 
absorbed by bonds in these gases in the same way as in an 
infrared spectrometer. Carbon dioxide has two C=O bonds 
which absorb in the infrared region of the spectrum. 

Gas 
Relative greenhouse effect per 

molecule 
Concentration in the atmosphere I 

parts per million (ppm) 

carbon dioxide, co2 1 350 

methane, CH 4 30 1.7 

nitrous oxide (dinitrogen monoxide, NO) 160 0.31 

ozone, 03 2000 0.06 

trichlorofluoromethane (a CFC) 21000 0.00026 

dichlorodifluoromethane (a CFC) 25000 0.00024 

The fingerprint region 
The area of an infrared spectrum below about 1500 cm- 1 usually has 
many peaks caused by complex vibrations of the whole molecule. This 
shape is unique for any particular substance. It can be used to identify 
the chemical. just as people can be identified by their fingerprints. It is 
therefore called the fingerprint region. 

Chemists can use a computer to match the fingerprint region of a 
sample with those on a database of compounds. An exact match 
confirms the identifica tion or the sa mple. 

Water vapour is a powerful greenhouse gas, absorbing IR 3 	 Suggest why the concentration of water vapour 
via its 0- Hbonds. It is not included in the table because is so variable. 
its concentration in the atmosphere is very variable. 4 	 One way of comparing the overall greenhouse 

contribution of a gas would be to multiply its 
1 	 Write the displayed formulae of trichlorofluoromethane 

concentration by its relative effect. Use this
and ofdichlorodifluoromethane (showing all the atoms 

method to compare the contribution of carbon 
and the bonds). 

dioxide and methane. 
2 	 What bonds are present in these compounds? 


Suggest why their relative effects are so similar. 


• 




16.3 Infrared spectroscopy 

Figures 7 and 8 show the JR spectra of two very similar compounds, 
propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol. 

They are as expected, very similar overall. However, superimposing 
the spectra, Figure 9, shows that their fi ngerprint regions are quite 
distina. This is shown more clearly in Figure I 0, where the fingerprint 
region has been enlarged. 
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.& Figure 7 Infrared spectrum of propan-1-ol 
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.& Figure 9 Infrared spectra ofpropan-1-ol superimposed 

an propan-2-ol 
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Identifying impurities 

Infra-red spectra can also be used to show up the presence of impurities. 
These may be revealed by peaks that should not be there in the pure 
compound. Figures 11 and 12 show the spectrum of a sample of pure caffeine 
and that of caffeine extracted from tea. The broad peak at around 3000 cm- 1 

in the impure sample (Figure 12) is an 0- Hstretch caused by water in the 
sample that has not been completely dried. Notice that there are no 0- H 
bonds in caffeine (Figure 13). 

In practice, analytical chemists will often use a combination of spectroscopic 

0 
II CH3 

H c c I
3 ' N / 'c-N'

11 CH 
?c, C-N~

0 N/ 
I 
CH3 

.&. Figure 13 The structuralformula of 
caffeine. It has no 0-H bonds. 

techniques to identify unknown compounds. 
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.&. Figure 11 The infrared spectrum ofpure caffeine 

Summary questions 

1 	 An organic compound has a peak in the IR spectrum at about 1725 cm- 1. 

Which of the following compounds could it be? 

H 0 H H 	 H H 
I 11 I I i I 

a H C-C C H b H-C-C c H-C-C-OH 
I I I '\ IH 0 - HH H 	 H H 

2 	 Explain your answer to question 1. 
13 An organic compound has apeak in the IR spectrum at about 3300 cm- . 

Which of the compounds in question 1 could it be? 

4 Explain your answer to question 3. 

5 An organic compound has a peak in the IR spectrum at 1725 and 
3300 cm- 1. Which of the compounds in question 1 could it be? 

6 Explain your answer to question 5. 
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Practice questions 

• 


l (a) The infra-red spectrum of compound A, C H 0 2, is shown below.3 6

100 ---------------~ 

*..... g 
~ 50 
E en 
c 
~ 

0-'--=---~---Y________... 
4000 2000 1500 1000 500 

wavenumber I cm-1 

Identify the functional groups which cause the absorrtions label led X and Y. 
Using this information draw the structures of the three possible s tructural isomers 
for A. 	 (5 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

2 	 Consider the fol lowing scheme of reactions. 

/ CH3CH2CH2c1 - CH3CII2CH20JI - propanal 

CH CH CH 1-chloropropane propan·l·ol 


3 2 3~ 

propane CH3CHCICH 3 - CH3CH(0H)CH 3 - propanone 


2-chloropropane propan-2-ol 

(a) 	 State the type of structural isomerism shown by propanal and propanone. (1 mark) 

(b) 	 A chemical test can be used to distinguish between separate samples or propanal and 
propanone. 
Identify a suitable reagent for the test. 
State what you would observe with propanal and with propanone. (3 marks) 

(c) 	 State the structural feature of propanal and propanone which can be identified 
from their infrared spectra by absorptions at approximately 1720 cm 1• 

You may find it helpful to refer to Table I on the Data Sheet. (1 mark) 
(d) 	The reaction of chlorine with propane is similar to the reaction or chlorine with 

methane. 
(i) Name the type of mechanism in the reaction of chlorine with methane. 

(1 mark) 

(ii) Write an equation for each of the following steps in the mechanism for the 
reaction of chlorine with propane to form 1-chloropropane (CTT3Cll2CH2CI). 
Init iat ion step 
Firs t propagation step 
Second propagation step 
A termination step to form a molecule with the empirical formula Cl17 

(4 marks) 

(e) 	 High resolution mass spectrometry of a sample of propane indicated that it was 
contaminated with traces of carbon dioxide. 
Use the data in the table co show how precise M, values can be used to prove that the 
sample contains both of these gases. 

Atom 

12( 

iH 

160 

Precise relative atomic mass 

12.00000 

1.00794 

15.99491 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2010 
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Chapter 16 Organic analysis 

The table below shows the structures of three isomers with the molecular formula C5Hio0. 

Isomer 1 

Isomer 2 

Isomer 3 

H3C H 
\ I 

C=C 
I ' 
H CH(OH}CH3 I 

I 

(a) Complete 1he table by naming Isomer 3. 

( f)·pent-3-en-2-ol 

pentanal 

(1 mark) 

(b) 	State the type of structural isomerism shown by these three isomers. 

(I mark) 

(c) 	 The compound (Z)·pent-3-en-2-ol is a stereoisomer of (£)-pent-3-en-2-ol. 
(i) 	 Draw the structure of (Z)-pent-3-en-2-ol. 

(I mark) 

(ii) 	 Identify the feature of the double bond in (E)-pent-3-en-2-ol and that in 
(Z)-pent-3-en-2-ol that causes these two compounds to be stereoisomers. 

(I mark) 

(d) 	A chemical test can be used to distinguish between separate samples of Isomer 2 and 
lsomer 3. 
Identify a suitable reagent for the test. 
Slate what you would observe with Isomer 2 and with Isomer 3. 

(3 marks) 

(e) 	 The following is the infrared spectrum of one of the isomers l , 2, or 3. 

0-1-r..........................................................-.--.-.......-.-......-.......-.-......-.......-.-......-...--' 

4000 3000 2000 1500 1000 500 


wavenumber/cm l 


(i) 	 Deduce which of the isomers (I , 2, or 3) would give this infrared spectrum. 
(I mark) 

(ii) 	 Identify two fcarures of the infrared spectrum that support your deduction. 
Jn each case, identify the functional group responsible. 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2011 

----• 




Section 3 practice questions 

• 


l Trinuoromethane, CHF3, can be used Lo make the refrigerant chlorotri£luoromethane, CCIF3" 
(a) 	 ChlorotriOuoromethane is formed when trinuoromethanc reacts with chlorine. 

CHF3 + Cl2 ~ CCIF3 + HCl 
The reaction is a Cree-radical substitution reaction similar to the reaction or methane 
with chlorine. 
(i) 	 Write an equation [or each of the following steps in the mechanism for the 

reaction of CHF3 with Cl2 (4 marks) 
Initiation step 
First propagation step 
Second propagation step 
Termination step Lo form hexanuoroethane 

(ii) 	 Give one essential condition for this reaction. (l mark) 
AQA, 2014 

(b) A small amount of CC1F with a mass of 2.09 x io-4 kg escaped from a refrigerator 
3 

into a room with a volume of 200m3• Calculate the number of CCIF3 molecules 
in a volume of 500 cm3• Assume that the CC1F3 molecules arc evenly distributed 
throughout the air in the room. Give your answer to the appropriate number of 
significant figures. 
The Avogadro constant = 6.02 x 1023 moJ- 1. (3 marks) 

2 	 Some oil-fired heaters use paraffin as a fuel. 
One of the compounds in paraffin is the straight-chain alkane, dodecane, C12H 26• 

(a) 	 Give the name of the substance from which paraffin is obtained. 

Stare the name of the process used to obtain paraffin from this substance. 


(2 marks) 
(b) 	The combustion of dodecane produces several products. 

Write an equation for the incomplete combustion or dodecane co produce gaseous 
products only. 

(1 mark) 
(c) 	 Oxides of nitrogen are also produced during che combustion of paraffin in air. 

(i) 	 Explain how these oxides of nitrogen are formed. 
(2 marks) 

(ii) 	 Write an equation to show how nitrogen monoxide in the air is converted imo 
nitrogen dioxide. 

(1 mark) 
(iii ) Nitric acid, HN03, contributes to acidity in rainwater. 

Deduce an equation to show how nitrogen dioxide reacts with oxygen and water 
to form nitric acid. 

(1 mark) 
(d) 	Dodecane, C12H

26
, can be cracked to form other compounds. 

(i) Give the genera l formu la for the homologous se ries tha t conta ins dodecane. 
(1 mark) 

(ii) Write an equation for the cracking of one molecu le of dodecane into equal 
amounts of two different molecules each containing the same number of carbon 
atoms. 
Seate the empirical fomrnla of the straight-chain a lkane that is formed. Name the 
catalyst used in this reaction. 

(3 marks) 
(iii) Explain why the melting point of dodecane is higher than rhe melting point of 

the straight-chain alkane produced by cracking dodecane. 
(2 marks) 

(e) 	 Give the IUPAC name for the following compound and state the type of structural 
isomerism shown by this compound and dodecane. (2 marks) 

H 	 CH3CH3 CH3 
I 	 I I 

H3C- C- C- C- C- CH3 
I 	 I I 
H 	 CH3CH3 CH3 



3 

Section 3 Organic chemistry 

(f) 	 Dodecane can be convened into halododecanes. 

Deduce the formula of a substance that could be reacted with dodecane 10 


produce 1-chlorododecane and hydrogen chloride only. ( I mark) 

AQA. 2014 

The following table shows the boiling points of some straight-chain alkanes. 


Boiling point / °C 


(a) State a process used to separate an alkane from a mixture of these alkanes. (l mark) 


CH4 C2Hs C3Hs C4H10 CsH12 

- 162 - 88 - 42 - 1 36 

(b) Both C and C4 B 10 can be liquefied and used as fuels for camping stoves.3H8 
Suggest, with a reason. which of these two fuels is liquefied more easily. (l mark) 

(c) Write an equation for the complete combustion of C4	
(l mark)H10 

(d) 	 Explain w hy the complete combustion of C4H 10 may contribute to 

environmen tal problems. (I mark) 


(e) 	 Balance the rollowing equa tion that shows how butane is used Lo make the 

compound called malcic anhydride. 

_ _ CH CH CH CH + __ 0 ~ __ C H (C0) 0 + __ H 0 


3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
(1 mark) 

(f) 	 Ethancthiol. C2H5SH, a compound with an unpleasant smell. is added to gas to enable 

leaks from gas pipes to be more easily detected. 

(i) 	 Write an equation for the combustion of ethanethiol to form carbon 


dioxide, water and sulfur dioxide. (I mark) 

(ii) 	 Identify a compound that is used to react with the sulfur dioxide in the 


products of combustion before they enter the atmosphere. 

Give one reason why this compound reacts with sul!ur dioxide. (2 marks) 


(iii ) 	Ethanethiol and ethanol molecules have similar shapes. 

Explain why ethanol has the higher boiling point. (2 marks) 


(g) 	 The following compound X is an isomer of pentane. 

H 


H H 
"-c/ 

H" / 
H 

H-C-C-C-H 
/ " H C H 

/ i"
H H H 

(i) 	 Give the IUPAC name of X. (1 mark) 
(ii) 	 X has a boi ling poin t of 9.5 °C. 


Expla in why the boiling point of X is lower than tha t of its straight
cbain isomer. (2 rnarks) 


(iii) The following compound Y is produced when X reacts with ch lorine. 
Cl 

H" I/Cl 

H C H 
"'- I /

H-C-C- C- H 
/ 	 I " H C H 

/i" 
H H H 

Deduce how many other position isomers o( Y can be formed. Write 
the number of other position isomers in this box. (I mark) 

(h) 	 Cracking of one molecule of an alkane Z produces one molecule of ethane, 

one molecule of propene and two molecules of ethene. 

(i) 	 Deduce the molecular formula of Z . (I mark) 
(ii) 	 State the type of cracking that produces a high proportion of ethene and 

propene. 
Give the two conditions for thjs cracking process. (2 marks) 

/\QA, 2013 
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Section 3 summary 


polymerisation 

.:_: -- [: :i 
H R H R 11 

H U H 

oxidation 

• 1 ·alcohols oxidised to 
aldehydes then carboxylic 
acids 

• 2 alcohols ox1d1sed to 
ketones 

• 3· alcohols not oxidised 

ehminat1on 

I .i.o 
tt C C C H --»i 
I~ tJ:ill( 

H~ 
ptOOOn· l-OI I ,0 propene 

alcohols 

electroph11ic addition 

H H 

Jrc 
H \. H 

(s.' 

H " 

halogenoalkanes 

Section 3 

Organic chemistry 


formation 

• chain reactions 
initiation 

+
propagation 

+ 
termination 

elimination reaction 

H Hj':OH H 

H-~_cC-H~ H-C-C-H + H 0 H • : Br 

Cs! ~ ,1, 

nucleophilic substitution 

atkenes 

formula and nomenclature 1---~ 

formula 

H H H H H 

I I
11-c-c-c-c-c-H 

I I I 
H H H H H W Cl CH CH .CHJ 

displayed structura l 
/'--.A 
skeletal 

H f :No ff 

I,. • IR-CTJ - ·-1-Nv+ :x 

mass number 100 

00 

~ .. 60 
l! 
~ <IQ., 

-e 20 

0 
10 

mass spectrometry 

20 30 40 
{11// 

infrared spectroscopy 

fractional d1st1llation 

catalytic cracking 

combustion 

• complete combustion 

CH4 + 202 _. C02 + 2H20 

• incomplete combustion 

C2fl6 ~ 3 ~ 02 _. 2CO + 3H20 

atkanes 

analysis 

100 -
Number of Root 
carbons 

meth 


2 


nomenclature 

alkanes •M e 

alkcnes -ene 

halogenoalkanes none 

alcohols ·OI 

·al 

• 

ethane 

propene 

chloromethane 
CH1CI 11..--

.r r~ 

I _.......

ethanoic acid 
CH 1COOH 

"'--------------~ 

isomerism 

structural: 
• positional 

steroosomensm: 

• functional group 
• chain 

•t 

/'c-c 

£/Z1somerism 

Z· l .2-dichloloettiene £· 1.2-dichloroethene 

1 
eth 

•llprop 

4 but 

aldehydespent5 

6 hex 

ketones 
 ·One 

carboxylic acids ·Oic acid 
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Section 3 Organic chemistry 

, 
Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following 

ideas: 

• 	 Performing fractional distillation 

• 	 Carrying out hydrolysis of 

halogenoalkanes to find their relative 

rates of reaction 

• 	 Testing organic compounds for 


unsaturation using bromine water 


• 	 Making a polymer, such as 

poly(phenylethene) from its monomer. 

• 	 Producing ethanol by fermentation and 

purifying it by distillation 

• 	 Preparing aldehydes and carboxylic acids 

by the oxidation of a primary alcohol 

• 	 Preparing cyclohexene from 


cyclohexanol by acid-catalysed 


elimination 


• 	 Carry out tests to identify alcohols, 

aldehydes, alkenes and carboxylic acids 
~ 

Extension 
1 The production of ethene from ethanol by dehydration is 

considered a more sustainable than by cracking naptha. Write: 

a a summary of its use for industrial applications 

b current and future challenges. These could be, for example, 

related to sustainability or new applications. 

2 	 Research how advances in computer technology and robotics 

have changed the way in which research of organic compounds 

is conducted, particularly the development of new medicines. 

, "I 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following 

maths skills: 

• 	 Balancing symbol equations 

• 	 Representing 20 and 30 forms using 

two-dimensional diagrams 

• 	 Identifying and drawing different 

isomers ofa substance by its formu la 

lo.. 

• 




" 
Chapters in this 
section 
17 Thermodynamics 

18 Kinetics 

19 The equilibrium 

constant KP 

20 Electrode potentials 

21 Acids, bases, and 

buffers 
... ~ 

Thermodynamics builds on the ideas introduced in AS Chemistry 
and looks at how you can calculate enthalpy changes that are hard, 
or impossible, to measure directly. It applies this idea to the enthalpy 
changes involved in forming ionic compounds. It introduces the idea 
of entropy- a measure of disorder - that drives chemical reactions and 
the idea of free energy, a way of predict ing whether a reaction will 
take place at a particular temperature. 

Kinetics is about rates oi reactions. The rate equation is an expression 
that lin ks the rate oi a reaction Lo the concentra tions of differen t 
species in the reaction mixture. The idea of a reaction mechanism as a 
series of simple steps is in troduced along wit h th e concept of the rare 
decermining step. 

Equilibria shows how to apply the equilibrium law and Le Chatelier's 
principle to reversible reactions that take place in the gas phase. The 
idea of partial pressure is introduced as well as the gaseous equilibrium 
constant Kr>, whid1 is expressed in terms of partial pressures. 

In Electrode potentials and electrochemical cells, the idea of half 
cells which can be joined to generate an electrical potenrial difference 
is introduced. This leads on to a method of predicting the course of 
redox reactions and also to a description of how a number of types of 
batteries work. 

Acids, bases, and buffers extends the definition of acids and bases 
and gives an expression to find the pH ol a solution. The idea of strong 
and weak acids and bases is introduced and applied quanritarively. 
Titrations between strong and weak acids and bases are discussed 
and the operation of buffer solutions, which resist changes of pH, is 
explained. 



, 
What you already know: 

The material in this unit builds on knowledge and understanding that you have 
built up at AS level. In particular rhe following: 

0 IL is possible to measure energy (enthalpy) changes in chemical reactions. 

0 The rates of chemical reactions are governed by collisions between particles that 
occur wi th sulflcient energy. 

0 Reversible reactions may reach equ ilib rium. 

0 Le Chatelie r's Principle can be used to make predictions about th e position of an 
equi librium. 

0 The equilibrium law expression for Kc allows you to make calculations about the 
position of equilibrium for reactions in solution. 

0 Redox reactions involve rhe rransfer of electrons and can be kept rrack of using 
the idea of oxidarion srare (oxidation numbers). 



Learning objective: 
~ List the enthalpy changes that 

are relevant to the formation 
of ionic compounds. 

Specification reference: 3.1.8 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know the 
energetics, states of matter, ionic 

bonding, and change of state 
studied in Chapter 3, Bonding, and 

Chapter 4, Energetics. 

Hint 

You may also refer to the enthalpy 
of atomisation of a compound. 

definitions. 

Hint 

Ionisation enthalpies are always 
positive because energy has to 
be put in to pull an electron away 
from the attraction of the positively 
charged nucleus of the atom. 

Study tip 
The second ionisation energy of 
sodium is not the energy change for 

Na(g)-> Na2+(g) + 2e 

It is the energy change for 
Na+(g)-> Na2• (g) + e-

Hint 

Hess' Jaw states that the enthalpy 
change for a chemical reaction is 
always the same, whatever route is 
taken from reactants to products. 

• 


Hess's law 
You have already seen how to use Hess's law to construct enthalpy 
cycles and enthalpy diagrams. In this chapter you will return to Hess's 
law and use it to investigate the enthalpy changes when an ionic 
compound is formed. 

Definition of terms 
When you measure a heat change a t constant pressure, you call it an 
enthalpy change. 


Standard conditions chosen are I00 kPa and a slated temperature, 

usually 298K. 


H 0The standard molar enthalpy of formation t:.
1

is the enthalpy 
change when one mole of a compound is formed from its constituent 

e lements under standard conditions, a ll reactants and products in 
their standard states. 

The standard enthalpy of formation of an element is, by definition, zero. 

The standard molar enthalpy change of combustion t:.!f0 is the 
enthalpy change when one mole of substance is completely 

burnt in oxygen. 

For example: CH (g) + 20 (g) C0 (g) + 2H 0(1)4 2 2 2

t:.cH0 = - 890 kJ mo1- 1 

The standa.rd enthalpy of atomisation t:.31H 
0 is the enthalpy change 

which accompanies the formation of one mole of gaseous atoms 
from the element in its standard state under standard conditions. 

For example: Mg(s) -> Mg(g) t:.a1He = + 147.7kJ mo1- 1 

lBr2(1) -> Br(g) t:.a He =+ 111.9 kJ mo1- 1 
12 

lcl2 (g) -> Cl(g) t:.a1He =+ 121.7kJ mo1- 1 

2 
This is given per mole of chlorine or bromine atoms and not per mole 
of chlorine or bromine molecules. 

H0First ionisation energy (first rE) t:.1 is the standard enthalpy 
change when one mole of gaseous atoms is converted into a 

mole of gaseous ion s each w ith a single positive charge. 

For example: Mg(g) -> Mg+(g) + e- t:.1H
0 =+ 738 kJ mo1-1 

1or first IE = +738 kJ mo1 

The second ionisation energy (second IE) refers to the loss of a 
mole of electrons from a mole of singly positively charged ions. 

For example: Mg+(g) -> Mg2+(g) + e- t:./f' = + 1451 kJ mo1-1 

or second IE=+ I45 I kJ mo1- 1 

The first electron affinity t:.caH ~ is the standard enthalpy 
change when a mole of gaseous atoms is converted to a mole of 

gaseous ions, each with a s ingle negative charge . 

http:standa.rd


-

For example: O(g) + c- -+ o-(g) 6.eaHe = - 141.lkJ mo1- 1 

or first EA= -141.l kJ mo1- 1 

This refers to single atoms, not 10 oxygen molecules 0 2. 

The second electron affin ity 6.eaH9 is the enthalpy change 
when a mole of electrons is added to a mole of gaseous ions each with 
a single negative charge Lo form ions each with two negative charges. 

For example: o - (g) + c- • 0 2- (g) 6.eaHe = +798 kJ mot-1 

or second electron affinity= +798kJ mot- 1 

Lattice enthalpy of formation 6.LH9 is the standard enthalpy change 
when one mole of solid ionic compound is formed from its 

gaseous ions. 

For example: Na+(g) + c 1- (g) NaC l(s) 

When a lattice forms, new bonds are formed, resulting in energy being 
given out, so 6.H

0 is always negative for this process. 

The opposite process, when one mole of ionic compound separates 
into its gaseous ions, is called the enthalpy of lattice dissociation. 

Lauice enthalpy of d issociation is the standard enthalpy change 
when one mole of solid ionic compound dissociated into its 

gaseous ions. 

Lattice entha lpies cannot be measured directly - they need to be 
calculated (Topic 17 .2). The enthalpy of lattice dissociation has the 
same numerical value as the lattice enthalpy, but 6H9 is always 
positive for this process. 

Enthalpy of hydrat ion 6hydHe is the standard enthalpy change 
when water molecules surround one mole of gaseous ions. 

For example: Na+(g) + aq-+ Na+(aq) 6.hydHe = - 406 kJ mo1- 1 

or Cl (g) + aq-+ Cl (aq) 

H 0Enthalpy of solution 6 
501

is the standard enthalpy change when 

one mole of solute dissolves completely in sufficient solvent to form 


a solution in wh ich the molecules or ions are far enough apart 

not to interact with each other. 


For example: NaCl(s) + aq - • Na+(aq) + ct-(aq) 6 501H"' = + 19 kJ mo1- 1 

Mean bond enthalpy is the enthalpy change when one mole of 
gaseous molecules each breaks a covalent bond to form two free 

radica ls, averaged over a range of compounds. 

For example: CII4 (g) - • C(g) + 4H(g) 6.dissH"'= +1664kJ mo1- 1 

So the mean (or average) C-H bond energy in methane is: 
1664 = +416kJ mo1-1 

4 
It is important tO have an equation to refer tO for enthalpy changes. 

Ionic bonding 
In a simple model of ionic bonding, electrons are transferred from 
metal atoms to non-meta l atoms. Positively charged metal ions and 
negatively charged non-metal ions are formed that all have stable 
outer shells of electrons. These ions arrange themselves into a lattice 
so that ions of opposite charge are next LO one another (Figure l ). 

'----- 
Synoptic link 

Successive ionisation energies 
can help us to understand the 
arrangement of electrons in 
atoms - see Topic 1.6, Electron 
arrangements and ionisation 
energy. 

Hint 

First electron affinities are always 

negative as energy is given out 
when an electron is attracted to 
the positively charged nucleus of 
an atom. However, second electron 
affinities are always positive as 
energy must be put in to overcome 
the repulsion between an electron 
and a negatively charged ion. 

Hint 

Standard enthalpy changes are 
written in full as, for example, 
ll,H2: 0• but the 298 is often 
omitted - the symbol ebeing taken 
to imply that the figure refers to 
a temperature of 298 K ( 25 •c]. 
which is around room temperature. 

Synoptic link 

Ionic bonding is discussed in 
Topic 3.1, The nature of ionic 
bonding. 

.& Figure 1 Part ofan ionic lattice 

• 




Hint 

Do not confuse ionisation energy 
that refers to electron loss with 
electron affinity, which refers to 
electron gain. 

' Summary questions 

1 a 	 8 What is the value of 
M for this process? 
NaCl(s) Na+(g) +Cl (g) 

b Explain your answer. 

c What is the term that 
describes this process? 

2 Explain why: 

a Loss of an electron from a 
sodium atom (ionisation) 
is an endothermic process. 

b Gain of an electron by 
a chlorine atom is an 
exothermic process. 

3 a Write the equation to 
represent: 

the first ioinsation 
energy of aluminium 

ii the second ionisation 
energy of aluminium. 

b In terms of the enthalpy 
changes for the two 
processes in a, what is the 
enthalpy change when a 
Ai2•(g) ion is formed from a 
Al(g) atom? 

• 


Enthalpy changes on forming ionic compounds 
If a cleaned piece of solid sodium is placed in a gas jar containing chlorine 
gas, an exothermic reaction takes place, forming solid sodium chloride: 

Na(s) + .!.0
2
(g)-> NaCl(s) 6.1He = -41 l kJ mo1-1 

2 
You can think of it as taking place in several steps: 
• 	 The reaction involves solid sodium, not gaseous, and chlorine 

molecules, not separate atoms, so you must start with the enthalpy 
changes for atomisation: 

Na(s) Na(g) 	 6. H&=+l08kJmol- 1 
31 

~Cl2(g) -> Cl(g) 	 6.a1H& = +l22kJ mo1- 1 

Energy has to be put in to pull apart the atoms (6.a1H
9 

is positive in 
both cases). 
• 	 The gaseous sodium at.oms m ust each give up an electron to form 

gaseous Na+ ions: 
Na(g) - • Na+(g) + c-

The enthalpy change for this process is the emha lpy change of first 
ionisation (ionisation energy, first IE) of sodium and is +496 kJ mo1- 1• 

• 	 The chlorine atoms must gain an electron to form gaseous c1- ions: 
Cl(g) + e--. c1-(g) 

The enthalpy change for this process of electron gain is the first 
electron affinity. The first electron affinity for the chlorine atom is 
-349kJ mo1- 1 (i.e., energy is given out when this process occurs). 

There is a funher energy change. At room temperature sodium chloride 
exists as a solid lattice of alternating positive and negative ions, and not 
as separate gaseous ions. If positively charged ions come wgether with 
negatively charged ions, they form a solid lattice and energy is given 
out due tO the attraction between the oppositely charged ions. This is 
called the lattice formation enthalpy 6.1.lI" and it refers to the process: 

Na+(g) + c1-(g)-> NaCl(s) 6.LHe = -788kJ mo1-1 

The following five processes lead to the formation of NaCl(s) from its 
elements. 
• 	 Atomisation of Na: 

Na(s) -> Na(g) 
• 	 Atomisation of chlori ne: 

~Cl(g) -> Cl(g) 

• 	 Ionisation (e- loss) of Na: 

Na(g) -> Na+(g) + e first IE= +496 kJ mo1- 1 

• 	 Electron affinity of Cl: 

Cl(g) + e- -. c1-(g) first electron affinity= -349kJ mo1-1 

• 	 Formation of lattice: 

Na+(g) + cI-(g) -> NaCl(s) 

Hess's law tells us that the total energy (or enthalpy) change for a 
chemical reaction is the same whatever route is taken, provided that the 
initial and final conditions are the same. It does not matter whether 
the reaction actually takes place via these steps or not. 

So the sum of the first five energy changes (taking the signs into account) 
is equal to the enthalpy change of formation of sodium chloride. You can 
calculate any one of the quantities, provided all the others are known. 
You do this by using a thermochemical cycle, called a Born- Haber cycle . 



A Born- Haber cycle is a thermochemical cycle that includes all the 
enthalpy changes involved in the formation of an ionic compound. 
Born- Haber cycles arc constructed by starting with the clements in 
their standard sta tes. All clements in their standard states have zero 
enthalpy by definition. 

The Born-Haber cycle for sodium chloride 
There are six steps in the Born- Haber cycle for the formation of 
sodium chloride. Here you will use the cycle to calculate the lattice 
formation enthalpy (~LHor LE). The other five steps are shown in 
Figure 1. (Remember that if you know any five. you can calculate 
the other). Figure I shows you how each step is added to the one 
before. starting from rhe elements in their standard state. Positive 
(endothermic cha nges) are shown upwards, and negative exothermic 
changes downwards. 

Na(s) _. Na(g) ~atHe Na = +108kJ moJ- 1 

~Cl2(g) -t Cl (g) ~a H° Cl = +122kJ mot- 11
Na(g) _. Na+(g) + e- first IE = +496 kJ mo1- 1 

Cl(g) + e- c 1-(g) first electron affinity = - 349 kJ mot-• 

H0 1Na (s) + kc l2(g) -+ NaCl(s) ~1 = -411 kJ mo1

4 Na'(g) + e ... Cl(g) 

first electron 
affinity(CI) =-349first IE(Na) =+496 

5. Na~(g) + Ci-lg) 

3 Na(g) + Cl(g) 


+

tl.a1H (Cl) = +122 


2 Na(g) + ~Cl2(g) 


7. tl.t H""(NaCIJ = - 788a ..11/•cNa) = +108 


l Na(sl 1 ~Cl2(g) 


a,H.(Na+ +Cl - ) = -411 

6. NaCl(s) 

.&. Figure 1 Stages in the construction ofthe Born-Haber cycle for sodium chloride, 
NaCl, tofind the /atttce enthalpy. All enthalpies are in kJ mo/1 

Using a Born- Haber cycle you can see why the fom1a1ion of an ionic 
compound from its elements is an exothermic process. This is mainly 
due to the large amount of energy given out when the lattice forms. 

l Start with elements in their standard states. This is the energy zero 
of the diagram. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Illustrate how a 

Born-Haber cycle is 
constructed for a simple 

ionic compound. 

-+ Describe how Born- Haber 
cycles can be used to 
predict enthalpy changes 
of formation of theoretical 
compounds. 

Specification reference: 3.1.8 

Study tip 
Remember, the standard enthalpy 
of atomisation is the enthalpy 
change which accompanies the 
formation of one mole of gaseous 

atoms. 

To form one mole of Cl (g] you need 

2I Clz(g). 

Study tip rx 

Most errors in Born- Haber cycle 
calculations result either from 
lack of knowledge of the enthalpy 
change definitions, or lack of care 
with signs. 

• 




2 Add in the atomisation of sodium. This is positive, so it is drawn 
'uphill'. 

3 Add in the atomisation of chlorine. This too is positive, so draw 
'uphill'. 

4 	 Add in the ionisation of sodium, also positive and so drawn 'uphill'. 
5 Add in the electron affinity of chlorine. This is a negative energy 

change and so it is drawn 'downhill'. 
6 Add in the enthalpy of formation of sodium chloride, also negative 

and drawn 'downhill'. 
7 	 The final unknown quantity is the lattice formation enthalpy of 

sodium chloride. The si1e of this is 788 kJ mol 1 from the diagram. 
Lattice formation enthalpy is the change from separate ions to 
solid lattice and you must therefore go 'downhill', so 
LE(Na+ + CJ- )(s) =-788kJ moJ- 1• 

When drawing Born-Haber cycles: 

• 	 make up a rough scale, for example, one line or lined paper 
tolOOkJ mo1-1 

• 	 plan out roughly first to avoid going off the top or bottom of the 
paper. (The zero line representing clements in their standard state 
will need to be in the middle of' the paper.) 

• 	 remember to put in the sign of each enthalpy change and an arrow 
to show its direction. Positive enthalpy changes go up, negative 
enthalpy changes go down. 

~ 
Worked example: The Born-Haber cycle ~ 

for magnesium chloride 

Figure 2 shows the complete Born-Haber cycle for che formation 
of magnesium chloride, MgCl2, from its elements, together with 
notes on how it is constructed. 

Since two chlorine atoms are involved all the quantities related 

to chlorine are doubled, that is, 6a

1
H6 (C I) and the first electron 


affinity are both multiplied by two. 


Also notice that the ionisation of magnesium, Mg-+ Mg2+, is the first 
ionisation enthalpy plus the second ionisa tion enthalpy. The second 
ionisation enthalpy is larger because it is more difficu lt to lose an O 
electron from a positively charged ion than from a neutral atom. 

• 




-

2 x t.31H"(CI ) =2 x 122 =+244 

Mg2+(g) + 2e- + Cl (g)2since two chlorines 
are involved, all the 
enthalpies related to 
chlorine are doubled 

as one magnesium 
forms Mg2+ you must 
use the fi rst and second 
IEs of magnesium 
(not 2 x first IE) 

second IE(Mg) =+1451 

first IE(Mg) = +738 

t. aH~Mg) = +148 
Mg (S) + Cl2(g) 

2 x first electron 
affinity(CI) 
=2 x -349 =-698 

Mg2•(g) + 2Cl - (g) 

t.LH"(Mg% ) = - 2524 

( 

the lattice formation 
enthalpy of MgCl2 is 
-2524kJ mo1-1 

MgCl2 (s) 

-- Larger negative ions (anions] 

F- c1 Br 1-

Li+ - 1031 - 848 - 803 - 759 
Na+ - 918 - 788 - 742 - 705 

K+ - 817 - 711 - 679 - 651 
Rb+ - 783 - 685 - 656 - 628 
cs+ - 747 - 661 - 635 - 613 

Larger ions lead to smaller lattice enthalpies. This is because the 
opposite charges do not approach each other as closely when the ions 
are larger. 

Table 2 shows lattice enthalpies for some compounds M2+x 2- . You can 
see the same trend related to size of ions as before in Table L. 

Comparing Table I with Table 2 shows that for ions of approximately 
similar size (i.e., formed from elements in the same group of the Periodic 
Table, such as Na+and Mg2+or p- and 0 2- ) the lattice enthalpy increases 
with the size of the charge. This is beca use ions with double the charge 
give out roughly twice as much energy when they come together. 

\_ 


Hint 

For chlorine, you multiply the first 

electron affinity and 6. trf' by two.
0 

For magnesium, you add together 
the first and second ionisation 
energy. 

This is because there are two 
chlorine atoms gaining one 
electron (so two first electron 
affinities), but one magnesium 
atom loosing two electrons [so 
the first and second ionisation 
energy). 

.A. Figure 2 The Born- Haber cycle for magnesium chloride, MgCI2' All enthalpies 
are in kJ mo/ 1 

Trends in lattice enthalpies 
The lattice formation enthalpies of some simple ionic compounds of 
formula M+x- are given in Table 1. 

T Table 1 Some values oflattice formation enthalpies in kJ mo1- 1for compounds wx-

T Table 2 Some values oflattice 
formation enthalpies for 
compounds M2+x2

______,.. 
Larger anions 
oz- 52-

Be2+ - 4443 -3832 
Mg2+ -3791 -3299 
Ca 2+ - 3401 - 3013 
Sr2+ - 3223 - 2848 
Ba2+ - 3054 - 2725 



--

17.2 Born-Haber cycles 

third IE{Ca) =+4940 

second IE(Ca) = +1140 

3 x first electron 
affinity(F) = 

3x-335=-1005 

t. 61H*(rJ =+79 

Ca +(g) + e- + lF2(g) 

first IE(Ca) - +590 

Ca(g) + tF 2(g) 

datH •{Ca) = +177 
Ca(s) + lF2(g) 

t.,H.{CaF) = -287 

Predicting enthalpies of formation of theoretical 
compounds - worked example 
Born- Haber cycles can be used to investigate the enthalpy of 
formation of theoretical compounds to sec if they might be expected 
to exist. The cycles in Figure 3 a rc for Ca F, CaF2, and CaF3. They use 
lattice enthalpies that have been calculated using sensible assumptions 
about the crystal structures of these compounds and the sizes of the 
ca+ and Ca3+ ions. 

first electron 
affinity(r) = -335 

CaF(s) 

=2x79= - 158 

ca2+<g> + 2e- + F2(g) 

1'"·""" 


-

second IE(Ca) 
= +1140 

Ca_. (g) + e - + F z(g) 

fi rst IE(Ca) = +590 

Ca(g) + F2(g) 

datH.(Ca) =+177 

Ca(s) + F2{g) 

a,H.(CaF2) 

= - 1185 

2 x first electron 
affinity(F) 

2 x -335 = -670 

Ca2+(g) + 2 F-(g) 

.........
.. ---

tltH•( 

CaF2(s) 

first IE(Ca) = +590 

Ca(g) + i}F2(g) 

t:i. ..H.{Ca) =~ 177 

Ca(s) + i-!--F2(g) 

t.1H.(CaF3) 

=+679 

energy zero 

A Figure 3 Born-Haber cycles far CaF, CaF2, and CaFr All enthalpies in kJ mo/ 1 

• 




-
 \_ 
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Look at the enthalpies of formation. A large amount of energy would 
have to be put in to form Ca Fr The formation of CaF would give out 
energy but not as much as CaF2• This explains why only CaF2 has been 
prepared as a stable compound. CaF has indeed been made but readily 
rums into CaF and+ Ca. It is unstable with respea to CaF2 +and Ca.2 

You can see from the relative enthalpy levels of CaF and CaF2 on 
Figure 3 that CaF is 1185 - 287 = 898 kJ moJ- 1 below CaF.2 

You can draw a thermochemical cycle to calculate t:..H for the reaction: 

e.H• = +574- 1185 = -611 kJ mo1 -1 

2CaF(s) -------=> CaF2(S) + Ca(s) 

1- 1185 kJ mol+574kJmol 1 

~----ca<s__2<____~=>2___)+ F_g) 

The first noble gas compound 

The noble gases are often called the inert gases and, until 1962, they seemed 
to be just that - inert. There were no known compounds of them at all. This 
was explained on the basis of their stable electron arrangements. It had been 
predicted that there might be compounds of krypton and xenon with fluorine, 
but no one took much notice. However, in 1962 British chemist Neil Bartlett 
created a chemical sensation when he announced that he had prepared the 
first noble gas compound, xenon hexafluoroplatinate (VJ. Although the name 
may seem exotic, Bartlett predicted that the compound had a good chance of 
existing by using a very simple piece of chemical theory . 

.& Figure 4 Formation ofXeFPtF6 

He had previously found that the powerful oxidising agent platinum (VI) 
fluoride gas, PtF6, would oxidise oxygen molecules to form the compound 
dioxygenyl hexfluoroplatinate (VJ, 0 +PtF , in which the oxidising agent

2 6 


has removed an electron from an oxygen molecule. 

He then realised that the first ionisation energy of xenon (the energy 
required to remove an electron from an atom of it) was a little less posit ive 



17.2 Born-Habei cycles 
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than that of the oxygen molecule, so that if platinum[VI) fluoride could 
remove an electron from oxygen, it should also be able to remove one from 
xenon. The values are: 

Xe[g) ~ xe~ [g) + e- 6H = +1170 kJ mo1- 1 (first IE of xenon) 

0 (g) ~ 0 -(g) + e- 6H = +1183 kJ mo1- 1 [first IE of an oxygen
2 2 

molecule) 

This is not the same as the first ionisation energy of an oxygen atom. 

The experiment itself was surprisingly simple, as soon as the two gases came 
into contact, the compound was formed immediately - no heat or catalyst 
was required. In Bartlett's own words 'When I broke the seal between the red 
PtF

6 
gas and the colourless xenon gas, there was an immediate interaction, 

causing an orange-yellow solid to precipitate. At once I tried to find someone 
with whom to share the exciting finding, but it appeared that everyone had 
left for dinner!' 

This was one of those moments when all the textbooks had to be re-written. 

The reaction can be represented: 

Xe[g) + PtF6(g) xe+PtF6 - [s) 

More recently it has been realised that the formula ofthe product may be a little 
more complex than this. 

There are now over 100 noble gas compounds known, although most are 
highly unstable. 

1 	 Write an equation to represent the first ionisation energy of an 

oxygen atom. 


2 	 If you assume that noble gas compounds are formed with positive 

noble gas ions, suggest why compounds of xenon and krypton were 

predicted rather than ones of helium or neon. 


3 Why might you not expect platinum[VI) fluoride to be a gas? 

4 Explain the oxidation states of the elements in xe•PtF6 . 


----~ 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Draw a Born-Haber cycle to find the lattice formation enthalpy for 
sodium fluoride, NaF. The values for the relevant enthalpy terms are 
given below. 

b fa What is the lattice formation enthalpy of NaF, given these values? 

H
0

Na(s} ~ Na(g} 	 b.a =+108 kJ mo1- 1 

1 1zF2(g} ~ F(g) 	 b.a
1

1H = +79 kJ mo1

Na(g} ~ Na-(g} + e-	 first IE= +496 kJ mo1- 1 

F(g) + e- ~ F- (g} first electron affinity = - 328 kJ mo1-1 

1
Na(s} + zF (g} ~ NaF(s) t:.,H •=-574 kJ mo1-1 

2



Finding the enthalpy of solution 
Ionic solids can only dissolve well in polar solvents. In order to dissolve 
an ionic compound the Janice muse be broken up. This requires an 
input of energy - the lanice enthalpy. The separate ions are then 
solvated by the solvent molecules, usually water. These duster round 
the ions so that the positive ions are surrounded by the negative 
ends of the dipole of the water molecules and the negative ions are 
surrounded by the positive ends of the dipoles of the water molecules. 
This is called hydration when the solvent is water (Figure 1 ). 

The enthalpy change or hydration shows the same trends as lattice 
enthalpy - it is more negative for more highly charged ions and less 
negative for bigger ions. 

You can think of dissolving an ionic compound in water as the sum of 
three processes: 

1 Breaking the ionic lauicc to give separate gaseous ions - the lattice 
dissociation enthalpy has to be put in. 

2 Hydrating the positive ions (cations) - the enthalpy of hydration is 
given out. 

3 Hydrating the negative ions (anions) - the enthalpy of hydration is 
given out. 

For ionic compounds the enthalpy change of hydration has rather a 
small value and may be positive or negative. For exan1ple, the enthalpy 
of solution 6 

501
He for sodium chloride is given by the equation: 

NaCl(s) + aq • Na+(aq) + Cl- (aq) 

It may be calculated via a thermochemical cycle as shown below. 

These are the steps that are needed: 

4 NaCl(s) -+ Na+(g) + cJ- (g) 

This is the enthalpy change for lattice dissociation. 

5 Na+(g) + aq + Cl- (g) -+ Na+(aq) + Cl-(g) 6 
501

He = -406 kJ mo1- 1 

This is the enthalpy change for the solution of the sodium ion . 

6 Na+(aq) + Cl- (g) + aq-+ Na+(aq) + Cl-(aq) b.501He = -363kJmo[- I 

This is the entha lpy change for the solu tion of the ch loride ion. 

7 So b.solHe(NaCI) = b.LHe(NaCl) + 6 He(Na+) + b. He(Cl-) 
501 501 

+788 -406 -363 you = + l 9 kJ mo1- 1 

The process of dissolving can be represented on an 
enthalpy diagram (Figure 2) or calculated directly as 
above. Either method is equally acceptable. 

6 LH.(NaCI) Lattice enthalpies and bonding 
= +788 kJ mol 1 

It is possible to work out a theoretical value for the lattice 
formation enthalpy of an ionic compound if you know 
the charge on the ions, their distance apart, and the NaCl (s) + aq 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how to find the 

enthalpy change of solution. 

-+ 	 Describe the evidence that 
theoretical calculations for 
lattice enthalpies provide 
about bonding. 

Specification reference: 3.1.8 

o+ : 0+ 

0 ~~6°!~0--
0 ·f--0Y---t~Q\_ 

O+ :O+ 

'1 

0-

• Figure 1 The dissolving ofsodium 
and chloride ions by water molecules 

Na•(g) + Cl (g) + a_g 

t..,,.,H ~Na•) 
406 kJ mol 1 

Na·(aq) + Cl -(g) + aq 

~HCCI·) 
=-363kJmol 1 

Naiaq) + Cl -(aq) 
t tl,,,,,H ~NaCl) 

J.1H 1s the enthalpy change of lattice =+ 19kJ mo1-1geometry or its structure. 
dissociation. the negative of the lattice enthalpy 

.A. Figure 2 Thermochemical cyclefor the enthalpy 
ofsolution of sodium chloride 

• 



17.3 More enthalpy changes 

no polarisation 

pure ionic bonding 

Zn2 

d1stort1on n2 se2 

some degree of 
Increasingcovalent bonding 
polarisation 

A. Figure 3 Polarisation in zinc selenide 

Study tip 

It is important that you know why 
lattice enthalpies obtained by 
theoretical calculation and from a 
Born- Haber cycle can differ. 

Summary questions 

1 	 fi Draw a diagram to 
ca lculate the enthalpy of 
hydration of potassium 
bromide using the 
experimentalvalue of lattice 
enthalpy in Table 1. 
6.hydH 0 (K+) = -322 kJ mo1-1 

16.hydH
0 

(Br ) =-335 kJ mor
Why is the value relat ively 
small? 

2 	 Explain why compounds of 
beryllium and aluminium 
are nearly all significantly 
covalent. Would you expect 
the calculated value of lattice 

enthalpy to be greater or 
smaller than the experimental 
value? Explain your answer. 

• 


For many ionic compounds, the latt ice formation enthalpy determined 
from experimental values via a Born-Haber cycle agrees very well 
with that calculated theoretically, and this confirms that you have the 
correct model of ionic bonding in that compound. However, there are 
some compounds where there is a large discrepancy between the two 
values for lattice forn1ation enthalpy because the bond in question has 
some covalent character. 

For example, zinc selenide, ZnSe, has an experimental lauice formation 
enthalpy of -3611 kJmo1-1• The theoretical value, based on the model 

1of complete ionisation (Zn2+ + Se2- ) is -3305 kJ mo1- , some 10% lower. 
The greater experimental value implies some extra bonding is present. 

This can be explained as follows. The ion Zn2+ is relatively small and 
has a high positive charge, whilst Se2- is relatively large and has a high 
negative charge. The small Zn2+ can approach closely to the electron 
clouds of the Se2- and distort them by attracting rhem towards it 
(Figure 3) . The Se2- is fairly easy to distort, because its large size means 
the electrons are far from the nucleus and irs double charge means 
there is plenty of negative charge to distort. This distortion means 
there are more electrons than expected concentrated between the Zn 
and Se nuclei. and represents a degree of e lectron sharing or covalency 

2which accounts for the lattice enthalpy discrepancy. The se - ion is 

said to be polarised. 


The factors which increase polarisation arc: 


• 	 positive ion (cation) - small size, high charge 

• 	 negative ion (anion) - large size, high charge. 

Table 1 shows some values of experimentally determined lattice 
emhalpies, compared with those calculated assuming pure ionic 
bonding. The biggest discrepancy (the most extra covalent-type 
bonding) is cadmium iodide. The cadmium ion is small and doubly 
charged, whilst the iodide ion is large and easily polarised. 

T Table 1 Some values ofexperimental and calculated lattice enthalpies 

Experimental Calculated value of 
Compound value of LE I LE assuming ionic 

kJ mo1-1 bonding I kJ mo1-1 

LiF - 1031 - 1021 

NaCl - 780 - 777 
-

KBr -679 - 667 
-

CaF2 
- 2611 - 2586 

-
Cdl2 - 2435 - 1986 

-
AgCI - 890 - 769 

So all ionic and covalent bonds can be seen as part or a continuum 
from purely ionic to purely covalent. For example, caesium fluoride, 
cs+F- , which has a large singly charged positive ion and a small 
singly charged negative ion, is hardly polarised at all and is almost 
completely ionic, whereas a bond between two identical atoms must be 
I 00% covalent. 



Chemists use the terms feas ible or spontaneo us to describe reactions 
which could take place of their own accord. The tem1s take no 
account of the rate or the reaction, which could be so slow as to be 
unmeasurable at room temperature. 

You may have noticed that many of the reactions that occur of their 
own accord arc exothermic (t!iH is negative). For example, if you add 
magnesium to copper sulfate solution, the reaction to form copper and 
magnesium sulfate takes place and the solution gets hot. Negative t!iH 
is a fact0r in whether a reaction is spontaneous, but it does not explain 
why a number or endothermic reactions are spontaneous. 

For example, both the following reactions, which occur spontaneously, 
are endothermic (t!iH is posit.ive): 

citric acid sodium h~drogencarbonate sodium citrate water carbon dioxide 

ammonium nitrate aqueous ammonium nitrate 

Entropy or randomness 
Many processes which take place spontaneously involve mixing or 
spreading out, for example, liquids evaporating, solids dissolving to 
form solutions, or gases mixing. 

0 0 0 0 
water evaPorat1ng 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

le> 0 oO~OO O solids dissolving Oo 0 o o Jl 0 0 0 
o o oo0 o .APa 8 o o % 

~ 0 0 0 

0 
o ooloooooI- pooo ooo oooooIgases mixing together . . L .
I

o 
0 0 


.A. Figure 1 Spontaneous processes 

This is the clue to the second factor which drives chemical processes - a 
tendency towards randomising or disordering, that is, towards chaos. 
Gases are more random than liquids, and liquids are more random 
than solids, because or the arrangement of their particles. 

So endothermic reactions may be spontaneous if they involve 
spreading out, randomising, or disordering. This is true of the two 
reactions above - the arrangement or the particles in the products is 
more random than in the reactants. 

The randomness or a system, expressed mathematically, is called the 
entropy or the system and is given the symbol S. A reaction like 
the two above, in which the products are more disordered than the 
reactants. will have positive values for the entropy change t!iS. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Explain why endothermic 

reactions occur. 

-+ Explain how a temperature 

change affects feasibility. 

Specification reference: 3.1.8 

Hint 

The reaction between citric acid 

and sodium hydrogencarbonate 

takes place on your tongue when 

you eat sherbet - you can feel your 

tongue getting cold. 

Study tip 

In chemistry the words 

spontaneous and feasible mean 

exactly the same thing - that a 

reaction has a tendency to happen. 

• 




17.4 Why do chemical reactions take place? 

Study tip 
Take care - the units of entropy 
are J K-1 mo1- 1, nor kJ K-1 mo1- 1. 

Study tip 
Unlike enthalpies, the entropies of 
elements in their standard states 
are not zero. All entropies are 
positive numbers, but it is possible 
to have a negative entropy change 
for a reaction. 

• 


Entropies have been determined ror a vast range of substances and 
can be looked up in databases. They are usually quoted for standard 
conditions: 298 K and I 00 kPa pressure. Table I gives some examples. 

'f' Table 1 Some values of entropy 

Substance 
State at standard 

conditions 
Entropy S I 
J K-1 mo1-1 

carbon (diamond] solid 2.4 

carbon (graphite] solid 5.7 

copper solid 33.0 

iron solid 27.0 

ammonium chloride solid 95.0 

calcium carbonate solid 93.0 

calcium oxide solid 40.0 

iron(lll] oxide solid 88.0 

water {ice] solid 48.0 

water {l iquid] liquid 70.0 

mercury liquid 76.0 

water (steam] gas 189.0 

hydrogen chloride gas 187.0 

ammonia gas 192.0 

carbon dioxide gas 214.0 

In general, gases have larger values than liquids, which have larger 

values rhan solids. 


Table I shows that the entropy increases when water turns to steam. 

Emropies increase with temperature. largely because at higher 

temperatures partides spread out and randomness increases. 


Calculating entropy changes 
The entropy change for a reaction can be calculated by adding all the 
entropies of the products and subtracting the sum of the entropies of 
the reactants. For example: 

CaC03(s)-+ CaO(s) + C02(g} 

Using the values from Table I: 

entropy of products= 40 + 214 = 254JK- 1 mo1- 1 

entropy of reactant= 93 J 1< 1 mol 1 

11 mo165 =254 - 93 =+161 JK- 

This is a large positive value - a gas is formed rrom a solid. 

The Gibbs free energy change AC 
You have seen above that a combination of two factors govern the 
feasibility of a chemical reaction: 

• the enthalpy change 

• the entropy change. 
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These two factors arc combined in a quantity called the Gibbs free 
energy G. If the change in G, t:i.G, for a reaction is n egative, then th is 
reaction is feasible. If t:i.G is positive, the reaction is not feasible. 

t:i.G combines the entha lpy change t:i.H and entropy change t:i.S factors 
as follows: 

AG= AH-TAS 

D.G depends on temperature, because of the term TD.S. This means that 
some reactions may be feasible at one temperature and not at another. 
So an endothermic reaction can become feasible when temperature is 
increased if there is a large enough positive entropy change. (A positive 
value for D.S will make 6.G more negative because of the negative sign 
in the T6S term.) 

Here are some examples of how this works. 

Take the reaction: 

6.H = + l 78kJ moJ- 1 

You have seen above that 6.S =+161 JK- 1 mo1- 1 =0.161 kJK- 1 mo1- 1 

So at room temperature (298 K): 

6.G = t:i.H- ns 

6.G = 178 - (298 x 0.16 1) = +l30kJ mo1- 1 

This positive value means that the reaction is not feasible at room 
temperature. The reverse reaction will have D.G = - 130 kJ mo1-1 and 
will be feasible: 

CaO(s) + C0 (g) ~ CaC0 (s)2 3 

This is the reaction that occurs in desiccators to absorb carbon dioxide. 

However, if you do the calculation for a temperature of 1500K, you 
get a different result: 

At l500K: 

6G=6H-T6S 

6.G = -178- (1500 x 0.161) 

6.G = - 178 - 242 

6.G = -64kJ mo1- 1 

6.G is negative and the reaction is feasible at this temperatu re. This is 
the reaction that occurs in a lime kiln tO make lime (calcium oxide) 
from limestone (calcium carbonate) . 

What happens when ll.G = O? 
There is a temperature at which 6.G = 0 for this reaction. This is the point 
at which the reaction is just feasible. You can calculate this temperature 
for the reaction above: 

t:i.c = 6.H- ns 


0 = 6.H- TD.S 


6.H = Tt:i.S where Ml= +178kJ moJ-1 and D.S = 0. 161 kJ K- 1 

So T= ....!.I!_
0.161 

=1105.6K 

Study tip vx 

Remember to convert the entropy 

units by dividing by 1000 because 

enthalpy is measured in kJ mo1- 1 

1and entropy in J K- 1 mo1- . 

• 




17.4 Why do chemical reactions take place? 

Hint 

At the melting point of a substance: 
l:::.H=T~ 

• 


In fact, the reaction does not suddenly flip from feasible to 
non-feasible. In a closed system an equilibrium exists around this 
temperature in which both products and reactants are present. 

Calculating an entropy change 
You can use the temperature at which 6.G = 0 to calculate an entropy 
change. For example, a solid at its melting point is equally likely to 
exist as a solid or a liquid - an equilibrium exists between solid and 
liquid. So 6.G for the melting process must be 1ero and: 

o=6H- ns 
For example, the melting point for water is 273 K and the enthalpy 
change for melting is 6.0kJ mo1- 1• Putting these values into the equation: 

O= 6.0 - 273 x 6S 
6 06.S = · =0.022 kJ 1<- 1 mol 1 =+ 22 J K 1 mo1- 1 

273 
This is the entropy change that occurs when ice changes to water. It is 
posit.ive, which you would expect as the molecules in water are more 
disordered than those in ice. 

You can measure the abstract quantity of an entropy change using kitchen 
equipment. 

A chemistry teacher set out to find the entropy change for the vaporisation 
of water at home using the household kettle and a top pan balance. 

At its boiling point, water is equally likely to exist as liquid or vapour (water 
or steam]. so for vaporisation, l:::.G =0. 

Inserting the l:::.G value into l:::.G = t::.H - T~ gives: 

0 = !:::.H-T~ 

Sol:::.H=TM 
M

Rearrange to l:::.S = T 
The boiling point of water [at atmospheric pressure) is 100 °C (373 K), 
T=373 Kso all they needed to measure was l:::.H. 

The kettle had a power rating of 2.4 kW, which means it supplies 2.4 kJ of 
energy per second. 

They brought some water to the boil in an ordinary kitchen kettle, and 
weighed the kettle and its contents on a top pan balance that read to 
the nearest gram. They switched on the kettle again and allowed it to boil 
for 100 seconds holding down the automatic switch. They then reweighed 
the kettle to find how much water had boiled away. They found that 100 g of 
water had boiled away, that is, turned from water to steam (vaporised). 

Calculate l::i.vapS by the following steps: 

1 Calculate how many kilojoules of heat were supplied to the water 

in 100 s. 


2 Calculate the value of M, for water and hence find how many moles 

of water were vaporised. 




3 	 Calculate 11,,apH for the process in kJ mo1- 1and convert this into 
1J mo1- . 

6. H 
4 Use 6.vapS = v;P to calculate the entropy change of vaporisation. 

b 
5 To how many significant figures can you quote your answer? 
6 What systematic error [experimental design error) is there in this 

experiment? How could you reduce it ? 
7 If the top pan balance weighs to the nearest gram, what is the 

percentage error in the weighing? 
8 	 The value of 6.vapS for water is higher than for most liquids. Suggest 

why. Hint - you are measuring the increase in disorder between the 
liquid and vapour phases. Think about what causes order in the liquid 
state of water. 

Agood way of extracting metals from their oxide ores is to heat them 
with carbon, which removes the oxygen as carbon dioxide and leaves the 
metal. This has the advantage that carbon (in the form of coke) is cheap. 
The gaseous carbon dioxide simply diffuses away, so there is no problem 
separating it from the metal (although it does contribute to global warming 
as it is a greenhouse gas). You can use 6.G to investigate under what 
condit ions the reaction might be feasible for different metals. 

One of the most important metals is iron and its ore is largely iron [Ill] oxide, 
Fe 03. You can calculate 6.G0 from a thermochemical cycle.2

4Fe(s) + 302(g) + 3C(s, graphite) 

(elements 1n standard state) 

3 x - 394 = - 1182 kJ mo1-1 

2 x -742 - 1484 kJ mol l 

4Fe(s) + 3C02 (g) 

t:.G"=+302kJ mo1  1 

.A. Figure 2 Free energy diagram for the reduction ofiron{lll] oxide by graphite 

12Fe 0 [s] + 3C[s, graphite] • 4Fe(s) + 3C0 (g) 6.G0 = +302 kJ mo1
2 3	 2 

So this reaction is not feasible under standard conditions (298 K]. 


Will the reaction take place at a higher t emperature? 


You can work out the temperature at which the reaction just becomes 

feasible [this is when 6.G = 0) using: 


• 




3 x A1H(C02C&ll = 
= 3 x-393.5 

-

17.4 Why do chemical reactions take place? 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Chapter 4, Energetics 
to revise thermochemical cycles. 

Study tip vx 

Remember, to convert entropy in 
J K- 1mo1-2 to kJ K- 1 mo1- 1, divide 

by 1000. 

Hint 

In fact, in the blast furnace a higher 
temperature is used, above the 
melting point of iron ( 1808 K), 
so that the iron is formed as a 
liquid. Also, the carbon is not pure 

graphite, but coke. 

Calculating LlH 

Af1 for the reaction can be calculated from the following thermochemical 
cycle. 

ll80.5kJ mo1-1 

4Fe(s) + 3 0 2(g) + 3C(s, graphite) 
+ 1648.4 kJ mol 1 - 1180.5 kJ mol 1 

AH•=+1648.4 - 1180.5 kJ mo1 -1 

16H.= 467.9kJmol 

Calculating LlS 

You can calculate the entropy change of the reaction by finding the 
difference between the sum of the entropies of all the products and the sum 
of the entropies of all the reactants: 

2Fe 0 (s) + 3C(s, graphite)-+ 4Fe(s) + 3C02(g)2 3

(2 x 87.4) + (3 x 5.7) (4 x 27.3) + (3 x 213.6) 

191.9 750.0 

t,S = +558.1 J K-1 mol 1 

This value is large and positive, as you would expect from a reaction in which 

two solids produce a gas. 


Putting these values into 6G =6H - TM: 

558.1 

0 = +467.9 - Tx lOOO 

1000
T= 467.9 x _

558 1 
=838.4 K 

The reaction is not feasible below this temperature. 

G Calculate 6G at 2000 K using the values above. 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 5.1, Collision 
theory, to revise activation energy. 

• 


Kinetic factors 
Neither enthalpy changes nor entropy changes cell us anything about how 
quickly or slowly a reaction is likely to go. As such, you might predia 
that a certain reaction should occur spontaneously because of enthalpy 
and entropy changes, but the reaction might take place so slowly that for 
practical purposes it does not occur at all. In other words, there is a large 
activation energy barrier for the reaction. 

Carbon gives an interesting example: 

C(s, graphite)+ 0 (g)-+ C0 (g) t:.He =-393.5 kJ mo1- 1 
2 2 
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The reaction is exothermic and you can calculate the actual value of 
6.S and so find 6.G. 

Calculating l:!S 
6.S for the reaction is the sum of the entropies of the product minus 
the sum of the entropies of the reactants. 

C(s, graphite)+ 0 2 (g)--+ C02 (g) 6.H0 = - 394kJmo1- 1 

5.7 205 .0 213.6 

So 6.S = 213.6 - (5.7 + 205.0) 

6.S = +2.9 JK- 1 mo1-1, positive as predicted. 

Calculating l:!:.G 
D.G =D.H - ns 

So under standard condition (approximately room temperature and 
pressure): 

2 9 
6.G =- 394 -(298 x · )

1000 

Remember to divide the entropy value by 1000 to convert from 
JK-1 mo1-1 tokJK-1 mo1-1• 

D.G = - 394 - 0.86 

6.G = - 394.86kJmo1-1, negative so the reaction is feasible. 

However, experience with graphite (the 'lead' in pencils) tells you that 
the reaction does not take place at room temperature - although it w ill 
take place at higher temperatures. At room temperature, the reaction 
is so slow that in practice it doesn't take place at all. 

Since the branch of chemistry dealing with enthalpy and entropy changes 
is called thermodynamics, and that dealing witb rates is called kinetics, 
graphite is said to be thermodynamically unstable but kinetically stable. 

Study tip 

Entropies of elements in their 
standard states are not zero. 

~ Table 2 Entropy values for some 
substances 

Substance S~!J K-1 mo1-1 

Mg(s) 32.? 

MgO(s) 26.9 

MgC03(s) 65.7 

Zn [s) 41.6 

ZnO[s) 43.6 

Pb(N03)2(s) 213.0 

PbO [s) 68.7 

N02(g) 240.0 

02(g) 205.0 

C02[g) 213.6 

H20( 1) 69.? 

H20(g] 188.7 

I 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Without doing a calculation, predict whether the 
entropy change for the following reactions will be 
significantly positive, significantly negative, or 
approximately zero and explain your reasoning. 

Mg(s) + ZnO(s)-+ MgO(s) + Zn(s) 

ii 2Pb(N03) 2(s)-+ 2PbO(s) + 4N02(g) + 02(g) 

iii MgO(s) + C02(g)-+ MgC03(s) 

iv H20(1)--+ H20(g) 

b Calculate M 0 for each reaction using data in Table 2. 
Comment on your answers. 

2 8 For the reaction: 
1

MgO(s) - • Mg(s) +z-02(g) 

6.H 0 = +602 kJ mo1-1 

16.56 =+ 109 J K- 1 mo1

a Using the equation 6.G =6.H - TM, calculate b.G at: 

1000K 

ii 6000 K 

iii At which temperature is the reaction feasible? 

b Calculate the temperature when b.G = 0. 

3 8 Calculate the entropy change for: 

NH3(g) + HCl(g)-+ NHll(s) 
ammonia hydrogen ammonium 

chloride chloride 

The entropy values are: Se NH 192 J K-1 mo1-1 
3 

S6 	 1HCI 187 J K- 1 mo1

Se NH CI 95 J K-1 mo1-1 
4



1 (a) Figure I shows how the entropy of The entropies or the species involved are 
a molecular substance X varies with shown in the following table. 
temperature. 

HzO(g) Hz(g) 02(g) 
-,..- Jfij(W..t.lfJ 189 131 205 

L2 
s•tJK-1 mol1 _ y_ (i) 	 Calculate the entropy change 6S for this 

reaction. 
(1 mark) 

(ii) 	 Calculate a value, with units, for the 0 
0 TIK 	 enthalpy change for this reaction at 5440 K. 
Figure 1 	 (3 marks) 

AQA, 2013 
(i) 	 Explain, in terms of molecu les, why the 

2 	 The following equation shows the formation ofentropy is zero when the temperature is 
ammonia.zero Kelvin. 


(2 marks) I 3

2N2 (g) + 2H2 (g) ~ NH3 (g)

(ii) 	 Explain, in terms of molecules, why the 
first part of the graph in Figure l is a line The graph shows how the l'ree-energy change for 
that slopes up from the origin. this reaction varies with temperature above 240 K. 

(2 marks) 
(iii) 	 On Figure I, mark on the appropriate axis 50 


the boiling point Tt> of substance X. 
 40 
(1 mark) 

(iv) 	 ln terms or the behaviour of molecules, 30 
explain why L2 is longer than L1 in 


20
Figure I. 
(2 marks) t>GlkJ morl 10 

(b) 	 Figure 2 shows how the free-energy change 
01--~~~~~~-r-~~~~~~~~-+for a particular gas-phase reaction varies with 


temperature. 
 -10 

-20 

-30 

Figure 3 
t>G/kJ mol 1 

(a) 	 Write an equation to show the relationship 
between 6G, 6 H, and 6 5. 

0-1-~~~~~~~~~~__;::...-~ (1 mark) 
300 T/K 500 (b) 	 Use the graph to ca lcula te a value for the slope 

(gradient) of the line. Give the units of this Figure 2 
slope and the symbol for the thermodynamic 

(i) 	 Explain, with the aid of a thermodynamic quantity that this slope represents. 
equatio n, why this line obeys the (3 marks) 
mathemat ica l equa tion for a straight line, (c) Explain the significance, for this reaction. of 
y= mx+c. temperatures below the temperature value 

(2 marks) where the line crosses the temperature axis. 
(ii) Explain why the magnitude of 6G 	 (2 marks) 

decreases as T increases in this reaction. (d ) The line is not drawn below a temperature of 
(1 mark) 240 K because its slope (gradient) changes at 

(iii) State what you can deduce about the this point. 
feasibility or this reaction at temperatures Suggest what happens LO the ammonia at 240 
lower than 500 K. K that causes the slope of the line LO change. 

(1 mark) 	 (1 mark) 
(c) 	 The following react ion becomes feasible at AQA. 2012 

temperatures above 5440 K. 

1120(g) ~ II2 (g) + ~02(g)

• 
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1 

Chapter 17 Thermodynamics 

This question is about magnesium oxide. Use data 
from the table below, where appropriate. to answer 
the following questions. 

{).W/kJ mo1- 1 

First electron affinity of oxygen (formation -142 

oro- (g) from O(g)) 

Second electron affinit y of oxygen +844 
[formation of 02- (g) from o- (g)),...______ 
Atomisation enthaply of oxygen +248 

(a) 	 Define the term enthalpy ofla11ice dissociation. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 In terms or the forces act ing on particles, 
suggest one reason why the first electron 
affi nity or oxygen is an exothermic process. 

(1 mark) 
(c) 	 Complete the Born-Haber cycle for 

magnesium oxide by drawing the missing 
energy levels. symbols and arrows. 
The standard en thalpy change values are 
given in kJ mot 1• 

+1450 

+736 

+150 

-602 MgO[s) 

(4 marks) 

(d ) 	 Use your Born-Haber cycle [rom part c to 
calculate a value for the enthalpy of lauice 
dissociation for magnesium oxide. 

(2 marks) 
(e) 	 The standard free-energy change for 

the formation of magnesium oxide from 
magnesium and oxygen, tJ.fJ0 =-570 kJ mo1- . 

Suggest one reason why a sample of magnesitUn 
appears to be stable in air at room temperature. 
despite this negative value [or tJ.fJ"'. 

(I mark) 
(f) 	 Use the value of tifJ"' given in part e and the 

value or A,H 0 from part c to calculate a value 
for the entropy change tiS 0 when one mole of 
magnesium oxide is formed from magnesium 
and oxygen a t 298 K. Give the units of tJ.S 0 

. 

(3 marks) 
(g) 	 In terms of the reactan ts and products and 

their physical states, account for the sign o( 
the entropy change that you calculated i_n 
part f. 

(2 marks) 
AQA. 20t2 

• 




Kimettics 
ns.nililiie naite of, cbemica~ lieactions 

Learning objective: 
~ Define the rate of a reaction. 

Specification reference: 3.1.9 

Hint 

Square brackets round a chemical 
symbol, [ ). are used to indicate its 

3concentration in mol dm- . 

B 

c 
0 

:;::: 

c 
~ 

c8 
c 
8 

.A. Figure 1 Changes ofconcentration 
with timefor A, 8, and C 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know the kinetics 
studied in Chapter 5, Kinetics. 

gradient at time t- b

ICl4 

I 

t' ltme/s 

The main factors that affect the rate of chemical reactions are 
temperature, concencralion, pressure, surface area, and catalysts. 
In this topic you will look at the measurement of reaction rares. 

What is a reaction rate? 
As a reaction, A + 2B -+ C, takes place, the concentrations of the 
reactants A and B decrease with time and the concentration of 
product C increases with time. You could measure the concentration 
of A, B, or C with time and plot the results (Figure I). 

The rate of the reaction is defined as the change in concentration 
(o[ any of the reactants or products) with unit lime, but notice how 
different the graphs are for A, B, and C. As fCJ (the product) increases, 
(AJ and [BJ (the reactants) decrease. However, as the equation tells 
us, for every A that reacts there are two of B, so [BJ decreases twice 
as fast as (A]. For this reason it is important to state whether you are 
following A, B, or C. Usually it is assumed that a rate is measured by 
following the concentration of a product(s), because the concentration 
of the product increases with time. 

The rate of reaction at any instant 
You arc often interested in the rate at a particular instant in time 
rather than over a period of time. To find the rate of change of [CJ at 
a particular instant, draw a tangent to the curve at that time and then 
find its gradient (slope), as in Figure 2. 

a change in concentrationrat c = - = -'--'-'-"""-'--.:....:..._:....:;_.:..;;__:_'---'---'--'---'-
b time 

{.q 
Worked example: Measuring a reaction rate ~ 

To measure a reaction rate, you need a method of measuring the 
concentration of one of the reactants or products over a period of 
time (keeping the temperature constant. because rate varies with 
temperature). The method chosen will depend on the substance 
whose concentration is being measured and also on the speed of 
the reaction. 

Reaction rates are measured in mo!dm- 3 s- 1• 

For example, in the reaction between bromine and mcthanoic 
acid, the solution starts off brown (from the presence of bromine) 
and ends up colourless: 

Br (aq) + HC0 H(aq) "* 2Br- (aq) + 2W(aq) + C02(g)2 2

So, a colorimeter can be used to measure the decreasing 
concentration of bromine. The reaction is slow enough to enable the 

.A. Figure 2 The rote of change of 
colorimeter to be read every hall a minute and the measurements 

[CJ at time t, is the gradient ofthe 
recorded. A computer or data logger could also be used 10 measure concentration- time graph at t 
the readings, and this may be essential for faster reactions. O 

• 




Table J shows some typical results. 

In order to find the reaction rate at different times, the results are 
plotted on a graph and then you can measure the gradients of the 
tangents at the tim es required. For example, when t = 0, 300s, 
and 600 s (Figure 3). 

1At t = 0 s, rate of reaction = 0,;~~0 = 0.0000416 mol dm- 3 s-

AL t = 300 s, rate of reaction = 0.0076 = 0.000014moldm-3 s- 1 

540 
0At 1 = 600 s, rate of reaction = ·~~i6 = 0.000005 5moldm-3 s-1 

[Br2J/mol dm-3 

0.012 

0.010 

0.008 

0.006 

0.004 

0.002 

300 600 900 
time/s 

A Figure 3 Finding the rate ofreaction at t = 0, t = 300, and t = 600 s 

Fast reactions 

Measuring the rate of a chemical reaction requires the experimenter to 

measu re the concentration of one of t he reactants or products several t imes 

over the course of the reaction. This is f ine for reactions that take a few 

hours or a few m inutes, for example, the reaction mixture can be sampled 

every so often and a tit ration can be carried out to find the concentration 

of one of the components. However, some reactions can be over in a few 

seconds or less. 

The British chemists George Porter and Ronald Norrish received the 196? 

Nobel Prize for chemistry for devising a technique to follow reactions that 

are over in a microsecond ( 10-6 s). They shared the prize with Manfred 

Eigen. Their method is called nash photolysis and involves start ing a 

react ion by firing a powerfu l pulse of light (the photolysis nash) into a 

reaction mixture. This breaks chemical bonds and produces highly reactive 

free radicals which react rapidly with each other and with other molecules. 

Shortly after the first nash, further nashes of light ( the probe nashes) are 

shone through the reaction vessel at carefully timed intervals down to as 

little as a microsecond (the t iming is done elect ronically) . The probe nashes 

are used to record the amount of light absorbed by one of the species 

involved in the reaction and thereby measure its concentration. 

•• 

'Y' Table 1 [Br2] measured over time 

Time / s [Br ] / moldm-3 
2

0 0.0100 

30 0.0090 

60 0.0081 

90 0.0073 

120 0.0066 

180 0.0053 

240 0.0044 

360 0.0028 

480 0.0020 

600 0.0013 

?20 0.000? 

Study tip 
The rate at t = 0 is also called the 

initial rate - the rate at the start of 

the reaction. 

Hint 

The reaction can also be monitored 

by collecting the carbon dioxide gas. 



18.1 iThe rate of chemical reactions 

Synoptic link I 
Free radicals are species with 
unpaired electrons. See Topic 12.3, 

Industrial cracking, and Topic 12.:, I 
The formation of halogenoalkane~ 

Summary questions 

Answer the fo llowing questions 
about the reaction rate graph in 
Figure 4. 

(AJ/mol dm 3 

LO 

0.5 

0......................-+-'..............-+-.................-++ 
0 300 600 900 

time/s 

A. Figure4 

1 Is the concentration being 
plotted that of a reactant or a 
product? Explain your answer. 

2 G The tangent to the curve 
at the time 300 seconds is 
drawn on the graph. Find 

the gradient of the tangent. 
Remember to include units. 

3 What does this gradient 
represent? 

4 Without drawing tangents, 
what can be said about the 

gradients of the tangents at 
t ime 0 seconds and t ime 600 

seconds? 

5 	 Explain your answer to 
question 4 . 
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light 
source 

Light probe flash 

source 

photolysis 
flash 

detector 1----. 
A. Figure 5 Flash phatalysis 

In the 1950s, Norr ish and Porter used their new technique to measure the 
reaction of the chlorine monoxide free radical produced in the flash: 

CI0 • CIO' + O' 2 

Pairs of these radicals reacted to give chlorine and oxygen: 

2CIO ' - • Cl2 + 02 

1At the t ime, this reaction (over in about - - s J was thought to be of 
1000 

academic interest only. However, 30 years on, it was realised that it was 
involved in the breakdown of ozone in the atmosphere catalysed by chlorine 
resulting from CFC molecules in aerosol propellants and other items. So 
Norrish and Porter's work has come to have immense practical importance 
in enabling understanding this environmental problem. 

In recent years, the use of lasers for the flashes has allowed chemists to 
measure even faster reactions, down to picoseconds and less (a picosecond 
is 10- 12 sJ. 

Suggest what might happen to the 0• radical produced in the original 
reaction. 



The rate of a chemical reacrion depends on the concentrations of some 
or all of the species in the reaction vessel - reactants and catalysts. 
But these do not necessarily all make the same contribution to 
how fast the reaction goes. The rate expression tells us about the 
contributions of the species that do affect the reaction rate. 

For example, in the reaction X + Y --+ z. the concentration of X, lXJ, 
may have more effect than the concentration of Y, lYJ. Or, it may 
be that IX] has no effect on rhe rare and only lY] matters. The detail 
of how each species contributes to the rate of the reaction can only 
be found out by experimenr. A species that does not appear in the 
chemical equation may a lso affect the rate, for example. a catalyst. 

The rate expression 
The rate expression is the result of experimental investigation . It is 
an equation that describes how the rate of the reaction at a particu lar 
temperature depends on the concentration of species involved in the 
reaction. It is quite possible that one (or more) of the species that 
appear in the chemica l equation will not appear in the rate expression. 
This means that they do not affect the rate. For example, the reaction: 

X+Y --+ Z 

This reaction might have the rate expression: 

rate oc fXlfYl 

The symbol oc means proponional to. 

This would mean that both [X] and [Y] have an equal effect on the 
rate. Doubling either [X] or [VJ would double the rate of the reaction. 
Doubling the concenrralion of both would quadruple the rate. 

But it might be tha t the rare expression for the reaction is: 

rare"" [X] [Y]2 

This would mean that doubling [X] would double the rate of the 
reaction, but doubling [Y] would quad ruple th e rate . 

A species that is not in the chemical equation may appear in the rate 
equation. 

The rate constant k 
By introducing a constant into the expression you can get rid of the 
proportionality sign. For example, suppose the rate expression were: 

rare oc (X] (Y]2 

This can be written: 

rate = k[X] [Y]2 

k is called the rate constant for the reaction. k is different for every 
reaction and varies with temperature, so the temperature at which 
it was measured needs to be stated. If the concentrations of all the 
species in the rate equation are I mol dm- 3, then the rate of reaction is 
equal to the va lue of k. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define the expressions order 

of reaction and overall order 
of reaction. 

-+ Define the expression rate 
equation. 

-+ State what a rate equation is. 

-+ Define the term rate constant 
of a rate equation. 

Specification reference: 3.1. 9 

Study tip 
Species in chemistry is a general 
term that includes molecules, ions, 
and atoms that might be involved in 
achemical reaction. 

Hint 
When X oc Y, if Xis doubled then Y 

also doubles. 

• 




18.2 The rate expression and order of reaction 

Study tip 
Remember that the rate 
expression is entirely derived from 
experimental evidence and that 
it cannot be predicted from the 
chemical equation for the reaction. 

It is therefore quite unlike the 
equilibrium law expression that you 
met in Topic 6.4, The equilibrium 

constant Kc, (although it looks 
similar to it at first sight]. 

Synoptic link 
You will need to know the influence 
of carbon-halogen bond enthalpy 
on the rate of hydrolysis of 
halogenoalkanes and the 
mechanism of substitut ion and 
elimination reactions covered 
in Topic 13.1, Halogenalkanes 
- introduction, and Topic 13.2, 
Nucleophilic substitution in 
halogenoalkanes. 

See Section 5, Mathematical 
skills, if you are not sure about 
cancelling units. 
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The order of a reaction 
Suppose the rate expression for a reaction is: 

rate = k[X][Y]2 

This means that [Y), which is raised to the power or 2, has double 
the effect on the rate than that of [X). The order of reaction, with 
respect to one of the species, is the power to which the concentration 
of that species is raised in the rate expression. It tells us how the rate 
depends on the concentration of that species. 

So, for rate = k[X)[Y]2 the order with respect to X is one ([X] and [X) 1 

are the same thing), and the order with respect to Y is two. 

The overall order of the reaction is the sum of the orders of all the 
species, which appear in the rate expression. In this case the overall 
order is three. So this reaction is said to be first order with respect LO X, 
second order with respect Lo Y, and third order overall. 

So if the rate expression for a reaction is rate = k[A]111 [B]", where 
m and n are the orders of the reaction with respect LO A and B, the 
overall order of the reaction ism+ n. 

The chemical equation and the rate expression 
The rate expression tells us about the species that affect the rate. 
Species that appear in the chemical equation do nor necessarily 
appear in the rate equation. Also, the coefficient of a species in the 
chemical equation - the number in front or it - has no relevance to 
the rate expression. But catalysts, which do not appear in the chemical 
equation, may appear in the rate expression. 

For example, in the reaction: 

W catalyst 

propanone iodine iodopropanone hydrogen iodide 

The rate expression has been found by experiment to be: 

rate = k [CH3COCH3 (aq) llJI+(aq)J 

So the reaction is first order with respect to propanone, first order with 
respect to H+ ions, and second order overa ll . The rare does not depend 
on [12 (aq) ], so you can say the reaction is zero order with respect to 
iodine. The H+ ions act as a catalyst in this reaction. 

Units of the rate constant 
The units of rhe rate constant vary depending on the overall order 
of reaction. 

For a zero order reaction: 

rate = k 

The units of rate are moldm-3 s-1• 

For a first order reaction where: 
rate= k[A] 

k =Rate 
[AJ 



•• 

The units of rate are moldrn- 3 s- 1 and the units of [AJ are rnoldm- 3, 
Hint vxso the units of k are s- 1 obtained by cancelling: 

k = _m_o_l_d1_n__,___,...s-_ 1 It is better to work out the units 
ltlt)! dffl.., rather than try to remember them. 

Therefore, the units of k for a first order rate constant are s- 1
. 

For a second order reaction where: 
Study tip

rate = k[BJ [CJ 
It is important you understand k = Rate 
the terms rate of reaction, order of[B] [CJ 
reaction, and rate constant. The units of rate are moldm- 3 s- 1 and the units of both [BJ and [CJ 

3are moldm- , so the units of k are s- 1 obtained by cancelling: 
k = n1oldm-:>s- 1 

3mol d:n1_, mol dni-
Therefore the units of k for a second order rate constant are mo1- 1dm3s-1. 

For a third order reaction: 

rate = k[D] [E] 2 

k = Rate 
[D] [E]2 

The unit of rate is moldm- 3 s- 1, the unit of [D] is moldm- 3, and the unit 
of [E] 2 is (moldm-3)2. 

k = moldnx_, s- 1 

nwl din-? (mo! dm-3)2 
Therefore, the units of k for a third order rate constant are moJ-2 dm6 s-1. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Write down the rate expression for a reaction that is 3 G In the reaction L + M -t N the rate expression is 
first order with respect to [A], first order with respect found to be: 
to [B], and second order with respect to [ C]. rate= k[L]2[w] 

2 	 Consider the reaction: a 	 What isk? 

b 	 What is the order of the reaction with respect to: 

bromate ions bromide ions hydrogen ions bromine water i L ii M iii N iv W? 
c What is the overall order of the reaction? 

The rate expression is: 
1d G The rate is measured in mol dm- 3 s- . What 

rate= k[Bro - (aq)][Br- (aq) ][W (aq) ]23 are the units ofk? 
a What is the order with respect to: e Suggest the function of Win the reaction. 

b 
i Bro3  (aq) ii Br- (aq) iii W(aq)? 
What would happen to the rate if you doubled the 

concentration of: 

4 In the reaction G + ZH __. I + J, which is the correct 

rate expression? 

c 
i Br03-(aq) ii Br-(aq) iii W(aq)? 
What are the coefficients of the following in the 

A 

B 

rate =k[G][H]2 

k[G][H] 
rate= [ l][J] 

chemical equation above. 

Br0
3
-(aq) ii Br-(aq) 

iv Br2(aq) v H20(1) 

iii W(aq) 
C 

D 

rate= k[G][H] 

It is impossible to tell without experimental data. 

d Work out the units for the rate constant. 



Learning objectives: 	 The rate expression tells you how the rate of a reaction depends on 
the concentration of the species involved. It only includes the species

' Describe how the order 
that affect the rate of the reaction.

of a reaction with respect 
to a reagent is found • If the rate is not affected by the concentration of a species, the 

experimentally. reaction is zero order with respect tO that species. The species is not 
included in the rate expression.

' Describe how a change in 
• 	 If the rate is directly proportional tO the concentration of theconcentration affects the 

species, the reaction is first order with respect to that species.value of the rate constant. 
• 	 If the rate is proportional to the square of the concentration of the

' Describe how a change in species, the reaction is second order with respect to that species, and 
temperature affects the value so on. 
of the rate constant. 

Specification reference: 3.1. 9 	 Finding the order of a reaction by using 
rate-concentration graphs 
One method of finding the order of a reaction with respect to 
a particular species, A, is by plotting a graph of rate against 
concentration. 

Plot the original graph of [Al against time, and draw 
tangents at different values of (A]. The gradients of 
these tangents are the reaction rates (the changes in 

!Al concentration over time) at different concentrations 

rate at IAJ2 =b 	 (Figure I). The values for these rates can then be used 
to construct a second graph of rate against concentration 
(Figure 2). 

• 	 If the graph is a horizontal straight line (Figure 2a), 
this means that the rate is unaffected by (A] so the 
order is zero. 

• 	 If the graph is a sloping straigh1 line through the 
origin (Figure 2b) then rate°" IAJ 1 so the order is 1. 

• 	 If the graph is not a straight line (Figure 2c), the 
time order cannot be found directly - it could be two. Try 

plotting rate against [A]2• If this is a straigh t line, 
then the order is two. 

.A. Figure 1 Finding the rares ofreaction for different 
values of [A] 

a b 	 c 

zero order 

than one)"'".." 
!Al !Al 	 !Al 

.A. Figure 2 Graphs ofrote against concentration 

• 
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The initial rate method 
With the initial rate method, a series of experiments is carried out 
at constant temperature. Each experiment starts wirh a different 
combination of initial concentrations of reacrants, catalyst, and so on. 
The experiments arc planned so that, berween any pair of experiments, 
the concentration of only one species varies - the rest stay the same. 
Then, for each experiment, the concentration of one reactant is 
followed and a concentration-time graph plotted (Figure 3). The 
tangent to the graph at time= 0 is drawn. The gradient of this tangent is 
the initial rate. By measuring the initial rate, the concentrations of all 
substances in the reaction mixture arc known exactly at this time. 

Comparing the initial concentration and the initial rates for pairs 
of experiments allows the order with respect to each reactant to be 
found. For example, for the reaction: 

2NO(g) 

nitrogen monoxide oxygen nitrogen dioxide 

The initial rates are shown in Table 1. 

Y Table 1 Results obtained forthe reaction 2NO{g] + 02{g} • 2NOz{gJ 

Experiment Initial (NO) I Initial (02) I Initial rate I 
number moldm-3 moldm-3 mol dm-3 s -1 

1 1.0 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-3 7.0 x 10-4 

2 2.0 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-3 28.0 x 10-4 

3 3.0 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-3 63.0 x 10-4 

4 2.0 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-3 56.0 x 10-4 

5 3.0 x 10-3 3.0 x 10-3 189.0 x 10-4 

Comparing Experiment I with Experiment 2, rNOl is doubled whilst 
[0 1stays the same. The rate quadruples (from 7.0 x 10-4 moldm- 3 s- 1 

2
to 28.0 x I 0-4 mol dm- 3 s- 1) which suggests rate oc rN0]2. This is 
confirmed by considering Experiments l and 3 where fNOl is trebled 
whilst [0 ] stays the same. Here the rate is increased ninefold, as would 

2 
be expected if ral'e oc fN0 12• So th e order with respect to nitrogen 
monoxide is two. 

Now compare Experiment 2 with Experiment 4. Here fNO] is constant 
but [0 ) doubles. The rate doubles (from 28.0 x 10-4 mo! dm- 3 s- 1 to

2 
56.0 x 10-4 moldm 3 s- 1) so it looks as if rate oc [0 ]. This is confirmed2
by considering Experiments 3 and 5. Again [NO] is constant, but [02] 

triples. The rate triples too, confirming that the order with respect to 
oxygen is one. 

So rate oc [N0]2 and rate oc [02] 1 

That is, rate oc [N012 f02] 1 

Provided that no other species affect the reaction rate, the overall 
order is three and the rate expression is: 

A Figure 3 Finding the initial rate ofa 
reaction. The initial rate is the gradient 
at time - a 

Hint -rx 

It is easier to apply the technique 
to problems than to read about it. 
However, you can always work out 
the answer mathematically. 

You know that in the example, rate 
is= k[N0]"[02)Y, where xis the 
order with respect to NO and y is 
the order with respect to 02. 

So rate of Experiment 2 = 
' rate of Experiment 1 

k(NO)z"[02bY 
k[N0) 1"[0 ] 1!12

Putting in the numbers from the 
table: 

28.0 x 10-4 

7.0 x 10 4 = 

k[2.o x 10 ·3V[i.o x 10-3]!1 
k(l.O x 10-3]"(1.0 x 10-3]!1 

28.0 x 10-4 

7.0 x 10 4 

k[2.0 x 10 3jK{.1~e=3-}!I 

k[ 1.0 x 10-3)"~ 

4= 2" 
x =2 

So the order with respect to NO is 2. 

• 




18.3 Determining the rate equation 

Hint 

You have already come across the 

blue-black colour wit h iodine as a 

test for starch. 

The iodine clock reaction 8 
The iodine clock reaction is used to measure the rate of t he reaction between 

hydrogen peroxide and potassium iodide in acidic conditions to form iodine 

(Reaction 1). 

Reaction 1 

This react ion can be t imed by adding a known number of moles of sodium 

thiosulfate to t he reaction m ixture along wit h a litt le starch. In effect, you 

are measuring the initial rate of the reaction. 

As soon as the iodine is produced by the reaction above, it reacts 

immediately with t he t hiosulfate ions in a 1 : 1 ratio by Reaction 2. 

Reaction 2 

Reaction 2 acts solely as a t iming device for Reaction 1. Once the same 

number of moles of iodine has been produced as the number of moles of 

thiosulfate added, the free iodine produced by Reaction 1 reacts immediately 

with the starch to give a dark blue/black colour. The appearance of this 

colour is sudden, and the time it takes to appear after t he reactants have 

been mixed can be timed accurately. The shorter the t ime t for the iodine to 

appear, the faster t he rate of Reaction 1. So the value_!_ is proportional to 

the reaction rate. t 

To carry out the reaction, a solution of hydrogen peroxide is added to one 

containing potassium iodide, sodium thiosulfate, and starch . 

.A. Figure 4 Timing the iodine clock reaction 

Some results for an iodine clock reaction are shown below. 

''""""";'"., I r;m. '°' .,u.
hydrogen colour to 

peroxide I mol dm3 appear Is 

1.0 20 

0.5 40 

0.25 80 

1 
t I s-1 

0.05 

0.025 

0.0125 

1 This is a redox react ion. What species has been oxidised? 

2 What is the oxidising agent? 

3 What happens to the rate of reaction when the concentration of 

hydrogen peroxide is doubled? 

4 What is the order of the reaction with respect to hydrogen peroxide? 

S What can you say about the order of the reaction with respect to 

iodide ions from these results? 



•• 

6 Suggest how the concentration ofhydrogen peroxide can easily be 
varied. 

7 State three factors that must be kept constant in order to find the 
order of the react ion with respect to hydrogen peroxide. 

Finding the rate constant k 
To find k in the reaction of NO and 0 2 substitute any set of values of 
rate, [NO], and [02] in the equation. 

Taking the values for Experiment 2: 

28.0 x 10-4 = k(2 x 10-3) 2 x i x i o-3 

28.0 x I0-4 =k x 4 x 10-9 

k = 28.0 x 105 

4 


k = 7.0 x 105 


But you need to work out the units fork, as these are different for 
reactions of different overall order. Putting in the units gives: 

28.0 x io-4 moldm-3 s- 1 = k (2 x io-3) 2 (moldm-3) (moldm-3) 

x 1 x 10-3 moldm-3 

Units can be cancelled in the same way as numbers, so cancelling the 
units gives: 

28.0 x 10- 4 mo! dm- 3 s- 1 = 
k (4 x io-6) (moldm::j-} (moldm-3) x l x io- 3 moldm-3 

28.0 x io-4 = k x 4 x 10-9 mol2 dm-6 s1 

k =28 0 1· x l05 moJ-2 dm6 s
4 

k = 7.0 x J.05 din6 mol- 2 s-1 

Since the units of k vary for reactions of different orders, it is 
important to put the units for rate and the concentrations in and then 
cancel them to make sure you have the correct units for k. 

The effect of temperature on k 
Small changes in temperature produce large changes in reaction rates. 
A rough rule is that for every lOK rise in temperature, the rate of 
a reaction doubles. Suppose the rate expression for a reaction is 
rate = k[A] [B). You know that [A] and [BJ do not change with 
temperature, so the rate constant k must increase with temperature. 

In fact, the rate constant k allows you ro compare the speeds of 
different reactions at a given temperature. It is an inherent property 
of a particular reaction. It is the rate of the reaction at a particular 
temperature when the concentrations of all the species in the rate 
expression are 1moldin-3. The larger the value of k, the fast.er the 
reaction. Look at Table 2. You can see that the value of k increases 
with temperature. This is t.rue for all reactions. 

Hint 
You should get the same value of 
k using the figures for any of the 
experiments. 

Study tip vx 

Practise working out the units for a 
rate constant. 

T Table 2 The values of the rate 
constant, k, at different temperatures for 
the reaction 2Hl{g] - • lz{g] + Hz{gJ 

Temperature I K k I mo1-1 dm3 s-1 

633 0.0178 x 10-3 

666 0.10? x 10-3 

697 0.501 x 10-3 

715 1.05 x 10-3 

781 15.1x10-3 

Study tip 

Remember, increasing temperature 
always increases the rate of 
reaction and the value of the rate 
constant k. 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 5.1, Collision 
theory, to revise activation energy. 



18.3 Determining the rate equation 

Reaction rate and 

temperature e 
Table 3 shows the results of an 

experiment to find how the initial 

rate of the reaction of sodium 

thiosulfate with hydrochloric 

acid varies with temperature. 

Na2S203(aq) + 2HCl[aq)-+ 

S(s) + 2NaCl[aq) + H20[1) + 
S02[g) 

TTable 3 

Temperature l°CI Time / s 

15 140 

20 74 

25 70 

30 45 

30 25 

so 12 

60 7 

The time from mixing the 

reactants in a conical flask to a 

cross below the flask becoming 

obscured by the sulfur formed 

was measured over a range of 

temperatures. As a shorter time 

means a faster reaction, the 

value of.!. gives us a measure of 
tf .the rate o the reaction. 

Use a spreadsheet program 

to calculate the values of.!. 

and to plot a graph of lniti~ I 
rate of reaction (i.e . .!.) 

. . t
vertically against temperature 

(horizontally). Or do this with a 

calculator and graph paper. 

1 	 What does this graph tell 

you about the relationship 

between reaction rate and 

temperature? 

2 	 Use the graph in Figure 5 

to explain this relationship. 

•. 


Why the rate constant depends on temperature 
Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of particles. 
Particles will only react together if their collisions have enough 
energy to start bond breaking. This energy is called the activation 
energy Ea. Figure 5 shows how the energies of the particles in a gas 
(or in a solution) are distributed at three different temperatures. Only 
molecules with energy greater than Ea can react. 

fraction of particles 

with energy E 


T3> T2> T1 
the yellow >haded area 
represents lhe number of 

mol ~ule<W•lh enerRY 

greater than (,, at T3 

energy E Ed 

.A Figure 5 The distribution ofmolecular energies at three temperatures 

The shape of the graph changes with tempcrawre. As the temperature 
increases, a greater proportion of molecules have enough energy to 

react. This is the main reason for the increase in reaction rate with 
temperature. 

Summary questions 

1 	 For the reaction A+ B-+ C, the following data were obtained: 

Initial [A] I Initial [BJ I Initial rate I 

mol dm-3 mol dm-3 moldm 3 s 1 

1 1 3 

1 2 12 

2 2 24 

a What is the order of reaction with respect to: 

i A II B? 
b What is the overall order? 

c What would be the initial rate if the initial [A] were 1 mot drn-3 and 

[B] were 3 rnoldm- 3? 

d What do these results suggest is the rate expression for this 

reaction? 

e Can we be certain that this is the full rate expression? Explain your 

answer . 



Introducing the Arrhenius equation 
The rares of chemical reactions increase grearly for relatively small 
rises in temperature. As rhe temperature rises, rhe number of collisions 
between reactant molecules increases. However, the increase in the 
number of collisions is nor great enough to account for the increase in 
the rate of the reaction. 

Increasing the temperature of a reaction also increases the number 
of collisions that have energy greater than the activation energy. 
The shape of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution curve shows how 
the distribution or energies of rhe reactants is different at different 
temperatures. 

fraction of particles 

with energy E 


100 K 


number of molecules 
with energy greater 
than Ea 

energy E Ea 

Figure 2 Maxwell- Boltzmann distribution cutve showing distribution ofmolecular 

energies at three temperatures 

The fraction of molecules with ene rgy greate r than the activation 
en ergy is given by: 

e-E/RT 

Ea is the activation energy in J mo1- 1, R is the gas constant 
(8.3JK- 1 mol 1), and Tthe temperature in K. 

The activation energy can be linked to the rate constant by the 
Arrhenius equation: 

k = A e- E/ RT 

k is the rate constanl, which is proportional to reaction rate. 

A is the pre-exponential factor, which is related tO the number of 
collisions between reactant molecules. 

-E.,JRT 
e is the fraction of collisions with enough e nergy to react. 

Learning outcomes 
' Perform calculations using 

the Arrhenius equation. 

' Rearrange the Arrhenius 
equation into the 

form Ink= - !r + lnA 

' Use experimental data to 
determine the activation 
energy of a reaction. 

Study Tips 

natural logs are written "In" to 
distinguish them from logs to the 
base 10, which are written log10 or 
just log. 

• 




18.4 The Arrhenius equation 

Logarithmic form of the Arrhenius equation 
The Arrhenius equation is easier to use when you take logs of both 
sides to the base e, called natural logs. 

Ea 
Ink = - RT + lnA 

or 
E, I 

Ink = - T x "f + lnA 

This means that a graph of Ink against twill be a straight line of 
gradient - E;. You can use this to find a value for Ea experimentally by 
measuring the rate of a reaction at different temperatures. 

~ a 
c 

gradient E= - ~ 

b 

1 
T 

Figure 2 Agraph ofInk against t gives a gradient of- ~ . 
You can use this to calculate the activation energy 

Using the Arrhenius equation 
Look at rhe reaction of the decomposition of hydrogen iodide, HI: 

2Hl(g) __. I2 (g) + H2 (g) 

The experimentally determined values of rhe rare constant k at 
differenc temperarures are shown in Table I. 

Table 1 Experimentally determined values for In k and ~ for the decomposition of 
hydrogen iodide 

1 k I dm3 mo1-1 s-1 Ink 
- / 10-3/ K 

TI K 

T 

1.78 x 10-s -10.9361.579633 
1.07 x 10 4 -9.1431.501666 
5.01x10-4 -7.599697 1.434 

1.05 x 10-3 - 6.858 715 1.398 
1.51x10-2 - 4.193781 1.280 

Hint 

Check with your calculator that you 

get the values for Ink and +shown 
in Table 1. 

• 




Kinetics •• 

Using the data in Table I, you can plot a graph of Ink against ~ and 
measure the gradient (Figure 3). From this you can calculate Ea. 

-4 

-5 


-6 


-7 
 -2.3 

2 3->c: gradient= - ·..s 0.1x10 3-8 
=-23000K 

-9 


-10 


-11 


-12 

1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 

~/10 3K I 

Figure 3 Graph ofInk ogoinst ~110-3 

~ 
~Worked example: Calculating fa from the gradient 

The gradient of a graph of Ink against -}is - ~ 
So Ea = gradient x R 

Ea= -23 000 I< x 8.3 J K- 1moJ- 1 

Ea= 190900JmoI- 1 

Ea= 190kJmol- 1 

The activation energy £or the decomposition of hydrogen iodide 
is L90 kJ moI- 1 to 2 s.f. 

This value is realistic as it represents the energy required to break a 
covalent bond. Typical values l'or activatfon energy are between 40 

1and 400kJmo1- • 

Hint 

Remember that Ink has no units, 
it is just a number. The calculated 
value of Ea will be in J mo1-1 and 

1must be converted to kJ mo1- • 

• 




18.4 The Arrhenius equation 
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The effect of increasing the temperature 
Imagine a reaction with activation energy SOkJ mo1- 1 (SOOOO J mol- 1), 

a fairly typical value. 

At a temperature of 300K (that o[ a warm laboratory), the fraction of 
molecules with energy greater than 50 kJ mo1- 1 is: 

50000 

=e- 8.3 x 300 


= e-20.os 

= 1.9 x io-9 

= 19 x i o- 10 

This means that only 19 molecules ou t of every 10 10 molecules have 
enough en ergy to react. 

At a tempera ture of 310 K (lOK or I0 °C) higher, th e fraction of 
molecules with energy greater tha n 50 kJm o1- 1: 

50000 
= e- 8.3 x 310 

= e-19.43 

= 3.6x10-9 

= 36x 10- 10 

Now 36 m olecules out of every I 010 molecules have enough energy 
co react. The lOK rise in temperature has almost doubled the num ber 
of molecules that have energy greater than the activation energy, and 
therefore the rate will almost double. This is a general rule of thumb 
often used by chemists. However, it is only applicable to reactions 
where £ 

3 
is around 50 kJ moJ- 1 and around room temperature. 

Summary Questions 

1 	 Calculate the proportion of molecules with energy greater than an 

activation energy of 100 kJ mol 1 at: 

a 300K 

b 310 K 


2 	 The activation energy for the reaction 2HI [g) - 1 (g) + H2 [g) without 2 
a catalyst is 190 kJ mo1- 1. The reaction is catalysed by a number of 
metals. Using a metal the following data was obtained: 

Temperature / K Rate constant kl dm3 mo1- 1 s-1 

2.27 


667 


625 

7.56 

727 24.87 


767 
 91.18 


833 
 334.59 

Plot a graph of Ink against~ and find the activation energy with 
this catalyst . 



Most reactions take place in more than one step. The separate steps 
that lead from reactants to products are together called the reaction 
m ech anism . For example, the reaction below involves 12 ions: 

Bro
3
- (aq) + 6W(aq) + 5Br- (aq) 3Br

2
(aq) + 3H

2
0(l) 

This reaction must take place in several steps - it is very unlikely 
indeed that the 12 ions of the reactants will all collide at the same 
time. The steps in-between will involve very short-lived intermediates. 
These intermediate species, which give information about the 
mechanism of the reaction, arc usually difficult or impossible to isolate 
and therefore identify. So, other ways of working out the mechanism 
of the reaction are used. 

The rate-determining step 
In a multi-step reaction, the steps nearly always follow after each 
other, so that the product of one step is the starting material for the 
next. Therefore the rate of the slowest step will govern the rate of the 
whole process. The slowest step may form a 'bottleneck', called the 
rate-determining step or ra t e-limiting step. Suppose you had 
everything you needed to make a cup of coffee, starting with cold 
water. The rate of gelling your drink will be governed by the slowest 
step - waiting for the kettle to boil - no matter how quickly you get 
the cup out of the cupboard, the coffee out of the jar, or add the milk. 

In a chemical reaction, any srep that occurs after the rate-determining 
step will nor affect rhe rare, provided that it is fast compared with the 
rate-determining step. So species rhar are involved in the mechanism 
after the rate-determining step do not appear in the rate expression. 
For example, the reaction: 

A+B+C -. Y + Z 

This reaction might occur in the following steps: 

l A+ B fast • D (first intermediate) 

2 D stow • E (second in termed iate) 

3 E + C fast • y+ Z 

Step 2 is the slowest step and so determines rhe rate. Then, as soon as 
some E is produced, it rapidly reacts with C to produce Yand Z. 

But the rate of Step I might affect the overall rate - the concentration 
of D depends on this. So, any species involved in or before the 
rate-determining step could affect the overall rate and therefore 
appear in the rate expression. 

So, for the reaction A + B + C Y + Z, the rate equation will be: 

rate cc [AJlB]lDJ 

The reaction between iodine and propanone demonstrates this. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Define the expression rate· 

determining step of a reaction. 

-+ 	 Describe the connection 

between the rate equation for 

a reaction and the reaction 

mechanism. 

Specification reference: 3.1.9 

• 




18.5 The rate-determining step 
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The overall reaction is: 

H 0 H H 0 H 
I II I w I II . 

H - C- C- C- H + 12 (aq] -----'> 1-C-C-C-H + Hl (aqJ
I catalyst 
 I 
H H H H 

propanone iodine iodopropane 

The rate expression is found to be rate= klCH3COCH3] IH"•j 
The mechanism is: 

H 
0/ H 0 H 

I II slow I I 
H - C- C- CH3 + W H c c CH3 •I I 

H H 

H 
H 0/ 
I I fast 

H - C- C- CH3 
I • 
H 

H 
H 0 / 

fast I I 
H C C CH3 

I 
I 

H 

H 0/ H 0 

I fast II 


H - C- C- CH3 H C C CH3 + W + C 
I I 
I I 

The rate-determining step is the first one, which explains why fl2 1 
does not appear in the rate expression. 

Using the order of a reaction to find the 
rate-determining step 
Here is a simple example. The three structura l isomers with formula 
C4H9Br all react with alkali. The ove rall reaction is represented by the 
following equation: 

C H Br +OH- -+ C H 0H +Br4 9 4 9

Two mechanisms are possible. 

a A two-step mechanism: 
slow +Seep 1: C H Br-+ C Il +Br4 9 4 9 

+ fast
Step 2: C4H9 + oH- -+ C4H90H 

The slow seep involves breaking the C-Br bond whilst the second 
(fast) seep is a reaction between oppositely charged ions . 



b A one-step mechanism: 
slow

C H Br + OH---+ C H 0.H + Be4 9 4 9 

The C- Br bond breaks at the same rime as the C- 0.H bond is 
forming. 

The Lhree isomer~ of formula C4H9Br are: 

CH3 

H H 
I 

H 
I 

H 
I 

H 
I I I H H H 

I 
H 

H  C-C- C
I I 

C
I 

Br H  C-C-C-H 
I I 

H  C
I 

C
I 

C ? H 

H H H H H Br H H H Br H 

1-bromobutane 2-bromo-2-methylpropane 2-bromobutane 

Experiments show that 1-bromobutane reacts by a second order 
mechanism: 

rate = k!C4.H9Br] [OWJ 

The rate depends on the concentration of both the bromobutane and 
the OH- ions, suggesting mechanism b, a one-step reaction. 

Experiments show that 2-bromo-2-methylpropane reacts by a first 
order mechanism: 

rare = kl C4 H9BrJ 

This suggests mechanism a in which a slow step, breaking the 
C-Br bond, is followed by a rapid step in which two oppositely 
charged ions react cogether. So, the breaking of the C-Br bond is 
the rate-determining step. 

The compound 2-bromoburane reacts by a mixture of both 
mechanisms and has a more complex rate expression. 

Summary questions 

1 The following reaction schemes show possible mechanisms for the 
overall reaction: 

A+ Ecatalyst G 

Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 

(i) A+ B slow • C (i) A+B~C (i) A+B~C 

(ii) C fast • O + B (ii) C~O + B (ii) C~O+B 

(iii) O + E fast • F (iii) O + E~F (iii) O + E fast F 

(iv) F fast • G (iv) F~G (iv) F~G 

a In Scheme 2, which species is the catalyst? 

b Which species cannot appear in the rate expression for 
Scheme 1? 

c Which is the rate-determining step in Scheme 3? 

Study tip 

The species in the rate equation 
are the reactants involved in 
reactions occurring before the 
rate-determining step. 

• 




guestions 


1 This question involves the use of kinetic data lo calculate the order of a reaction and also a 
value for a rate constant. 
(a) 	 The data in this table were obtained in a series of experiments on the rate of the 

reaction between compounds E and F at a constant temperature. 

Initial Initial Initial rate of 
Experiment concentration of concentration of reaction I 

EI mol dm-3 
F/ moldm 

-3 moldm -3 s -1 

1 0.15 0.24 0.42 x 10-3 

2 0.45 0.24 3.?8 x 10-3 

3 0.90 0.12 7.56 x 10-3 

(i) Deduce the order of reaction with respect to E. (1 mark) 
(ii) Deduce the order of reaction with respect to F. (1 mark) 

(b) 8 The data in the foUowing table were obtained in two experimen ts on the rate of 
the reaction between compow1ds G and H at a constant temperature. 

Initial Initial Initial rate of 
Experiment concentration of concentration of reaction I 

G/ moldm-3 H/ moldm- 3 moldm-3 s 1 

8.6 x 10-43.8 x 10-2 2.6 x 10-24 

6.3 x 10-2 7.5 x 10-2 To be calculated5 

The rate equation for this reaction is 


rate= k[G jl [H J 


(i) 	 Use the data from Experiment 4 to calcuJate a value for the rate constant k at 
this temperature. Deduce the units of k. 

(3 marks) 
(ii) 	 Calculate a value for the initial rate of reaction in Experiment 5. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 2013 

2 Gases P and Q react as shown in the following equa tion. 

2P(g) + 2Q(g)-+ R(g) + S(g) 

The ini1ial rate of the reaction was measured in a series of experiments at a constant 
temperature. The following rate equation was determined. 

rate = k[PJ2[QJ 

(a) 	 Complete the table of data for the reaction between P and Q. 

Experiment 

1 

Initial [G] I 
moldm-3 

2.5 x 10-2 

Initial [OJ I 
moldm-3 

1.8 x 10-2 

Initial rate I 

moldm
-3 - 1 

s 

5.0 x 10-5 

2 7.5 x 10-2 1.8 x 10-2 

3 

4 

5.0 x 10-2 

5.4 x 10-2 
... 5.0 x 10-s 

4.5 x 10 4 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	fi Use the data from Experiment l to calculate a value for the rate constant k at this 

temperature. 	Deduce the units of k. 
(3 marks) 

AQA, 2012 

• 
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Chapter 18 Kinetics 
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Propanone and iodine react in acidic conditions according Lo the rollowing equation. 

CH3COCH3 + 12 ~ ICH2COCH3 + HI 

A student studied the kinetics o[ this reaction using hydrochloric acid and a solution 
containing propanone and iodine. From the results the following rate equation was deduced. 

rate= k[CH3COCH3) [W] 

(a) 	 Give the overall order for this reaction. 

(/ mark) 
(b) 	fj When the initial concentrations of the reactants were as shown in the table 

below, the initial rate of reaction was found to be J.24 x J0-4 mol dm- 1 s- 1• 

Initial concentration I 
moldm-3 

CH COCH3 4.403
1--~- _ ___,1--~~~~~~----l 

12 5.00 x 10-3 

H• 0.820 

Use these data to calcu late a value for the rate constant, k [or the reaction and give its 
units. 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 Deduce how the initial rate of reaction changes when the concentration of iodine is 

doubled but the concentrations of propanone and or hydrochloric acid arc unchanged. 

(I mark) 
(d) 	The following mechanism for the overall reaction has been proposed. 

H 

I •
Step I CH3COCH3 + W ~ H -C-C-CH3 

I 
H OH 

H 
I • 	

H 
\. 

Step 2 H - C-C-CH3 	 C=C-CH3 + H• 
I 	 I / I 
H OH 	 H OH 

H 
\. 

Step 3 C= C- CH3 + 12 ~ ICH2-C-CH3 +
/ 	 I II 

H OH 	 O' 
I 
H 

H+ Step 4 ICH2-C- CH3 	 ICH2-C- CH3 + 
II 	 II 
o• 0 
I 
H 

Use the rate equation co suggest which of the four steps could be the rate
determining step. Explain your answer. 

(2 marks) 
(e) 	 Use your understanding or reaction mechanisms to predict a mechanism for Step 2 by 

adding one or more curly arrows as necessary to the structure of the carbocation below. 

H H 
I • 	 \. 

Step 2 H-C-C-CH3 C= C-CH3 + 

/
I 	 I 

H 	 OH H OH 

(/ mark) 
AQA, 2010 



19 Equilibrium constant KP 
09.1 Equilibrium constant KP for 

homogeneous systems 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State what is meant by partial 

pressure. 

-+ 	 Apply the equilibrium law to 
gaseous equilibria. 

-+ 	 Predict the effect of changing 
pressure and temperature on 
a gaseous equilibrium. 

Specification reference 3.1.10 

Synoptic link 

Revise the material on equilibrium 
in Chapter 6, Equilibria, in 
particular the equilibrium law. 

Hint vx 

The SI unit of pressure is the 
pascal (Pa]. 1 pascal is a pressure 
of 1 newton per square metre 
{N m-2]. This is roughly the weight 
of an apple spread over the area of 
an opened newspaper. 

• 


Gaseous equilibria 
You have seen how you can apply the equilibrium law to reversible 
reactions that occur in solution and how to derive an expression for an 
equilibrium constant K, for such reactions. Many reversible reactions 
take place in the gas phase. These include many important industrial 
reactions such as the synthesis of ammonia and a key stage of the 
contact process for making sulfuric acid. Gaseous equilibria also obey 
the equilibrium law but it is usual to express their concentrations in a 
diHerent way using the idea of partial pressure. 

Partial pressure 
In a mixture of gases, each gas contributes to the total pressure. This 
contribution is called its partial pressure p and is the pressure that the 
gas would exert if it occupied the container on its own. The sum of 
the partial pressures of all the gases in a mixture is the total pressure. 
For example, air is a mixture of approximately 20% oxygen molecules 
and 80% nitrogen molecules and has a pressure (at sea level) of 
approximately 100 kPa (kilopascals). 

So the approximate partial pressure of oxygen in the air is 20 kPa and 
that of nitrogen is 80kPa. 

Mathematically, the partial pressure of a gas in a mixrnre is given 
by its mole fraction multiplied by the total pressure and is given the 
symbol p. 

partial pressure p of A = mole fraction of A x tota l pressure 

number or moles of gas A in the mixture 
The mole fraction of a gas A=---------------

tota l number or moles of gas in the mixture 

Applying the equilibrium Law to gaseous equilibria 
An equilibrium constant can be found in the same way as for a 
reaction in solution but it is given the symbol K

11 
rather than Kc. 

For a reaction aA(g) + bB(g) ,...- yY(g) + zZ(g) 

p)Y(g)eqm p'Z(g)cqm 
KP= b 

p"A(g)cqm P B (g)cqm 

Note how this corresponds to the equilibrium law expressed in terms 
of concentration that you have seen earlier . 



Worked example: Equilibrium law in gaseous equilibria @ 
1 	 For the equilibrium 2 For the equilibrium 

H (g) + I (g) .- 2III(g) 3H (g) + N (g) ~ 2NH (g)
2 2	 2 2 3

(the key step in the Haber 
(plll (g)cqrn)2 

process)K=------
P 	 pH2(8)eqm Pl2(g).,qm P2 NH3(g)eqm

K 	=------
This particular Kr has no P p3H2(g)eqmPN2(g)eqm 
units as they cancel. 

Here KP would have units 
of Pa-2 

~ 
Worked example: Calculating partial pressure ~ 

This example shows how you can use the expression for K , to 
1

calculate the composition of an equilibrium mixture 

KP is 0.020 for the reaction 

2Hl(g) .- H2(g) + I2(g) 

If the reaction started with pure Ht and the initial pressure of 
HI was I00 kPa, what would be the partial pressure of hydrogen 
when equilibrium is reached? 

Set out the problem in the same way as when using Kc. 

2III(g) 
Start: 100 kPa 0 kPa 0 kPa 

A t eqm : ( 100- 2x) kPa x kPa xkPa 

The chemical equation tells us: 

• 	 that there will be the same number of moles of H2 and 12 at 
equilibrium, therefore pH2eqm =pl2eqm =x 

• 	 that for each mole of hydrogen (and of iodine) that is 
produced, rwo moles of hydrogen iodide are used up so that i1 
p.H2C<Jll1 =X, pJlll'ql1t = ( 100 - 2X) 

PH2(g)cq111 Pl2(g)eqm 

K,) = (pHI(g)eqm)2 
2 

Putting in the figures gives: 0.02 = x 
(100-2x) 2 

Taking the square root of each side gives: 0.141 = x 
(100 - 2x) 

0.141 x (l00 -2x) = x 

14.1 - 0.282x =x 

14.1 = l.282x 
14.1 

x=--= 10.99 
1.282 

pH2 (g) = 11 kPa (to 2 s. f. ) 

The chemical eq uation tells us that pl2(g) must be the same as 
pH2 (g) and that pHI(g) must be 100 - (2 x 11) = 78 kPa. 

• 




19.1 Equilibrium constant KP for homogeneous systems 

The effect of changing temperature and pressure on 
a gaseous equilibrium 
Le Chatelier's principle applies to gaseous equilibria in the same way 
as to equilib ria in solution. The only difference is that the partial 
pressure of reactants and products replace concentration. 

So, for a reaction that is exothermic going left to right, increasing the 
temperature forces the equilibrium to the left, so that the reaction 
absorbs heat. In other words increasing the temperatu re decreases KP. 
So fo r the Haber process reaction 

3H2(g) + N2(g) ~ 2NH3(g) 6H = -92 kJ moJ- 1 

So increasing the temperature decreases the yield of ammonia at 
equilibrium. 

Increasing the pressure forces th e equi lib rium in such a way as to 
reduce the total pressure, that is, to the side with few er molecules. So 
increasing the total pressu re increases the yie ld o f ammonia. 

Changing the total pressure o nl y affects the equilibrium position when 
there is a change in the tota l num ber of molecu les on either side of the 
reaction. So for the equilibriu m 

2Hl(g) """'"" H2 (g) + 12(g) 

Pressure will have no effect on the equil ibrium position. 

Increasing the pressure on a gas phase reaction will increase the rate a t 
which equilibrium is reached as there will be m ore collisions between 
molecules. Increasing temperature will also increase the rate at which 
equilibrium is attained as will the uses of a catalyst. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Using Le Ch~telier's principle, predict the effect of 3 State how the position ofeach of the following 
increasing: (i) the pressure and (ii) the temperature gaseous equilibria will be affected by 
on the following reactions: Increasing temperature 

a 2S02(g) + 02(g) _.. 2S03(g) ii Decreasing total pressure 


dH =- 197 kJ mol 1 iii Using a catalyst 


b N 04(g) ..- 2N0 (g) ~H = + 58 kJ mo1-1 Give the units of KP in each case
2 2


c H2(g) + C0 2(g) ..- H20(g) + CO(g) a 2S02(g) + 02{g) ..- 2S03(g) 


~H = +40 kJ mo1- 1 dH =-192 kJ mol 1 

2 A(g) + B(g) ..-C(g) + D(g) represents an exothermic b H2{g) + C02(g) ..- H20{g) + CO(g) 
reaction and KP= pe(g) pO{g) I pA(g) pB(g). dH =-40 kJ mol 1 


In the above expression, what would happen to KP: 1
c N
2
04(g) ..- 2N02{g) ~H = +57 kJ mo1

a if the temperature were decreased 


b if more Awere added to the mixture 


c if a catalyst were added ? 


• 




Practice questions 

1 	 G Consider the equilibrium system below. 
2S0 (g) + 0 2 (g) ...- 2S03(g)2
The partial pressures for the gases in the equilibrium. mixture are 
pS02 = 0.080 atm 
p02 = 0.90 atrn 
pS03 = 5.0 atrn 
Calculate k , for this system. Give your answer lO an appropriate number of significant 

1
figures. Include the unit. 

(3 marks) 

2 	 G Calculate the value of KP for the system shown below. 
2N02(g) ...- N20 4(g) 
At 65·c the partial pressures of the gases at equilibrium are 
pN02 = 0.80 atm 
pN = 0.25 a im 2 0 4 
Give your answer LO three significam figures and include the unit. 

(3 marks) 

3 	 G A chem ist analysed the eq uilibrium system below 
3TT (g) + N (g) _.. 2NTT3(g)

2 2
And round that there was 26.0 moles of NI-Iy I 3.0 moles or H2, and 65.0 moles of 

N

2 
present in the equi librium mixture. 


The total pressure of the system was 12.0 atm. 

(i) 	 Calculate the mole fraction of each gas at equilibrium. 

(I mark) 
(ii) Calculate the partial pressure of each gas at equilibrium. 

(I mark) 
(iii) Calculate K , for this system. Give your answer to three decimal points and 

1
include any units. 

(3 marks) 

4 	 G A chemist investigated the equilibrium system below. 
H2 (g) + I2 (g) ...- 2HT(g) 
At 450 °C and a pressure of 3.00 ann. 
At equilibrium there was 0.30 mol or H2, 0.40 mol or 12, and 1.40 mol of Ill. 
Calculate the K,,. Give your answer to two significant figures and include any units. 

(5 marks) 

5 	 G Phosphorus pentachloride. PCl decomposes on heating to form phosphorus5 
trichloride PCl3 and ch lorine, Cl2 according to the equation below. 
PCl5 ...- PCJ3 + Cl2 
At a temperature of 350°C and a pressure of 12.0 atm the amou nt of gas present at 
equi librium was 0.40 mol of PC15, 0.75 mol of PCly and 0.90 mol of CI2. 

Calculate the value or[(,. Give your answer to two significan t figures and include 
. I 

any u111ts. 
(5 marks) 

6 	 G Ca lculate the value of K" for the system shown below. 
3H2(g) + N2 (g) ...- 2NH3(g) 
At 80°C the partial pressures or the gases at equilibrium are: 

pH2 = 0.80 atrn 

pN2 = 0.25 arm 

pNH3 = 0.35 atm 

Give your answer 10 two significanc figures and include any units. 


(3 marks) 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Illustrate how half equations 

are written for the reactions at 
an electrode. 

' Explain the term standard 
electrode potential. 

' Describe how standard 
electrode potentials are 
measured. 

' Describe the conventional 
representation of a cell. 

Specification reference: 3.1.11 

You will need to know redox 
equations studied in Chapter 7, 
Oxidation, reduction, and redox 
reactions. 

zinc rod 

Zn2• (aq) 
(e.g. znso.(aq)) 

• Figure 2 A zinc electrode 

temperature 298 K 
_ + salt bridge 

~-~ V>---1---. 

j copper 

Zn2• (aq) 

zinc _J 

Cu'• (aq) 

• Figure 3 Two electrodes connected 
together with o voltmeter to measure the 
potential difference 

• 


If you place two different metals 
in a salt solution and connect 
them together (Figure 1) an 

metal 1 metal 2electric current flows so that (less reactive)(more reactive)
electrons pass from the more 
reactive meta l to the less reactive. 
This is the basis of batteries that 
power everything from MP3 
players to milk floats. 

solution containing ions 

This topic and the following • Figure 1 Flow ofelectric current 

two look at how electricity is 
produced by electrochemical cells and how th is can be used to explain 
and predict redox reactions (which are all about electron transfer) . 

Half cells 
When a rod of metal is dipped into a solution or its own ions, an 
equilibrium is set up. 

For example, dipping zinc into zinc sulfate solution sets up the 
following equilibrium: 

Zn(s) ~ Zn2+(aq) + 2e 

This arrangement is called an electrode, or a half cell, as two half cells 
can be joined together to make an electrical cell (Figure 2) . 

If you could measure this potential, it would tell us how readily 
electrons are released by the metal, that is, how good a reducing agent 
the metal is. (Remember that reducing agen ts release electrons.) 

However, elect rical poten tia l ca nnot be measured directly, only 
poten tia l difference (often ca lled voltage). What you can do is to 
connect togeth er two diffe rent electrodes and measure the potential 
diffe rence between them with a voltmeter (Figure 3) for copper and 
zinc electrodes. 

The electrical circuit is completed by a sa lt bridge, the simplest form 
of which is a piece of fi lter paper soaked in a solution of a salt (usually 
saturated potassium nitrate). A sa lt bridge is used rather than a piece 
of wire, to avoid further metal/ion potentials in the circuit. 

H you connect the two electrodes tO the voltmeter (Figure 3) you get 
a potential difference (voltage) of I. I 0 V (if the solutions are 
1.00 mot dm- 3 and the temperature 298 K). The voltmeter shows 
that the zinc electrode is the more negative. 



2 

'
IThe fact that the zinc electrode is negative tells you that zinc loses its 

electrons more readily than does copper - zinc is a better reducing 
agent. rr the voltmeter were removed and electrons allowed to flow, 
they would do so from zinc co copper. The following changes would 
take place: 

Zinc would dissolve to form Zn2•(aq), increasing the concentration 
of Zn2•(aq) . 
The electrons would flow through the wire to the copper rod 
where they would combine with Cu2• (aq) ions (from the copper 
sulfate solution) so depositing fresh copper on the rod and 
decreasing the concentration of Cu2• (aq). 

The following two ha lf reactions would take place: 

Zn(s) -. Zn2•(aq) + 2e

and Cu 2•(aq) + 2e--. Cu(s) 

adding: Zn(s) + Cu 2•(aq) + %e--. Zn2• (aq) + Cu(s) + %e-

When the two half reactions are added together, the electrons cancel 
out and you get the overall reaction: 

Zn(s) + Cu2• (aq) -. Zn2•(aq) + Cu(s) 

This is the reaction you get on purring zinc directly into a solution 
of copper ions. It is a redox reaction with zinc being oxidised and 
copper ions reduced. If the two half cells are connected they generate 
electricity. This forms an electrical cell called the Daniell cell (Figure 5). 

The hydrogen electrode 
To compare the tendency of different metals to release electrons, 
a standard electrode is needed to which any other half cell can be 
connected for comparison. The half cell chosen is called the standard 
hydrogen electrode (Figure 6). 

Hydrogen gas is bubbled into a solution of H• (aq) ions. Since hydrogen 
doesn't conduct, electrical contact is made via a piece of unreactive 
platinum metal (coated with finely divided platinum to increase the 
surface a rea and a llow any reaction to proceed rapidly). The electrode 
is used under sLandard conditions of [H• (aq)] = 1.00 mol dm- 3. 
pressure I 00 kPa, and temperature 298 K. 

temperature 298K 


platinum wi re -----:i. 


hydrogen gas  H2 (lOOkPal - •
OOOkPal 

finely divided 

platinum black 


HCI (aq), 1 mot dm 3 

..---1--salt bridge 
~==~ 

........................ 


Hint 

A perfect voltmeter does not allow 
any current to flow - it merely 
measures the electrical 'push' or 

pressure Ithe potential difference) 
which tends to make current flow. 

Study tip 

The salt chosen for the salt bridge 
must not react with either of the 
solutions in the half cells. 

A Figure 4 Measuring the potential 
difference afzinc and copper 

bulb 

zinc rOd ----t 

copper 
can 

copper 

sulfate 
zinc 

sulfate 

solution solution 

A Figure S A Daniell cell lighting a bulb. 
The porous pot acts like a salt bridge 

• 

A Figure 6 The standard hydrogen A Figure 7 Measuring E far a copper electrode 
electrode 



Study tip 
Remember the use of square 
brackets to represent 
concentration in mol dm 3_ 

Study tip 
Oxidation occurs at the negative 
electrode. Reduction occurs at the 
positive electrode. 

T Table 1 Some E values. Good 
reducing agents have negative values 
for E9 

Half reaction f "/V 

u • [aq) + e- -+ Li[s) - 3.03 

Ca2• [ aq) + ze- -+ Ca [ s] - 2.87 

A13• ( aq] + 3e- -+ Al ( s) - 1.66 

Zn 2• [ aq] + 2e Zn[s) - 0.76 

Pb2• [aq) + ze- • Pb(s) - 0.13 

2W(aq) + ze- -+ H2(g) 0.00 

Cu 2• [aq] + ze- • Cu (s) +0.34 
-

Ag•[aq] + e- -+ Ag(s] +0.80 

Hint 
What is Ee for this half reaction? 
zu+(aq] + 2e- -+ 2Li(s) 
3.03 V, as the number 
of electrons makes no difference 
to electrical potential. 

• 


The potential of the standard hydrogen e lectrode is defined as zero, 
so if it is connected to another electrode (Figure 7), the measured 
voltage, called the electromotive rorce E (emr). is the electrode 
potential of that cell. If the second cell is at standard conditions 
([metal ions]= 1.00 mol dm- 3, temperature= 298 K), then the emf is 
given the symbol Ee. Electrodes with negative values of Ee are better 
at releasing electrons (better reducing agents) than hydrogen . 

Changing the conditions, such as the concentration of ions or 
temperature, of an electrode will change its electrical potential. 

The electrochemical series 
A list of some Ee values for metal/metal ion standard electrodes is 
given in Table 1. 

In Table 1, the equilibria are written as reduction reactions (with the 
electrons on the left of the arrow). These are called electrode potentials, 
sometimes known as reduction potentials. (Remember from OIL RIG 
Reduction Ts Gain.} 

Arranged in this order with the most nega tive values at the top, 
this list is called the electrochemical series. The number of electrons 
involved in the reaction has no effect on the value or Ee. 

The voltage obtained by connecting two standard electrodes together 
is found by the difference between the two E9 values. So connecting 
an AJ3+(aq) /Al(s) standard electrode to a Cu2+(aq)/Cu(s) standard 
electrode would give a voltage of 2.00 V (Figure 8). 

2H+Caq) I H2(g) 
o.oov + 

1.66V 0.34V 

Al3+(aq) I Al(s) Cu2•caq) I Cu(s) 

emf = 2.00V 

£.Figure 8 Calculating the value of the voltage when two electrodes are connected 

II you connect an AJ3•(aq)/Al(s) standard e lcCLrodc to a Cu2•(aq)/Cu(s) 
standard electrode, the emI will be 2.00 V and the Al 3+(aq)/Al(s) 
electrode will be negative. 

II you connect an AJ3•(aq)/ Al(s) standard electrode t0 a Pb2+(aq)/Pb(s) 
standard electrode the emI will be 1.53 V and the Al3+(aq)/Al (s) elearode 
will be the negative electrode of the cell (Figure 9). 

It is worth sketching diagrams like the ones shown in Figures 8 and 
Figure 9. It will prevent you gelling confused with signs. Remember 
that more negative values are drawn to the left on the diagrams . 



'
l.66V 

0.13V 

emf = l.53V 

.A. Figure 9 Calculating the value af the emffor on Al3+!Al electrode connected to a 
Pb2+/Pb electrode 

For example, if you connect an Al3+(aq)/Al(s) standard electrode LO a 
Zn2+(aq)/Zn (s) standard electrode (Figure 10) the voltmeter will read 
0.90V and the Al3+(aq)/Al(s) electrode will be negative. 

Representing cells 
There is shorthand for writing down the cell formed by connecting 
two electrodes. The conven tions are those recommended by IUPAC 
(International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry). The usual 
apparatus diagram is shown in Figure 10 and the cell diagram is 
written using the following conventions: 

• 	 A vertical solid line indicaces a phase boundary, for example, 
between a solid and a solucion. 

• 	 A double vertical line shows a sail bridge. 

• 	 The species with the highest oxidation state is written next to the 
salt bridge. 

• 	 When giving the value of the emf E0 s tate the polarity (i.e., 
whether it is positive or negative) of the right-hand electrode, as 
the cell representation is written. In the case of the aluminium and 
copper cells in Figure 8 the copper half cell is more positive (it is 
connected to the positive terminal of the voltmeter) and, if allowed 
to flow, electrons would go from aluminium to copper. 

Al(s) JAI 3+(aq) 11Cu2• (aq) JCu (s) 	 £~ell =+ 2.00 V 

Yo u could also have written the cell: 

Cu (s)JCu2+(aq) I IA1 3+ (aq)JAl (s) 	 E~en = - 2.00 V 

This still tells us that e lectrons flow from aluminium to copper as the 
polarity of the right-hand electrode is always given. 

So emf= Et (R) - £ 0 (L) 

Where E 0 (R) represencs the emf of the right-hand electrode and E 0 (L) 
that of the left-hand e lecrrode. 

The cell representation for a silver electrode connected to a Pb2+(aq)/Pb(s) 
half cell would be: 

Pb(s)JPb2+(aq) llAg+(aq) IAg(s) 	 = +0.93V£~11 

I 

........................ 


Study tip 

The phase indicates a state of 
matter such as solid, liquid, or gas. 
It also refers to aqueous solutions. 

salt bridge zincaluminium 

.A. Figure 10 Connecting a pair ofelectrodes 

' 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Represent the following on 

a conventional cell diagram: 
1.05V 

+ 

Ni 

b 	 If the voltmeter was 
replaced by a wire, in 
which direction would 
the electrons flow? Write 
equations for the reactions 
occurring in each beaker 
and write an equation for 
the overall cell reaction. 

2 fi Calculate E~eu for: 

a Zn{s)IZn2 ' (aq) 11 

Pb2+{aq) IPb{s) 

b Pb{s) IPb2+{aq) II Zn2+{aq) 
Zn{s) 

• 




20.0 Predicting the direction of redox 
lieactions 

Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe how standard 

electrode potentials can be 
used to predict the direction 
ofa redox reaction. 

Specification reference: 3.1.11 

Study tip 
Electrons flow spontaneously 
from the negative electrode to the 
positive electrode. 

• 


It is possible tO use standard electrode pote ntials to decide on the 
feasibility of a redox (i.e., electron transfe r) reaction. When you 
connect a pair of electrodes, the electrons will flow from the more 
negative to the more positive and not in the opposite direction. So the 
signs of the elearodes tell us the direction of a redox reaction. 

Think of the following electrodes (Figure I): 

Zn2+(aq) + 2e-~ Zn(s) written in short as Zn2+(aq)/Zn(s) 

Ee = - 0.76 V and 

Cu2+(aq) + 2e- ..-. Cu{s) written in short as Cu2+(aq)/Cu(s) 

Ee = + 0.34V 

- 0.76 v 	 +0.34 v 

Zn c 

(both at 
standard 

conditions) 

.& Figure 1 The two electrodes. Their potentiols are measured with respect ta a 
standard hydrogen electrode 

Figure 2 shows these two electrodes connected together. Electrons will 
tend tO flow from zinc (the more negative) to copper (the more positive). 

So you know which way the two ha lf reactions must go. You can use a 
d iagram to represent the cell and if you then include Ee values for the 
two electrodes, you can find the emf for the cell. Figure 3 is the diagram 
for the zinc/copper cell. You can sec how it is related to the apparatus. 

salt bridge 
Zn 

Zn (s) ~ Zn2+ + 2e- Cu2+ + 2e- ~ Cu (s) 

.& Figure 2 Connecting Zn"' {aq}lln[s} and Cu2• [aq}/Cu{s} electrodes 



So the two equations are: 

Cu2+(aq) + 2e 

The overall effect is: 

Zn(s) 

Cu2+(aq) + 

-+ Cu(s) 

2e- -+ Cu(s) 

0.76V 

emf= l.lOV 

0.34V 

Zn(s) -+ 

+ 
Cu2+/ Cu 

Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s) + 2e--+ Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) +JP"' 
e 

So this reaction is feasible and is the reaction that 
actually happens, either by connecting the two .A Figure 3 Predicting the direction ofelectron flow when a 
electrodes or more directly by adding Zn to Cu2+(aq) Zn2 .../Zn electrode is connected to a Cu2 ...!Cu electrode 
ions in a test tube. The reverse reaction is not feasible 
a nd does not occur. 

Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) .,...-zn (s) + Cu2+(aq) 

Th is reaction would require electrons to flow from positive to negative. 

You can go through this process whenever you want to predict the 
outcome of a redox reaction. 

With redox systems that only involve metal ions but no metal 
(e.g.. Fe3+/Fe2+), a beaker containing all the relevant ions and a 
platinum electrode to make electrical contact is used in order to 
measure E6 by connecting tO a hydrogen electrode (Figure 4). 

==-=I vI-+___, 

.---+--salt bridgehydrogen - • 
;:;:===~ 

platinum 

H" (aq) 
1 mol dm-3 

solution containing Fe2+(aq) 
and Fe2+ (aq), both 1 mol dm-3 

.A Figure4 

The cell diagram wou ld be written as follows: 

Pt III (g) I2n+(aq) II Fe3+(aq), Fe2+(aq) IPt2

Remember the rule that the most oxidised species 
(in this case H+ and Fe3+) go next to the salt 
bridge. 

Further examples of predicting the 
direction of redox reactions 
You can extend the electrochemical series to 

,.. Table 1 £"' valuesfor more reduction half equations 

Reduction half equation E-1 v 

Li+(aq) + e--+ Li(s) - 3.03 

Ca2~ (aq) + 2e- -+ Ca[s) - 2.87 

Al3+(aq) + 3e- - • Al(s) -1.66 

Zn2+(aq) + 2e- -+ Zn [s) - 0.76 

Cr3+(aq) + e- -+ Cr2+[aq ) - 0.41 

Pb2+(aq) + 2e - • Pb (s) -0.13 

2W(aq) + 2e- • Hz(g) 0.00 

Cu 2+( aq) + e- -+ Cu+( aq) +0.15 

Cu 2+(aq) + 2e- -+ Cu[s) +0.34 

12(aq) + 2e -+ 21 [aq) +0.54 

Fe3+(aq) + e- • Fe2• ( aq) +0.77 

Ag+( aq) + e--+ Ag(s) +0.79 

Br2(aq) + 2e- -+ 2Br- (aq) +1.07 

Cl2(aq) + 2e -+ 2CI (aq) +1.36 

Mn0 + 8W(aq) + 5e- • Mn2+(aq) + 4H 0(1) +1.514  2


Ce4+(aq) +e- -+Ce3•[aq ) 
 + 1.70 

systems other than simple metal I metal ion 
ones (Table I). 



__20.~l~~_4:~ictin~}he direction of redox reactions 

~ 
Worked example: emf for an iron-chlorine ~ 
electrochemical cell 
Will the following reaction occur or nol? 

Fe3+(aq) + cJ- (aq) __. Fe2•(aq) + ~ Cl2 (aq) 

2H+/H2 
O.OOV Fe3+/ Fe2+ 

0.77V 
·• L36V 

emf =0.56V. 

Hint 

E6 values tell you whether a 
reaction is feasible or not. It 

doesn't give any information 
about the speed of the reaction. A 

feasible reaction may be so slow 
that in practice it does not take 

place at all at room temperature. 

• 


~ 
.A Figure 4 Working outthe emffor Fe31 {oq] +Cl {oq] • Fe2' (aq) + ~ CJiaq) 

Figure 4 shows that the emf is 0.53 V with iron the more negative. 
So. electrons will flow from the Fe3• /Fe2+ standard electrode to 

the~ c121c1- standard electrode. 

Fe2+ - • Fe3+ + e
.!c1 + c- • c1 
2 2 

Fe2• + .!c1 + ~ • Fc3+ + c1- + / 2 2 
This is the reaction that will occur. The following reaction is not 
feasible. 

IFe3+(aq) + Cl- (aq) 7 Fe2+(aq) + 2Cl2 (aq) 

So. chlorine will oxidise iron{11) ions to iron (Ill) ions. 

~ 
Worked example: emf for an iron-iodine ~ 
electrochemical cell 
Will the following reaction occur or not ? 

Fe3+(aq) + 1- (aq) --> Fe2+(aq) + ~ 12(aq) 

2 H+/ H2
O.OOV 

0.54V 

emf= 0.24V 

~ 
e 

.A Figure 5 Working out the emffor Fe3~{aq] +I {aq} _.. Fe2' {aq] + ~Iiaq}O 



0 
Figure 5 shows that the emf is 0.23 V with iodine the more negative. 

So, electrons will Oow from the~ 1 W electrode to the Fe3+/Fe2+2
electrode. 

1- + Fc3+ + .fl"' • .!. I + Feh +,,e2 2 
This is the reaction that will occura. The following reaction is not 
£easible. 

Fe2+(aq) + ~ I (aq) 7' Fe3+(aq) + 1-(aq)2

So, iron(III) ions will ox id ise iodide ions to iodine. 

Summary questions 

1 	 fj What will be the value of the emf for an Al3+(aq)/Al(s) standard 

electrode connected to a Zn2+(aq)/ Zn(s) standard electrode? Draw a 
diagram like Figure 3 to illustrate your answer. 

2 	 fj Use the values of E in Table 1 to calculate the emf for the following: 

a Ce4 *(aq) + Fe2+(aq) - Ce3+(aq) + Fe3- (aq) 

b 12(aq) + 2Br (aq)- Br2(aq) + 21 (aq) 
1 

c MnQ4 - (aq) + BW(aq) + s1- (aq)-t Mn2-(aq) + 4H 0(1) + 2z1 (aq)2 2

d 2W(aq) + Pb(s) • Pb2• (aq) + H2(g) 

3 Which of the halogens could possibly oxidise Ag(s) to Ag+(aq) ions? 

4 a Is the reaction Br2(aq) + 2CI (aq)-t Cl2(aq) + 2Br- (aq) feasible? 

b 	 Is the reaction Fe3+(aq) + Br- (aq)-. Fe2+(aq) + ~Br 2( aq) feasible? 

"-------

Hint 

E(R) - E(L) =emf 

If the emf is positive then the 
reaction is feasible. 



Learning objectives 
' Describe the differences 

between non-rechargeable, 
rechargeable, and fuel cells. 

' Describe the electrode 
reactions in a 
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell. 

' Describe the benefits and 
risks to society associated 
with each type of cell. 

Specification reference: 3.1.11 

.&. Figure 1 

.&. Figure 2 In the Victorian era, Morse 
code telegraphic communications used 
Daniell cells 

carbon rod 

cardboard 

zinc outer case 

ca54: manganese(rv) 
oxide+ 
powdered 
carbon 

ammonium 
chloride paste 
in water 

.&. Figure 3 A LeclancM cell 
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Modern life would not be the same without ba1tcrics - both 
rechargeable and single use for tablets. phones, MP3 players, and so 
on. Nowadays there is a huge variety of types and brands advertised 
with slogans like long life and high power. Batteries arc based on the 
principles of electrochemical cells. Strictly, a battery refers to a number 
of ce!Js connected together, but in everyday speech the word has come 
to mean almost any portable source of stored electricity. You will need 
to be able to apply the principles of electrochemical cells, but you will 
not be expected to learn the details of the construction of the cells 
described below. 

Non-rechargeable cells 
Zinc/copper cells 
The Daniell cell provides an emf of 1.1 V. It was developed by rhe 
British chemise John Daniell in the 1830s and was used ro provide the 
electricity for old fashioned telegraphs which senr messages by Morse 
code (Figure 2). However, it was not practical for portable devices, 
because of the liquids that it contained. lt works on rhe general 
principle of electrons being transferred from a more reactive metal to 

a less reactive one. The voltage can be worked our from the difference 
between the electrode potenrials in the electrochemical series. 

Zinc/carbon cells 
The electrodes can be made from materials ocher than metals. For 
example. in the Leclanche cell (which is named after the Frenclunan 
George Leclanche), the positive electrode is carbon which acts like 
the inert platinum electrode in the hydrogen electrode (Figure 3). The 
Leclanche cell is the basis of most ordinary disposable batteries. The 
electrolyte is a paste rather than a liquid. 

The commercial form of this type of cell consists of a zinc canister 
filled with a paste of ammonium chloride, NH4Cl, and water - the 
electrolyte. In the centre is a carbon rod. Jr is surrounded by a mixture 
of manganese(IV) oxide and powdered carbon. The half equations are: 

Zn (s} ~ Zn2+(aq} + 2e- E"' -0.8 V 

2NH/(aq) + 2e- .- 2NH3(g) + H2(g) E""+0.7V 

These are not £ 0 values as the conditions arc l"ar from standard. 

The reactions that take place are: 

• 	 at the zinc: 

Zn(s)-+ Zn2•(aq) + 2e

• at the carbon rod: 

2NH/(aq} + 2e- • 2NH3(g) + H2(g) 

So the overall reaction as the cell discharges is: 

2NH/(aq} + Zn(s) -+ 2NH (g) + H2(g) + Zn2+(aq)
3

emf"' 1.5 V with the zinc as the negative terminal 

http:E""+0.7V


The hydrogen gas is oxidised to water by the manganese(lV) oxide 
(preventing a build up or pressure). whilst the ammonia dissolves in 
the water or the paste. 

As the cell discharges, the zinc is used up and che walls of the zinc 
canister become thin and prone to leakage. The anunonium chloride 
electrolyte is acidic and can be corrosive. That is why you should 
remove spent baneries from equipment. This cell is ideal for doorbells, 
for example which need a small current intermiuently. 

A variant of this cell is the zinc chloride cell. lt is similar to the 
Leclanche but uses zinc chloride as the electrolyte. Such cells are 
better at supplying high currents than the leclanche and are marketed 
as extra life batteries for radios. torches, and shavers. 

Long life alkaline baucries are also based on the same system, bu t 
with an electrolyte of potassium hydroxide. Powdered zinc is used. 
whose greater surface area allows the battery to supply high currents. 
The cell is enclosed in a steel container to prevent leakage. These cells 
are suitable for equipment taking continuous high currents such as 
personal stereos. Jn this situation they can last up ro 16 times as long 
as ordinary zinc/carbon batteries, but they are more expensive . 

Many other e lectrode systems are in use. especially fo r miniature 
batteries such as those used in watches. hearing aids, cameras, and 
electronic equipment. These include zinc/air, mercury(IT) oxide/zinc, 
silver oxide/zinc, and lithium/manganese(IV) oxide. Which is used 
for which application depends on the precise requirements of voltage, 
current, size, and cost. 

Rechargeable batteries 
These can be recharged by reversing the cell reactions. This is done 
by applying an external voltage greater than the voltage of the cell to 
drive the electrons in the opposite direction. 

Lead- acid batteries 
Lead-acid batteries are rechargeable batteries used to operate the 
starter motors or cars. They consist of six 2 V cells connected in series 
to give 12 v. Each cell consists of two plates dipped into a solution or 
sulfuric acid. The posi tive plate is made of lead coated with lead( IV) 
oxide, Pb02, and the negative plate is made of lead (Figu re 4). 

On discharging, the fol lowing reactions occur as the battery drives 
electrons from the lead plate to the lead(IV) oxide coated one. 

At the lead plate: 

Pb(s) + so/-(aq)--+ PbS04(s) + 2e

At the lead-dioxide-coated plate: 

Pb0 (s) + 4W(aq) + So/-(aq) + 2e---+ PbS04(s) + 2H20(1)
2

The overall reaction as the cell discharges is: 

Pb02(S) + 4n+(aq) + 2so/ -(aq) + Pb(s) --+ 2PbS04(S) + 2H20(1) 

emf "' 2V 

These reactions are reversed as the battery is charged up and electrons 
flow in the reverse direction, driven by the car's generator. 

l_____. 


the car's electrical system 

electrolyte (sulfuric acid) 

.A. Figure 4 Alead-acid car battery 

Hint 

Technically, a battery consists 

of two or more simple cells 

connected together. So a 1.5 V 

zinc- carbon battery is really 

a cell, whilst a car battery is a 

t rue battery . 

• 




20.3 Electrochemical cells 

Study tip 
You can use given data to 
determine the emf of any cell. 

.6. Figure 5 Some ofthe enormous 
variety of batteries available today 

positive negative 
electrode electrode 
(LiCo02} (carbon) 

O~~~o 

~ 


.6. Figure 6 
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Portable batteries 
There are now rechargeable batteries that come in all shapes and sizes. 

Nicke l/cadmium 

These arc now available in standard sizes to replace traditional 

zinc-carbon batteries. Although more expensive to buy, they can be 

recharged up to 500 times, reducing the errective cost significantly. 

These cells are called nickel/cadmium and have an alkaline electrolyte. 

The two half equations arc: 


Cd(OH)2(s) + 2c- .- Cd(s) + 20W(aq) 

NiO(OH)(s) + H 0(l ) + e- .- Ni(OH)2(s) + OH-(aq)
2

Overall: 

2Ni0(0H)(s) + Cd(s) + 2H20(I) .- 2Ni(OH)2(s) + Cd(OH)2(S) 

emf"" +1.2 V 

The reaction goes from left to right on discharge (electrons flowing 
from Cd to Ni) and right to left on charging. 

Lithium ion 
The rechargeable lithium ion cell is used in laptops. tablers, 
smartphones, and other mobile gadgets. £t is light because lirhium is 
the least dense metal. The elecrrolyte is a solid polymer rather rhan a 
liquid or pasre so it cannot leak, and its charge can be copped up ar any 
rime without rhe memory effect of some orher rechargeable batteries, 
which can only be recharged efficiently when rhey have been fully 
discharged. The cell can even be bent or folded wirhour leaking. 

The positive electrode is made of lithium cobalt oxide, LiCo02, and 
the negative electrode is carbon. These are arranged in layers with a 
sandwich of solid electrolyte in between. On charging, electrons are 
forced rhrough the external circuit from positive rn negative electrode 
and at the same rime lithium ions move through the elecrrolyte 
cowards the positive electrode to mainta in the balance of charge. 

The reactions that occur on charging are: 

negative electrode: Li+ + e- -> Li Ee = - 3 V 

E0 = +l V 

On discharging, the processes are reversed so electrons flow from 
negative to positive. A single cell gives a vol tage of between 3.5 V and 
4.0V, compared with around 1.5 v for most other cells. 

Alkaline hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell 
The reactions that occur in an alkaline hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell are: 

2H2(g) + 40H-(aq) • 4H20(1) + 4e- Ee = -0.83 V 

0 2(g) + 2H 0(1) + 4e- • 40W(aq) Ee = +0.40 V 2

Overall: 

E= l.23V 



____ _ \_ 

The cell has two electrodes of a porous platinum-based 
material. They are separated by a semi -permeable 

_....1--_, 
: OH-
~ 

NaOH(aq) electrolyte 
membrane and the electrolyte is sodium hydroxide solution. 
Hydrogen enters at the negative electrode and the following 
half reaction takes place: 

Ee = -0.83 V 

This releases electrons, which flow through the circuit to 
the other electrode where oxygen enters and the following 

semi-permeable _reaction takes place: 
membrane 

Ee = +0.4V 

This accepts e lectrons from the other electrode and releases 
OH- ions which travel through the semi -permeable I H20t outmembrane tO that electrode. 

.A Figure 7 
The overall effect is for hydrogen and oxygen tO react together to 
produce water and generate an emf of l .23 V. 

Study tip
emf= l.23V 

The hydrogen/oxygen fuel cel l 
This is the same reaction as burning hydrogen and oxygen but it does not need to be electrically 
takes place at a low temperature so there is no production of nitrogen recharged. 
oxides, which form if hydrogen is burnt directly. 

This type of fuel cell is used tO generate electricity on spacecraft 
because the only by-product is pure water, which can be used as 
drinking water by the astronauts. Tn terrestrial use it is important 
because unlike many other sources of electrical energy, it produces no 
carbon dioxide. 

The hydrogen economy .A Figure 8 A fuel-cell powered vehicle 
At first sight, this type of fuel cell appears 10 be very 'green' because 
the only product is water. However you have LO consider the source 
of the hydrogen. At present. most hydrogen is made from crude oil 
a non-renewable resource. It could be made by electrolysis of water 
but most electricity is made by burning fossil fuels. which emit carbon 
dioxide. Also, hydrogen-powered vehicles will need an infrastructure 
of hydrogen filling sta tions to be built, which also raises the issues 
of storing and transpor1 ing a highly fl ammable gas. For example. in 
the 1930s two airships which used hydrogen as their lifting gas - the 
Hindenberg and the R l 01 - exploded with serious loss of life. A major 
problem is storing hydrogen because it is a gas. For example, burning 
1 g of hydrogen gives out around three times as much energy as 
burning 1 g of petrol but the hydrogen takes up around 8000 times as 
much space. 

Summary question 

1 	 List the advantages and disadvantages of each cell, described with regard 
to cost, practicality, safety, and the environment. 

One way of storing hydrogen 
safely is by absorbing it into 
solid compounds cal led metal 
hydrides. The hydrogen is 
absorbed under pressure and 
released by gentle heating. 

• 




1 Hydrogen-oxygen [uel cells can opera Le in acidic or in a lkaline conditions but commercial 
cells use porous platinum electrodes in contact with concentrated aqueous potassium 
hydroxide. The table below shows some standard electrode potentials measured in acidic 
and in alkaline conditions. 

Half-equation E"N 

,___ 

,....__ 

02(g) + 4W(aq) + 4e- -+ 2H20(1) 

02(g) + 2H20(1) + 4e- -+ 40W( aq) 

2W(aq] + 2e- -+ H2(g) 

2H 20(1) + 2e- -+ 20W( aq) + H2 (g) 

+1.23 

+0.40 

0.00 
-

- 0.83 

(a) State why the electrode potential for the standard hydrogen electrode 
is equal to 0.00 Y. (1 mark) 

(b) (9 Use data from the table to calculate the e.m.f. of a hydrogen-oxygen 
fuel cell operating in alkaline conditions. (1 mark) 

(c) Write the conventional representation for an alkaline 
hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell. (2 marks) 

(d) (9 Use the appropriate half-equations to construct an overall equation 
for the reaction that occurs when an alkaline hydrogen-oxygen fuel 
cell operates. Show yom working. (2 marks) 

(e) Give one reason, other than cost, why the platinum elcdrodes arc 
made by coating a porous ceramic material with platinum rather 
than by using platinum rods. (1 mark) 

(f) Suggest why the e.m.f. of a hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, operating in 
acidic conditions, is exactly the same as that of an alkaline fuel cell. (1 mark) 

(g) Other than its lack of pollution, state briefly the main advantage of a fuel 
cell over a rechargeable cell such as the nickel-cadmium cell when 
used to provide power for an electric motor that propels a vehicle. (J mark) 

(h) Hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells are sometimes regarded as a source of 
energy that is carbon neutral. Give one reason why this may not be true. 

(1 mark) 

AQA, 2010 

2 Where appropriate, use the standard electrode potential data in the table 
below to answer the questions which follow. 

Standard electrode potential E"N 

Zn2+(aq) + 2e- -+ Zn(s) - 0.76 

v3+(aq) +e- -+v2+(aq] - 0.26 

So/ - (aq) + 2W(aq) + 2e--+ 503 
2  (aq) + H20(1) +0.17 

vo2+( aq] + 2W( aq] + e- -+ v3+(aq] + H20(1] +0.34 
~ 

Fe3+(aq] + e- -+ Fe2+(aq] +0.77 
-

V02• [aq) + 2W(aq] + e- -+ V02+(aq) + H20(1) +1.00 

CI
2
[aq] + ze- -+ 20 [aq) +1.36 

(a) 	 From the table above select the species which is the most powerful 
reducing agent. (1 mark) 

(b) 	 From the table above select 
(i) 	 a species which, in acidic solution, will reduce vo2+(aq ) to vo2+(aq) 


but will not reduce vo2+(aq) to v 3• (aq), 

(ii) 	 a species which, in acidic solution, will oxidise V02+(aq) to VO/ (aq). 

(2 marks) 

• 
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Chapter 20 Electrode potentials and electrochemical cells 

(c) 	 The cell represented below was set up under standard conditions. 

PqFe2• (aq), Fe1• (aq)llTJ3•(aq), rl•(aq)IPt Cell emf=+ 0.48 v 


(i) 	 Deduce the standard electrode potential for the following half reaction. 
Tl3•(aq) + 2e- _. Tl• (aq) 

(ii) 	 Write an equation for the spontaneous cell reaction. (3 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

Table 3 shows some standard electrode potential data. 

ZnO(s) + H20(1) + ze- -+ Zn(s) + 20W(aq) - 1.25 

Fe2• [aq) + ze- -+ Fe [s) -0.44 

02[g] + 2H20(1] + 4e -+ 40W(aq) +0.40 

2HOCl[aq) + 2W[aq)+2e -+Cl2(g)+2H20[ 1) +l.64 

(a) Give the conventional representation of the cell that is used to measure 
the standard electrode potential of iron as shown in Table 3. (2 marks) 

(b) With reference to electrons, give the meaning of the term 
reducing agent. (I mark) 

(c) Identify the weakest reducing agent from the species in Table 3. 
Explain how you deduced your answer. (2 marks) 

(d) When HOCI ads as an oxidising agent, one of the atoms in 
the molecule is reduced. 
(i) Place a tick next to the atom that is reduced. 

Atom that is reduced Tick ( '1) 

H 

0 

Cl 
-

(ii) 	 Explain your answer to Question 3(d)(i) in terms of the change 
in the oxidation scare of this atom. 

(e) 	 Using the information given in Table 3, deduce an equation for the 
redox reaction that wou ld occur when hydroxide ions 
are added to HOCI. 

(f) 	 fi The half-equations from Table 3 that involve zinc and oxygen arc 
simplified versions of those that occur in hearing aid cells. 
A simplified diagram of a hearing aid cell is shown in Figure 1. 

! 
air hole 

A(stainless steel lid)aqueous alkaline paste 

• 

porous partition 
acting as salt bndge 

zinc powder in 

alkaline paste 

B (stainless steel can) 

.A Figure 1 

Use data from Table 3 to calculate the e.m.f. of this cell. 

(I mark) 

(2 marks) 

(1 mark) 
/\QA, 2014 



Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the Brnnsted-Lowry 

definitions of an acid and a 

base. 

-+ 	 Describe what happens in 
Brnnsted-Lowry acid-base 
reactions. 

-+ 	 State the expression for the 
ionic product of water Kw. 

Specification reference: 3.1.12 

Study tip 
Water-soluble bases are called 
alkalis and produce OH ions in 
aqueous solution. 

You will need to know hydrogen 
halides are formed when solid 
sodium halides react with 
concentrated sulfuric acid 
[see Topic 10.3, Reactions of 
halide ions) and the relative 
solubilities of the hydroxides of the 
elements Mg- Ba and their uses 
[see Topic 9.1, The physical and 
chemical properties of Group 2). 

.A. Figure 1 The white ring ofammonium 
chloride isformed when hydrogen 
chloride{left} and ammonia {right} react 

• 


The Brnnsted-Lowry description of acidity (developed in 1923 by 
Thomas Lowry and Johannes Brnnsted independenrly) is the most 
generally useful current theory of acids and bases. 

An acid is a substance that can donate a proton (H+ ion) and 
a base is a substance that can accep t a p roton . 

Proton transfer 
Hydrogen chloride gas and ammonia gas react. together to form 
ammonium chloride - a white ionic solid: 

HCl(g) + NH3(g) • NH4 Cl(s) 
hydrogen ammonia ammonium chloride 
chloride 

Here, hydrogen chloride is acting as an acid by donating a proton to 
ammonia. Ammonia is acting as a base by accepting a proton. Acids 
and bases can only react in pairs - one acid and one base. 

So, you could think of the reaction in these terms: 

HCl(g) + NH3 (g) -+ [NH/Ct- ] (s) 
acid base 

Another example is a mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid, H2S04, 

and concentrated nitric acid, HNOr They behave as an acid- base pair: 

H S0 + HN0 -+ ll N0 + + HS0 
2 4 3 2 3 4 

Sulfuric acid donates a prot0n to nitric acid. so is acting as the acid, 
whilst in this example nitric acid is acting as a base. In fact, whether a 
species is acting as an acid or a base depends on the reacta nts. Water is 
a good example of this. 

Water as an acid and a base 
Hydrogen chloride can donate a proLOn to water, so that water acts as 
a base: 

HCl + H20 - • ll30+ + c t

H30 + is called the oxon ium ion, but the names hydronium ion and 
hydroxonium ion are also used. 

Water may also act as an acid. For example: 

H 0 + NH -+ OH- + NH +
2 3 	 4 

Here water is donating a proton to ammonia. 

The proton in aqueous solution 
It is important to realise that thew· ion is just a proton. The hydrogen 
atom has only one electron and if this is lost a ll that remains is a proton 
(the hydrogen nucleus). This is about io-15 m in diamerer, compared 



-

to 10- 10 m or more for any other chemical entity. This extremely small 
size and consequent intense electric field cause it to have unusual 
properties compared with other positive ions. Ct is never found isolated. 
In aqueous solutions it is always bonded to at least one water molecule 
to form the ion H30+. For simplicity, protons are represented in an 
aqueous solution by W(aq) rather than H30 +(aq). 

Since the H+ ion has no electrons of its own, it can only form a bond 
with another species that has a lone pair of electrons. 

The ionisation of water 
Water is slightly ionised: 

H20(1) .- W(aq) + oH-(aq) 

This may be wriucn: 

H
2
0(1) + H20(1) ...- H 30•(aq} + OW(aq) 

This emphasises rhaL th is is an acid- base reaction in which one water 

molecule donates a proton ro another. 


This equilibrium is established in water and all aqueous solutions: 


H20(1) ~ W(aq) + OH-(aq) 

You can write an equilibrium expression: 

K = fW(aq))fOH-(aq)] 

c fH
2
0(l)] 

The concentration of water [H20(I)] is constant and is incorporated 

into a modified equilibrium constant Kw, where Kw = Kc x [H20(l)J. 


So, Kw= [W(aq)] [OW(aq)] 


Kw is called the io nic p roduct of water and at 2981< it is equal to 

1.0 x 10-14 mol2 dm-6 • Each II 0 that dissociates (splits up) gives rise 

2

to one H+ and one on- so. in pure water, a t 298 K : 

[OW(aq) ] =IW(aq)J 

-14 So, l.O x io =[n+(aq) J2 

[W(aq)I = 1.0 x 10-7 moldm-3 = [OH- (aq)) at 2981< (25°C} 

Summary questions 

1 	 Identify which reactant is an acid and which a base in the following: 


a HN03+ OW • N03 + H20 


b CH3COOH + HzO - · CH3coo- + H3o+ 


2 At 298 Kin an acidic solution, IW] is 1 x 10-4 mol dm-3. What is 


[OW(aq)]? 


3 What species are formed when the following bases accept a proton? 


a OW b NH3 c H 0 d c1
2

\_ 


The concentration of 

water e 
What is the concentration of 
water? This question often 
catches out even experienced 
chemists. 1 dm3of water weighs 
1000 g. The M, of water is 18.0 

1 

2 

How many moles of water 
is 1000g 
What does this make the 
concentration of water in 
mol dm 3? 

£-UJP 1ow 5·55 i? 
se1ow 5·55 l 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 6.4, The 
Equilibrium constant Kc, to revise 
equilibrium constants. 

Study tip 
The important point to remember 
at this stage is that the product of 

[W(aq Jl eqm and [OW(aqJ]eqm 
is constant at any given 
temperature so that if the 
concentration of one of these 
ions increases, the other must 
decrease proportionately. 

• 




Learning objectives: 

' Define pH. 

' Explain why a logarithmic 
scale is used. 

' Describe how pH is measured. 

' Describe how the pH of a 
solution is used to find the 

concentration of W (aq) and 

DW(aq) ions. 

' Describe how the pH of a 
solution is calculated from the 

concentration of W(aq) ions. 

Specification reference: 3.1.12 

Study tip vx 

Always give pH values to two 

decimal places. 

Maths link ii I 

You must be able to use your 

calculator to look up logs to the 

base 10 (log10] and antilogs. See 

Section 5, Mathematical skil ls, if 

you are not sure about these. 

The acidity of a solution depends on the concentration of H• (aq) and is 

measured on the pH scale. 

pH= -log 
10

[H•(aq)] 

Remember that square brackets, ().mean the concentration in moldm-3. 

Did you know that the pH scale was first introduced by a brewer? In 1909, the 
Danish biochemist S0ren S0renson was working for the Carlsberg company 
studying the brewing of beer. Brewing requires careful control of acidity to 
produce conditions in which yeast (which aids the fermentation process) 
will grow but unwanted bacteria will not. The concentrations of acid with which 
S0renson was working were very small, such as one ten-thousandth of a mole 
per litre, and so he looked for a way to avoid using numbers such as 0.0001 
( 1 x 10-4 J. Taking the log of this number gave - 4, and for further10 
convenience he took the negative of it giving 4. So the pH scale was born. 

This expression is more complicated than simpl y stating the 
concentration of tt•(aq). However, using th e logarithm of the 
concentration does away with awkward numbers like io-13, etc., 
which occur because the concentration of H• (aq) in most aqueous 
solutions is so small. The minus sign makes almost all pH values 
positive (because the logs of numbers less than I are negative). 

On the pH scale: 

• 	 The smaller the pH, the greater the concentration of tt• (aq). 

• 	 A difference of one pH number means a tenfold difference in [H+] so 
that, for example, pH 2 has ten times the H+ concentration of pH 3. 

Remember that, at 298 l<, Kw= [ W(aq) JIOH (aq) ] 
6= J .00 x 10- 14 mol2 dm- . This means that in neutral aqueous solutions: 

3[H•(aq) ] = [OW(aq)] = 1.0 x I0-7 mol dm

pH= - log 10 [W(aq)] = - log 10 [ 1.0 x 10-11= 7.00 

so the pH is 7 .00. 

Mixing bathroom cleaners 

A. Figure 1 Household bleach products 

• 


Bathroom cleaners come in essentially two types - bleach-based for 
removing coloured stains, and acid-based used, for example, for removing 

limescale in the toilet bowl. 

1 	 Limescale is made up of calcium carbonate, CaC03. Write the 
equation for the reaction ofhydrochloric acid with calcium carbonate. 

Most bathroom cleaners have a warning on the label not to mix them with 
other types of cleaner. Why is this? 



- ' 
The active ingredient in household bleach is chloric( I) acid 
(HCIO). whilst acid-based cleaners contain hydrochloric 
acid (HCI) .These react together to form chlorine gas. 

HCIO(aq) + HCl(aq) ,,..=. Cl 
2 
(g) + H20(aq) 

Imagine you have put a large amount of bleach in the 
toilet bowl (so that chloric( I] acid is in excess] and then 
you add a squirt (say 50 cm3 Jof acid-based cleaner of 
concentration 1 mol dm 3. Assume the equilibrium is 
forced completely to the right. 

2 How many moles of HCI have you added? 
3 How many moles of chlorine would be produced? 
4 What volume of chlorine is this? 
S Why would there be less chlorine gas in the 

bathroom than you have calculated in 3? 

This is a significant amount of chlorine and, considering 
that it was used as a poisonous gas in the First World War, 
something to be avoided. 

pH and temperature 

The equilibrium reaction below is endothermic in the forward direction. 

1H20(1) ~ W (aqJ +OW (aq ) 6.H = +57.3 kJ mo1 

Therefore the value of Kw increases with temperature and the pH of water 
is different at different temperatures (Table 1). So, for example, at 373 K 
(boiling point), the pH of water is about 6. 
This does not mean that water is acidic (water is always neutral because it 
always has an equal number of W ions and OW ions) but merely that the 
neutral value for the pH is 6 at this temperature, rather than pH 7 at room 
temperature. So in boiling water [W) 
(and [OW)) are both about 1 x 10-6 mol dm-3. 

Table 1 shows that the pH of sea water at the poles and at the Equator will 
be different. 

1 Use Table 1 to calculate the concentration of Wat 313 K. 
2 What is the concentration of OW at the same pH? 

c- UJP tOUJ l-Ol x [l aUJeS a41 aq ll!M UO!leJ)U<!JUOJ -HO 2 

c- UJP IOUJ t-DP [l l 

Synoptic link 
Look back at Topic 6.6, The effect of 
changing conditions on equilbria, 
to revise equilibrium constants 
and how they're affected by 
conditions, and Topic 6.2, Changing 

the conditions of an equilibrium I 
reaction, to revise Kw. _) 

T Table 1 The effect of temperature on the 
pH ofwater 

T/K K I mol2 dm-6 
w pH (neutral) 

273 0.114 x 10-14 7.47 

283 0.293 x 10-14 7.27 

293 0.681 x 10-14 7.08 

298 1.008 x 10-14 7.00 

303 1.471 x 10-14 6.92 

313 2.916 x 10 14 6.77 

323 5.476 x 10 14 6.63 

373 51.300 x 10-14 6.14 

•

pH can be measured using an indicator paper or a solution, 
such as universal indicator. This is made from a mixture 
of dyes that change colour at different [W(aq]J. This is 
fine for measurements to the nearest whole number, but 
for more precision a pH meter is used. ApH meter has an 
electrode which dips into a solution and produces avoltage 
related to (W (aqJJ. The pH readings can then be read 
directly on the meter or fed into a computer or data logger, 
for continuous monitoring of a chemical process or medical 
procedure, for example. 

.... Figure 2 Using a 
pH meter 

• 




21 .2 The pH scale 

[OH J pH CH' J/mol dm 3 

1 x 10-14 

1x10 13 1X10 I 

1 x10 8 1x10 6 

1 x10-7 1 x 10" 7 

1 x10 6 1 x 10 8 

1X10 I 	 1 x 10 13 

1 x 10 141 

• Figure 3 The pH scale 

Study tip 

A solution is neutral when 
(W] = [OW]. 

Maths link 	 iiiii 

See Section S, Mathematical skills, 
if you a re not confident about 
handling numbers in standard 
form. 

Study tip -rx 

Look out for how the log10 button is 
represented on your calculator and 
how to find antilogs. 

• 


pH measures alkalinity as well 
pH measures alkalinity as well as acidity, because as [H+(aq)] goes up, 
[OH- (aq)] goes down. At 298K. if a solution contains more H+(aq) 
than OH- (aq), its pH will be less than 7 and it is called acidic. Ha 
solution contains more oH-(aq) than W(aq), its pH will be greater 
than 7 and it is called alkaline (Figure 3). 

Working with the pH scale 
Finding [H+(aq)] from pH 
You can work out the concentration of hydrogen ions lH+] in an 
aqueous solution if you know the pH. It is the antilogarithm of the pH 
value. 

For example, an acid has a pH of 3.00: 

pH= - log 10 ln+(aq) 1 

3.00 =-log10 ln+(aq) I 

- 3.00 = log 10 lW(aq) J 

Take the antilog of both sides: 

lW(aq)J = 1.0 x 10- 3 moldm-3 

Finding [oH-{aq)] from pH 
With bases, you need two steps. Suppose the pH of a solution is I 0.00: 

pH = - log10[W(aq)] 

10.00 = - log 10[W(aq)] 

- 10.00 = log 10[W(aq)] 

Take the antilog of both sides: 

[H+(aq) ] = 1.0 x 10- 10 

You know [W(aq)] [OH- (aq)] = 1.0 x I 0- 14 mol2 dm-6 

Substitu ting your value fo r [H+(aq) ] = LO x10- 10 in to the eq ua tion : 

-
[1.0 x 10- 101 [OH- (Jq) ] = 1.0 x 10- 14 mol2 dm- 6 

14i.o x io
[OH-(aq)] = = 1.0 x 10-4 moldm-3 

1.0 x J0- 10 

The pH of strong acid solutions - worked example 
HCI dissociates completely in dilute aqueous solution to H+(aq) ions 
and ct-(aq) ions, that is, the reaction goes to completion: 

HCl(aq) -+ n+(aq) + cl- (aq) 

Acids that dissociate completely like this are called strong acids. 

So in l.OOmoldm-3 HCl: 

[H+(aq) J = 1.00 mol dm- 3 

log[H+(aq) J =log 1.00 =0.00 

- log lH+(aq) I = 0.00 



So the pH of I mol dm 3 HCl = 0.00 

In a 0.16moldm- 3 solution of HCl: 

rw(aq)l = 0.16 mol dm-3 

log rw(aq) l =log o. 160 = -0.796 

- logrwcaq)J = 0.796 

So the pH of 0.16 mol dm 3 HCl = 0.80 to 2 d.p. 

~ 
Worked example: The pH of alkaline solutions ~ 

In alkaline solutions, it takes two steps to calculate [H+(aq)). 


To find the [H+(aq)] of an a lkaline solution at 298 K: 


1 Calculate [OW(aq)]. 


2 	 Then use: iW(aq)l IOH- (aq)] = 1.00 x10- 14 mol2 dm- 6 to 

calculate Itt+(aq)]. 


The pH can then be calcu lated. 


for example, to find the pH of l.OOmoldm- 3 sodium hydroxide 

solution: 


Sodium hydroxide is fully dissociated in aqueous solution - it is 

called a strong alkali. 


NaOH(aq) --+ Na+(aq) + OH-(aq) 


IOW(aq)l = l.OOmoldm-3 


but IOW(aq)I [W(aq)] = 1.00 x 10-14 molctm- 3 


IW(aq)] = 1.00 x 10-14 moldm- 3 


and [W(aq)] =-log ( L.00 x 10- 14) 


pH= 14.00 


In a 0.100 mol dm 3 sodium hydroxide solution: 


[QH- (aq)l = 1.00 x L0- 1 moldrn-3 


[OH (aq)] IW(aq)l = 1.00 x 10-14 moldm- 3 


iW(aq)l x 10- 1 = L.00 x 10- 14 moldm- 3 


[W(aq)l = L.00 x 10- 13 mol dm- 3 


log [W(aq)] = -13.00 


pH= 13.00 


I 

Study tip 
In very concentrated solution even 

strong acids are not fully ionised. 

Study tip 
The pH of solutions of strong acids 
which have a concentration greater 
than 1 mol dm-3 is negative. The pH 

of solutions of strong bases which 
have concentration greater than 
1 mol dm-3 is larger than 14.00. 

Study tip 
When writing out calculations on 
pH it is acceptable to omit the 'aq' 
in expressions such as (W(aq]J, 
so we could write simply 
pH = - log10 (W]. 

Summary questions 

1 	 What is the pH of a 
solution in which [W] 
is 1.00 x 10 2 mol dm-3? 

2 	 What is [W) in a solution of 

pH= 6.00? 

3 	 At 298 Kwhat is [OH-) in a 
solution of pH= 9.00? 

4 	 Calculate the pH of a 
0.020 mol dm-3 solution 

of HCI. 

5 Calculate the pH of 
0.200 mol dm 3 sodium 
hydroxide . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Define the terms weak acid 

and weak base. 

' Describe how the pH of a 
weak acid is calculated. 

Specification reference: 3.1.12 

Hint 
Although in the gas phase, 
hydrogen chloride, HCI, is a 
covalent molecule, a solution of it 
in water is wholly ionic [i.e., 
W[aq] +Cl [aq]). You can assume 
that there are no molecules 
remaining, so hydrochloric acid is 
a strong acid. 

Study tip 
The strength of an acid and its 

concentration are completely 

independent, so use the two 

different words carefully. 


A Figure 1 Formic acid ( methonoic acid} 
is quite concentrated when used as a 
weapon by the stinging ant and, although 
it is o weak acid, being sprayed with it can 
be a painful experience 
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In Topic 21.2 you looked at the pH of acids such as hydrochloric acid 
which dissociate completely into ions whe n dissolved in water. Acids 
that completely dissociate into ions in aqueo us solutions arc called 
s trong acids. The word strong refers only to the extent of dissociation 
and not in any way to the concentration. So it is perfectly possible tO 

have a very dilute solution of a strong acid. 

The same arguments apply to bases. Strong bases arc completely 
dissociated into ions in aqueous solutions. For example. sodium 
hydroxide is a strong base: 

NaOH(aq) • Na+(aq) + OW(aq) 

Weak acids and bases 
Many acids and bases are only slightly ion ised (not l'ully dissociated) 
when dissolved in water. Ethanoic acid (the acid in vinegar, also known 
as acetic acid) is a typical example. ln a 1mol dm- 3 solution of ethanoic 
acid, only about four in every thousand ethanoic acid molecules are 

dissociated into ions (so the degree of dissociation is 10~0)- the rest 

remain dissolved as wholly covalently bonded molecules. In fact an 

equilibrium is set up: 

CH3COOH(aq ) .  W (aq) + CH3Coo-(aq) 

ethanoic hydrogen ethanoate 
acid ions ions 

Before dissociation: l 000 0 0 

At equilibrium: 996 4 4 

Acids like this are called weak acids. Weak re fe rs only to the degree 
of dissociation. In a 5 mol dm-3 solutio n, e thano ic acid is still a weak 
acid, while in a 10-4moldm-3 solution, hydroch loric acid is still a 
strong acid. 

When ammonia dissolves in water, it forms an a lkaline solution. The 
equilibrium lies well to the left and ammonia is weakly basic: 

The dissociation of weak acids 
Weak acids 
rmagine a weak acid HA which dissociates: 

HA (aq) ~ W (aq ) + A (aq) 

The equilibrium constant is given by: 

K = [H+(aq)lcqm[A (aq)Jcqm 

c [HA(aq ) lcqm 

For a weak acid, this is usually given the symbol K
3 

and called the 
acid dissociation constant. 

K =[W(aq)l cqm lA- (aq)]cqm 

a [HA(aq)] cqm 



-
 \_ 


The larger the va lue of K
3

, the further the equilibrium is to the right, 
the more the acid is dissociated, and the stronger it is. Acid dissociation 
constants for some acids are given in Table I. 

Ka has units and iL is important to state these. They are found by 
multiplying and cancelling the units in the expression for Ka. 

~xmoldm-3 

K = =moldm-3 

3 ~ 

Calculating the pH of weak acids 
In Topic 20.2 you calculated Lhe pH of solutions of strong acids, by 

3assuming that Lhey are fully dissociaLed. For example, in a 1.00 mot dm
solution of nilric acid, [H+] =l .OOmotdm-3. In weak acids this is no 
longer true. and you must use Lhe acid dissociation expression LO 

calculate [W]. 

Calculating the pH of 1.00mol dm-3 ethanoic acid 
3The concentrations in moldm- are: 

Cl-13COOH(aq) ~ CH3Coo-(aq) + H+(aq) 

Before dissociation: LOO 0 0 

'Y Table 1 Values ofK for some 
0 

weak acids 

Acid K. I mol dm 3 

chloroethanoic 1.30 x 10-3 

benzoic 6.30 x 10-5 

ethanoic 1.70 x 10-s 

hydrocyanic 4.90 x 10-10 

Study tip 
At equilibrium: 1.00 - [CH3Coo- (aq)] [CH3coo- (aq)J [H+(aq)] 

It is acceptable to omit the eqm 
K = JCH3Coo-(aq)][H+(aq)] subscripts unless they are 

specifically asked for.a [CH3COOH(aq)] 

But as each CH 3COOH molecule that dissociates produces one 
CH Coo- ion and one tt+ ion: 

3
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Hint ¥x
ICH 3COO-(aq)l = [H+(aq)l 

The symbol :::: means
Since the degree of dissociarion of ethanoic add is so small (it is a 

approximately equal to.
weak acid), I H+( aq) lcqm is very small and, to a good approximation, 
LOO - [W(aq) J "' 1.00. 

lW(aq)J 2 

K =--- 
a 1.00 

From Table I, K = 1.70 x 10-5 moldm-3 
3 

1.70 x 10- 5 = JH+(aq)l 2 

IW(aq) I = ~l .75 x 10-5 

[W(aq) I = 4. 12 x 10- 3 moldm-3 

Taking logs: log fW(aq) I =-2.385 

pH = 2.385 = 2.39 to 2 d.p. 

Calculating the pH of 0.100 mol dm-3 ethanoic acid 
Using the same method, you get: 

[W(aq)J 2 

K =-----
a 0.10-(W(aq)] 

Again, 0.100- [W(aq)] :::.0.10 

1.70 x 10-s = [H+(aq)]2
so: 

0.10 
1.70 x 10-6 = [W(aq)] 2 

p1+(aq)I = l.30 x 10-3 moJdm-3 

pll = 2.89 to 2d.p. 



pKa 
For a weak acid pKa is often referred to. This is defined as: 

pKa = -10&10 Ka 

Think of pas meaning -log10 of. 

pKa can be useful in calculations (Table 2). It gives a measure of how 
strong a weak acid is - the smaller the value of pKa, the stronger the 
acid. 

'Y Table 2 Values afKa and pKafor some weak acids 

Acid K/moldm-3 pK• 

chloroethanoic 1.30 x 10-3 2.88 

benzoic 6.30 x 10-5 4.20 

ethanoic 1.70 x 10-s 4.77 

hydrocyanic 4.90 x 10 10 9.31 

Summary questions 

1 	 Which is the strongest acid in Table 2? 

2 	 What can you say about the concentration of W ions compared with the 

concentration of ethanoate ions in all solutions of pure ethanoic acid? 

3 	 8 Calculate the pH of the following solutions: 

a 0.100 mol dm-3 chloroethanoic acid 

b 0.0100 rnol drn- 3 benzoic acid 

• 




A titration is used to find the concentration of a solulion by gradually 
adding lO it a second solution with which it reacts. One of the 
solutions is of known concentration. To use a Litration, you must know 
the equation for the reaction. 

pH changes during acid-base titrations 
In an acid-base titration. an acid of known concentration is added 
from a burette to a measured amount of a solution of a base (an 
alkali) until an indicator shows that the base has been neutralised. 
Alternatively, the base is added tO the acid until th e acid is neutralised. 
You can then ca lculate the concentration of th e alkali from the volume 
of acid used. 

You can also fo llow a neutra lisation reactio n by measuring th e 
pH with a pH meter (Figure 2) in w hich case you do not n eed an 
in dicator. The pH meter is ca li brated by p lacing th e probe in a bu frer 
solution of a known pH (Topic 21.6). 

a 

output b 
to 
meter 

data logger 

chart recorder 

PC 

pH base 

sensor 


.A. Figure 2 a Apparatus to investigate pH changes during a titration b ApH meter 

Titration procedure 

The titration curves in Figure 3 were determined using the apparatus shown 
in Figure 2. Using a pipette, 25 cm3 acid was placed in the conical flask. The 
base was added, 1 cm3 at a time, from a burette and the pH recorded. At 
areas on the curve where the pH was changing rapidly, the experiment was 
repeated adding the base 0.1 cm3 at a time to find the shape of the curve 
more precisely. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how pH is 

determined experimentally. 

-+ 	 Describe the shapes ofthe 
pH curves for acid- base 
titrations. 

-+ 	 Define the equivalence 

point. 

Specification reference: 3.1.12 

.A. Figure 1 An acid-base titration, tofind 
the concentration of a base. Avolumetric 
pipette is used to deliver an accurately 
measured volume ofbase ofunknown 
concentration into the flask. The acid of 
known concentration is in the burette 

• 




14 

21.4 Acid-base titrations 

Study tip 
A monoprotic acid has only one 
acidic hydrogen (i.e., one that can 
be donated to a base). Hydrochloric 
acid, HCI, is monoprotic, whereas 
sulfuric acid, H2S04, is diprotic. 

' 

Study tip 
The equivalence point is also 
cal led the stoichiometric point. 

Hint Ji 

The glass electrode at the t ip of a 
pH meter probe is very delicate and 
should be treated with care. 

Hint 

In each case in figure 3 the 
base was added to 25 cm3 of 
0.100 mol dm 3 acid. 

pH 

equivalence point 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

volume of 0.100 mol dm 3 acid added/cm3 

.A Figure 4 Titration ofa strong 
base- strong acid, adding 
0.100 mo/ dm 3 HCI{ aq} to 25.0 cm3 of 
0.100moldm 3 NaOH{aq} 
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Titration curves 
Figure 3 shows the results obtained for four cases using monoprotic 
acids. In these cases the base is added from the burcue and the acid has 
been accurately measured into a flask. The shape of each titration curve 
is typical for the type of acid-base titration. 

a strong acid and strong base b strong acid and weak base 
pH pH 

equivalence point equivalence point 14 14 

12 12 

10 10 

8 8.._~~~~-1-~~~~ 
1--~~~~--i.~~~~~-

6 6 

4 4 

2L-___


2L-- 
0
0o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

volume of 0.100 mol dm -3 base added/cm3 
volume of 0.100 mol dm 3 base added/cm3 

c weak acid and weak base d weak acid and strong base 
pH pH 

equivalence point equivalence point14 

12 

10 

8 8 
1--~~~~--1-~

6 

4 

~~~~-1--~~~~--i.~~~~~-

6 

4 

2 2 

0 '---'--L--'--i..----1.~L--'--..J.._--'-----'-+ 
Oo 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 500 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

volume of 0.100 mol dm ·3 base added/cm3 
volume of 0.100 mol dm-3 base added/cm3 

A Figure 3 Graphs ofpH changes for titrations ofdifferent acids and bases 

The first thing to notice about these curves is that the pH does not 
change in a linear manner as the base is added. Each curve has almost 
horizontal sections where a lot of ba se can be added without changing 
the pH much. There is also a very steep portion of each curve, except 
weak acid-weak base, whe re a single drop of base changes the pH by 
several units. 

In a titration, the equivalence point is the point ar which sufficient 
base has been added to just neutralise the acid (or vice-versa). Ln each 
of the titrations in Figure 3 the equivalence point is reached after 
25.0 cm3 of base has been added. However, the pH at the equivalence 

point is not always exactly 7. 


In each case. except the weak acid-weak base titrarion, there is a 
large and rapid change of pH at the equivalence point (i.e., the cu rve 
is almost vertical) even though this is may not be centred on pH 7. 



-

This is releva nc co the cho ice or indicator for a particular ticration (see 
Topic 21. 5). 

You can add the acid to the base fo r these pH curves and th e shape will 
be flipped a round the pH 7 line. Fo r example, Figure 4 shows a strong 
acid-strong base curve. 

Working out concentrations 
The equiva lence point can be used to work out the concentration of 
the unknown acid (or base ). 

~ 
Worked example: A monoprotic acid ~ 

In a titration, the equi va le nce point is reached when 25.00 cm3 

of 0.0150moldm- 3 sodium hydroxide is neutralised by 15.00cm 3 

h ydrochloric acid. What is the concentration of the acid? 

HCl(aq) + NaOH(<iq) --> NaCl(aq) + H20(l) 

The equivale nce point shows that 15.0cm3 hydrochloric acid of 
concentration A contains the same number of moles as 25.00cm3 

of 0.0150moldm- 3 sodium hydroxide. 

numbe r of moles in solmion = c x ~ 

1000 


Whe re c is concentration in moldm- 3 and Vis volume in cm 3 

From the equation, number of moles HCI = number of m oles NaOH 

25.00 x 0.0150 = 15.00 x _A_ 
1000 	 1000 

A= 0.025 

So, th e concentration of the acid is 0.0250moldm-3. 

~ 
Worked example: A diprotic acid ~ 

ln a titra tion. the equi va lence point is reached when 20.00cm 3 of 
O.OlOOrnoldm- 3 sodium hydroxide is neutralised 
by 15.00cm 3 sulfuric acid. What is the concentration of the acid? 

H
2
S04 (aq) + 2NaOH(<iq) • Na2S04 (aq) + 2H20(1) 

The equivalence point shows that l5.00cm3 sulfuric acid of 
concentration B contains the same number of moles as 20.00cm 3 

of O.OlOOmoldm- 3 sodium hydroxide. 

number of moles in solution = c x ~ 

1000 


Where c is concentra tion in mol dm- 3 and V is volume in cm 3. 


Numbe r of moles of NaOH = 20.00 x 0.0100 = 0.2 

1000 1000 


From the equa tion, nu mber of m oles H2S04 = .!.number of 
2 

moles NaOII 

So number of mole!> of H2SO 4 = _QJ_ 

1000 


Number of moles of II2S04 = 15.00 x _]}_ = _QJ_ 

1000 1000 


So. the concentra tion, B. of the acid is 0.0067 mol dm- 3• 

\_ 


Summary questions 

1 	 e 25.0 cm3 sodium 
hydroxide is neutralised 

by 15.0 cm3 sulfuric acid, 

H S04, of concentration2
30.100 mol dm- . 

a Write the equation for this 

reaction. 

b From the equation, how 

many moles of sulfuric 

acid wi ll neutralise 

1.00 mol of sodium 

hydroxide? 

c 	 How many moles of 

sulfuric acid are used in 

the neutralisation? 

d 	 What is the concentration 

of the sodium hydroxide? 

2 	 The graph below shows two 

titration curves of two acids 

labelled Aand Bwith a base. 

pH 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 
4 

2 

0 

equivalence point 

~~~~-1-~~~~-

11: .......... 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 


volume of 0.100 mol dm-3 


base added/cm3 


a Which curve represents 


a strong acid 


Ii a weak acid? 

b Which one could represent: 

I ethanoic acid, CH3COOH 

II hydrochloric acid, HCI? 

c 	 Was the base strong 


or weak? Explain your 


answer . 


• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how pH curves can 

be used to select a suitable 
indicator. 

-+ 	 Describe how the end point 
can be found from the curves. 

-+ 	 Explain the significance ofthe 
half-neutralisation point on 
these curves. 

Specification reference: 3.1.12 

methyl orange 
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An acid-base titration uses an indicator to find the concentration of 
a solution of an acid or alkali. The equivalence point is the volume 
at which exactly the same number of moles of hydrogen ions (or 
hydroxide ions) has been added as there arc moles of hydroxide ions 
(or hydrogen ions). The end point is the volume of alkali or acid 
added when the indicator just changes colour. Unless you choose 
the right indicator, the equivalence point and the end point may not 
always give the same answer. 

A suitable indicator for a particular titration needs the following 
properties: 

• 	 The colour change musl be sharp rather than gradual al the end 
point, that is, no more than one drop of acid (or alkali) is needed 
lo give a complete colour change. An indicator that changes colour 
gradually over several cubic centimetres would be unsuitable and 
would nor give a sharp end point. 

• 	 The end point of the titration given by the indicator must be the 
same as the equivalence point. otherwise the titration will give the 
wrong answer. 

• 	 The indicator should give a distinct colour change. For example, 
the colourless to pink change of phenolphthalein is easier to see 
than the red to yellow of methyl orange. 

Some common indicators are given in Table I with their approximate 
colour changes. Notice that the colour change of most indicators takes 
place over a pH range of around two units, centred around the value 
of pKa for the indicator. For this reason, not all indicators are suitable 
for all titrations. Universal indicator is not suitable for any titration 
because of its gradual colour changes. 

T Table 1 Some common indicators. Universal indicator is a mixture ofindicators 
that change colour at different pHs 

3.7 

bromophenol blue 4.0 

methyl red 5.1 

blue 

phenolphthalein 9.3 

bromothymol blue 7.0 ':Jellow 

chang& 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 pH 
very very 
acidic alkalinef 

neutral 

The following examples compare the suitability of two common 
indicators - phenolphthalein and methyl orange - for four different 
types of acid- base titration. ln each case, the base is being added to 
the acid . 



6 

pH 	 pH 

14 

12 

10 

8 

14 

12 

8 

6 

4 meUiyl ordnge 4 	 met 1yl orangti 

2 	 2 

0
 O L-_J._--'---'----'----L~L-..__,__._......_ 


o 	5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
3volume of 0.1 mol dm-3 base added/cm3 volume of 0.1 mol dm-3 base added/cm

A Figure 1 Titration ofa strong A Figure 2 Titration ofa weak 
acid- strong base, adding 0.1 mo/ dm-3 acid- strong base, adding 0.1 mo/dm-3 

-3NaOH{aq] to 25cm3 of0.1 moldm-3 NaOH{aq} to 25 cm3 of0.1 moldm
HCl{aq} CH3COOH{aq} 

pH 	 pH 

14 14 

12 12 

IO l'-rlllll!!llllllJllll'llll!!llfll...~~!!!!!~ 
8 
1--~~~~--t~~~~~~ 

6 

4 

6 

4 

2 	

methyl orangernctny orange 

21---~ 
o .__..____.__..__.___.__..__..___.._......_....._ 0 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

volume of 0.1 mol dm-3 base added/cm3 volume of 0.1 mol dm -3 base added/cm3 

A Figure 3 Titration ofa strong A Figure 4 Titration ofa weak acid- weak 
acid- weak base, adding 0.1 mo/ dm 3 base, adding 0.1 mo/ dm 3 NH3' aq) to 
NH3'aq} to 25 cm3of0.1 moldm 3 HCl{aq] 25 cm3 of0.1 mo/ dm -3 CHlOOH{aq} 

1 Strong acid-strong base, for example, hydrochloric acid and 
sodium hydroxide 

Figure I is the graph of pH against volume of base added. The pH 
ranges over which two indicators change colour are shown. To fulfil 
the first two criteria above, the indicator must change within the 
vertical portion of the pH curve. Here either indicator would be 
suitable, but phenolphthalein is usually preferred because of its more 
easily seen colour change. 

2 Weak acid-strong base titration, for example, ethanoic acid 
andsodium hydroxide 

Methyl orange is not suitable (Figure 2). It does not change in 
the vertical portion of the curve and will change colour in the 
'wrong' place and over the addition of many cubic centimetres of 
base. Phenolphthalein will cha nge sharply at exactly 25 cm3• the 
equivalence point, and would therefore be a good choice. 

I 

Study tip 

Practise using pH curves to select 
a suitable indicator. 

• 




21 .S Choice of indicators for titrations 

Study tip 
This provides a method of 

determining pKa values 

experimentally. 

• 


3 Strong acid-weak base titration, for example, hydrochloric 
acidandammonia 

Here methyl orange will change sharply at the equivalence point but 
phenolphthalein would be of no use (Figure 3). 

4 Weak acid-weak base, for example, ethanoic acid and ammonia 
Here neither indicator is suitable (Figure 4). In fact, no indicator could 
be suitable as an indicator requires a vertical portion or the curve over 
two pH units at the equivalence point 10 give a sharp change. 

The half-neutralisation point 
If you look at the titration curves you can sec that there is always a 
very gently sloping, almost horizontal, part to the curve before you 
reach the steep line on which the equivalence point lies. As you add 
acid (or base), there is very little change to the pH, almost up to the 
volume of the equivalence point. The point half-way between the zero 
and the equivalence point is the half-ne utralisatio n poin t. This is 
significant because the knowledge that you can add acid (or base) up 
to this point with the certainty that the pH will change very little is 
relevant to the theory of buffers. lt also allows you to find the pKa of 
the weak acid. 

HA + OH- -t H 0 + A 2

At the half-neutralisation pointhalf the HA has been convened into A_ 
and half remains, so: 

[HAI= IA- I 
K =[W][-A-]Therefore 

a IH*l 
Ka = [H+] 

And -loglOKa = - logl O [H+] 

pKa = pH 

Summary questions 

1 The indicator bromocresol purple changes colour between pH 5.2 and 

6.8. For which of the following titration types would it be suitable: 

a weak acid-weak base 

b strong acid- weak base 

c weak acid-strong base 

d strong acid-strong base 

2 For which of the above titrations would bromophenol blue be suitable? 



Buffers arc solutions that can resist changes of pH. When small 
amounts of acid or alkali arc added to them. 

How buffers work 
Buffers are designed to keep the concentration of hydrogen ions and 
hydroxide ions in a solution almost unchanged. They are based on 
an equilibrium reaction which will move in the direction to remove 
either additional hydrogen ions or hydroxide ions if these are added. 

Acidic buffers 
Acidic buffers are made from weak acids. They work because the 
dissociation of a weak acid is an equilibrium reaction . 

Consider a weak acid, HA. It will dissociate in solution: 

HA(aq) ~ H+(aq) + A- (aq) 

From the equation, fW(aq)] = [A- (aq)], and as it is a weak acid, 
[H+(aq)] and [A (aq)l arc both very small because most of the HA 
is undissociated. 

Adding alkali 
If a little alkali is added, the OW ions from the alkali will react with 
HA to produce water molecules and A- : 

HA(aq) + OW(aq) -+ H20(aq) + A- (aq) 

This removes the added OW so the pH tends to remain almost the same. 

Adding acid 
If H+ is added, the equilibrium shifts to the left- H+ ions combining 
with A- ions to produce undissociated HA. But, since [A-) is small, 
the supply of A soon runs out and there is no A- left to combine the 
added R 1 

• So the solution is not a buffer. 

However, you can add to the solution a supply of extra A- by adding 
a soluble sa lt of HA, which fully ionises, such as Na+ A- . This increases 
the supply of A so that more H+ can be used up. So, t here is a way in 
which both added H+ and OH- can be removed. 

An acidic buffer is made from a mixture of a w eak acid and a solub le 
salt of that acid . lt w ill maintain a pH of belo w 7 (acidic) . 

The function of the weak acid component of a buffer is to act as a 
source of HA which can remove any added OH- : 

HA(aq) + OW(aq) -+ A- (aq) + H20(1) 

The function of the salt component of a buffer is to ad as a source of 
A- ions which can remove any added H+ ions: 

A- (aq) + W(aq) -+ HA(aq) 

Buffers don't ensure that no change in pH occurs. The addition of acid 
or alkali will still change the pH, but only slightly and by far less than 
the change that adding the same amount tO a non-buffer would cause. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State the definition of a 

buffer. 

-+ 	 Describe how buffers work. 

-+ 	 Describe how the pH of an 

acidic buffer solution can be 

calculated. 

-+ 	 Describe what buffers are 

used for. 

Specification reference: 3.1.12 

• 




21 .6 Buffer solutions 

Study tip 
Practise writing equations to 
explain how a buffer solution 
reacts when small amounts of acid 
or base are added. 

Hint 
Buffers are important in brewing 
the enzymes that control many of 
the reactions involved work best at 
specific pHs. 

..&. Figure 1 Blood is buffered to a pH 
of?.40 

..&. Figure 2 Most shampoos ore buffered 
so thot they ore slightly olkoline 

• 


lt is also possible to saturate a bufrer - add so much acid or alkali that 
all o( the available HA or A- is used up. 

Another way of achieving a mixture or weak acid and its salt is by 
neutralising some of the weak acid with an alkali such as sodium 
hydroxide. If you neutralise half the acid (Topic 20.5) you end up with 
a buffer whose pH is equal to the pKa of the acid as it has an equal 
supply of HA and A- . 

At half-neu tralisation: pH =pK
3 

This is a very useful buffer because it is equally efficient at resisting a 
change in pH whether acid or alkali is added. 

Basic buffers 
Basic buffers also resist change but maintain a pH at above 7. They are 
made from a mixture of a weak base and a sa lt of that base. 

A mixture of aqueous ammonia and ammonium chloride, NH/Cl-, 
acts as a basic buffer. In this case: 

• 	 The aqueous ammonia removes added H+: 

NH
3
(aq) + H+(aq)-+ NH

4 
+(aq) 

• 	 the ammonium ion, NH4+, removes added OH- : 

NH/ (aq) + OH-(aq) -+ NH1(aq) + H20(1) 

Examples of buffers 
An important example of a system involving a buffer is blood, the pH 
of which is maintained at approximately 7.4. A change of as linle as 
0.5 of a pH unit may be fatal. 

Blood is buffered to a pH of 7.4 by a number of mechanisms. The most 
important is: 

W(aq) + HCo -(aq) ,..... C02(aq) + H20(l)3

Addition of extra H+ ions moves this equilibrium LO the right, 
removing the added H+. Addition of extra on- ions removes H+ by 
reacting to form wa ter. The equilibrium above moves to the !eh 
releasing more H+ ions. (The same equilibrium reaction acts to buffer 
the acidity of soils.) 

There are many examples of buffers in everyday products, such as 
detergents and shampoos. If either of these substances become too 
acidic or too alkaline, they could damage fabric or skin and hair. 

Calculations on buffers 
Different buffers can be made which will maintain different pHs. 
When a weak acid dissociates: 

HA(aq) ~ W(aq) + A- (aq) 

You can write rhe expression: 

K = [H+(aq) I IA- (aq) I 
a lHA(aq)J 

You can use this expression to calculate the pH of buffers . 



\.____ -
Worked example: Calculating pH of a buffer solution 1 @ 
A buffer consists of O. IOOmoldm- 3 ethanoic acid and 
0.100 mo! dm 3 sodium ethanoate (Figure 3). What is the pH of 
the buffer? (K

3 
for ethanoic acid is 1.7 x IQ- 5, pK = 4.77.)

3 

Calculate [W(aq)j from the equation. 

K = [W(aq)JLA-(aq)] 
a [HA(aq)] 

Sodium ethanoatc is fully dissociated, so (A-(aq)] = O.lOOmoldm- 3 

Ethanoic acid is almost undissociated, so [HA(aq)l ""0.100 moldm-3 

l.7 x IQ-5 = [W(aq)] x O.lOO 
0.100 

51.7 x 10- = IH+(aq)I and pH= -log10 [H•(aq)l 

pH= 4.77 

When you have equal concentrations of acid and salt, pH of the 
buffer is equa l to pl<a of acid used, and this is exactly the same 
situation as the half-neutralisation point. 

Changing the concentra tion of HA or A- will affect the pH 
of the buffer. H you use 0.200 moldm-3 ethanoic acid and 
O.lOOmoldm- 3 sodium ethanoate, the pH will be 4.50. Check 
that you can do this by doing a calculation like the one above. 

Worked example: Calculating pH of a buffer solution 2@ 
Calculate the pH of the buffer formed when 500cm3 of 
0.400moldm- 3 NaOH is added to 500 cm3 l.OOmoldm-3 HA. 

5Ka= 6.25 x l o- . 

Some of the weak acid is neutralised by the sodium hydroxide 
leaving a solution concaining A- and HA, which will act as a buffer. 

moles IIA = c x _v_ = 1.00 x 5oo = 0.500mol 
1000 1000 

moles NaOH =moles OH = c x ~ = 0.400 x 500 = 0.200mol 
1000 1000 

Equation: HA + NaOH -+ H20 + NaA 


Initially: 0. 500 1110! 0.200 mo! 0 


Finally: 0.300mol Omo! 0.20011101 


This leaves 1000cm3 of a solution containing 0.300mol HA and 
0.200 mol A since all the NaA is dissociated to give A- . 

The concentrations are [HA] = 0.300 mol dm-3 and 
[A-]= 0.200moldrn- 3 

K = [W(aq)][K(aq)] 
a [HA(aq)] 

5 = 0 2006.25 x 10- 111+(aq)J x · 
0.300 

[W(aq)] = 6.25 x io-5 x l = 9.375 x io- 5 
2 

So pH= -log [H+(aq)J = 4.03 

0.lOOmol 
water to 1 dm3 CH3COOH 
total volume 

_ 	 O.lOO mol 
CH3COONa 

__ 

pH of the buffer = p~ CH3COOH 
= 4.77 

.A Figure 3 Making a buffer 

Study tip -rx 

In a buffer solution [W] t [A-J 

so do not use the simplified 
expression 

_ [WJ2
K--

a [HA] 



21 .6 Buffer solutions 

The pH change when an acid or a base is added 
to a buffer 
Adding acid 
You can calculate how the pH changes when acid is added to a buffer. 
Suppose you start with l.00 dm3 of a buffer solution of ethanoic add 
at concentration O.lOmoldm-3 and sodium ethanoate at concentration 
O.lOmoldm-3. K 

3 
is 1.7 x io-5. This has a pH of 4.77, as shown in the 

calculation previously. 

Now add 10.0 cm3 of hydrochloric acid of concentration J .00moldm-3 

to this buffer. Virtually all the added W ions will react wirh the 
ethanoate ions, [A-i, to form molecules of ethanoic acid, fHA]. 

Before adding the acid: 

• Number of moles of ethanoic acid =0.10 

• Number of moles of sodium ethanoatc = 0. l 0 

number of moles of hydrochloric acid added is c x _L
1000 

1.00 x lO.O =O.OLO 
1000 

After adding the add, this means: 

• The amount of acid is increased by 0.0 l O mol to O. l l Omol. 

• The amount of salt is decreased by 0.0 I 0 mol to 0.090 mol. 

So, the concentration of acid [HA) is now 0.110 mol dm- 3. 

And, the concentration of salt [A-) is now 0.090 mol dm- 3. 

In calculating these concentrations you have ignored the volume of 
the added hydrochloric acid, l0cm3 in I 000cm 3, only a 1% change. 

K = [H+(aq)JlA- (aq)] 
a [HA(aq)] 

1.7 x 10-5 = [W(aq)] 0.090 So 
0.110 

[H+(aq)] = 1.7 x 10- 5 x O. I I O= 2.08 x l o-5 

0.090 
pH = 4.68 

Note how small the pH change is (from 4.77 to 4.68). 

• 

Making a buffer solution 8 
You may need to make up buffer solutions of specified pHs, to calibrate a pH 
meter, for example. 

To find suitable concentrations ofweak acid and its salt, you use the equation 
(W) (A-) 

K =...;;.__....;.....;.__..;;..
• [HA) 

You can rearrange this equation to make [ W) the subject and then taking 
logs of both sides. This results in an equation that is easier to use for 
calculations on buffers. It is called the Henderson- Hasselbalch equation. 



pH= pKa - log ([HA]) 
[A- ] 

It tells you that the pH of a buffer solution depends on the pKa of the weak 
acid on which it is based and on the rat io of the concentration of the acid to 
that of its salt. 

For example, to make a buffer of pH = 4.50 you first select a weak acid 
whose pK is close to the required pH. Benzoic acid has a pKa of 4.20, so you

3 

could make a buffer from benzoic acid and sodium benzoate. 

Then substituting into the Henderson equation: 

[HA] 
4.50 = 4.20 - log( [A-J) 

[HA] 
log( [A-J) =-0.30 

Taking anti logs: 
[H A] 

([A- ])= 0.50 

This means that the concentration of acid is half the concentration of the salt. 

So, for example, a solution that is 0.05 mol dm-3in benzoic acid and 
0.10 mol dm 3in sodium benzoate would be a suitable buffer. 

The formula of benzoic acid is C6H5COOH and that of sodium benzoate is 
C6HScoo-Na•. 

1 	 Calculate the relative molecular mass of a benzoic acid and 
I 

b sodium benzoate. 
2 	 Calculate the mass of a benzoic acid and bsodium benzoate required 

to make up 250 cm3of a buffer solution that is 0.05 mol dm 3 in 
benzoic acid and 0 .10 mol dm 3 in sodium benzoate. 

3 	 Describe the procedure for making up such a solution using a 

250 cm3 graduated flask. 


Adding base 
Lf you add IO crn 3 of 1.00 mo!dm- 3 sodium hydroxide to the origina l 
buffer, it will react' with the W ions and more HA will ionise, so this 
time you decrease the concentration of the acid [HA] by O.OJ 0 and 
increase the concentration of ethanoate ions by 0.010. 

Using sim ilar steps to those above gives the new pH as 4.89. Check 
that you agree with this answer. 

Note how sma ll the pH change is (from 4.77 to 4.89). 

Summary question 

1 	 Find the pH of the following buffers. 

a 	 Using [ ethanoic acid J = 0.10 mol dm-3, [sodium ethanoate] 
= 0.20 mol dm ·3 (Ka of ethanoic acid= 1.7 x 10-5). 

b 	 Using [benzoic acid]= 0.10 mol dm-3, [sodium benzoate] 
= 0.10 mol dm-3 [Ka of benzoic acid= 6.3 x 10-5). 

Study tip 

Always quote pH values to two 
decimal places. 

• 




Practice questions 

l fl rn this question give all values of pH to 2 decimal place). 

The acid dissociation constant K

3 
for propanoic acid ha) the value 1.35 x l 0- 5 mol dm-1 at 


25°C. 


K = [W] [CH3CH2Coo-1 
a [CH

3
CH

2
COOH] 

(a) Calculate the pH of a 0.169 moJctm-1 solution of propanoic acid. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 A bu Her solution contains 0.250mol of propanoic acid and 0. I90mol of sodium 
propanoate in 1000cm3 of solution. 
A 0.015 mol sample of solid sodium hydroxide is then added to this buffer solution. 
(i) 	 Write an equation for the reaction of propanoic acid with sodi um hydroxide. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the number of moles of propanoic acid and of propanoate ions present 

in the buffer solution after the addition o[ the sodium hydroxide. 
(iii) Hence, calculate the pH of the buffer solution after the addi tion of the sodium 

hyd roxide. 
(6 marks) 

AQA, 2008 

2 	 fl In this question, give all values of pH to 2 decima l places. 
(a) 	 The ionic product of water has the symbol Kw 

(i) Write an expression for the ionic product of water. 
(1 mark) 

(ii) 	 Ac 42 °C, the value of Kw is 3.46 x 10-14 mol2 dm-<>. 
Calculate the pH of pure water at this temperature. 

(2 marks) 
(iii) 	Ac 75 °C, a 0.0470 mol ctm-3 solution of sodium hydroxide has a pH of 11.36 

Calculate a value for K.., at this temperature. 
(2 marks) 

(b) Mechanoic acid (HCOOH) dissociates slightly in aqueous solution. 
(i) 	 Write an equation for this dissociation. 

(1 mark) 
(ii) 	 Write an expression for the acid dissociation constant Ka for methanoic acid. 

(J mark) 
(iii) 	The value of Ka for methanoic add is l.78x 10-4 mol dm-3 at 25 °C. Calculate the 

pH of a 0.0560 mol dm-3 solution of methanoic acid. 
(3 marks) 

(iv) The dissociation of methanoic add in aqueous solution is endothermic. 
Deduce whether the pH of a solution of methanoic acid wi ll increase, decrease or 
stay the same if the solution is heated. Explain your answer. 

(3 marks) 
(c) The value of K for methanoic acid is 1.78 x 10-4 mol dni-3 at 25 °C. 

0 

A buffer solution is prepared containing 2.35x10-2 11101 of methanoic acid and 
1.84 x 10-2 mo] of sodium methanoate in 1.00 dm3 of solution. 
(i) 	 Calcu late the pH of this buffer solution at 25 °C. 

(3 marks) 
(ii) 	 A 5.00 cm3 sample of 0.100 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid is added to the buffer 

solution in part (c) (i). 
Calculate the pH of the buffer solution after this addition. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2013 

3 fl Tn this question give all values of pH to 2 decimal places. 
(a) 	 The dissociaLion of water can be represented by Lhe following equilibrium. 

H 0(1) ,..... W(aq) + OW(aq)2

(i) Write an expression for the ionic product of water, Kw. 
(ii) The pH of a sample of pure water is 6.63 at 50°C. 

• 

Calculate the concentration in mol dm-~ of 11+ ions in this sample of pure water. 
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(iii) Deduce the concentration in moldm-3 of OH- ions in this sample of pure water. 
(iv) Calculate the value of Kw at this temperature. 

(4 marks) 
(b) 	 At 25 °C the value or K" is 1.00 x 10-14 mol2dm-6

• 


Calculate the pH or a 0.136 moldm-3 solution of KOH at 25°C. 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2008 

Titration curves labelled A, B, C. and D for combinations of different aqueous solutions of 

acids and bases arc shown below. 

All solutions have a concentration of 0.1 mo! dm-3. 


A 	 B 

• 
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(a) 	 In this part of the question write the appropriate letter in each box. 
From the curves A, B. C. and D, choose the curve produced by the addition of: 
(i) 	 ammonia 10 25 cm3 of hydrochloric acid 
(ii) 	 sodium hydroxide to 25 cm3 of ethanoic acid 
(iii) 	 n itric acid to 25 cm3 of potassium hydroxide. 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	 A table of acid- base indicators is shown below. 

The pH ranges over w hich the in dicators change colour and their colours in acid and 
alkali arc also shown. 

pH range Colour in acid Colour in alkaliIndicator 

1.3 - 3.0Trapaeolin red yellow,____ 
blue Bromocresol green 3.8 - 5.4 yel low 

7.6- 9.2 yellow purpleCresol purple 

10.1-12.0 yellow orangeAlizarin yellow 

(i) 	 Select from the cable an indicator that could be used in the titratio n that 
produces curve B but n ot in the titration that produces curve A . 

( I mark) 
(ii) Give the colour change at the end point of the titration that produces curve D 

when cresol purple is used as the indicator. 
( I mark) 

AQA, 201 1 



1 The oxides nitrogen monoxide, NO, and nitrogen dioxide, N02, both contribute 10 


atmospheric pollution. 

The table gives some data for these oxides and for oxygen. 


s·-/JK mo1-1 6 1H/ kJ mo1-1 

02(g) 211 0 

NO(g) 205 +90 

N02(g) 240 +34 

Nitrogen monoxide is formed in internal combustion engines. When nitrogen monoxide 
comes into contact with air, it reacts with oxygen to form nitrogen dioxide. 

NO(g) + ~02 (g) ~ N02(g) 

(a) 	8 Calcu la te the enthalpy change for this reaction. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	8 Ca lcula te the entropy change for this reaction. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 8 Ca lculate the temperature below which this reaction is spontaneous. 
(2 marks) 

(d) 	Suggest one reason why nitrogen dioxide is nol formed by this reaction 

in an internal combustion engine. 


(1 mark) 
(e) 	 Write an equation to show how nitrogen monoxide is formed in an internal 


combustion engine. 

(1 mark) 

(f) 	 Use your equation from part (e) LO explain why the free-energy change for 

the reaction to form nitrogen monoxide stays approximately cons tant at 

different temperatures. 


(2 marks) 
AQA, 2012 

2 The balance between enthalpy change and entropy change determines the feasibiJity of 
a reaction. The table below contains enthaJpy of formation and entropy data for some 
clements and compounds. 

~ H"/kJ mo1 -11
S"'/JK- 1 mo1-1 

N2(g) 

0 

02[g) 

0 

NO(g) 

+90.4 

C(graphic] 

0 

C(diamond] 

+1.9 

192.2 205.3 211.1 5.7 2.4 

(a) 	 Explain why the entropy value for the clement nit rogen is much greater than the 
en tropy va lue for the element carbon (graphite). 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Suggest the condition under which the clement carbon (diamond) would 

have an entropy vaJue of zero. 
(1 mark) 

(c) 	 Write the equation that shows the relationship between 6G, l:lH and 6S for 
a reaction. 

(1 mark) 
(d) 	 State the requirement for a reaction to be feasible. 

(1 mark) 
(e) 	8 Consider the following reaction that can lead to the release of the pollutant 

NO into the atmosphere. 
l 1-N (g) + -0 {g) ~ NO(g) 2 2 2 2 

Use data from the table to calculate the minimum tempe rature above which chis 
reaction is feasible. 

(5 marks) 

• 
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(f) 	 At temperatures below the value calculated in pan 2 (e), decomposition of 

NO into its elements should be spontaneous. However, in car exhausts this 

decomposition reaction does not take place in the absence or a catalyst. 

Suggest why this spontaneous decomposition does not take place. 


(I mark) 
(g) 	 e A Studelll had an idea LO earn money by carrying Olll the lollowing reaction. 

C(graphite) ~ C(diamond) 

Use the data to calculate values for t:.H and t:.S for this reaction. Use these 
values to explain why this reaction is not feasible under standard pressure 
al any temperature. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2011 

Use the table below, where appropriate, to answer the questions which follow. 

Standard electrode potentials E"'N 

ZW(aq) + ze- -t H2(g) 0.00 

Br2(aq) + ze--. 2Br- (aq] +1.09 

2Bro
3 
- [aq] + 12W[aq] +me -. Br2(aq) +6H20(1) +l.52 

Each of the above reactions can be reversed under suitable conditions. 
(a) 	 State the hydrogen ion concentration and the hydrogen gas pressure when, 

at 298K, the potential of the hydrogen electrode is 0.00 V. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 A diagram of a cell using platinum electrodes X and Y is shown below. 

x 
salt bridge 

y 

solution containing 

solution containing 
 Br03-(aq), H+(aq)

Br2 (aq) and Br (aq) 
 and Br2 (aq) 

(i) 	 f) Use the data in the table above to calculate the emf of the above cell under 
standard conditions. 

(ii) 	 Write a half equation for the reaction occurring at electrode X and an overall 
equation for the cell reaction which occurs when electrodes X and Y arc connected. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

In this question, give all values of pH to 2 decimal places. 
(a) 	f) The ionic product of water has the symbol I<.w. 

(i) 	 Wri te an expression for the ionic product of water. 
(J mark) 

(ii) 	 AL 42°C, the value of I<w is 3.46 x 10-14 mol2 dm-6. 

Calculate the pH of pure water at this temperawre. 


(2 marks) 
(iii) 	Al 75°C, a 0.0470moldm- 3 solution of sodium hydroxide ha~ a pH or 11.36 

Calculate a value for Kw at this temperature. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Methanoic acid, HCOOH, dissociates slightly in aqueous solution. 
(i) 	 Write an equation for this dissociation. 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 Write an expression for the acid dissociation constant Ka for methanoic acid. 

(I mark) 
(iii) 	The value of Ka for methanoic acid is 1.78 x 10-4 mol dni-3 at 25°C. 

Ca lculate the pH or a 0.0560 mo! dm-3 solution of methanoic acid. 
(3 marks) 



(iv) 	The dissociation of methanoic acid in aqueous solution is endothermic. 
Deduce whether the pH of a solution o[ methanoic acid will increase. decrease 
or stay the same i1 Lhe solution is heated. Explain your answer. 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 G The value of K3 for methanoic acid is J.78 x I 0-4 moldm- 3 at 25°C. 

A buffer solution is prepared containing 2.35 x J0-2 mol or methanoic acid and 
I .84 x I0-2 mol of sodium me1hanoate in 1.00 dm3 or solution. 
(i) 	 Calculate the pH of tills buffer solution at 25°C. 

(3 marks) 
(ii) 	 A 5.00 cm3 sample of 0.100 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid is added 10 the bu Her 

solution in part (c) (i) . 
Calculate the pH of the buffer solution after this addition. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 20 12 

5 	 Formic acid is a weak add sometimes used in products LO remove limescale from toilet 
bowls, sinks and kettles. The structure of formic acid is: 

0 
II 

H-	 C- 0- H 

(a) 	 Wha t is the systematic name of formic acid? (1 mark) 
(b) 	 What is meant by the term weak acid? (1 mark) 
(c) 	 The equation for the dissociation of formic acid is: 

0 	 0 
I 	 II 

H-	 C- 0 - H (aq) H-c-o- + w 

Explain why che hydrogen acorn bonded to che oxygen is the one that 

dissociates rather than chat bonded to the carbon atom. ( 1 mark) 


(d) 	Write an expression for K
3

, the dissociation constant of formic acid. 
You may use the symbol HA for formic acid and A - for the formace ion. (2 marks) 

(e) 	 The values of pK
3 

for some other weak adds are in the table. 

Acid pK. 

sulfamic 0.99 

formic 3.8 

ethanoic 4.8 

Which is the strongest acid? Explain your answer. 	 (2 marks) 
(f) 	 G Use the expression for Ka Lo ca lcu la Le [IJ+] in a I mol dm- 3 sol u Lion o f 

formic acid and hence the pH of this solution. (4 marks) 
(g) 	 Limescale contains calcium carbonate, CaC03. Write an equation for the 

reaction or calcium carbonate with formic acid. (2 marks) 
(h) 	Wha l mass of calcium carbonate would react with 4.5 g or formic acid? (2 marks) 
(i) 	 Bleach bases toiJeL cleaners contain chloric(I) acid in which the following 

equilibrium is set up: 
Cl2 (g) + OW(aq) ~ HClO(aq) + cJ-(aq) 
Suggest what would happen if formic acid is added lO such a cleaner. 
Why would this be potentially dangerous. (3 marks) 

6 	 (a) Explain why the atomic radii of the elements decrease across Period 3 from sodium 
to chlorine. 

(2 marks) 
(b) Explain why the melting point of suliur, 58, is greater than that of phosphorus, P4 . 

(2 marks) 
(c) Explain why sodium oxide forms an alkaline solution when it reacts with water. 

(2 marks) 

• 
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(d) 	Write an ionic equation for the reaction of phosphorus(V) oxide with an excess or 

sodium hydroxide solution. 


(1 mark) 
7 	 Butadiene dimerises according to the equation 

2C4H6 ~ CsH12 


The kinetics of the dimerisation are studied and the graph of the concentration of a 

sample of butadiene is plotted against time. The graph is shown in Figure 1. 
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time/sA. Figure 1 

(a) 	8 Draw a tangent to the curve when the concentration of butadiene is 

0.0120moldm-3• 


(1 mark) 
(b) 	 The initial rate or reaction in this experiment has the value 

4.57 x 10-6 moldm-3 s-1• 

Use this value, together with a rate obtained from your tangent, to justify that the 

order of the reaction is 2 with respect to butadiene. 


(5 marks) 
8 	 The human stomach typically contains I dm3 of hydrochloric acid (HCI) which is used to 

aid digestion of food. The concemration of this add is approximately 0.01 mol dm-3. 

Hydrochloric acid is a strong acid. 
(a) 	 What is meant by the term strong add? (I mark) 
(b) 	 Write an equation for the dissociation of HCI in water. (I mark) 
(c) 	 8 Calculate: 

(i) the number of moles of hydrochloric add in the stomach and 
(ii) the pH of the acid in the stomach. (2 marks) 

Too much acid in the stomach can cause heartburn and many med icines contain 

antacids - compounds that react to neutralise excess acid. One such medicine 

contains, in the recommended dose 0.267 g of sodium hydrogencarbonate (NaHC03) 


and 0.160 g of ca lcium carbonate (CaC03) . 


(d) 	Write equation for the reactions of: 
(i) sodium hydrogencarbonate and 
(ii) calcium carbonate with hydrochloric acid. 	 (4 marks) 

(e) 	8 Using these equations, calculate how many moles of hydrochloric acid arc 

neutralised by: 

(i) the sodium hydrogencarbonate 
(ii) the calcium carbonate 
(iii) the total number of moles of hydrochloric add that is neutralised by 1he 

recommended dose of the antacid. (4 marks) 


(f) 	 8 (i) Calculate the number of moles of hydrochloric acid that remain in the 

stomach 

(ii) Calculate the pH of the stomach add remaining. (Remember that the acid has a 

volume of I dm 1). (2 marks) 


• 
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lall1ce enthalpy Born Haber L enthalpy change of solution = 
values ,_____ 1 cycles I lattice enthalpy + enthalpy 
M+(g) + X (g) ~ MX(s) change of hydration of ions 

I 

a suona acid and strong base 
pit 

Gibbs free energy 
change L\G 

Section 1 
i-----t Physical chemistry rate= k lAr [BJ' 

• [Al = concentration of A 
• m = order of reaction 

with respect to A 
-

14 .,,,,,. equiv.'lience p:J1nt 

I? r 
10 

8 
61------r------

L\ G =1\ H T£\$ 
L\G must be 0 or 

negative for reaction 
to be feasible 

Arrhenius constant 
k = Ae &11RT I.--------< 

• overall order m + n 0•....----:. ll 1~ 20 2":: 30 35 40 45 50 
.,,__, 1dOl001 .oldf'l'lo 3 baseaddel:Uem3 

initial rate of reaction 
gradient of tangent .---- 

when time = 0 

I 

g~~ c 
8 
c 
8 

time 
gradient of the 
tangent gives rate of reaction 

I 
zero order first order second order 

~L ~lL_ 
concentra tion concentration concentration 

order with respect to 
reactant shows 

species in the rate 
delerm1ng step 

aA(g) + bB(g) ~ cC(g) + dD(g) 

K - r/CcX pDd 
P pAa xpB~ 

standard cond1llons: standard hydrogen electrode 

tempera1ure 298 K • 298 K 

platinum wire _J salt• 100 kPa 
• LOO mol dm-3 

I 
EMF of a cell electrode potentials 1---------t finely dMded 18 : 

bridge
hydrogen ga~ - - f

( lOOkPa} 

platinum black -~ ~ 

fuel cells :1-------'I HCHaq}. I mol dm 3 

,-pa-rt-ia_t_p-ress--u-re_o_f_A_,_p_A_=_m_o_le- f-ra-c-tlO_n_o_f A- x- t-ot_a_l -pr_es_s_u_r1eI 

. moles of A I mole fraction of A =- --- 1------

• 




Section 1 Physical chemistry 2 

Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following 
ideas: 

• 	 Finding the entropy change for the 
vaporisation of water. 

• 	 Finding the order of reaction for a 
reactant. 

• 	 Making simple cells and using them 
to measure an unknown electrode 

potentia l. 

• 	 Finding how changing conditions 
effects the EMF of a cell. 

• 	 Using Ee values to predict the direction 

of simple redox reaction. 

• 	 Finding out the value of Ka for a weak 
acid. 

• 	 Exploring how the pH changes during 
neutralisation reactions. 

• 	 Making and testing a buffer solution . 

Extension 
Produce a report exploring how ideas about entropy and enthalpy 

can be applied to everyday life. 

Suggested resources: 

Atkins, P[2010], The Laws of Thermodynamics: A Very Short 
Introduction. Oxford University Press, UK. ISBN 978-0-19-957219-9 

Price, G[1998], Thermodynamics ofChemical Processes: 
Oxford Chemistry Primers. Oxford University Press, UK. 
ISBN 978-0-19-855963-4 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following 
maths skills: 

• 	 Using the expression b.G = b.H - Tb.S to 
solve problems. 

• 	 Determining the value of b.S and b.H 
from a graph ofb.G versus T. 

• 	 Working out the rate equation from 
given data. 

• 	 Using a concentration - time graph to 
calculate the rate of reaction. 

• 	 Calculating the value of the rate 
constant from the gradient of a zero 
order concentration - time graph. 

• 	 Calculating the partial pressures of 
reactants and products at equilibrium. 

• 	 Finding out the value of KP 

• 	 Calculating the pH of a solution from 
[W] and the value of [W] from the pH. 

• 	 Using standard form to solve equations 

• 	 Finding the pH of strong bases . 

• 	 Calcu lating the pH of a buffer solution . 

• 




Chapters in this 
section 
22 Periodicity 

23 The transition metals 

24 Reactions of 

inorganic compounds 

in aqueous solution 

Periodicity inrroduces the chemical properties of the Period 3 
elemenrs, and some of their compounds are described in order to 
establish panerns and trends in chemical behaviour across a period. 

The transition metals have unique chemical structures which give 
their compounds characteristic (and useful) properties. These include 
coloured compounds, complex formation, cata lyt ic activity, and 
variable oxidation states. 

Reactions of inorganic compounds in aqueous solution looks ar 
some reactions of some metal ions in solution - includ ing acid-base 
reacrions and ligand substitution reactions - forming metal-aqua ions. 



, 
What you already know: 

The material in this unit builds on knowledge and understanding that you have 
built up at AS level. In particular rhe following: 

0 Atoms may be held together by covalent. ionic, or metallic bonds. 

0 Elements in the Periodic Table show patterns in their properties, which are 
related to th eir electronic structures. 

Q 	The transition metals rorm a block in the periodic table between the s-block 
clements and the p-block clcmcrns. In general they arc hard and strong and 
have typical meta llic properties. 

0 	 Acid-base reactions involve the transfer of tt+ ions. 



22 Periodicity 
22.1 Reactions of Period 3 elements 

Learning objectives: 
' State how, and under what 

conditions, sodium and 
magnesium react with water. 

' State how the elements from 
sodium to sulfur react with 
oxygen. 

Specification reference: 3.2.4 

Synoptic link 

Make sure you are confident with 
the content covered in Topic 8.2, 

Trends in the properties of 
elements of Period 3, Topic 8.3, 
More trends in the properties of the 
elements of Period 3, Topic 9.1, The 
physical and chemical properties 
of Group 2, and Chapter 3, Bonding. 
You will also need to be able to 
balance equations, as covered in

ITopk 2. 5, Balaoced equafoos and j 
~ated calculations. 

Hint 

Oxidation states may also be called 
oxidation numbers. The two terms 

mean exactly the same thing. 

Synoptic link 

You saw in Topic 10.4, Uses of 
chlorine, that chlorine reacts with 
water in a reversible reaction 
to form chloric(I) acid and 
hydrochloric acid, HCI. 

• 


As you move across a period in the Periodic Table from left to right, 
there are a number of trends in the properties of the elements. 

-
-- D 

p ArAl S1 s Cl 
- Na Mg 

You have already looked at the physica l properties of the elements 
from sodium to argon in Period 3. Here you wi ll examine some of the 
chemical reactions of these elements. 

The elements 
The most obvious physical trend in the elements is from metals on the 
ldt to non -metals on the right. 

• 	 Sodium, magnesium, and aluminium arc metallic - they are shiny 
(when freshly exposed to air), conduct electricity, and react with 
dilute acids to give hydrogen and salts. 

• 	 Silicon is a semi-metal (or metalloid) - it conducts electricity to some 
extent, a property chat is useful in making semiconductor devices. 

• 	 Phosphorus, sulfur, and chlorine arc typical non-metals - in 
particular, they do not conduct electricity and have low melting 
and boiling points. 

• 	 Argon is a noble gas. It is chemically unreactive and exists as 
separate atoms. 

The redox reactions of the elements 
The reactions of the elements in Period 3 arc a ll rcdox reactions, since 
every eleme nt starts with a n oxidation state of zero, and, after it has 
reacted, ends up with a positive or a negative oxidation state. 

Reactions with water 
Sodium and magnesium are the only meta l clements in Period 3 that 
react with cold water. (Chlorine is the only non-metal that reacts with 
water.) 

Sodium 
The reaction of sodium with water is vigorous - the sodium floats on 
the surface of the water and fizzes rapidly, melting because of the heat 
energy released by the reaction. A strongly alkaline solution of sodium 
hydroxide is formed (pH 13-14). The oxidation state changes are 
shown as small numbers above the following symbol equations: 

0 +l - 2 +1 2+1 0 

2Na(s) + 2H20(1) --* 2NaOI!(aq) + H2(g) 



Magnesium 
The reaction of magnesium is very slow at room temperature, only 
a few bubbles of hydrogen are formed after some days. The resulting 
solution is less alkaline than in the case of sodium because magnesium 
hydroxide is only sparingly soluble (pH around 10) . 

0 +1 - 2 +2 - 2 +1 0 

The reaction is much faster with heated magnesium and steam and 
gives magnesium oxide and hydrogen. 

0 +1 - 2 +2 - 2 0 

Mg(s) + H20(g) --+ MgO(s) + H2 (g) 

All these reactions are redox ones, in which the oxidation state of the 
metal increases and that of some of the hydrogen atoms decreases. 

Reaction with oxygen 
All the elements in Period 3 (except for argon) are relatively reactive. 
Their oxides can aU be prepared by direct reaction of the element with 
oxygen. The reactions are exothermic. 

Sodium burns brightly in air (with a characteristic yellow flame) to 
form white sodium oxide: 

Magnesium 
A strip of magnesium ribbon burns in air with a bright white flame. 
The white powder that is produced is magnesium oxide. Tf burning 
magnesium is lowered into a gas jar of oxygen the flame is even more 
intense (Figure 1 ). 

magnesium + oxygen --+ magnesium oxide 
0 0 +2 - 2 

2MgO(s) 

The oxidation states show how magnesium has been oxidised (its 
oxidation state has increased) and oxygen has been reduced (its 
oxidation number has decreased) . 

Aluminium 
When aluminium powder is heated and then lowered into a gas jar of 
oxygen, it burns brightly to give aluminium oxide - a white powder. 
Aluminium powder also burns brightly in air (Figure 2). 

aluminium + oxygen --+ aluminium oxide 
0 0 +3 - 2 

4Al(s) + 302(g) 

Aluminium is a reactive metal, bm it is always coated with a strongly 
bonded surface layer of oxide - this protects ir from further reaction. 
So, aluminium appears to be an unreactive metal and is used for many 
everyday purposes - saucepans, garage doors, window frames, and so on. 

.A. Figure 1 Magnesium burning in 
oxygenf rom the air 

Hint 

The sodium oxide formed may 
have a yellowish appearance due 
to the production of some sodium 
peroxide, Na202. 

.A. Figure 2 Aluminium burning in 
oxygenfrom the air. Powdered aluminium 
is being sprinkled into the flame 

Hint 

The sum of the oxidation states 

in Al203 is zero, as it is in all 

compounds without a charge: 


(2x 3}+(3x -2)= 0 

• 




22.1 Reactions of Period 3 elements 

• Figure 3 Sulfur burning in oxygen 

Hint 

The empirical formula of 
phosphorus pentoxide is P205• In 
the gas phase it forms molecules of 
P40 and is sometimes referred to10 
as phosphorus(V) oxide. 

4P+S0 • P42 010 

Phosphorus and oxygen also 
form phosphorus trioxide, P 03.2
Phosphorus trioxide is also called 
phosphorus(lll) oxide. 

• 


Even if the surface is scratched, the exposed aluminium reacts rapidly 
with the air and seals off the surface. 

Silicon 
Silicon will also form the oxide if it is healed sLrongly in oxygen: 

0 0 +4 - 2 

Phosphorus 
Red phosphorus must be heated before it will react with oxygen. 
White phosphorus spontaneously ignites in air and the white smoke 
of phosphorus pentoxide is given off. Red and white phosphorus 
are allotropes of phosphorus - the same clement with the atoms 
arranged differently. 

0 0 +5 - 2 

4 P(s) + S02(g) - · P40 1o(S) 

If the supply of oxygen is limited, phosphorus trioxide, P20 3, is also 
formed. 

Sulfur 
When sulfur powder is heated and lowered into a gas jar of oxygen, it 
burns with a blue flame to form the colourless gas su lfur dioxide (and 
a little sulfur trioxide also forms) (Figure 3). 

sulfur+ oxygen • sulfur dioxide 

0 0 +4- 2 

S(s) + 0 2(g) • S02(g) 

In all these redox reactions, the oxidation state of the Period 3 element 
increases and that of the oxygen decreases (from 0 to -2 in each 
case). The oxidation state d1anges are shown as small numbers above 
Lhe symbol equations above. The oxidation number of the Period 3 
element in the oxide increases as you move from left to right across 
the period. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Metals are shiny, conduct electricity, and react with acids to give 

hydrogen if they are reactive. Give three more properties not 

mentioned in the text. 


2 	 Non-metals do not conduct electricity. Give two more properties typical 
of non-metals. 

3 a What is the oxidation state of sodium in all its compounds? 

b 	 What is the oxidation state of oxygen in sodium peroxide, Na
2
0

2
? 

What is unusual about this? 

c 	 Show that the sum of the oxidation states in magnesium hydroxide 
is zero. 

4 	 What is the oxidation state of sulfur in sulfur trioxide? 



As you move across Period 3 from left to right there are some 
important trends in the physical properties of the Period 3 compounds. 
These trends arc a result of the change from metal elemencs on the left 
of the Periodic Table to non-metal elements on the right. The oxides 
are representative of these trends. 

The metal oxides 
Sodium. magnesium, and aluminium oxides are examples of 
compounds formed by a metal combined to a non-metal. They 
form giant ionic la ttices where the bonding extends throughout the 
compound. This results in high melting points. 

The bonding in aluminium oxide is ionic but has some covalent 
character. This is because alumin ium forms a very small ion with a 
large positive charge and so can approach closely to the 0 2- and distort 
its electron cloud. So, the bond also has some added covalent character 
(Figure l ). 

It is possible to predict the ionic character of a bond by considering 
the difference in electronegativities between the two atoms. The 
bigger the difference, the greater the ionic character of the bond. 
Caesium oxide, Cs20, is about 80% ionic. The electronegativities are 
Cs= 0.7 and 0 = 3.5. A bond between two identical atoms, such as 
that in oxygen, must be 100% covalent. 

The non-metal oxides 
Silicon oxide has a giant covalent (macromolecular) structure. Again 
the bonding extends throughout the giant structure, but this time it is 
covalent (Figure 2). Again you have a compound with a high melting 
point because many strong covalent bonds must be broken to melt it. 

Key 

Q 	silicon atom 

e 	oxygen atom 

= 	 Represents a 
covalent bond, 
a pair of shared 
electrons 

.A. Figure 2 Silicon dioxide is o mocromolecule 

Phosphorus and sulfur oxides exist as separate covalently bonded 
molecules. The phosphorus oxides are solids. The intermolecular 
forces are weak van der Waals and dipole-dipole forces. Their 
melting points are relatively low. Sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide 
are gases at 298 K. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how the physical 

properties of the oxides are 
explained in terms of their 
structure and bonding. 

-+ 	 State how the oxides react 
with water. 

-+ 	 Describe how the structures 
of the oxides explain the 
trend in their reactions in 
water. 

Specification reference: 3.2.4 

pure ionic bonding A13+ oz-

distortion Al~ 

some degree of 
covalent bonding 

A Figure 1 The covalent character of 
rhe bonding in aluminium oxide 

Synoptic link 

In Topic 1i'.3, More enthalpy 
changes, you saw that the bonding 
in zinc selenide was not purely 
ionic, but had some degree of 
covalent character. 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 3.5, Forces 
acting between molecules, to 
revise intermolecular forces. 

• 


I 



22.2 The oxides of elements in Period 3 

The trends in the physical prope rties or the oxides are summarised in 
Table l. 

T Table 1 The trends in the physical properties ofsome ofthe oxides in Period 3 

Na20 MgO Al203 Si02 P4010 S03 so2 

1548 3125 2345 1883 573 290 200 

ionic ionic ionic/covalent covalent covalent covalent covalent 

giant ionic giant ionic giant ionic giant covalent molecular molecular molecular 

(macromolecular) 

Note the trend in melting points: P40 10 > $03 > S02Study tip 
This is related to the in crease in intermolecu lar rorccs between the 

It is important that you understand larger molecules. 
the link between physical 
properties and bonding. 

Phosphoric (V) acid, Hl04, sulfuric(VI) acid, H2S04 and 
sulfuric (IV) acid (sulfurous acid, H2S03) are called oxo 
acids. You can understand the structures of these acids and 
their anions by drawing dot-and-cross diagrams. 

Aphosphorus atom has five electrons in its outer shell 
and the bonding in phosphoric[V) acid is as shown. Note 
that as phosphorus is in Period 3, it can have more than 
eight electrons in its outer main level. 

.-0 .. 0 
II 

H:O:P : O: H H 0 p 0 H 
:o : I 

0 
H I 

H 

.6. Figure 3 Phosphoric{V} acid 

If all three hydrogens are lost as protons, the 
phosphate(V) ion is formed. 

-o-f_ o-[),~ ·or 

.6. Figure 4 Phosphate{V} ion 

At first sight this appears to have one phosphorus
oxygen double bond and three P-0 single bonds. 
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However, it turns out that all three bonds are the same, 
the bonding electrons are spread out equally over all four 
bonds, and the shape of the ion is a perfect tetrahedron. 
This is an example of delocalisation which you have seen 
in graphite and in benzene. 

Sulfur has six electrons in its outer shell and it, too, may 
have more than eight electrons in its outer main level. The 
bonding in sulfuric(VI) acid is as shown. 

0.-o·· 
II

H:o:s :o :H H- 0 - S- 0 - H 
II ..o. 0 

.6. Figure 5 Sulfuric{VI} acid 

Like the phosphate(V) ion, the sulfate(VI) anion is a 
perfect tetrahedron due to delocalisation. 

0 
II 

-o-s-o 
II 
0 

.6. Figure 6 Sulfate{VI} anion 

Sulfuric (IV) acid immediately dissociates in aqueous 
solut ion. The sulfate(IV) anion's bonding is as shown. 
Delocalisation makes the three S- 0 bonds the same 



length but the bond angle is 106°, smaller than that of a 1 	 What is the angle of a perfect tetrahedron? 
perfect tetrahedron due to the lone pair of electrons. 2 	 What can be said about the lengths of the bonds in 

P0 3-74. 	.. .. - [ ]2:o: s :o: s- -- o 	 3 How many electrons does phosphorus have in its . ".. .. / \·o. o 	 outer main level in phosphoric(V) acid?. .. . 0 
4 The S-0 bond length is 0.15? nm and the S=O 

.&. Figure 7 Sulfate{IV) anion bond length is 0.143 nm. Predict the sulfur-oxygen 
bond length in the sulfate(VI) ion. 

S How many electrons does sulfur have in its outer 
main level in the sulfate (IV) anion? 

Reaction of oxides with water 
Basic oxides 
Sodium and magnesium oxides are both bases. 

Sodium oxide reacts with water to give sodium hydroxide solution - a 
strongly alkaline solution: 

Na20(s) + H20(1)-. 2Na+(aq) + 20H-(aq) pH of solution - 14 

Magnesium oxide reacts with water to give magnesium hydroxide, which 
is sparingly soluble in water and produces a somewhat alkaline solution: 

MgO(s) + H20(l) - • Mg(OH) 2 (s) ~Mg2+(aq) + 20H- (aq) 
pH of solution - 9 

Insoluble oxides 
Aluminium oxide is insoluble in water. 
Silicon dioxide is insoluble in water. 

Acidic oxides 
Non-metals on the right of the Periodic Table typically form acidic 
oxides. For example. phosphorus pentoxide reacts quite violently with 
water to produce an acidic solution of phosphoric(V) acid. This ionises, 
so the solution is acidic. 

P4 (s) + 6H20(1) -. 4H3P04 (aq)0 10

H3P04 (aq) ionises in stages, the first being: 

H P04 (aq) ~ W (aq) + H Po4- (aq)
3	 2

Sulfur dioxide is fairly soluble in water and reacts with it to give an 
acidic solution of sulfuric(IV) acid (sulfurous acid). This partially 
dissociates producing H+ ions, which cause the acidity of the solution: 

S02(g) + H20(1) -. H2S03(aq) 

H
2
S0

3
(aq) <P H+(aq) + HS0

3
- (aq) 

Sulfur trioxide reacts violently with water to produce sulfuric acid 
(sulfuric(VI) acid): 

S0 (g) + H 0(1) -. H S04(aq) -. H+(aq) + HS04-(aq)
3 2 2

Hint 

Silicon dioxide is the main 
constituent of sand, which does not 
dissolve in water. 

• 




22.2 The oxides of elements in Period 3 

Summary questions 

1 	 Write down an equation for the 
reaction of sodium oxide with 
water. 

a I State the oxidation 
number of sodium 
before and after 
the reaction. 

ii Has the sodium been 
oxidised, reduced, or 
neither? 

2 a What ion is responsible 
for the al kalinity of 
the solutions formed 
when sodium oxide and 
magnesium oxide react 
with water? 

b What range of pH values 
represents an alkaline 
solution? 

3 	 Phosphorus forms another 
oxide, P406. 

a 	 Would you expect it to 
react with water to form a 
neutral, acidic, or alkaline 
solution? 

b Explain your answer. 

c Write an equation for its 
reaction with water . 

• 


The overall pattern is that metal oxides (on the lert of the period) form 
alkalin e solutions in water and non-metal oxides (on the right of the 
period) form acidic ones, whilst those in the middle do not react. 

Table 2 summarises these reactions. 

T Table 2 The oxides in water 

Oxide 

Na20 

MgO 

Al203 

Si02 

P4010 

502 
so3 

Bonding 

ionic 

ionic 

covalent/ 
ionic 
covalent 

covalent 

covalent 

covalent 

Approx. pH 
Ions present after Acidity/ [Actual values 

reaction with water alkalinity depend on 
concentration) 

Na+(aq). OW(aq] strongly alkaline 13 14 

Mg2+(aq], OW[aq ] somewhat 
10

alkaline 

insoluble, no reaction - 7 

insoluble, no reaction - 7 
W[aq] + Hl04- [aq]·--fa irly strong ac id 1-2 

- --W[aq) + HS03· [aq] weakacid 2- 3 
W(aq) + HS04  [aq) strong acid 

~ 

0- 1 

The behaviour of the oxides with water ca n be understood if you look 
at their bonding and structure, (Table I ). 

• 	 Sodium and magnesium oxides, to the left of the Periodic Table, are 
composed of ions. 

• 	 Sodium oxide contains the oxide ion, 0 2- , which is a very strong 
base (it scrongly attracts protons) and so readily reacts with water 
to produce h ydroxide ions - a strongly alkaline solution. 

• 	 Magnesium oxide also contains oxide ions. However, its reaction 
with water produces a less alkaline solution than sodium oxide 
because it is less soluble than sodium oxide. 

• 	 Aluminium oxide is ionic but the bonding is too strong for che ions 
to be separated, partly because of the additiona l covalent bonding 
it has. 

• 	 Silicon dioxide is a giant macromolecule and water will not affect 
this type of structure. 

• 	 Phosphorus oxides and sulfur oxides are covalent molecu les and 
react with water to form acid solutions. 

General trend 
Solutions of the oxides of the elements go from alkaline to acidic 
across the Period. 



A5 you saw in Topic 22.2, the general trend is alkalis to acids as you 
go across the period from left to right. So, you could predict that the 
alkaline oxides will react with acids and the aciruc oxides will react 
with bases. 

Sodium and magnesium oxides 
Sodium oxide and magnesium oxide react with acids to give salt and 
water only. 

For example, Sodium ox ide reacts with sulfuric acid to give sodium 
sulfate: 

Na20(s) + H2S04 (aq) Na2S04(aq) + H20 (1) 

Magnesium oxide reacts with hydrochloric acid to give magnesium 
chloride: 

MgO(s) + 2HCl(aq) MgC12(aq) + H20(1) 

Aluminium oxide 
Aluminium oxide reacts both with acids and alkalis. It is called an 
amphoteric oxide. 

For example, with hydrochloric acid, aluminium chloride is formed: 

Al20 3(s) + 6HCl (aq) 2AlCl3(aq) + 3H20 (1) 

With hot, concentrated sodium hydroxide, sodium aluminate is formed: 

Al20 3(S) + 2Na0H(aq) + 3H20(I)-> 2NaAl(OH)4(aq) 

Silicon dioxide 
Silicon dioxide will react as a weak acid with strong bases, for example, 
with hot concentrated sodium hydroxide a colourless solution of 
sodium silicate is formed: 

In the production of iron, at the high temperatures inside the blast furnace, 
calcium oxide reacts with the impurity silicon dioxide (sand) to produce 
a liquid slag, calcium silicate. This is also an example of the acidic silicon 
dioxide reacting with a base: 

Si02(s) + CaO[I)--+ CaSi03(1) 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe how the oxides of 

the elements in Period 3 
react with acids. 

-+ 	 Describe how the oxides of 
the elements in Period 3 
react with bases. 

-+ 	 State the equations for these 
reactions. 

Specification reference: 3.2.4 

Study tip 

It is important that you know the 
products of these reactions and 
that you can write equations for 
the reactions occurring. 

• 




22.3 The acidic/basic nature of the Period 3 oxides 

Phosphorus pentoxide, P 4 0 10 
The reaction of phosphorus penLOxide with an alkali is really the 
reaction of phosphoric(V) acid, H P04, because this is formed when3
phosphorus pentoxide reacts with water. Phosphoric(V) acid has three 
-OH groups, and each of these has an acidic hydrogen atom. So it will 
react with sodium hydroxide in three stages, as each hydrogen in turn 
reacts with a hydroxide ion and is replaced by a sodium ion: 

H P04(aq) + NaOH(aq) • NaH P0 (aq) + H 0(1)
3	 2 4 2

NaH2P04(aq) + NaOH(aq) • Na2HP04(aq) + H20(l) 

Na2HP04(aq) + NaOH(aq) • Na 3P04(aq) + H20(l) 

Overall: 

3NaOH(aq) + H3P04(aq) • Na3P04(aq) + 3H20(l) 

Sulfur dioxide 
If you add sodium hydroxide to an aqueous solution of sulfur dioxide, 
first sodium hydrogensulfate(IV) is formed: 

S02(aq) + NaOH(aq) • NaHS03(aq) 

Followed by sodium sulfa te(IV): 

NaHS03(aq) + NaOH(aq) • Na2S03(aq) + H20(1) 

• 


Sulfur dioxide reacts with the base calcium oxide to form calcium sulfite 
[calcium sulfate[IV]). This is the first step of one of the methods of 
removing sulfur dioxide from flue gases in power stations: 

CaO(s] + S02(g)-+ CaS03[s) 

The calcium sulfite is further converted to calcium sulfate, CaS04, and sold 
as gypsum for plastering. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Write balanced symbol equations for the reactions of: 

a sodium oxide with hydrochloric acid 

b magnesium oxide with sulfuric acid 

c aluminium oxide with nitric acid. 

2 	 Si02(s) + 2NaOH(aq)-+ Na2Si03(aq) + H20(1) 

a Copy the equation above and write the oxidation numbers above 
each atom. 


b Is the reaction a redox reaction? 


c Explain your answer to b. 


3 	 Write a balanced symbol for the reaction of phosphorus pentoxide 
with water . 



Practice questions 


1 (a) 	 SuggeM why the melting point of magnesium oxide is much higher than the melting 
point or magnesium chloride. 

(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Magnesium oxide and sulfur dioxide are added separately to water. In each case 
describe what happens. Write equations for any reactions which occur and state the 
approximate pH or any solution formed. 

(6 marks) 

(c) 	 Write equations for two reactions which together show the amphoteric character of 
aluminium hydroxide. 

(4 marks) 
/\QA, 2006 

2 	 State wha t is observed when separate samples o f sodium oxide a nd phosphorus(V) oxide 
are added to water. Writ e equations ror the reactions which occur and, in each case, state 
the approximate pIT o r !he solution formed. 

(6 marks) 
AQA, 2005 

3 	 Tn the questions below, each of the three elements X, Y, and Z is one of the Period 3 
elements Na, Mg, Al, Si, or P. 
(a) 	 The oxide or e lement X has a high melting point. The oxide reacts read ily with water 

to form a solution with a high pH. 
(i) 	 Deduce the type of bonding present in the oxide of element X . 
(ii) 	 Identify clement x. 
(ii i) Write an equation ror the reaction between water and the oxide of element X . 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	 Element Y has an oxide which reacts vigorously with water to rorm a solution 

containing strong acid. 
(i) 	 Deduce the type of bonding present in the oxide of element Y . 
(ii) 	 Identify element Y. 
(iii) Identify an acid which is formed when the oxide of element Y reacts with water. 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 The oxide or element Z is a crystalline solid with a very high melting point. This 

oxide is classified as an acidic oxide but it is not soluble in water. 
(i) 	 Deduce the type or crystal shown by the oxide of element z. 
(ii) 	 Identify element z. 
(iii) Write an equa tion for a reac1ion which illustrates the acidic nature or the oxide 

of element z. 
(4 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

4 Consider the rollowing oxides. 
Na 0, MgO, Al 0 3, Si0 2, P40 10, S012 2

(a) 	 identify one of the oxides from the above which: 
(i) 	 can form a solution with a pH less than 3 
(ii) 	 can form a solu tion with a pH greater than 12. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Write an equation for the reaction between: 

(i) 	 MgO and HN0 3 
(ii) 	 Si02 and NaOH 
(iii) 	Na20 and H3P04 • 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 Explain, in terms of their type of structure and bonding, why P40 10 can be vaporised 

by gentle heat but Si02 cannot. 
(4 marks) 

AQA, 2003 

• 




Practice questions 

5 Write equations for the reactions which occur when the following compounds are added 
separately to water. In each case, predict the approximate pl! of the solution formed when 
one mole of each compound is added to I drn 3 of water. 
(a) 	 Sodium oxide 
(b) 	 Sulfur dioxide. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

6 (a) 	 P and Q are oxides of Period 3 elements. 
Oxide P is a solid with a high melting point. It does not conduct electricity when 
solid but does condua when molten or when dissolved in water. Oxide P reacts with 
water forming a solution with a high pH. 
Oxide Q is a colourless gas at room temperature. It dissolves in water to give a 
solution with a low pH. 
(i) 	 Identify P. State the type of bonding present in P and explain its electrical 

conductivity. Write an equation for the reaction of P with water. 
(ii) Identify Q. State the type of bonding present in Q and explain why it is a gas at 

room temperature. Write an equation for the reaction of Q with water. 
(9 marks) 

(b) 	 R is a hydroxide of a Period 3 element. It is insoluble in water but dissolves in both 
aqueous sodium hydroxide and aqueous sulluric acid. 
(i) 	 Give the name used to describe this behaviour of the hydroxide. 
(ii) 	 Write equations for the reaaions occurring. 
(iii) Suggest why R is insoluble in water. 

{6 marks) 
AQA, 2002 

7 	 This question is abour some Period 3 elements and their oxides. 
(a) 	 Describe what you would observe when, in the absence of air. magnesium is heated 

strongly with water vapour at temperawres above 373 K. 
Write an equation for the reaction that occurs. 

(3 marks) 
(b) Explain why magnesium has a higher melting poim than ~odium. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 State the structure of, and bonding in, silicon dioxide. 

Other than a high melting point, give two physical propenies of silicon dioxide that 
are characteristic of its structure and bonding. 

(4 marks) 
(d) 	Give the formula of the species in a sample of solid phosphorus(V) oxide. State the 

structure of, and describe fully 1he bonding in, this oxide. 
(4 marks) 

(e) 	 Su lrur(TV) oxide reacts with water to l'orm a solu1ion containing ions. 
Write an equation for this reaction. 

(I mark) 
(f) 	 Write an equation for the reaction between the acidic oxide, phosphorus(V) oxide. 

and the basic oxide, magnesium oxide. 
(I mark) 

AQA, 2014 

8 Magnesium oxide. silicon dioxide and phosphorus(V) oxide arc white solids but each 
oxide has a different type of struaure and bonding. 
(a) 	 State the type of bonding in magnesium oxide. 

Outline a simple experiment to demonstrate that magnesium oxide has this type 
of bonding. 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	 By reference to the struaure of, and the bonding in, silicon dioxide. suggest why it is 

insoluble in water. 
(3 marks) 

• 
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(c) 	 State how the melting point of phosphorus(V) oxide compares with that of silicon 
dioxide. Explain your answer in terms of the structure of, and the bonding in, 
phosphorus(V) oxide. 

(3 marks) 
(d) 	 Magnesium oxide is classified as a basic oxide. 


Write an equation for a reaction that shows magnesium oxide acting as a base 

with another reagent. 


(2 marks) 
(e) 	 Phosphorus(V) oxide is classified as an acidic oxide. 


Write an equation for its reaction with sodium hydroxide. 

(1 mark) 

AQA, 2013 

White phosphorus, P4, is a hazardous form of the element. It is stored under water. 
(a) 	 Suggest why white phosphorus is stored under water. 

(J mark) 
(b) 	 Phosphorus(V) oxide is known as phosphorus pentoxide. 


Suggest why ii is usually represented by P4 rather than by P2
0 10 	 0 5 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 Explain why phosphorus(V) oxide has a higher melting point than 
sulfur( Vl) oxide. (2 marks) 

(d) 	 Write an equation for the reaction of P4 with water to form0 10 
phosphoric(V) acid. Give the approximate pH of the final solution. 

(2 marks) 
(e) 	 A waste-water tank was contaminated by P40 10. The resulting phosphoric(V) 

acid solution was neutralised using an excess of magnesium oxide. The mixture 
produced was then disposed of in a lake. 
(i} Write an equarion for the reaction between phosphoric(V) acid and 

magnesium oxide. 	 (J mark) 
(ii) 	 Explain why an excess of magnesium oxide can be used [or this 

neutralisation. (J mark) 
(iii) Explain why the use of an excess of sodium hydroxide to neutralise the 

phosphoric(V) acid solution might lead to environmental problems 
in the lake. (J mark) 

AQA, 2012 
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23 The transition metals 
23.1 The general properties of 
transition metals 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe the characteristic 

properties ofthe elements 
titanium to copper. 

-+ Explain these in terms of 
electronic structure. 

Specification reference: 3. 2. 5 

Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 8.1, The Periodic 
Table, to revise the blocks of the 
Periodic Table. 

3d 45 

Sc [ArJ 3d 1452 IIJOOOO Ufl 

n rArJ 3d2452 IIJIIJODO [IT! 

v rArJ 3d3 4s2 IIJIIJQJOO [IT! 

Cr [Arl 3d5 451'1IJIIJQJQJQJ Q] 

Mn [Ar] 3d5 452 IIJIIJIIJQ]QJ [IT! 

Fe [Ar] 3d6 452 [ITJIIJQJQJQJ [IT! 

Co [Ar] 3d7 452 [ITJ[ITJIIJQJQJ [IT! 

N1 [Ar] 3d8 452 [ITJ[ITJ[ITJQJQJ [ITJ 

Cu [Arl 3d104s•"[ITJ[ITJ[ITJ[ITJ[ITJ Q] 

Zn [Ar] 3d10452[ITJ[ITJ[ITJ[ITJ[ITJ [IT! 


.A Figure 2 Electronic arrangements of 
the elements in the first d-series. [Ar] 
represents the electron arrangement of 
argon - 1s22s22p63s"3p6 

• 


The elements from titanium to copper lie within the d-block elements. 

D 

Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

-

.A Figure 1 The d-block elements {shaded} and the transition metals 
(outlined} 

Across a period, electrons are being added 10 a d-sub-level (3d in the 
case of titanium to copper). The elements from titanium to copper are 
metals. They are good conductors of heat and electricity. They are hard, 
strong, and shiny, and have high melting and boiling points. 

These physical properties, together with fairly low chemical reactivity, 
make these metals extremely useful. Examples include iron (and its alloy 
steel) for vehicle bodies and to reinforce concrete, copper for water pipes, 
and titanium for jet engine parts that must withstand high temperatures. 

Electronic configurations in the d-block elements 
Figure 2 shows the electron arrangements for the clements in the first 

row of the cl-block. 


In general there are two outer 4s electrons and as you go across the period. 

electrons are added to the inner 3d sub-level. This explains the overall 

similarity of these elements. The arrangements of chromium, Cr, and 

copper, Cu, do not quite fit the pattern. The ct-sub-level is fu ll (3d 10) in Cu 

and half full (3d5) in Cr and there is only one electron in the 4s outer level. 

It is believed that a half-full cl-level makes the atoms more stable in the 

same way as a full outer main level makes rhe noble gas atoms stable. 


Electronic configurations of the ions of d-block 
elements 
To work out the configuration of the ion or an element, first write 
down the configuration of the element using the Periodic Table, from 
its atomic number. 

~ 
Worked example: Electron configuration of v2+ ~ 

Vanadium, V, has an atomic number of 23. Its electron 
configuration is: 

l s22s22p6 3s23p6 3d34s2 

The vanadium ion v2+ has lost the two 4s2 electrons and has the 
electron configuration: 



Worked example: Electron configuration of the Cu2+ ion @ 
The atomic number of copper is 29. The electron configuration is 

therefore: 


I s22s22p63s23p63d104s1 


The Cu2• ion has lost two electrons, so ic has che eleccron 
configuration: 

~ 
Worked example: Electron configuration of the Cr3+ ion ~ 

The atomic number of chromium is 24. The electron 

configuration is therefore: 


I s22s22p63s23p6 3d54s 1 


The Cr3+ ion has lost three electrons, so it has the electron 
con figu ration: 

In fact, with all transition clements, the 4s electrons are lost first when 
ions arc formed. 

The definition of a transition element 
The formal definition of a cransition element is thac it is one chat forms 
at least one stable ion with a part full d-shell of electrons. Scandium only 
forms Sc3+ (3d0 ) in all its compounds, and zinc only forms Zn2+ (3d 10) in 
all its compounds. They arc therefore d-block elements but not transition 
elements. The transition clements are outlined in red in Figure I. 

Chemical properties of transition metals 
The chemistry of transicion metals has four main features which are 
common to all the e lements: 

• 	 Variable oxidation sta tes: Transi tion metals have more than one 
oxidation sta te in their compounds, for example, Cu(I) and Cu(ll) . 
They can therefore take part in many redox reactions. 

• 	 Colour: The majority of transition metalions are coloured, for 
example, Cu2•(aq) is blu e. 

• 	 Catalysis: Catalysts affect the rate of reaction without being used up 
or chemically changed themselves. Many transition metals, and their 
compounds, show catalytic activity. For example, iron is the catalyst 
in the Haber process, vanadium(V) oxide in the Contact process and 
manganese(IV) oxide in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. 

• 	 Complex formation: Transition elements form complex ions. A 
complex ion is formed when a transition metal ion is surrounded 
by ions or other molecules, collectively called ligands, which are 
bonded to it by co-ordinate bonds. For example, [Cu(H20)6] 2+ is a 
complex ion that is formed when copper sulfate dissolves in water. 

I 

Study tip 

The electronic configuration of any 
element can be deduced using the 
Periodic Table. 

A Figure 3 Some transition metals 
in use 

Summary questions 

1 	 The electron arrangement of 
manganese is: 

1s2 2s22p6 3s2 3p6 3d5 4s2 

Write the electron 

arrangement of: 


a a Mn2+ ion 


b a Mn3+ ion 


2 The electron arrangement of 
iron can be written [Ar] 3d6 4s2. 

a What does the [Ar] 
represent? 

b Which two electrons are 
lost to form Fe2•? 

c Which further electron is 
lost in forming Fe3+? 

• 




231.2 Complex formation and the shape of 
complex ions 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State what the terms ligand, 

co-ordinate bond, and 
co-ordination number mean. 

-+ 	 Explain what bidentate and 
multidentate ligands are. 

-+ 	 Explain how the size of the 
ligand affects the shape of 
the complex ion. 

-+ 	 Explain how ligand charge 
determines the charge on the 
complex ion. 

Specification reference: 3.2.5 

Synoptic link 

You will need to understand 
covalent and co-ordinate bonding, 
shapes of simple molecules and 
ions studied in Topic 3.6, The 
shapes ofmolecules and ions. j 

2+ H H 
H '-r{ H 

H-6 l 6-H
-.............Cu,,.,..,,,,.
0_........... l ...___,O H- H 
I
H 

I
H 

/o,
H H 

.A Figure 1 Copper[//] ion surrounded 
by water molecules 

Hint 

Some ligands are neutral and 

others have a negative charge. 


H H 
I 

H-C - C H 

H, l/H 


/ N...f'J , 

H H 

.A Figure 2 Ethane-1,2-diamine 
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example, [NiCN4 J
2-. 

NH3 

~:-~~J-. __ 

H N

3 ~-Ct\7 NH3 

NH3 

NH3 

[Co( NH3)5] 3+ 

Aqua ions 

The formation of complex ions 
All transition metal ions can form co-ordinate bonds by accepting 
electron pairs from other ions or molecules. The bonds that are formed 
are co-ordinate (dative) bonds. An ion or molecule with a lone pair 
of electrons that forms a co-ordinate bond wi1h a transition metal is 
called a ligand. Some examples of ligands are H20 :, :NH3, :c1-, :cN-. 

In some cases, two, four, or six ligands bond to a single transition 
metal ion. The resulting species is ca lled a complex ion. The number 
of co-ordinate bonds to ligands that surround the d-block metal ion is 
called the co-ordination number. 

• 	 Ions with co-ordination number six are usually octahedral, for 
example, (Co(NH3) 

6
J3+. 

• 	 Tons with co-ordination number rour arc usually tetrahedral, for 
exam ple, [CoC14] 2- . 

• 	 Some ions with co-ordination number four are square planar, for 

22 Cl 

.1 
Cl -==--'Co 

' ·; -~~ Cl 

Cl 

If you dissolve the salt of a transition meta l in water, for example, copper 
sulfate, the positively charged metal ion becomes surrounded by water 
molecules ading as ligands (Figure 1). Normally there are six water 
molecules in an octahedral arrangement. Such species are called aqua ions. 

Multidentate ligands - chelation 
Some molecules or ions, called multid entate ligan ds, have more than 
one atom with a lone pair of electrons which can bond to a transition 
metal ion. 

Bidentate ligands include: 

• 	 Ethane-1 ,2-diamine, sometimes called 1,2-diaminoethane or 
ethylene diamine (Figure 2) Each nitrogen has a lone pair which 
can form a co-ordinate bond to the metal ion. The name of this 
ligand is often abbreviated to en, for example, [Cr(enhJ 3+. It is 
a neutral ligand and the chromium ion has a 3+ charge, so the 
complex ion also has a 3+ charge. 

• 	 The ethanedioate (oxalate) ion, c20/- (Figure 3). 

• 	 Benzene-1,2-diol, sometimes called 1,2-dihydroxybcnzcnc, is also a 
neutral ligand (Figure 4) . 

3+ 



An important multidcntate ligand is the ion ethylenediaminetetracetate, 
called EDTA"- (Figure 5). 

This can act as a h exadentate ligand using lone pairs on four oxygen 
and both nitrogen atoms. Complex ions wich polydentace ligands are 
called ch ela tes. Chelates can be used to effeccively remove d-block 
metal ions from solution. 

The chelate effect 
If you add a hexadentate ligand such as EDTA co a solucion of a 
transition metal salt, the EDTA will replace all six water ligands in the 
aqua ion [Cu(H20)6 j 2+ as shown: 

[Cu(H 0) ] 2+ (aq) + EDTA4- (aq)-+ [CuEDTA]2- (aq) + 6H20(1)
2 6

Tn this equation, two species are replaced by seven. This increase in 
the number of particles causes a significant increase in entropy which 
drives the reaction to the right. For this reason chelate complexes with 
polydentate ligands arc favoured over complexes with monodentate 
ligands and is called the che late effect. 

Haemoglobin is the red pigment in blood. It is responsible for carrying oxygen 
from the lungs to the cells of the body. The molecule consists of an Fe2• ion 
with a co-ordination number of six. Four of the co-ordination sites are taken up 
by a ring system called a porphyrin which acts as a tetradentate ligand. This 
complex is called haem. 

CH3 CH=C~ 

HC-tj_CH 
N 

l 
N-Fe2+-N 

CHz-''-~j i ~'i----'--CH=CH2 
NI 

-CHCH2 
I 
COOl l 

----.....__N.. 
complex "\. 

protein molecule \ 


.A. Figure 6 Haemoglobin 

Below the plane of this ring is a fifth nitrogen atom acting as 
a ligand. This atom is part of a complex protein called globin. 
The sixth site can accept an oxygen molecule as a ligand. 
The Fe2• to 02 bond is weak, as :02 is not a very good ligand, 
allowing the oxygen molecule to be easily given up to cells. 

Better ligands than oxygen can bond irreversibly to the 
iron and so destroy haemoglobin's oxygen-carrying 
capacity. This explains the poisonous effect of carbon 
monoxide, which is a better ligand than oxygen. Carbon 
monoxide is often formed by incomplete combustion in 

o /o~. 
~c 

I 
o-?' 

c"o:. 
.A. Figure 3 Ethanedioate 

H 

o::
I 

: 
I 
H 

.A. Figure 4 Benzene-1,2-diol 

·b 
- HI HI o· 'c- c H C/ H C
o,y H/ "\... I I .. / "'-H ~o 
0 H N - C-C-N H 0 
~c_:2.c/ I I "\.c/ c,y 
/ I H H I "~ 

.p H H ' 

.A. Figure 5 EDTA 

Study tip 
Both ligand sites of bidentate 

ligands usually bond to the same 

metal forming a ring. However, 

they can act as bridges between 

two metal ions. 


Synoptic link 
Look back at topic 17.4, Why do 
chemical reactions take place?, to 
revise entropy. 

faulty gas heaters. Because it binds more strongly to the 
iron than oxygen, it is possible to suffocate in a room with 
plentiful oxygen. 

Anaemia is a condition which may be caused by a 
shortage of haemoglobin.The body suffers from a 
lack of oxygen and the symptoms include fatigue, 
breathlessness, and a pale skin colour. The causes may 
be loss of blood or deficiency of iron in the diet. The latter 
may be treated by taking 'iron' tablets which contain 
iron (II) sulfate. 

• 




23.2 Complex formation and the shape of complex ions 

Study tip 

The chlorine atom is in Period 3 
and so has an extra electron level 
compared with the nitrogen atom 
in Period 2. 

N N
~ q:c c 
/~·-·7 

: N1 2+ :

/ ____~/ 
*c c~ 

-N~ ~N -

A Figure 7 A square planar complex 

Synoptic link 

You will learn more about 
using Tollens' reagent to test 
for aldehydes and ketones in 
Topic 26.2, Reactions of the 
carbonyl group in aldehydes and

I ketones. 

I--- ~ / .M ,.. I , .·· ' ' 
octahedral tetrahedral 

..-'M - -M
/ "" 
square-planar linear 

A Figure 8 Thefour main shapes of 
transition metal complexes using wedge 
and dotted bonds 

Hint 

All six ligand positions in an 
octahedral complex are equivalent 

as are all the positions in the other 
three geometries. 

Synoptic link 

You will learn more about c1splatrn 
in Topic 30.5, The action of anti 
cancer drugs. 

• 


Shapes of complex ions 
As you have seen the [Co(NH3)J3+ ion, with six ligands, is an 
octahedral shape. An octahedron has six points but eight faces. The 
metal ion, Co3+, has a charge of +3 and as the ligands are all neutral, 
the complex ion has an overall charge of +3. 

The (CoCl
4

] 2- ion, with four ligands, is tetrahedral. The metal ion, 
Co2+, has a charge of +2 and each of the four ligands :c1-, has a charge 
of - L so the complex ion has an overall charge of -2. 

The reason for this difference in shape is that the chloride ion is a 
larger ligand than the ammonia molecule and so fewer ligands can fit 
around the central metal ion. 

A few complexes of co-ordination number four adopt a square planar 
geometry (Figure 7). 

Some complexes are linear. one example being [Ag(NH3)i j+: 

[H N __.Ag+- NII31+ 
3

A solution containing this complex ion is ca lled Tollens' reagent and 
is used in organic chemistry to dis tinguish aldehydes from ketones. 
Aldehydes reduce the [Ag (NH ) 2J+ to Ag (metall ic silver), while

3
ketones do not. The silver forms a mirror on the surface of the test 
wbe, giving the name of the test - the silver mirror tesr. 

Complex ions may have a positive charge or a negative charge. 

Representing the shapes of complex ions 
Representing three-dimensional shapes on paper can be tricky. Some 
diagrams in this topic have thin red construction lines to help you to 

visualise the shapes. These are not bonds. Another way to represent 
shape is to use wedge bonds and dotred bonds. Wedge bonds come out 
of the paper and dotted bonds go in (Figure 8). 

Isomerism in transition metal complexes 
You have met isomerism in organic chemistry. Isomers are compounds 
with the same molecular formula but with different arrangements 
of their atoms in space. Transition metal complexes can form both 
geometrical isomers (cis-trans, or E-Z isomers) and optical isomers. 

Geometrical isomerism 
Here ligands differ in their position in space relative to one another. 
This type of isomerism occurs in octahedra l and 

+ square planar complexes. Take the octahedral 
complex ion LCrCl2 (H20)4 [+. The cl- ligands 
may be next to each other (the cis- or Z- form) 
or on opposite sides of the central chromium 
ion (the trans- or £-form) (Figure 9). 

Jn the square planar complex platin, the OH .,. 
c1- Ligands may be next to each other (the cis Cl~~~OH2 
or Z· fom1) or on opposite sides of the central • Cr · 
chromium ion (the trans- or £-form). A pair of Ho/l-~c1 

2 OH2geometrical isomers will have different chemical 
properties. For example, cisplatin is one of the A Figure 9 The cis· or 
most successful anti-cancer drugs whilst the Z-isomer {top] and the 
trans-isomer has no therapeutic effect. trans- or E-isomer {bottom] 



Optical isomerism 
Here the two isomers arc non-supcrimposable mirror images of each 
other. In transition metal complexes this occurs when there arc two or 
more bidcntate ligands in a complex (Figure 10) . 

Look at Figure 10 and imagine rotating one of the complexes around a 
vertical axis until the two chlorine atoms are in the same position as in 
the other one. You should be able to see that the positions of the end 
ligands no longer match. The best way to be sure about this is to use 
molecular models. 

Optical isomers are said to be chiral. They have identical chemical 
prope rties bu t can be distinguished by their e ffect on po larised ligh t. 
One isomer will rota te the pla ne of polarisation of polarised light 
dockwise and the o the r a nticlockwise. 

Ionisation isomerism 

This is a third form of isomerism found in transition metal chemistry. 
Consider the compound of formula CrCl (H20)6. Both chloride ions, c1-, 3 
and water molecules can act as ligands. This compound can exist as three 
different isomers depending on how many of the chloride ions are bound to 
the chromium atom as ligands and how many are free as negative ions. 

The three isomers are: 

Compound 1: [Cr(H 0) ]3•+ 3c1- violet
2	 6

Compound 2: [CrCl(H 0) ]2• + 2c1- + H20 light green2	 5

Compound 3: [CrCl (H 0) J• + c1- + 2H 0 dark green
2	 2 6 2

1 What feature of both c1- and H20 allows them to act as ligands? 
2 If solutions are made ofthe same concentration of each compound, 

which would you expect to conduct electricity best? Explain your answer. 
3 	 Only free chloride ions (and not those bonded as ligands) will react 

with silver nitrate. Write a balanced equation for the reaction of 
chloride ions with silver nitrate solution. 

4 	 Which compound would react with most silver nitrate? Explain your 
answer. 


5 State which other type of isomerism is shown by Compound 3. 

6 The structural formula of Compound 1 is: 


3
OH2 + 

r H2f~1/ ;H2 
, Cr ' + 3Cl

H}o~-l- _\~H2 
OH:

Draw the structural formula of Compound 2 in the same style. 

+ 

mirror 

en is an abbreviation for 
ethane-1,2-diamine: 

.A Figure 10 Transition metal comlpexes 
that are non-identical mirror images of 
each other [top] and the structure of the 
ethane-1,2-diamine [en} ligand {bottom} 

See Topic 25.2, Optical isomerism, 
for more detail about optical 
isomerism in organic chemistry. 

Summary questions 

1 a Predict the shapes of the 
following: 

[Cu(H20)6 ]2+ 
II [Cu(N H3) 6 ) 2• 

Ill [CuCl
4 
]2

b What is the co-ordination 
number of the transition 
metal in each complex in a? 

c Explain why the co 
ordination numbers are 
different. 

2 	 Benzene-1,2-dicarboxylate is 
shown below. 

0 

d~:: 

II 
0 

a 	 Suggest which atoms are 
likely to form co-ordinate 
bonds with a metal ion. 

b Mark the lone pairs. 
c Is it likely to be a mono-, 

bi- or hexa-dentate ligand? 

• 




Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Describe the origin of the 

colour of a transition metal 
complex ion. 

-+ 	 Explain what factors 
determine the colour ofa 

complex ion. 

Specification reference: 3.2.5 

Study tip 

Make sure that you know the 
factors which give rise to colour 
changes and are able to illustrate 

each change by an equation. 

Hint vx 

b.E is also related to wavelength A. 
by the equation b.E =he, where c is 

A. 
the velocity of light. 

T Table 1 Colours offour vonodium 
species 

Oxidation 
number 

Species Colour 

5 VO/ [aq) yellow 

4 vo2• [aq) blue 

3 y3• (aq) green 

2 y2+[aq) violet 

I I I 
I 


.A. Figure 2 Zinc ions in ocid solution will 
reduce vanodium{V] through oxidation 
states V{IV} andV{lll] to V{ll]. Thefinal 
flask is normally stoppered because 
oxygen in theair will rapidly oxidise V{ll] 

• 


Most transition metal compounds arc coloured. The colour is caused 
by the compounds absorbing energy that corresponds 10 light in 
the visible region of the spectrum. If a !.Olution of a substance looks 
purple, it is because it absorbs all the light from a beam of white light 
shone at it except red and blue. The red and blue light passes through 
and the solution appears purple, (Figure I). 

R---------·1 ---------.R}appears~ 

G---------· 	 ~ purple 

) 
B--------- · ·-- - • 3 

absorbs 
green 

A. Figure 1 Solutions look coloured because they absorb some colours and let others 
pass through 

Why are transition metal complexes coloured? 
This is a simplified explanarion, but the general principle is as follows: 

• 	 Transition metal compounds arc coloured because they have 
part-filled ct-orbitals. 

• 	 Ir is rherefore possible for electrons 10 move from one d-orbiral to 
anorher. 

• 	 In an isolated transition metal atom, all the cl-orbitals arc of exactly 
the same energy, but in a compound, the presence of other atoms 
nearby makes the ct-orbitals have slightly different energies. 

• 	 When electrons move from one ct-orbital to another of a higher 
energy level (called an excited state), they often absorb energy in 
rhe visible region of the specrrum equa l to the difference in energy 
berween levels. 

• 	 This colour is therefore missing from the spectrum and you sec the 
combination of the colours that arc not absorbed. 

The frequency of the light is related w the energy dirfcrcncc by the 
expression !),,£ =hv, where E is the energy, v the frequency, and h 
a constant called Planck's constant. The frequency is related to the 
colour of light. Violet is of high energy and therefore high frequency 
and red is of low energy and low frequency. 

The colour of a rransition metal complex depends on rhe energy gap 
!),,£, which in turn depends on the oxidation stare of the metal and 
also on the ligands (and therefore the shape of the complex ion), so 
different compounds of the same metal will have different colours. 
For example, Table 1 shows the colours of four vanadium species 
each with a different oxidation state. 

Some more examples of how changing the oxidation state of the metal 
affects the colour of the complex arc given in Table 2_ 



--
'YTable 2 

Oxidation state of metal 2 3 

[Fe[H 0] ]3+
2 6iron complexes 

green pale brown 

(Cr(H
2
0)

6
]2• [Cr(H 0) ]3•

2 6chromium complexes 
blue red-violet 

(Co( NH ] ]2• (Co(NH3]6 ]3'° 3 6cobalt complexes 
brown yellow 

Colorimetry 
A simple colorimeter uses a light source and a detector to measure 
the amount or light of a particular wavelength that passes through 
a coloured solution. The more concen trated the solution, the less 
ligh t transmitted through the solution. A colorimeter is used, with a 
su itable ca libration graph to m easure the concentration of solutions of 
coloured transition meta l compou nds. 

Hint ~ 

Usually the experiment is made 
more sensitive by using a coloured 
filter in the colorimeter. The filter is 
chosen by finding out the colour of 
light that the red solution absorbs 
most. Red absorbs light in the blue 
region of the visible spectrum, so 
a blue filter is used (Figure 3]. so 
that only blue light passes into the 
sample tube. 

Finding the formula of a transition metal complex using 
colorimetry 8 

A colorimeter can be used to find the ratio of metal ions to ligands in a complex, 
which gives us the formula of the complex. Two solutions are mixed together, one 
containing the metal ion and one the ligand, in different proportions. When they 
are mixed in the same ratio as they are in the complex, there is the maximum 
concentration of complex in the solution. output lo: 
So, the solution will absorb most light. 

For example, take the blood red complex 
formed with Fe3+ ions and thiocyanate 
ions, SCN . 

If potassium thiocyanate is added to a 
solution of Fe3+[ aq], one of the water filter sample 
molecules is replaced by a thiocyanate 

• Figure 3 Using a calorimeter to f ind a formula 
ion and a blood red complex forms: 

[Fe[H 0) ]3• (aq) + SCW __. (Fe[SCN)(H20)5]2+[aq) + H20(1]2 6

As the concentration of the red complex increases, less and less light wil l pass 
through the solution. 

Start with two solutions of the same concentration, one containing Fe3• [ aq) 
ions, for example, iron( lll) sulfate, and one containing SCW(aq] ions, for 
example, potassium thiocyanate. Mix them in the proportions shown in Table 3, 
adding water so that all the tubes have the same total volume of solution. 

'Y Table 3 The obsorbance ofdifferent mixtures afFe3•[aq} and SCN {oq} 

• 


hght source 

meter 
/ or 
-  chart recorder 

or 
data logger 
or 
computer 

Vol. of Fe3• (aq) solution I cm3 

Vol. of SCW(aq) solution I cm3 4.00 6.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 

Vol. ofwater I cm3 28.00 26.00 24.00 22.00 20.00 28.00 16.00 14.00 

Absorbance 0.15 0.33 0.48 0.63 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 
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23.3 Coloured ions 

Summary questions 

1 	 a Explain why copper sulfate is coloured, whereas zinc sulfate is colourless. 

b A solution of copper sulfate is blue. What colour light passes through this solution? 

c What happens to the other colours of the visible spectrum? 

2 	 The graph below shows the absorbance of a series of mixtures containing 
different proportions of two solutions of the same concentration - one 
containing Ni2• ions and the other containing a ligand called EDTA4

for short. The two solutions react together to form a coloured complex. 

a Which mixture absorbs most light? 


b Which mixture contains the highest concentration of the nickel EDTA complex? 

N 1 • 

c 	 What is the simplest (empirical) formula of the complex? 10 g 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o EDTA4

• 
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.A. Figure 5 Agraph ofabsorbance against tube number 

Each tube is put in the colorimeter and a reading of 
absorbance taken. Absorbance is a measure of the light 
absorbed by the solution. A graph of absorbance is plotted 
against tube number (Figure 5) . 

From the graph, the maximum absorbance occurs in tube S 
after this, adding more thiocyanate ions makes no difference. 
So this shows that the ratio of sew ions to Fe3+ ions in the 
complex. From Table 3, tube S has equal amounts of SCN- ions 
and Fe 3+ ions so their ratio in the complex must be 1: 1. So 
this confirms the formula is (Fe[SeN] (H20) 5]2•. (The Sew 
has substituted for one of the water molecules in the complex 
ion [Fe(H 0) ]3•.)2	 6

A. Figure 4 The colours of many 
gemstones are caused by transition 
metal compounds 

The colour of gemstones 

Transition metal ions are responsible for the colours of most gemstones. 
Rubies are made of aluminium oxide, Al 203, which is colourless - the 
red colour is caused by trace amounts of er3• ions which replace some 
of the Al3+ ions in the crystal lattice. The oxide ions, 02 , are the ligands 
surrounding the er3• ions. 

The green colour of emeralds is also caused by er3• ions, but in this case, the 
material from which the gemstone is made is beryllium aluminium silicate, 

2Be Al (Si0 ) 6. The ligand surrounding the er3 ~ is silicate, Si0 - . in this case.
3	 2 3 3 

This illustrates the effect of changing the ligand on the colour of the ion. 


The red of garnet and the yellow-green colour of peridot are both caused by 

Fe2• ions - surrounded by eight silicate ligands in the case of garnet and six 

in peridot. 


Other examples include eu2• which is responsible for the blue-green ofturquoise 

and Mn2+ for the pink oftourmaline. 




Group l metals lose their outer electron to fonn only+ l ions and 
Group 2 lose their outer two electrons to form only +2 ions in their 
compounds. A typical transition metal can use its 3d-electrons as well 
as its 4s-e lectrons in bonding, and this means that it can have a greater 
variety of oxidation stares in different compounds. Table l shows 
this for the first d-series. Zinc and scandium are shown as part of the 
d-series although they are not transition metals. 

T Table 1 Oxidation numbers shown by the elements ofthe first d-series in their 
compounds 

Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

+I +I +I +I +I +I +I +I 

+II +II -tl l +II +II +II +II +II +II 

+Ill +Ill +Ill ti ll +Ill +Ill +Ill +Ill +Ill 

+IV +IV +IV +IV +IV +IV +IV 

+V +V +V +V +V 

+VI +VI +VI 

+VII 

The most common oxidation states are shown in red, though they are 
not all stable. 


Except for scandium and zinc all the elements show both the + l and 

+2 oxidation states. These are formed by the loss of 4s electrons. 


For example. nickel has rhe electron configuration 
Js22s2 2p6 3s2 3p63d84s2 and Ni2+ is I s2 2s22p6 3s23p63d8• 

Iron has the e lectron configuration Is22s22p63s23p63d64s2 and Fe2+ is 
l s22s22p6 3s23 p6 3d6 . 

Only the lower oxidation states of transition metals actually ex ist as 
simple ions, so that. for example, Mni+ ions exist but Mn7+ ions do 
not. rn all Mn(V IT) compounds, the manganese is covalen tly bonded to 
oxygen in a compound ion as in Mn0 (Figure l ). 4 -

Redox reactions in transition metal chemistry 
Many of the reactions of transition metal compounds are redox 
reactions, in which the metals arc either oxidised or reduced. For 
example, iron shows two stable oxidation states - Fe3+ and Fe2+. 

Fe2+ is the less stable state - it can be oxidised to Fe3+by the oxygen in 
the air and also by chlorine. For example: 

+2 0 +3 - I 

2Fe2+(aq) + Cl (g) • 2Fe3+(aq) + 2Cl-(aq) 
2 

In this reaction. ch lorine is the oxidising agent - its oxidation number 
drops from 0 to - I (as it gains an electron). whilst that of the iron 
increases from +2 to +3 (as it loses an electron). Remember the phrase 
OIL RIG - oxidation is loss. reduction is gain (of electrons). 

Learning objective: 
' 	 Describe how the 

concentration ofiron(ll) ions 
in aqueous solution can be 
found. 

Specification reference: 3.2.5 

o
1 

Mn 
O'... A~ 

0 

.A. Figure 1 Bonding in the [MnO_J- ion 

Synoptic link 

You will need to understand 
redox equations and volumetric 
analysis studied in Topic 7.3, Redox 
equations, and Topic 2.4, Empirical 
and molecular formulae. 

• 




23.4 Variable oxidation states of transition elements 

Hint 

W ions are likely to be involved 
because the reaction takes place 
in acidic solution. Five electrons 
are involved because the oxidation 
state of each manganese atom 

drops by five. 

Hint 

The body needs iron compounds to 
make haemoglobin, the compound 
that carries oxygen in the blood. 

~ Table 2 The colours ofthe ions 
in the reaction between potassium 
manganate{Vll} and iron{//] sulfate 

Ion Colour 

Fe2·[aq] pale green 

Mn0
4
-(aq] intense purple 

Fe 3+(aq] pale violet 

Mn2+(aq] pale pink 

• 


Using half equations 
Potassium manganate(Vll) reactions 
The technique of using half equations is usdul for constnicting balanced 
equations in more complex reactions. Potassium manganate(VIl) can act 
as an oxidising agent in acidic solution (one containing H+(aq) ions) and 
will, for example, oxidise Fe2+ to f e3+. During the reaction the oxidation 
number of the manganese falls from +7 to +2. 

First construct the half equation for the reduction of Mn(Vll) to Mn(ll): 

Mn0 -(aq) • Mn2+(aq)
4 

The oxygen atoms must be balanced using H+ ions and H20 molecules: 

Mno4- + 8W(aq) • Mn2+(aq) + 4H20(1) 

Then balance for charge using electrons: 

Mno4-(aq) + se- + 8W(aq) • Mn2+(aq) + 4H2 0(1) 


The half equation for the oxidation of iron (U) t"O iron (JLI) is straightforward: 


Fe2+(aq) • Fe3+(aq) + c-

To construct a balanced symbol equation for the reaction of acidified 
potassium manganate(Vll) with Fe2+(aq), first multiply the 
Fe2+I Fe3+ half reaction by five (so that the numbers of electrons in 
each half reaction are the same) and then add the two half equations: 

5Fe2+(aq) • 5Fc3+(aq) + se

Mn04-(aq) + se- + 8H+(aq) -+ Mn2+(aq) + 4H20(l) 

5feh(aq) + Mno -(aq) + 5e- + 8H+(aq) • 5Fe3+(aq) + 5e- + Mn2+(aq)
4

+ 4H20(l) 

5Fe2+(aq) + Mn04-(aq) + 8W(aq)-+ 5Fe3+(aq) + Mn2+(aq) + 4H20(1) 

This technique makes balancing complex redox reactions much easier. 

Redox titrations 
You may wish tO measure the concentration of an oxidising or a reducing 
agent. One way of doing this is to do a redox titration. Th is is similar in 
principle to an acid-base titration in which you find out how much acid 
is requ ired to react with a certa in volume or base (or vice versa) . 

One example is in the analysis of iron tablets for quality control 
purposes. Iron tablets contain iron(ll) su lfate and may be taken by 
patients whose diet is short of iron for some reason. 

As you have seen, Fe2+(aq) reacts with manganatc(Vll) ions (in 
potassium manganate(VIl)) in the ratio 5: I. The reaction docs not 
need an indicator, because the colour of the mixture changes as the 
reaction proceeds (Table 2). 

Using a burette, you gradually add potassium manganate(VII) solution 
(which contains the Mn04-(aq) ions) to a solution containing Fe2+(aq) 
ions, acidified with excess dilute sulfuric acid. The purple colour 
disappears as the Mn04- ions are convened to pale pink Mn2+(aq) ions 
to leave a vinually colourless solution. Once just enough Mn04-(aq) 
ions have been added to react with all the Fe2+(aq) ions, one more 
drop of Mn04-(aq) ions will cum the solution purple. This is the end 
point of the titration . 



The apparatus used is shown in Figure 2. burette 

You cannot use hydrochloric acid, as an alternative to su!Iuric 
acid, to supply the Jl+(aq) ions in the reaction between potassium potassium manganate(Vll) 

solutionmanganate(VII) and Fc2+(aq). You can see why this is the case by 
using Ee values. 

Hydrochloric acid concains c1- ions. These are oxidised by Mn0 ions,4 

as shown by the calculation of emf for the reaction below. This would 
affect the titration, because the manganate(VU) ions must be used 
only to oxidise Fe2+ ions. Manganate(VT!) ions do not oxidise sulfate 
ions. 

The relevant haH equations wi1h their values of Ee are: 

Mn04 - (aq) + 5e + 8W(aq) ~ Mn2+(aq) + 4H20(1) E
9 = +1.51 V 

~Cl2 +e ~ c1- E"' = +l.36 v 

-1 1.51 v + 
l.36V emF=0.15V 

t--~~~---~~~- _. 

.A. Figure 3 E' values show that acidified MnO4 - ions will oxidise o- ions 

Figure 3 shows that the electron flow is from Cl2 to Mn04- , and the 
emf is 0.15 V, so the half reactions must be as follows: 

Mn04-(aq) + 5e- + 8H+(aq) ~ Mn2+(aq) + 4H20(l) 

c1- •J..c1 + e
2 2 

Multiplying the lower half equation by 5, to balance the electrons, and 
adding the equations together gives: 

Mn0 - (aq) + 5e- + 8H+(aq) + 5Cl- (aq) ..- Mn2+(aq) + 4H 0(1)4 2

Remember to cancel electrons + 21Cl2 (aq) + 5e

emf =+O.l 5 V 

This reaction is feasible, so Mn04- ions will oxidise c1- ions and 
hydrochloric acid is nor suitable for this titration. 

~ 
Worked example: Iron tablets ~ 

A brand of iron tablets has this stated on the pack. 'Each tablet 
contains 0.200g of iron(H) sulfate.' The following experiment 
was done to check this. 

One tablet was dissolved in excess sulfuric acid and made up 
to 250cm3 in a volumetric flask. 25.00cm3 of this solution 
was pipetted inio a flask and titrated with 0.00100 moldm-3 

potassium manganate(VU) solution until the solution just became 
purple. Taking an average of several titrations, 26.30cm3 of 
potassium manganate(Vll) solution was needed. O 

r\ """"" """'""..
8- iron (II) sulfate tablets 


.A. Figure 2 Apparatusfor a titration 


Synoptic link 

Look back at Topic 20.2, Predicting 
the direct ion of redox reactions, to 
revise £ 6 values. 

Hint 

The value of E"' for the Mn0
4 

- I Mn2

half cell will vary with pH. 

• 




23.4 Variable oxidation states of transition elements 

Study tip vx 

Try to show all your working in 

calculations to demonstrate your 

understanding when answers are 

incomplete or the final answer is 

wrong. 

• 


Number of moles potassium manganatc(Vll) solution = c x ~ 
1000 

where c is the concentration of the solution in mol dm-3 and vis 
the volume of solurion used in cm3. 

26 30
No. of moles potassium manganatc(VU) solution = 0.00 I 00 x · 

1000 
= 2.63 x 10-5 mol 

5Fe2+(aq) + Mn0 -(aq) + 8W(aq)-+ 5Fe3+(aq) + Mn2+(aq) + 4H20(1)4

From the equation, 5 mo! of Fc2+ reacts with l mo! of Mno4- : 

Number of moles of Fe2 ... = 5 x 2.63 x l o-5 mol = 1.315 x 10-4 mol 
1

25.00 cm3 of solution contained - - tablet. 
10 

So one tablet contains l.315 x I 0-4 x I 0 = I.315 x 10- 3 mo! Fe2+ 

Since 1 mol iron(II) sulfa te contains I mol Fe2+, each tablet 
contains 1.315 x 10-3 mol Fe SO 4. 

The relative formula mass or FeS04 is 151.9. 

So, each tablet contains 1.315 x 10- 3 x 15 l. 9 = 0.200 g of iron(II) 
sulfate as stated on the bottle. 

Potassium dichromate (VI) tit rations 9 
Acidified potassium dichromate(VI) can also be used in a titration to 

measure the concentration of Fe2 ... ions. Here the half equations are: 

Cr o/ - (aq] + 14W (aq) + Ge -. 2Cr3• (aq) + 7H20(1)2

Fe2• (aq)-. Fe3• ( aq] + e 

So the second half equation must be multiplied by six before adding and 

cancelling the electrons. 

GFe2• (aq ) GFe3' (aq) + Ge 

Cr2o/- [aq ) + 14W(aq) +Ge 2Cr3• (aq) + 7H20(I) 

GFe2 ... (aq] + Cr2o/- [aq ] + 14H'(aq] + &e - • 6Fe3• (aq ) + 2Cr3• (aq)+ 
7H20(1) +u-e

GFe2• (aq) + Cr2o/- [aq ) + 14H'(aq) GFe3' (aq) + 2Cr3• (aq) + 7H20(1) 

Note that although chromium is reduced from +G to +3, the ion Cr2o/

contains two chromium atoms so six electrons are needed. 

As before, the Fe2• ( aq) solution is placed in the flask with the dichromate in 

the burette with excess dilute sulfuric acid to provide the W ions. 

As it is not possible to see the colour change when a small volume of orange 

solution is added to a pale green solution, an indicator must be used 

sodium diphenylaminesulfonate, which turns from colourless to purple at 

the end point . 



Oxidation of transition metal ions in alkaline solutions 
In both the above examples, a high oxidation state of a metal (Mn(VII) 
and Cr(Vl)) arc reduced in acidic solution. Oxidation of lower 
Oxidation Slates or transition metal ions tends tO happen in alkaline 
solution. This is because in alkaline solution there is a tendency to 
form negative ions. Since oxidation is electron loss, this is easier from 
negatively charged species than positively charged or neutral ones. 

'fypical transition metal species, where M represents a transition metal: 

• Acid solution: M(H20)/+ positively charged. 

• Neutral solut ion: M(H20)4(0H) 2 neutral. 

• Alkaline solution: M(H20)2(0H)/- negatively charged . 

Low oxidation states of transition meta ls, such as Fe2+ arc often 
stabilised against oxidation by air by keeping them in acid solution. 

To oxidise a transition metal to a high oxidation state, an alkali is often 
added, followed by an oxidising agent. 

Example - some cobalt chemistry 
Many M2+ ions will be oxidised co M3+ in alkaline solution, for example 
cobalt(II) to coba lt(Ill): 

+2 +3 

2[Co(011) J4-(aq) + H20 2(aq) -. 2[Co(OH) J3-(aq) + 20W(aq)
6 6

In amrnoniacal solution, Co2+ ions can be oxidised by oxygen in the air. 

If you add an excess or ammonia solution to an aqueous solution 
containing cobalt(ll) ions, you get a brownish complex ion formed, 

[Co(NH

3
)
6

] 2+, containing cobalt(TT) ions. 


The reactions are as follows: 


l First a precipitate is formed by reaction with OH- ions from the 

ammonia solu tion, which is alkaline: 

[Co(II20)6j 2++ 20U--. Co(H20)4(0H)2(s) + 2H20(1) 

2 Then the precipitate dissolves in excess ammonia: 

Co(H20)4(0II)2(S) + 6NII3(aq)-. [Co (NH3)6] 2+ + 20H-(aq) + 4H20(l) 

3 The resulting complex ion is oxidised by oxygen in air (or rapidly by 
hydrogen peroxide solution) to the yellow cobalt(Ill) ion, [Co(NH3)6]3+. 

You can use hall' equations to produce a balanced equation fo r the 
redox reaction. 

The half equations are: 

[Co(NH ) ] 2+(aq) __. [Co(NH ) ] 3+ (aq) + e
3 6 3 6

0 2(g) + 2H20(l) + 4e- __. 40W(aq) 

Multiplying the first equation by four and adding these: 

4[Co(NH ) j 2+(aq) -t 4[Co(NH ) ] 3+(aq) + 4e3 6 3 6

0 2(g) + 2H20(l) + 4e- __. 40H-(aq) 

4[Co(NH ) ] 2+(aq) + 0 2(g) + 2II20 (I) + 4e- -. 4[Co(NH ) ] 3+(aq) + 4e
3 6 3 6

+ 40W(aq) 

4[Co(NH ) j 2+(aq) + 0 2(g) + 2H 0(1) -t 4[Co(NH ) ] 3+(aq) + 40W(aq)
3 6 2 3 6

• 




23.4 Variable oxidation states of transition elements 

Synoptic link 

Topic 20.2, Predicting the direction 
of redox reactions, contains theEe 
values you will need that are not 
given here. 

• 


Summary questions 

1 Zinc will reduce V0
2
+ions to V02+; V0 2+to v3• and v3• ions to V2+ ions. 

The relevant half equations are: 

Zn{s)-. Zn2• (aq) + 2e

VO/ (aq) + 2W(aq) + e- -+ H20{1) + vo2•(aq) 

V0 2+ (aq) + 2W(aq) + e • H20(1) + v3•(aq) 

v3~(aq) + e- -+ v2• (aq) 

a Write the balanced equation for each of the reduction steps. 

b v2+has to be protected from air. Suggest a reason for this. 

2 	 Atitration to determine the amount of iron(ll) sulfate in an iron tablet was 
carried out. The tablet was dissolved in excess sulfuric acid and made up 
to 250 cm3 in a volumetric flask. 25.00 cm3 of this solution was pipetted 
into a flask and titrated with 0.0010 mol dm 3 potassium manganate(Vll) 
solution until the solution just became purple. Taking an average of 
several titrations, 25.00 cm3 of potassium manganate(Vll) solution was 
needed. How many grams of iron are in this tablet? A, Fe= 55.8. 

3 	 The E& value for Cr 2-(aq) + 14W(aq) + Ge-~ 2Cr3+ ( aq) + ?H20(1)
2
07 

is +1.33 V. 

2
Use E& values to show that acidified Cr ions can be used in a redox207 

2titration with Fe2• when Cl ions are present, that is, that Cr207 - ions will 
not oxidise c1-. 



Catalysts affect the rate of a reaction without being chemically 
changed themselves at the end of the reaction. Catalysts play an 
important pan in industry because they allow reactions to proceed 
at lower temperatures and pressures thus saving valuable resources. 
Modern cars have a catalytic convener in the exhaust system which 
is based on platinum and rhodium . This catalyses the conversion of 
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and unburnt petrol to carbon 
dioxide, nitrogen, and water. 

Many catalysts used in industry are transition metals or their 
compounds. Catalysts can be divided into two groups: 

• 	 heterogeneous 

• 	 homogeneous. 

Heterogeneous catalysts 
Heterogeneous catalysts are present in a reaction in a different phase 
(solid, liquid, or gas) rhan the reactants. They are usually present as 
solids, whilst the reactants may be gases or liquids. Their catalytic 
action occurs on the solid surface. The reactants pass over the catalyst 
surface, which remains in place so the catalyst is not lost and does not 
need to be separated from rhe products. 

Making heterogenous catalysts more efficient 
Catalysts are often expensive, so rhe more efficienrly they work, the 
more the costs can be minimised. Since rheir activity takes place on 
the surface you can: 

• 	 Increase their surface area - the larger the surface area, the better 
the efficiency. 

• 	 Spread the cata lyst onto an inert support mediwn, or even 
impregnate it inLo one. This increases the surface-to-mass ratio so 
that a little goes a long way. The more expensive catalysts are often 
used in this way. For example, the catalytic converter in a car, has 
fine ly divided rhodium and platinum on a ceramic material. 

Catalysts do not lasr l'orever. 

• 	 Over time, the surfaces may become covered with unwanted 
impurities. Th is is called poisoning. The catalytic converters in ca rs 
gradually become poisoned by substances used in fuel additives. 
Until a few years ago, lead-based additives were used in petrol. The 
lead poisoned the catalysts and so leaded fuel could not be used in 
cars with converters. 

• 	 The finely divided caralyst may gradually be lost from the support 
medium. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 State what is meant 


by heterogeneous and 

homogeneous catalysts. 


-+ 	 Describe how heterogeneous 
catalysts can be made more 
efficient. 

-+ 	 Explain how a homogeneous 
catalyst works. 

Specification reference: 3.2.5 

Synoptic link 
Catalysts were first introduced in 
Topic 5.3, Catalysts. 

You will learn more about the use 
of catalysts in organic chemistry in 
Topic 26.4, Reactions of carboxylic 

acids and esters. ) 

Hint 
Transition metals have partly 
full d-orbitals which can be used 
to form weak chemical bonds 
with the reactants. This has 
two effects - weakening bonds 
within the reactant and holding 
the reactants close together on 
the metal surface in the correct 
orientation for reaction. 

Study tip 
Try to understand the factors 
that determine cost and catalyst 
efficiency. 

• 




23.S Catalysis 

Hint 

Haber's original process used 
osmium as the catalyst but this 
was extremely expensive. The 
chemical engineer Karl Bosch, who 
scaled up the process, developed 
the use of iron. 

Synoptic link 

You first met the Haber process in 

Topic 5.3, Catalysts. 

Hint 

Vanadium(V) oxide is also called 
vanadium pentoxide. 

Look back at Topic 5.1, Collision 
theory, to revise activation energy. 

• 


Some important examples of heterogeneous 
catalysts 
The Haber process 
You have already met the Haber process. where ammonia is made by 
the reaction of nitrogen with hydrogen. The catalyst for the process is 
iron - present as pea-sized lumps to increase the surface area: 

iron catalyst 

N (g) + 3H (g) 2NH3 (g) 2 2 

The iron catalyst lasts about five years before it becomes poisoned by 
impurities in the gas stream such as sulfur compounds, and has to be 
replaced. 

The Contact process 
The Contact process produces sulfuric acid - a vital industrial chemical. 
Around two million tonnes are produced each year in the UK and it is 
involved in the manufacwre of many goods. 

It is made from sulfur, oxygen. and water, the key step being: 

2502 + 0 2 .- 2503 

This is catalysed by vanadium(V) oxide, V 2 0 5, in two steps as follows: 

The vanadium(V) oxide oxidises sulfur dioxide 10 sulfur trioxide and is 
itself reduced co vanadium(IV) oxide: 

502 + Y20 5 -t S0 + Y23 0 4 

The vanadium (IV) oxide is then oxidised back to vanadium (V) oxide 
by oxygen: 

2V 0 4 + 0 2 -t 2Y202 5 

The vanadium(V) oxide is regenerated unchanged. Each of the rwo 
steps has a lower activation energy than the uncatalysed single step 
and therefore the reaction goes faster. 

This is a good example of how the variability of oxidation states of a 
transition metal is useful in catalysis. 

Synthesis gas is made from methane, present in natural gas and steam: 

It is a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen and is used to make methanol: 

synthesis gas methanol 

This reaction may be catalysed by chromium oxide, Cr 03. Today, the most 2
widely used catalyst is a mixture of copper, zinc oxide, and aluminium oxide. 

Methanol is an important industrial chemical (over 30 million tonnes are 
made each year world wide) and is used mainly as a starting material for the 
production of plastics such as Bakelite, Terylene, and Perspex. 



Homogeneous catalysts 
When the catalyst is in the same phase as the reactant, an intermediate 
species is formed. For example in the gas phase chlorine free radicals act 
as catalysts to destroy the ozone layer. The intermediate here is the 
CIO· free radical. 

Homogeneous catalysis by transition metals 
Peroxodisulfate ions, S20 /-, oxidise iodide ions to iodine. This 
reaction is catalysed by Fe2• ions. The overall reaction is: 

s 20 /- (aq) + 2i-(aq)--> 2so/-(aq) + I 2 (aq) 

The catalysed reaction 1akcs place in two steps. First the peroxodisulfate 
ions oxidise iron(II) to iron(TH): 

S
2
0 

8
2- (aq) + 2Fe2• (aq)--> 2so/-(aq) + 2Fe3+(aq) 

The Fe3+ then oxidises the 1- to I2, regenerating the Fe2+ ions so that 
none arc used up in the reaction: 

2Pe3+(aq) + 2i-(aq) --> 2Fe2+(aq) + 12{aq) 

So iron first gives an electron to the peroxodisulfate and later takes 
one back from the iodide ions. 

The uncatalysed reaction 1akes place between two ions of the same 
d1arge (both negative), which repel, therefore giving a high activation 
energy. Both steps of the cacalysed reaction involve reaction between 
pairs of oppositely charged ions. This helps to explain the increase in 
rate. 

Figure l shows the reaction profile. Although there are two steps in 
the catalysed reaction, the overall activation energy is lower than that 
for the uncatalysed reaction. 

Transition state 
(no catalyst) 

Ea uncatalysed ,,,,,, 	 ' ' 
1 transition sta te ' 

/ Step 1 ' \ 
transition state ' I 

I ' \ Step 2 \ 
I I 


I I 

\ / ' \ 

I I Ea catalysed \ / ' \
I I 


I I 
 S042. + Fe3++ I 
\ 

\ II I 

(intermediate) \ I 

~082- + I I 
I I 

(reactants) 	 I I 

+ 	Fe2 I I 

I ' 

so/-+ 12 (products) 
+ Fe2+ 

extent of reaction 

• Figure 1 Possible reaction profilefor the iodinelperoxodisuljate reaction. E
0 
far the 

catalysed reaction is the energy gap between the reactants and the higher ofthe two 
transition s tates (transition state Step 1) 

Synoptic link 

The destruction of the ozone 
layer by chlorine free radicals 
was introduced in Topic 12.5, The 

formation of halogenoalkanes. 

Hint 

Do not be put offby unfamiliar 
chemical names (such as 
peroxodisulfate ions). Make sure 
you understand the process that 
they are used to illustrate. 

Study tip 
Feh can also act as a catalyst for 
this reaction. When Fe3

+ is used, 

I is first oxidised to 12. 

• 




23.S Catalysis 

slow - uncatalysed 
c: 
0 

~ 
c 

"'g 

8 


.A. Figure 2 Aconcentration/time graph 
for an aurocatalytic reaction 
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Autocatalysis 
An interesting example of catalysis occurs when one of the products of 
the reaction is a catalyst for the reaction. Such a reaction Stans slowly 
at the uncatalysed rate. As the concentration of the product that is 
also the catalyst builds up, the reaction speeds up to the catalysed rate. 
From then on it behaves like a normal reaction, gradually slowing 
down as the reactants arc used up. This leads to an odd-looking rate 
curve (Figure 2). 

The oxidation of ethanedioic acid by manganate(Vll} ions 
One example of an autocatalysed reaction is that between a solution 
of cthancdioic acid (oxalic acid) and an acidified solution of potassium 
manganate(VII). It is used as a titration to find the concentra tion of 
potassium manganate(VTI) solution. 

2Mno -(aq) + 16H+(aq) + 5C 0 2-(aq) • 2Mn 2+(aq) +8H 0(1} + lOC0 (g)
4 2 4 2 2
 

manganate(v11) hydrogen cchancdioalc mangancsc(11) wa1cr carbon 

ions ions ions ions dioxide 


The catalyst, Mn2+ ions, is not present at the beginning of the reaction. 
Once a liLLle Mn2+ has formed, it can react with Mn04- ions to form 
Mn3+ as an intermediate species, which then reacts with C2o /- ions to 
reform Mn2+: 

4 i\1n2+(aq) + Mn0
4 
- (aq) + SW(aq) _. 5Mn 3+(aq} + 4H20(1} 

2Mn3+(aq) + C20/-(aq) • 2C02 (g) + 2Mn2+(aq) 

The reaction can easily be followed using a colorimeter to measure the 
concentration of Mn04-, which is purple. The reaction curve looks like 
the one in Figure 2. 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 State the difference between a homogeneous and a heterogeneous 

catalyst. 


b Classify each of the examples below as homogeneous or heterogeneous. 

Agauze of platinum and rhodium catalyses the oxidation of 
ammonia gas to nitrogen monoxide during the manufacture of 
nitric acid. 

II 	 Nickel catalyses the hydrogenation of vegetable oils. 

iii 	The enzymes in yeast catalyse the production of ethanol from 
sugar. 

2 	 Why does a catalyst make a reaction go faster? Why is this particularly 

important for industry? 


3 	 The peroxodisulfate I iodide reaction above is catalysed by Fe3• ions 

(as well as by Fe2+ ions): 


$ 0 2-(aq) + 21-(aq) _. 2$0 2-(aq)+1 (aq)
2 8 4 2

Write down the two equations that explain this and explain why it is slow 
in the absence of the catalyst. 

4 	 Show how the overall equation for the autocatalytic reaction between 

Mn0 and C 0 2- can be obtained from the equations for the two 
4 - 2 4 
catalytic steps . 



Practice questions 


1 Transition metals and their complexes have characteristic properties. 
(a) 	 Give the electron configuration of the Zn2+ ion. 

Use your answer to explain why the Zn2+ ion is not classified as a transition metal 
ion. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 rn terms of bonding, explain the meaning of the term complex. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 Identify o ne species from the following list that does not act as a ligand. Explain your 

answer. 
H 0 2- 0 CO (2 marks)2 	 2 

(d) 	The element palladium is in che d block of che Periodic Table. Consider the following 
palladium compound which contains che sulfate ion. 

£Pd(NH3)4 ]S04 

(i) 	 Give the oxidation scate of palladium in this compound. (1 mark) 
(ii) 	 Give the names of two possible shapes for the complex palladium ion in this 

compound. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 20 11 

2 	 This question is about copper chemistry. 
(a) 	 Aqueous copper(fl) ions £Cu(H 0) ] 2+(aq) are blue. 2 6

(i) With reference to electrons, explain why aqueous copper(ll) ions arc blue. 
(3 marks) 

(ii) 	 By reference to aqueous copper(II) ions, state the meaning of each of the three 
terms in the equation 6£ = hv. 

(3 marks) 
(iii) Write an equation for the reaction, in aqueous solution, between [Cu(H20)6] 2+ 

and an excess of chloride ions. 
State the shape of the complex produced and explain why the shape differs from 
that of the £Cu(H20)6]z... ion. 

(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Draw the structure of the ethanedioate ion, C2o/-. 

Explain how this ion is able to act as a ligand. 


(2 marks) 
(c) 	 When a dilute aqueous solution containing ethanedioate ions is added to a solution 

containing aqueous copper(II) ions, a substitution reaction occurs. ln this reaction 
four water molecules are replaced and a new complex is formed. 
(i) 	 Write an ionic equation for the reaction. Give the co-ordination number of the 

complex formed and name its shape. 
(4 marks) 

(ii) 	 In the complex formed, the two water molecules are opposite each 01hcr. 
Draw a diagram to show how 1he eLhanedioate ions are bonded to a copper ion 
and give a value l'or one of the O-Cu-0 bond angles. You are not required to 

show the waler molecules. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 201 t 

3 (a) Octahedral and tetrahedral complex ions are produced by the reaction of transition 
metal ions with ligands which form co-ordinace bonds with the transition metal ion. 
Define the term ligand and explain what is meant by the term co-ordinate bond. 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	 (i) Some complex ions can undergo a ligand substitution reaction in which both the 

co-ordination number of the metal and the colour change in the reaaion.Write an 
equation for one such reaction and state the colours of the complex ions involved. 

(ii) 	 Bidcntatc ligands replace unidentate ligands in a metal complex by a ligand 
substitution reaction. 
Write an equation for such a reaction and explain why this reaction occurs. 

(8 marks) 
/\Q/\, 2005 

• 
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Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe metal aqua ions. 

-+ 	 State what determines the 
acidity of metal aqua ions in 
aqueous solution. 

Specification reference: 3.2.6 

I 	 •

Hint 

When drawing co-ordinate bonds, 
the arrow -> represents the 
donated pair of electrons. 

pK was discussed in Topic 21.3,
3 

~
eak acids and bases. It is a 

measure of the strength of an acid. 
he smaller the value of pK , the

3

tranger the acid. 

Hint 

In a dilute solution of iron(ll J 
nitrate there will be many times 
more water molecules than nitrate 
ions so these are far more likely to 
act as ligands. 

If you dissolve a salt of a transition mctal-!>uch as iron(IT) nitrate, 
Fe(N0 ) - in water, water molecules cluster around the Fe2+ ion so it

3 2 
actually exists as the complex ion [Fe(H20)6 ] 2+. Six water molecules 
act as ligands bonding to the meta l ion in an octahedral arrangement. 
They each use one of their lone pairs of electrons to form a co-ordinate 
(dative) bond with the metal ion. A simi lar situation occurs with 
a n iron(ITI) salt - here the complex formed is [Fe(H 0) ] 3+. These2	 6
complexes a re called aqua ions . 

H H 2+ 

I "01 / ~ 
H-0---_ /0-H 

Fe 
H-0_...,..........l~O-H 


. I 
H H 

/o"
H H 

.A. Figure 1 [Fe[H20hJ2~ {left] and {Fe{H 0JJ3• (right}2

However, there is a significant difference in the acidity of these two 
complexes. 

Solutions of Fe2+(aq) are not noticeably acidic, whereas a solution of 
Fe3+(aq) (PKa =2.2) is a stronger acid than ethanoic acid (pKa =4.8) . 
Why is Fe3+(aq) acidic at au and why the difference with Fe2+(aq)? This 
is because the Fe3+ ion is both smaller and more highly charged than 
Fe2+ (it has a higher charge density) making it more strongly polarising. 
So in the [Fe(H

2
0 )

6
] 3+(aq) ion the iron strongly auracts electrons from 

the oxygen atoms of the wa ter ligands, so weaken ing the 0-H bonds in 
the water molecules. This complex ion will then readily release an H+ ion 
making the solution acidic (Figure 2). Fe2+ is less polarising and so fewer 
0-H bonds break in solution. 

pale violet 	 yellow .... Figure 2 The acidity ofFe3 ' [ aq] ions 

• 




Written as an equation: 

[Fe(H 0 ) ] 3+(aq) ~ [Fe (H20)5(0H)] i+(aq) + tt+ (aq) 
2 6

With transition m etals, there is a general rule that aqua ions of 
M3+ are significantly more acidic than those of M2+. 

A similar situation occurs in solutions of Al3+(aq), although 
aluminium is no t a transition metal. 

Reactions such as the above are often called hydrolysis (reaction 
with water) because the y may also be represented as: 

[Fe(H 0) ] 3+(aq) + H 0(1) ~ [Fe(H20)5(0H)]2+(aq) + H30 +(aq) 
2 6 2

This stresses the ract that the [Fe(H 0) ] 3+ ion is donating a proton,2 6
H+, to a water molecule and behaving as Bf0nsted- Lowry acid. 

Study tip 

A hydrolysis reaction is one in 
which 0- Hbonds of water are 
broken and new species are formed. 

Synoptic link 

You will need to understand 
Br0nsted- Lowry acids and bases 
studied in Topic 21.1,Defining an 
acid. 

Lewis acids and bases 

The Br0nsted- Lowry theory of acidity describes acids as 
proton (Wion) donors, and bases, such as OW ions, as 
proton acceptors. 

Another theory (the Lewis theory) is also used to 
describe acids. This theory defines acids as electron 
pair acceptors, and bases as electron pair donors in the 
formation of co-ordinate (dative) covalent bonds. For 
example: 

F H F H 
I . I 

F-B + :N - H 
I 

- F- B N- H 
I 

F H F H 
boron ammonia 

trifluoride 

Here, boron trifluoride is acting as a Lewis acid (electron 
pair acceptor J and ammonia as a Lewis base (electron 
pair donorJ. The Lewis definition of acids is wider than 
the Br0nsted- Lowry one. Boron trifluoride contains no 
hydrogen and so cannot be an acid under the 
Br0nsted- Lowry definition. H' ions have no electrons 
at all and so can only form bonds by accepting an 
electron pair. 

W+ :0 - H - H+-0- H 

A water molecule has two lone pairs of electrons and 
it can use one of these to accept a proton (acting as 
a Lewis base and as a Br0nsted- Lowry base) or, for 

example, to form a co-ordinate bond with a metal ion 
(acting as a Lewis baseJ. 

H [ H ]+ 
W + :~-H ~ H-~-H 

Lewis base and Brrcmsted- Lewis base 

2+ 

H 

cu2
• + 6=Q- H 

Lewis base 

Al l Br0nsted- Lowry acids are also Lewis acids. Ligands 
which form bonds to transition metal ions using lone 
pairs are acting as Lewis bases and the metal ions as 
Lewis acids. 

Which of the following can act as Lewis acids and 
which as Lewis bases? 
AICl

3
, AIF

3
, v3• , Zn2• 

• 




24.1 The acid- base chemistry of aqueous transition metal ions 

Hint 

The boron in boron trifluoride has 
onli:J six electrons in its outer shell 
and is therefore able to accept an 
electron pair from ammonia, for 
example. 

• 


Theories of acidity over the years 
Acids are a group of compounds with similar properties, ror example, 
neutralising bases, producing hydrogen with the more-reactive metals, 
releasing carbon dioxide from carbonates. They were probably first 
recognised as a group by their sour taste. Today, or course, no one 
would dream of tasting a newly synthesised compound before it had 
been thoroughly tested for toxicity (which could take some time), but 
in old chemical papers it is not uncommon to find the taste of new 
compounds reported along with colour, crystal form, melting poim, 
and so on. 

Many theories of acidity have been proposed, and these have been 
discarded or modified as new facts have come along. This is how 
scientific understanding progresses. Theories or acidity include: 

Lavoisier (1777) proposed that all acids conta in oxygen. This is 
fine [or many acids, for example, nitric, HN03, sulfuric, H2S04, 

and ethanoic (acetic), CH3COOH, and was a good working theory. 
However, once the formula of hydrochloric acid, HC l, was worked out, 
it became clear that this theory could not be correct. 

Davy (1816) suggested that all acids contain hydrogen. This looks 
beuer - all the above acids fit and the theory has no problem including 
HCI. However, it does not explain why the hydrogen is important. 

Lie big (1838) defined acids as substances containing hydrogen whid1 
could be replaced by a metal. This is an improvement on Davy's cheory 
as it explains why not all hydrogen-containing compounds are acidic, for 
example, ammonia, NH3, is not acidic. There must be something special 
abouc that hydrogen chat makes it replaceable by a metal. This is a 
theory that is not far from one that could be used today. 

Arrhenius (1887) thought of acids as producing hydrogen ions, H+. 
This is a development of Liebig's theory. It tells us what exactly is 
special about the hydrogen - it must be able to become an H+ ion. 

The Bronsted-Lowry description of acidity (developed in 1923 by 
Thomas Lowry and Johannes Brnnsted independently) is the most 
genera lly useful curren t theory. This ddines an acid as a substance 
which can donate a proton (an H+ ion) and a base as a substance 
which can accept a proton. However, this theory has difficulty with 
acids that do not contain hydrogen - a luminium chloride, AlCly or 
boron trifluoride, BFy for example. 

Another theory (the Lewis theor y) is also used today to describe 
acids. This theory regards acids as electron pair acceptors and bases as 
electron pair donors in the formation of co-ordinate covalent bonds. 

Acid- base reactions of M2•(aq) and M3•(aq) ions 
If you add a base (such as OH-) it will remove protons from the 
aqueous complex. This cakes place in a series of seeps . 



In the case ofM3+ 
[M(H 0) ] 3+(aq) + OH- (aq) - • [M(H 0) (0H)]2+(aq) + H20 (!)2 6 2 5

[M(H20)5(0H)]2+(aq) +ow (aq) - · [M(H20)4{0H) 2l+(aq) + H20 (!) 

[M(H20 ) (0H)i j+(aq) +OW (aq) - • M(H 0) (0H) (s) + H20 (1) 4 2 3 3

The neutral metal(lll) hydroxide, M(H20)3(0H)3• is in effect M(OH)y 
which is uncharged and insoluble and forms as a precipitate. 

In the case ofM2+ 
[M(H20) ] 2+(aq) +OW (aq) [M(H20) {0H)] +(aq) + H20 (!)

6 5

[M{H20) (0HW{aq) +OW (aq) - • M(H20)4(0H)i(s) + H20 (I)
5

The neutral metal{JI) hydroxide, M{H20 )4(0H)2, is in effect M(OH) 2• 
which is uncharged and insoluble and forms a precipitate. 

Ammonia. which is basic, has the same effect as oH- ions in removing 
protons. 

[M(H20)6] 3+(aq) + 3NH3(aq) - · M(H20) 3(0H)3 (s) + 3NH/ 

[M(H20) j2+(aq) + 2NII3(aq) - • M(H20)4(0H)i(s) + 2NH/
6 

Reactions with the base C03
2- , the carbonate ion 

The greater acidity or the aqueous Fe3+ ion explains why iron(III) 
carbonate does not exist. but iron(II) carbonace does. The carbonate 
ion is able to remove pro tons from[Fe(H20 )6] 3+(aq) to form hydrated 
iron (III) hydroxide but cannot do so from [Fe(H20)6]2+(aq). 

[Fe{H20 )6j3+(aq) + 3Co/-(aq) ~ Fe(OH)3 (H20 h(S) + 3HC03-{aq) 

The overall reaction is: 

2[Fe(H20)6] 3+{aq) + 3C0 2- (aq) -. 2[Fe(H 0) (0H) ](aq) + 3C02(g) + 
3 2 3 3

3H20(l) 

The reaction can be derived as a combination of the following: 

2H 0 +(aq) +co/ - (aq) -. 3H20(l) + C02(g)3

With the removal of n3o + displacing the hydrolysis equilibrium below 
to the right. 

[Fe(II20) j 3+(aq) + 3II20(1) ~ Fe(H20 h(OH)3 (s) + 3H30+(aq)6

In the case of the aqueous Pe2+ ion, which is less acidic than Fe3+(aq), 
insoluble iron(Il) carbonate is formed: 

[Fe(II20) 12+(aq) +CO/- (aq) -. FeC03 (s) + 6H20(1)
6 

In general. carbonates of transition metal ions in oxidation state +2 
exist. w hi lst those of ions in the +3 state do not. 

Distinguishing iron ions 
As you have seen, boch Fe2+ and Fe3+ exist in aqueous solution 
as octahedral hexa-aqua ions. [Fe(H20)6] 2+ is pale green and 
[Fe(H 0) ] 3+ is pale brown. and dilute solutions are hard to tell

2 6

Synoptic link 

You will need to understand bond 
polarity studied in Topic 3.4, 
Electronegatvity - bond polarity in 
covalent bonds, and equilibria in 
Chapter 6, Equilibria. 

Hint 

If a solut ion of sodium carbonate is 
added to a solution containing Fe3+ 

ions (e.g., Fe(N02bl it will fizz due 
to carbon dioxide being released. 
a solution containing Fe2+ ions wi ll 

form a precipitate of the carbonate. 

• 




24.1 The acid- base chemistry of aqueous transition metal ions 

Study tip 

An excess of a strong base (e.g. 
NaOH) is needed to redissolve the 
Al[H

2
0)

3 
(OH)

3 
precipitate. 

• 


apart. A simple test to distinguish the two is to add dilute alkali, 
which precipitates the hydroxides whose colours are more obviously 
different. 

[Fe(H20)6]3•(aq) + 30W(aq) -t Fe(Hi0h(OH)3(S) + 3H20(1) 
iron(lll) hydroxide (brown) 

[Fe(H20)6] 2•(aq) + 20W(aq) -> 	 Fe(H20)4(0H)i(s) + 2H20(1) 
oron(ll) hydroxide [green] 

A. Figure 3 lron{lll) hydroxide precipitate A Figure 4 lron{ll] hydroxide precipitate 

Amphoteric hydroxides 
Amphoteric means showing both acidic and basic properties. 
Aluminium hydroxide is an example or this - it will react with both 
acids and bases. For example: 

3Al(H20h(0Hh + 3HC1 Al (H 20)6 + +3Cl

This is what you would expect from a normal metal hydroxide - it 
reacts with acid and is therefore basic. 

But aluminium hydroxide also shows acid ic properties - it will react 
with the base sodium hydroxide to give a colourless solution of 
sodium tetrahydroxoaluminate: 

Summary questions 

1 What are the oxidation states of the metal atoms in these ions? 

2
a Mno4- b Cr0 - c Cr 0/4 2


2 Classify the reaction as redox or acid- base. Explain your answer. 


Cr0 2-(aq) + ZW(aq) ...i. Cr 2 {aq) + H 0(1)
4 20 7 	 2



The water molecules that act as ligands in metal aqua ions can be 
replaced by other ligands - either because the ocher ligands form 
stronger co-ordinate bonds or because rhey are present in higher 
concentration and an equilibrium is displaced. 

Replacing water as a ligand 
There are a number of possibilities: 

• 	 The water molecu les may be replaced by other neutral ligands, 
such as ammonia. 

• 	 The water molecu les may be replaced by negatively charged 
ligands, such as chloride ions. 

• 	 The water molecules may be replaced by bi- or multidentate 
liga nds - this is called chelation. 

• 	 ReplacemenL of the waler ligands may be complete or partial. 

Replacement by neutral ligands - no change in 
co-ordination number 
In general for an M 2+ ion, water molecules may be replaced one at a 
time by ammonia. Both ligands are uncharged and are of similar size, 
so there is no change in co-ordinarion number or charge on the ion: 

lM(II 0) j2+ + NH ~ [M(NH3)(H20) ] 2+ + H20
2 6 3 	 5

lM(NII )(II 0) j 2+ + NH ~ [M(NH3)i(H20)Ji.. +Hp3	 2 5 3 

12lM(NH3) (11 0)4 ... + NH ~ [M(NH3)3(H20)3]2... + H202	 2 3 

lM(Nll3h(ll20hJ 2 
+ + NH3 ~ [M(NH3)4 (H20)2]2-• + H2 0 

lM(Nll )4 (11 0) 12+ + NH3 ~ [M(NH3) (H20)j 2+ + H20
3 2 2	 5

lM(Nll ) (11 0) 12+ + NH3 ~ [M(NH3) ] 2+ + H 0
3 5 2	 6 2

Overall: 

[M(JI 0 ) J2+ + 6NH3 ~ [M(NH3) ] 2+ + 6H20
2	 6 6

There is a complica1ion, because ammonia is a base as well as a ligand, 
and therefore contains OJi- ions, a precipitate may form and then 
redissolve 

IM(ll 0) 12+ + 20W(aq) -+ M(H20)4(0H)2 (s) + 2H20(1)2	 6 

M(Hi0)4(0H)2(S) + 6NH3(aq) ~ lM(NH3)6J2+(aq) + 4Hp(l) + 201-i-(aq) 

Cobalt(II) 
When Mis cobalt, Co, rhe firsr seep is the formation of a blue 
precipitate of hydrated cobalr(II) hydroxide when ammonia, NH3, is 
added. This is produced by rhe loss of a proron from each of rwo of the 
six water molecules co-ordinated co the Co2+ ion: 

1Co(ll 0) 12+ (aq) + 2Nli (aq)-+ [Co(H 0) (0H) ](s) + 2NH/(aq)
2	 6 3 2 4 2

hydrated cobalt(Il) 
hydroxide 

Here ammonia is acting as a base. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain the changes in the 


co-ordination numbers 

and charges of complexes 

when different ligands are 

substituted. 


-+ 	 Explain why complexes 
formed with multidentate 
ligands are more stable than 
those with monodentate 
ligands. 

Specification reference: 3.2.6 

Synoptic link 
Chelation was covered in Topic 
23.2, Complex formation and the 
shape of complex ions. 

Synoptic link 

You will need to understand free 
energy change and entropy 
studied in 17.4, Why do chemical 
reactions take place? 

Study tip 
Because NH

3 
and H

2
0 ligands 

are similar in size and both are 
uncharged, ligand exchange 
occurs without a change in charge 
or co-ordination number. 

• 




24.2 Ligand substitution reactions 

Hint 

Ammonia is a better ligand than 
water because the lone pair on 
the nitrogen atom of ammonia is 
less strongly held than that on 
the more electronegative oxygen 
atom ofwater. It is therefore more 
readily donated to the Co2·. 

• Figure 1 Pale blue solution of 
{Cu{HfJ} ]2+, the pale blue precipitate6 
of (Cu(OH) (H 0]4 ),and the deep blue2 2
solution of {Cu{NH3 J4'H20)2 ]Z+ 

2+ 
OH2 

--~~~,J ·-,
H3N~cu2·~NH3 

----."\,--' 
NH3 

OH2 

•Figure 2 The shape ofthe 
{Cu{NH } (H 0) }2+ion. The3 4 2 2 
dotted lines are not bonds, they are 
construction lines to show the square
planar arrangement of the NH3 ligands 

• 

There are some further examples 

of ligand substitution reactions 
of other metal ions, both M2• and 
M3+, summarised in Topic 24.3, 

A summary of acid- base and 
substitution reactions of some 
metal ions. 

If you add more of the concentrated ammonia, then both OW and all 
four water ligands are replaced by ammonia. This is for two reasons: 

I Ammonia is a better ligand than water. 
2 The high concentration of ammonia displaces equilibria like those 

above to the right, thus displacing water and OH . 
Overall: 

[Co(Hp)4 (0H) ](s) + 6NH (aq) ~ [Co(NH3) 612+(aq) + 4Hp(l)2 3
+ 20W(aq) 

The blue precipitate dissolves to form a pale yellow solution (which is 
oxidised by oxygen in air to a brown mixture containing Co(Ill). 

Copper(/I) 
When aqueous copper ions react with ammonia in aqueous solution, 
ligand replacement is only partial - only four of the water ligands are 
replaced. The overall reaction is: 

[Cu(H 0)6]2+ + 4NH ~ [Cu(NH ) (H 0) ] 2 + + 4H 0
2 3 3 4 2 2 2

[Cu(H 0)6]2+ is pale blu e whilst [Cu(NH ) 4 (H2 0)i]21 is a very 2 3
deep blue. 

The steps are similar to those above for Co2 •. The ammonia first 
acts as a base removing protons from two of the water molecules 
in [Cu(H20)6]2+ to fom1 [Cu(OH) (H 0)4 ](s). The first thing we see2 2
is a pale blue precipitate of copper hydroxide. When more of the 
concentrated ammonia is added, the precipitate dissolves to form a 
deep blue solution containing [Cu(NH )4 (H20)i] 2+ (Figure I). The

3
ammonia has replaced both OH ligands, and two of the H20 ligands: 

[Cu(OH)2(H20), ](s) + 4NH (aq) _. [Cu(NH )4(H 0)i]2+(aq) +2H 0(l)1 3 3 2 2
+ 20H- (aq) 

The shape ofthe {Cu{NHJiH20)J2+ ion 
The [Cu(NH ) (H20) ] 2+ is octahedral, as expected for a six 

3 4 2
co-ordinate ion . The four ammonia molecules exist in a square-planar 
arrangement around the metal ion with the two water molecules 
above and below the plane (Figure 2). 

The Cu-0 bonds are longer (and therefore weaker) than the Cu- N 
bonds, as would be expected because water is a poorer ligand than 
ammonia . The octahedron is slightly distorted. 

Replacement by chloride ions - change in 
co-ordination number 
When aqueous copper ions react with concentrated hydrochloric 
acid there is a change in both charge and co-ordination number. 
Concentrated hydrochloric acid provides a high concentration of 
c1- ligands: 

[Cu(H20)6]2++ 4c1- _. [CuCl4]2- + 6H20 

The pale blue colour of the [Cu(H 0)6]2+ ion is replaced by the2
yellow [CuCIJ 2- ion. (Although the solution may look green as some 
[Cu (H 0)6]2+ will remain.) Again, the actual replacement takes place 

2
in steps. The co-ordination number of the ion is four and the ion is 
tetrahedral. 



[Cu(H
2
0)

6 
] 2"" is six co-ordinate and [CuCl4 ] 2- is four co-ordinate 

(Figure 3), because Cl is larger than H20 and fewer ligands can 
physically fit around the central copper ion. 

Chelation 
Chelation is the formation of complexes with multidentate ligands. 
These are ligands with more than one lone pair so they can form 
more than one co-ordinate bond. Examples include ethylene diamine, 
benzene-1,2-diol, and EDTA4 • These complexes are usually more 
stable than those with monodentate ligands. This increased stability is 
mainly due to the entropy change of the reaction. 

Ethylene diamine (often represented as en for short) is a bidentate 
ligand and can be thought of as two ammonia ligands linked by a short 
hydrocarbon chain. Each en can replace two water molecules: 

[Cu(H 0) ] 2• (aq) + 3en-+ [Cu(enh l 2""(aq) + 6H20(1)2	 6
four entities seven entities 

In this reaction, three molecules of ethylene diamine release six of 
water. The larger number of entities on the right in this reaction 
means that there is a significant entropy increase as the rea ction goes 
from left to right. This favours the reaction. 

A single hexadentate ligand EDTA4- can displace all six water ligands 
from [M (H 0) ] 2+. For example:2	 6

[Cu (H
2
0)

6
] 2+(aq ) + EDTA4- (aq) -+ [CuEDTA] 2-(aq) + 6H2 0(1) 

two entities seven entities 

In this reaction, one ion of EDTA4 - releases six water ligands. The 
larger number of entities on the right in this reaction means that there 
is a signifi cant entropy increase as the reaction goes from left to right. 
This entropy increase favours the formation of chelates (complexes 
with polydentatc ligands) over complexes with monodentate ligands. 

Summary questions 

1 	 In the stepwise conversion of [Cu{H 0) ] 2+ to [CuCl4]2-, one of2 6
the species formed is neutral. Suggest two possible formulae that it 
could have. 

2 	 a Draw the shape of [ Cu(H20)6]2• and b predict the shape of 
[Cu8r ]2 .Explain your answer.4 

3 	 Write equations for the step-by-step replacement of all the water ligands 
in [Cu[H 0] ]2• by en. How many entities are there on each side of 

2 6
each equation? Predict the likely sign of the entropy change for each 
reaction. 

4 	 When concentrated hydrochloric acid is added to an aqueous solution 

containing Co(ll) ions, the following change takes place: 


[Co{H
2
0)

6
] 2•-+ [CoCl4 ]2- and the colour changes from pink to blue. 

a 	 Is there any change in the oxidation state of the cobalt? 

b 	 Give the shapes of the two ions concerned. 

c 	 Suggest two possible reasons for the colour change. 

2

"
Cl 

'l', ' 

-c1 	~tL12+ 
/ ·7c1

-c1 
.A Figure 3 The shape ofthe {CuC/)2-ion 

Study tip 

Practise writing equations for 
the step-by-step replacement 
of one ligand with another. They 
are straightforward but can be 
tedious, and it is easy to make 
mistakes with charges. Make 
sure each step balances for both 
ligands and charge. 

Hint 

Ethylene diamine (en) is also 
called ethane-1,2-diamine and 
1,2-diaminoethane. Its formula 
is H2NCH2CH2NH2. Each nitrogen 
atom has a lone pair which makes 
it a bidentate ligand. 

Synoptic link 

Entropy is a measure of the degree 
of disorder (Topic 17.4, Why do 
chemical reactions take place?) 
so the more molecules that are 
released and are free to move 
around, the greater the entropy. 

2

.A Figure4 Ametal{ll}-EDTAcomplex 

• 




24.3 	A summary of acid-base and 
substitution reactions of some 
metal ions 

Learning objective: 
' 	 Describe products ofthe 

reactions between bases and 
metal aqua ions. 

Specification reference: 3.2.6 

Synoptic link 

You wi ll need to understand 
co-ordinate bonding studied in, 
Topic 3.2, Covalent bonding. 

The products of many of the reactions or transition metal compounds 
can be identified by their colours. 

•Figure 1 Precipitates of {left to right} iron{///] hydroxide, copper{II) hydroxide, and a 
suspension of chromium[///) hydroxide 

Table l and Table 2 show a number of examples of reactions involving 
different bases. You should be able to rationalise these observations 
using the principles explained in Topic 23.2. In each case the effect of 
adding the base shown on the left to solutions of aqua ions is shown 
in the following tables. 

'Y Table 1 Adding a base to M2+[aq) complexes 

[Fe [H
2
0 ]

6 
]2• [ aq] 

pale green 

[Cu(H20]6 ]2 ' [aq] 
pale blue 

OW little green gelatinous ppt pale blue ppt of 
of[Fe[H20)4 (0H) 2]* [Cu(H20) 4(0H) 2] 

OW excess green gelatinous ppt pale blue ppt of 
of [Fe(H20) 4(0H) 2]* (Cu[H20) 4(0H) 2] 

NH3 little green gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe(H20)4(0H) 2)* 

pale blue ppt of 
[Cu( H20)4(OH) 2) 

NH3 excess 

co 2
3 

green gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe(H20)4(0H] 2)* 

green ppt of FeC03 

deep blue solution of 
[Cu( NH3) 4 (H20) 2) 2• 

blue-green ppt of 
CuC03 

• 



'Y Table 2 Adding a base to f11 3•[aq] complexes 

[Fe (H20]6 ]3 ' (aq) 
purple/yellow/brown 

[Al (H
2
0]

6
]3• ( aq) 

colourless 

OW li ttle 

OH- excess 

brown gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe[H20)3(0H) 3) 

brown gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe(H20h(OH) 3 ) 

white ppt of 
[Al (H20)

3
( OH) 

3
) 

colourless solution of 
[Al(OH)4 ]-J 

NH
3 

little brown gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe(H20) 3(0H)3 ] 

white ppt of 
[Al ( H20) 3(0H) 3 ) 

NH3 excess 

co 2 
3 

brown gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe(H

2
0) 

3
[0H)3 ] 

brown gelatinous ppt 
of [Fe ( H

2
0) 

3
(OH) 

3
] 

and bubbles of co2 

white ppt of 
[Al (H20) 3 (OH) 3 ) 

white ppt of 
[Al(H20) 3 [0H)3] and 
bubbles of C02 

In the case of Lhc M2+ ions, precipitates of the m etal carbonates form 
when ca rbonaLc ions a rc added. In the case of the M3+ ions, bubbles of 
carbon dioxide a rc produced instead. This is a refl ection of the grea ter 
acidity of [M (H20)6] 3+ compa red with [M (H20 )6] 2+, see Topic 23 .1. 

Summary questions 

1 Why are M3• aqua ions more acidic than M2+ aqua ions? 


2 Explain why all the compounds of aluminium are colourless. 


3 Explain why [Co(H
2
0}6]2• and [Co(NH3)6 ]2Tboth have a co-ordination 


number of six and have the same charge. 


4 a Write the equations for the reactions of: 


[Fe(H20)6]3•(aq} with sodium hydroxide solution 


ii [Cu(H20}6]2+(aq) with excess ammonia. 


b What colour changes would you expect to see in a i and ii? 


• 




Practice questions 

•. 


Consider the reaction scheme below and answer the questions which follow. 

heat
2Cu(N03)2 (s) _.;.;.::.:.;;,,._~ 2CuO(s) + 4 N0i(g) + 0i(g) 

an excess] 	 jan excess ofconcentrated 
of water 	 HCI 

solution A solution D 

a few drops] 	
j

heatw1th
of NH3(aq) copper metal 

pale blue precipitate 8 [CuCl4)3

a excess of] 

NH3'aq) 


solution C 

(a) 	 A redox reaction occurs when Cu(N03) 2 is decomposed by heat. Deduce the 
oxidation state of nitrogen in Cu(N03) 2 and in N02 and identify the product formed 
by oxidation in this decomposition. 

(3 marks) 

(b) Identify and state the shape of the copper-containing species present in solution A. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Identify the pale blue precipitate B and write an equation, or equations, to show how 
B is formed from the copper-containing species in solution A . 

(2 marks) 

(d) 	Identify the copper-containing species present in solution C. State the colour of chis 
copper-containing species and write an equation for its formation from precipitate B. 

(3 marks) 

(e) 	 Identify the copper-containing species present in solution 0 . State the colour and 
shape of this copper-containing species. 

(3 marks) 

(f) 	 The oxidation state or copper in [CuCl4] 3- is +I. 
(i) 	 Give the electron arrangement or a cu+ ion. 
(ii) Deduce the role or copper metal in the format ion ol' [CuCl4]3- from the 

copper-contain ing species in solution D . 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

2 (a) 	 State wha t is observed when aqueous ammonia is added dropwise, unti l present in 
excess, to a solution of cobalt(li) chloride, and the mixture obta ined is then left to 
stand in air. 
Give the formula of each cobalt-containing species formed. Explain the change which 
occurs when the mixture is left to stand in air. 

(8 marks) 
(b) 	 Explain why separate solutions of iron(ll) sulfate and iron(llI) sulfate of equal 

concentration have different pH values. 
State what is observed when sodhun carbonate is added separately to solutions of 
these two compounds. Give the formula of each iron-containing species formed. 

(9 marks) 
AQA, 2003 



4 

3 Consider the following reaction scheme that starts from aqueous [Cu(H20)6 12+ ions. 

Chapter 24 Reactions of inorganic compounds in aqueous solutions 

• 


Reaction 4 Reaction l Reaction 2 
yellow/green .----- [Cu(H 0) ] 2+(aq) ---- pale blue---- deep blue 2 6

solution precipitate solution 

Reaction 3 

green-blue precipitate 

For each of the reactions I to 4, idemify a suitable reagent, give the formula of the 

copper-containing species formed and write an equation for the reaction. 


(a) Reaction l 	 (3 marks) 

(b) React ion 2 	 (3 marks) 

(c) Reaction 3 	 (3 marks) 

(d) 	Reaction 4 (3 marks) 
AQA, 2014 

The scheme below shows some reactions of copper(U) ions in aqueous solution. 

W, X , Y, and Z arc all copper-containing species. 


w 

concentrated 
HCI an excess of 

iron 
scrap 

NH3(aq) 

Cu(s) - ---1Cu(H20)6 J2•(aq)---... x Y 


z 

(a) 	 Identify ion W. Describe its appearance and write an equation for its 
formation from [Cu(II 0) ] 2•(aq) ions. 2 6

(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Identify compound X. Describe its appearance and write an equation for 
its formation from 1Cu(H20)6]2• (aq) ions. 

(3 marks) 

(c) 	 Identify ion Y. Describe its appearance and write an equation ror its 
formation from X. (3 marks) 

(d) 	Identify compound Z. Describe its appearance and write an equation 
for its formation from 1Cu(H20)6]2+(aq) ions. 

(3 marks) 

(e) 	 Copper metal can be extracted from a dilute aqueous solution containing 
copper(fl) ions using scrap iron. 
(i) 	 Write an equarion for this reaction and give the colours of the initial 


and final aqueous solutions. 

(3 marks) 

(ii) 	 This method of copper extraction uses scrap iron. Give two other 

reasons why this method of copper extraction is more environmentally 

friendly than reduction of copper oxide by carbon. 


(2 marks) 
AQA, 2010 



Section 2 practice questions 

• 


Due to their electron arrangemems, transition metals have characteristic propenies 
including catalytic action and the formation of complexes with different shapes. 
(a) 	 Give two other characteristic propenies of transition metals. For each property, 

illustrate your answer with a transition metal of your choice. 

(4 marks) 

(b) 	 Other than octahedral, there are several different $hapes shown by transition metal 
complexes. Name three of these shapes and for each one give the formula of a 
complex with that shape. 

(6 marks) 

(c) 	 Tt is possible for Group 2 metal ions to form complexes. For example, the 
[Ca(H20)6] 2+ ion in hard water reacts with EOTA4- ions to form a complex ion 
in a similar manner to hydrated transition metal ions. This reaction can be used 
in a titration to measure the concentration of calcium ions in hard water. 

(i) 	 Write an equation for the equilibrium that is established when hydrated 
calcium ions react with EDTA4- ions. 

(1 mark) 

(ii) 	 Explain why the equilibrium in part (c)(i) is displaced alrnos1 

completely to the right to form the EDTA complex. 


(3 marks) 

(iii) In a titration, 6.25 cm3 of a 0.0532 mol dm- 3 solution of EDTA reacted 
completely with the calcium ions in a 150 cm 3 sample of a saturated 
solution of calcium hydroxide. Calculate the mass of calcium hydroxide 
that was dissolved in 1.00 dm3 of the calcium hydroxide solution. 

(3 marks) 

AQA. 2012 

2 	 Iron is an important element in living systems. 1t is involved in redox and in acid-base 
reactions. 
(a) 	 Explain how and why iron ions catalyse the reaction between iodide ions and 520 8

2 

ions. Write equations for the reactions that occur. 

(5 marks) 

(b) 	 Iron(II) compounds are used as moss killers because iron(II) ions arc oxidised in air 
to form iron(I11) ions that lower the pH of soil. 

(i) 	 Explain, with the aid of an equation, why iron(lll) ions are more acidic than 
iron(TT) ions in aqueous solution. 

(3 marks) 

(ii) ln a titration, 0.321 g of a moss killer reacted with 23.60 cm3 of acidified 
3 K0.0218 mol dm- Cr 0 solution.2 2 7 

Calculate the percentage by mass of iron in the moss ki ller. Assume that all of 
the iron in the moss killer is in the form of iron(ll). 

(5 marks) 

(c) 	 Some sodium carbonace solution was added to a solution conta ining iron(TTT) ions. 
Describe what you would observe and write an equation for the reaction that occurs. 

(3 marks) 

AQA, 2011 



Section 2 Inorganic chemistry 2 

• 


3 	 (a) State what is meant by the term homogeneous as applied to a catalyst. 
(b) 	 (i) State what is meant by the term autocatalysis. (I mark) 

(ii) 	 Identify the species which acts as an autocatalyst in the reaction between 
ethanedioate ions and manganate(VII) ions in acidic solution. 

(2 marks) 

(c) 	 When petrol is burned in a car engine, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, oxides of 
nitrogen and water are produced. Catalytic conveners are used as part of car exhaust 
systems so that the emission of toxic gases is greatly reduced. 
(i) 	 Write an equation for a reaction which occurs in a catalytic convener between 

two of the toxic gases. Identify the reducing agent in this reaction. 
(ii) 	 Identify a transition metal used in catalytic converters and state how the 

converter is constructed to maximise the effect of the catalyst. 
(5 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

4 (a) 	 Using complex ions formed by Co2+ with ligands selected from H20, NHy 
c1-, C 0l and EDTA~ , give an equation for each of the following.2
(i) 	 A ligand substitution reaction which occurs with no change in either the 

co-ordination number or in the charge on the complex ion. 
(ii) 	 A ligand substitution reaction which occurs with both a change in the 

co-ordination number and in the charge on the complex ion. 
(iii) A ligand substitution reaction which occurs with no change in the 

co-ordination number but a change in tbe charge on the complex ion. 
(iv) A ligand substitution reaction in which there is a large change in entropy. 

(8 marks) 

(b) 	 An aqueous solution of iron(TI) sulrate is a pale-green colour. When aqueous 

sodium hydroxide is added LO this solution a green precipitate is formed. 

On standing in air, the green precipitate slowly wrns brown. 


(i) 	 Give the formula of the complex ion responsible for the pale-green colour. 
(ii) 	 Give the formula of the green precipitate. 
(iii) Suggest an explanation for the change in the colour of the precipitate. 

(4 marks) 

AQA, 2004 

5 	 This question is about a product. Kwik Kleen, sold for unblocking clogged waste pipes 
of sinks in the home. The product consists of pure, powdered, solid sodium hydroxide, 
NaOH, a base. 
The instructions for use state 'Wearing gloves and eye protection, add lOOg of Kwik Kleen 
to l litre ( l dm 1) of cold water and pour into the blocked drain. The solution will ger 
warm. Always add Kwik Kleen to wa ter rather than water to Kwik Kleen.' 
(a) 	 Write an ionic equa tion for the reaction that occurs when sodium hydroxide is added 

to water. Give the appropriate state symbols. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 The pack says that Kwik Kleen is 'super strength'. Comment on the use of the term 
'strength' in relation to sodium hydroxide dissolving in water. 

(I mark) 
(c) 	 Is it realistic to claim that solid sodium hydroxide is 'super strength' compared with 

other products consisting of solid sodium hydroxide? 
(2 marks) 

(d) 	 Give the sign of 6H for this reaction. ls it exothermic or endothermic? 
(2 marks) 

(e) 	 Explain why it is safer to add sodium hydroxide to water than vice versa. 
(2 marks) 

(f) 	 Calculate the concentration in moldn1- 3 of a solution containing lOOg of sodium 
hydroxide in I dm1 of solution. 

(1 mark) 



Section 2 practice questions 

(g) 	 Part of the action unblocking action depends on the reaction of the sodium hydroxide 
solution with solid fat (resulting from cooking) to form soluble products. Fat contains 
esters such as: 

0 
I 

R 	 C 0 CH2 

W I 
R-	 C-0-CH 

~ I 

R-	 C-O-CH2 

Where Risa long chain alkyl group, such as C 17Hw 
Calculate the relative molecular mass of the fat. 

(1 mark) 
(h) 	The equation for the reaction of the Cat with sodium hydroxide is 

0 
II 

R- C-O-CH2 H O- CH2 

R 
ft 
C - 0 

? 
I 
CH 

I 

+ 3Na0H(aq) 
ft 

~ 3 R-C 0 Na+ + H
I 

0 - CH 

I 
R C O CH2(s) H O CH2 

(i) 	 Calculate the maximum number of grams of fat that could be dissolved by 1dm3 

of the sodium hydroxide solution. 
(2 marks) 

(ii) 	 Why is this unlikely LO be the case in pradice? 
0 ~~~ 
II 

(j) 	 Explain why R- c-o-Na+ is more soluble in water than was the original fat. 
(1 mark) 

6 	 A co-ordinate bond is formed when a transition metal ion reacts with a ligand. 
(a) 	 Expla in how this co-ordinate bond is formed. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Describe what you would observe when dilute aqueous ammonia is added dropwise, 

to excess, to an aqueous solution containing copper( II) ions. 
Write eq ua tions for the reactions that occur. 

(4 marks) 
(c) 	 When the complex ion [Cu(NH3) 4(H20)2] 2+ reacts with 1,2-diaminoethane, the 

ammonia molecules but not the water molecules are replaced. 
Write an equation [or this reaction. 

(I mark) 
(d) 	 Suggest why che enthalpy change for the reaction in part (c) is approximately zero. 

(2 marks) 
(e) 	 Explain why the reaction in pan (c) occurs despite having an enthalpy change that is 

approximately zero. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, Specimen paper I 

• 
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Section 2 Inorganic chemistry 2 

• 


Table l i.hows observations of changes from some test-LUbe reactions or aqueous solu tions 
of compounds Q, R and S with five different aqueous reagents. The initial colours or the 
solutions are not given. 

TTable 1 

precipitate 

no change 
observed 

white 
precipitate 

no change 
observed 

white precipitate, 
dissolves in 
excess or NaOH 

white precipitate, 
bubbles or a gas 

no change 
observed 

brown precipitate brown precipitate, 
bubbles or a gas 

yellow 
solution 

(a) 	 ldentil'y each o f compounds Q, R and S. 

You are not requ ired Lo explain your answers. 


(6 marks) 
(b) 	 Write ionic equations for each of the positive observations w ith S . 

(4 marks) 
AQA, Specimen paper l 

8 	 (a) Define the term transition metal. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 Explain why scandium, Sc, is classified as ad-block element but not as 
a transition metal clement. (2 marks) 

9 	 (a) Explain what is meam by the terms complex ion and ligand. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Complete the electron configuration of: 
(i) 	 Cu awm: I s2, 2s2 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 Cu2+ ion: I s2, 2s2 

(I mark) 
(c) 	 Consider the hcxaaquachrornium(TII), [Cr(H 0) ] 3+, complex.2 6

(i) 	 Draw the shape of this complex. 
(I mark) 

(ii ) 	 Name the shape of this complex. 
(I mark) 



Section 2 summary 


monodentate ligands cis-trans isomerism 
• donate one pair of electrons 

[ ™• 
+ coordination 

~ to form a new co-ordinate bond H20"-'VOH2 number: 6 coordination 

·.. ~ .·· 
number: 4 

• H20, NH3 , Ci
a/l:---..,,c1 Ichelate 

effect OH2 - ..,.... I , . Mbidentate ligands ... ' .....• donate two pairs of electrons 
[ ™' 

• octahedral - to form a new co-ordinate bond Cl"-'VOH2 

I tetrahedral 
• enc2oi

HO/ j "-..CI2 OH2 
coordination 
number: 4 

mull identale ligands .. .. 
• EDTA optical isomerism - • M • 

........ " ''.~ ~ '~; coordination square-planar 

L-=j ligand substitution f- number: 2 I
Cl~t.') (.J-~c1 - - M-

hnear cisptattn 
m1rr0f 

co-ordination number 1 

1 
form coloured com pounds I 

~form complexes transition metals Section 2 ID - Inorganic chemistry-- -
St To v Ct M' f'e Co N Cu bl 

- ligands donate 
a pair of electrons to 
form a co-ordinate 

bond 

form ions with Period 3 
-an incompleled - 0 

sub-level - -
ka Mg Al p s Cl Ar I L\E = hu = ~c I 

characteristic properties 
• form complexes 
• form coloured ions 
• have variable oxidation state 
• good catalysts - sodium and water some wavelengths absorbed 

• 2Na(s) + 2H20(1) --7 2Na0H(aq) + H2(g) other wavelengths are 
magnesium and water tra nsmil ted or reflected 
• Mg(s) + 2H20(1) --7 Mg(0H)2(aq) + H2(g) 

variable oxidation sta te 
• THll: 1 Cbr>dallOrl M1rr>b'° ""'•"av '"'....""'""'Aio/f"' /I"' d V'l>I.'$ •n t~ 

"""""""' sodium with oxygen metal oxides 
•I ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 

" • 4Na(s) + 02(g) --7 2Na20(sl • sodium, magnesium. aluminium - giant.. .. ·• '" .. ,, ·• .. .. .. .. .. ·• '" .. "" 
magnesium with oxygen ionic lattice structure with high melting 

"' ... ,,, .,, ,,, .,., ,,, • 2Mg(s) + 02(g) --7 2Mg0(s) paint non-metal oxides .. •Y .. ,y .. aluminium with oxygen ..._ • silcon oxide  giant covalent structure ... ..., ... • 4Al(s) + 302{g) --7 2Al203(s) with high melting paint
"" silicon with oxygen • phosphorous and sulfur - simple 

• S1{s) + O~g) --7 S102(s) covalent molecules with low melting point 

homogeneous catalysts 
phosphorus with oxygen 

• same phase as the reactants • 2P(s) + 502{g) --7 P40JO(s) 

heterogeneous catalysts 
sulfur with oxygen 

• different phase to the reactants 
S(s) + 0 2(g) --7 S02{g) 

• 



Section 2 Inorganic chemistry 2 

Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following 

ideas: 

• 	 Investigating the reactions of period 

3 oxides. 

• 	 Investigating ligand substitution 

reactions. 

• 	 Finding the concentration ofa solution 

using colorimetry. 

• 	 Investigating the reduction of 

vanadate(V) ions. 

• 	 Finding out how Tollens' reagent 

can be used to distinguish between 

aldehydes and ketones. 

• 	 Investigating redox titrations. 

• 	 Finding out about autocatalysis. 

• 	 Investigating metal-aqua reactions. 

• 	 Identifying positive and negative ions 

and finding the identity of unknown 

substances. 

Extension 
Produce a report exploring how the electronic configuration of 

transition metals affects their reactivity and properties. 

Suggested resources: 

Winter, M[2015], d-Block Chemistry: Oxford Chemistry Primers. 
Oxford University Press, UK. ISBN 978-0-19-870096-8 

McCleverty, J[1999], Chemistry ofthe First Row Transition Metals. 
Oxford Chemistry Primers. Oxford University Press, UK. 

ISBN 978-0-19-850151-0 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following 

maths skills: 

• 	 Using information about ligands to 

draw the shapes of complex ions. 

• 	 Working out how to draw cis and trans 

and optical isomers of complexes. 

• 	 Calculating the concentration of a 

solution from a graph of absorption 

versus concentration. 

• 
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Nomenclature and isomerism in organic chemistry revisits the 
IUPAC naming system introduced earlier and applies it ro further 
families of organic compounds. A further type or isomerism, optical 
isomerism based on mirror image molecules, is introduced. 

Compounds containing the carbonyl group introduces the 
chemistry of aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, and esters. all of 
which conrain the carbonyl group, C=O. 

Aromatic chemistry looks al the chemistry or compounds based 
on the benzene ring, which have unexpected properties due to their 
system of electrons delocalised over a hexagonal ring of carbon atoms. 

Amines are organic compounds based on the ammonia molecule. 
Their nitrogen atom has a lone pair of electrons which explains their 
reactivicy as bases and nucleophiles 

Polymerisation looks at two types of long chain molecules based 
on smaller repeating units - condensation and addition polymers. It 
describes their synthesis and uses and also their biodegradability (or 
lack of it) . 

Amino acids, proteins, and DNA are two groups of biologically 
important groups of polymers which are vital for life. The chapter 
looks at how proteins are built up from amino acids and explains how 
DNA molecules hold the 'blueprint' for living things. 

Organic synthesis and analysis shows how a series of organic 
reactions can be linked together 10 make a target molecule from a 
given starting material. 

Structure determination explains th e techniques of proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) and carbon- 13 NMR and shows how 
these techniques can be used to help deduce the srructures of organic 
compounds. 

Chromatography describes a group of techniques used for separating 
mixtures of organic compounds and shows how they can be linked 
with mass spectrometry to help idemil'y the components. 



, 
What you already know: 

The marerial in this unit builds on knowledge and undersranding rhar you have 
builr up at AS level. In particular the following: 

0 Organ ic compounds arc based on chains and rings of ca rbon atoms along with 
hydrogen. 

0 Organic compound exist in families called homologous series. 

0 Different families of organic compounds have different functional groups. 

0 There is a syste matic naming system for organic compounds. 

0 Organic compounds can exist as isomers with the same molecular formula but 
different arrangement of atoms. 

0 Some important groups of organic compound include alkanes, alkencs, 
halogenoalkanes, and alcohols. 

0 Characteristic reactions and infra-red spectroscopy can be used to help identify 
organic compounds. 



25 Nomenclature and isomerism 

25.1 Naming organic compounds 

Learning objective: 	 The IUPAC systematic naming system for organic chemisrry is based 
on a root, which describes the lengrh of the carbon chain. Functional-+ Describe how IUPAC rules 
groups have names with numbers tO show where rhey occur on the 

are used for naming organic 
chain. You can use Table 1 to revise chis syscem. 

compounds. 

Specification reference. 3.3.1 T Table 1 Examples of systematic naming oforganic compounds 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know the 
nomenclature and isomerism 
studied in Topic 11.1, Carbon 
compounds, and Topic 11.2, 
Nomenclature - naming organic 
compounds, and the shapes and 
bond angles in simple molecules in 
Topic 3.6, The shapes of molecules 
and ions. 

• 


Structural formula Name Notes 

The di tells you there areH Br H 
two bromine atoms. TheI I I

H- C- C- C- H 2,2 says where the two 2,2-dibromopropane I I I bromine atoms are onH Br H 
the chain. 

The suffix -ol defines H H H H 
the compound as an I I I I

H-C- C- C- C- OH alcohol. The - OHI I I I group defines theH Br H H 3-bromobutan-1-ol 
end that the chain is 
counted from, so the 
bromine is attached to 

carbon 3 

H H OH H 
Not butan-3-ol as theI I I I 

H- C- C- C- C- H butan-2-ol smallest locant possible 
I I I I is used. 
H H H H 

Not but-2-ene, but-3\ I I I ene, or but-4-ene as the
C= C- C- C- H but-1-ene 

smallest locant possibleI I I
H H H is used 

Cycle- is used to 
cyclohexane 

indicate a ring 

H H H H 
There is no need to useI I I I 

H-C- C- C- C- H a number to locate the 
I I I I methylbutane side chain becauseH H H 

it must be on carbonH- C- H 
number 2 I 

H 



Structural formula Name Notes 

This is not H H H H 
2-ethylbutane. The rule I I I I 

H - C-C-C -C-H is to base the name on
I I I the longest unbranched H H HI 3-methylpentane chain, in this caseH - C- H 

pentane (picked out I 
H - C- H in red). Remember the 

I bond angles are 109.5° 
H 

not 90° 

H H H H 


I I I I 
H - C--C--C-C-H 

Again remember the 
~ H-J-H I ~ root is based on the 

2,3-dimethylpentane 
longest unbranchedI H - C - H 

H I chain 
H - C - H 

I 
H 

More functional groups 
Table 2 shows how to name organic compound and includes the 
functional groups that you will meet in the following chapters, as well 
as those you have already met. 

T Table 2 The suffixes and prefixes ofsome functional groups 

• 


Family Formula Suffix Prefix Example 

al kenes RCH=CH2 -ene propene, CH
3
CHCH2 

alkynes RC=CH -yne propyne, CH 
3

CCH 

halogenoalkanes 

R- X 

(Xis F, Cl, 

Br, or I) 

halo 

[ fluoro -, chloro-, 

bromo-, iodo-) 

chloromethane, CH
3
CI 

carboxylic acids RCOOH -oic acid ethanoic acid, CH 3COOH 

anhydrides RCOOCOR' -anhydride ethanoic anhydride, 

CH 3COOCOCH 3 

esters 

RCOOR' -oate 
(Esters are named from their 
parent alcohol and acid, so 
propyl ethanoate is derived from 
propanol and ethanoic acid.) 

propyl ethanoate, CHlOOC
3
H7 

acyl chlorides RCOCI -oyl chloride ethanoyl chloride, CH 
3

COCI 

amides RCONH 
2 -amide ethanamide, CH3CONH 2 

nitriles RC=N -nitrile ethanenitrile, CH3C=N 

aldehydes RCHO -al ethanal, CH 3CHO 

ketones RCOR' -one propanone, CH 3COC H
3 

alcohols ROH -ol hydroxy-
ethanol, C

2
H

5
0H 

2-hydroxyethanal, HOCH2CHO 

amines RNH 2 -amine amino ethylamine, CH 3CH 2NH2 

arenes CG HSR methylbenzene, C
6
H

5
CH 3 



25.1 N aming organic compounds 

Study tip 
In chemical names, strings 
of numbers are separated by 

commas. A hyphen is placed 
between words and numbers. 

Hint 
Sometimes hydrocarbon 
molecules form rings. These are 
indicated by the prefix cyclo-, for 
example, cyclohexane: 

H H 

H \I H 

\ C I 


H-C / '-C- H 
I I 

H-C C- H 
I ' c....- \ 

H / \ H 
H H 

The molecular formula of 
cyclohexane is C6H12. It is different 
from the molecular formula for 
hexane, C

6
Hl4' as there are no 

-CH3 groups at the end of the 
carbon chain as the carbons are 
joined in a ring. 

Study tip 
Compounds are named according 
to the longest hydrocarbon chain. 
When the molecule is branched, 
look at it carefully and count the 

longest chain before you start 
numbering the carbon atoms. 

• 


Some functional groups may be identified by either a prefix or 
a suffix. For example, alcohols have the suffix -ol and the prefix 
hydroxy-. The suffix-al is used if it is the only functional group. When 
there are two (or more) functional groups. the IUPAC rules have a 
comprehensive system of priority. In Table 2 the higher in the list is a 
suffix and the lower a prefix. So the amino acid alanine (see below), 
which is both a carboxylic acid and an amine, has the systematic name 
2-aminopropanoic acid. 

NHz 
I 

H3C- C- COOH 
I 
H 

The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
According to its website, the International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (IUPAC) 'serves to adva nce the worldwide aspects of the 
chemical sciences and to contribute ro the application of chemistry 
in the service of mankind. As a scientific, international. non
governmental and objective body, LU PAC can address many global 
issues involving the chemical sciences.' 

One of its services to the world o[ chemistry is to have developed a 
systematic naming system lor organic chem icals, the full rules for 
which are held in a publication known as the Red Book. There is a 
companion Blue Book for inorganic chemistry. 

This means that any organic chemical can be given a name which can 
be recognised and used by chemists throughouc the world. This can 
obviously reduce confusion. For example, one well-respected database 
lists a total of 28 names that are in use for the compound with the 
lUPAC name butanone, a relatively simple compound: 

0 
II 

H3C ......_ ,..- C......_ 
C CH3 
H:> 

butanone 

IUPAC also rules on the naming of newly discovered elements. An 
element 'can be named after a mythological concept, a mineral, a 
place or coun try, a property, or a scie ntist' and the discoverer has the 
right to propose a name and symbol. 

Summary questions 

1 Draw the displayed formula of: 

a 3-ethyl-3-methylhexane b 2,4-dimethylpentane. 

2 What is the name of: 

a CHlH2CH 20H d CH 3CH 20H 

b CH3CH(Cl)CH3 e C4H9COOH? 

c CH3CH2CH~CHCH2CH3 



Isomers arc compounds with the same molecular formula but have 
different molecular structures or a different arrangement of at0ms 
in space. Organic chemistry provides many examples of isomerism. 
Structural isomers: 

• 	 have different functional groups (Figure la) or 

• 	 have functional groups attached to the main chain at different 
points (Figure lb) or 

• 	 have a different arrangement of carbon atoms in the skeleton of 
the molecule (Figure l c). 

a H H 	 H H 
I I 	 I I 

H-C- 0- C- H and H-C-C-0-H 
I I 	 I I 
H H 	 H H 

b H H OH 	 H OH H 
I 	 I I I I I 

H-	 C- C C- H and H-C-C-C- H 
I 	 I I I I I 
H 	 H H H H H 

c H H H H H H H H H H 
I 	 I I I I I I I I I 

H-C- C- C- C- C- H and H- C-C-C-C-C-H 
I 	 I I . I I I I 
H H H H H H H H 

H-	 C- H H-C-H 
I 	 I 
H 	 H 

.6. Figure 1 Pairs afthe different types of structural isomers 

Stereoisomerism 
Stereoisomerism is where two (or more) compounds have the same 
structural formula. They differ in the arrangement of the bonds in space. 
There arc two types: 

• 	 E-Z isomerism 

• 	 optical isomerism. 

Optical isomerism 
Optical isomers occur when there are four different substituents 
attached to one carbon atom. This results in two isomers that arc 
non-supcrimposablc mirror images of one another, but are not 
identical. For example, bromochlorofluoromethane exists as two 
mirror image forms: 

Cl 
I 

,,C.
Br" 	~ ·.F 

H 

Cl 

I 


,c, 
F" l Br 


H 


mirror 

Learning objective: 
-+ 	 Describe what type of 

molecules show optical 

isomerism. 

Specification reference: 3.3.? 

Link 

You met with structural isomerism 
and E-Z isomerism in Topic 11.3, 
Isomerism. E-Z involves the 
arrangement of atoms around 
double bonds. 

• 




25.2 Optical isomerism 

Hint 

It really helps to use models to 
understand optical isomerism. 
Even matchsticks and Plasticine 
will do. 

Study tip 

Drawn structures of optical 
isomers should show a tetrahedral 
arrangement of groups around a 
central carbon atom. 

NH2 0 

I ,f


H-C- C 
~ \_OH 

glycine 

A. Figure 3 Aminoethanoic acid {glycine] 

There is more about « ·amino acids 
in Topic 30.1, Introduction to amino 
acids. 

• 


The ball and stick models of bromochlorofluoromethane in Figure 2 
may help you to see that these are not identical. 


Imagine rotating one of the molecules about the C-CI bond (pointing 

upwards) until the two bromine atoms (in red) a re in the same position. 


.-t oJ-.

mirror 

A. Figure 2 Bromochlorojluoromethane has a pair ofmirror isomers which are 
not identical 

The positions of the hydrogen (blue) and lluorine atoms (yellow) will 
not match - you cannot superimpose one molecule onto the other. 

This is just like a pair of shoes. A leh shoe and a right shoe are 
mirror images, but they are not identica l, that is, they cannot be 
superimposed. 

Pairs of molecules like this are called optical isomers because they 
differ in the way they rotate the plane or polarisation of polarised 
light - either dockwise ((+)-isomer) or anticlockwise (( - }-isomer). 

Chirality 
Optical isomers are said to be chiral and the two isomers arc called a 
pair of enantiomers. The carbon bonded to the four different groups 
is called the chiral centre or the asymmetric carbon atom, and 
is often indicated on formulae by *. You can easily pick out a chiral 
molecule because it contains at least one carbon atom that has four 
different groups attached to it. 

• 	 All a-amino acids, except aminoethanoic acid (glycine) the simplest 
one, (Figure 3) have a chiral centre. For example, the chiral centre 
of a-aminopropanoic acid (2-aminopropanoic acid) is: 

H 	 NH2 O 

I 	 I* -f
H-C-c- c a-aminopropanoic acid 

I I \.OH 
H 	 H 

• 	 2-hydroxypropanoic acid (non-systematic name lactic acid) is also 
chiral. Although the chiral carbon is bonded to two other carbon 
atoms. these carbons are part of diffe rent groups and you must 
count the whole group. 

H 
0/ 

J· 2-hydroxypropanoic acid 
H3C .' l" C02H 

H 

Optical isomerism happens because the isomers have three-dimensional 
structures so it can only be shown by three-dimensional representations 
or by models . 



Optical activity 
Light consist~ or vibrating electric and magnetic fields. You can think 
of it as waves with vibrations occurring in all directions at right angles 
to the direction or motion of the light wave. If the light passes through 
a special filter, called a po la ro id (as in polaroid sunglasses) all the 
vibrations arc cut out except those in one plane, for example, the 
vertical plane (Figure 4). 

(\ (\ (\ (\ (\
V\TVVV 

vertically polarised Iight 

A. Figure 4 Polarised light 
Summary questions 

The light is now vertica lly pola rised and it will be affected differently 
by diHerent optica l isomers of the same substance. 1 Which of the following 

Optical rotation can be measured using a polarimeter (Figure 5). 	 compounds show optical 
isomerism?l 	 Polarised light is passed through two solutions of the same 

concentration. each containing a dif£erent optical isomer of the H 
Isame substance. a Cl-C-Br 

2 	 One solution will rotate the plane of polarisation through a particular I 
angle, clockwise. This is the (+)-isomer. H 

3 The other will rotate the plane of polarisation by the same angle, H 
Ianticlockwise. We call this the (-)-isomer. 	 b Cl - C- Br 
I(There are several other systems in use for distinguishing pairs of isomers, 

CH3 
as well as(+) and (-) you may see Rand S, D and L, or d and l.) 

H 

c I 
Ci-C-Hemerging light has its 

polarised light plane of polarisation rotated 
H 

H 
light d H 

I 
r H 

H 

2 Mark the chiral centre on this 
molecule with a *: 

Cl 0 
first 

polaro1d 
sample cell second 

polaroid CH3
I //
C-C 
I "oH 

A. Figure S Apolarimeter measures rotation ofthe plane ofpolarisation of H 

polarised light 3 The molecule below has two 
chiral centres. Mark them 
both . 

• 



Learning objectives: 
' State what a racemate is 

' Describe how a racemate is 
formed by synthesis. 

Specification reference: 3.3.7 

Study tip 

If a mixture of equal amounts of 
the two enantiomers is formed. 
This is optically inactive as their 
effects cancel out. 

You will cover nucleophilic addition 

reactions in Topic 26.2, Reactions 
of the carbonyl group in aldehydes 
and ketones. 

Hint 

The carbon chain length of the 

product is one greater than 
that of the starting material. 
You started with ethanol [two 
carbon atoms) and ended with 
2-hydroxyproponenitrile [three 
carbon atoms). This type of 
reaction is important in synthesis, 
whenever a carbon chain needs to 

be lengthened. 

• 


A great many of the reactions Lhat arc used in organic synthesis to 

produce optically active compounds actually produce a 50:50 mixture of 
two optical isomers. This is called a raccmic mixture or racemate and is 
not optically active because Lhe effects of the two isomers cancel out. 

The synthesis of 2-hydroxypropanoic acid 
(Lactic acid} 
2-hydroxypropanoic acid (lactic acid) has a chiral cenrre, marked by * 
in the structure. 

H 
0 / 

I* ,c, 
H3c·· l C02H 


H 


2-hydroxypropanoic acid 

The synthesis below produces a mixture of optical isomers. lt can be 
made in two stages from ethanal. 

Stage 1 
Hydrogen cyanide is added across the C=O bond to form 
2-hydroxypropanenitrile. 

This is a nucleophilic addition reaction in which the nucleophile is the 
CN- ion. lt takes place as follows: 

f :CN
H3C CNH3C'\o+ ~ H' '\ { 

~/ =lJ ----7 / '\ 
H H OH 

ethanal 2-hydroxypropanenitrile 

2-hydroxypropanenitrile has a chi ra l cen tre, the starred ca rbon, which 
has four different groups (- CH3, -H, -OH, and -CN). The reaction 
used does not favour one of these isomers over the othe r (i.e., the - CN 
group could add on with equal probabi lity from above or below the 
CH3CHO which is planar) so you get a racernic mixture. 

Stage2 
The nitrite group is converted into a carboxylic acid group. 

The 2-hydroxypropanenitrile is reacted with water acidified with a 
dilute solution of hydrochloric acid. This is a hydrolysis reaction: 

H3C COOH 
HCI "c( 

/ '\ 
H OH 

2-hydroxypropanoic acid 



The balanced equations for the two steps are shown below: 

Step 1 

H3C" 

C= O + HCN 

I 
H 

Step 2 

H3C CN 

" c" I + HCI + 2H20 
1 -

H OH 

The 2-hydroxypropanoic acid that is produced still has a chiral centre 
this has not been affected by the hydrolysis reaction, which only 
involves the -CN group. So you still have a racemic mixture of two 
optical isomers (Figure l). 

OH 

I* .c, 
H c·' l COOH 

3 H 

A Figure 1 The optical isomers of2-hydroxypropanoic acid 

rt is often the case that a molecule with a chiral centre that is made 
synthetically ends up as a mixture of optical isomers. However, the same 
molecule produced naturally in living systems will ohen be present as 
only one optical isomer. Amino acids are a good example of this. All 
naturally occurring amino acids (except aminoethanoic acid, glycine) are 
chiral, but in every case only one of the isomers is formed in nature. This 
is because most naturally occurring molecules are made using enzyme 
catalysts, which only produce one of the possible optical isomers. 

Optical isomers in the drug industry 
Some drugs are optically active molecules. For some purposes, a 
racemic mixLure of the two optical isomers will do. For other uses, only 
one isomer is required. Many drugs work by a molecule of the active 
ingredient filling an area of a cell (called a receptor) or an enzyme's 
active site like a piece in a j igsaw puzzle. Because receptors have a 
three-dimensiona l structure, only one of a pair of optical isomers will 
!it. In some cases, one optical isomer is an effective drug and the other is 
inactive. This is a problem and there are three options: 

l Separate the two isomers - this may be difficult and expensive as 
optical isomers have very similar properties. 

2 Sell the mixture as a drug - this is wasteful because half of it is 
inactive. 

3 Design an alternative synthesis of the drug that makes only the 
required isomer. 

The over-the-counter painkiller and ami-inflammatory drug ibuprofen 
(sold as Nurofen and Calprofen) is an example. 

A Figure 2 Lactic acid is produced 
naturally in sour milk. In muscle tissue a 
build-up oflactic acid causes cramp. The 
two situations produce different optical 
isomers 

Synoptic link 

You will look at enzymes in more 
detail in Topic 30.3, Enzymes. 

A Figure 3 Nurofen contains ibuprofen, 
which is o mixture oftwa optical isomers 

• 




25.3 Synthesis of optically active compounds 

The structure of ibuprofen is: 

CH3 

HO ......._ c ,..... cH U CH3 


II CH 
O CH2/ '-- CH3 

'* 


The starred carbon is Lhe chiral centre. Al present, most ibruprofen is 
made and sold as a racemate. 

In some cases one of the optical isomers is an effective drug and the 
other is toxic or has unacceptable side effects. For example, naproxen 
has one isomer that is used to treat anhritic pain, whilst the other 
causes liver poisoning. In this case it is vital that only the effective 
optical isomer is sold. 

The structure of ibuprofen 

Ibuprofen is a popular remedy for mild pain and 
inflammation that is available over-the-counter under a 
variety of trade names such as Nurofen and Cuprofen. 
The skeletal formula of ibuprofen in shown in Figure 4. 

COOH 

A Figure 4 Skeletalformula ofibuprofen 

Optical activity of ibuprofen 

Ibuprofen can exist as a pair of optical isomers that are 
mirror images of each other. These mirror images are 
non-superimposable. This mirror image property occurs 
in molecules that have a carbon atom to which four 
different groups are bonded. The two optical isomers of 
ibuprofen are identified by the prefixes R- and 5+, 

Mirror image isomers are identical in many properties 
such as solubility, melt ing point, and boiling point. 
They can be distinguished by the fact that they rotate 

• 


the plane of polarisation of polarised light in different 
direct ions- the (+)-isomer clockwise as the observer 
looks at the light, and the (- )-isomer anticlockwise. 
The symbols Rand 5 refer to the 30 arrangement of the 
atoms in space. The two isomers do, however, behave 
differently when they interact with other 'handed' 
molecules such as the prostaglandins, which are 
involved in the process of inflammation. Of the two 
optical isomers of ibuprofen it is the 5+ form which has 
the anti-inflammatory and pain-killing effect. 

However, it has been found that there is an enzyme 
in the body that converts the R- form into the 5+. 
In fact 60% of the R- form is converted into 5+. This 
means that in a typical dose of ibuprofen of 400 mg, 
200 mgis5+ and 200 mgR- . Of the 200 mgofR- , 60% 
(i.e., 120 mg) is converted into the active 5+ form, 
giving a total of active form of 320 mg. Therefore there 
is little point in going to the trouble of synthesising the 
S+ form only, and ibuprofen is sold as a racemic mixture 
(one initially containing equal amounts of both optical 
isomers). However, a synthesis is possible that produces 
a pure sample of just one of the isomers. 

.A Figure S S+1buprofen {top} and R- ibuprofen {bottom} showing their mirrorimage relationship 

Identify the functional group in ibuprofen . 



Around the late 1950s there was a spate of incidents of 
children born with serious and unusual birth defects 
missing, shortened, or deformed limbs. There were over 
10 000 of these world wide, almost 500 of them in the UK. 
Eventually it was real ised that the common factor was 
that their mothers had all taken a drug called thalidomide 
in early pregnancy. The drug had been prescribed to 
relieve the symptoms of morning sickness. It had been 
tested on animals and considered safe (although the 
testing regime was much more relaxed than it would be 
today) but, crucially, there had been no tests on pregnant 
animals. In 1961 the drug was withdrawn. 

Thalidomide exists as a pair of optical isomers. They differ 
in how they interact with other chiral molecules, which are 
common in living things. The isomers are extremely hard to 
separate and thalidomide was supplied as a racemic mixture 
produced when the the drugwas synthesised. Apparently 
no one thought to test the two isomers separately. 

Figure 6 shows one of the two enantiomers of thalidomide 
with the chiral carbon marked. The other isomer would 
have the positions of the C-H and the C- N bonds 
reversed, that is, the C- Hgoing into the paper and the 
C- N coming out. 

One of the enantiomers, called the 5-form, is the one that 
caused the birth defects whilst the other, the R-form, is 
a safe sedative. It has been suggested that if just the 
R-form had been used, the tragedy would have been 
averted. However, there is evidence that in the human 
body, R-thalidomide is converted into $-thalidomide and 
so even if the pure R-form had been produced and taken, 

\ 
the chiral 

carbon atom 

0 

~ 0 

0 
thechiral carbon 
remember, there is a hydrogen atom bonded 
to it which is not drawn in skeletal notation 

A Figure 6 One ofthe enantiomers 
ofthalidomide with the chiral carbon 
atom marked. 
Key: black = carbon, red = oxygen, pale 
blue = hydrogen, dark blue = nitrogen 

patients would have ended up with some of the 5-form in 
their bodies. 

Even after the ban in the early 1960s, pharmacologists 
continued to work with thalidomide. It appears that so long 
as it is not given in pregnancy, it is a safe and potentially 
useful drug and it is now being investigated as a treatment 
for a number of conditions including leprosy. Chemists have 
also produced a number of related compounds that are up 
to 4000 times more effective and have fewer side effects. 

Summary questions 

1 a What would be the product of the reaction of propanal with hydrogen 
cyanide fol lowed by reaction with dilute hydrochloric acid? 

b Does this molecule have a chiral centre? Explain your answer. 

2 a What would be the product of the reaction of propanone with 
hydrogen cyanide followed by reaction with dilute hydrochloric acid? 

b Does this molecule have a chiral centre? Explain your answer. 

3 Explain why the carbon marked ** in the formula of ibuprofen is not a 
chiral centre. 

Study tip 
Appreciate that different optical 
isomers can have very different 
drug action. 

Synoptic link 

The symbolICrepresents 
an aryl group - see Topic 27.1, 
Introduction to arenes. 

• 




Practice questions 

• 


l The amino acid alanine is shown below. 

Give the systematic name for alanine. 
(I mark) 

AQA, 2007 

2 	 Phenylcthanone, C6H5COCHy reacts with HCN according w the equation below. 

OH 
I 

C 	 CH3 
I

CN 

The product formed exists as a racemic mixture. Stale thc: meaning or the term raccmic 
mixturc: and c:xplain why such a mixture is formed in this reaction. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2007 

3 	 The reaction of but-2-ene with hydrogen chloride forms a racemic mixture of the 
stereoisomers of 2-chlorobutane. 
(a) 	 Name the type of stereoisomerism shown by 2-chlorobutane and give the meaning 

of the term racemic mixrure. State how separate samples of rhc srereoisomers could be 
distinguished. 

(4 marks) 
(b) 	 By considering the shape of the reactive intermediate involved in the mechanism 

of this reaction, explain how a racemic mixture of the two stereoisomers of 
2-chlorobutane is formed. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

4 	 Considc:r the reactions shown below. 

K 

Reaction 2 CHO 
L 

(a) 	 Name compound J . 
(b) 	 Compound J exists as a pair of stereoisomers. Name this type of stereoisomerism. 
(c) 	 Draw the structure of an isomer of K which shows stereoisomerism. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2007 



Chapter 25 Nomenclature and isomerism 

5 	 (a) State the meaning of the term stereoisomerism. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Draw the structure of an isomer of C5Hw which shows E-Z isomerism and 
explain how this type of isomerism arises. Name the structure you have drawn. 

(c) 	 Name the structure below and state the type of isomerism it shows. 

COOH 
I 

H-C-CH3 

OH 

(3 marks) 

(2 marks) 

(d) 	State how the different isom.ers of this strucwre can be distinguished from each 
01her. 

(2 marks) 
6 	 (a) Deline 1he term s1ereoisomer. 

(I mark) 
(b) 	 (i) Draw the display formu la of but-2-ene. 

(1 mark) 
(ii) 	 What type of isomerism is shown by but-2-ene? 

(I mark) 
(iii) 	 What arc the conditions necessary for this type or isomerism? 

(2 mark) 

7 	 Consider molecule A which is optically adive. 

OH 
I 
c, 

H5C! \ COOH 

H 


(a) 	 Define the term optically active. 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 Draw the optical isomer of molecule A. 
(1 mark) 

(c) 	 (i) What is a raccmic mixwre? 
(Imark) 

(ii) 	 Why is a raccmic mixture not optically active? 
(1 mark) 

8 	 The display formula of a-am inopropanoic acid is shown below. 

H 	 NH2 O 
I 	 I ~ 

H 	 C- C C 


fll Ill '-OH 


(a) 	 Circle the chiral centre. 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 u~e the display formula above to explain why this molecule is optically active. 
(I mark) 

----• 




----

2 6 	Compounds containing the 
carbonyl group 
26.1 Introduction to aldehydes 

and ketones 

Learning objectives: 
' Describe aldehydes and 

ketones. 

' State how aldehydes and 
ketones are named. 

Specification reference: 3.3.8 

Synoptic link 

Alkyl means based on a saturated 
hydrocarbon group. Aryl means 
based on an aromatic system, see 
Topic 27.1, Introduction to arenes. 

You will need to know the oxidation 
of alcohols studied in Topic 15.3, 
The reactions of alcohols, and 
bond polarity studied in Topic 3.4, 
Electronegatvity - bond polarity in 
covalent bonds. 

Hint 

When an aldehyde group is a 
substituent on a benzene ring, the 
suffix -carbaldehyde is used and 
the carbon is not counted as part 
of the root name. 

Look back at Topic 3.5, Forces acting 
between molecules, to remind

I yourself about hydrogen bonding. 
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The carbonyl group consists of a carbon-oxygen double bond: \ C=O 
/ 

The group is present in a lde h ydes and keton es. 

In aldehydes, the carbon bonded to the oxygen (the carbonyl carbon) 
has at least one hydrogen atom bonded to it, so the general formula of 
an aldehyde is: 

This is sometimes written as RCHO. 

In ketones, the carbonyl carbon has two organic groups, which can be 
represented by Rand R', so the formula of a ketone is: 

R' 
\ 

C=O 
/

R 

The R groups in boch aldehydes and ketones may be alkyl or aryl. 

How to name aldehydes and ketones 
Aldehydes are named using the suffix -al. The carbon of the aldehyde 
functional group is counted as part of the carbon chain of the root. So: 

H0 
// I ;/ 

H- C\ or HCHO is methanal and H-y-C\ or CH3CHO is ethanal. 

H 	 H H 

The aldehyde group can only occur at the end of a chain, so a 
numbering system is not needed to show its location. 

0 

O~'H 

or C

6
H

5
CHO, is counted as a derivative of benzene (not of 

methylbenzene) and is called benzenecarbaldchyde. It is often still 
called by the old name benzaldehyde. 

Ketones are named using the suffix -one. In the same way as 
aldehydes, che carbon atom of the ketone functional group is counted 
as pan of the root. So the simplest ketone: 



H 	 0 H 
I 	 II I 

H-C c c Hor CH COCH3, is called propanone. 
I I 

3

H H 

No kerone with fewer chan chree carbon acorns is possible. 

You do not need to number che carbon in propanone or in butanone: 

H 	 H 0 H 
I 	 I II I 

H-C C-C-C-H, 
I 	 I I 

H 	 H H 

C H COCH
3

, because the carbonyl group can only be in one position.
2	 5

With larger numbers of carbon atoms, numbers are needed to locate the 
carbonyl group on the chain, for example, pen tanone could be pentan
3-one, CH CH COCH CH 3, or pentan-2-one, CH COCH CH CH3"

3	 3 2 3 2 2

Physical properties of carbonyl compounds 
The carbonyl group is strongly polar, cll+=o°"". so there are permanent 
dipole-dipole forces between the molecules. These forces mean that 
boiling points arc higher than those of alkanes of comparable relative 
molecular mass but not as high as those of alcohols, where hydrogen 
bonding can occur between the molecules (Table I). 

T Table 1 Boiling point data 

Name Formula M, Tb I K 

butane CH3

propanone CH1

propan-1-ol CH1

C H2CH2CH3 60 2?3 
COCH3 58 359 
C H2CH20H 60 3?0 

Solubility in water 
Shorter chain aldehydes and ketones mix completely with water 
because hydrogen bonds form between the oxygen of the carbonyl 
compound and water (Figure J ). As the length of the carbon chain 
increases, carbonyl compounds become less soluble in water. 

Methanal, HCHO, is a gas at room temperature. Other short cha in 
aldebydes and ketones are liquids, with characteristic smells 
(propanone, sometimes known as acetone, is found in many brands of 
na il varnish remover). Benzenecarbaldehyde smells of almonds and is 
used to scent soaps and navour food. 

The reactivity of carbonyl compounds 
The C=O bond in carbonyl compounds is strong (Table 2) and you might 
think that the C=O bond would be the least reactive bond. However, 
almost all reactions of carbonyl compounds involve the C=O bond. 

This is because the big difference in electronegativity between carbon 
and oxygen makes the cll+=oO- strongly polar. So, nudeophilic reagents 
can attack the ell+. Also. since they contain a double bond, carbonyl 
compounds are unsaturated and addition reactions are possible. 

In fact the most typica l reactions of the carbonyl group are 
nudeophilic additions. 

b+ 
H 
,\ . 
u o: 

b.- /'
H 

H 	 &- H 

Ill>+ I 
H-C-C-C-H 

I 
H H 

.A Figure 1 Hydrogen bonding between 
propanone and water 

T Table 2 Comparison ofbond strengths 

Bond 
Mean bond 

enthalpy I kJ mo1- 1 

C= O ?40 
C=C 612 
C-0 358 
c-c 34? 

Summary questions 

1 	 Name the following 
compounds: 

0 
I 

a 	 CH3CH2CCH2CH3 

~o 
b 	 CH3CH2C 

" H 

2 	 Explain why: 

a 	 No ketone with fewer than 
three carbons is possible. 

b 	 No numbering system 
is needed in the ketone 
butanone. 

c 	 No numbering is ever 
needed to locate the 
position of the C= O group 
when naming aldehydes. 

3 	 Explain why there are no 
hydrogen bonds between 
propanone molecules. 

4 	 Explain why hydrogen bonds 
can form between propanone 
and water molecules. 

• 




26.2 Reactions of the carbonyl group in 
aldehydes and ketones 

Learning objectives: 
' 	 Describe the mechanism 

ofnucleophilic addition 
reactions of carbonyl 
compounds. 

' 	 Describe how these 
compounds react when 
oxidised or reduced. 

Specification reference: 3.3.8 

Study tip 
Nucleophiles have a lone pair to 
attack the c0+. Some nucleophiles 
are negatively charged, others 
use the negative end of a dipole to 
attack c~. 

Study tip ,4. 

In theory hydrogen cyanide 
could be used as the nucleophile. 
However, this is toxic and, being a 
gas, it is hard to stop it escaping 
into the laboratory. 

Synoptic link 
Optical isomerism and racemic 
mixtures were covered in Topic 
25.3, Synthesis of optically active 
compounds. 

~CN 


Many of the reactions of carbonyl compounds arc nuclcophilic 
addition reactions. 

They also undergo redox reactions. 

Nucleophilic addition reactions 
By representing the nucleophile as :Nu-, the general reaction is: 

f	 :Nu

R Nu R"c/ 

NuR"-a.. li  \. / (H. lrom so1venl)
C= O 	 c/ 	 v / \./ " R' 	 R' 0-HR' o: L.- H+ 

The addition of hydrogen cyanide is a good example of a nucleophilic 
addition. 

Addition ofhydrogen cyanide 
Sodium cyanide or potassium cyanide is used as a source of cyanide 
ions followed by the addition of dilute hydrochloric acid. You wiJl not 
carry ou1 this reaction in the laboratory because of the toxic nature of 
the cN- ion. The products are called hydroxynitriles. Hydroxynitriles 
are useful in synthesis because both the -OH and -CN groups are 
reactive and can be converted into other functional groups. Here the 
nucleophile is :CW 

With a ketone: 

R f :CN 
R CN 

\. /"- s+ o cc=o
/ 	 Ci / \.

R' R' 0-H 

Or with an aldehyde: 

f :CN 

R CN R CN
R

\. s+ s- \. / H' \. /
C= O c 	 c 

H/ G 	 / \. 
H 0: + H/ " 0-H 

l..-H 

The overall balanced equation for the reaction with an aldehyde is: 
CN 
I 

RCHO + HCN R- C- H 
I 
OH 

This reaction is important in organic synthesis because it increases 
the length of the carbon chain by one carbon. The products are called 
hydroxynitriles. (This is an example where the -OH group is named 
using the prefix hydroxy- rather than the suffix -ol.) 

This reaction will produce a racemic mixture or two optical isomers 
(enantiomers) when carried out with an aldehyde or an unsymmetrical

.& Figure 1 The :CN ion moy attack ketone, because the :CN- ion may attack from above or below the flat 
from above or below the c=o group C=O group (Figure I) . 

• 



Redox reactions 
Oxidation 
Aldehydes can be oxidised to carboxylic acids. Remember that [OJ 
is used to represent the oxidising agent. 

One oxidising agent commonly used is acidified (with dilute sulfuric 
acid) potassium dichromatc(VI), K2Cr20/H+. 

Ket0nes cannot be oxidised easily to carboxylic acids because, unlike 
aldehydes, a C-C bond must be broken. Stronger oxidising agents 
break the hydrocarbon chain of the ketone molecule resulting in a 
shorter chain molecule, carbon dioxide, and water. 

Distinguishing aldehydes from ketones 
Weak oxidising agents can oxidise aldehydes but not ketones. This is 
the basis of two tests to distinguish between them. 

Fehling's test 
Fehling's solut ion is made from a mixture of two solutions - Fehling's 
A which contains the Cu2+ ion and is therefore coloured blue, and 
Fehling's B which contains an alkali and a complexing agent. 

• 	 When an aldehyde is warmed with Fehling's solution, a brick red 
precipitate of copper(!) oxide is produced as the copper(II) oxidises 
the aldehyde to a carboxylic acid, and is itself reduced to copper( I). 

• 	 Keroncs give no reaction to this test. 

A Figure 2 When an aldehyde is warmed with Fehling's solution, the blue colour will 
turn green then a brick-red precipitate forms 

The silver mirror test 
Tollens' reagent contains the complex ion [Ag(NH

3
)
2
J+ which is formed 

when aqueous ammonia is added to an aqueous solution of silver nitrate. 

• 	 When an aldehyde is warmed with Tollens' reagent metallic silver is 
fom1ed. Aldehydes are oxidised to carboxylic adds by Tollens' reagent. 
The Ag+ is reduced to metallic silver. A silver mirror will be formed 
on the inside of the test rube (which has to be spotlessly clean). 

RCHO + [OJ • RCOOH The aldehyde is oxidised. 

[Ag(NH
3

) 2 J+ + e- -+ Ag+ 2NH
3 The silver is reduced. 

• Ketones give no reaction to chis test. 

ketones in Topic 15.3, The reactions 
of alcohols. They are formed 
from the oxidation of primary and 
secondary alcohols, respectively. 

Synoptic link J 

Remember what was covered on 

the Fehling's test in Topic 15.3, 
The react ions of alcohols. 

Synoptic link 

Acomplexing agent can form 
co-ordinate (dative bonds) with 
metal atoms or ions, see 23.2, 
Complex formation and the shape 
of complex ions. 

Hint Ji. 

Benedict's solution is similar to 
Fehling's solution but is more 
convenient as it does not have 
to be prepared by mixing. It also 
contains Cu 2• ions but has a 
different complexing agent. 

A Figure 3 The reaction ofa/dehydes 
with Ag' ions was once used os a 
method ofsilvering mirrors. 

Study tip 

Compounds containing the carbonyl 
group have a strong absorption in 
the infra-red spectrum at around 
1700 cm- l. This can be used to 

show the presence ofthis bond. 

• 




26.2 Reactions of the carbonyl group in aldehydes and ketones 

Hint 

Sodium tetrahydridoborate [Ill) 
is sometimes called sodium 
borohydride. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Which of the following is a 
nucleophile? 
w,c1-,c1. 

2 	 Sodium tetrahydridoborate(lll) 
generates the nucleophile :H 
and converts aldehydes and 
ketones to alcohols. 

a Would you expect this 
reagent to reduce 

H 	 H 
" / IC=C to -C-C
/ " I 

b Explain your answer. 

c Predict the product 
when sodium 
tetrahydridoborate(111) 

reacts with: 

H'- 7 7 ,YO 
C=C-C-C 

H/ I "H 
H 

3 	 Hydrogen with a suitable 
catalyst will add on to 
C=C bonds as well as 
reducing the carbonyl group to 
an alcohol. Predict the product 
when hydrogen reacts with 
the compound in question 2c 
in the presence of a suitable 
catalyst. 

4 	 Explain why the reaction of 
CH CHO with HCN forms a 3
racemic mixture, whilst that 
with CH 3COCH3 forms a single 
compound. 
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Reduction 
Many reducing agents will reduce both aldehydes and ketones to 
alcohols. One such reducing agent is sodium tetrahydridoborate(III), 
NaBH

4
, in aqueous solution. This generates the nucleophile :H-, the 

hydride ion. 

This reduces c<>+=o~ but not C=C as it is repelled by the high 
electron density in the C=C bond, but is auractcd to the c<>+ of the 
C=O bond. 

Reducing an aldehyde 
Aldehydes are reduced to primary alcohols by the following 
mechanism in which H- acts as a nuclcophilc: 

R'\. )1 W R'\. /H 

i'-.. _ (from solvent) /c'
H 0:,__ H' H OH 

primary alcohol 

[HJ is used co represent reduction in equations. 

Reducing a ketone 
Ketones are reduced to secondary alcohols in a similar way. 

-

Using [HJ: 

R'
j =O + 2[Hl -R' 

These reactions are nucleophilic addition reactions, (because the 
Ir ion is a nudeophile). 



Carboxylic acids 	 ~o 
The carboxylic acid functional group is-\ 

0 - H 

This is sometimes wri1tcn as -COOH or as -C02H. This group can 
only be at the end of a carbon chain. 

Carboxylic acids have two functional groups that you have seen before: 

• the carbonyl group, C= O, found in aldehydes and ketones " I 
• the hydroxy group, -OH, found in alcohols. 

Having two groups on the same carbon atom changes the properties of 
each group. The most obvious difference is that the - OH group in 
carboxylic acids is much more acidic than the -OH group in alcohols. 

The most fam il iar ca rboxyli c acid is ethanoic acid (acetic acid), which 
is the acid in vinegar. 

How to name carboxylic acids 
Carboxylic acids are named using the suffix -oic acid. The carbon atom 
of the functiona l group is counted as part of rhe carbon chain of the 
root. So, HCOOII is methanoic acid, CH3COOH is ethanoic acid, and 
so on. 

/;° ~ 	 ~o 
H-C :7' H 	 C- C 

H '-.OHOH " 
methanoic acid ethano1c acid 

Where there are substituents or side chains on the carbon chain, they 
are numbered, counring from the carbon of the carboxylic acid as 
carbon number one. So, CH3CHBrCOOH is 2-bromopropanoic acid and 
CH

3
CH(CH

3
)CH

2
COOH, is 3-methylbutanoic acid. 

CH3 
H Br O 0
I I ~ I I I ,f/

H-C-C- C H- C- C- C-C 
I I "-oH I I I "-oH 
H H H H H 

2-bromopropanoic acid 3-methylbutanoic acid 

When the functional group is attached to a benzene ring, the suffix 
-carboxylic acid is used and the carbon of the functional group is not 
counted as part of the root. So, C6H5COOH is benzenecarboxylic acid. 

0

OLO-H, 
benzenecarboxylic acid (This 1s still often called benzo1c acid). 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Describe carboxylic acids and 

esters. 

-+ State how they are named. 

Specification reference: 3.3.9 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know: the 
principles of the IUPAC naming 
system covered in Topic 11.2, 
Nomenclature - naming organic 
compounds, and Topic 25.1, 
Naming organic compounds. 

• 




26.3 Carboxylic acids and esters 

.S• 
H 

6- 6+ .s /
O: --- H .9: 

6-± # H.S• 
,s. 6 ./ 

R- C 

'o H--- :o 
6 ." H 

ll• 

A Figure 1 A molecule ofa carboxylic 
acid farming hydrogen bonds with water 

,fo :---H- 0 \ 
R-C C- R 

\ ,f
0 H---0 

A Figure 2 Two carboxylic acid 
molecules can hydrogen bond together 
toform a pair called odimer. 

A Figure 4 Modern electrical melting 
point apparatus 
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Physical properties of carboxylic acids 
The carboxylic acid group can form hydrogen bonds with water 
molecules (Figure I ). For this reason carboxylic acids up to, and 
including, four carbons (butanoic acid) arc completely soluble in water. 

The acids also form hydrogen bonds with one another in the solid 
state (Figure 2). They therefore have much higher melting points than 
the alkanes of similar relative molecular mass. Ethanoic acid (Mr= 60) 
melts at 290 K whilst butane (Mr= 58) melts at I 3 5 K. 

One way of identifying a carboxylic acid is to measure its melting point 
and compare it with tables of known melting points. A Thiele tube 
may be used (Figure 3), or the melting point ca n be found electrically 
(Figure 4) . 

sample 

rubber ring 
1J-- thermometer 

stopper with 
wedge cut 

Thiele tube 

Nllll~--captllary tube 
with sample 

oil 

heat 

A Figure 3 A Thiele tube may be used to measure a melting point 

Pure ethanoic acid is sometimes called glacial ethanoic acid because it 
may freeze on a cold day - its freezing point is 13 °C (260K). 

The acids have characteristic smells. You will recognise the smell of 
ethanoic acid as vinegar. whilst butanoic acid causes the smell of 
rancid butter. 

The non-systematic names of hexanoic and ocLanoic acids are caproic 
and capryllic acid respectively, from the same derivation as Capricorn 
the goat. They are present in goal fa t and cause its unpleasant smell. 

Esters 
Esters are derived from carboxylic acids. The hydrogen (from the - OH 
group of the acid) is replaced by a hydrocarbon group - an alkyl or 
aryl group (OH is replaced by OR). So the genera l form ula is: 

R-C#O or RCOOR'. 
\ 
O-R' 



How to name esters 
The names of esters arc based on that of the parent acid, for example, 
all esters from ethanoic acid arc called ethanoates. But the name 
always begins with the alkyl (or aryl) group that has replaced the 
hydrogen of the acid, rather than the name of the acid. 

For example: 

ethanoatef'O 

CH3-C 
 is called methyl ethanoate.\. 

O- CH3 methyl 

methanoa t~O 
is called ethyl methanoate.

H \ 
o - ethyl c2H5 

Short chain esters are fairly volatile and have pleasant fruity smells, 
so that they are often used in flavourings and perfumes. For example, 
3-rnethylbutyl ethanoate has the smell of pear drops, octyl ethanoate 
is orange flavoured, whilst pentyl pentanoate smells and tastes of 
apples. They are a lso used as solvents and plasticisers. Fats and oils are 
esters with longer carbon chains. 

Summary questions 

1 Give the name of: 


H Br H O 

I I f' 

H-C-C- C- C 

I I " oH
H H H 

2 Write the displayed formula for 3-chloropropanoic acid. 

3 Why is it not necessary to call propanoic acid 1-propanoic acid? 

4 Give the names of the following esters: 

f'o 
CH3 C 


\.0 C2Hs 


I 

Study tip 

Take care with the names of esters. 
It is easy to get them the wrong 
way round. The part of the name 
relating to the acid comes last. 
Also, remember that the acid is 
named from the number of carbon 
atoms - including the carbon of 
the functional group. 

Study tip 

Esters such as ethyl ethanoate are 
ingredients of many brands of nail 
varnish remover. They dissolve the 

nitrocellulose-based polymer in 
the varnish. 

Hint 
Plasticisers are added to plastics 
such as PVC to make them softer 
and more flexible. The small 
molecules of the plasticiser get in 
between the long chain molecules 
and allow them to slide across one 
another more easily. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Describe how carboxylic 

acids react. 

' State how esters are formed 
from carboxylic acids. 

' Describe how esters are 
hydrolysed. 

' Describe how esters are used. 

Specification ref erence: 3.3. 9 

Study tip 

The carboxylic acid group contain 
both the carbonyl group and the 
alcohol group. However, the two 
groups react differently when 
they are next to each other in a 
molecule. 

Study tip 

The stability of the carboxylate 
ion is what allows the W ion 
to be released and makes the 
molecules acidic. 

Study tip 

Carboxylic acids give C02 with 
NaHC03 [aq). solid Na2C0 3, and 
solid NaHC03. 
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Reactivity of carboxylic acids 
The carboxylic acid group is polarised as shown: 

0 6
//

R-C6• 
\ 
O~H &+ 

• 	 The cs+ is open to attack from nuclcophilcs. 

• 	 Theo&- of the C=O may be attacked by positively charged species 
(like tt+. in which case you say ir has been protonar.ed). 

• 	 The HS+ may be lost as H+, in which case the compound is behaving 
as an acid. 

Loss of a proton 
lf the hydrogen of the - OH group is lost. a negative ion - a carboxylate 
ion - is left. 

0 
R-	 CJ R-c! + W 

\ 	 \ 
0-H o-

a carboxylate ion 
The negative charge is shared over the whole of che carboxylate group. 

1.-° 
R- C : 

"·0 

This delocalisation makes the resulting ion more stable. 

Carboxylic acids are weak acids. so the equilibrium is well over to the 

left: 


Even so, they are strong enough to react with sodium 

hydrogencarbonate, NaHC03, to release carbon dioxide. This 

distinguishes them from other organic compounds that conrain the 

- OH group, such as alcohols. 


CH COOH(aq) + NaHC0 (aq) -+ CH C00Na (aq) + H 0(1) +C0 (g)
3	 3 3 2 2 

ethanoic acid sodium sodium ethanoate water carbon 
hydrogencarbonate dioxide 

Reactions of acids 
Carboxylic acids are proton donors and show the typical reactions 

of acids. 


They form ionic salts with the more reactive metals, alkalis, meial 
oxides, or metal carbonates in the usual way. The salts that are 
formed have the general name carboxylates, and are named from the 
particular acid. Methanoic acid gives methanoa1es, ethanoic acid gives 
echanoates, propanoic add gives propanoates, and so on. 

http:protonar.ed


For example, ethanoic acid reacts with aqueous sodium hydroxide: 

CH 3COOH (aq) + NaOH(aq) --+ CH3C00Na(aq) + H20 (1) 
ethanoic acid sodium hydroxide sodium ethanoate water 

Ethanoic acid reacts with aqueous sodium carbonate: 

2CH3COOH(aq) + Na2C0 3(aq) --+ 2CH C00Na(aq) + H20 (1) +C0 (g)
3 2

ethanoic acid sodium sodium ethanoate water carbon 
carbonate dioxide 

Esters 
Formation of esters 
Esters, general formula RCOOR', are acid derivatives. 

Carboxylic acids react with alcohols to form esters. This reaction is 
speeded up by a srrong acid catalyst. This is a reversible reaction and 
forms an equilibrium mixcure of reactants and products. For example: 

0 0 

// H' catalyst //


CH3C + C2H50H CH3C + H20 
\ \ 

OH 0 - CzHs 

ethanoic acid ethanol ethyl ethanoate water 

Hydrolysis of esters 
The carbonyl carbon a tom of an ester has a o+ charge and is therefore 
attacked by water acting as a weak nucleophile. This is the reverse of 
the reaction above. The equation is: 

0 0 
W catalystR-c!

\ R- cf
\ 

+ R' - 0 - H 

0-R 0 - H 

ester carboxylic acid alcohol 

The hydrolysis (reaction with water) of esters does not go to 
completion. rr produ ces an equilibrium mixture containing the ester, 
water, acid, and alcohol. The acid is a catalyst so it affects only the 
rate at which equilibrium is reached, not the composition of the 
equilibrium mixture. 

An ester can be hydolysed at room temperature when a strong 
acid catalyst is used. The balanced equation for the acid catalysed 
hydrolysis of ethyl cthanoate is: 

0 0 

// H' catalyst //


CH3- C\ + H20 CH3-C\ + C2HsOH 

O- C2Hs OH 

Bases also catalyse hydrolysis of esters. In this case, the sah of the acid 
is produced rather than the acid itself. This removes the acid from the 
reaction mixiure so an equilibrium is not established and the reaction 
goes to completion, so there is more product in the mixture. 

0,f'o ,f'ocalalysl Na:JH ,f'
CH3-C\ + H20 CH3- \ + CH30H ~ CH3-C\ 

O- CH3 OH 0 + Na"" + H20 

A Figure 1 Carboxylic acidsfizz with 
sodium carbonate 

In the laboratory, esters are made 
by warming the appropriate acid 
and alcohol with concentrated 
sulfuric acid. The ester will be 
more volatile than the original 
alcohol and carboxylic acid and 
may be distilled off the reaction 
mixture. 

Synoptic link 

Equilibrium is covered in Topic 6.4, 
The equilibrium constant K,. 

Study tip 

When an acid catalyst is used 
in the hydrolysis of an ester an 
equilibrium mixture of reactants 
and products is obtained. 

• 

sodium ethanoate 



26.4 Reactions of carboxylic acids and esters 

The mechanism of base hydrolysis 

The mechanism ofbase hydrolysis of esters can be explained using 'curly 

arrows' to show the movement of electron pairs: 

H 

H  C OH 

I 
H C OH 

I 
H-C-OH 

I 
H 

glycerol 

glycerol 3 fatly acids 

~ ~ 
H- C 0-C-R 

I ~ 
H- C- 0-C-R' 

H-! 0-~-Rw 

I 
H 

a triglyceride 

A Figure 2 Glycerol and a triglyceride 
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·6 0 
Step I ( I Step2 C// Step3 
~ R-C-OH ~ R \ [\ H~ C6-R +/

0 R H- 0 - R 

1 Describe Step L 


2 What is the leaving group in Step 2. 


3 How is Ro- acting in Step 3. 


;iseq esv E -O!l 2 itJene J1114doapnu l 

Uses of esters 
Animal and vegetable oils and fats are the esters of the alcohol 
propane- L2,3-triol, (non-systematic name is glycerol). The only 
difference between a fat and an oil is that oils arc liquid at room 
temperature, whilst fats are solid. Oils and fats conrain three molecules 
of long chain (around 12-18 carbons) carboxylic acids called fatty 
acids. Since they are based on glycerol, fats and oils are referred to as 
triglycerides (Figure 2). 

Fats and oils can be hydrolysed in acid conditions to give a mixture of 
glycerol and the component fatty acids. 

They can also be hydrolysed by boiling with sodium hydroxide. Both 
the products are useful - glycerol and a mixture of sodium salts of the 
three acids which formed part of the ester. These salts are soaps. Soap 
can be a mixture containing many dHferenr salts. The type of soap 
depends on the fatty acids inHially present in the ester. 

H 
I 

H C OH 

H 0 
I II 

H-C-0- C R H 
I 
C OH 

H 
I 
C

~ 
0-C-R + 3NaOH - H 

I 
C-OH 
I 

I ~ H 

H  C 0-C-R 
I + 0 
H II 

3 Na-0-C-R 

These sodium salts are ionic and dissociate to form Na+and RCoo-. 
RCoo- has two distinct ends - a long hydrocarbon chain which 
is non-polar and the coo- group which is polar and ionic. The 
hydrocarbon will mix with grease, while the coo- mixes with water 
(Figure 3 ). So, these tadpole-shaped molecules allow grease and water 
10 mix and therefore are used as cleaning agents . 



T Table 1 Some commonfatty acids 

Name Formula Details 

stearic acid CH 3 [CH 2) 16C02H present in most animal fats 

palmitic acid CH 
3 
[CH 

2 
) 14C02H used in making soaps 

oleic acid 
CH

3 
[CH

2 
) 

7
CH=CH(CH

2 
) 7 

C02H 

monounsaturated - it has one 
double bond, present in most fats 
and in olive oil 

linoleic acid 
CH

3 
( CH2 )4 [ CH=CHCH2) 2 

(CH2 ) 6
C0 2H 

polyunsaturated, present in many 
vegetable oils 

Propane-1,2,3-triol (glycerol) 
Glycerol has three 0-11 bonds, so it readily forms hydrogen bonds 
and is very soluble in warer. It is a very important chemical in many 
industries and has a really wide range of uses. 

• 	 It is used extensively in many pharmaceutical and cosmetic 
preparations. Because it attracts water, it is used to prevent 
ointments and creams from drying out. 

• 	 It is used as a solvent in many medicines, and is present in toothpastes. 

• 	 It is used as a solvcnr in the food industry, for example, for food 
colourings. 

• 	 It is used to plasticise various materials like sheets and gaskets, 
cellophane, and special quality papers. Plasticisers are introduced 
between the molecules of the polymer which makes up the 
material and by allowing the molecules to slip over each other, 
the material becomes nexible and smooth. PVC may contain up to 
50% plasticiser, such as esters of hexanedioic acid. Over time, the 
plasticiser leaks away, leaving the plastic brittle and inflexible. 

H 0 
I II 

H-C-O-C-(CH2)14CH3

One possible solution to 


I ftthe reliance on crude oil as H-C-O-C-(CH2)14CH3 + 3CH30H 
a source of fuel for motor 

I ftvehicles is blodlesel. This H-C-O-C-(CH2Ji4CH3 
is a renewable fuel, as it I 
is made from oils derived : 1KOH catalyst
from crops such as rape 
seed. Rape seed oil is a I 

H-C-OHtriglyceride ester. To make 
biodiesel the oil is reacted I 

H C-OH +
with methanol [with a 
strong alkali as a catalyst) biodiesel 

H C-OH 
to form a mixture of methyl 
esters, which can be used H 

as a fuel in diesel vehicles with little or no modification. This process is being 
introduced commercially, but as the chemistry is relatively simple, some 
people are making their own biodiesel at home starting with used 
chip-shop oil, for example. Germany has thousands of filling stations 
supplying biodiesel, and it is cheaper there than ordinary diesel fuel. All 
fossil diesel fuel sold in France contains between 2% and 5% biodiesel. 

water 

A. Figure 3 The action ofsoap. The 
hydrocarbon ends ofthe ions, in yellow, 
mix with grease and the COO- ends, in 
blue, lift it into aqueous solution 

Without plasticiser, PVC is rigid 
and is used for drain pipes, for 
example. With plasticiser, it is 
flexible and can be used as a 
waterproof fabric in tablecloths 
and aprons, for example. 

A. Figure 4 Many vehicles now run 
of fuels which contain biodiesel 

Summary questions 

1 	 Carboxylic acids, being acidic, will 
react with the reactive metals. 
Give three other reactions that 
are typical of acids. 

2 	 Name the acid and the alcohol 
that would react together to give 
the ester methyl ethanoate. 

3 	 Name the acid and the alcohol 

that would react together to give 
the ester ethyl methanoate. 

4 Methyl ethanoate and ethyl 
methanoate are a pair of 
isomers. Explain what this 

means . 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Describe acylation reactions. 

' Explain the nucleophilic 
addition-elimination 
mechanism for acylation 
reactions. 

Specification reference: 3.3.9 

You will need to know the 
bond polarity and shapes of 
molecules studied in Topic 3.4, 
Electronegatvity - bond polarity 
in covalent bonds, and Topic 3.6, 
The shapes of molecules and ions, 
and nucleophilic substitution 
reactions of halogenoalkanes 
studied in Topic 13.2, Nucleophilicl substitution in halogenoalkanes 

Study tip 

Anucleophile has a lone pair of 
electrons and attacks positively 
charged carbon atoms. 

• 


Acylation is the process by which rhe acyl group is incroduced into 
another molecule. The acyl group is: 

0 
//

R C 
'\. 

There is a group of compounds called acid derivatives, which all 
have the acyl group as part of their structure. Two important acid 
derivatives are acid chlorides and acid anhydridcs. Acid derivatives are 

derived from carboxylic acids and have the genera l formula: 

0 
//

R c 
'\. z 

Z may be a variety of groups (Table l). 

Tf R is CH3, the group is called ethanoyl. 

T Table 1 Some acid derivatives 

-z Name of acid 
derivative 

General 
formula 

Example 

-OR' ester RCOOR' ethyl ethanoate, CH
3
COOC

2
H

5 

- Cl acid chloride RCOCI ethanoyl chloride, CH3COCI 

- OCOR' acid anhydride RCOOCOR' 
ethanoic anhydride, 
CH1 COOCOCH1 

The carbonyl group of an acid derivative is polarised as shown: 

06 
6 //

R C 

"z 
It is attacked by nucleophiles at the c0+ and, in the process. the 
nucleophile replaces Zand the nuclcophilc therefore acqu ires an acyl 
group. So the nucleophilc has been acylated. 

The general reaction is: 
6

l 
R 

l 
+R-C&+ + :Nu- ~ c'l :Z 

\ \ z Nu 

How readily the reaction occurs depends on three fact0rs: 

1 The magnitude of the o+ charge on the carbonyl carbon, which in 
turn depends on the electron-releasing or auracting power of Z. 

2 How easily Z is lost. (Z is called the leaving group.) 
3 How good the nudeophile is. 



Factors I and 2 rend to be linked - groups which strongly attract 
electrons tend ro form stable negarive ions, z-, and are good leaving 
groups. 

l 	
o-

R-	 C&

) o-
R-CO.

\ o-
acid chlorides anhydrides 

The Z groups of acyl chlorides and acid anhydrides withdraw electrons 
from the ca rbonyl carbon . This makes the carbon more positive and 
makes these compounds reactive towards nucleophiles. So, acyl 
chlorides and acid an hydrides are both good acylating agents. Acyl 
chlorides are somewhat more reactive than acid anhydrides. 

Nucleophiles 
Nucleophilcs must have a lone pair of electrons which they use to 
attack an electron-deficient ca rbon, c0+. The best nucleophilcs arc the 
ones that arc best at donating their lone pair. 

Acyl chlorides and acid an hydrides will both react with all the 
following nuclcophiles, listed in order of reactivity: 

~ H H 

:N- R > ·NL H > >
.c/I . \ . \ 
H H R 

primary amine ammonia alcohol water 

The products of the reactions of these nucleophiles with acyl chlorides 
and acid anhydrides are shown in Table 2. These reacrions are called 
addition- elimination reactions. These nudeophiles are all neutral 
so they must lose a hydrogen ion during the reaction. 

One way of looking at th ese reactions is that a hydrogen atom of the 
nucleophile ('the active hydrogen') has been replaced by an acyl group. 

• 	 lf the nucleophile is ammonia the product is an amide. 

l 
R- C 

'\ 
N- H 

I 
H 

• 	 lf rhe nucleophile is a primary amine, the product is an 
N-substituted amide. 

i
R C '/' 


'\ 

N- R· 

I 
H 

• 	 If the nucleophile is the -OH group of an alcohol the product is an 
ester. 

• 	 If the nuclcophile is OH from water, the product is a carboxylic acid. 

• 




26.5 Acylation 

•Table 2 The products of the reactions ofacid derivatives with nucleophiles. All 
reactions rake place at room temperature 

- increasing reactivity 

i 
Z'·:;: 
·~ u 
C1l 

~ 
00 
c 
'Ui 

C1l 
Q) 

ti 
c 

1;° ;/
R-C R C 

'\. '\. 
NH2 NHz 

amide amide 

;/ 0 
//

R-C R c 
'\. '\. 

NHR' NHR' 
N-substituted amide N-substituted amide 

0 ;///
R-C R c 

'\.0-R' '\.0-R' 
ester ester 

0 0 
// //

R-C R C 
'\.OH '\.OH 

carboxyhc acid carboxvlic acid 

The mechanism of the reactions 
The mechanism of these reactions follows che same pattern, shown 
below. 

1 Ethanoyl chloride and water (called hydrolysis).
Study tip 

A curly arrow shows movement of 

a pair of elect rons. 

• 


The overall equation may be written: 
CH COCI + H 0 -+ CH COOH + HCI 3 2 3



2 

3 

4 

The overall equation may be written: 


CH3COC1 + C2H50H -+ CII COOC H + HCI
3 2 5 

Ethanoyl chloride and ammonia. (The H+ ion that is lost then 
reacts with a second molecule of ammonia to form NH4+.) 

Ethanoyl chloride and ethanol. 
Study tip 

Many students find that it is best 
to work out the products of these 
reactions from the mechanism 
rather than to remember them. 

Study tip 
Asecond NH removes a proton 3 
from the intermediate ion to give 
the final product. 

• 


+ H" -- 

The overall equation may be written: 

CH3COCI + 2NH3 -+ CH 3CONH + NB Cl2 4

Ethanoyl chloride and methylamine. 

The overall equation may be written: 

CH3COC1 + CH3NH2 • CH3CONHCH3 + HCl 

Uses of acylation reactions 
Ethanoic anhydride is manufactured on a large scale. Its advantages 
over erhanoyl chloride as an acylating agent are : 

• 	 it is cheaper 

• 	 it is less corrosive 

• 	 it does not react with water as readily 

• 	 it is safer. as the by-product of its reaction is ethanoic acid rather 
than hydrogen chloride. 

One important use is in the production of aspirin. 



25.5 Acylation 

Synoptic link 

See Topic 2.6, Balanced equations, 
atom economies, and percentage 
yield. 

• 


Aspirin (systematic name 2-ethanoyloxybenzenecarboxylic acid] is 
probably the most used medicine of all time - it must have been used to 
treat millions of headaches. It is often thought of as an over-the-counter 
remedy for moderate pain, which also reduces fever. However, it has more 
recently been shown to have many other effects such as reducing the risk 
of heart attacks and some cancers. It is not without risks itself, for example, 
it can cause intestinal bleeding, and it has been suggested that if it were to 
be introduced as a new drug today it would be prescription-only. 

Aspirin has a long history. Compounds related to it were originally extracted 
from willow bark. One old theory held that cures to diseases could be found 
near the cause, and wil low, which grows in damp places, was suggested as a 
cure for rheumatism, which is made worse by dampness. 

In 1890, the German chemist Felix Hofmann produced the ethanoyl (or acyl) 
derivative of salicylic acid (2-hydroxybenzenecarboxylic acid], from wi llow 
bark extract, and used it to treat his father's rheumatism. This derivative is 
what is now used for aspirin. 

The reagent used is ethanoyl anhydride: 

The by-product is ethanoic acid. 

1 	 Work out the atom economy for this reaction.You will probably need 

to draw out the displayed formulae first. 


2 	 An alternative acylating agent for this reaction would be ethanoyl 

chloride. 

a Write the equation for the reaction of salicyl ic acid 


(2-hydroxybenzenecarboxylic acid) with ethanoyl chloride. 
b What is the by-product in this case? 
c Work out the atom economy for the reaction. 

%HS - oat x [S'9tZ + 08t ) ~ IJH q 

IJH + EHJJOO'H9JJOOH +- IJOJEHJ + HO'H9JJOOH ' l %0'5<1 =OOt x (01'2 +oat) l 

Summary questions 

1 	 Why is ethanoyl chloride a good acylating agent? 

2 Which of the following could be acylated? A NH/ BOH CCH4 ? 

Explain your answers. 

3 Why is acylation called an addition-elimination reaction? 

4 Write down t he equation for the formation of propanamide from the 
reaction between ammonia and propanoyl chloride. Give the mechanism 
for this reaction . 



Practice questions 


l 	 (a) Write an equation for the formation of methyl propanoate, CTT CH COOCTI3• from3	 2
methanol and propanoic acid. 

( I mark) 
(b) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for the reaction between methanol and propanoyl 

chloride to form methyl propanoate. 
(5 marks) 

(c) 	 Propanoic anhydride could be used instead of propanoyl chloride in the preparation 
of methyl propanoate from methanol. Draw the structure of propanoic anhydride. 

(1 mark) 
(d) 	 (i) Give one advantage of the use of propanoyl chloride instead of propanoic acid in 

the laborat0ry preparation of methyl propanoate from methanol. 
(ii) 	 Give one advantage of the use of propanoic anhydride instead of propanoyl 

chloride in the industrial manufacture of methyl propanoate from methanol. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

2 Consider the sequence of reactions below 

Reaction 1 	 Reaction 27 	 7 
Cl l3CH2-C-CN --~ CH3CH2 C COOH 

HCN I I 
OH OH 

p Q 	 R 

(a) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for Reaction l. 
(5 marks) 

(b) 	 (i) Name compound Q. 
(ii) 	 The molecular formula of Q is C4 H7NO. Draw the structure of the isomer of Q 

which shows geometrical isomerism and is formed by the reaction of ammonia 
with an acyl chloride. 

(3 marks) 
(c) 	 Draw the structure of the main organic produd formed in each case when R reacts 

separately with the following substances: 
(i) 	 methanol in the presence of a few drops of concentrated sulfuric acid; 
(ii) 	 acidified potassium dichromate(Vl); 
(iii) 	concentrated sulfuric acid in an elimination reaction. 

(J marks) 
AQA, 2006 

3 (a) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for the readion between propanoyl chloride, 
CH CH COCI, and methylamine, CH3NH2•3	 2

(5 marks) 
(b) 	 Draw the structure of the organic product. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 2005 

4 	 A naturally-occurring triester, shown below, was heated under reflux with an excess 
of aqueous sodium hydroxide and the mixture produced was then distilled. One of the 
products distil led off and the other was left in the distillation flask. 

CH3(CH2ll6COOCH2 
I 

CH3(CH2l16COOCH 
I 

CH3(CH2l15COOCH2 

(a) 	 Draw the structure of the produd distilled off and give its name. 
(2 marks) 

(b) Give the formula of the product left in the distillation flask and give a use for it. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

----• 




2 7 Aromatic chemistry 
27.1 Introduction to arenes 

Learning objectives: 
~ 	Explain why the benzene ring 

is a planar hexagon. 

~ 	Explain why the carbon 
carbon bonds are of equal 

length. 

Specification reference: 3.3.10 

Hint 

A linear six-carbon alkane would 
have the formula C more than6H14 

twice the number of hydrogens 

compared with benzene. 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know the covalent 
bonding studied in Topic 3.2, 

Covalent bonding, and bonding inj 
alkenes studied in 14.1, Alkenes. 

H 
I 

H....._ .c._120• H 

c· 	 120·~20· 
,,c._ .c... 

H" ·c" " H 
I 
H 

.A Figure 1 The geometry ofbenzene 
{the doshed lines show the shape and 
do not represent single bonds] 

'f" Table 1 Corbon-corbon bond lengths 

• 


Bond Length I nm 

c-c 0.154 

0.140
(,..,...( 

(in benzene) 

C=C 0.134 

C=C 0.120 

Arenes are hydrocarbons based on benzene, C6H6, which is the simplest 
one. Although benzene is an unsaturated molecule, it is very stable. It 
has a hexagonal (six-sided) ring structure with a special type of bonding. 
Arenes were first isolated from sweet-smelling oils, such as balsam, and 
this gave them the name aromatic compounds. Arenes are still called 
aromatic compounds, but this now refers 10 their structures rather than 
their aromas. Benzene and other arenes have characteristic properties. 

Benzene is given the special symbol: 

This is a skeletal formula, which does not show the carbon or 
hydrogen atoms. There is one carbon atom and one hydrogen atom at 
each point of the hexagon. 

An arene can have other functiona l groups (substiruents) replacing 
one or more of the hydrogen atoms in its structure. 

Bonding and structure of benzene 
The bonding and structu re of benzene, C H6, was a puzzle for a long 6
time to organic chemists, because: 

• 	 in spite of being unsaturated, it docs not readily undergo addition 
reactions 

• 	 all the carbon atoms were equivalent, which implied that all the 
carbon-carbon bonds are the same. 

Benzene consists of a flat, regular hexagon of ca rbon atoms, each of 
which is bonded to a single hydrogen at0m. The geometry of benzene 
is shown in Figure 1. Notice the difference between the flat benzene 
ring (Figure 2) and the puckered cyclohexane ring (Figu re 3). 

.A Figure 2 Theflat benzene ring 	 .A Figure 3 The puckered 
cyclohexone ring 

The C- C bond lengths in benzene arc intermediate between those 
expected for a carbon-carbon single bond and a carbon-carbon double 
bond (Table 1). So, each bond is intem1ediate between a single and a 
double bond. 



The symbol 0 Is used to <ep<esent this. 

This can be explained by using the idea that some of the electrons arc 
delocalised. Delocalisation means that electrons are spread over more 
than two atoms - in this case the six carbon at0ms that form the ring. 

Each carbon has three covalent bonds - one to a hydrogen atom and 
the other two to carbon atoms. The fourth electron of each carbon atom 
is in a p-orbital, and there are six of these - one on each carbon atom. 
The p-orbita ls overlap and the electrons in them are delocalised. They 
form a region of electron density above and below the ring (Figure 4). 

Overall. each carbon-carbon bond is intermediate between a single 
and a double bond. The dclocalised system is very important in the 
chemistry of benzene and its derivatives. It makes benzene unusually 
stable. Th is is sometimes called aromatic stability. 

The thermochemical evidence for stability 
The enthalpy change for the hydrogenation of cyclohexene is: 

~ 0 •"·· - 120klmol ' 

cyclohexene cyclohexane 

So the hydrogenation of a ring with alternate double bonds would be 
expected to be three times this: 

hypothetical cyclohexane 
non-delocalised benzene 

The enthalpy change f'or benzene is in fact: 

If these values are pu r on an enthalpy diagram (Figure 3 ), you can see 
that benzene is I 52 kJ 11101- 1 more stable than the unsaturated ring 
structure. 

H-2r- ~-H
Hv~ :--.:H 

H-8-H 

.A Figure 4 Delacalisatian of 
p·electrans ro farm areas ofelectron 
density above and below the ring 

Study tip 

Benzene is more stable than 
the hypothetical molecule 
cyclohexa-1,3,5-triene because of 
delocalisation. 

H 
c 

HC/ ~CH 
II I 


HC......._ .,?"CH 

c 
H 

Q__ 

0 
E ~ 
~ 

360~ 208c: 
Q) 

.A Figure 5 Enthalpy diagram for the 
hydrogenation ofcyclahexa-1,3,5-triene, 
cyclahexane, and benzene 

This is how Friedrich August von Kekule's insight into great for conventional theories. In 1B65, the Belgian 
a chemical mystery - the structure of benzene - has chemist Friedrich August von Kekule published a paper 
been described. Benzene, C6H6, had been discovered in which he suggested that benzene's structure was 
by Michael Faraday but its structure was a puzzle, as based on a ring of carbon atoms with alternating double 
the proportion of carbon to hydrogen seemed to be too and single bonds. 

• 




27.1 Introduction to arenes 

His idea resulted from a dream of whirling snakes. 

'I turned my chair to the fire [after having worked on 

the problem for some time] and dozed. Again the atoms 

were gambolling before my eyes. This time the smaller 

groups kept modestly to the background. My mental eye, 

rendered more acute by repeated visions of this kind, 

could now distinguish larger structures, of manifold 

conformation - long rows, sometimes more closely fitted 

together - all twining and twisting in snakelike motion. 

But look! What was that? One of the snakes had seized 

hold of its own tail, and the form whirled mockingly 

before my eyes. As if by a flash of lighting I awoke.' 

However, even this insight left a number of problems: 

• 	 Acycl ic triene should show addition reactions, which 

benzene rarely does. 

H 	 H Br 
I 	 Br \ I H

\ ,.,.c......._ I
H,c",.c~c/H H- C C-Br 
II I + 3 Br2 -----"' I I 
c c 	 Br-c C- H 

H/ 'c~ "-H 	 I "-c/ \ 
H / \ BrI 

Br HH 

• 	 Kekule's structure should give rise to two isomeric 

di-substituted compounds as shown, using skeletal 

notation: 

H Br 

o·· 
or 

6 
Br 

Br 

+ 2HBr 

• The hexagon would not be symmetrical - double 

bonds are shorter than single bonds (Figure 6). 

.A. Figure 6 A technique called X-ray 
diffraction shows a contour map of 
the electron density in an individual 
benzene molecule. This shows that the 
benzene molecule is a perfect hexagon 
and each carbon- carbon bond length 
is0.140nm 

Kekule himself suggested a solution to the second 

dilemma by proposing that benzene consisted of 

structures in rapid equilibrium: 

0 0 

Later this rapid alternation of two structures evolved 

into the idea of resonance between two structures, both 

of which contribute to the actual structure. The actual 

structure was thought to be a hybrid (a sort of averageJ 
of the two. Such resonance hybrids were believed to be 

more stable than either of the separate structures. 

I 

I 

Summary questions 

1 What is the empirical formula of benzene? 

2 How many molecules of hydrogen, H2, would need 

to be added onto a benzene molecule to give a fully 

saturated product cyclohexane? 

3 Explain what is meant by delocalisation of electrons 

in the benzene ring. 

• 


4 	 Look at the two di-substituted compounds formed 

with the bromination of Kekule's proposed structure 

of benzene. Which of the two hypothetical 

di-substituted compounds would have the shorter 

bond between the two carbon atoms bonded to 

the bromine atoms. 



27.2 Arenes - physical properties, 

naming, and reactivity 


Physical properties of arenes 
Benzene is a colourless liquid ar room remperarure. Ir boils at 353 K 
and freezes at 279 K. Its boiling point is comparable wirh chat of 
hexane (3541<) but it s melting point is much higher rhan hexane's 
(1781<). This is because benzene's flar, hexagonal molecules (Figure 1) 
pack together very well in rhe solid srate. They are rherefore harder to 
separate and this must happen for the solid to melt. 

• Figure 1 Benzene molecules {left] con pack together better than hexane 
molecules {rightJso benzene has a higher melting point than hexane 

Like other hydrocarbons that arc non-polar, arenes do not mix with 
water but mix with other hydrocarbons and non-polar solvents. 

Naming aromatic compounds 
Substituted arenes are genera lly named as derivatives of benzene, 
so benzene Corms the roor of the name. 

rAICI 
~ C6 1-1 5CI. is called chlorobenzene, and so on. 

If there is more than one substiruent, the ring is numbered: 

Q-c1 Cl--0-CI 
Cl 

1,2-d 1chlorobenzene 1,4-dichlorobenzene 

Learning objectives: 
~ Describe how substituted 

arenes are named. 

~ State how the arene ring 
affects reactivity. 

Specification reference: 3.3.10 

Hint 

Freezing point and melting point 
are exactly the same temperature. 

Hint i 

Benzene itself is carcinogenic (may 
cause cancer) so in your practical 
work in school you are likely to use 
related compounds that are safer, 
such as methylbenzene. 

• 




27.2 Arenes - physical properties, naming, and react ivity 

Hint 

Non-systematic names are 
still used for many derivatives 
of benzene. In particular, 
benzenecarboxylic acid is nearly 
always called benzoic acid and 

benzenecarbaldehyde is usually 
called benzaldehyde. 

Study tip 

An electrophile has a positive 
charge - either as a positive ion or 
the positive end of a dipole. 

You will need to know about 
enthalpy change studied in Topic 
4.2, Enthalpy. 

• 


Examples 
You can test yourself by covering the names or the structures. 

ethylbenzene 

nitrobenzene 

1,2-dimethylbenzene 

The reactivity of aromatic compounds 
Two facto rs are important to th e reactivity of aromatic compounds: 

• 	 The ring is an area of high electron density. because of the delocalised 
bonding (Topic 26. I ) and is therefore attacked by electrophiles. 

• 	 The aromatic ring is very srable. It needs energy ro be pur in to 

break the ring before the system can be destroyed. This is called the 
delocalisation energy. It means that the ring almost always remains 
intact in th e reactions of arenes. 

The above two points mean that most of the reactions of aromatic 
systems are electrophilic substitution reactions. 

Summary questions 

1 	 What intermolecular forces act between non-polar molecules? 

2 	 Name: 

3 Draw t he structure of: 
Br 

4 

a 1,4-dimethylbenzene 

b 1,2-dimethylbenzene 

Which of the following is an electrophile? 

W :NH
3 

N0
2 

c1



Combustion 
Arenes burn in air with flames thac are noticeably smoky. This is because 
chey have a high carbon : hydrogen ratio compared wich alkanes. There 
is usually unburnt carbon remaining when chey bum in air and this 
produces soot. A smoky flame suggests an aromacic compound. 

Electrophilic substitution reactions 
Although benzene is unsaturated it does not react like an alkene. 

The most typica l reaction is an electrophilic substitution that leaves the 
aromatic system unchanged, rather than addition which would require 
the input of the deloca lisation energy to destroy the aromatic system. 

The mechanism of electrophilic substitutions 
The delocalised system of the aromatic ring has a high electron density 
that attracts e lectrophi les. At the sa me time the electrons are attracted 
towards the e lectrophilc, EJ+. 

A bond forms between one of the carbon atoms and the electrophile. 
But, to do this, the carbon must use electrons from the delocalised 
system. This destroys the aromatic system. To get back the stabil ity of 
the aromatic system, the carbon loses an H+ ion with the electron in 
the C-H bond returning to the delocalised system. The sum of these 
reactions is the substitution of H+ by EJ+. 

The same overall process occurs in, for example, nitration and Friedcl
Crafls acyla tion reactions. 

Nitration 
Nitration is the substi tution of a N02 group for one of the hydrogen 
atoms on an arene ring. The clcctrophile N02+ is generated in the 
reaction mixture of concc111ratcd nitric and concentrated sulfuric acids: 

H SO + HN0 - • H N03+ + HSO4 2 4 3 2

Sulfuric acid is a stronger acid than nitric acid and donates a proton, 
H+, to HNOr 

H 2NO/ then loses a molecule of water to give NO/, which is called 
the nitronium ion or nitryl cation. 

The overall equation for the generation of the NO/ electrophile is: 

H2S04 + NH0 3 No2+ + HSo4- + H20 

Learning objectives: 
-+ 	 Explain why arenes react by 

electrophilic substitution. 

-+ 	 Describe the mechanism of 
nitration. 

-+ 	 Describe the mechanism of 

acylation. 

Specification reference: 3.3.10 

.&. Figure 1 Arenes burn with a 
smoky flame 

Hint 

Compare the C: Hratio of benzene, 
C6H6, ( 1: 1) to that of cyclohexene, 

[1 :2] . C6H12 

Synoptic link 

Nitric acid is acting as a Brnnsted

Lowry base, see Topic 21.1, j 
Defining an acid. . 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know the 
electrophilic addtion to alkenes 
studied in Topic 14.2, Reactions of 
alkenes. 

• 




27.3 Reactions of arenes 

Study tip 

In organic chemistry, curly arrows 
are used to indicate the movement 
of a pair of electrons. They run 
from areas of high electron density 
to more positively charged areas. 

Synoptic link 

You will learn about making 
aromatic amines in Topic 28.1, 
Introduction to amines. 

NO/ is an electrophile and the following mechanism occurs: 

CJH NO,Of.Jo, 
The overall product of the reaction of the nitronium ion, N02+, with 
benzene is nitrobenzene: 

g •NO,' 

nitrobenzene 

The H+ then reacts with the HSO to regenerate H SO4, making4 - 2
sulfuric acid a catalyst. The balanced equation is: 

g • HNO, 

The uses ofnitrated arenes 
Nitration is an important step in the production of explosives like TNT. 
Nitration is the first step in making aromatic amines, and these in turn 
arc used to make industrial dyes. 

TNT 

A Figure 2 Filling TNT shells ( 1940 J 

• 

TNT is short for trinitrotoluene. It is made by nitrating methylbenzene, 
commonly called toluene. TNT is an important high explosive with both military 
and peaceful applications. It is a solid of low melting point. This property is 
used both in filling shells (Figure 2] and by bomb disposal teams who can 
steam TNT out of unexploded bombs. 

The explosion ofTNT is shown in the following equation: 

~ 14 C02(g) + 3 N2(g) + 5 H20 (g) 

The reaction is strongly exothermic. The rapid formation of a lot of gas as well 
as heat produces the destructive effect. 

Many other compounds with several nitrogen atoms in the molecule are 
explosive. Another example is 2,4,6-trinitrophenol, which can explode on 
impact and is therefore useful as a detonator to set off other explosives. 

What is the systematic name for for TNT? The methyl group is at 
position 1. 



Further substitution of arenes 

An atom or group of atoms already on a benzene ring will affect further 
substitution reactions in two ways: 

1 	 It may release electrons onto the benzene ring and therefore make 
it more susceptible to further electrophilic substitution reactions 
(i.e., these reactions will go faster and there may be more than one 
substituentJ. Or it will withdraw electrons from the ring, making it less 
susceptible to further electrophilic substitution. 

2 	 It wil l direct further substitution to particular posit ions on the ring. 
Electron-releasing groups direct further substitution to the 2, 4, and 6 
positions. Electron-withdrawing groups direct further substitution to the 
3 and 5 positions. 

Electron-releasing groups include -CH3, -OCH3, - OH, and - NH2. 

Electron withdrawing groups include - N02, - COCI. 

Halogens are exceptions to the rule - they withdraw electrons but direct 
substitution to the 2 and 4 positions. 

These rules explain why phenol can be nitrated to 2, 4, 6-trinitrophenol 
because - OH is electron-releasing. 

1 	 Predict the likely products of single nitration of chlorobenzene. 
2 	 The nitration of methyl benzene can be done as a school practical 


exercise. Explain why there is no danger of the formation of the 

explosive 2, 4, 6-trinitromethylbenzene (trinitrotoluene, TNT]. 


·fi1a>1!1un UO!lnl!lSqns Ja41mJ a)jew pue suoma1a MeJP4l!M sdnoJ3 OJl!N z 
auazuaqoJOl4JOJl!U·v auazuaqoJ014JOJl!U·2 l 

Friedel-Crafts acylation reactions 
These reactions use aluminium chloride as a catalyst. The method of 
doing this was discovered by Charles Friedel and James Crafts. 

The mechanism for acylation is a substitution, with RCO substituting 
for a hydrogen on the aromatic ring. 

Acy! chlorides provide the RCO group. They react with A1Cl3 to form 
A1Cl and Rco+.4 

RCOCI + AICl3 -+ RCO+ + A1Cl4 

This reacrion takes place because the aluminium atom in aluminium 
chloride has only six e lectrons in its outer main level and readily 
accepcs a lone pair from the chlorine atom of RCOCl. 

Rco• is a good electrophile thar is attacked by the benzene ring to 
form substitution products. 

The aluminium chloride is a catalyst - it is reformed by reaction of che 
A1Cl4- ion wich H+ from the benzene ring: 

AICl4 - + tt+ -+ AlCl3 + HCl 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know the 
co-ordinate bonding and bond 
polarity studied in Topic 3.2, 
Covalent bonding, and Topic 3.4, 
Electronegatvity - bond polarity 
in covalent bonds, and shapes of 
molecules studied in Topic 3.6, The 
shapes of molecules and ions. 

• 




27.3 Reactions of arenes 

• 


The mechanism for the reaction is: 

The products are acyl-substituted arenes. The overall reactions are: 

R 

For example, ethanoyl chloride reacts with benzene to rorm: 

;Y 
+ 	CH3- C' 


CI 


Acylation is a useful step in the synthesis of new substituted aromatic 
compounds. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Classify a nitration b Friedel- Crafts reactions as: 


A electrophilic substitution 


B nucleophilic substitution 


C electrophilic addition 


D free-radical addition 


E free radical substitution. 


2 Name the two isomers of 1,3-dinitrobenz.ene. 

3 Explain why most of the reactions of benzene are substitutions rather 

than additions. 

4 Write the equation for the reaction between propanoyl chloride with 

benzene. What species attacks the benzene ring? 



Practice questions 

l 	 Give reagems and conditions and write equations to show the formation of nitrobenzene 
from bem•ene. 
Name and outline a mechanism for this reaction of bemene. 

(8 marks) 
AQA. 2007 

2 	 A possible synthesis of phenylethene (sryrene) is outlined below. 

CH3 CH3 
I 	 I 

0 Re"tion l 6R~ofum 2 6~e"tion 3 6"' 
Jn Reaction I , e thanoyl chloride and aluminium chloride are used Lo form a reactive 

species which then reacts wi th benzene. 

Wr.ite an equat io n 10 show the formation of the reactive species. 

Name and ou tline the mechanism by which this reactive specie:; reacts with benzene. 


(6 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

+ 
3 	 An acylium ion has the structure R-C=O where R is any alkyl group. 

ln the conversion of benzene into phenylethanone, C H5COCHv an acylium ion,6

CH CO. reacts with a benzene molecule.1
Write an equation co show che £om1ation of this acylium ion from echanoyl chloride 

and one other subscancc. 

Name and outline chc mechanism of the reaction of this acylium ion with bemene. 


(6 marks) 
AQA. 2007 

4 	 An equation for the formation of phenylethanone is shown below. In thi~ reaction a 
reactive intermediate is formed from ethanoyl chloride. This intermediate then reacts with 
benzene. 

0-cocH, • HCIO· CH,COCI 

(a) 	 Give the fo rm u la of the reactive intermediate. 
(b) 	 Outline a mechanism for the reaction of this intermediate with benzene to form 

phenylethanonc. 
(4 marks) 

----• 




Practice questions 

5 Consider compound P shown below that is formed by the reaction of ben1ene with an 
clectrophile. 

• 


p 

(a) 	 Give the two substances that react together to form the clectrophile and write an 
equation to show the formation of this electrophile. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Outline a mechanism for the reaction of this electrophile with benzene to form P. 
(3 marks) 

(c) 	 Compound Q is an isomer of P that shows optical isomerism. Q forms a silver mirror 
when added to a suitable reagent. 
Identify this reagent and suggest a structure for Q. (2 marks) 

AQA, 20 10 

6 	 The hydrocarbons benzene and cyclohexene are both unsaturated compounds. Benzene 
norma lly undergoes subslilll tion reactions, but cyclohexene normally undergoes addition 
reactions. 
(a) 	 The molecule cyclohexatriene does not exist and i~ described as hypothetical. Use 

the following data to sta te and explain the stabili ty of benzene compared with the 
hypothe1ical cyclohexatriene. 

0 • H, ~ 0 AH•• - '120kJm• 

0 + 3H, ~ 0 AH• • -208kJmol-' 

(4 marks) 

(b) Benzene can be converted into amine U by the two-step synthesis shown below.

0 R"olioo 1 ONO,""""n2 O""' 
u 

The mechanism of Reaction I involves at tack by an clectroph ile. 

Give the reagents used to produce the electrophi le needed in Reaction I. 

Write an equation showing the formation of this clectroph ile. 

Outline a mechanism for the reaction of this electrophile wi th benzene. 
(6 marks) 

AQA, 2011 



7 

8 

9 

Chapter 27 Aromatic chemistry 

Propanoyl chloride can be used, together with a catalyst, in the synthesis of 
l-phenylpropene from benzene. The first step in the reaction is shown below. 

The mechanbm of this reaction is an electrophilic substiwtion. Write an equation to show 
the formation of the electrophile from propanoyl chloride. Outline the mechanism of the 
reaction or this clectrophile with benzene. 

(5 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

Use the lollowing darn to show the stability of benzene relative lo the hypo1hetica l 
cydohexa- l ,2, 5-lricnc. 

0 

Give a reason for this dirrerence in stability. 

The nitration of benzene is an important industrial reaction. 
(a) 	 State 1he reagcn1s required for the nitra tion of benzene. 

(b) 	 Name an importan t material whose manufacture involves the nitra tion 
of benzene. 

(c) 	 (i) Write a balanced equation for the nitration of benzene. 

(i i) 	 Explain why the NO/ ion is described as an electrophi le. 

(iii) Name the type of mechanism involved in the nitration of benzene. 

----• 


(4 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

(I mark) 

(I mark) 

(2 marks) 

(I mark) 

(1 mark) 



28 Amines 
28.1 Introduction to amines 

Learning objectives: 
' Describe what amines are. 

' Describe how they are named. 

' Describe how they react. 

Specification reference: 3.3.11 

Synoptic link 

Primary, secondary, and tertiary 
alcohols were covered in Topic 
15.1, Alcohols - introduction. 

Hint 

1°, 2°, and 3° are shorthand for 
primary, secondary, and tertiary, 
respectively. 

.A. Figure 1 Phenylamine has almost 
the same density as water and is not 
soluble in it. Heatfrom a bulb at the base 
ofthe lava lomp changes the density 
enough for the phenylamine tofloat 
when hot and sink when cool 

• 


This chaprer is about a group of compounds called amines. Amines can 
be thoughr of as derivatives of ammonia in which one or more of rhe 
hydrogen acorns in the ammonia molecule have been replaced by alkyl 
or aryl groups. 

.. 
H-N-H H- N-H H- N- R' R"-N-R' 

I I I I 
H R R R 

ammonia primary amine secondary amine tertiary amine 

Amines a re very reactive compounds, so they arc useful as intermediates 
in synthesis - the making of new molecules. 

The terms primary, secondary, and te rtia ry a rc used for amines slightly 
differently from the way they arc used with alcohols. In amines, 1°, 2°, 
and 3° refer to the number of substituenLs (R-groups) on the nitrogen 
atom. (In alcohols, 1°, 2°, and 3° refer to the number of substituents 
on the carbon atom bonded to the -OH group.) 

How to name amines 
Primary amines have rhe general formula RN112, where rhe R can be 
an alkyl or aryl group. Amines are named using the suffix -amine, for 
example: 

CH3-NH 2 is methylamine 
C

2
H

5
-NH

2 
is ethylamine. 

is phenylamine. 


Secondary amines have the general for mula RR' NH, for example: 


CH3 
\, 


N- H is dimethylamine. 

/ 


CH3 


Tertiary amines have the general formula RR'RNN, for example: 


is triethylamine. 


Different substituents are written in alphabetical order: 


CH3 
\, 

N- H is N-mcthylpropylaminc. 
/ 

C3H7 



The properties of primary amines 
Shape 
Ammonia is a pyramidal molecule with bond angles of approximately 
107°. The angles of a perfect tetrahedron are 109.5°. The difference is 
caused by the lone pair, which repels more than the bonding pairs of 
electrons in the N- H bonds. Amines keep this basic shape (Figure 1) . 

Boiling points 
Amines are pola r: 

H HS+ 
Is+ /

R-C-N°

I "- * H H 

Primary amines can hydrogen bond to one another using their -NH2 

groups (in the same way as alcohols with their - OH groups). 
However, as nitrogen is less electronegative than oxygen 
(electronegativities - 0 = 3 .5, N = 3.0), the hydrogen bonds are not 
as strong as those in alcohols. The boiling points of amines are lower 
than those of comparable alcohols: 

methylamine, Mr= 31, CH3 - NH2, boiling point= 267 K 

methanol, Mr = 32, CH3-0H, boiling point = 338 K 

Shorter chain amines such as methylamine and ethylamine are gases 
at room temperature, and those with slightly longer chains are volatile 
liquids. They have fishy smells. Rotting fish and rotting animal flesh smell 
of di- and triamines, produced when proteins decompose (Figure 3). 

Solubility 
Primary amines with chain lengths up to about four carbon at0ms 
are very soluble both in water and in alcohols because they form 
hydrogen bonds with these solvents. Most amines are also soluble 
in less polar solvents. Phenylamine, C H NH2, is not very soluble in6 5
water due to the benzene ring, which cannot form hydrogen bonds. 

The reactivity of amines 
Amines have a lone pair of electrons and this is important in the way 
they react. The lone pair may be used to form a bond with: 

• 	 a H+ ion, when the amine is acting as a base 
• 	 an electron-deficient carbon at.om, when the amine is acting as a 

nucleophile. 

Summary questions 
H 
I 

1 	 Classify C2H5 - N- C3H7 as primary, secondary, or tertiary. 

2 	 Name the compound in 1. 

3 	 Write the structural formula of trimethylamine. 

4 	 Predict whether dimethylamine will be a solid, liquid, or gas at room 

temperature. 


5 	 Explain your answer to 4. 

Synoptic link 

You can remind yourself of the 
effect of lone pairs on the shapes 
of molecules in 3.6, The shapes of 
molecules and ions. 

Q-lone pair in orbital 

---J->;: 
H 	 CH~all angles 

approximately 107° 

A Figure 2 The shape ofthe 
methylamine molecule 

Hint 

A lower boiling point means the 
molecules are easier to separate. 

A Figure 3 Rattingfish smell ofdi- and 
triomines 

Synoptic link 

An amine is a proton acceptor 
so it is a Br0nsted-Lowry base, 
see Chapter 21, Acids, bases, and 
buffers. An amine is also a Lewis 
base as it is a lone-pair donor, 
see Topic 24.1, The acid- base 
chemistry of aqueous transit ion 
metal ions. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Explain why amines behave 

as Bronsted- Lowry bases. 

' Explain why the base 
strengths of amines differ 
from each other and from 
ammonia. 

Specification reference:3.3.11 

Hint 

The salts of amines are sometimes 
named as the hydrochloride of the 
parent amine. 

Hint 

The smell of a solution of an amine 
disappears when an acid is added 
due to the formation of the ionic 
(and therefore involatile) salt. The 
smell returns if a strong base is 
then added. 

R+ NH2 

A Figure 1 A primary amine. The arrow 
shows that R releases electrons. This is 
called the inductive effect 

• 


Amines as bases 
Amines can accepL a proLOn (an H+ ion) so Lhcy arc BrnnsLed-Lowry 
bases. 

o-~~H+ Cl
phenylamine phenylammonium chloride 

a water-soluble, ionic salt 

Reaction as bases 
Amines react with acids 10 form salts. For example, ethylamine, a 
sol uble alkylamine, reacts wiLh diluLe hydroch loric acid: 

C2H5NH2 + H+ + Cl C2H5NH3
1 + Cl 

ethylamine ethylammonium chloride 

The products are ionic compounds that will crysrallise as the water 
evaporates. 

Phenylamine, an arylamine, is relatively insoluble, but it will dissolve in 
excess hydrochloric acid because it forms the soluble ionic salt. 

phenylamine 	 phenylammonium chloride 
a water-soluble, ionic salt 

lf a strong base like sodium hydroxide is added, it removes the proton 
rrom the salt and regenerates the insoluble amine. 

phenylami ne 

Comparing base strengths 
The strength of a base depends on how readily it will accept a prot0n, 
H+. Both ammonia and amines have a lone pair of electrons that 
attract a prot0n. 

Alkyl groups release electrons away [rom Lhe alkyl group and rowards 
the nitrogen atom. This is called the inductive effect and is shown by 
an arrow (Figure 1). 

The inductive effect of the alkyl group increases the electron density 
on the nitrogen atom and therefore makes iL a better electron pair 
donor (i.e., more attractive to proLOns). So, primary alkylamines are 
stronger bases than ammonia . 



A number of medicinal drugs are amines, for example, the nasal 
decongestant Sudafed, active ingredient pseudoephedrine. Longer chain 
amines are relatively insoluble in water so when they are used in medicines 
they are often supplied as hydrochlorides to make them more soluble in the 

bloodstream. 

Pseudoephedrine has the formula: 

OH H 

I 
N 

'-,.CH3 

1 	 Is pseudoephedrine a primary, secondary, or tertiary amine? 
2 	 Draw the formula ofpseudoephedrine hydrochloride. 
3 Explain why pseudoephedrine hydrochloride is more soluble in water 

than pseudoephedrine. 
4 Is pseudoephedrine hydrochloride likely to be a solid, liquid, or gas? 

Explain your answer. 
5 As well as having an amine group, pseudoephedrine has two other 

functional groups. Name them. 
6 Pseudoephedrine has two chiral centres in its molecule. Mark them 

with a• on your formula of pseudoephedrine hydrochloride. Hint, it 
may help if you draw in the hydrogen atoms that are not marked on 
the skeletal formula. 

7 What problems might this chirality have in pseudoephedrine's use as 
a drug? 

Secondary alky lamines have two inductive effects and are therefore 
stronger bases than primary alkylamines. However, tertiary 

alkylamin es are n ot stronger bases than secondary ones because they 
are less soluble in waler. 

Ary! groups withdraw electrons from the nitrogen atom because the 
lone pair of electron s overlaps with the delocalised system on the 
benzene ring, as sh own for phenylamine. 

The nitrogen is a weaker electron pair donor and therefore less 
attractive to protons, so ary lamines are weaker bases than ammonia. 

cthy lamine > ammonia > phenylamine 

strongest------• weakest 

.A Figure 2 Nosal decongestant 
sprays reduce swelling in the blood 
vessels inside your nose, helping to 
relieve breathing issues caused by 
colds or hayfever 

Summary questions 

1 a 	 Write the equation for 

dimethylamine reacting 

with hydrochloric acid. 

b 	 Name the product. 

2 	 Phenylamine is not very 
soluble in water. It forms oily 

drops that float in the water. 

Predict what you would see 

if you: 

a 	 add concentrated 

hydrochloric acid to a 

mixture of phenylamine 

and water. 

b 	 then add sodium hydroxide 

solution to the resulting 

solution. 

3 	 Suggest whether 

dimethylamine will be a 

weaker or stronger base than 

ethylamine. Explain your 

answer . 

• 




28.3 Amines as nucleophiles and 
their synthesis 

Learning objectives: 
' Explain why ammonia and 

amines act as nucleophiles. 

' State how halogenoalkanes 
react with ammonia and 
amines. 

' State how amines are 
prepared from nitriles. 

' State how aromatic amines 
are synthesised from 
benzene. 

Specification reference:3.3.11 

Synoptic link 
You will need to know the 
nucleophilic substitution 
reactions in halogenoalkanes 
studied in Topic 13.2, Nucleophilic 
substitution in halogenoalkanes, 
and redox reactions and oxidation 
states studied in Topic 7.2, 
Oxidation states, and Topic 7.3, 
Redox equations. 

Study tip 
Remember that in these reactions 
a proton is removed from the 
initial substitution intermediate so 
two moles of ammonia or amine 
are required for each mole of 
halogenoalkane. 

nylon in Topic 29.1, Condensation 
polymers. 

You will cover the formation of 

• 

The lone pair of electrons from an amine will attack positively charged 
carbon atoms. So amines, like ammonia, will act as nucleophiles. 

Reactions of ammonia with halogenoalkanes 
Primary aliphatic amines are produced when halogenoalkanes are reacted 
with ammonia. There is nucleophilic substitution of the halide by NH2. 

NH
3 

+RX-+ [RNH 3j+ x
[RNH3j+x- + NH - • RNH2 + [NH4J+ x3 

primary 
amine 

However, the primary amine produced is also a nucleophile and this 
will react with the halogenoalkane to produce a secondary amine: 

RNH
2 

+ RX -+ [R
2

NTI
2
j+x

[R2NH2] + x- + NH - • R NH + [NH4 ]+x3 2 
secondary 

amine 

The secondary amine will react to give a tertiary amine: 

R2NH + RX -+ [R3NH]+x

[R3NH]+x - + NH3-+ R3N + [NII4l+x 
tert1ary 
amine 

This in cum will react to a produce a quanernary ammonium salt: 

R
3
N +RX - • [R

4 
Nj+x-

So a mixture of primary, secondary, and tertiary amines and a 
quarternary ammonium salt is produced. This means that this is not a 
very efficient way of preparing an amine, though the products may be 
sepa rated by fractional distillation. A large excess of am monia gives a 
better yield of primary amine. 

The mechanism of the reaction 
For all the above reactions the mechanism is essentially the same: 

H H H 
H lo+ r, I I+ .._b
I R-C-X R-C-N- H + X 

H-N:J~ H 
I 

H 
I 

H 

H H H H 
I+") r I / + 

R-C-N-H :NH3 R-C-N + NH4 

I I '\ 
H H H H 

Initially ammonia acts as a nucleophile. In the second stage, it acts 
as a base . 



Preparation of amines 
Primary amines 
Reduction ofnitrites 
P1imary alkyl amines can be prepared from halogenoalkanes in a two
step process: 

Step 1: Halogenoalkanes react with the cyanide ion in aqueous 
ethanol. The cyanide ion replaces the halide ion by nucleophilic 
substitution to form a nitrile: 

RBr + CN- -+ R-C=N + Be 

Step 2: Nitriles contain the functional group - C- N. They can be reduced 
to primary amines, for example, with a nickel/ hydrogen catalyst: 

R- C=N + 2H2 -+ R- CH2NH2 

This gives a purer product than a bromoalkane and ammonia because 
only the primary amine can be formed. The carbon chain of the 
product is one carbon atom longer than in the starting material. 

Phenylamine 
Phenylamine is the simplest arylamine . It is rhe starting point for 
making many other chemicals and is made in industry using benzene 
produced from crude oil. 

Making phenylamine 
Phenylamine can be made from benzene. 

Step 1: Benzene is reacted with a mixture of concentrated nitric and 
concentrated sulfuric acid. This produces nitrobenzene: 

0 + HNO, 

benzene nitrobenzene 

Step 2: Nitrobenzene is reduced to phenylamine, using tin and 

hydrochloric acid as the reducing agent. 


The tin and hydrochloric acid react to form hydrogen, which reduces 

the nirrobenzene by removing oxygen atoms of the N02 group and 

replacing r.hem with hydrogen atoms. 
N02 ONH2 


+ 6 [Hl Sn/HCI + 2H 0 0 2 room temp.O 
This could also be written: 

C6H5N02 + 6[H] - • C6H5NH2 + 2H20 

Since the reaction is carried out in hydrochloric acid, the salt 
C6H5NH3 +c1- is formed and sodium hydroxide is added to liberate 
the free amine: 

Study tip 
Nitriles cannot be reduced to 
amines by NaBH4. 

Hint i 

This preparation would not be 
attempted in a school laboratory 
as benzene is a carcinogen. 

.A Figure 1 Aromatic amines are used 
in the manufacture of dyestuffs 

Synoptic link 

Remember a mixture of nitric 
and sulfuric acids generates the 
electrophile N02+ - see Topic 

27.3, Reactions of arenes. So 
this reaction is an electrophilic 
substitution. 

Study tip 

It is acceptable to use [HJ when 
writing equations for reduction, but 
the equation must balance. 

• 




28.3 Amines as nucleophiles and their synthesis 

You were first introduced to 
amines reacting with acid 
chlorides in Topic 26.5, Acylation. 

Study tip 
Remember that cations are named 
because they move towards the 
negatively charged cathode (i.e., 
they are positively charged). 

FI .Nl••wl.t>•i..•• 

UllCM'llC)fllR ~-
;;-,;;--

.6. Figure 1 Hair conditioner 
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The formation of amides 
Amines will react with acid chlorides and acid anhydrides. These 
are nudeophilic substitution reaaions (sometimes called addition 
elimination reactions) and the products are N-substitutcd amides. 

The mechanism is: 

( Os CH3 

~ CH3 - C + :N H--
8'"\ I 

Cls- H 

The amine adds on to the acid chloride and then HCI is el.iminated. 

This reaction is useful in forming polymers such as nylon. 

The economic importance of amines 
Amines are used in the manufacture or synthetic materials such as 
nylon and polyurethane. dyes. and drugs. 

Quaternary ammonium compounds are used induscrially in the 
manufacture of hair and fabric conditioners. They have a long 
hydrocarbon chain and a posicively charged organic group, so they 
form cations: 

Both wet fabric and wet hair pick up negative charges on their 
surfaces. So rhe positive charges of the cations amact them to the 
wet surface and form a coating that prevents the build-up of static 
electricity. This keeps the surface of the fabric smooth (in fabric 
conditioner) and prevents flyaway hair in hair conditioners. 

They are called cationic surfactants because in aqueous solution 
the ions duster with their charged ends in rhe water and their 
hydrocarbon tails on the surface . 

Sulfa drugs 

The story of the antibiotic penicillin is well known. It was the result of 
a chance observation of mould on a discarded Petri dish by Alexander 
Fleming, and was developed by Howard Flory and Ernst Chain (and a 
massive industrial effort] into a drug that saved thousands of lives in the 
Second World War and since. However, it was not the first anti-bacterial 
drug. Another class of drugs, the sulfanilamides, were already in use before 
penicillin and may also have had an effect on the course of the war - by 
saving the life of Prime Minister Winston Churchill. 



Towards the end of the nineteenth century, it had been noticed that some 
dyes used to stain bacteria to make them visible under the microscope 
could also kill them. Since these dyes were absorbed by the bacteria rather 
than their surroundings, they might be expected to kill the bacteria but 
not their host. Eventually the dye Prontosil Rubrum began to be used in 
medicine to fight bacterial infections. 

By the early 1940s it had been established that Prontosil was converted in 
the body into the compound sulfanilamide which was the active ingredient. 

Prontosil Rubrum 

The drug worked by preventing the bacteria making folic acid, which they 
need to synthesise DNA and therefore replicate. Bacteria make folic acid 
from a compound called para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA). The sulfanilamide 
molecule is of a similar shape to PABA and the bacteria try to use it to 
make folic acid but without success, as it is the wrong molecule. Humans 
do not need to synthesise folic acid - they get it from their food - and so 
sulfanilamide kills bacteria but is harmless to humans. 

PABA 

Since the 1940s over 5000 variations on the sulfanilamide molecule have 
been synthesised by chemists in an effort to find molecules that are more 
effective, have fewer side effects, are absorbed at a different rate, and 
so on. This is one of the main methods used to discover new drugs - to 
take a molecule with a known beneficial effect and make variations on 
it in the hope of maintaining or enhancing its activity but reducing any 
disadvantages that it might have. Nowadays, this process can be sped up 
by the technique of combinatorial chemistry. 

Although less common than they once were, sulfa drugs are still used 
today. The one that cured Winston Churchill's pneumonia in 1943 was 
sulfapyridine, known at the time as M& B 693, after the makers the May 
& Baker Company. May & Baker is still in business and supplies chemicals 
for school laboratories as well as making drugs. Look for their labels in your 
school preparation room. 

What is the systematic name of PABA? 

[ppe :>!OZuaqou1we·v JO) p1::ie ::i11nxoqJe::iauazuaqou!we·v 

Hint 

Para- is part of an older naming 
system for locating substituents 
on aromatic rings. It means 
opposite the original substituent, 
(i.e., in the 4 position]. 
Ortha· means adjacent (the 2 
position) and meta· the 3 position. 

Synoptic link 

The use of robots in synthesis is 
described in Topic 31.1, Synthetic 

routes. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Why is nucleophilic 
substitution of a halogenolkane 
not a good method for 
preparing a primary amine? 

2 a 	 Write the equation for the 
reaction of chloroethane 
with an excess of 
ammonia. Give the 
reaction mechanism. 

b 	 What are the other 
possible products of this 
reaction? 

• 




Practice questions 

l (a) 	 Name the compound (CH3) 2NH. 
(1 mark) 

(b) 	 (CII ) NH can be formed by the reaction of an excess of CII3NH2 with CH3Br.3 2
Name and outline a mechanism for this reaction. 

(5 marks) 
(c) 	 Name the type of compound produced when a large excess of CIT3Br reacts with CH3NH2 

Give a use for this type of compound. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2006 

2 Consider the following reaction sequence. 

• 


6 Step1 ¢-Step-2¢ 
N02 NH2 


methylbenzene E F 


(a) 	 For Step 2, give a reagent or combination of reagents. Write the equation for this 
reaction using [HJ to represent the reducing agent. 

(2 marks) 
(b) Draw the structure of the species formed by fin an excess or hydrochloric acid. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 Compounds G and H are both rnonosubstituted ben1enes and both are isomers of F. 

G is a primary amine and R isa secondary amine. Draw the structures or G and H . 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2005 

3 (a) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for the formation or butylamine, 
CTI CTI CH CH NH2, by the reaction of ammonia with 1-bromobutane,3	 2 2 2
CH CTT CH CH Br.3	 2 2 2

(5 marks) 
(b) 	 Butylamine can also be prepared in a two-step synthesis starting from 


1-bromopropane, CH3CH2CH2Br. Write an equation for each of the 

two steps in 1his synthesis. 


(3 marks) 
(c) 	 Explain why butylamjne is a stronger base than ammonia. 

(2 marks) 
(d) 	Draw the structu re of a teniary amine which is an isomer of butylamine. 

(J mark) 
AQA, 2004 

4 	 Propylamine, CH3CH2CH2NH2• can be formed e ither by nuclcophilic substitution or by 
reduction. 
(a) 	 Draw the sLrucwre of a compound which can undergo nuclcophil ic 


substitution LO form propylamine. 

(I mark) 

(b) 	 Draw the structure of the nitrile which can be reduced LO form propylamine. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 State and explain which of the two routes Lo propylamine, by nucleophilic 
substitmion or by reduction, gives the less pure product. Draw the structure of a 
compound fonned as an impurity. 

(3 marks) 
AQA, 2006 



Chapter 28 Amines 

5 This question is about the primary amine CH3CH2CH2NH2 
(a) 	 The amine CIT3CII2CH2NII2 reacts with CH3COC1 


Name and outline a mechanism for this reaction. 

Give the IUPAC name of the organic product. 


(6 marks) 
(b) 	 lsomers or Cll 3CII2CH2NH2 include another primary amine, a secondary amine, and a 


tertiary amine. 

(i) 	 Draw the structures of these three isomers. 


Label each strucwre as primary, secondary, or tertiary. 

(3 marks) 

6 	 (a) Name and outline a mechanism for the reaction or CH CH NH with Clf3Cll2COCI3	 2 2 
Name the amide formed. 

(6 marks) 
(b) 	 rialogenoalkanes such as CTT CI are used in organic synthesis.3

Outline a three-step synthesis or CH3CH2NH2 starting from methane. Your first step 

should involve the forma tion of CH3Cl 

Tn your answer, identify the product of the second step and give the rcagcn Ls and 

cond itions for each step. 

EquaLions and mechanisms are not required. 


(6 marks) 
AQA, 2013 

7 	 Consider the reaction shown below. 

In this reaction phcnylamine reacts with hydrochloric acid to form phenylammonium 
chloride. 
(a) 	 Explain how this reaction shows that phenylamine is a Bromted-Lowry base. 

(I mark) 
(b) 	 Explain why phcnylammonium chloride is soluble in water. 

(I mark) 

----• 




2 9 Polymerisation 
29.1 Condensation polymers 

Learning objectives: 
~ Describe a condensation 

polymer. 

~ 	Explain what sorts of 

molecules react to form 

condensation polymers. 

Specification reference: 3.3.12 

A Figure 1 Examples ofpolyesters and 
polyamides [nylon} 

• 


A condensation reaction occurs when two molecules react together 
and a small molecule, often water or hydrogen chloride, is eliminated. 
For example, esters are formed when carboxylic acids and alcohols 
react together. This is a condensation reaction because water, H20 , is 
eliminated - hydrogen from the alcohol and an -OH group from the 
carboxylic acid. 

R-
l 

C 
\ 

OH 

+ HO R' R-
l 

C 
\ 

0 R' 

+ H20 

carboxylic acid alcohol ester water 

Condensation polymers are normally made from two different 
monomers, each of which has two functional groups. Both functional 
groups can react, forming long-chain polymers. 

Polyesters, polyamides, and polypeptides are a ll examples of 
condensation polymers (Figure 1 ). 

Polyesters 
A polyester has the ester linkage -COO- repeated over and over again. 

To make a polyester diols are used, which have two -OH groups, and 
dicarboxylic acids, which have two carboxylic acid, -COOH, groups: 

0 0 
~ //

HO-A-OH C- B- C 
I \ 

HO OH 

diol 	 d1carboxyl1c acid 

A and B represent unspecified organic groups, often -fCH2t11 
• The 

functional groups on the ends of each molecule react to form a chain. 
For example, diols and dicarboxylic acids react together to give a 
polyester by eliminating molecules of water (Figure 2). 

0 0 	 0 0 
II II 	 II II 

HO-A-OH HO-C-B-C-OH HO- A- OH HO-C-B-C-OH 

dicarboxyl1c acid diol j 
H20 

0 0 0 0 
II I II II 

- O- A-O-C-B-C- 0 - A- 0 - C- B- C

polyester 

A Figure 2 Making a polyester 



The fibre Terylene is a polyester made from benzene- I,4-dicarboxylic 
acid and ethane-1,2-d iol (Figure 3). 

H H 0 0 H H 0 0 
I I 	 I I11-0-1HO c C OH HO C C- OH HO-C-C-OH0 

H 	 L HI HI
I :,oJ H20l 

H H 0 0 H H 0 

II II 
Ho-c-Q-c- oH 

[ H20 

0 
I I II 0-11 I I 11-0-11

0- 0 c 
I 

c 
I 

c . 	Q c - 0 - 1 - 1 - 0 - c Q c 

H H 	 H H 

A Figure 3 Terylene is a polyester. Notice how the C-0 is alternately to the left and 
to the right of the C= O 

Polyamides 
An amide is formed when a carboxylic acid and an amine react 
together: 

0 
// H°'\ 	 ;/ 

" 
R' - C + N- R R'- C H + H20 

°'\ IH/OH 	 N 

carboxylic amine amide " R 

acid 

Polyamides have the amide linkage - CONH- repeated over and 
over again. To make polyamides from two different monomers, a 
diaminoalkane (which has two amine groups) reacts with a dicarboxylic 
acid (wh ich has two carboxylic acid groups) (Figure 4). 

H / H\ 
N- A- N 


I \ 

HH 

diamine J 
H20 

H 

0 0 	 HH\ 	 o~ ~ // 	 I ;/ 
+ C- B- C + N- A-N + C- B- C

I \ I \ I \ 
HO OH H H HO OH 

dicarbo,yl ic acid ,ol H
L H,O

1 
H 0 0 H H 0 0 
I I I I I II II 

- N- A N C B 	 C- N- A- N- C- B- C

polyamide 

A Figure 4 The general equationfor making a palyamide, such as Nylon-5,5 or Kevlar 

Both Nylon and Kevlar are condensation polymers. 

Study tip 
It is important you understand 

that, unlike polyalkenes, polyester 

and polyamides can be hydrolysed 

and are biodegradable. 

• 




29.1 Condensation polymers 

.._ Figure 6 When 1-6-diaminohexane 
and hexane-1,6-dioyldichloride meet, 
Nyton-6,6 isformed at the interface. This 
demonstration wasfirst performed by 
Stephanie Kwolek who developed Kevlar 

.._ Figure 7 Formula 1 drivers' helmets 
need to be lightweight os the less weight 
it adds to a drivers head, the smaller 
the risk ofwhiplash injuries under 
the extreme Gforces experienced in 
accelerating and braking. Helmets worn 
by racing drivers contain Kevlar which 
is jive times stronger thon steel, weight 
for weight 

Hint 

Once a dipeptide is formed, tri·, 
tetra, and polypeptides can form 
by further reaction at each end of 
the molecule. 

• 


Nylon 
Industrially, Nylon-6,6 is made from L 6-diaminohcxane and 
hexane-1,6-dicarboxylic acid: 

H H H H H H 0 H H H H 0 
I I I I I I ~ I I I // 

~N-C-C-C-C-C-C-N~ C- C- C- C- C- C 
I I I I I I I I I \ 

HO H H H H OHH H H H H H 

1,6-diaminohexane hexane-1,6-dicarboxylic acid 

Nylon-6,6 

In the laboratory, the reaction goes faster if a diacid chloride is used 
rather than the dicarboxylic acid, and in this case hydrogen chloride 
is eliminated . Nylon-6,10 is made from I,6-diarninohexane and 
dccane-1,10-dicarboxylic acid. Many other Nylons arc made each 
with slightly different properties . 

Kevlar 
Kevlar is made from benzene-L4-diamine and 
benzene-L4-dicarboxylic acid (Figure 6). 

0 
~ --fi-- //0 

+ / -----y-C + 

HO OH 

benzene-1,4-diamine benzene· 1.4-dicarboxylic acid 

H H O 0 H H 
1~111~_111~1 

-N---o-N-c-frc- N- u - N-

Kevlar 

.._ Figure 6 Kevlar is a polyamide. Because the amide groups are linking rigid 
benzene rings, Kevlar has very different properties to Nylon 

l<evlar's strength is due to the rigid chains and the ability of the flat 
aromatic rings to pack together held by strong intermolecular forces. 
The polymer, developed in the I 960s by Stephanie Kwolek of the 
DuPont company, is credited with saving some 3000 lives because 
of its use in bullet proof vests and anti-stab clothing as worn by the 
police. You may have Kevlar oven gloves at home. 

Polypeptides and proteins 
Polypeptides are also polyamides. They may be made from a single 
amino acid monomer, or many different ones. 

In a polypeptide, each amino acid has both an amine group and a 
carboxylic acid group. So the amine group of one amino acid can 
react with the carboxylic acid group of another. A molecule of water is 
eliminated and a condensation polymer ca n begin to form: 



1 

amino acids 

H " H" H //0l 
N - A- C + N -C-B-C 

H / " OH H/ IH " OH 

amide (peptide) l "-H20 
linkage ""'- ____ _ 

""'- 0 H ' HH" I l 
N - A-C- N+ C-B-C + H20 

/ . I " 
H H OH 

a dipeptide 

There is a difference between a polymer l.ike Nylon-6,6 (where there are 
two monomers (one a diam ine, H2N-X-NH2 and one a dicarboxylic 
acid, HOOC- Y-COOH)) and a polypeptide (where each amino add 
monomer has one - NH2 group and one - COOR group, H2NCHRCOOH. 
There are 20 natura lly occurring varieties of amino acids. 

Identifying the repeat unit of a condensation polymer 
The repeat unit of a condensation polymer is found by starting at any 
point in the polymer and stopping when the same pattern of atoms 
begins again (Figure 8). 

Identifying the monomer(s) of a condensation 
polymer 
The best way w work out the monomer(s) in a condensation polymer 
is to try and recognise the links formed by familiar functional groups 
(Table I ). 

Start with the repeat unit. 

T Table 1 Condensation polymers - the repeat unit is inside the bracket 

Monomer 1 Monomer 2 Polymer 


0 0 

HO - B- OHII II 

HO- C- A- C- OH diol i~-A-~-0-B-Ol 
dicarboxylic acid 


0 0 
 H H 
I III II iO 0 H Hl 

HO-C-A- C- OH H- N-B-N-H ~-A-~-~-B-~ n
diaminedicarboxylic acid 

0 H 
11 I 

HO-C- C- N- H rHHt
I 
R Lt-·" 

amino acid 

2 Break the linkage (at the C-0 for a polyester or C-N for a 
polyamide). 

3 Add back the components of water for each ester or amide link. 

For example: 

Hint 

When an amide linkage is formed 
between amino acids, it is often 
called a peptide link. 

Synoptic link 

Amino acids are covered in Topic 
30.1, Introduction to amino acids. 

Study tip 

Check that you can deduce the 
repeating unit in each type of 
polymer. 

A Figure 8 The repeat unit is in 
brackets 

Study tip 

It is important that you can deduce 
the monomers from which a 
polymer is formed. 

• 




29.1 Condensation polymers 

You will need to know bond 
polarity studied in Topic 3.4, 

Electronegatvity - bond polarity in j 
covalent bonds 

.6. Figure 9 Undecomposed poly[ etheneJ 
andpoly[propene) cause problems for 
wildlife 

Recycling plastics 

Many polyester materials are 
now recycled. They are being 
collected, sorted, and then melted 
and reformed. Fleece garments 
may well be made from recycled 
soft drink bottles. With all 
recycling, the costs and benefits 
have to be balanced. Melting 
and reforming of plastics can 
only be done a limited number 
of times as during the process 
the polymer chains tend to break 
and shorten, thus degrading the 
properties ofthe polymer. 

Advantages of recycling 

Almost all plastics are derived 
from crude oil. Recycling 
saves this expensive and ever 
diminishing resource, as well as 
the energy used in refining it. 

If plastics are not recycled they 
mostly end up in landfill sites. 

Disadvantages of recycling 

The plastics need to be collected, 
transported, and sorted, which 
uses energy and manpower and 
is therefore expensive. 

• 


J
ft 

0 
II 

0 c A CAA 

and HO - B- OH 

monomers 

This is exactly rhe same process that occurs when condensation 
polymers are hydrolysed. 

Disposal ofpolymers 
Poly(ethene) and poly(propene) are not biodegradable because they 
are basically long-chain alkane molecules. Alkancs are unreactive 
because they have only strong, non-polar C-H and C-C bonds. There 
is nothing in the natural environment that will easily break them 
down and they persist for many years. They arc usually disposed or in 
landfill sites, along with other rubbish, or by incineration. Some may 
be melted down and remoulded. 

Poly(alkenes) can be burnt to carbon dioxide and water to produce 
energy, although poisonous carbon monoxide may be released into 
the atmosphere if combustion is incomplete (when there is a shortage 
of oxygen). 

Burning poly(alkenes) does add to the problem of increasing the level 
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere: 

-fCH2t,, + l~n02 • nC02 + nH20 

Other addition polymers, such as polystyrene, may release toxic 
products on burning. Complete combustion of polystyrene (a 
hydrocarbon) would produce carbon dioxide and water only. 
However, under certain conditions the polymer may dcpolymerise 
to produce toxic styrene vapour. Incomplete combustion produces 
carbon monoxide and unburnt carbon particles - black smoke. 

Condensation polymers like polyesters and polyamides can be broken 
down by hydrolysis and arc potentially biodegradable by the reverse of 
the polymerisation reaction by which they were formed. 

The reaction below shows the hydrolysis of a polyamide such as nylon. 
However, this reaction is so slow under everyday conditions that you 
do not need tO worry about your nylon umbrella depolymerising in 
the rain. 

it .JJ_.JJ. + nH~ 
Throughout the polymer, 
the N-C bond is broken. 

.{L_:_"~ H-o-LJJ 


http:it.JJ_.JJ


Hermann Staudinger is considered to be the father of 
polymer chemistry and he received the 1953 Nobel Prize 
for chemistry for his discoveries in this field - work which 
started in the 1920s. 

Today, the idea of giant molecules (macromolecules) 
made up of chains of smaller ones is universally 
accepted. However, in the 1920s this idea was at odds 
with the established theory, and molecules with relative 
molecular masses (then called molecular weights) of 
over 5000 or so - such as rubber, starch, proteins, and so 
on - were considered to be made up of small molecules 
held together by some unknown force. Staudinger was 
already an established academic chemist (he had a 
reaction named after him) and put his reputation on the 
line by taking up the study of rubber. One distinguished 
col league, with ill-disguised contempt, advised him to: 
'Drop the idea of large molecules - organic molecules with 
a molecular weight higher than 5000 do not exist. Purify 
your rubber, then it will crystal lise.' 

Staudinger proved that polymers were indeed giant 
molecules made up of monomers by linking together 
molecules of methanal (formaldehyde, HCHO) one at 
a t ime to make successively bigger molecules, CH20, 
(CH 0) 2, (CH 0) 3, and so on until he produced the high 2 2
molecular weight substance paraldehyde. He showed that 
the propert ies of these molecules gradually changed from 
those typical of small molecules to those of very large 
ones. So the very large molecule was simply a chain of 
small molecules held together by normal covalent bonds 

- no unknown force was required. Afew years later, X-ray 
diffraction was able to confirm the structures of polymers. 

H HH HH H H H 
\/ "\/ \/ "\/c c c c 

H~ / "'- 0 / "'- 0 / "'- 0 / "'- CH3 

H H H HH H 

\/ \/ °"c/ 
H~ / "'- 0 / "-. 0 / "-. CH3 

A Figure 10 Two ofStaudinger's molecules - the CH3 
groups are the ends ofthe chains 

Staudinger's work led to modern synthetic polymers such 
as polythene (poly ( ethene)) and nylon (a polyamide) 
and to an understanding of the structures of natural ones 
such as proteins, starch, and of course, rubber - which 
is poly ( isoprene). Staudinger actually predicted art ificial 
fibres - nylon was produced by Wallace Carothers in the 
late 1930s. 

1 	 This is the structural formula of isoprene, the 

monomer from which rubber is made. What is its 

systematic [IUPAC) name? CH2 


2 	 Is isoprene likely to form an II 
addition or a condensation H2C ~ / C "'
polymer? Explain your CH31 
answer. 	 H 

Summary questions 

1 	 There are a number of different types of nylon made 
from two monomers - a dicarboxylic acid and a 
diamine. 

a 	 The one made from hexane-1,6-dicarboxylic 
acid and 1,6-diaminohexane is called Nylon-6,6. 
Suggest where the numbers come from. 

b 	 Nylon-6,10 is made from the same dicarboxylic 
acid as Nylon-6,6. What is the other monomer? 
Give its name and its formula. 

2 	 Nylons are polyamides. Explain why proteins and 
peptides are also called polyamides. 

3 	 Terylene is a polyester made from 
benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid and ethane-1,2-diol. 
Suggest another dial that would react with this acid 
to make a different polyester. 

4 	 What are the linkages called in the the two 
polymers below? 


0 H H 0 

II I I II 

a - A-C-N- B- N- C- A

0 0 
II II 

b - A- C - 0 - B- O- C- A

5 	 Write an equation for the hydrolysis ofa polyester. 

• 




Practice questions 

l The repeating units of two polymers, P and Q , are shown below. 

H 	 H H H 0 H H 0 
I 	 I I I II I II 

- C- C- -0 C- C- 0 - C- C- C- C
1 I I I I 
CH3 CH3 	 CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 

p 	 Q 

(a) 	 Draw the structure of the monomer used to form polymer P. Name the type of 
polymerisation involved. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Draw the structures of two compounds which react together to rorm polymer Q . 

Name these two compounds and name the type of polymerisation involved. 
(5 marks) 

(c) 	 ldentiry a compound which, in aqueous solution, will break down polymer Q 
but not polymer P. 

(1 mark) 
AQA, 2006 

2 The structure below shows the repeating unit or a polymer. 

- C- CH2CH2 C N CH2CH2 N 
II II I I 
0 0 H H 

By considering the runctional group formt:d during polymerisation, name this type or 
polymer and the type of polymerisation involved in it~ formation. 

(2 marks) 
AQA. 2006 

3 	 (a) The compound H2C=CHCN is used in the formation or acrylic polymers. 
(i) 	 Draw che repeating unit of the polymer formed from this compound. 
(ii) 	 Name the type of polymerisation involved in the formation of chis polymer. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	The repeating unit of a polyester is shown below. 

CH2CH2-0-C-CH2CH2-C- O l 
II II f 	 J 
0 0 

(i) 	 Deduce the empirical formula of the repeating unit or this polyester. 
(ii) Draw the structure of the acid which could be used in the preparation of this 

polyester and give the name of this acid. 
(iii) Give one reason why the polyester is biodegradable. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2004 

4 Consider the hydrocarbon G, (CH3) 2C=CHCHv which can be polymerised. 
(a) 	 Name the cype of polymerisation involved and draw the repeating unit or the 

polymer. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Draw che scructure of an isomer of G which shows geometrical isomerism. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 Draw che scructure of an isomer of G which does not react with bromine wacer. 
(I mark) 

AQA, 2004 

• 




Chapter 29 Polymerisation 

5 	 (a) The hydrocarbon M has the structure shown below. 

CH3CH2-C = CH2 
I 
CH3 

(i) 	 Name hydrocarbon M . 
(ii) 	 Draw the repeating unit of the polymer which can be formed from M . 

State the type of polymerisation occurring in this reaction. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Draw the repeating unit of the polymer formed by the reaction between 

butanedioic acid and hexane-1.6-diamine. State the type of polymerisation 

occurring in this reaction and give a name for the linkage between the 

monomer units in this polymer. 


(4 marks) 
AQA, 2003 

6 (a) 	 Synthetic polyamides are produced by the reaction of dicarboxylic acids wi th 
compounds such as TT2N(CH2) 6NH2 
(i) 	 Name the compound H2N(CH2 )6NH2 
(ii) 	 Give the repeating unit in the polyamide nylon 6,6. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Synthetic polyamides have structures similar to those found in proteins. 

(i) 	 Draw the structure of 2-aminopropanoic acid. 
(ii) 	 Draw the organic product formed by the condensation or two molecules or 

2-aminopropanoic acid. 
(2 marks) 

AQA, 2002 

7 	 (a) Explain why polyalkenes are chemically inert. 
(2 marks) 

(b) 	 Explain why polyesters and polyamides are biodegradcablc. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Discuss the advantages of recycling polymers. 
(2 marks) 

8 The displayed formula of two organic compounds are shown below. 

H H 0 H H H 
I I ~ I I I -10 

HO-C-C-OH 	 c- c~c- c c 
I I 	 IHO/ ~ ~ '\OHH H H 

monomer A monomer B 

(a) 	 (i) Monomer A is diol. Name compound A. 
(I mark) 

(ii) 	 What type of compound is monomer B? 
(I mark) 

(b) 	 Monomer A and monomer B can react together to form a useful new substance 
named compound C. 
(i) 	 Draw a repeat unit of the new substance compound C. 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 Circle the ester linkage in compound C. 

(I mark) 
(iii) Name the non-organic product of this reaction. 

(I mark) 
(iv) State the type of reac1ion that has taken place. 

(I mark) 
(v) 	 Suggest why a lab coat made from compound C may be damaged if 

concentrated sodium hydroxide was accidentally spilt on it. 
( 1 mark) 

----• 




3 0 Amino acids, proteins, and DNA 

30.1 Introduction to amino acids 


Learning objectives: 
-+ State what amino acids are. 

-+ Describe why they have both 
acidic and basic properties. 

Specification reference: 3.3.13 

.A. Figure 1 a·aminopropanoic acid, 
also called alanine, written in shorthand 
as CHiH{NH2}COOH 

Synoptic link 

Look back at topic 25.2, Optical 

isomerism. 


Hint 

Compounds with two functional 

groups are called bifunctional 

compounds. 


Synoptic link 

You will need to know the nature of 
ionic bonding and states of matter 
studied in Topic 3.7, Bonding and 
physical properties. 

H H O 
I+ I ~ 

H- N- C- C 
I I "o-H H 

.A. Figure 2 A zwitterion 

H 

.A. Figure 3 A protonated ammo acid 

R 0 
.. I ~ 

H2N - C-C 
I 'Q
H 


.A. Figure 4 A deprotonated amino acid 


• 


Amino acids are the building blocks or proteins, which in turn are a 
vi1al componem of all living sys1ems. 

Amino acids have two functional groups - a carboxylic acid and a 
prima ry amine. There are 20 importan1 na1urally occurring amino 
acids and they are all a-amino acids (also called 2-amino acids), which 
means that the amine group is on the carbon next to the -C02H 
group (Figure I). 

a-amino acids have the general formula: 

R 0 
.. I ~ 

H2N-C'- C 
I b - H
H 

This structure has a carbon bonded to four different groups. The 
molecule is therefore chiral. Almost a ll na tura lly occurring amino acids 
exist as the (-) enantiomer. 

Acid and base properties 
Amino acids have both an acidic and a basic functional group. 

• 	 The carboxylic acid group has a tendency to lose a proton (act as 
an add): 

.P-C~ +W 

'o
• 	 The amine group has a tendency LO accept a proton (act as a base): 

H 
I+ 

W+H - N H- N
I 1 

H H 

Amino acids exis1 as zwitterions. Ions like these have both a 
permanent positive charge and a permanent nega tive charge, though 
the compound is neutral overa ll (Figure 2). 

Because they are ionic, amin o acids have high melting points and 
dissolve well in water but poorly in non-polar solvents. A typical 
amino acid is a white solid at room temperature and behaves very 
much like an ionic salt . 

In strongly acidic conditions the lone pair of the H2N-group accepts a 
proton 10 form the positive ion (Figure 3) 

The amino group has gained a hydrogen ion - it is protonated. 

In strongly alkaline solutions, the -OH group loses a proton 10 form 
the negative ion (Figure 4) 

The carboxylic acid group has lost a hydrogen ion - it is deprotonated. 

Table 1 shows some naturally occurring amino acids. Each of 1hese is 
usually referred LO by its non-systematic name (1he IUPAC names can be 
complex) and also by a three-leller abbreviation, which is useful when 
describing the sequences of amlno acids in proteins, see Topic 30.2 . 



Formula Name and abbreviation Formula Name and abbreviation 
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H2NCHC02H 
I 
H 

glycine (Gly) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 

CHOH 
I 

CH3 

threonine (Thr) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 

CH3 
alanine (Ala) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 

CH2SH 
cysteine ( Cys) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 

CHCH3
I 

CH3 

valine (Val) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 

CH2
I 

CONH2 

asparagine (Asn) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 
CH2
I 
CH3(CH3)2 

leucine (Leu) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 
CH2
I 
CH2CONH2 

glutamine (Gin) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 

CHC2H5
I 

CH3 

isoleucine (lie) 

H2NCHC02H 

hH2-0-0H 
tyrosine (Tyr) 

HN CHC02H 
I \ 

CH2 CH2 

\CH/ 

proline (Pro) 

[prol ine is a 

secondary amine) 

H2NCHC02H 

I 
CH2-C=CH 

I I 
HN N 

\I;
CH 

histidine (His) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 

CH2
I 

o:C~H 
NH 

tryptophan (Try) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 

{CH2}3
I 
NH 
I 

NH=C- NH2 

arginine (Arg) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 
CH2
I 
CH2SCH3 

methionine [Met) 

H2NCHC02H 
I 

(CH2l3
I 

CH2NH2 

lysine ( Lys) 

H2NCHC02H 

JH2-0 
phenylalanine [ Phe) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 

CH2C02H 
aspartic acid [Asp) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 

CH20H 
serine (Ser) 

HzNCHC02H 
I 

CH2
I 

CH2C02H 

glutamic acid (Glu] 

Summary questions 

1 The systematic name of glycine is 2-aminoethanoic acid. What is the 

systematic name of alanine (Table 1)? 

2 Explain why alanine is chiral whereas glycine is not. 
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Learning objectives: 
' State what peptides are. 

' Describe how amino acids 
form proteins. 

' Describe the primary, 
secondary, and tertiary 
structures ofproteins. 

' State what bonds hold protein 
molecules in their particular 

shapes. 

' Describe how proteins can be 
broken down. 

Specification reference: 3. 3.13 

Hint 

Table 1 in Topic 29.1 gives the 
names, formula, and the three 
letter abbreviations of twenty 
naturally occurring amino acids. 

You covered condensation polymers 

in Topic 29.1, Condensation 
polymers. 

Study tip 

Hydrolysis is a reaction with 
water [often boiling] that may 
be catalysed by an acid, an 
alkali, or an enzyme. As they 
can be hydrolysed, proteins are 
biodegradable. 
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Amino acids link together to Corm peptides. Molecu les containing up 
to about 50 amino acids arc relcrred to as polypeptides. When there 
arc more than 50 amino acids they arc called proteins. Nawrally 
occurring proteins are everywhere - enzymes, wool. hair, and muscles 
arc all examples. 

Amino acids and the peptide link 
0 

An amide has the functional group I/
CONH2 or - c 

" NH2 

The amine group of one amino acid can react with rhe carboxylic acid 
group of another to form an amide linkage - CONH-. 

This linkage is shown by shading in figure l. 

H
I ~o 

H N-C-C + 
2 I °" 

R OH 

l 
H 0 H H 
I I I ~o 

H2N-C-C- N - C- C + H20 

I °" R R OH 

d1pept1de 

A Figure 1 Formation ofo dipeptide 

Compounds formed by the linkage of amino acids are called peptides, 
and the amide linkage is called a peptide linkage in this context. 
A peptide with two amino acids is called a dipeptide. The dipeptide 
still retains - NH2 and - C02H groups and so can react further to give 
tri - and tetra-peptides, and so on (Figure 2). 

HoHHOHH O
I I I 11 I I ~11 

H2N-C-C-N- C- C- N- C- C 

~ ~· ~" °"OH 
A Figure 2 A tripeptide - R, R', ond R" moy be the same or different 

A particular protein will have a fixed sequence of amino acids in 
its chain. This is called the primary s tructure of the protein. For 
example, just one short sequence of the protein insulin (the hormone 
controlling sugar metabolism) runs: 

-ala-glu-ala-leu-t yr-

Polypeptides and proteins are condensation polymers because a small 
molecule (in this case water) is eliminated as each link of the chain forms . 



Hydrolysis 
When a protein or a peptide is boiled with hydrochloric acid of 
concentration 6 mol dm- 3 for about 24 hours, it breaks down to a 
mixture of all the amino acids that made up the original protein or 
peptide. All the peptide linkages a rc hydrolysed by the acid (Figure 3). 

H 
H ~ 7 7 #0 I #o 

H2N - C- C- N-r-\ + HiO 2H2N-C-C
catalyst 

I "oHR R OH R 

A. Figure 3 The hydrolysis ofthe peptide link 

The structure of proteins 
Proteins have complex shapes rhat are held in position by hydrogen 
bonds and other intermolecu lar forces as well as sulfur-sulfur bonds. The 
shapes of proteins a re vita l to their functions, for example, as enzymes 
and structural materials in living things. Many proteins are helical 
(spiral). Hydrogen bonding holds the helix in shape (Figures 4 and 5). 

A. Figure 4 The hel1colstructure ofaprotein. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dotted lines 

A. Figure S The helix ofo protein is held together by hydrogen bonding. The coloured 
strips represent amino acids {there are 18 to every 5 turns ofthe helix] 

Another arrangement of a protein is called pleating and the protein 
ends up as a pleated sheet. The hydrogen bonding is shown in Figure 6. 

A. Figure 6 A pleated sheet protein showing the hydrogen bonds as dotted lines 

Hydrolysis by enzymes 

Certain enzymes will partially hydrolyse specific proteins. For example, 
the enzyme trypsin will only break the peptide bonds formed by lysine 
and arginine. Detective work, based on this and other techniques, enables 

Synoptic link 

Bond polarity and intermolecular 
forces were covered in Topic 3.4, 
Electronegatvity - bond polarity 
in covalent bonds, and Topic 3.5, 
Forces acting between molecules. 

• 




30.2 Peptides, polypeptides, and proteins 

chemists to find the sequence of amino acids in different proteins. The first 
protein to be fully sequenced was insulin. Fred Sanger won the 1958 Nobel 
Prize for chemistry for this achievement. He also won the Prize in 1980 for 
sequencing of ONA (see Topic 29.4). He is the only person ever to win two 
Nobel Prizes for chemistry. 

The stretchiness of wool 
Wool is a protein fibre with a helix which is. as usual. held together 
by hydrogen bonds (Figure 7). When wool is gently stretched, the 
hydrogen bonds stretch (Figure 8) and the fibre extends. Releasing 
the tension allows the hydrogen bonds to return to their normal 
length and the fibre returns to its origina l shape. However, washing at 
high temperatures can permanently break the hydrogen bonds and a 
garment may permanently lose its shape. 

.A. Figure 7 Hydrogen bonds in wool 

Hint 

Remember the use of[0] in 

equations to represent an 
oxidising agent. 
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- -- h)<lrogen bond 

.A. Figure 8 The wool is gently stretched 

Bonding between amino acids 
The amino acids in a procein chain can bond together in a number 
of ways. 

• 	 Hydrogen bonding between. for example, C=O groups and -N-H 
groups as shown C=O..·H-N. 

• 	 Tonic attractions between groups on the side chains of amino 
acids such as -coo- (for example, on glucamic acid) and -NH/ 
(for example, on lysine). 

• 	 Sulfur-sulfur bonds. The amino acid cysteine has a side chain with 
an -CH2SH group. Under suicabJe oxidising conditions. two cysteine 
molecules may react together to form sulfur-sulfur bond that forms 
a bridge between the two molecules and creates a double amino 
acid called cystine. This is called sulfur-su lfur bridging or a disulfide 
bridge. 

-CH SH + HSCH - + [O] - • -CH S-SCH2- + H 0
2 2	 2 2

Levels of protein structure 
All proteins have three (and sometimes more) levels of 
structure - primary, secondary, and tertiary. 

Primary structure 
The sequence of amino acids along a protein chain is called its primary 
strueture. It can be represented simply by the sequence of three-letter 
names of the relevant amino acids. for example. gly-ala-ala-val-leu, and 
so on. This structure is held together by covalent bonding. Therefore 
it is relatively stable - it requires harsh conditions such as boiling with 
6moldm- 3 hydrochloric acid to break the amino acids apart. 



Secondary structure 
A protein chain may form a helix (the a-helix) or a folded sheet (called 
a p-pleated sheet). This is called the secondary structure and is held in 
place by hydrogen bonding between, for example, C=O groups and 
-N-H groups. Hydrogen bonds are much weaker than covalent bonds 
and this level of structure can relatively easily be disrupted by gentle 
heating or changes in pH. 

Tertiary structure 
The a-helix or P-plcated sheet can itself be folded into a three 
dimensional shape - this is called the tertiary structure and is held 
in place by a mixture or hydrogen bonding. ionic interactions, and 
sulfur-sulfur bonds (as well as van der Waals forces which exist 
between a ll molecules). Figure 9 shows an example of part of the 
tertiary structure and the bonds that hold it in place. 

hydrogen 
bond 

£ Figure 9 An example ofpart ofthe tertiary structure ofa helical protein 

Many proteins fold in LO globu lar shapes. The shapes of protein molecules 
a re vital to their function - especially as enzymes (see Topic 30.3). 

Finding the structure of proteins 
The shapes of proteins arc of great importance. Many techniques are 
used to determine the secondary and tertiary structures of proteins 
including X-ray diffraction, which can locate the actual positions of 
atoms in space. However, these are beyond the scope of this book. 
The first step in determining the primary structure is to find out the 
number or each type of amino acid present in the protein. To begin 
this process, the protein is refluxed with 6 mo! dm- 3 hydrochloric acid. 
This process is called hydrolysis. Tt breaks the amide bonds between 
the amino acids and results in a mixture containing all the individual 
amino acids in the original protein. 

Synoptic link 

Make sure that \JOU are confident 
about the different t\jpes of 
intermolecular forces which are 
described in Topic 3.5, Forces acting 
between molecules. 

• 




30.2 Peptides, polypeptides, and proteins 

Hint J 

TLC plates may use glass or 
aluminium rather than plastic sheet. 
There are alternative materials 
to silica for the stationary phase. 
Plastic sheets are convenient 
because they can be cut to the 
required size with scissors. 

Study tip iiiil 

The Rf value has no units since 
both measurements are in cm 
and therefore cancel. All R, values 
must be less than 1 since the 
spot cannot move further than the 
solvent. 

You will learn more about other 
chromatography techniques in Topic 
33.1, Chromatography. 
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Thin-layer chromatography 

After hydrolysis, the amino acids can then be separated and identified 
by a technique called thin-layer chromatography (TLC). TLC is similar to 
paper chromatography but the paper is replaced by a chromatography 
plate consisting of a thin, flexible plastic sheet coated with a thin layer 
of silica (Figure 10). The IUPAC name of silica is silicon dioxide, Si02. 

This white powder is called the stationary phase. 

maximum 

distance the 


solvent 


8.0cm e 

6.0cm e 

2.o cm e 

solvent 

distance 
!ravelled the spot
12.0 cm travelled!

baseline above the level of the solvent 

A Figure 10 A thin-layer chromotogrophy experiment and the chromatogram 
that results 

1 	 A small spot containing the mixture of amino acids to be separated is 

placed on a line about 1cm up the plate and the plate is placed in a tank 


containing a suitable solvent to a depth of about ~cm. The starting line 

must be above the initial level of the solvent. The solvent (or mixture of 
solvents) is called the mobile phase (or eluent). 

2 	 A lid is placed on the tank so that the inside of it is saturated with 

solvent vapour and the solvent is allowed to rise up the plate 

[Figure 10). As it does so, it carries the amino acids with it. Each amino 

acid lags behind the solvent front to an extent that depends on its 

affinity for the solvent compared with its affinity for the stationary 

phase. This depends on the intermolecular forces that act between 

the amino acid and the solvent - the stronger they are, the closer the 

amino acid is to the solvent front. 


3 	 When the solvent has almost reached the top of the plate, the plate is 

removed from the tank and the position to which the solvent front has 

moved is marked. Amino acids are colourless, so the positions they have 

reached have to be made visible. This is done by spraying the plate with 

a developing agent such as ninhydrin, which reacts with amino acids to 

form a purple compound, or by shining ultra-violet light on the plate. If the 

solvent is suitable, the amino acids will be completely separated. 


Rf values are then calculated for each amino acid spot. 

R = distance moved by the spot 


1 distance moved by the solvent 


So the R
1
value for the red spot ( 8.0cm J in Figure 10 is B20ocm = 0.67 

1. cm 

This allows each amino acid in the mixture to be identified by comparing 

the Rf value of each spot with the values obtained by known pure amino 

acids run in the same solvent mixture . 




• • • 

2-dimensional TLC 

Often, two amino acids have very similar R1values in a particular solvent. 
This makes it hard to distinguish them. One solution to this problem is to use 
2-dimensional TLC. Here a square piece ofTLC film is used. The plate is spotted 
in one corner and a chromatogram is run in the usual way so that the spots 
are separated along one side of the plate. The plate is then turned through 
90°and the chromatogram is run again with a different solvent (Figure 11). 
This makes it easier to see the separation between the spots and gives two R1 
values (one for each solvent). If both these values match those for a known 
amino acid, you can be more confident in your identification. 

a 

d 

•
• 

• 
·······························• 

• Figure 11 The principle of2-D TLC 

Calculate the R1values of each of the amino acids represented by the 
orange and blue spots in Figure 11 ( f]. You will need to use a ruler to 
measure the distances travelled. 

Summary questions 

1 	 a What are the functional groups in an amino acid? 

b Which group is acidic and which basic? 

2 	 How many amide (peptide) linkages are there in a tripeptide? 

3 	 In what form will amino acid residues exist after a protein has been 
hydrolysed with 6 mol dm 3 hydrochloric acid. Draw the structural 
formula of an alanine residue. 

4 	 Draw the formulae of the three amino acids that would be formed by the 
hydrolysis of the tripeptide shown below. 

7 ?i 7 7 ?i 7 ~ ~o 
~N-C-C-N-C-C-N-C-C 

I I I \.OH 
H CH3 CH(CH3l2 

ala val 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' Describe what an enzyme is. 

' Describe enzyme action. 

Specification reference 3.3.13 

A Figure 1 The substrate ofon enzyme 
fits its active site 

A Figure 2 Substrate bonding to the 
active site of on enzyme 

Substrate molecule 
occupying the active 

site of the enzyme 

ch unable to 
occupy the 
active site 

Enzyme 
molecule Inhibitor molecule 

occupying the active 
site of the enzyme 

A Figure 3 enzyme inhibition by a 
molecule of o similar structure to the 
substrate 

Summary question 

1 	 State the two types of 

bonding between enzyme 

and substrate that are shown 

schematically in Figure 2. 

2 State two other types 

of bonding that will also 

take place . 
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Enzymes are protein-based catalysts round in living things. They 
are enormously effective, speeding up reactions by £actors or up 
to 1010 . This means that a reaction that takes place in one second 
when catalysed by an enzyme would take 300 years without it. A 
single enzyme molecule may catalyse the reaction of up to 500000 
molecules per second. Enzymes arc also extremely specific - each 
enzyme is optimised for just one reaction. 

Enzymes are usually globular proteins. Their shape has a deft or 
crevice in it called the active site. This is where the reaction takes 
place. The reacting molecule (or molecules) fit precisely in the active 
site and are held in just the right orienLation 10 react (Figure 1). Only 
molecules whose shape fits the active site can react. This is often 
ca lled the lock and key hypothesis. The actual situa tion is a little 
more complex. The reacting molecule (called the substrate) must not 
only fi t the shape of the active site, it must bond to it temporarily by 
intermolecular forces (Figure 2). Whilst bonded, these forces promote 
the movement of electrons wi thin the substrate that lower the 
activation energy for the reaction. 

Stereospecificity 
The active site of an enzyme can be so selective or the shape of a 
substrate that many enzymes only catalyse reactions of one or other of 
a pair of enantiomers. These are called stereoisomers, so the enzyme is 
said to be stereospecific. 

Enzyme inhibition 
Enzymes control most of the chemical reactions in all living things, 
from the human body to microorganisms such as bacteria. Drugs can 
be designed which will affect their action. Tf you can block an enzyme 
that catalyses a harmful reaction, you can effectively stop the reaction. 

Enzymes can easily be denatured (have their shapes changed) by 
changes in temperature and pH, but the conditions in the human body 
cannot be changed enough for this to happen. 

A different way of destroying an enzyme's ability to catalyse a reaction 
is to devise a molecule of similar shape to its substrate. This molecule 
will bind to its active site and block the active site of the enzyme to the 
subsrrate (Figure 3). This is called enzyme inhibition and is the mode 
of action of some drugs. For example, penicillin inhibits the enzymes 
that control the building of cell walls in bacteria. 

Computer modelling 
Increasingly, chemists are beginning to understand the factors that 
influence the shapes of even extremely complex molecules such as 
proteins. They are now able to use sophisticated computer modelling 
techniques to predict the shapes of proteins even before they have 
been synthesised, and therefore predict their properties. This helps 
them to design drugs that may be used to treat a range of medical 
conditions. 



DNA, short for deoxyribonucleic acid, is present in all cells and 
contains the blueprint from which living organisms are made. 
Everything living has its own particular DNA molecules so there is an 
infinite variety of DNA. 

A single strand of DNA is a polymer made up from just four different 
monomers, but it is the way these are arranged that leads to this 
infinite variety of different end products. 

The monomers - nucleotides 
The monomers from which DNA is made are called nucleotides. 

A nucleotide molecule is made up of three parts - a phosphate, a 
sugar, and a base. These are bonded together as shown. 

an organic 
base - this one 

OH H NH2the phosphate --  is cytosine 
group I "c- c/

HO PO // '\\ 
I H- C N 
O \N-C/ 

JH / \\
l /uo~ o 
C H H C 

/Ht-(l 
the sugar OH H 

2-deoxynbose 


A Figure 1 The different parts of a nucleotide molecule 

There are four different bases shown below called cytosine, thymine, 
adenine, and guanine. These are usually idenrified by their initials, C, 
T, A, and G (Figure 2). 

CH3 0" c-c~ 
// \ 

H-C N- H 

\N- C/ 
/ ~ 

H 0 

cytosine (CJ C thymine m T adenine (A) A guanine CG) G 

A Figure 2 The four bases of ONA 

Polymerisation 
Two nucleOLidcs can link iogcther when an - OH group of a phosphate 
on one nucleotide reacts with an - OH group on a sugar molecule on 
another nucleotide to eliminate a molecule of water as shown. 

More nucleotide molecules can add on in the same way to form 
a polymer chain, which has a backbone of phosphate and sugar 
molecules with the bases attached (Figure 3). 

The arrangement of the bases along this chain may be in any order 
and it is this that leads to the variety of DNA molecules. 

Learning objectives: 
-+ State what a nucleotide is. 

-+ Describe how nucleotides 
bond together to form a single 
strand ofDNA. 

-+ Describe how complementary 
strands of DNA are formed. 

Specification reference 3.3.13 

Synoptic link 

C, T, A, and G are bases because 
their nitrogen atoms have lone 
pairs of electrons which can 
accept a proton (see Topic 20.1, 
Defining an acid). 
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Sometimes it is simpler just to 
show the basic skeleton 
of a nucleotide as: 



30.4 DNA 

Hint 

This is an example of condensation 
polymerisation. 

p 
/ B 

s 
I 
p 
l / B s 

.6. Figure 4 A simplified model ofthe 
polymerisotion ofDNA bases 

.6. Figure 5 Part ofa single strand ofDNA 
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OH OH 
I H NH2 I H NH2 

HO - P= O '\. / HO p 0 '\. / 

c-c I c-c 


0 // ~ 0 // ~ 
I H-C N I H-C N 


CH2 0 \_cl CH2 0 \-cl 

I,,(~ / ~ I~~ / ~ 
T\I llT 0 T\I lie 0 

H C- C H 

0 H5~H~ I I 

HO-~=O \ / NH2 
I c- c

I H NH2 0 // ~ 
HO-P= O '\. / I H-C NI c- c 

CH2 0 \_/0 // ~ 
I H-C N I~~ / ~ 
CH2 0 \_cl T\I 111 ° 

H c- c HI~~ / ~ 
0 I I 

OH HT\I llT 
H c- c H 

I I 
OH H 

.6. Figure 3 Polymerisation ofONA bases 

So, DNA molecules can be specified by the order or rhe bases, for 
example, CCAGTICAGGCTT, and so on. This is rarher like a four-letter 
code. 

Cells in rhe bodies of living things can read chis alphabet, which holds 
rhe instructions for making a living thing. Chemists can now read 
rhe sequence of bases in material taken from living things, including 
humans. This is called DNA sequencing. 

The double helix 
DNA exists as two strands held together by hydrogen bonding (Figure 6) . 

.6. Figure 6 A strand ofthe double helix ofDNA held 
together by hydrogen bonding between A and T. and C and G 

The bases adenine and thymine can hydrogen bond with each other 
as can guanine and cytosine. Only these pairs can hydrogen bond 
together effectively (Figure 7). 

This means that two DNA molecules can bond together forming a pair 
but only if their bases are in a complementary order - an A on one 
strand marching a Ton rhe other and a G on one strand matching 
a Con the other. So if a strand of DNA had the base sequence 
CCAGTICAGGCIT, the other, complementary strand would have the 
sequence GGTCAAGTCCGAA . 



three hydrogen bonds 
two hydrogen bonds \ } 
H 0 CH3 H"-.. -;::/N'\. l--, H-N\ f 

~ I c c- c c-cc c 
I ~ \ // \ // ~ 

H N C - H p N-C N-H-·-N C- H 

N1'c-N / p I I ' N= C1 \ 'c 
s ' // I pcf Is I N-H·--0 S l 

I 
H

adenine thymine guanine cytosineA T G c 
A Figure 7 Hydrogen bonding ofadenine and thymine, and ofguanine and cytosine 

The two strands would hydrogen bond together as shown: 

1-1-~-?-T-r-1-~-?-?-~-T-T 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 


G-6-t-c-A-A-G-t-c-c-G-A-A 
The shapes of the molecules are such that, in order to fit neatly 
together, the two strands wind around each other in the shape of a 
double helix (Figure 6) . 

Francis Crick and James Watson worked in Cambridge in the 1950s with 

molecular models to understand the idea of bases pairing by hydrogen 

bonding. The models had to be specially made - geometrically correct 

plastic modelling kits were not available at this time. They relied on 

data obtained by X-ray diffraction that showed that DNA molecules were 

spiral [helical) in shape. This data was obtained by Rosalind Franklin and 

Maurice Wilkins working in London. The relations between the two groups 

were often stormy. Franklin in particular had difficulties being accepted 

in a male-dominated world that was less -accepting of women than would 

be the case today. 

Crick, Watson, and Wilkins won the Nobel Prize in 1962 for their work. 

Sadly, Rosal ind Franklin died of cancer before the Prize was awarded 

Nobel Prizes are not awarded posthumously. Most people believe that 

she would have been honoured had she lived. 

• 

DNA, amino acids, and proteins 

The sequence of bases along a DNA chain acts as a template for arranging 

amino acids into protein chains. Three-base sections of ONA, called codons, 

each represent a particular amino acid in a protein sequence. For example, 

the codon GGA codes for the amino acid glycine. 

Draw the displayed formula of glycine. 



30.4 DNA 

hydrogen bonds I 
break Y 

· ---'=--

Cell division 
DNA holds che instructions for 
making an organism. ll is contained 
in every cell, and for the organism 
to function correctly, must be 

weak hydrogen -  copied exactly when cells divide. bonds 

Hydrogen bonds are only about
A section of the double 

I 0 % of the strength of covalenthelixof DNA in a 

mixture of nucleotides. 
 bonds. This means that they can 

nucleotides break under conditions that leave 
the covalen t bonds of the DNA 
chain unaffected. 

During cell division, the hydrogen 
bonds of the DNA double helix 
break and th e strands sta rt to 
unravel bur the covalently bonded 
chain remains intact retaining the 
sequence of bases. 

The cell contains a mixture of 
separate nucleotide molecules. 

Two separate strands of DNA These move in and pair up with 
form within the mixture. the newly-exposed bases - T to A 

and C to G. The new bases then 
link together by phosphace-sugar 
bonding. This results in two double 
helix molecules each exactly the 
same as the original one. This 
process is called replicationThe nucleotides are 


hydrogen bonded to their (Figure 8).

corresponding bases. 


How is the information used? 
The information contained by 
DNA molecules is used in the cell 
as a 'recipe' for making proteins 

c:::11 

nucleotides I 	 (poly-am ino acids), which are 
polymeriseY 	 the basis of living things (see 

Topic 30.2). They form structural 
material such as flesh and also the 
enzymes that control the reactions 
by wh ich other parts of the 
organ ism are made. 

Summary questions 

1 	 State the complementary 
sequence of bases to the 
following stretch of ONA 

A Figure 8 Replication ofONA CCAGTTGACC 

2 	 Explain why ONA 
(deoxyribonucleic acid) is acidic . 

• 




Cisplatin, an anti-cancer drug 
Cancer is not one disease but many. Whar cancers have in common is 
'rogue' cells which have lost control over rheir growrh and replication 
and grow much faster than normal cells. Cisplarin was discovered in 
1965 and is one of the most successful cancer rreatments, for example, 
giving survival rates of up to 90% in resricular cancer. 

Cisplatin is square planar and has rhe formula: 

H3N'\ /1 
Pt 

H3N/ '\Cl 

It works by bonding to strands of DNA, distorting their shape and 
preventing replication or the cells. The molecule bonds to nitrogen 
atoms on two adjacent guanine bases on a strand of DNA. 

ONA 

~ ~ 
NH3 G---·C- )(~ ~r1c1splatm NH, 

This works because rhe nirrogen acorns of the guanine molecules have 
lone pairs of electrons which form dative covalent bonds with the 
platinum. The chloride ions in cisplatin are displaced by water. The water 
Ugands are then displaced by nitrogen on guanine because the nitrogen 
is a better ligand. This is an example of a ligand substitution reaction. 

Like all drugs, cisplatin has side effects - it will bond to ONA in health y 
cells as wel l as in cancerous ones but cancer cells are replicating faster 
than hea lthy cells, and so the effect of the drug is greater on cancer 
cell, than on normal cells. However, healthy cells that replicate quickly, 
such as hair follicles, are significantly affected and this is why patients 
undergoing chemotherapy (drug treatment for cancer) often lose their 
hair. Work is underway to find drugs and delivery systems that can 
better discriminate between healthy and cancerous cells. 

Summary questions 

1 	 Draw the formula of transplatin and suggest why it is not an effective 


anti-cancer drug. 


Learning objective: 
-+ 	 Describe how the anti-cancer 

drug cisplatin works. 

Specification reference 3.3.13 

H N 0

"c~ "c-c~ 
\ // ~ 
N-C N - H 

/ \N= C/ 

/ "NH2 

•Figure 1 The structure of the 
guanine base 

Synoptic link 

Ligand substitution reactions 

where covered in Topic 24.2, 

Ligand substitution reactions. 

• 




Practice questions 

l (a) The structure of the amino acid alanine is shown below. 

CH3
I 

H2N-C-COOH 
I 
H 

(i) 	 Draw the structure of the zwitterion formed by alanine. 
(ii) 	 Draw the structure of the organic product formed in each case from alanine 

when it reacts with: 
• 	 CH30H, in the presence of a smaJl amount of concentrated sulfuric acid. 
• 	 Na2C03 
• 	 CH3CI in a 1 : l mole ratio. 

(4 marks) 
(b) 	The amino acid lysine is shown below. 

• 


Draw the structure of the lysine species present in a solution at low pH. 
(I mark) 

(c) 	 The amino acid proline is shown below. 

CH2 


H c/ °"cH2
2" I 
N-	 C- COOH 

/ I 
H H 

Draw the structure of the dipeptide formed from two proline molecules. 
(1 mark) 

AQA, 2007 

2 	 Draw the structures of the two dipeptides which can fom1 when one of the amino acids 
shown below reacts with the other. 

CH3 	 CH20H 
I 	 I 

H2N-C-COOH C COOH 
I 	 I 
H 	 H 

structure 1 structure 2 

(2 marks) 
AQA, 2006 

3 	 Consider the following amino acid. 

H 
I 

H N-C-COOH 
2 I 

CH(CH3l2 

(a) 	 Draw the structure of the amino acid present in the solution at pH 12. 
(b) 	 Draw the structure of the dipeptidc formed from two molecules of this amino add. 
(c) 	 Protein chains arc often arranged in the shape of a helix. Name the type of 


interaction that is responsible for holding the protein chain in this shape. 

(3 marks) 

AQA, 2004 



Chapter 30 Amino acids, proteins, and DNA 

4 	 The structures of the amino acids alanine and glycine are shown below. 

CH3 	 H 
I 	 I 

H2N-C-COOH H2N-C- COOH 
I 	 I 
H H 

alanine glycine 

Alanine exists as a pair of stereoisomers. 
(a) 	 Expla in the meaning of the 1erm stereoisomers. 
(b) 	 State how you could distinguish between the stereoisomers. 

(4 marks) 
AQA. 2003 

5 	 The anticancer drug cisplatin operates by reacting with the guanine in DNA. 
Figure 1 shows a small part of a single strand of DNA. Some lone pairs arc shown. 

N 

/ "' H H 
guanine 

.A Figure 1 

The DNA chain continues with bonds at X and Y. 

State the name oft he molecule that is attached to the bond at X. 


( 1 mark) 
Figure 2 shows two more bases found in DNA. 

H cytosine 	 H adenine 
I 	 IN H-	 N ~H

oNh 	 oNO:N 
"=N \,dexoyribose and phosphate here~N 

oO\) "\dexoynbose and phosphate here 

.A Figure2 

State which or these two bases, cytosine or adenine, pairs with the guanine in 
Figure I when two separate strands of DNA form a double helix. 

(I mark) 
Explain how the base char you have chosen fom1s a base pair with guanine. 

(J marks) 
Cisplatin works because one of the atoms on guanine can fom1 a co-ordinate bond with 
platinum, replacing one of the ammonia or chloride ligands. Another atom on another 
guanine can also form a co-ordinate bond with the same platinum by replacing another 
ligand. 
Explain how the action of cisplatin is able co stop the growth of cancer cells. 

(J marks) 
AQA Specimen 

----• 




31 Organic synthesis and analysis 

31.1 Synthetic routes 


learning objective: 
-+ 	 Describe how organic 

reactions can be used to 

synthesise target molecules. 

Specification reference: 3.3.14 

Synoptic link 
You will need to know all the organic 
chemistry studied previously. 

Study tip 
It is important to know the 

reactions of these functional 


groups: 

• alkanes 
• alkenes 
• halogenoalkanes 
• alcohols 
• amines 
• aldehydes 
• ketones 
• acid derivatives 
• arenes. 

Synoptic link 
Yield is a is a measure of the 
efficiency of the conversion of a 
starting material into a product 

and the atom economy of a 
process. See Topic 2.6, Balanced 
equations, atom economies, and 

percentage yields. 

• 


This chapter is about working out a series or reactions for making 
(synthesising) a given molecule, usually called the target m olecule. 

Synthesis of a target molecule is a common problem in industries 
like drug or pesticide manufacture. Suppose a molecule is found to 
have a particular effect. for example, as an antibioric. Drug companies 
may synthesise, on a small scale. a number of compounds of similar 
structures. These will be screened for possible antibiotic properties. 
Any promising compounds may then be made in larger quantities for 
thorough investigation of their effectiveness, safety, side effects, and so 
on, before the final step goes ahead - producing them commercially. 

Using the organic reactions you have already met, 

you can work out a reaction scheme to convert a starting 


materia l into a target mo lecule. 


Working out a scheme 
Start by writing down the formula of the starting molecule. A, and that 

of the target molecule, X. 


One way of working out what route LO take i!> to write down all the 

compounds which can be made from A and all the ways in which X 

can be prepared (Figure 1 ). 


starting 
taraet

material 

1,:: :=:i 
A 	 x 

t : :j 

A Figure 1 Devising a synthesis of compound Xfrom compound A 

You may then see how B, C, D. or E can be converted, in one or more 
steps to T, U, V, W, or direct to X. It is important to keep the number of 
steps as small as possible to maximise the yield of the target. 

Sometimes you will be able to see straight away that a particular reaction 
will be needed. For example, if the target molecule has one more carbon 
atom than the starting material, it is probable that the reaction of cyanide 
ions with a halogenoalkane will be needed at some stage, as this reaaion 
increases the length of the carbon chain by one, for example: 

CH3Br + CN- • CH3C==N + Br

bromomethane ethanenitrile 



How the functional groups are connected 
The inter-relationships between the funcrional groups you should 
know are shown in Figure 2. Make sure you can recall the reagents 
and conditions for each conversion. 

ester alcohol ketone 

t 
carbOxyfic • 


acid
acid aldehyde 
chloride 


or 

acid 


anhydride ___. 
amide alkene 

aminet t
I L 
nitrile halogeno

alkane alkane 

A Figure 2 Inter-relationships between functional groups. You can use this chart to 

revise your knowledge of organic reactions 

Routine chemical synthesis in the pharmaceutical industry is now often 
done by robots - not androids but arrays of reaction tubes along with 
computer-controlled syringes to measure out and mix the reactants. This 
produces a 'library' of related compounds. For example, you could oxidise 
several alcohols of different chain lengths to produce a library of aldehydes. 
The target compound can then be tested to see ifany of them have any 
potential for use as medicines. A chemist is still needed to work out the 
reaction and program the computer. 

Reagents used in organic chemistry 
Oxidising agents 
Potassium dichroma1 e(V I). K Cr 0 7, acidified with dilute sulfuric acid 2 2
will oxidise primary a lcohols to aldehydes, and aldehydes to carboxylic 
acids. Secondary alcohols are oxidised to ketones. 

Hint 

You need to be able to recall the 
reactions of all the functional 
groups you have met, including 
conditions such as heating, 
refluxing, use of acidic or alkaline 
conditions, and catalysts. 

• 




31 .1 Synthetic routes 

Study tip 
Cover the list of compounds in the 
centre and try to remember them. 
It is also important to recall the 
reagents and conditions for each 
reaction. 

• 


Reducing agents 
Different reducing reagents have different capabilities: 

• 	 Sodium tetrahydridoborate(lll), NaBH4, will reduce C=O but not 
C= C. It can be used in aqueous solution. This reducing agent will 
reduce polar unsaturated groups, such as C*=o&-, bur nor non-polar 
ones, such as C=C. This is because it generates the nudeophile :H
whid1 auacks c* bur is repelled by the electron-rich C=C. 

• 	 Hydrogen with a nickel catalyst, H2/Ni, is used to reduce C=C but 
not C=O. 

• 	 Tin and hydrochloric acid, Sn/W, may be used to reduce R-N02 

toR- NH2. 

Dehydrating agents 
Alcohols can be converted to alkenes by passing their vapours over 
heated aluminium oxide or by acid-catalysed elimination reactions. 

Examples of reaction schemes 
1 How can propanoic acid be synthesised from 
1-bromopropane? 

H 	 H H H H 
I 	 I I I I ~o 

H-C-C-C-Br H- C- C- C 
I 	 I I °"o-H
H 	 H H H H 

Both the starting material and the target have rhe same number of 
carbon atoms, so no alteration to the carbon skeleron is needed. 

Write down all the compounds which can be made in one step from 
1-bromopropane and all chose from which propanoic acid can be 
made in one step as shown in Figure 3. You may use Figure 2 to 
help you. 

ln this case two of the compounds are tb e same - rhe ones in red. 

starting 
target

material 

j
propanal 

CH 3CH 2CHO 


//0 
CH 3CH 2C 

'z 
an acid derivative 

.A. Figure 3 Devising a synthesis ofpropanoic acidfrom 1-bramaprapane 



So, 1-bromopropane can be converted into propan - 1-ol which can be 
converted into propanoic acid. The conversion required ca n be done in 
two steps: 

reflux with NaOH[aq]
Step l CH CH CH2 Br CH CH CH 0H

3 2 3 2 2

1-bromopropane propan·l-ol 

reflux with K Cr201 IH" 
Step 2 CH CH CH20H 2 CH3CH2C02H3 2

propan-1-ol propanoic acid 

Both these reactions have a good yield. 

2 How can propylamine bysynthesised from ethene? 

H H H H 
H'\ /H 

7 I I I /
C=C H- C- C-C-N 

/ '\ I I I ' H H H H H H 

Propylamine has one more carbon atom than ethene. This suggests 
that the formation of a nitri te is involved at some stage. 

Write down a ll the compounds that can be made from ethene and all 
the compounds from which the propylamine can be made (Figure 4). 

starting target
material 

CH~H~ONH2 -----! 
propanamide 

CH3CH2C == N ~ CH3CH2CH2NH2 
propanenitrile propylamme 

CH3CH2CH2X ------' 
a 1-halopropane 

A Figure 4 Devising a synthesis ofpropylominefrom ethene 

In this instance, no compound that can be made in one step from the 
starting materia l, can be converted into the product. so more than 
two steps must be requ ired. You already know that the formation 
of a nitrile is requ ired . A halogenoethane can be converted into 
propanenitrile so the symhesis can be completed in three steps: 

HBr 
Step l CH2 CJ-1 2 - CH3CH2 Br 

ethene bromoethane 

Step 2 Cll3CII2Br CH3CH2C=N 
bromoethane propanenitrile 

Ni/H 
Step 3 CH CH C=N ~ CH3CH2CH2NH23 2

propanenitrile propylamine 

Chloroethane or iodoethane could have been chosen instead of 
bromoethane. 

• 
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Aromatic reactions 
Figure 5 summarises some oi rhe important reactions of aromaric 
compounds using benzene as rhe starting ma teria l. 

rntrobenzene 

/ 
benzene phenylam1ne 

~ acyl -subst1tuted 
benzene 

A Figure 5 Some inter-relationships between f unctionol groups in aromatic 
compounds. Make sure you can recall the reagents and conditionsfor each conversion 

Summary questions 

1 	 Give a one step reaction to convert: 


a 1-bromobutane to pentanenitrile 


b ethanoic acid to methyl ethanoate 


c but-1-ene to butan-2-ol 


d cyclohexanol to cyclohexene. 


2 	 Give a two step reaction to convert: 


a ethene to ethanoic acid 


b propanone to 2-bromopropane. 


3 	 For each step. name the type of reaction taking place and the reagents 
required . 



When idcmifying an organic com pound, you need to know the 
functional groups present. 

Chemical reactions 
Some tests are very straightforwa rd: 

• 	 Is the compound acidic (suggests carboxylic acid)? 

• 	 Is the compound solid (suggests long carbon chain or ionic bonding). 
liquid (suggests medium length carbon chain or polar o r hydrogen 
bonding), o r gas (suggests short carbon chain, little or no polari ty)? 

• 	 Does the compound dissolve in water (suggests polar groups) o r 
nor (suggests no pola r groups)? 

• 	 Docs the compound burn with a smoky flame (suggests high C: H 
ratio, possibly a romatic) or non-smoky flame (suggests low C : H 
ratio, probably non-a roma Lic)? 

Some specific chemica l tests are listed in Table 1. 

... Table 1 Chemical resrs far funcrional groups 

Functional group Test Result 

alkene 
-C=C-

shake with brom ine water red -brown colour disappears 

halogenoalkane 
R-X 

1. add NaOH ( aq) and warm 
2. acidify with HN03 
3. add AgN03(aq) 

precipitate of AgX 

orange colour turns green 

alcohol 
R-OH 

add acidified K2Cr207 
with primary or secondary 
alcohols (also with 
aldehydes) 

warm with Fehling's solution 
blue colour turns to red 

or 
aldehyde 

warm with Tol lens' solution 
precipitate 

R- CHO silver mirror forms 
or 
add acidified Klr207 

orange colour turns green 

Learning objective: 
-+ 	 Describe how organic groups 

can be identified. 

Specification reference: 3.3.6 

Synoptic link 

You will need to know all the 
organic chemistry studied in your 
ALevel course. 

of halide ions, for more detail on 
how the silver precipitate, AgX, can 
be used to identify the halogen. 

Hint ~ 

You cannot use this test to identify 
a fluoroalkane as silver[ I) fluoride, 
AgF, is soluble in water. 

bubbles observed as carboncarboxylic acid 
add NaHC03(aq)

R-	 COOH dioxide given off 

Summary questions 
1 How could you tell if R- X was a chloroalkane, a 

bromoalkane, or an iodoalkane? 

2 8 In the test for a halogenoalkane: 

a Explain why it is necessary to acidify with dilute 
acid before adding silver nitrate. 

b Why would acidifying with hydrochloric acid not be 
suitable? 

3 A compound decolourises bromine solution and fizzes 
when sodium hydrogencarbonate solution is added: 

a What two functional groups does it have? 

b Its relative molecular mass is 72.What is its 
structural formula? 

c Give equations for the two reactions. 

• 




Practice questions 

• 


Describe how you could distinguish between the compounds in the following pairs using 

one simple test-tube reaction in each case. 

For each pair, identify a reagem and state:: what you would observe when both compounds 

are tested separately with this reagent. 


(a) CH3 	 CH3 

HJC- C- CH20H HJC-C-CH2CH3 

CH3 	 OH 

R 	 s 
(3 marks) 

(b) CH3 	 OH 
I 	 I 

0 c O=C 

\ \ 

OCH2CH3 CH2CH3 

T 	 u 

(3 marks) 

(c) 	 H3C- C-CH2- C - CH3 H -C-CH2 c H 
II II 	 II II 
0 0 	 0 0 

v w 	 (3 marks) 
AQA, 2013 

2 	 A chemist discovered four unlabelled bottles or liquid, each of which contained a different 
pure organic compound. The compounds were known to be propan-1-ol, propanaL 
propanoic acid, and 1-chloropropane. 
Describe rour different test-tube reactions, one for each compound that could be used tO 

identify 1he four organic compounds. 
Your answer should include the name of the organic compound, 1he reagent(s) used, and 
the expec1ed observation for each test. 

(8 marks) 
AQA, 2012 

3 	 Chemist!> have to design synthetic routes to convert one organic compound into another. 
Propanone can be converted into 2-bromopropanc by a three-step synthcsb. 
Step I: propanone is reduced to compound L . 
Step 2: compound L is converted into compound M . 
Step 3: compound M reacts to form 2-bromopropane. 
Deduce the structure of compounds L and M . 
For each of the three steps, suggest a reagent that could be used and name the mechanism. 
Equations and curly arrow mechanisms arc not required. 

(8 marks) 
AQA, 2012 



Chapter 31 Organic synthesis and analysis 

4 (a) 	 Complete the diagram by giving the structural formu la of the product in each of the 
boxes provided. 

Reaction 1 
cone H~04 and cone HN03 

~H6 Ii) 

Reaction 2 

Hz 
CH3(CH)2CH3 1ii) 

Ni 

Reaction 3 
K2Cr207 

CH3CHO Iiii) 
dilute 

(3 marks) 

(b) 
(i) 	 Sta te the role or the concentrated sulfuric acid in Reaction 1. 

( I mark) 
(ii) 	 Sta te the role or the nickel in Reaction 2. 

(J mark) 
(i ii) 	Why is potassium dichromate(VI) used in Reaction 3? 

(J mark) 
5 	 A chemist is given a sample of a halogenoalkane labelled compound A. Explain how the 

chemist could test to sec if compound A was a chloroalkane. Describe the test the chemist 
could carry out and how they could use the results of the test 10 confirm whether or not 
compound A is a chloroalkanc. 

(4 marks) 
6 	 One mole of compound X has a mass of 58.0g. A chemist tests the compound by warming 

a sample of X with Fehling's solution. The chemist observes that the Fehling's solution 
turns from a blue solution to a red precipitate. 
(a) 	 What type of substance is compound X. 

(J mark) 
(b) 	 Name compound X 

(1 mark) 
7 	 Describe how a chemist could tes1 for the presence of the alkene functiona l group. 

Describe the how to carry out 1he test and how to interpret 1he results of the 1cs1. 
(2 marks) 

----• 




3 2 Structure determination 

32.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance 

{NMR) spectroscopy 

Learning objectives: 
-+ Explain the principles of NMR. 

-+ Describe the 13CNMR spectrum. 

-+ Explain the chemical shift. 

-+ Describe what information a 
13CNMR spectrum gives. 

Specification reference: 3.3.15 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) is used particularly 
in organic chemistry. It is a powerful technique that can help find the 
structures of even quite complex molecules. 

A magnetic field is applied to a sample, which is surrounded by a 
source of radio waves and a radio receiver. This generates an energy 
change in the nuclei of atoms in the sample that can be detected. 
Electromagnetic energy is emitted, which can then be interpreted by 
a computer. 

A brief theory of NMR 

Although you will only be examined on interpreting 
NMR spectra, this background reading may help you to 
understand how NM R works, although in some respects it 
is an oversimplification. 

Many nuclei with odd mass numbers, such as 1H, uc, 1sN, 
19F, and 3lp, have the property ofspin (as do electrons] . 
This gives them a magnetic field like that of a bar magnet. 

If bar magnets are placed in an external magnetic field, 
they will line up parallel to the field (Figure 1a]. 

It is also possible that the bar magnets could line up anti
parallel to the field, as in (Figure 1b] but this orientation 
has a higher energy as the bar magnets have to be 
forced into position against the repulsion of the external 
magnetic field. The stronger the external magnetic field 
and the stronger the bar magnets, the larger the energy 
gap between the parallel and anti -parallel states. 

Something similar applies to nuclei with spin, such as 1H 
and 13C. There will be some of the nuclei in eachenergy 
state but more of them will be in the lower (parallel] one. If 
electromagnetic energy just equal in energy to the difference 
between the two positions (Min Figure 2] is supplied, 
some nuclei will flip between the parallel and anti-parallel 
positions. This is called resonance.The energy required 
to cause this is in the radio region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. It is supplied by a radio frequency source, and the 
resonances are detected by aradio receiver {Figure 3]. The 
frequency of the radio waves required to cause flipping for 
a particular magnetic field is called the resonant frequency 
of that atomic nucleus. Ahigher frequency corresponds to 
a larger energy gap between the two states. If the magnetic 
field is kept constant and the radio frequency gradually 
increased, different atomic nuclei will come into resonance 
at different frequencies dependingon the strength of their 
atomic magnets. 

• 


In fact, modern instruments use pulses of radio waves 
of a range of frequencies all at once and analyse the 
response by a computer technique called Fourier 
transformation, but the principle remains of finding the 
frequencies at which different nuclei resonate. 

N N 

s s s N N N 

N s s s 

s s 
<Ill! Figure 1 The two 

a parallel to b anti-parallel possible orientations of bar 
the field to the field magnets in a magnetic field 

--anti-parallel 

t.£ ~ 
Q) 
c: 
Q) 

--parallel 	 <Ill! Figure 2 Energy level diagram 
ofthe two orientations ofbar 
magnets in amagnetic field 

N 

radio radio 
frequency-+ sample - detector 

source 

s 

• <Ill! Figure 3 Schematic. 
diagram of an NMR 
spectrometer 

What do you notice about the relative atomic masses of 
the nuclei with spin? 



Carbon-13, 13C, NMR 
NMR is most often used with organic compounds. Although 
carbon-12, 12C, has no nuclear spin carbon-13, L3C, docs have one. 
Whilst only l % of carbon atoms are carbon-13, modern instruments 
arc sensitive enough to obtain a carbon-13 spectrum. 

Not all the carbon-13 atoms in a molecule resonate at exactly the 
same magnetic field strength . Carbon atoms in different functional 
groups feel the magnetic field differently. This is because all nuclei 
arc shielded from the external magnetic field by the electrons that 
surround them. Nuclei with more electrons around them are better 
shielded. The greater the electron density around a carbon-13 atom, 
the smaller the magnetic field felt by the nucleus and the lower the 
frequency at which it resonates. The NMR instrument produces a 
graph of energy absorbed (from the radio signal) vertically against 
a quantity ca lled chemica l shift (which is related to the resonant 
frequency) horizontally. 

The chemical shift 
Chemical shift o is measured in units called parts per million (ppm) 
from a defined zero related to a compound called tetramethylsilanc, 
TMS (see Topic 31.2). Chemical shift is related to the difference in 
frequency bet ween the resonating nucleus and that of TMS. In 13C 
NMR values of orange from 0 to around 200 ppm. 

The main point about 13C NMR is that carbon atoms in different 
environments will give dirfercm chemical shift values. Figure 5 shows 
the nc NMR spectrum of ethanol. It has two peaks, one for each 
carbon, because the carbon atoms are in different environments - one 
is further from the oxygen atom than the other. The oxygen atom, 
being electronegative, draws electrons away from the carbon atom to 
which it is directly bonded. 

H H 
I I 

H- C- C- 0 H 
I I 
H H 

' I ' I I I I I I I I I 
200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0 

- chemical shift Ofppm 
(magnetic field) 

.&. Figure 5 Carbon-13 spectrum ofethanol 

Table l shows values of 13C chemical shifts for carbon atoms in a 
variety of environments. The carbon atom at 8 = 60 ppm in the 
ethanol spectrum is the carbon bonded to the oxygen (CH3CH20H). 
whilst that at o = 15 ppm is the other carbon (CH3 CH20H). 

.&. Figure 4 Modern NMR instruments 
use electromagnets with superconducting 
coils to produce the strong magneticfields 
required. The large white tank holds a 
jacket ofliquid nitrogen surrounding an 
inner jacket ofliquid helium which cools 
the magnet coils to 4 K 

Hint 

On NMR spectra the chemical shift 

increases from right to left. 

• 
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32.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

Study tip 

Tables of chemical shift data are 
provided. 

T Table 1 13C chemical shift values 

Type of carbon 8 I ppm 

I I 5- 40 
-c-c-

I I 

I
R- C- CI or Br 

10- ?0 

I 

I
R- C- C

II I 
0 

I I
R-C-N 

I ' alcohols, 
- C- 0- ethers, or 

I esters 

I 

' I
C=C 

/ ' 

20- 50 

-
25- 60 

50- 90 

-
90- 150 

110- 125 

0 
R- C• N 

110- 160 

160- 185R- C- esters 
II or acids
0 

R- C- aldehydes 190- 220 
II or ketones
0 

Study tip 

The heights of the peaks in 13C 
NMR spectra are not significant, it 
is their 8values that are important 
in interpreting spectra. 
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This is because the electronegative oxygen atom draws electrons away 
from the carbon bonded to it CH3CH20H. It is dcshielded and feels 
a greater magnetic field and so resonates at a higher frequency and 
therefore has a greater 8 value than the other carbon. The other carbon 
CH 3CH20H is surrounded by more electrons and therefore shielded 
and has a smaller 8 value. 

More examples of 13C NMR spectra 
Figures 6 and 7 show the 13C NMR spectra of the isomers propanone, 
CH COCH3, and propanal, CH CH CHO. In propanone, there are3 3 2
just two different environments for the carbon atoms - the two CH3 

groups and the C=O. The spectrum shows two peaks: 

• At 8 =205 ppm due to the C=O. 

• At 8 = 30 ppm due to the CH groups.3 

Propanal has three different carbon environments and so shows 
three peaks: 

• The CH group at o=5 ppm.3 

• TheCH2 ato = 37. 

• The CHO group at 8 =205 ppm. 

H O H 

I II I 


H-C-C-C-H 
I I
H H 

propanone 

I t I I I I I I I T T T T T 
210 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0 

- chemical shift o/ppm 

.A Figure 6 13CNMR spectrum ofproponone 

H H H
I I /

H-C-C-C 
I I ~ 
H H O 

propanal 

210 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 

- chemical shift o/ppm 

.A Figure 7 13CNMR spectrum ofpropanal 

0 



Summary questions 

1 	 The 13CNMR spectrum of ethanol is discussed above and has two peaks. 
Methoxymethane is an isomer of ethanol: 

H H 
I

H-C-0- C- H 
I 
H H 

methoxymethane 

a 	 How many peaks would you expect to find in its 13CNMR spectrum? 

b 	 Explain your answer. 

2 	 The 13[ NMR spectra of propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol are given below. 
State which is which and explain your answer. 

Hint 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0 

- chemical shift o/ppm 

It will help to draw the displayed 
or structural formula of the two 
isomers. 

• 


I 

200 

TMS 
I 

' , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • r 
200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0 

- chemical shift '6/ppm 



Learning objectives: 
' Explain a 1HNMR spectrum. 

' Describe what information a 
1H NMR spectrum gives. 

' Explain what the integration 
trace shows. 

Specification reference: 3.3.15 

9f' Table 1 Chemical shift valuesfar 
proton, 1H, NMR 

Type of proton 8/ ppm 

ROH 0.5- 5.0 

0.7- 1.2RCH3 

1.0- 4.5RN H2 

1.2- 1.4R2CH2 

1.4- 1.6R3CH 

2.1- 2.6 
R-C-C

I 
0 H 

3.1- 3.9 
R-O-t-

I 
H 

3.1- 4.2RCH2CI or Br 

3.?- 4.1I
R-C-0-C

II I 
0 H 

4.5- 6.0 R H 
\. /

C= C 
/ \. 

9.0- 10.0 
,fo 

R- C 
\. H 

10.0- 12.0
tfo 

R-C 
"-o- H 

• 


In proton NMR it is the 1H nudeus that is being examined. Nearly all 
hydrogen atoms are 1H so it is easier to get an NMR spectrum for 1H 
than for 13C. 

Herc it is hydrogen awms attached to different functional groups 
that feel the magnetic field differently, because all nuclei are shielded 
from the external magnetic field by the electrons that surround them. 
Nuclei with more electrons around them arc beuer shielded. The 
greater the electron density around a hydrogen atom, the smaller 
the chemical shift o. The values of chemica l sh ift in proton NMR are 
smaller than those for 13C NMR - most are between 0 and 10 ppm. 

If all the hydrogen nuclei in an organic compound a rc in identical 
environments, you get only one chemical shil't value. For example, all 
the hydrogen atoms in methane, CH • are in the same environment4
and have the same chemical shift: 

But, in a molecule like methanol, there are hydrogen atoms in two 
different environments - the three on the carbon aLOm, and the 
one on the oxygen atom. The NMR spectrum will show the two 
environments (Figure 1). 

'O 
Q) 
.a 
0 
IJ) 

.a 
<O 

>.. 

~ 
Q) 
c 
Q) 

11 

H 
3-l 

H-O-C~H 

H 

TMS 
I 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

- chemical shift o/ppm 

A. Figure 1 The NMR spectrum ofmethanol the peak areas 
are in the ratio 1 : 3 

In general, the further away a hydrogen atom is from an electronega tive 
atom (such as oxygen) the smaller its chem ical shift. In ethanol, 
CH CH20H, there are three values of o.3

In 1H NMR the areas under the peaks (shown here by the numbers 
next to them) are proportional to the number of hydrogen atoms of 
each type - in this case three and one. 

The integration trace 
ln proton NMR spectra, the area of each peak is relared !O rhe number 
of hydrogen atoms producing it. So, in the spectrum of methanol. 
CHpH, the CH3 peak is three times the area of rhe OH peak. This can 
be difficult to evaluate by eye, so the instrument produces a line called 
the integration trace, shown in red in Figure 2. The relative heights 
of the steps of this trace give the relative number of each type of 
hydrogen - 3: 1 in this case . 



The chemica l shift va lue at which the peak representing each type o f' 
p ro ton appea rs Lelis you about its environment - the type of functional 
group of which iL is a part. 

3 integration 
trace 

1 

TMS 

111098765432 0 
- chemical shift o/ ppm 

.A. Figure 2 The NfvfR spectrum ofmethanol showing the 
integration tracein red 

Chemical shift values 
Hydrogen a tom(s) in any functional group have a particular chemica l 
shift value (Table 1). 

Tetramethylsilane 
Theo values of chemical shifts are measured by reference to a 
standard - the chemical shift of the hydrogen atoms in the compound 
tetramethylsilane, Si (CH4 ) 4, TMS (Figure 3) . 

H 
I 

H-C-H 

I I 7 
H-	 C--Si--C-H 

~ I ~ 
H-	 C- H 

I 
H 

.A. Figure 3 Tetramethylsilone {TfvfS} - o/112 hydrogen atoms are in 
exactly the some environment, so they produce a single 1HNfvfR signal 

The chem ical shift value of these hydrogen atoms is zero by defin ition. 
A little TMS, which is a liquid, may be added to samples before the ir 
NMR spectra arc run, and gives a peak at a ovalue or exactly zero ppm 
to calibrate the spectrum (although modern techniques do not require 
this) . All the spectra in this book show a TMS peak a t o= O. 

Other reasons for using TMS arc that it is inerr. non-toxic, and easy to 
remove from the sample. 

Hint 

For simplicity, the integrated 
trace has been omitted from NMR 

spectra in this book, and the 
relative number of hydrogen atoms 

that each peak represents is given. 

Summary questions 

1 	 This question is about the 

isomers propan-1-ol and 

propan-2-ol. 

H H H 
I I I 

H- C-C - C-0-H 
I I I 
H H H 

H H H 
I I I 

H-C-C - C- H 
I I I 
H 0-...., H 

H 

a 	 What is meant by the term 

isomer? 

b 	 Write down the formulae of 

propan-1-ol and 

propan- 2-ol and mark 

each of the hydrogen 

atoms A, B, and so on, to 

show which are in different 

environments. 

c 	 How many different 

environments are there for 

the hydrogen atoms in: 

I propan-1-ol 

ii propan-2-ol? 

d How many hydrogen 

atoms in each of the 

different environments, A, 

B, and so on, are there in: 

propan-1-ol 

ii propan-2-ol? 
e Predict the order of the 

chemical shift for each 

atom in: 

i 	 propan-1-ol 

ii 	 propan-2-ol. 

• 




Learning objectives: 
' 	 Explain what causes spin

spin coupling. 

' 	 Describe then+ 1 rule. 

' 	 Explain how 1H NMR spectra 
can be interpreted. 

Specification reference: 3.3.15 

H: . ...•••• . 
: I:: 0 0 
: H-C~C~ 
. I . : " : : : H . H: ................. ...
.
.--............... . 

.& Figure 2 The two groups that make up 
ethanol 

Study tip 

Spin- spin coupling is not usually 
seen in 13CNMR spectra due to the 
low abundance of 13C. This is one 
reason why 13Cspectra are simpler 
than 1Hspectra. 

l i 
a peak split by one 11 
adjacent hydrogen 

2 

a peak spht by two i Ii 
adjacent hydrogens ___jlL__ 

33 

a peak spht by three i 11 i 
adjacent hydrogens ___JJl{___ 
.& Figure 3 NMR splitting patterns 

•. 


I[ you are presented with a spectrum of an organic compound, such as 
in Figure 1, you can find out a lot about its structure. 

3 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 
- chemical shift li/ppm 

.& Figure 1 The NMR spectrum ofan organic compound 

The chemical shift values in Table l in Topic 32.2 tell you tha t the 
single hydrogen at 8 9.7 is the hydrogen from a -CHO (aldehyde) 
group and the three hydrogens at 8 2.2 are those of a -COCH3 group. 
(This peak could also be caused by - COCH2R, but since there are three 
hydrogens it must be -COCH3.) 

So the compound is likely to be ethanal. CII3CIIO (Figure 2) . 

Spin- spin coupling 
If you zoom in on most NMR peaks, they arc split into particular 
patterns - this is called spin-spin coupling (also called spin- spin 
splitting). It happens because the applied magnetic field felt by any 
hydrogen atom is affected by the magnetic field of the hydrogen atoms 
on the neighbouring carbon atoms. This spin-spin splitting gives 
information about the neighbouring hydrogen atoms. which can be 
very helpful when working out structure. 

Figure 3 shows the spin-spin splitting pa tterns. 

Then+ 1 rule 
lf there is one hydrogen atom on an adjacenr carbon, this will spli t the 
NMR signal of a particu lar hydrogen into two peaks each of the same 
height. 

If there arc two hydrogen atoms on an adjacent carbon. this will split 
the NMR signal of a particular hydrogen into three peaks with the 
height ratio 1: 2: 1. 

Three adjacent hydrogen atoms will split the NMR signal of a particular 
hydrogen into four peaks with the height ratio l : 3: 3: 1. 

This is called the n + I rule: 

n hydrogens on an adjacent carbon atom 
will split a peak into n + l smaller peaks. 



Some examples of interpreting 1H NMR spectra 
Ethanal 
If you zoom in on lhe peaks in the spectrum of ethanal shown in 
Figure 1, you will see spin~spin splitting (Figure 4). 

3 

H

H
I ~o 
C-C 
I "-H 
H 

TMS 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

- chemical shift 8 /ppm 


A Figure 4 The NMRspectrum of ethanol, CHl HO 

There are two types of hydrogen environments: 

• 	 A single peak of() 9.7. This is the hydrogen of a - CHO group. 
This peak is split into four (height ratios 1: 3: 3: 1) by the three 
h ydrogens of lhe adjacent - CH3 group. 

• 	 The peak wilh () 2.2 is caused by three hydrogens of a - CH3 group. 
This peak is split into two (height ratios 1: 1) by the one hydrogen 
of the adjacent - CHO group. 

Propanoic acid 
Figure 5 shows lhe NMR spectrum of propanoic acid. 	 'Y Table 1 Chemical shift ofthe peaks 

ofthe 1H NMR spectrum ofpropanoic
It is useful to make a table (Table 1) of the chemical shift of the peaks acid, and what groups they could 
and what group lhey could correspond to by reference to Table l in correspond to 
Topic 32.2. 

From the chemica l shift va lue alone, the peak at 2.4 could be caused 
by either - COCH2 R or - COCH3. However the fact that there are just 
two hydrogens means tha t it must correspond to -COCH2R. 

3 
H H
I I -?o 

Chemical Type of Number of 

shift 8 hydrogen hydrogens 

11.? - COOH 1 

-COCH2R 

2.4 or 2 
-COCH3 

1.1 RCH3 3 

H 	 C- C- C 
I I "-oH 2H H 

TMS 

• 


12 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

- chemical shift 8 /ppm 

A Figure 5 The NMR spectrum ofpropanoic acid, CHlH/OOH 



32.3 Interpreting proton, 1H, NMR spectra 

Looking at the spin-spin splitting: 

• 	 The peak at 11 .7 is not split. This is because the adjacent carbon has 
no hydrogens bonded to it, -COOH. 

• 	 The peak at 2.4 is split into four. This indicates that the adjacent 
carbon has three hydrogens bonded lO it. So, the R in -COCH2R 
must be -CHy 

• 	 The peak at 1.1 is split into three. This indicates that the adjacent 
carbon has two hydrogens bonded to it. So, the R in RCH3 

must be - CH2 . 

So, iI you put these groups together you make propanoic acid: 

Study tip 

Spin-spin coupling is not seen 
when equivalent hydrogens are 
on adjacent carbon atoms, for 
example, HOCH2CH20H has only two 
single peaks in its NMR spectrum. 

Study tip 

There are six hydrogen atoms 
in a molecule of propanone, 
all of which are in an identical 
environment. However, you cannot 
tell the number from the spectrum 
because the peak areas in NMR 
spectra are only relative. This 
means that you can tell that in 
methanol, for example, the area 
under the -CH3 peak is three t imes 
that of the -OH peak but not the 
absolute number of each type of 
hydrogen (the absolute numbers 
could be two and six, for example). 

• 


Solvents for 1H NMR 
NMR spectra are normally run in solution. The solvent must not 
contain any hydrogen atoms, otherwise the signal l'rom the hydrogen 
atoms in the solution would swamp the signa ls rrom hydrogen atoms 
in the sample, because there are vastly more of them. 

One solvent commonly used is tetrachloromethane, CC14 , which 
has no hydrogen atoms. Other solvents contain deuterium, which is 
an isotope of hydrogen and has the symbol D. Deurerium does not 
produce an NMR signal in the same range as hydrogen, though it has 
the same chemicaJ propenies. Some examples of demerium-based 
solvents are deuterotrichloromethane, CDCl3, deuterium oxide. D20. 
and perdeuterobenzene, C6D6 . 

More examples of interpreting and predicting 
NMR spectra 
Propanone 
The NMR spectrum of propanone (Figure 6) has just one peak. This 
means that all the h ydrogen atoms in the molecu le are in identical 
environments. The chemical shift value of 2. 1 indicates that this 
corresponds to -COCH3 or -COCH2H. 

H Q H 
I 11 I 

H-C-C-C H 
I I 
H H 

TMS 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 
- chemical shift o/ppm 

.A. Figure 6 The N/vlR spectrum ofpropanone 



Predicting NMR spectra 
Chemists making new compounds may predict the spectrum of a 
compound they arc making and compare their prediction with that of 
the compound they actually produce, to check that their reaction has 
gone as intended. 

Ethyl ethanoate 
There arc three sets of hydrogen atoms in different environments. The 
values of chemical shift arc predicted using Table I in Topic 31.2. 

You can predict the spectrum shown in Figure 7 by dividing up the 
molecule as shown: 

r--------, r----T----., 
I I I I 
I Q I I I 

: II : : : I 

_,)~=--~I°Tf 1-~~ 

Three hydrogens at II Two hydrogens at Three hydrogens at 
8 = 2.0 to 2.9 (CHJ- c Ii = 3.3 to 4.3 (0  CH2-Rl Ii= 0.7 to l .6 (R - CH3l 
No splitting as there This peak will be split This peak will be split 
are no hydrogens into four as there are three into three as there 
on the next carbon atom  hydrogens on are two hydrogens on 
singlet peak. the next carbon  the next carbon 

3 quartet peak. triplet peak. 

2 
3 

peaks 

1I1 
Ii= 2.0 to 2.9 li=3.3to4.3 8=0.7to l.6 

H O H H 
I I I11 

H- C - C- 0 - C-C-H 
I I I 
H H H 

3 

3 

2 

TMS 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 
- chemical shift Iii ppm 

A Figure 7 The NMR spectrum ofethyl ethanoate 

• 




32.3 Interpreting proton, 1H, NMR spectra 

A Figure 9 MRlscannerandascanof 
a female child's brain obtainedby using 
this technique 

• 


NMR is probably the most important analytical technique used by organic 

chemists today. Indeed, one Nobel Prize-winning chemist has been quoted 

as saying 'when the NMR goes down, the organic chemists go home'. 

However, the chemical usefulness of the technique was discovered 

almost by accident. The effect began to be investigated by physicists 

just before and after the Second World War, and it appears that the 

researchers were helped in building their apparatus by the availability 

of cheap electronic components from surplus wartime radar equipment. 

The aim of the experiment was to measure the magnetic properties of 

atomic nuclei (their magnetic moments to be precise). They succeeded 

in their measurements, but were frustrated to find that the same atomic 

nucleus in different chemicals gave different results. For example, the two 

nitrogen atoms in ammonium nitrate, NH4N03, gave different values. They 

rea lised that th is was because the nitrogen nuclei were being shielded 

from the magnetic field by the electrons that surrounded them, and that 

as the two nitrogen atoms were in different chemical environments they 

were shielded to different extents. 

What was a frustration to the physicists trying to investigate the nucleus 

was a gift to chemists whose prime interest was what was happening to the 

electrons. NMR could tell chemists about the degree to which electrons were 

surrounding atoms, so it could distinguish between the hydrogen atoms in 

the CH3, CH2, and OH groups in ethanol, CH CH 0H, for example. 3 2

Manipulating the data 

NMR is a technique that generates a lot of information and it has benefited 

enormously from the development of computers to process and present 

the data that it generates. Back in the early days of the 1950s and early 

1960s, the data was produced from the instrument on paper tape and had 

to be manually transferred to punched cards which had to be posted to a 

computer cent re to be put onto magnetic tape and processed. (In those 

days, a powerful computer might be the size of a house - no PC in every 
home and lab then.] The results would be posted back to the researchers, 

maybe a week later, provided that no one dropped the cards or tore the 
paper tape. Later, instruments used mechanical chart recorders. Nowadays, 

a researcher will drop off a compound at the department's NMR facil ity and 

expect to have the spectrum up on their networked PC almost before they 

are back at the lab. 

Magnetic resonance imaging [MRI) 

NMR can be used to investigate the human body - this was first realised 

by Felix Bloch, who found he got a strong signal by placing his finger in 

an NMR spectrometer. This signal was coming from protons in the water 

molecules that make up a large proportion of the human body. Water in 

different parts of the body (e.g., normal cells and cancer cells) gives 

slightly different NMR signals. MRI scanning of parts of the body, to help 

diagnose medical conditions, is now routine. The patient passes through a 

scanner where the magnetic field varies across the body. This, along with 



sophisticated computer processing of the NMR signal, allows a three· 

dimensional image of the body to be built up. The technique is harmless as, 

unlike X-rays, neither the radio waves nor the magnetic field can damage 

cells. However, the name 'magnetic resonance imaging' is used rather 

than 'nuclear magnetic resonance' because of the association of the word 

'nuclear' with radioactivity in the mind of the public. 

Summary questions 

1 	 The 1H NMR spectra shown are those of ethanol and of 

methoxymethane. 

ll 	 H 
I 	 I 

H-C-C-0-H 
I 	 I 
H 	 H 

ethanol 

H H 

I I 


H-C - 0-C - H 
I I 

H H 


methoxymethane 


a 

i 

1098765 4 32 0 
- chemical shift O/ppm 

b 

a Work out which spectrum represents which compound. 


b Say what type of hydrogen each peak represents. 


c How many of each type of hydrogen are there? 


2 	 Predict the NMR spectrum of methyl ethanoate, CH3COOCH3, using the 

same procedure as for ethyl ethanoate above. 

• 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
- chemical shift 8/ppm 



Practice questions 

I NMR spectroscopy can be used LO study the strucwres of organic compounds. 
(a) 	 Compound J was studied using 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

CH3 
I 	 a 

Cl-CH2-C-CH2-CH2 Cl 
I 
CH3 

(i) 	 Identify a solvent in which J can be dissolved before obtaining 
its 1H NMR spectrum. 

(1 mark) 
(ii) Give the number of peaks in the 1H N1V1R spectrum of J. 

(1 mark) 
(iii) Give the splitting pattern of the protons labelled a. 

(1 mark) 
(iv) 	 Give the lUPAC name of J. 

(1 mark) 

(b) 	 Compound K was studied using 13C NMR spectroscopy. 

b 
CH3-C-CH2-CH2-C- CH3 

II II 
0 0 

K 

(i) Give the number of peaks in the 13C NMR spectrum of K . 
(I mark) 

(ii) Use Table 1 in Topic 32. l to suggest a ovalue of the peak 
for the carbon labelled b. 

(I mark) 
(iii) 	Give the IUPAC name of K. 

(I mark) 
AQA, 2013 

2 	 Atenolol is an example of the type of medicine called a beta blocker. 
These medicines are used to lower blood pressure by slowing the heart rate. 
The structure of a tenolol is shown below. 

eH2-0-0-~H2 r:_CH2~ J:' ~H, 
J 

(a) 	 Give the name of each of the circled functional groups labelled J and K 
on the structure of atenolol shown above. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 The 1TT NMR spectrum of atenolol was recorded. 

One of the peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum is produced by the CIT2 group 
labelled p in the structure of atenolol. 
Use Table 1 in Topic 32.2 to suggest a range of ovalues for this peak. 
Name the splitting pauern of this peak. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 NMR spectra are recorded using samples in solution. 

The 1H NMR spectrum was recorded using a solution of atenolol in CDCl3 
(i) Suggest why CDC13 and not CHCl 1 was used as the -;olvent. 

(l mark) 
(ii) Suggest why CDCl is a more effective solvent than CCl 1 for3 

polar molecules such as atenolol. 
(1 mark)

• 



Chapter 32 Structure determination 

(d) 	The 13e NMR spectrum of atenolol was also recorded. 
Use the structure of atenolol given to deduce the total number 
of peaks in the 1le NMR spectrum of atenolol. 

(I mark) 
(e) 	 Part of the 1le NMR spectrum of atenolol is shown below. Use this 

spectrum and Table l in Topic 32.l where appropriate, to answer the 
questions which follow. 

I I I I II I I I I 
0080604020 0 

8/ppm 

(i) 	 Give the formu la of the compound that is used as a standard 

and produces the peak at o=0 ppm in the spectrnm. 


(I mark) 
(ii) 	 One of the peaks in the 13C NMR spectrum above is produced by the 


CH 3 group labelled q in the structure of atenolol. 

Identify this peak in the spectrum by stating its ovalue. 


(I mark) 
(iii) There are three CH2 groups in the structure of atcnolol. 


One of these CH2 groups produces the peak at o=71 in the 13C NMR 

spectrum above. 

Draw a circle around this CH2 group in the structure of atenolol 

shown below. 


(1 mark) 
(f) 	 Atenolol is produced industrially as a racemate (an equimolar mixture of 

two enantiomers) by reduction of a ketone. Both enantlomers arc ab!<: I<> 
lower blood pressure. However, recent research has shown that one 
enantiomer is preferred in medicines. 
(i) 	 Suggest a reducing agent that could reduce a ketone to form atenolol. 

(I mark) 
(ii) 	 Draw a circle around the asymmetric carbon atom in the structure 


of atenolol shown above. 

(I mark) 

(iii) 	Suggest how you could show that the atenolol produced by reduction 

of a ketone was a racemate and not a single enantiomer. 


(2 marks) 
(iv) Suggest one advantage and one disadvantage of using a racemate 


rather than a single enantiomer in medicines. 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 2011 

----• 




3 3 Chromatography 

33.1 Chromatography 

Learning objectives: 
°' State how similar substances 

can be separated using 
chromatography.

°' Describe column 
chromatography.

°' Describe gas liquid 
chromatography.

°' Describe thin-layer 
chromatography.

°' Describe gas chromatography 
mass spectrometry (GCMS). 

Specification reference: 3.3.16 

A Figure 1 The cellulose ofthe paper 
holds many trapped water molecules 
{the stationary phase]. Here, ethanol is 
the mobile phase, or eluent 

Synoptic link 

TLC is often used for separating 
mixtures of amino acids and the 
procedure for running a thin-layer 
chromatogram has been described 
in Topic 30.2, Peptides, polypeptides,

I and proteins. 

• 

You will be familiar with paper chromatography, which is often used 

to separace che dyes in, for example, felt-tip pens. 


Chro m at ography describes a whole family of separation techniques. 

They all depend on the principle that a mixture can be separated if it is 

dissolved in a solvent and then the resulting solution (now called the 

mobile phase) moves over a solid (the stationary phase). 


• 	 The moving or m obile p ha se carries the soluble components of 
the mixture with it. The more soluble the component in the mobile 
phase, the faster it moves. The solvent in the moving phase is often 
ca lled the eluent (in column chromatography). 

• 	 The stationary phase will hold back the componems in the mixture 
that are att.racted to it. The more affinity a component in the mixture 
being separated has for the stationary phase, the slower it moves with 
the solvent. 

So, if suitable moving and starionary phases are chosen, a mixture of 
similar substances can be separated completely, because every component 
or che mixture has a mlique balance between its affinicy [or che stationary 
and for the mobile phase. In fact. chromatography is ofcen che only way 
char very sinlilar components of a mixture can be separared. 

Thin-layer chromatography 
Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) is a development of paper 
chromatography. The filter paper is replaced by a glass. metal, or 
plastic sheet coated with a thin layer of silica gel (silicon dioxide, Si02) 

or alumina (aluminium oxide, A12 0 3) which acts as the stationary 
phase. These are ofcen called plates. Plastic- and metal-backed sheers 
can be cut to size with scissors. 

TLC has several advantages over paper chromatography: 

• 	 it runs faster 

• 	 smaller amounts of mixtures can be separa ted 

• 	 th e spots usually spread out less 

• 	 the plates are more robust than paper. 

When the chromarogram has run, the position of colourless spots 
may have robe locaced by shining ultra-violet light on the plate, or 
chemically by spraying the plate with a locating agent which reacts 
wich che components of the mixture to give coloured compounds. 

Afcer che place has been run, an R1 value is calculated of each 
componenc using: 
R = distance moved by spot 

1 distance moved by solvent 
The Rr values can be used to help identify each component. 



• 3 4blue spot · Rf = · = 0 85 . 4.0 . 

4cm red spot: Rf =!:~ =0.45 

3.4 .I 118 green spot : Rf =~iJ =0.23 
l.1 

- ------- ............ .. 


.& Figure 2 Calculating R values from thin-layer chromatograms 1 

Column chromatography 
Column chromatography uses a powder, such as silica, aluminium 
oxide, or a resin, as the stationary phase. This is packed into a narrow 
tube - the column - and a solvent (the eluent) is added at the top 
(Figure 3). As the e luenl runs down the column, the components of 
the mixwre move al different ra tes and can be collected separately in 
flasks at the bonom. More than one eluent may be used to get a better 
separa tion. This method has the advantage that fairly large amounts 
can be separated and collected. For example, a mixture of amino acids 
can be separated into its pure components by this method. 

Gas-Liquid chromatography ( GC) 
This technique is one of the most important modern analytical 
techniques. The basic apparatus is shown in Figure 4. 

sample 

in1ec!lon 


to chart 
recorderI PC -

variable 
spiral lube temperature 
containing oven 
stationary 
phase 

.& Figure 4 Gas-liquidchromatography {GC} 

The stationary phase is a powder, coated with oil. It is either packed 
into or coated onto the inside of a long capillary tube, up ro 100 m long 
and less than~ mm in diameter coiled up and placed in an oven whose 

temperature can be varied. The mobile phase is usually an unreactive 
gas, such as nitrogen or helium. After injeaion, the sample is carried 
along by the gas and the mixture separates as some of the components 
move along with the gas and some arc retained by the oil, each to a 

components 
moving down 
column 

.& Flgure 3 Column chromatography 

Hint 

Gas- liquid chromatography is often 
simply called gas chromatography. 

• 




33.1 Chromatography 

Study tip 
Separation depends on the 
balance between solubility in the 
moving phase and retention in the 
stationary phase. 

different degree. This means that the components leave the column at 
different times after injection - they have different reten tion t imes. 

Various types of detectors are used. including ones that measure the 
thermal conductivity of the emerging gas. The results may be presented 
on a graph (Figure 5). The area under each peak is proportional to the 
amount of that component . 

• Figure 6 Agas chromatography 
machine 

Synoptic link 
The analytical use of mass 
spectrometry was covered in 

~pie 16.2, Mass spectrometry. 

Hint 

GCMS can also be written 
Mass Spectrometry- Gas 
Chromatography [ MSGCJ 
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• Figure S Typical GC trace - each peak represen ts a different component 

Jn some instruments the components are fed directly into a mass 
spectrometer, infrared spectrometer, or NMR spectrometer for 
identification. Today the whole process is automated and computer 
controlled (Figure 6). 

As an analytical method for separating mixtures, GC is extremely 
sensitive. It can separate minute traces of substances in foodstuffs, and 
even Link crude oil pollution found on beaches with its tanker of origin 
by comparing oil samples. Perhaps its best-known use is for testing 
athletes' blood or urine for drug taking. 

The identification of a component is done by matching its retention 
time with that of a known substance under the same conditions. This is 
then confirmed by comparing the mass spectra or the rwo substances. 

GCMS 
GCMS stands for Gas Chromatography- Mass Spectrometry. IL is 
essentially two techniques in one. A mass spectrometer is used as the 
detector for a gas chromatography system. As each component of a 
mixture comes out of the gas chromatography column, the time it has 
taken to pass through the column (its retention time) is noted. Each 
component is fed automatically into mass spectrometer which enables 
the compound co be identified either by its fragmentation pattern or 
by measuring its accurate mass . 



HPLC 

HPLC can be taken to stand for High Pressure Liquid Chromatography or High 
Performance Liquid Chromatography. Both names are appropriate. Here the 
mixture to be separated is forced through a column containing the stationary 
phase by a solvent driven by a high pressure pump. It is similar to column 
chromatography except that the pump drives the solvent (the eluent) rather 
than gravity. A variety of materials can be used as the stationary phase 
including chiral ones that can separate optical isomers. A variety of detection 
methods can be used, for example, the absorption of ultra-violet light. 

HPLC column 

computer 

solvent 
(mobile phase) sample 

reservoir injector 
pump detector 

waste 

.A. Figure 7 Schematic diagram ofon HPLC system 

Synoptic linkSummary questions 
Optical isomers was covered in 

1 	 What is the difference between column chromatography and gas-liquid Topic 25.2, Optical isomerism. 
chromatography? 

2 Why is GC so important in forensic detective work? Give a possible example 
not in the text. 

3 	 From the GC in Figure 7 above, identify from A, B, and C: 

a the most abundant component in the mixture 

b the one with the greatest affinity for the solid phase 

c the one with the greatest affinity for the gas phase 

d the one with the greatest retention time. 

• 
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Practice questions 

• 


l A peptide is hydrolysed to form a solution containing a mixture or amino acids. 
This mixture is then analysed by silica gel thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using a 
developing solvent. The individual amino acids are identified from their R1values. 
Part or the practical procedure is given below. 
1. 	 Wearing plastic gloves to hold a TLC plate, draw a pencil line 1.5 cm from the 

bottom or the plate. 
2. 	 Use a capillary tube to apply a very small drop of the solution of amino acids to the 

mid-point or the pencil line. 
3. 	 Allow the spot to dry completely. 
4. 	 In the developing tank add the developing solvent to a depth of not more than 1 cm. 
5. 	 Place your TLC plate in the developing tank and seal the tank with a lid. 

6. 	 Allow the developing solvent to rise up the plate to at least~ of its height. 

7. 	 Remove the plate and q uickly mark the position of the solvent front with a pencil. 
8. 	 Allow the plate to dry in a fume cupboard. 
(a) 	 Parts o r the procedure are in bold text. 

Explain why these pans oI the procedure are e)Sential. 
(4 marks) 

(b) 	 Ou tl ine the steps needed to locate the positions or the amino acids on the 

TLC plate and to determine their R1 values. 


(4 marks) 
(c) 	 Explain why different amino acids have different R1 values. 

(2 marks) 
AQA, Specimen paper 3 

2 	 Figure I shows a chromatogram used to separate some amino acids by paper 
chromatography, using solvent X - a mixture of ethanoic acid, butan-1-ol and water. 

- distance 
travelled 
by solvent 

• 3 

• 2 

• 
-------• ------  -	 starting point 

.&. Figure 1 

(a) 	 Identify the amino acids using the table below. R1 values or some amino acids using 
solvent X 

(3 marks) 

alanine 0.38 

arginine 0.16 

glycine 0.26 

leucine 0.73 

tyrosine 0.50 

valine 0.60 
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Chapter 33 Chromatography 

3 

(b) Why is it essential to know the solvent used in the process? 

Two-way paper chromatography was used to separate a mixture. 
The results arc shown below. 

solvent 2 

(I mark) 

~ ------------------------------------~ 
45mm 

44mm 

•• 	 -. 
• 22mm • A 

23mm 

·,·--1------...------..-............. ). 

I 

starling spot 

(a) 	 Describe briefly the method of doing this. 
(3 marks) 

(b) 	 Why does two-way chromatography makes identification of the components of the 
mixture more certain. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 Find the R1values of: 

(i) 	 after the first run in solvent l 
(I mark) 

(ii) 	 after the second run in solvent 2. 
(I mark) 

A bottle was discovered labelled propan-2-ol. The chemist showed, using infrared 

spectroscopy. that the propan-2-ol was contaminated with propanone. 

The chemist separated the two compounds using column chromatography. The column 

contained silica gel, a polar stationary phase. 

The contaminated propan-2-ol was dissolved in hexane and poured into the col umn. 

Pure hexane was added slowly to the top or the column. Samples of the e luent (the 

solu tion leaving 1he bollom of the column) were collected. 

• 	 Suggest the chemica l process that would cause a sample or propan -2-ol to become 

contaminated with propanone. 
• 	 State how the infrared spectrum showed the presence of propanone. 
• 	 Suggest why propanone was present in samples of the eluent colleCLed lirst (those 

with shorter retention times). whereas samples containing propan-2-ol were collected 
later. 

(4 marks) 
AQA, 2012 

----• 




Section 3 practice questions 

• 


l Kevlar is a polymer used in proLecLive cloLhing. 

The repeating unit within the polymer chains of Kevlar is shown. 


0 0 H H 


-~Vb-NV~-
(a) 	 Name the strongest type of intcraaioo between polymer chains of Kevlar. 

(1 mark) 
(b) 	 One of the monomers used in the synthesis of Kevlar is: 

H2NVNH2 

An industrial synthesis of th is monomer uses the following two-stage process starting 
from compound X. 

Stage 1 

c1VN02+2NH3 ~ H2NVNo2+ NH4CI 

x 
Stage 2 

H2NVN02 ~ H2NVNH2 

(i) 	 Suggest why the reaction of ammonia with X in Stage 1 might be considered 
unexpected. 

(2 marks) 
(ii) 	 Suggest a combination of reagents for the reaction in Stage 2. 

(1 mark) 
(iii) 	Compound X can be produced by nitration of chlorobenzene. 

Give the combination of reagents for this nitration of chlorobenzene. 
Write an equation or equations to show the formation of a reactive intermediate 
from these reagents. 

(3 marks) 
(iv) Name and outline a mechanism for the formation of X from chlorobenzene 

and the reactive intermediate in Question I (b) (iii) . 
(4 marks) 

AQA, 20 14 

2 	 Each of the fol lowing conversions involves reduction of the starting material. 
(a) 	 Consider the following conversion. 

02N o-N02 ~ H2NVNH2 

Identify a reducing agent for this conversion. 

Write a balanced equation for the reaction using molecular formulae for the 

nitrogen-containing compounds and [HJ for the reducing agent. 

Draw the repeating unit of the polymer formed by the product of this reaction 

with benzene 1.4-dicarboxylic acid. 


(5 marks) 

(b) 	 Consider the following conversion. 

)0 	 0 
Identify a reducing agent for this conversion. 

State the empirical formula of the product. 

State the bond angle between the carbon atoms in the starting material and 

the bond angle between the carbon atoms in the product. 


(4 marks) 



Section 3 Organic chemistry 2 

(c) The reducing agent in the following conversion is NaBH4 

(i) 	 Name and outline a mechanism for the reaaion. 
(5 marks) 

(ii) 	 By considering the mechanism of this reaction, explain why the 
product formed is optically inactive. 

(J marks) 
AQA.2013 

3 	 Organic chemists use a variety of methods to identify unknown compounds. When the 
molecular formula of a compound is known, spectroscopic and other analytical techniques 
are used 10 distinguish between possible structural isomers. Use your knowledge or such 
tech niques LO identiry the compounds described below. 
Use spectral data where appropriate. 
Each part below concerns a different pair of structural isomers. 
Draw one possible structure for each of the compounds A 10 J, described below. 
(a) 	 Compounds A and B have the molecular formula C3H60 

A has an absorption at 1715cm- 1 in its infrared spectrum and has on ly one peak in its 
1II NMR spectrum. 
B has absorptions at 3300cm- 1 and at 1645cm-1 in its infrared spectrum and does 
not show R-Z isomerism. 

(2 marks) 
(b) 	 Compounds C and D have the molecular formula C5H 12 


In their 1!! NMR spectra. C has three peaks and D has only one. 

(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Compounds E and F are both esters with the molecular formula C4 H8
0 2 

In their 1H NMR spectra, E has a quartet at o= 2.3 ppm and F has a quanet 
at o=4. I ppm. 

(2 marks) 
(d) 	Compounds G and H have the molecular formula C 06H12

Each exists as a pair of optical isomers and each has an absorption at 
about I700cm 1 in its infrared spectrum. G forms a silver mirror with 
Tollens· reagent but H does not. 

(2 marks) 
(e) Compounds I and J have the molecular formula C4 N and both are secondaryH11


am ines. In their 13C NMR spectra, l has two peaks and J has three. 

(2 marks) 

AQA, 20 10 

4 	 In 2008, some food products containing pork were withdrawn from sale because tests 
showed that they contained amounts of compounds called dioxins many times greater 
than the recommended ~afe levels. 
Dioxins can be formed during the combustion of chlorine-containing compounds in waste 
incinerators. Dioxins are very unreactive compounds and can therefore remain in the 
environment and enter che food chain. 
Many dioxins are polychlorinaced compounds such as tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (TCDD) 
shown below. 

In a study of the properties of dioxins, TCDD and other similar compounds were 
synthesised. The mixture of chlorinated compounds was then separated before each 
compound was identified by mass spectrometry. 

----• 




Section 3 practice questions 

(a) 	 Fractional distillation is not a suitable method to separate the mixture or chlorinated 
compounds before identification by mass spectrometry. 
Suggest how the mixture could be separated. 

(1 mark) 
(b) 	 The molecular formula of TCDD is C12H40iCl.1 

Chlorine exists as two isotopes 35Cl (75%) and 37CI (25%). 
Deduce the number of molecular ion peaks in the mass spectrum or TCDD and 
calculate the m/z value of the most abundant molecular ion peak. 

(2 marks) 
(c) 	 Suggest one operating condition in an incinerator that would minimise the 

formation of dioxins. 
(1 mark) 

(d) 	TCDD can also be analysed using 13C NMR. 
(i) Give the rormula of tbe compound used as the standard when recording a 13C 

spectrum. 
(1 mark) 

(ii) 	 Deduce the number of peaks in the 13C NMR spectrum ofTCDD. 
(I mark) 

AQA, 2010 

5 (a) 	 A shirt was made from this polyester. A student wearing the shirt accidentally 
splashed aqueous sodium hydroxide on a sleeve. Holes later appeared in the sleeve 
where the sodium hydroxide had been. 
Name the type of reaction that occurred between the polyester and the aqueous 
sodium hydroxide. Explain why the aqueous sodium hydroxide reacted with the 
polyester. 

(3 marks) 
(b) 	 (i) Complete the following equation for the preparation of aspirin using ethanoic 

anhydride by writing the structural formula of the missing product. 

COOHOOH + 

COOH 

00'("' . 
aspirin 

(1 mark) 
(ii) Suggest a name for the mechanism for the reaction in part (c) (i). 

(1 mark) 
(iii ) Give two industrial advantages, other than cost, ol' using ethanoic anhydride 

rather than ethanoyl d1loride in the production of aspirin. 
(2 marks) 

(c) 	 Complete the following equation for the reaction of one molecule of benzene 1,2 
dicarboxylic anhydride (phthalic anhydride) with one molecule of methanol by 
drawing the structural formula of the single product. 

0 

o=:~O • CH,OH 

'\ 

0 

(I mark) 
(d) 	The indicator phenolphthalein is synthesised by reacting phthalic anhydride with 

phenol as shown in the following equation. 

• 
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OH 


6 
OH 

+ 2 

heat 

phenol 	 phenolphthalein 

(i) 	 Name 1hc functiona l group ringed in the structure of phenolphthalein. (I mark) 
(ii) 	 Deduce the number of peaks in the 13C NMR spectrum of phenolph1halcin. 

(I mark) 
(iii) 	 One of the carbon awms in the structure of phenolphthalein shown above is 

labelled with an asterisk (*). 
Use Table I in Topic 32. I 10 suggest a range of ovalues for the peak due 10 this 
carbon atom in 1he 11C NMR spectrwn of phenolphtha lein. (I mark) 

AQA, 2012 

This question is about the over-the counter painkiller and anti-inflammatory agent 
ibuprofen. whose skeletal formula is shown below. 

OH 

(a) 	 What two functional groups does ibuprofen have? (2 marks) 
(b) 	 Ibuprofen is optically active. Identify the asymmetric carbon atom in the structure of 

ibuprofen and explain your reasoning. (3 marks) 
(c) 	 What potentia l problem does the fact that ibuprofen is optically active have on the 

use of ibuprofen as a drug? (4 marks) 
(d) 	In order to work quickly, a drug should be soluble in water so that it can quickly get 

into the bloodstream. 
(e) (i) Expla in why ibuprofen is not very soluble in water. (1 mark) 

(ii) Ibuprofen can be made more water-soluble by reacting it with the am ino acid 
lysine whose structure is shown below. 

0 

H2N~! OH 

NH2 

Part of the reason chat lysine is water-soluble is that it can exist as a zwincrion. 
Explain the term zwitterions and show how it makes lysine water-soluble. (2 marks) 
(iii) Ibuprofen and lysine react together to form a soluble salt. Suggest how this 

happens. (2 marks) 
(iv) Why can we be confident that lysine is non-toxic. (I mark) 

(f} lbuprolen is synthesised from a 2-methylpropylbenzene which is derived from crude oil. 
(i) 	 Draw the skeletal formula of 2-methylpropylbenzenc. (2 marks) 
(ii) 	 What type of reactions will 2-methylpropylbenzene be most likely to undergo? 

Select the type of reagent from nucleophilic, electrophilic and free radical. 
Select the type of reaction from substitution, addition and climina1ion. 
Explain your answer. (4 marks) 

----• 
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, 
Practical skills 
In this section you have met the following 

ideas: 

• 	 Investigating the effect of optical 


isomers on polarised light. 


• 	 Finding out how to distinguish between 

aldehydes and ketones. 

• 	 Finding out how to make and identify 

esters. 

• 	 Finding out how to make soap and 


biodiesel. 


• 	 Investigating the reactions of acid 


anhydrides and acyl chlorides. 


• 	 Finding out how to make aspirin . 

• 	 Investigating nitration reactions . 

• 	 Using melting points to identify 


compounds. 


• 	 Finding out how to make nylon . 
.... 	 ,. 

Extension 
Produce a report explaining the principles of nuclear magnetic 

resonance and exploring how it can be used. 

Suggested resources: 

• 	 Hore, P[2015), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance: 
Oxford Chemistry Primers. Oxford University Press, UK. 

ISBN 978-0-19-870341-9. 

• 	 Hore, P[2015), NMR:THE TOOLKIT: Oxford Chemistry Primers. 
Oxford University Press, UK. ISBN 978-0-19-870342-6. 

Section 3 Organic chemist ry 2 

,. "I 

Maths skills 
In this section you have met the following 

maths skills: 

• 	 Working out how to draw optical 


isomers. 


I.. 

• 




A level additional practice questions 

• 


l (a) 	 Use electron pair repulsion theory to state and explain the shape or an ammonia 
(Nll3), molecule. Draw an NH3 molecule and include the bond angle. (5 marks) 

(b) 	 Chromium is a transition metal. Other than their catalytic activity, state 
three characteristic properties of transition metals. (3 marks) 

(c) 	 State the full electron configuration of: 
(i) 	 Cr 
(ii) 	 Cr3+ (2 marks) 

(d) 	 [Cr(II 0) (NH ) ] 2+ is a complex ion. Define the terms:2 4	 3 2
(i) 	 complex ion 
(ii) 	 ligand (2 marks) 

(e) 	 (i) Predict the shape of the [Cr(Hp)4 (NH ) ] 2+ ion.3 2
(ii) 	 Deduce the co-ordination number of the [Cr(H20)4 (NTI3) 2] 2+ ion (2 marks) 

2 (a) 	 Describe and explain the trend in atomic radius across Period 3 of the 
Periodic Table. (3 marks) 

(b) 	 Describe the bonding and structure in magnesium. Include a diagram in 
your answer. (4 marks) 

(c) 	 Explain w hy magnesium, Mg, has a higher melting poin t than sodium, Na. (2 marks) 
(d) 	 Explain w hy the melting point of phosphorus, P4 , is greater than the mel ting 

point of chlorine. Cl2 . (2 marks) 
(e) 	 (i) Magnesium reacts with oxygen to Lonn magnesium oxide. Write the 

equation for the reaction. Include state symbols. (1 mark) 
(ii) 	 Magnesium oxide forms an alkaline solution when it reacts with water. 

Explain why and include an equation in your answer. (2 marks) 

3 	 Isopropyl alcohol is used as an industrial solvent. The skeletal rormula of isopropyl alcohol 
is given below. 

OH 
_;__ 

(a) 	 (i) State the molecular formula of isopropyl alcohol. 
(ii) 	 Give the IUPAC name for isopropyl alcohol. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 A chemist analysed a sample of isopropyl alcohol using 13C NMR. Deduce the number 
of peaks in the NMR spectra of isopropyl alcohol. Choose one answer. 
A 	 I 
B 2 
c 3 
D 4 (I mark) 

(c) 	 Deduce the relat ive molecular mass of isopropyl alcohol. Choose one answer. 

A 29 

B 32 

c 36 

D 	 60 (I mark) 

(d) 	The sample was then analysed using proton NMR. Deduce the number of peaks in 
the proton NMR of isopropyl alcohol. Choose one answer. 
A 2 
B 3 
c 4 
D 9 (I mark) 

(e) 	 (i) A student oxidised a sample of isopropyl alcohol using acidified potassium 
dichromate(Vl}. Using the scrucwral formula (CII 1) 2CITOIT to represem isopropyl 
alcohol and [OJ co represent the oxidising agent write an equa1ion for this 
reaction. 

(ii) 	 S1ate che IUPAC name for the organic product of the reaction. 
(iii) Describe and explain che colour change that the swdent would observe during 

the oxidation of isopropyl alcohol by acidified potassium dichromate(Vl). 
(4 marks) 
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A level additional practice questions 

(f) 	 The ~tudent wanted to use the sample of isopropyl alcohol Lo produce a carbonyl 

compound. Explain why the student did not have to distil off the product of the 

reaction. (I mark) 


(g) 	 Draw the di~playcd formula and give the IUPAC name of the structural isomer of 

isopropyl alcohol. (I mark) 


Values for lattice enthalpy can be calculated indirectly using Born-Haber cycles. 

Letter Enthalpy change Energy/ kJ mo1-1 

-635 

B 

A Formation of calcium oxide 

-141 c 
first electron affinity of oxygen 

+790 second electron affinity of oxygen 
,____ 	 

first ionisation energy of calcium +590 


E 


D 

second ionisation energy of calcium +1145 


F 
 Atomisation of oxygen +249 


G 
 Atomisation of calcium +1?8 - -
Lattice enthalpy of calcium oxideH -

(a) 	 Give the equation for the formation of one mole of calcium oxide from its 
constituent clements. Include state symbols. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Complete the diagram below by stating the correct letter from the table of 
enthalpy changes above. (2 marks) 

ca2·(gl + cf «gl 

CJ 
ca2•(gl + O(g) + 2e 

CJCJ 
ca2•<gl + o-(gl + e-Ca2•(g) + ~02(g) + 2e

CJ 
Ca+(gl + !Oz(g) + e 

CJ 
Ga(g) + ~02(g) 

CJ 
ca+<s) + !02<8> 

CJ 	

CJ 

GaO(s) 

----• 
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(c) 	 Calculate the lattice enthalpy of calcium oxide. (2 marks) 
(d) 	Predict whether the lauice enthalpy of calcium oxide or barium oxide would be the 

most exothermic. Explain your answer. (J marks) 

5 Compound B is a secondary alcohol. The display formula of compound B is shown below. 

OH 
I 
c 

C2Hs 	 J 'cH3 
H 

(a) 	 Give the TUPAC name [or compound B. (I mark) 
(b) 	 Draw the skeletal formula of compound B. (I mark) 
(c) 	 Give the TUPAC name of Lhe structural isomer of compound B. (I mark) 
(d) 	 Draw the optical isomer of compound B. (1 mark) 

6 	 Alan ine is an a-amino acid 

NH2 
I 

CH3- C- COOH 
I 
H 

(a) 	 Define the term a -amino acid (1 mark) 
(b) 	 Draw the zwitterion of alanine. (1 mark) 
(c) 	 Amino acids are crystalline solids which have surprisingly high melting points. 

Explain why zwitterions have relatively high melting points. (2 marks) 
(d) 	State the IUPAC name of alanine. {I mark) 

7 	 A student carried our a titration between hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide and 
recorded the results below. 

Experiment 1 2 3 

Final burette reading/ cm3 32.80 32.40 32.70 
-----1-

Initial burette reading/cm3 50. 00 50.00 50.00 

Titre/cm3 

(a) 	 Complete the table. (I mark) 
(b) 	 Name the piece of apparatus used to add sod ium hydroxide to the 

hydroch loric acid. (1 mark) 
(c) 	 Ca lcula te the mean titre. Give your answer to 3 signiflcanr ngures. (l mark) 
(d) 	The error in the Litre for experimem l is+/- O. l Ocm}. Calcu la te the percentage error 

in experiment I . Give your answer to an appropriate number of signi ricant figures. 
Choose one answer. (1 mark) 
A 0.58% 
B 0.6% 
c 5.81% 
D 0.0058% 

(e) 	 The swdent repeated the experiment using the same volume and concentration of 
hydrochloric acid and Lhe same equipment. Suggest what the student could do to 
reduce the percentage error in their results. ( l mark) 

• 




A level additional practice questions 

8 	 The pH of an acid solution can be calculated from its pKa value. 

(a) 	 Define the term pH. (I mark) 
(b) 	 Lactic acid has the structural formula CH3CHOHCOOH. Give the IUPAC name of 

lactic acid. (I mark) 
(c) 	 Lactic acid has a Ka value of l.4x IQ-4. 

(i) 	 Give the expression for Ka. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the pH of a 0.10 mol dm-3 solution of lactic acid. Give your answer to 

two decimal places. (4 marks) 

9 	 A student added sodium hydroxide solution dropwise to a test tube containing a solution 
of iron(H) sulfate. The student then left the test-tube for several hours. 
(a) 	 Describe what the student would see: 

(i) 	 When ~odium hydroxide was added to the iron(TJ) sulfate solution. 
(ii) 	 When the test tube was left for several hours. (2 marks) 

(b) 	 Write ionic equations ror the reactions that occur when: 
(i) 	 The sodium hydroxide was added 
(ii) 	 When the test tube was left [or several hours. Include sla te symbols. (2 marks) 

IO 	A chemist investigated the equilibrium system below: 
12NO(g) + 2CO(g) .- 2C02(g) + N2(g) 6H = -788 kJ mol 

2N0(g) + 2CO(g) 

(a) 	 Complete the enthalpy level diagram for this reaction. (2 marks) 
(b) 	The chem ist mixed 0.76 mol of CO with 0.45 mo! of NO. The mix lure was left at a 

comtant 1empera1ure to reach a dynamic equilibrium. 
(i) 	 Define the term dynamic equilibrium 
(ii) 	 The chemist analysed the equilibrium mixture and found that 0.30 moles of 

NO rema ined. The total volume of the equilibrium mixture was 2.00drnl. 
Write the expression for K'- for this reaction. (2 marks) 

(c) Deduce the units for Kc. Choose one answer. 
A rnoldm-1 

B 11101 1drn 1 

C mo1-2 drn6 

D moJl drn-9 (I mark) 
(d) 	Calculate the value of Kc for this equilibrium mixture. Show your working. Give your 

answer 10 3 significant figures. (4 marks) 

----• 
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11 	 Ammonia, NHy can be produced industriaUy using the Haber process at a temperature of 
between 400 and 500°C. 

6H = -92kJmol 1 

(a) State the caralyst used in the Haber process. 	 (I mark) 
(b) 	 The diagram below shows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Explain how the 

catalyst used in the Haber process will increase the rate of reaction of formarion of 
ammonia. 

• 


energy (2 marks) 

(c) 	 Ammonia has a higher boiling point than might be expected from other Group 6 
hydrides. State the type of intermolecular attraction between ammonia molecules 
which causes ammonia to have a higher boiling point than expected. Use a diagram 
co explain your answer. (5 mark) 

(d) 	Consider the complex cisplatin, [Pt(NH
3

) 
2
Cl

2
), which contains ammonia ligands. 

Cl~ ...c1 

,-Pt ..._ 
NH3 NH3 

(i) 	 Cisplatin is a neutral complex. Explain why. 
(ii) 	 Draw and name the stereoisomer of cisplatin 1Pt(NH3)2Cl2]. (3 marks) 

(e) 	 The table below shows the entropy of hydrogen, nitrogen and ammonia. 

INz(g) l 
(i) 	 Consider the equations for live processes shown in the table below. For each 

process predict the sign of the entropy change 6S. 

Process Si gn of !JS 

H20(s) ___. H20(1) 

NH3 (g) • NH3 (1) 

NaCl(s) + aq __. Na+(aq) + Cl - [aq] 

CaC03(s) __. CaO[s) + C02(g) 

C2H50H(I) + 302 (g]--* 2C02(g) + 3H20(g) 
(5 marks) 

(ii) 	 Calculate the entropy change for the formation of ammonia from nitrogen 
and hydrogen. 
N (g) +3H (g) ~ 2NH (g)2 2 3

(iii) Give the expression for the Gibbs free energy change. 
(iv) 	Calculate the Gibbs free energy change for the formation of ammonia from its 

constituent clements at 25 °C. (8 marks) 



A level additional practice questions 

12 	 Propanoic acid is a weak acid. 
(a) 	 Select the molecular formula or propanoic acid. Choose one answer. 

A 	 C3H60 2 
B 	 Cll1CII2COOH 
C 	 Cll1CH2CH2COOIT 
D 1I30 	 (I mark)C1 5

(b) 	 Define the term weak acid. (2 marks) 
(c) 	 A 0.20 mol dm 3 solution of propanoic add has a pH ol 2.79. 

Calculate the Ka value of propanoic add. Give your answer to two 
significant figures. (3 marks) 

(d) 	A student placed 25.0cm 3 or the O. lOOmol dm- 3 solution of propanoic acid 

into a flask. 

(i) 	 Name the piece of apparatus the student should use to measure exactly 

25.0cm 3 or propanoic acid. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the amount. in mol, of propanoic acid in the flask. 
(iii) The propanoic acid was titrated with an aqueous solution of ca lcium 

hydroxide.22.0cm3 of calcium hydroxide was required for compltte 
neutralisation. 
Deduce the number of moles of calcium hydroxide required. 

(iv) Calcu late the concentration of the calcium hydroxide solution. Give your 
answer to three significant figures. 

(v) 	 State the expression for the ionic product of water kw. 
(vi) Calculate the pH of the calcium hydroxide solution at 25 °C. Give your 

answer to two decimal places. (8 marks) 

13 	 A student analysed a multi vitamin and mineral tablet. The tablet contained a small 
amount of an iron(H) salt. The tablet was powdered and 0.525 g was dissolved in water. 
A small amount of dilute sulfuric acid was added. The solution was then titrated with 
potassium manganate(VTT). 
I 5.50cm 3 of 0.002 00 mol dm-3 potassium manganate(VTI) was required. 

(a) 	 State the colour that the student would observe when exactly the right 
amount of potassium manganate(Vll) was added. (I mark) 

(b) 	 Consider the two half equations below. 

Fc2• (aq)-+ Fel+(aq) + e 

Mn0 (aq) + 8H'(aq) + 5e -+ Mn2+(aq) + 4H 0(1)
4 	 2
Combine the two ha lf equations to give the overall equation for the reaction. (I mark) 

(c) 	 (i) Calculate the amount, in mol, of potassium manganatc(Vll) used. 
(ii) 	 Calculate the amount, in mol, of Fe2+ used. 
(iii) Calcu late the percentage by mass of iron in the tablet. Give your answer 

10 three significant figures . (5 marks) 

----• 




Practical work is firmly at the heart of any chemistry course. Il helps 
you 10 understand new ideas and diHicult concepts, and helps you to 
appreciate the importance of experimen!s in testing and developing 
scientific theories. ln addition, practical work develops the skills that 
sciemists use in their everyday work. Such sk ills involve planning, 
researching, making and processing measurements, analysing, and 
evaluating experimemal results, as well as the ability to use a variety 
of apparatus and chemicals safely. 

During this course you will be carrying out a number of practicals 
using a range of apparatus and techniques. Table l lists some of the 
practical activities you will do in your AS/lst year A level course, and 
questions may be set on these in Lhe wrillen exam. In carrying out 
these activities. you should become pro!icient in all 1he practical skills 
assessed directly and indirectly in your AS/I st year A-level course. 
For each activity, the table references 1he relevant topic or copies 
in chis book. (ln addition there will be a ceachcr assessed pass/fail 
endorsemenc of your practical skills.) 

T Table 1 Same practical activities you will caver as part ofyour course 

1 Making up a volumetric solution 2.5, Balanced equations an related 

and carrying out a titration calculations 

2 Measurement of an enthalpy 4.3, Measuring enthalpy changes 

change 4.4, Hess's law 

3 Investigation of how the rate of a 5.2, The Maxwell-Boltzmann 

react ion changes with temperature distribution 

4 Carrying out test-tube reactions 9.1, The alkaline earth elements 

to identify cations and anions in 

aqueous solutions 

5 Disti llation of a product from a 15.2, Ethanol production 

reaction 

6 Tests for alcohol, aldehyde, alkene, 15.3, The reaction of alcohols 

and carboxylic acid 

Practice questions 
The following questions will give you some practice - you may not 
have done the actual experiment mentioned but you should think 
about similar practical work that you have done. 

Practical 1 
1 	 Describe how w make 250cm3 of a 0.10 mot dm-3 solution of blue, 

hydrated copper sulfate, CuS01 .5ll20. 
Ar Cu =63.5, S =32.1, H = 1.0, 0 = 16.0 



2 a Describe care fully the steps needed ro find the concentration of 
a sodium hydroxide solution, using O.lOmoldm-3 hydrochloric 
acid and phenolphthalein indicator, which is pink in alkali and 
colourless in acid. Choose the apparatus used for each step 
expla ining any measures you take to ensure safety and accuracy 
Select from the fo llowing apparatus 

conical Uask funnel goggles bureu e 

25.0cm3 pipelle w ith filler dropping pipene white tile 

b 25.00cm3 or sod ium hydroxide sol ution were neutralised by 
30.00crn3 or acid. 

Write the equn1 ion for the reaction. 
ii Was 1he sod ium hydroxide solution more or less 

concentra ted than the acid? Explain your answe;:r. 
iii Find 1hc concentra tion of the sodium hydroxide solution. 

c Why is phenolphthalein a better indicator than universal 
indicator for titrations? 

Practical 2 

Determining an enthalpy change that cannot be 
measured directly 
Anhydrous (white) copper sulfate reacts with water to form hydrated 
(blue) copper sulfate: 

CuS04(s) + 51120(1)-+ CuS04.5Hp(s) 6.H3 = ? 

The entha lpy change cannot be measured directly, but it can be 
determined using the Hess's Law cycle below and measuring the 
emhalpy changes 6.H

1
and 6.H2, the enthalpies of solution of the two 

copper sull'ates. 

anhydrous hydrated 
+aqcopper sulfate copper sulfate 

copper 

sulfate solution 


A student weighed out 4.00g of anhydrous copper sulfate on a top 
pan balance that read to 0.01 g. She measured out 50.0on 3 water 
into an expanded polystyrene beaker using a measuring cylinder that 
measured to 0.5 cm3. The water had been standing in the laboratory for 
over I hour. She recorded the temperature of the water. She quickly 
stirred the mixture until all the solid had dissolved and recorded the 
highest temperature auained using a thermometer that read to 0.1 °C. 



She then repeated the procedure using 6.25 g of hydrated copper 
sulfate and 47.5 cm 3 water (this allows for the wa ter present in the 
hydrated copper sulfate). This time the temperature dropped. 

Results 
Anhydrous copper sulfate 
Inirial remperarure of warer = 18.7 °C; 
Highesr temperarure atcained = 25.9°C 

Hydrated copper sulfate 
Initial temperature of water= 18.7°C; 
Lowest temperature attained = l 7. 5 °C 

Calculation 
I Calcu late the number of moles of a) an hyd roL1s coppe r sulfate b) 

hydrated copper sulfate that were used. Use Ar(Cu) = 63.5, S = 32. l , 
0 =16.0, H =1.0 

2 How many moles of water docs this amount of hydrated copper 
sulfate contain? 

3 Calculate the temperature change in each experiment. 
4 Calculate the heat produced by the anhydrous copper sulfate using 

q =m x c x t:J.T. Remember that the mass of the solution includes 
the mass of the copper sulfate added. Use a value of 4. l 8Jg 10c-1 

for c, the specific heat of a dilute aqueous solution. 
5 Calculate the heat absorbed by the hydrated copper sulfate using 

q =m x c x t:J.t 

6 Calculate the enthalpy change of solution in each case in kJ mol 1 

giving the correCl sign for each. 
What is t:J.H3? 

Questions 
1 Explain why the heat of hydra tion ol' anhydrous copper sulfate 

cannot be measured directly. 
2 What is the percentage error in a weighing the anhydrous copper 

sulfate b weighing the hydra ted copper su lfate c measu ring the 
50.0 cm3 water d measuring the temperature rise e measuring the 
temperature drop? 

3 Why had the water been left LO stand for one ho ur before 
the experiment? 

4 Why were the experiments carried out in expanded 
polystyrene beakers? 

5 Ourline how a cooling curve could be used to allow for hear 
loss - see Topic 4.3, Measuring enthalpy changes. 

6 	 Bearing in mind rhe number of significant figures in each of rhe 
measurements. how many significant figures can be given in rhe 
value for 6.H/ 

Practical 3 
When equal volumes of 0.1 moldm- 3 sodium thiosulfate solution 
and O.Smoldm-3 hydrochloric acid are mixed. the solution gradually 



becomes more cloudy as a suspension of suliur particles is produced in 
the following reaction: 

Na S 0 (aq) + 2HCl(aq) • 2NaCl(aq) + S0 (g) + H 0(1) + S(s)2 2 3	 2 2

These are the results of an experiment to find out how temperature 
affects the ra1e of this reaction. 10cm3 of each solution was mixed in 
a boiling tube and the time for the mixlllre to become opaque 
was noted. 

Results 
1 	 Write instruc1ions for this experiment making sure you say how 

to measure the solu1ions. the temperature and time taken for the 
reaction. 

2 	 Plot a graph of these results with tempera ture on the horizontal axis. 
a At wh ich temperature docs the result seem not to fit the pattern? 
b Suggest possible ca uses of this anomalous result. 

3 	 Th is ex periment was carried out in a well-ven tilated laboratory. Why 
was this a sensible instructi on? 

Practical 4 
An unlabeled bo11 le of white powder is found in a school chemical 
store. Close by is a label "magnesium bromide". What tests would you 
carry our to confirm that the label belongs to the bottle? 

Practical 5 
Distillation of ethanol 
The diagram shows a distillation apparatus set 

thermometerup to produce pure ethanol (boiling remperanire 
78 °C) from a mixture resulting from the 
fermenration of a solution containing sugar 
(sucrose) and yeast. 

Look at the diagram and answer the following 
fractionating

questions. 	 ::: column 

1 There arc four faults in 1he experimental set ~i
up. Point o ut each one a nd expla in why it is a 
problem and wha1shou ld be done to correct it. 

2 Wha1 is the purr ose o f the grou nd glass beads 
in the boiling fl ask? 

3 Over wh ich of these 1emperature ranges should 
1he prod uc1 be collec1ed? glass 
a 76-80 °C. b 70-85 °c, beads 
c all the vaf)our should be collected 

heat 
Practical 6 
You have to identify 1hree liquids and two gases. You know you have 
an alcohol, an alkene, an aldehyde, a carboxylic acid, and air. 

These are the tests you decide to do: 

I Add a few drops of bromine water to each gas lO identify the gases. 
2 Add a sample of each liquid to water and test the pH. 
3 Add Benedict's solu 1ion 10 the remaining two liquids and warm in a 

water bath. 
Explain how this would work. 

Temperature I 'C Time / s 

15 140 
20 74 

25 70 

30 45 
40 25 
50 12 
60 7 

.. 
··-.. 
:::

/
water 
out 

6 

beaker to collect-Li 
ethanol 



Practical 7 
Measuring the rate of a reaction 
A student was investigating the factors that affect che rate of a 
reaction between a metal and hydrochloric acid which gives off 
hydrogen gas. The graphs below show her resuhs for two different 
concentrations of acid. 

c: 
~ 50 Cmoltlm3-HC1 
-5
>-

'E 
u 

40 


=.~ 30

OU

E~ 	20 
::i ::i 

~ ~ 10 
- Cl. 

Q-f<-.-1--1-~-~~~~-i:§"' 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 


time from start of reaction 

in seconds 


1 Suggest two experimental methods for lo llowing this reaction. 
2 Use the graphs co calculate the init ial rate o r the reaction in each 

experiment. 
3 What is important about the initial rate of a reaction? 
4 Whac do chese results suggest about the order of the reaction with 

respect ro che concentration of hydroch loric acid? 
5 What other factors must be kept constant if this conclusion is robe 

valid? 

Practical 8 
Measuring E9 for an electrochemical cell 
A student set up the apparatus below to measure the value of Ea for 
Nii...(aq) ~ Ni(s) 

+ 

Ni 

Pt 

0.1 mol dm-3 - ..- , 
Ni(N03l2sulfuric acid 
solution 

1 	 Point out three significant errors in the experimental setup. 
2 	 State three experimental conditions not mentioned on diagram 

the that must be controlled if the potential difference measured is 
tO be P. 



Practical 9 
Investigating pH change during an acid-base titration 
A student obtained the following figures when she added a solution of 
a base to a solution of an acid of the same concentration. 

Volume of base added I cm3 pH 

0 1.00 

5 1.13 

10 2.24 

15 1.31 

20 1.41 

25 7.01 

30 12.00 

35 12.11 

40 12.24 

45 12.34 

50 12.41 

1 Plot a graph of pH (vertically) against Volume of base added 
(horizontally) 

2 Which value is clearly wrong? 
3 The student's teacher suggested that she should have made 

measurement every I cm3 rather than every 5 cm3 between 
20 cm l of base added and 30 cm3 of base added. Explain why this 
would be a good idea. 

4 Name the instrument used to measure the pH values. 
5 Why would universal indicator not be suitable for measuring the pH? 
6 Which of the following best represents the acid and base used: 

strong acid/strong base; strong acid/weak base; weak acid/strong 
base/; weak acid/weak base? 

Practical 10 
Preparing an organic solid 
A studenl prepared a sa mple of methyl 3-nitrobenzoate by the 
nitra tion of melhyl bcm.oate. Her notes are summarised below. 

The mixture of acids was slowly added to the methyl benzoate (a 
liquid) in a conical flask, cooling the flask in an ice-bath to keep the 
reaction mixture below room temperature. When the reaction was 
complete, the mixture was poured onto crushed ice to precipitate the 



solid producl. After the ice has melled, the product was separated 
by suction filtration. It was then purified by recrys tallisation - the 
product was dissolved in the minimum volume or boiling ethanol 
which was then cooled in an ice bath until crystals of the product 
appeared. These were again separated by suction filtration. 

The purity of the product was checked by thin layer chromatography 
(TLC. 

l Suggest why it was important 10 keep the reaction mixture cool. 
2 What side-product of the reaction is possible? 
3 How would the TLC plate appear if the product was a) pure, 

b) contaminated by a side-product? 
4 Suggest another method of checking the puri ty (or otherwise) of 

the prod ucL. 
5 Name and briefly describe the method of purifying a liquid organic 

compound. 

Practical 11 
Identifying transition metal ions in solution 
You have two very dilute solutions A and B tha1 you want to identify 
and you know they are solutions of transition metal nitrates. 

You have access to sodium hydroxide solution, ammonia solution and 
sodium carbonate solution. 

You first add a little sodium hydroxide solution to a sample of each 
and this produces a brown gelatinous precipitate in A and a pale blue 
precipitate in B, so you think A might contain Fel+ ions and B might 
contain Cu2+ ions. 

l 	 What reaction has taken place to produce the results above? 
2 	 Suggest how you could use the ammonia solution and sodium 

carbonate solution to confirm that A might contain Fe3+ ions and 
B might contain Cu2+ ions explaining dearly the results you would 
expect. 

Practical 12 

Separation of amino acids by thin laye r chromatography (TLC) 

A student wrote the following account Lo expla in how to sepa rate a 
mix ture of amino acids using TLC. 

A sheet of plastic backed TLC sheet b. cut 15 cm long and 5 cm 
wide. Using a dropping pipette a large spot of the amino acid
containing solution is placed 1 cm up from the bottom of the sheet. 
The separation solvent is placed to a depth of 2 cm in a beaker 
12 cm tall and the TLC sheet is placed so that it rests on the bottom 
of the beaker. The solvent is then allowed to rise up the TLC plate 
until it reaches the very top of the plate. The position of the amino 
acids is then located by !>hining infra-red light on the plate. The 
R1 value of each amino acid is then calculated by dividing the 
length of the plate by the distance moved by the spoL. 

Point out six errors the student has made. 



Units in calculations 
You are expected to use the correct units in 
calculations. 

Units 
You still describe the speed of a car in miles per 
hour. The uni ts m iles per hour could be written 
miles/hour or miles hour- 1 w here the superscript'- 1

' 

is just a way of expressing per something. In science 
you use the metric system of un its, and speed has 
the unit metres per second, written m s- 1• In each 
case, you can think of per as meaning divided by. 

Units can be surprisingly useful 
A mile is a unit of distance and an hour a unit of 
time, so the unit mi les per hour reminds you that 
speed is distance divided by time. 

In the same way, if you know the units of density 
arc grams per cubic centimetre, usually written 
gcm- 3, where cm- 3 mean~ per cubic centimetre, you 
can remember that density is mass divided by volume. 

Multiplying and dividing units 
When you are doing calculations, units cancel and 
multiply just like numbers. This can be a guide to 

whether you have used the right method. 

For example: 

The density of a li quid is 0.8gcm- 3. What is the 
volume ol a mass of l .6g of it? 

Density= mass I volume 

So volume= mass I density 

Putting in the values and the units: 

volume = I .6g/0.8gcm 3 

Cancelling the gs 

volume= 2.0 / cm- 3 

3volume = 2.0 cm

II you had started with the wrong equation, such as 

volume= density/mass or 

volume= mass x density, you would not have 
ended up with the correct units for volume. 

Units to learn 
It is a good idea 10 learn the units of some basic 
quantities by heart. 

Unit Comment 

volume dm3 1 dm3 is 1 litre(I) which is 
1000 cm3 

concentrat ion mol dm3 

pressure Pascals, Pa 
= Nm 2 

Nm 2 are newtons per 
square metre 

enthalpy kJmol 1 kJ is kilojoule. 
Occasionally J mo1-1 is used. 

entropy JK-1 mo11 joules per kelvin per mole 

Standard form 
This is a way of writing very large and very small 
numbers in a way that makes calculations and 
comparisons easier. 

The number is written as number multiplied by ten 
raised to a power. The decimal point is put to the 
right of the first digit of the number. 

For example: 

22 000 is written 2.2 x I 04 . 

0.000 002 2 is wriuen 2.2 x l o-6. 

How to work out the power to which ten must 
be raised 
Coun t the number of places you must move the 
decimal point in order to have one digit before 
the decimal poin t. 

For example: 

4o.08051 = 5.I x 10

5l00o = 5. 1 x 104 

Moving the decimal point to the right gives a 
negative index (numbers less than 1), and to che left 
a positive index (numbers greater than one). 

(The number 1 itself is Io0, so the numbers 1- 9 are 
followed by x 1 o0 when wri11en in standard form. 
Can you see why?) 



Multiplying anddividing 
When multiplying numbers expressed in this way, 
add the powers (called indices) and when dividing, 
subtract them. 

~ 
Worked examples ~ 

Calculate 
a 2xl05 x4xl06 

b 8 x 103 

4 x 102 

c 5 x 108 

2 x 10-<> 

Answer 
a 2 x I 05 x 4 x l 06 

Multiply 2 x 4 = 8. Add the indices to 
give I 0 11 

Answer= 8 x 1011 

b 8 x 103 
4 x l 02 

Divide 8 by 4 = 2. Subtract the indices to 
give 101 

Answer= 2 x 101= 20 

5 x 108 c 
2 x 10-6 

Divide 5 by 2 = 2.5. Subtract the indices 
(8 - (-6)) co give 1014 

Answer= 2.5 x 1014 

A handy hint for non-mathematicians 
Non-mathema ticians someti mes lose confidence 
when using sma ll numbers such as 0.002. If you are 
not sure whether ro mu ltiply or divide, then do a 
similar calcu lation with numbe rs that you are happy 
with, because th e rule will be the same. 

Example: 

How many moles or water in 0.000 I g? A mole of 
water has a mass or I 8 g. 

Do you divide 18 by 0.0001or0.0001by18? 

If you have any doubts about how to do this, then 
in your head change 0.000 I g into a more familiar 
number such as IOOg. 

How many moles or water in lOOg? A mole of water 
has a mass of 18 g. 

Now you can see that you must divide 100 by 18. 
So in the same way you must divide 0.000 1 by 18 
in the original problem. 

0 0 1·~~ = 5.6 x 1o 6 

Prefixes and suffixes 

Jn chemisrry you will often encounter very large 

numbers (such as rhe number of atoms in a mole) 

or very small numbers (such as the size of an atom). 


Prefixes and suffixes arc often used with units to 


help express these numbers. You wil l come across 

the following which multiply the number by a 

factor of I 011 

• The red ones a re the ones you are 

most likely to use. 


Prefix Conversion Factor Symbol 

pico 10 12 p 

nano 10-9 n 

micro 10-6 µ 

milli 10-3 m 

centi 10-2 c 

deci 10 I d 

kilo 103 k 

mega 106 M 

So 5400 g = 5.4 x 103 g = 5.4 kg 

Converting to base units 
If you want LO convert a number expressed with a 
prefix to one expressed in the base unit, multiply 
by the conversion fa cwr. If you have a very small 
or very large number (and have to handle several 
zeros) the easiest way is 10 first convert the n umber 
to standard l"orm. 

Worked example 
~ 
~ 

Conven a) 2 cm and b) lOOOOOOOOmm to 
merres 

a 
b 

2 cm = 2 x I 0 2 m = 0.02 m 
IOOOOOOOOmm = I x 1os mm 
= I x l 08 x I 0 3 m = I x I 0 5 m 

conversion factor 



Base units 
The SI system is founded o n base units. The ones 
you will meet in chemistry a rc: 

Unit Symbol Used for 

metre m length 

kilogram kg mass 

second s time 

ampere (amp) A electric current 

kelvin K temperature 

mole mol amount of substance 

Handling data 
Sorting out significant figures 
Many of the numbers used in chemjstry are 
measurements - for example, the volume of a liquid, 
the mass of a solid, the temperature of a reaction vessel 
- and no measurement can be exact. When you make 
a measurement, you can indicate how uncertain it 
is by the way you write it. For example a length of 
5.0cm means that you have used a measuring device 
capable of reading to 0. 1 cm, a value of 5.00011 means 
that you have measured LO the nearest 0.01 cm and so 
on. So the numbers 5, 5.0 and 5.00 are different, you 
say they have different numbers of significamfigures. 

What exactly is a significant figure? 
Ln a number that has been found or worked out 
from a measu rement, the sign ificant figures are all 
the digits known for certain, plus the first uncertain one 
(which may be a zero) . The last digit is the uncertain 
one and is at the limit of the apparatus used for 
measuring it (Figure I ). 

mosl firsl 

significant digit uncertain digil 


\ I 
32.34 

A Figure 1 A number withfour significant figures 

For example if you say a substance has a mass of 
4.56 grams it means that you are cenain about the 4 
a nd the 5 but not the 6 as you are approaching the limit 
of accuracy of our measuring device (you will have 
seen the last figure on a LOp pan balance fluctuate). 
The number 4.56 has three significant figures (s.f.) . 

I 
2 3 ! ' 

1.7 cm 


This ruler gives an answer to two significant figures 


ii I I I JI I I I J1111JI~'l'11111111~1:1111111!11: 

1.75 cm 

This ruler gives an answer to three significant figures 


A Figure 2 Rulers with different precision 

When a numbe r contains zeros, the rules for working 
out the number of significa nt figures are given below. 

• 	 Zeros between digits are significant. 

• 	 Zeros to the left o f the first non-zero digit are not 
significan t (even when there is a decimal point 
in the number). 

• 	 When a number with a decimal point ends in 
zeros to the right of the decimal point, these 
zeros are significan1. 

• 	 When a number with no decimal point ends in 
several zeros, these zeros may or may not be 
significant. The number of significant figures 
should ideally be stated. For example 20000 (to 
3 s.f.) means that the number has been measured 
to the nearest I 00 but 20000 (to 4 s.f.) means that 
the number has been measu red tO the nearest I 0. 

The following examples should help you to work 
out the number o f significa nt figures in your data. 

~ 
~Worked examples 

Wha t is the number of signiricam figures in 

each of the following? 


a 11 .23 


Answer 
4 s.f. all non-zero digits are significant. 

b 1100 

Answer 
2 s.f. (but it could be 2, 3, or 4 significant 
figures). The number has no decimal point so 
the zeros may or may not be significant. With 
numbers with zeros a t the end it is best to state 
the number of signi fi cant figures. 

c 1100.0 0 



Answer 
5 s.f. the decimal point implies a different 

accuracy of measurement to example (b). 


d 	 0.025 

Answer 
2 s.f. zeros to the left of the decimal point only 
fix the position of the decimal point. They are 
not significant. 

Quest ion 
1 	 How many sign ifican t figures? 

a 40000 
b 1.030 
c 0.22 
d 22.00 

Using significant figures in answers 
When doing a calculation, il is important that you 
don't just copy down the di~play of your calculator, 
because this may have a far greater number of 
significant figures than the data in the question 
justifies. Your answer cannot be more certain than 
the least certain of the information that you used 
to calculate it. So your amwer should contain 
the same number of significant figures as the 
measurement that has the smallest number of them. 

~ 
Worked example ~ 

81.0 g (3 s.f.) oI iron has a volume of 
10.16 cm3 (4 s.L). W hat is its density? 

Answer 
. mass 8 1.0 g

De nsity = · =----.... 
volum e: 10. 16 cm 1 

= 7 .972 440 94 g cm- 3 (th is number has 9 s.f.) 
Since our least certain measurement was to 3 s.f., 
our answer should have 3 s.L ie 7.97 g crn-3 

If our answer had been 7.976 440 94, you 

would have rounded it ip tO 7.98 because the 

fourth significant figure (6) is five or greater. 


The other point to be careful about is when to 
round up. This is best left to the very end of the 
calculation. Don't round up as you go along as 
this could make a difference to your final answer. 

Decimal places and significant figures 
The apparaws you use in the laboratory usually 
reads to a given number of decimal places (for 

example hundredths or thousandths of a gram) . 
For example, che top pan balances in most schools 
and colleges usually weigh to 0.0 I g which is to two 
decimal places. 

The number of significant figures of a measurement 
obtained by using the balance depends on the mass 
you are finding. A mass of 10.38 g has 4 s.f. but a mass 
of 0.08 has only I s.f. Check this with the rules above. 

Hint 

Calculator displays usually show numbers in standard 
form in a particular way. For example 2.6 x 10-4 may 
appear as 2.6 - 04, a shorthand form which is not 
acceptable as a way of writing an answer. 

Algebra 
Equations 
You can write an equation if you can show a 
connection be1wecn sets of measurements (variables). 

For example, at a fixed volume, if you double the 
temperature (in Kelvin) of a gas, the pressure 
doubles too. 

Mathematically speaking, the pressure Pis directly 
proportional to the temperature T. 

P ex T 

The symbol ex m eans is proportional to. 

Th is is shown in the data in Table I 

TTable 1 

Temperature/K Pressure/Pa 

100 1000 
150 1500 
200 2000 
250 2500 

This also means 1ha1 1hc pressure, P, is equal to 

some consta111, k, multiplied by the temperawre: 

P = kT 

In this case, che constani is l 0 and if you multiply the 
temperature in K by I 0, you get the pressure in Pa. 

Pressure and volume of a gas also vary. At constant 
temperature, as chc pressure of a gas goes up, its 
volume goes down. More precisely, i[ you double 
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the pressure, you ha lve the volume. Mathematically 
speaking, volume V, is inversely proportional to 
pressure P. 

I
V oe -p 

So 
I

V=kx  p 

Or simply 
k 

V=p 

This is shown by the data in Table 2. 


In this case the constant is 24. If you multiply~ by 

24, you get the volume. 


TTable 2 


Pressure/ Pa Volume/ I 1/ P =1/ Pa 

1 24 1.00 
2 12 0.50 
3 8 0.33 
4 6 0.25 

Mathematical symbols 

L..,....-•..,il•ll '~ 
~ 


~ 

equilibrium 

less than 
much less than 

< 

« 
greater than > 
much greater than » 
approximately equal to-
proportional toex 

Question 
2a 	If two variables, x and y, arc directly 

proportional to each other, what happens to one 
if you quadruple th e other? 

b Write an expression that means x is inversely 

proportional to y. 


c What happens to the volume of a gas if you 

triple the pressure a t constan t temperature? 


Handling equations 
Changing the subject ofan equation 
Jf you can confiden tly do che next exercise, go 
scraight co the section Substituting into equations 
and cry chat. Otherwise work through Rearranging 
equacions. 

Question 
3 	 The equation that conneccs the pressure P, 

volume V and temperature T of a mole of gas is 
PV= RT 
Where P, V, and Tare variables and R is a 

constanr ca lled the gas constant. 


Rearrange the equation to find: 

a P in terms or V, R and T 

b V in terms or P, R and T 
c T in terms or P, V and R 
d R in terms of P, V and T 

Rearranging equations 
Start with a simple relation because the rules are 
the same however complicated the equation. 

b a=c 

where b = I 0 and c =5, 

It is easy to see that substituting these values into 
the expression 

10 
a =5"= 2. 

But what do you do ii' you need to find b or c from 
this equa tion? 

you need to rearrange the equation so that b (or 
c) appears on its own on the lert hand side of the 
equation like chis 

b = ? 

a = !?.. means a = b + c 
c 

Step 1: Multiply both sides of che equacion by c, 
because b is divided by c, so to get b on it 
own you must multiply by c. 

Remember that to keep an equation valid 
whatever you do to one side you must do to 
the other - think of it as a see-saw, with 
the = sign a~ the pivot. 

So now c x a =b x c 
c 

. be 
usua lly written ca =7 
Now cancel the e's 0 11 the right since b is 
being boLh mu ltiplied a nd d ivided by c 

Which leaves c x a = b 

Orb= c x a u~ua lly written b =ca 

You can now rearrange chis equarion in the 
same way to find c. 

Step 2: b = c x a. Divide borh sides by a 

b cax -= a a 
Now cancel the a's on the right 

So!?_= c a 
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Notice tha t because c started on the bottom, a two
step process was necessary. You found as expression 
for b first and then round one for c. 

Question 
Find the variable in brackets in terms of the 
others. 
a P =q_ (q)r 

b n =mt (m) 


c 9 =4{11) 

d pr = s (r)
e 

Substituting into equations 
When you are asked to substitute numerical values 
into an equation, it is essential that you carry out 
the mathematical operations in the right order. 

A useful aid to remembering the order is the word 
BIDMAS: 

Brackets 

Indices 

Division 

Multiplication 

Addition 

Su btraction 

Graphs 
The graph in Figures 3 and 4 show the rate of 
reactio n between hydroch loric acid and magnesium 
to produce hydrogen gas. 

The gradient of a stra ight line section of a graph is 
found by dividing the length of the line A (vertical) 
by the length of line B (horizontal). 

In the case of experiment I 

above this tells us the ra le a L 


which hydrogen is produced, 

between 0 ands l 0 seconds. IL 

will have units: 


The steeper the line is, the - sgreater the rate. 
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A Figure 3 Reaction rate graph 
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A Figure 4 Reaction rate graph 



Question 
5 	 Find the rate for experiment 2 over the first 

10 seconds. 
Tangents 
When you get to the pan of che graph where che 
line scans to curve, the best you can do is to cake a 
rangenr at the point you are invesrigacing and find 
the gradienr of the tangent. 

A tangenr is a line drawn so chat it just touches the 
graph line at one particular point. 

The rate in experiment l, after 25 seconds is 
15cm3 -06 3 - 1

25 s - . cm s 

Questions 
6 	 Find the ra te after 30 sin experiment 2. 

Logarithms 
A logarithm, or log for short, is a mathematical 
function - the log of a number represents the power 
to which a base number (often ten) has to be raised 
to give the number. This is easy to do for numbers 
that are multiples of ten such as 100 or 10000. 100 
is I 02, so the log to the base ten (wriuen logio or 
just log) of 100 is 2 and log10 of 10,000 is 4. Logs 

can also be negative numbers. The log of 10~0 is -3 

as 10~0 is 10- 3. With other numbers you must use a 

calculaLOr to find the log. Log10 72. 33 is 1.859 3. 

Make sure that you arc confident using your 
calculaLOr LO find logs. 

Question 
7 What is the log 10 of: 

a 1000 
1b 100 


c 0.0001 

d 48.2 

e 0.037 


You will need to use a calculator for the last two 
you can go back from the log to the original 
number by using the amilog, or inverse log 
function, of the calculator. Log (1027) is 27 
(which doesn't need a calculator to work out) 
and log (21379.6) is 4.33. 

Make sure that you are confidenr to use your 
calculator to find antilogs (inverse logs). 

Question 
8 	 What is the antilog (inverse log) of: 

a 3 
b -2 
c 14 
d 8.2 
e 0.37 

You will need to use a calculaLOr for the last two. 
The log function turns very large or very small 
numbers into more manageable numbers withom 
losing the original number (which you can recover 
using the amilog function). So log

10 
6x 1023=23.778 

19and log10 1.6x10- =-18.79. 

This can be very uscl'ul in plotting graphs as it can 
allow numbers with a wide range in magni tudes 
10 be filled onto a reasonable size of graph. For 
example, the successive ionisation energies of 
sodjum range from 496 to 159079 whereas their 
logs range from just 2.695 to 5.201. 

Another important use of logs in chemistry is the 
pH scale, which measures acidity, and depends 
on the concentration of hydrogen ions (H+) in a 
solution. This can vary from around 5moldm-3 to 

3around S x I 0- 15 mol dm- - an enormous range. 

If you use a log scale, this becomes 0.698 9 

LO - 14.301 - a much more manageable range. 


When multiplying numbers you add their logs and 

when dividing you subtract them. This is easy LO see 

with numbers that arc muhiples of ten. 


l 00 x IO 000 = 1000 000, that is, 102 x 104 = 106 
104 

and 102 = I 02, but the same rules apply for more 

awkward numbers. 

Geometry and trigonometry 
Simple molecu les adopt a variecy of shapes. The 
most important of these are shown below with the 
relevant angles. When drawing representations of 
three dimensional shapes, the convention is to show 
bonds coming om of the paper as wedges which 
get thicker as rhey come towards you. Bonds going 
inro the paper are usually drawn as dotted lines or 
reverse wedges. 

http:1.6x10-=-18.79


180 

F /H~\09.S-
/ tt~ ~-~--~·-~ 

w---- ~ ICl~CI ---.:_HF F 

linear trigonal planar tetrahedral 

trigonal bipyramidal octahedral 

.A Figure S Three-dimensional drawings ofmolecular shapes 

The three-dimensional shapes arc based on 
geometrical solid figures as shown 



Table A Infrared 

Table C 13C NMR chemical shift data 

Type of carbon 81ppm 

I I 
- c- c 5- 40 

I I 

I 
R- C-Clor Br 10- 70 

I 
I 

R-C - C 20- 50 II I 
0 
I /

R-C-N 25- 60 
I ' 

I 
-C-0 50- 90 

I 

' /
C= C 90- 150 

/ ' 
R-C=N 110- 125 

0 110- 160 

R- C
II 160- 185 
0 

R- C
II 190- 220 
0 

• 

1Bond Wavenumber I cm 

C- H 2850-3300 

c- c 750-1100 

1620- 1680 C=C 

1680- 1750C=O 

1000- 1300 C-0 

3230- 3550 0- H[alcohols) 

2500-30000- H[acids) 

N-H 3300-3500 

Table B 1H NMR chemical shift data 

Type of proton 81ppm 

RO H 0.5- 5.0 

RCH3 
0.7- 1.2 

RNH2 
1.0-4.5 

R2CH2 
1.2-1.4 

R3CH 1.4-1.6 

I 
R-C-C 2.1-2.6II I 

0 H 

I 
R-0-C 3.1- 3.9 I 

H 

RCH2CI or Br 3.1- 4.2 

I 
R-C-0-C- 3.7- 4.1II I 

0 H 

R, / H 
4.5- 6.0 C=C 

/ ' /Jo
R-C

7 
9.0- 10.0 

' H 

//0 
10.0- 12.0 R-C 

'O- H 



Phosphate and sugars 

OH 

-o - P= O 

OH 

phosphate 

Bases 

adenine 

Amino acids 

H2N- CH - COOH 
I 
CH3 

alanine 

CH20H 

0 

H 

HO OH 

H OH 

glucose 

0 

HN:XN> c~oH2NAN ~ 
H 

guanine cytosine 

H2N-CH-COOH 
I 
CH2-COOH 

aspartic acid 

H2N-CH-COOH 
I 

6 
lysine phenylalanine 

Haem B 

0~0H HOrO 

H2C/H2 
H2C CH2 " 

CH3 

·, 
,' ~ 

F~ CH 
,' ' , 

N 

CH3~ 

H3C # CH 

• 
H2C~ 

H~~H 

H H 

OH H 

2-deoxyribose 

0

H,Cu:I NH 

NAO 
H 

thymine 

H2N-CH-COOH 
I 
CH2-SH 

cysteine 

serine 



The Periodic Table of the elements 

2 3 4 5 6 7 0 

(18) 

(1) (2) Kev 

relative atomic mass 
atomic symbol 

nam€' 

atomic (proton) number 

[±]n 

(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 

4.0 
He 

he,,iilSTI 

2 

6.9 
Li 

hlhiom 

3 

9.0 
Be 

beryll!um 

4 

10.8 
B 

""""' 5 

12.0 
c 

"'"'"' 6 

14.0 
N 

n-
7 

16.0 
0 

••isen 
8 

19.0 
F 

fluorine 

9 

20.2 
Ne 
noon 
10 

23.0 24.3 27.0 28.l 31.0 32.l 35.5 39.9 
Na Mg Al Si p s Cl Ar 

""''""' ma@JleSIUm a1um1n1um silicon ~· sulfur chk:Me • f0l<1 

11 12 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (] 1) (12) 13 14 15 16 17 18 

39.1 40.1 45.0 47.9 50.9 52.0 54.9 55.8 58.9 58.7 63.5 65.4 69.7 72.6 74.9 79.0 79.9 83.8 
K Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr 

PotaSSiunl cab\All scal'ldium L4a1,ium vanadiUl'l'I chtOfnium man~ ir·on ,.,,.,. r1ici<.el coppc-1 lft ~Ilium ijC.'tlt'IMium arseniC ~lil#'l"l brOO'line kl)'PIOO 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

85.5 
Rb 

rubidium 

37 

87.6 
Sr 

strontium 

38 

88.9 91.2 
y Zr ,,.,..,,, lll'COntum 

39 40 

92.9 
Nb 

niobium 

41 

95.9 
Mo

-"'"42 

[98] 
Tc 

tec:hnetNm 

43 

101.1 
Ru 

ruthenium 

44 

102.9 
Rh 

rhOd•um 
45 

106.4 
Pd 

palladium 

46 

107.9 
Ag 
Silver 

47 

112.4 
Cd 

cadmium 

48 

114.8 
In 

.net.um 

49 

118.7 
Sn 
nn 

50 

121.8 
Sb 

ani;1mony 

51 

127.6 
Te 

tellurium 

52 

126.9 
I 

ioc:f•ne 

53 

131.3 
Xe ,.,.,.n 
54 

132.9 
Cs 

c.aesium 

55 

137.3 
Ba 

001ium 

56 

138.9 178.5 
La * Hf 

~n•57um 1I "'72m 

180.9 
Ta 

tantalum 

73 

183.8 
w 

tungsten 

74 

186.2 
Re 

rhenium 

75 

190.2 
Os 

osmium 

76 

192.2 
Ir 

iridium 

77 

195.1 
Pt 

itat«ium 

78 

197.0 
Au 
gold 

79 

200.6 
Hg 

me«:UI)' 

80 

204.4 
Tl 

thallium 

81 

207.2 
Pb 
lead 

82 

209.0 
Bi 

bsmuth 

83 

(209) 
Po 

p:ilonium 

84 

[210] 
At 

"""""' 85 

(222) 
Rnradon 
86 

[223] 
Fr 

francium 

87 

[226] 
Ra 

radium 

88 

1227] (261] 
Act Rf 
actinium 11111\o:rbdull 

89 104 

(262] 
Ob 

clvbr11um 

105 

(266] 
Sg 

seabcfR!Um 

106 

(264] 
Bh 

t:iohrium 

107 

(277] 
Hs 

haswm 

108 

(268] 
Mt 
~toenum 

109 

[271] 
Os 

dsr~bd!Nm 

110 

[272] 
Rg 

roenteen11.1m 

11 1 

Elements with atomic numbers 112-116 have been reported but not fully 
authenticated 

* 58 - 71 Lanthanides 

t 90 - 103 Actinides 

140.1 
Ce 

cenum 

58 

140.9 
Pr-59 

144.2 
Nd 

oeoclymium 

60 

144.9 
Pm 

promethium 

61 

150.4 
Sm 

samanum 

62 

152.0 
Eu 

eur('Jl)l!Jm 

63 

157.3 
Gd 

gadohn1um 

64 

158.9 
Tb 

terbium 

65 

162.5 
Dy 

11y5prostt.1m 

66 

164.9 
Ho 

f'IOlmlum 

67 

167.3 
Eretb>um 
68 

168.9 
Tm 
tfluhum 

69 

173.0 
Yb 

yGettiium 

70 

175.0 
Lu 

'""'""" 71 

232.0 
Th 

th<wm 

90 

231.0 
Pa 

prccactin1um 

91 

2380 
u 

uranium 

92 

237.0 
Np 

nei:ituna.m 

93 

239.l 
Pu 

pkJtonium 

94 

2431 
Am 

amenaum 

95 

247.l 
Cm 
curium 

96 

247.l 
Bk 

berkeli...n 

97 

252.l 
Cf 

ca!ifornun 

98 

12521 
Es 

ems~er11um 

99 

[257] 
Fm 

fermium 

100 

(258] 
Md 

IT2rxieleAm 

101 

(259] 
No 

nobelium 

102 

[260] 
Lr 

ra"renC1t.1m 
103 



Glossary 


A 
Acid Bronsted-Lowry: a proton donor; Lewis: an 

electron pair acceptor. 

Acid derivative An organic compound related to a 
carboxylic acid or formula RCOZ, where 
Z = - Cl, -NHR, -OR or -OCOR. 

Activation energy The minimum energy that 
a particle needs in order to react; the energy 
(enthalpy) difrerence between the reactants and 
the transition state. 

Aldehyde An organic compound with the general 
formula RCHO. 

Alkaline earth metals The metals in Group 2 of the 
period ic table. 

Alkane A hydrocarbon wi th C-C and C-H single 
bonds only. with the genera l formu la C,,H 2.211+

Allotropes Pure elemen ts wh ich can exist in different 
physical forms in which their atoms are arranged 
differently. For example, diamond, graphite and 
buckminsterfullerene are allotropes or carbon. 

Anaerobic respiration The process by which energy 
is released and new compounds fom1ed in living 
things in the absence of oxygen. 

Atom economy This describes the efficiency of a 
chemical reaction by comparing the total number 
of atoms in the product with the total number of 
atoms in the starting materials. It is defined by: 

% Atom economy= mass of desired product x 100 
total mass of reactants 

Atomic orbital A region of space around an atomic 
nucleus where there is a high probability of finding 
an electron. 

Avogadro constant The total number of particles 
in a mole of substance. Also called the Avogadro 
number. It is numerically equal to 6.022 x 1023. 

B 
Base Br0ns1ed-Lowry: a proton acceptor; Lewis: an 

electron pair donor. 

Base peak The peak representing the ion of greatest 
abundance (the tallest peak) in a mass spectrum. 

Bond dissociation enthalpy The enthalpy change 
required to break a covalent bond with all species 
in the gaseous state. 

Buffer A solution that resists change of pH when 
small amounts of acid or base are added or on 
dilution. 

Calorimeter An instrument for measuring the heat 
changes that accompany chemical reactions . 

• 


Carbocation An organic ion in which one of the 
carbon atoms has a positive charge. 

Carbon-neutral A process, or series or processes, in 
which as much carbon dioxide is absorbed from the 
air as is given out. 

Catalyst A substance that alters the rate of a chemical 
reaction but is not used up in the reaction. 

Catalytic cracking The breaking. with the aid of a 
catalyst, or long-chain alkane molecules (obtained 
from crude oil) into shorter chain hydrocarbons 
(some or which arc alkenes). 

Chelation The process by which a multidentate 
ligand replaces a monodcntate ligand in fonning 
co-ordinate (da tive) bonds to a transition metal ion. 

Chemical feedstock The starting materials in an 
industrial chemical process. 

Chiral This means 'handed'. A chiral molecule 
exists in two mirror image forms that are not 
superimposable. 

Chiral centre An atom to which four different atoms 
or groups are bonded. The presence of such an 
atom causes the parent molecule to exist as a pair 
of nonsuperimposable mirror images. 

Co-ordinate bond A covalent bond in which both the 
electrons in the bond come from one of the atoms 
forming rhe bond. (Also called a dative bond.) 

Co-ordination number The number of ligand 
molecules bonded to a metal ion. 

Covalent bonding Describes a chemical bond in 
a pair of electrons are shared between two atoms. 

D 
Dative cova lent bonding Covalent bonding in 

which both the electrons in the bond come from 
one of the atoms in the bond. (Also called co
ordinate bonding.) 

Delocalisation Describes the process by which 
electrons are spread over severa l atoms and help 
bond them together. 

Delocalised Describes electrons that are spread over 
several atoms and help to bond them together. 

Dipole-dipole force An intermolecular force that 
results from the auraction between molecules with 
pem1anent dipoles. 

Displacement reaction A chemical reaction in 
which one atom or group of atoms replaces 
another in a compound, ror example, 
Zn + CuO • ZnO + Cu. 

Displayed formula The formula of a compound 
drawn out so that each atom and each bond is 
shown. 

c 



Disproportionation Describes a redox reaction in 
which the oxidation number of some atoms of 
a particular element increases and that of other 
atoms of the same clement decreases. 

Dynamic equilibrium A situation in which the 
composition or a constani concentration reaction 
mixture does not change because both forward 
and backward reactions are proceeding at the 
same rate. 

E 
Electron density The probability of electrons 

being found in a particular volume of space. 

Electron pair repulsion theory A theory which 
explains the shapes or simple molecules by 
assuming that pairs or electrons around a cent.cal 
atom repel each other and thus take up positions as 
far away as possible from each other in space. 

Electronegativity The power ol an atom to attract 
the electrons in a cova lent bond. 

Electrophile An electron-dellcient atom, ion or 
molecule that takes pan in an organic reaction by 
attacking areas or high electron density in another 
reactant. 

Electrophilic addition A reaction in which a 
carbon-carbon double bond is saturated, by 
the carbon-carbon double bond anacking an 
electrophile. 

Electrostatic forces The forces of attraction and 
repulsion between electrically charged panides. 

Elimination A reaction in which an atom or group of 
atoms is removed from a reactant. 

Em1>irical formula The simplest whole number 
ratio o[ atoms of each element in a compound. 

Enantiomer One of a pair of nonsuperimposable 
mirror image isomers 

Endothermic Describes a reaction in which heat 
energy is taken in as the reactants change to 
products the tempera ture therefore drops. 

End point The point in a titration when the volume 
of reactant added just causes the colour of the 
indicator to change. 

Enthalpy change A measure of heat energy given 
out or taken in when a chemical or physical 
change occurs at constant pressure. 

Enthalpy diagrams Diagrams in which the 
enthalpies (energies) of the reactants and products 
of a chemical reaction are plotced on a vertical scale 
to show their rela1ive levels. 

Entropy A numerical measure of disorder in a 
chemical system. 

Equilibrium mixture The mixture of reactants and 
products formed when a reversible reaction is 

Glossary 

allowed to proceed in a closed container until no 
further change occurs. The forward and backward 
reactions are still proceeding but at the same rate. 

Equivalence point The point in a titration at which 
the reaction is just complete. 

Exothermic Describes a reac1ion in which heat 
energy is given out as the reactams change to 
products - the temperature therefore rises. 

F 
Fatty acid A long-chain carboxylic acid. 

Fingerprint region The area of an infra-red 
spectrum below about l SOOcm- 1

• It is caused by 
complex vibrations of the whole molecule and is 
characteristic of a particular molecule. 

Fraction A mixture of hydrocarbons collected over 
a particu lar range or boiling points during the 
fractional disti llation or crude oil. 

Free radical A chemical species with an unpaired 
electron - usually high ly reactive. 

Functional group An atom or group of atoms in 
an organic molecule which is responsible for the 
characteristic reactions or that molecule. 

G 
Group A vertical column of elements in the periodic 

table. The elements have similar properties because 
they have the same outer electron arrangement. 

H 
Half equation An equation for a redox reaction 

which considers just one or the species involved 
and shows explicitly the electrons transferred to or 
from it. 

Homologous series A set or organic compounds 
with the same functional group. The compounds 
differ in the length of their hydrocarbon chains. 

Hydration A reaction in which water is added. 

Hydrogen bonding A type of intermolecular force in 
which a hydrogen atom (ns+) interacts with a more 
electronegative atom with a o- charge. 

Hydrolysis A reaction of a compound or ion with 
water. 

Incomplete combustion A combustion reaction in 
which there is insufficient oxygen for all the carbon 
in the fuel to burn to carbon dioxide. Carbon 
monoxide and/or carbon (soot) arc formed. 

Inductive effect The electronreleasing effect of alkyl 
groups such as -CH3 or -C2H5. 

Ionic bonding Describes a chemical bond in which 
an electron or electrons arc transferred from one 
atom to another, resulting in the formation of 
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Glossary 

oppositely charged ions with electrostatic forces of 
attraction between them. 

Ioni-;ation energy The energy required to remove a 
mole of electrons from a mole of isolated gaseous 
atoms or ions. 

Isomer One of two (or more) compounds with the 
same molecular formula but different arrangement 
of atoms in space. 

K 
Ketone An organic compound with the general 

formula R2CO in which there is a C=O double bond. 

L 
Lattice A regu lar three-dimensional arrangement of 

atoms, ions or molecu les. 

Leaving group ln an organ ic substitu tion reaction, 
the leaving group is an atom or group of atoms 
that is ejected from the starting material, normally 
taking with it an electron pa ir and forming a 
nega tive ion. 

Ligand An atom, ion or molecule that forms a 
co-ordinate (dative) bond with a transition metal 
ion using a lone pair of electrons. 

Lone pair A pair of electrons in the outer shell of an 
atom that is not involved in bonding. 

M 
Maxwell-Bolt.1mann distribution The distribution 

of energies (and therefore speeds) of the molecules 
in a gas or liquid. 

Mean bond enthalpy The average value of the 
bond dissociation enthalpy for a given type of bond 
taken from a range of different compounds. 

Metallic bonding Describes a chemical bond in 
which ou ter electrons are delocalised within the 
lauice of meta l ions. 

Mole A quantity of a substance that contains the 
Avogadro number (6.022 x 1023) of particles 
(e.g., atoms, molecu les or ions). 

Molecular formula A formu la that tells us the actual 
numbers of a toms of each different element that 
make up a molecu le of a compound. 

Molecular ion In mass spectrometry this is a 
molecule of rhe sample which has been ionised but 
which has not broken up during its flight through 
the instrument. 

Monomer A small molecule that combines with 
many other monomers to form a polymer. 

N 
Nucleon-; Protons and neutrons - the sub-atomic 

particles round in the nuclei or atoms. 
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Nucleophile A negative ion or molecule that is able 
to donate a pair of electrons and takes part in an 
organic reaction by attacking an electron-deficient 
area in another reactant. 

Nucleophilic substitution An organic reaction 
in which a molecule with a partially positively 
charged carbon atom is attacked by a reagenc with 
a negative charge or partially negatively charged 
area (a nucleophile). It results in the replacemenc 
of one or the groups or atoms on the original 
molecule by the nucleophile. 

Nucleus The tiny, positively chargcd centre of at 
atom composed of protons and neutrons. 

0 
Optical isomer Pa irs of molecules that are 

non-superimposable mirror images. 

Order of reaction ln the ra te expression, this is the 
sum of the powers to which the concentrations of 
all the species involved in the reaction are raised. 
If rate= k[A JalB Jb, the overall order of the reaction 
is a+ b. 

Oxidation A reaction in which an atom or group of 
atoms loses electrons. 

Oxidation state The number of electrons lost or 
gained by an atom in a compound compared to the 
uncombined atom. It forms the basis of a way of 
keeping track of redox (electron transfer) reactions. 
Also called oxidation number. 

Oxidising agent A reagent that oxidises (removes 
electrons from) another species. 

p 
Percentage yield In a chemical reaction this is the 

actual amount or product produced divided by the 
theoretical amount (pred icted from the chemical 
equa tion) expressed as a percentage. 

Period A horizontal row o[ clements in the periodic 
table. There arc trends in the properties of the 
clements as we cross a period. 

Periodicity The regular recurrence of the properties 
or elements when they are arranged in atomic 
number order as in the periodic table. 

pH A scale for measuring acidity and alkalinity. 
pH = -log10 [H+] in a solution. 

Polar Describes a molecule in which the charge is 
nor symmetrically distributed so that one area is 
slightly positively charged and another slightly 
negatively charged. 

Polarised This describe!> an atom or ion where the 
distribution of charge around it is distorted from 
the spherical. 



Positive inductive effect Describes the tendency of 
some atoms or groups or atoms to release electrons 
via a covalent bond. 

Proton number The number of protons in the 
nucleus of an atom; the same as the atomic 
number. 

Protonated Describes an atom, molecule or ion to 
which a proton (an H+ ion) has been added. 

R 
Racemate A mixture of equal amounts of two 

optical isomers of a chiral compound. It is optically 
inactive. 

Rate constant The constant of proportionality in the 
rate expression. 

Rate-determining step The slowest step in the 
reaction mechanism. It governs the rate of the 
overall reaction. 

Rate expression A mathematical expression showing 
how the rate of a chemical reaction depends on the 
concentrations of various chemica l species involved. 

Reaction mechanism The series of simple steps 
that lead from reactants to products in a chemical 
reaction. 

Redox reaction Short for reduction-oxidation 
reaction, it describes reactions in which 
electrons arc transferred from one species 
to another. 

Reducing agent A reagent that reduces (adds 
electrons to) another species. 

Reduction A reaction in which an atom or group of 
atoms gain electrons. 

Relative atomic mass, A, 

average mass of an atom 
A,= I 

- th mass of I atom of 12C 
12 

Relative formula mass M, 

average mass of an entity 
M, = I 

-th mass of I atom of 12C 
12 

Relative molecular mass M , 

average mass of a molecule 
M=r 

- 1 - th mass of I atom of 12C 
12 

s 
Saturated hydrocarbon A compound containing 

only hydrogen and carbon with only C-C and 
C-H single bonds, i.e. one to which no more 
hydrogen can be added. 

Specific heat capacity c The amount of heat 
needed to raise the temperature of I g of 
substance by I K. 

Glossary 

Spectator ions ions that arc unchanged during a 
chemical reaction, that is, they take no part in the 
reaction. 

Standard molar enthalpy change of combustion 
6<H The enthalpy change when I mole of a 
substance is completely burned in oxygen with 
all reactants and products in their standard states 
(298K and IOOkPa). 

Standard molar enthalpy change of formation 
11,H The enthalpy change when I mole of substance 
is formed from its elements with all reactants and 
products in their standard states (298 Kand 100 kPa). 

Stereoisomer Isomers with the same molecular 
formula and the same structure, but a different 
position of awms in space. 

Stoichiometry Describes rhe simple whole number 
ratios in wh ich chem ica l species react. 

Strong acid An acid that is rully dissociated into ions 
in solution. 

Strong nuclear for<·c The force that holds protons 
and neutrons together within the nucleus of the 
atom. 

Structural formula A way of writing the formula 
of an organic compound in which bonds are not 
shown but each carbon atom is written separately 
with the atoms or groups of atoms attached to it. 

Structural i!>omer Isomers with the same molecular 
formula but a different structure. 

T 
Thermochemical cycle A sequence of chemical 

reactions (with their enthalpy changes) that 
convert a reactant into a product. The total 
enthalpy change of the sequence of reactions 
will be the same as that for the conversion of the 
reactant to the product directly (or by any other 
route). 

Triglyceride An esrcr formed between glycerol 
(propane- 1.2.3-triol) and three fatty acid 
molecules. 

v 
van der Waals force A type or intermolecular force 

of attraction that is caused by instantaneous dipoles 
and acts between all atoms and molecules. 

w 
Weak acid An acid that is only slightly dissociated 

into ions in solution. 

• 




1.1 	 1.5 
a 

b 

i proton. neutron ii proton. neutron 
iii proton, electron iv neutron v electron 
Because they have opposite charges of the same size and 
the atom h neutral. 

1.Z 
a 
b 

I proton, I neutron, I electron 
I proton. 2 neutrons. I electron 

2 X and Z 

3 

a Number ofprotons 15 

b Mass number 31 

c Number of neutrons 16 

7 B 7 

14 16 15 

7 B B 

Carbon dating 
1 	 17 190 years (three half· lives) 
2 	 Not necessarily - it tells us when the tree from which the wood of bowl 

was made died. The bowl may have been made later than this and would 
therefore not be so old. 

1.3 

b 2.8.3 c 2,8,8 

a 

2 a 2.2 

3 	 A2• . c-. E' 
A: Mg. B: He, C: Cl. D: Ne. E: Li 

1.4 
Because they have lost one (or more) e lectrons (which have 
a negative cha rge) 

2 	 They arc attracted by a negatively charged plate. 

3 The ion~ pas~ through a ;cric> of hole~ or sl it s. 

4 Ions with the smallest 111/z. 

5 	 72.63 

6 	 63.6 

Relative abundance 
Probability of chlorine molecule being 

35(1-35(1 (m/z =70) is~ x ~=~ 
4 4 16 

Probability of chlorine molecule being 

37Cl-37CI (m/z - 74) is.!. x .!. _.!._ 
4 4 16 

Probability of chlonne molecule being 

35(1-37(1(m/z =72) is~ x .!. : 2.. 
4 4 16 

Probability of chlorine molecule being 

37(1-35(1 (m/z = 72) is.!.x ~=2.. 
4 4 16 

Probability of ions ofmlz =72 can be added togethe~ 

2..+2..=~ 
16 	 16 16 
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a 

2 a 

b 

1.6 

ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p1 b (NcJ 3s2 3p1 

i ts2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 ii I s2 2s2 2p6 

[Ar]. (Ne] 

1 	 Second electron is removed from a positively charged ion 
whilst the first is removed from a neutral atom. More energy 
is needed to overcome the additional attractive force and so 
the second ionisation energy is higher. 

2 

0 	 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
total number or electrons removed 

3 	 a Group 4 

b 	 The large jump in ioni~tion energy comes after the 
removal or the fourth electron showing that there are four 
electrons in the outer ~hell. 

Z.1 
1 a 16.0 b 106.0 c 58.3 d 132.1 

2 Many answers possible such that the relative atomic masses add 
up to 16, for example. 16 hydrogen atoms; or one carbon atom 
and 4 hydrogen atoms. 

3 a 2 b 0.05 c 0. I 

4 4g 0 2 5 11 g co2 

z.z 
31 	 a I mol dm 3 b 0. I 25 mol dm ·

c 10 mol d111-1 

2 	 a 0.002 b 0.025 c 0.05 

3 	 a 58.5 b 0.004 c 0.016 

Z.3 
1 a approxima tely 8.75 x I 06 

b The same as pan a. 

2 a 50 360 cm l b I I 3 000 Pa 

3 	 1.94 

4 	 The same a~ in que~t i on 3. The ~amc number or moles o f 
any gas has the same volume under the same condit ions of 
temperature and pressure. 

Z.4 
1 a H

2
S04 sulfuric acid 

b Ca(OH)2 calcium hydroxide 

c MgCl
2 

magnesium chloride 

2 a 0.16mol Mg. 0.16 mol 0 b MgO 

3 a CH2 b CHCI c Cll 

4 C2H602 5 C1H60 

6 a CH b C6H6 



Finding the empirical formu la of copper oxide 
1 	 The name burns off excess hydrogen 10 prevent ii entering the laboratory. 
2 	 The green colour is characteristic of copper ions. 
3 Water droplets form due to the reaction of oxygen from the copper oxide 

reacting with the hydrogen. They condense while the tube is still cool. 
4 This prevents oxygen from the air entering the tube and reacting with the 

copper while it is still hot and converting some of it back 10 copper oxide. 

Erroneous results 

°·635
1 - 0.01 moles copper 

63.5 
0.735 - 0.635 =0.100 g oxygen 

O.tOO 0.00625 moles oxygen 
16.0 

This gives the formula Cuu,O 
2 The student had nol allowed the reaction 10 go 10 completion, or they had 

allowed air back into the reduction tube while the copper was still hot. 

Another oxide of copper 

1 mass or copper= 1.27 g 2 moles ofcopper = 0.02 
mass or oxygen =0.16 g moles ofoxygen =0.01 

3 Cu20 

2.5 
a 	 2Mg + 0 2 _, 2Mg0 

b 	 Ca(OH)
2 

+ 2HC1 _, CaC12 + 2H20 

c 	 Nalo + 2HN03-+ 2NaN03 + H20 
2 	 0.25mol dm-1 

J a 	 Yes. there arc 0.107 mol Mg. This would be enough to 
rcac1 with 0.0.214 mol HCl. but there is only 0.100 mol 
HCI. 

b 	 1238 cm3 

4 a 	 i H SO.(aq) + 2NaOH(aq) - • Na S04 (aq) + 2 H20(1)2	 2

ii 2n• +so/-+ 2Na• + 2ou- - • 2Na• +so/- + 2H20 
b Na' a nd SO/

2.6 

1 C..i l ooo _, Cao + coo 56.0% 


2 79.8% 

J 100% All the reactants arc incorporated imo the desired 
product. 

4 a 1 mol b 5.6 g c 64.3% 

3.1 
l band c, they are both metallnon-metal compounds 

2 	 Becau~e they have stro ng electro~Lat i c a u rac1ion between Lhe 
iom Lha1 extends through the whole ~ t ructure. 

J 	 When 1hey are mohen or in aqueous solu1ion. 

4 	 a 

Answers to summary questions 

b 

~ 
~® 

2Na2+, 0 2

5 	 MgF2 Na20 6 neon 

Noble gas compounds 

In xenon, outer electrons are funher from the nucleus and more sub-shells 
means the outer electrons experience more shielding. Less energy required to 
remove an outer electron. 

3.2 
A rair o f electrons shared between two non-meta l atoms 
(usually) tha t holds the atoms together. 

2 b a nd d . 1hey are both non-111eial/non-mc1al compounds 

3 4 

3.3 
For example: metals conduct hea t a nd e lec1 rici1y well, non 
mc1als do not; meta ls are shiny, mal leable a nd d ucti le, non 
me1als arc not. 

2 ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 

J The 1wo 4s electrons. 4 2 

5 a Sodium would have a lower mclting temperamre 
because there are fewer electrons in the delocalised 
sys1em and the charge on t11e ions is ~mailer. 

b Magnesium would be stronger as there are more 
c lcc1rons in 1he delocalised sys1em and 1he charge on the 
ions is grea ter. 

3.4 
Fluo rine is a smaller aLOm a nd when ii forms a covalent 
bond, 1hc ~hared e lectrons are clo5er 10 1hc nucleus. 

2 	 tt6-+-Cl~ 

3 a 	 i and ii In both cases, the two atom~ in 1he molecule are 
the ..ame and therelore t11e electrom in the bond are 
equally shared. 

4 a H-N<H-O<H-F 

b The order of the polarity is the same as the order of 
c lcc1ronega1ivi1y o f the second atom. 

3.5 
l 	 He, Ne. Ar, Kr. The van dcr Waals forces increase as 1he 

number of e lectrons in the atom increases. 

2 	 11 2• 11 cannol have a per111anen1 dipole because both awms 
arc t l11.: ~ame. 

J 	 Hexane (C
6
H

14
) is a larger molecule than buiane (C4H10) and 

so has more electrons. This means that there arc larger van 
dcr Waals forces between the molecules . 

• 




Answers to .1.ummcuy questions 

4 	 Because covalent bonds arc localised between the two atoms 
that they bond and there is li11 lc auraction between the 
individual molecules. 

5 	 6+ 0- 6+ 0- 6 HBr 
H-Br• ~ >H-Br 

attraction 
7 	 a There is no sufficiently electronegative atom. 

b There is no hydrogen atom. 

8 

~ 
a 	 2 
b 	 2 

c 	 A hydrogen bond requi res boih a lone pair of electrons on 
an a tom or N, 0, or F and a hydrogen a tom. JJ) water there 
a rc two lone pairs and 1wn hydrogen a10ms, a llowiJ)g the 
rormation of two hydrogen bonds. ln ammonia, although 
there arc three hydrogen aioms, there is only one lone pair 
of electrons on the N. This means that only one hydrogen 
bond can form. 

3.6 
Eigh1 e lectrons gives lour 
pairs or e lectrons. This is a 
triangular pyramid. 

2 	 BF1 has three electron pairs in its outer shell and is trigonal 
planar. NF1 has four electron pairs in its outer shell and its 
shape is based on that of a tetrahedron (the bond angle is 
'squeezed down' by a couple of degrees because one of the 
electron pairs is a lone pair). 

3 

The shape is perfect ly tetrahedra l. 

4 	 109.5° 

5 	 Angular. It is similar to a water molecule. 

3.7 
a 	 In a molecular crystal, there is strong covalent bonding 

between the atoms within 1he molecules but weaker 
imermolecular forces between the molecules. Jn a 
macromolecular crysiaL all 1he atoms wilhiJ) the crystal 
are covalemly bonded. 

b 	 Macromolecular cry\tal~ have higher melting and boiling 
temperature~. 

2 	 Both elemems consist of molecular crystals. The van der 
Waals forces between the S8 molecules are greater 1han 
those between P4 because the sulfur molecules have more 
electrons. 

3 	 The layers of carbon a1oms arc held toge1her by weak van 
der Waab lor<.·e:. which allow the layers 10 :.lide over one 
another. They may al:.o al low 01her molecules :.uch as 
oxygen 10 pene1rate [)(~!ween 1he layer:. . 
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4 	 Electricity is conducted via the dc localised electrons that 
spread along the laycn. ol carbon atoms. Graphite conducts 
weU along the layers but poorly at right angles to them. 
Metals conduct well in all directions. 

5 	 Both have giant \lructure\ in which covalent bonding occurs 
between many atom\. 

6 a A,C, D b B c A d B. D 

e C f D 

4.1 
l 445 kJ 2 endothermic 

3 It is the rever:.e of 1he reac:1ion in que\tion I. 

4 J.6 g 

The energy values of fuels 

1 CH30H + 1~oz - co2+ 2H20 
2 No carbon dioxide formed. 
3 Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas. 

4.2 
a change h e111halpy (heal energy) 

c That the entha lpy change is measured a t 298 K. 

d That heat i5 given out. e exo1 herrnic 

f enlhalpy 

CH4 (g) t 202(g) 

extenl ol reacloon 

4 .3 
1 -Q72 kJ mo1-1 

2 	 a -46.2 kJ mo1- 1 

b It will be smaller (less nega1ive). 

c This is caused by hea1 loss. 

3 a The enthalpy change. 

b The ma~s ol water (or o the r 5ubstancc in w hich the hea t 
is col lected). 

c The specific hea t capaci1y o r 1hc wa1cr (or other 
substance). 

d The tcmpcra1urc change. 

4.4 
a -70 kJ mo1- 1 b -2 17 kJ 11101- 1 

c -97 kJ mol-1 cl - 191 kJ mol-1 


e +301 kJ mol 1 


4.5 
e 

1 a via flrH -851..J mo1- 1 

b via fl/I -85 kJ 11101-1 


difference is due to rounding errors in the data 


4 .6 
a -70 kJ 11101-1 b 217 kJ mol 1 

c - 97 kJ mo1-1 d -191 kJ mol-1 

e 	 + 30 I kJ 11101- 1 



4.7 
a 


H H H H 

I 	 I I I 

H-C-C- H + Br Br ~ H- C- C- Br + H-Br 
I 	 I I 
H 	 H H H 

2 	 a I x C-C. 6 x C-H, I x Br-Br 

b 	 3018 kJ mol 1 

3 	 a I x C-C, 5 x C-H. I x C-Br, I x H-Br 

b 	 3063 kJ mol- 1 

14 45 kJ mo1

5 a -45 kJ mo1- 1 b exothermic 

5.1 
temperature, conccn1 ra tion of reactan1s, su rface area o f solid 
reacta n ts. pres~t1rc of ga~eou s rcacta n1s. ca1alyst 

2 	 a reat·tan ls b products 

c l ra nsi tion Sla te or acriva1cd complex 

d ac1iva1ion energy 

3 a exothermic 

b The products have less energy (enthalpy) than the 
reactants. 

5.2 
I 	 a Fraction ol particles wi1h energy£. 

b energy E 

c The number ol particles wi1h enough energy 10 reaa. 

d moves to the righ1 e no change 

5.3 
I a 	 A = enthalpy. B = cx1ent of reac1ion. 

C = trclnsition state with catalyst, 
D =transition s1ate without catalyst. 
R = reactants. P = products 

b 	 The activation energies withou1 and with ca talyst 

respeClively 


c 	 Exothermic 

6.1 

a 1ruc b fa lse c true d raise 

2 	 They are the same. 

6.2 
a 	 Yes. This is a gas phase react ion with different n umbers oI 

particles on each side o r the a rrow. 

b 	 No. This is not a ga~ pha~e reaction. 

c 	 No. This is a gas phase reaction with the same number of 
particles on each side of the arrow. 

2 	 a move to the left b no change 

c 	 Equilibrium would be set up more quickly bm the final 
position would be unchanged. 

d 	 High pressure. II would force the equilibrium in Lhe 
direction ol fewest panides. 

6 .3 
For increased ;,urface area. 

2 	 The raw material !or lcrmentation is sugar whid1 is a crop 
which can be grown regu larly. Ethene is made from crude oil 
which is non-renewable. 

Answers to summary ques.tions 

3 	 No, because synthesis gas is made £rom methane or propane 
w hich are derived from crude oil and/or natural gas. 

Ammonia, NH 
3 

a The reaction is exothermic, so low temperature would move the 
equilibrium to the right so that heat is given out. 

b High pressure forces the equilibrium to the side with fewer molecules, 
i.e. the ammonia side. 

Z Approximately 40i 
3 Alower temperature would reduce the reaction rate unacceptably.Ahigher 

temperaturewould require more expensive plant both in construction to 
withstand the higher p<essure and in the costs of running compressors etc. 

6.4 
a K = c 

[CJ'""' 
IAJc-qm IBf,.1m 

b K = c 
[CJeqm 

IAlcqm2 IBlcqm 

c K = r 

lct.,,1112 
[/\]" 111112 IBl,.,11112 

2 a mo1- 1 dm 1 b mol- 2 d m6 c mo1-2 ctm6 

3 a Kc= 3.46 (no 11 nits ) 

b they cancel out 

c [urther to the left 

6.5 
a 1.01 mol b l.067mol c 2.067mol 

6.6 
a increase b no change c no change 

2 More water (and e1hyl ethanoate) will be produced to oppose 
the change so that the equilibrium is maintained and K, 
remains con\tant. 

3 	 a increases b docs not change 

c increases d does nol change 

e does not change 

7.1 
a bromine b calcium 

c calcium d bromine 

e Ca -+ Ca2' + 2c Br
1 

+ 2e--+ 2Br 

f bromine g ca lcium 

7.2 
a Ph +2, Cl-I h C+4,Cl-l 

c Na +I, N +5, 0-2 

2 -2 before a nd a fte r 

3 before 0, after -2 

4 before +2, a [ter +3 

5 a +5 b +5 c -3 

7.3 
a +2 0 +3 -I 

Fei. + .!.c1
2 

_, Fei. + c1
2 

b Iron, because its oxidation number has increased. 

c Chlorine. berame ii'> oxidation number has decreased. 

d Fe2+ • Fe1• + e .!.c12 + c- • CI
2 

2 a 3Cl2 + 6Na0H • NaCI01 + 5NaCI + 3Hz0 

ii Sn+ 4HN01 Sn02 + 4N01 + 2H10 

b 	 2.!.c1 + se- • sc1
12 
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Answers to .1.ummcuy questions 

1 

ii 2c1 + 60U- - • c 1oi- +5c- + 31120
2 

ii 	 Sn+ 2H 0 • Sn02 + 411• + 4c
2

4HN0l + 4H• + 4e - • 4N02 + 4H 20 

8.1 
a any two from Br, K, Fe 


ii Br and Cl or Kand Cs 


iii Br. Cl 


2 b i Fe ii Kor Cs 

3 a Xe b Ge c Sr d Ge or Xe e w 

8.2 
a ldt b right 

2 a 0(8orl8) b 4 

3 A: Na, B: Si 

8 .3 
l decrease 2 incrca5c 3 increase 

4 Because they have the.: h ighest nuclear charge. 

The discovery of argon 

1 5 
2 A, ofargon is soi greater than that ofnitrogen and 1 mole of any gas 

occupies approximately the same volume. 
3 Pass the air over a heated metal, e.g., copper. 
4 	 42 
5 	 Itdid not ftt into the Perl0d1c Table as it was underStood then. 

8.4 
1 

2 

3 	 Level 2p is of higher energy than 2s. 

9.1 
a +2 b They all lose their two outer electrons when 
they form compounds. 

2 	 The outer electrons become further from the n ucleus and are 
thus more easily los1. 

3 	 Electrons arc transferred from calcium to chlori ne. 

0 + l -2 +2 -2 + I 0 
4 Ca(s) + 2 !-1 20(1) _. Ca(Oli )2(aq) + H 2(g) 

5 	 a more vigoro us 

b 	 Less vigorous. The Group 2 metals become more reactive as 
we descend the group due, in pan, to Lhe fa ct that llw outer 
electrons become fur1her from the nucleus and are llrns 
more easily lost. 

6 	 a most soluble 

b 	 Least soluble. These arc 1he trends found in 1he rest of 
the group. 

Lime kilns 

1 14 tonnes 

2 Carbon dioxide produced in the reaction and by burning the fuel. 

3 To increase ns surface area. 

4 	 11.9 tonnes 
5 a 1 b 1 
6 a 56g b 74 g 
7 lime is more efficient. 
8 cost, safety, etc . 
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The extraction of titanium 

1 	 2Fe 0 (s) + 3c(s) • 3C0 (g) +4Fe(s)2 3 2
2 It is liquid - suggests TiCl4 exists as covalently bonded molecules. 
3 Ti02(s) + 2C(s) .. 2Cl2(g) • Ti C1 4(g) + 2C02(g) 
4 Carbon has been oxidised (0 to +4). Chlorine has been reduced (0 to -1) 

10.1 
a ~olid, wry dark colour 

b largest atom 

c leas1 electronegative 

2 	 These propenies can be predicted by ex1rapola1ing the trends 
observed with the halogens from F 10 I. 

3 a approximately 600 K 

b It has the most clecirons and therefore the strongest van 
der Waals forces. 

10.2 

1 	 a mixture ii only 

b Chlorine is a better oxid i ~ing agen t than iodine a nd 
bromine. Therefore it Call displace iodine from iodide 
sa lt. bu t bromine cannot displace chlorine from chloride 
sa lts. 

c Cl (aq) + 2Nal(aq) • l2(s) + 2NaCl(aq) 2

Extraction of iodine from kelp 

1 	 It is an oxidation the oxidation state of the iodine atom goes from - 1 to 
0. 

2 	 It is added 10 prevent thyroid problems which can be caused by lack of 
iodine in the diet. 

10.3 
a II has the least reducing power. 

b The P- ion is the smallest halide ion which means that it 
is hardest lor it 10 lose an electron (which comes from an 
outer shell close to the nucleus). 

c NaF(sl + 11 2$04 (1) • Na!IS04 (~1 + llF(g) 

d No, the oxidation sta1e of the fluorine remains as -1. 

2 a Formation of a cream precipiiate. 

b AgNOl(aq) + NaBr(aq)-> NaN03(aq) + AgBr(s) 

c The precipitate would dissolve. 

d To remove ions such as carbona1c and hydroxide which 
would a lso produce a precipi1a re. 

e Chloride io11s (from ll CI) and sulfa1e ions (£rom JJ 2S04 ) 

would a lso form precipita1cs wi th si lver ions. 

Silver lluoride is soluble in wa1er a nd docs not form a 
precipita te. 

10.4 
a Br

2
(g) + 11

2
0(1) - • 1113r0(aq) + llBr(aq) 

b Br
2
(g) + 2Na0H(aq) • NaBrO (aq) + NaBr(aq) + Hp(IJ 

2 	 To kill micro-organisms and make the water safe 10 drink. 

3 a hydrochloric acid and oxygen 

b 0 +l -2 +I -I 0 

2Cl2 (g) + 2H20(1) • 4HCl(aq) + 0 2(g) 

c oxygen has been oxidi\cd 

d chlorine has been reduced 

c chlorine 

oxygen 



Answers to summary questions 

H11.1 
a 	 0.4 mol b 1.0 mot c C2 d C.1H10H5 


e Cll3CM 2CH2CH3 ~ 
 I 	;-1-; 
H H-	 C- C- C-C-H
I 	 I I I IH- C- H H H H 

1 H- C-H 
I1 I I H 

H-C-C-C-H H CH3CHpCH3)2CH3I 	 I I 
H 	 H H H-C-H 

From inorganic to organic H H H 
I1 	 Areaction in which the reactant and product have the same molecular H C- C- C- C- H

formula but a different arrangement ofatoms. 
2 100% - there is just one starting material and one product. I I I IH 	 H H 

11.2 H-C-H 

a 1-chloropropane b pentanc I 


H
c peni-2-ene d 2-met hylpemanc 

2 a H b H H H H CH3CH(CH3)CH(CH3JCH3
I I I I I b hexane 2-methylpemane 3-methylpem.ine 


H- C- H H-C- C= C-C-H 2,2-dimethylbutane 2.3-dimethylbutanc

IH H 3 D 


I I H H 
4 a £-pent-2-ene 


H-C-C-C-C-H b 	 l-pem-2-ene
I 	 I 11 I 
H H 0 H 

12.1c H H H H H H 

I I I I I I me1hylbu tane 2 


H - C-C-C-C-C-C- H 
H 	 H H H ti H H H H HI 	 I I I I I I 	 I I I I IH 	 H H H Cl H I I I I H-	 C- C- C- C- C- C-H

H - C- C-C-C-H 
d H"-. /H 	 I I I I I IH 	 H H H H 

H C=C 	 I I I IH H H H-	 C-H 
C H 	 IH " / " H-C-H H 

C H " 	/ " 
H 
I 

H/ "H 
3 	 heptane

What's in a name? 
4 	 Heptane will have a higher melting temperature because its 

Straight chains will pack together more closely. 

12.2 
H H H H H H 
I I I I I Ic.wc-mcthylhousane floor-methylhousanc 

H - C-C-C-C-C-C- H 
I I I I I I11.3 H H H H H H 


I a B b A c c 

CH CH2CH2CH2CH2CH332 	 a H H H H H H H H H H H 

l l I l 2 petrolI 	 I I H-C c c c C-HH-C-C-C-C-C-C-H 	 3 Fractional distillation separates a mixture into several I I II 	 I I H H H H components with different ranges ol boiling temperaturesIH 	 H H H H H H-C-H whereas disti llat ion simply separates a ll the volati le 
CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3 

I components of a mixtu re from the non-vola tile ones. 
H 

CH CH2CH2CH(CH3JCH3 4 e.g .. met hane, ethane, propane. bu tane
3

12.3 
I decanc • octane + ethene 

2 Many or the produas are gases rather than liquids. 

3 	 Octane itself has a short enough chain length to be in 
demand. 

• 




Answef's to ~ummary questions 

4 By using a catalyst 
5 Shon chain producIS are in greater demand than long chain 

ones. Alkene~ arc more useful than alkanes as starting 
material~ for further chemical reactions. 

12.4 
a propane+ oxygen ->carbon dioxide + water 

CiHR(g) + 502(g) - • 3C02(g) + 4H20(1) 

b butane+ oxygen _,carbon monoxide+ water 

C411 IO(g) + 41.02 _, 4CO(g) + 511z0(1)
2 

2 a They produce carbon dioxide (a greenhouse gas) when 
they bum. They may produce poisonous carbon monoxide 
when burnt in a restricted supply of oxygen. They are 
in general non-renewable resources. They may produce 
nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides when burnt. Cancer
causing carbon particulates may be produced and unburnt 
hydrocarbons (which contribute to pho10chemical smog) 
may he released into the atmosphere. 

b 	 Burn as liule fuel as possible and/or offset the C0 2 
produced by plaming trees, for example. ensure that 
burners arc serviced and adjusted to burn the fu el 
completely. Remove suUur from the fuel before burning 
or remove S02 Crom the combustion products (by 
reacting with calcium oxide, for example). 

3 	 Possibilities include wind power, wave power and nuclear 
power. 

12.S 
a termination b propagation 

c propagation d initiation 

2 	 a Cl• + O, -> CIO• + 0 2 and 
CIO• + 0 3 -> 202 + Cl• 

b Cl• 1- Cl• CIO• + CIO• Cl• + CIO• 

13.1 
a H H H H H H H H 

I 	 I Ib- b- I b
H-	 C-C-C-C-1 H c c C-C*- CI 

A 
I 	 HH 

I 
H 	 H H H c H H 

H 	 H H H H H H 

I 	 lo+ I I I Is. I 
H-	 C- C- C-C-HH-?-T~T-H I I lo- I 

B H Br H D H H Br H 

b A 1-iodobutane C 1-chloroburane 
B 2-bromopropane D 2-bromobutane 

c A, because ii has the highest M, and 1hercfore mos1 
elccirons and highest van der Waals forces. 

2 Because 1hc C-X bond becomes stronger 

13.2 
a Because haloalkancs do not dissolve i11 aqueous solutions 

b 	 ou
c Bccausc the OH group rt!places the halogen a1om 

d X e R- 1 

2 a CW 

b H 	 f : CN- HH H 

I &.. b-
H 	 C C-Br~H-C c CN + : er-

I LJ I 

• 
H H H H 

c propancni1rilc 

13.3 
l A 2 D 

3 a Propan-2-ol. propene 

b Show tha t it dccolourises a solution of bromine. 

c H(Br H/:ow 
HI I r l

H-	 y- y-y-H ~ <HH 	 H H 

+ H:i(> +:Br 

CFCs 
1 H Tetrahedral with all atoms posit ioned around the carbon 


I atom equivalent. 

No isomers.
/c... 

F 	 I ·c1 
Cl 

2 	 a structural b F F c CzF5H 

I I 
H- C- C-F 

I I
F F 

14.1 
l hex-2-enc 

2 	 Cll 1Cll 2Cll 2Cll2CH==cH2 

3 H H 

t == C/ H 

H/ '-c/ H 
H/ '-c/ H 

/ " c/
H / ' 

H H 


H .H 

4 	 5 a electron-rich 

Bond energies 

1 612 - 347 =265 kJ mol 1 

2 The electron density in the cr-orbital is concentrated between the nuclei 
and holds them together better than the electron density of the rr·orbital 

which is above and below the plane of the molecule. 

14.2 
CH

2
=CHCH1 + 4t02 -> 3C02 + 3H20 

2 a electrophi lic addit ions 

3 a 1-bromopropanc and 2-bromopropane 
b 2-bromopropane 



c 

Answers to summary questions 

It h formed from the more stable of !ht" two intermediate 15.3 
carbocations. 

4 chloroethane 

5 c Bromine solution is decolourised. 


14.3 
I A. B. and D 

2 a HHH H HH 
I 	 I I I I I 

- C- C-C-C-C-C
1 	 I I I I
HCI HCIHCI 

b vinyl chloride 

c 1)oly(chloroethene) 

3 CF2-CF2 

15.1 
H H H H 

H-t-t-t-~-H 
I 	 I I I 
H 	 H 0 H 

I 
butan-2-ol H 

2 	 primary: methanol 
wcondary: butan-2-ol 
teniary: 2-methylpeman-2-ol 

3 	 Because the oxygen atom has two lone pairs which repel 
more than bonding pairs. 

Antifreeze 

1 

2 	 The ethane·l,2-diol molecules can form hydrogen bonds with water but 
cannot fit into the regular three-dimensional structure of ice, see Topic 3.5. 
So these solutions remain liquid at lower temperatures than pure water. 

The reactivity of alcohols 

1 H H 
lrn 	Im 

Hfil C347 C 3360 464H 


14 3 I· 3 

H 	 H 

2 	 The C-C and C-H bonds are strong and relatively non-polar. The weakest 
bond is C-0 which is also polarised &.c--()6 so the c&. can be attached 
by nucleophiles. 

15.2 
By distillation. The elhanol has a lower boi ling temperature 
than wate r and would ilis1 il of! first. 

2 	 Advanlages: IL is renewable. The process lakes place a t a low 
tempera tu re. 

Disadvamages: The process is slow. lt is a batch process 
rather 1han a continuous one. An aqueous solution of 
ethanol is produced ra ther than pllrc t"thanol. 

3 	 Fermentation takes place at a relatively low temperature and 
distillation at a mud1 higher one. So the two cannot occur at 
the ~ame time. 

a A carboxylic add is formed. 
b A kt"tone is formed. 

2 This would require a C-C bond to break. 
3 	 In dis1illat ion. the vapour is removed from the o riginal flask 

and condensed in a d ifferent one. rn reflux ing, the vapour is 
cond t"used and re turned to the original flask. 

4 	 Gently oxidise the alcohols. In the case or 1hc primary 
alcohol, an aldehyde wi ll be formed thal will give a posi tive 
silver mirror or Fchling's test. In 1he case or the secondary 
alcohol, a ketone wiU be formed that will not give a positive 
silver mirror or Fehling's test. 

5 	 Cll1CH 0H • CH =cH + H 0 cthcne2 2 2 2

6 	 Pent- I -enc and pem-2-ene (E- and Z-isomers) 

The breathalyser 

1 	 h 10 6 g, 3.4 x 10-s g 
2 	 It measures to volume of the breath sample. 
3 	 To make sure the reaction is complete within a few seconds. 

16.1 
Test 1he solubi lity or the precipira tc in ammonia 
sec Topic I 0.3. 

2 a To remove any co/- or OH- ions present which would 
also form a precipitate. 

b Thi~ would form a precipitate of AgCI. 
3 a alkanc and carboxylic add 

b C112=CHC02H 

c CH 2=CHC02H + Br2 -+ CH2Br-CHBrC02H 
Cll2=CHC02H + NaHC01 • CT1 CllC0 Na + H 0 + 

co2

2 

2 2

16.2 
a 	 A solution of the molecules passes through a positively 

charged hollow needle. 
b 	 po~itive 

16.3 
a orb 

2 Thi~ IR peak h caused by C- 0 which b pre~em in both a 
and b but not c. 

3 b or c 
4 	 This IR peak is caused by 0 - H which is present in b and c 

but not a. 
5 	 b 

6 	 This compound has both c = o and 0-H. 

Greenhouse gases 

t Cl Cl 

I 
Cl  C-CI Cl-C-F 

I I 
Cl F 

2 C-CI and C-F. 

3 Temperature will vary as well as other climatic conditions. 

4 C02: 1 x 350 =350 


CH4: 30 x 1.7 =51 

17.1 
a +788 kJ mo1-1 

b 	 This is 1he reverse of the equation lor lauice enthalpy 
formation, so the sign of l!.H is changed. 

c 	 The enthalpy change of lattice dis~ociation. 



17.2 

Answers to .1.ummcuy questions 

2 a The electron is auractcd by the sodium nucleus. so energy 
musl be pul in lo remove ii. 

b The elec1ro11 i'> auracted by the chlorine nucleu~ so energy 
is given ou1during1hi\ process. 

3 a i Al (g)  Al•(g) + e 

ii Al•(g)  Al2• (g) + c-

b The sum or 1he enthalpic'> for ai and ii. 

a Na'(&) + e + F(&) 

IH,;l IE(Na) = +496 

Na(g) + F(g) 

6,1H. (fl• + 79 
Natgl + ~ r . (g) 

6611/•(Na) • +108 

Na(s) + ~ F2(1!) 

6,H.(NaF) • -574 

first EA(FJ = -328 

Naig) + f ' (g) 

LE(Naf) =  929 

NaF(s) 

All values '" kJ mot 1 

1b 	 -929 kJ rm>l-

The first noble gas compound 
1 O(gl - o •(gl + e
2 Xenon and kryp1on have lower ionisa1ion energies than 

helium and neon. 1hcrcfo rc ii will be easier to fom1 positive 
ions xe• and Kr•. 

3 fl is a compound of a mcial and a non-me1al - 1hese are 
usually ionic and lht'reforc expected w have high boiling 
points. 

4 Xe is+ I as it bas a single positive cl1argc. Fis always - I in 
compounds and there arc six of them. So the Pt must he 
+5 so that the sum ol thc oxidation numbers in the neutral 
compound is zero. 

17.3 
K•tgl + Br (gl + aq 

Ai.,dH * (K') 

- 322 kJ mo1-1 

LE(KBrl 

=+679kJ mol 1 

K'!aq) + Br (g) 

a,,,0H*(Br ) 

~ ·335kJ mot I 

1 aq 

KBr(s) + aq 

+22 kJ mol 1. 
Small because the energy put in to break the lattice is of 
similar size to that given out when the ions arc hydrated. 

2 	 They arc small and highly charged positive ions so tl1cy 
strongly polarise negative ions. The calculated value would 
be greater because there is extra covalent bonding. 

17.4 
a Approximately 1.ero, two solids produce two solids. 

• 


ii Significantly posi1ivc. a solid produces several moles 
of gases. 

iii Significantly llt'gativc, a ga~ turns into a solid. 
iv Significantly po<,ilivc, a liquid 1urns inio a gas. 

b i - 7.8 J K I mol I 

ii +876.4 J K ·1 mol 1 

iii - 174.8 J K- 1 mo1-1 

iv +119 J K- 1 mo1- 1 

The predictions art' upheld. 
2 a +493 kJ mol-1 ii - 52 kJ mo1-1 

iii IL is fea~iblc at 6000 K 

b 5523 K 
3 - 284 J K- 1 mol-1 

Determining an entropy change 
l 	 240kJ 2 M, = 18.0 S.SSmol 

3 	 43.2 kJ 43 200J 4 11 5.8J K- 111101-1 

5 	 2 s.r. as 2.4 kW has 1hc ~111al lest m 1mber or sr in the da ta, 
so dv•1>S = l20J K- 1mol- 1 lo 2~. r. (We cannm be sure o f the 
n umber or s.f. ror 1he two va lues or I OOg and l 00 but they a re 
probably 3 s.f. 

6 	 Hea t loss from the sides ol 1 he kc11 lc. The ken le shou ld be 
insula ted. 7 I% 

8 	 There a re hydrogen bonds between the molecules in water 
in the liquid Slate. This makes the liquid slate more ordered 
that £or non-hydrogen btmding liquids. 

18.1 
1 	 A reactant - ih conccntra1ion decrease~ wi1h time. 
2 	 1.3 x 10- 3 mol dm- 3 s-1 to 2 sf 

3 The rate of reaction aher 300 seconds. 

4 That at Lime Oseconds. the gradient will be steeper than that 
at time 600 seconds. 

5 The ra1e or reaction at 1he beginning i'> greaiest as the 
concentration or reactant'> is greatest here and then decreases 
as reactants are u<,ed up. 

Fast reactions 
There are ~everal possibili1ies, for example. two could combine 10 
form an 0 2 molecule or one could recombine with a CIO• radical 
in the reverse of the original n :aCI i<)n, and so on. 

18.2 
rate = k[AJ[BJ[Cj2 

2 a ii ii i 2 

b j do uble ii do uble iii q uadruple 

c I ii 5 i ii 6 
iv 3 iv 3 

d 	 dm9 mu1-1 s- 1 

3 	 a the rate constant 

b i 2 ii 0 iii 0 
iv l 

c 	 3 

d 	 dm6 mo1 ·2 s' 

e 	 a catalys1 
4 	 D IL is impos~iblc to tell without experimental daia. 

18.3 
l 	 a ii 2 

b 3 c 27 moldm 1 s· 1 d rate= k(AJ(B(2 

c 	 No. other species might be involved that have not been 
investigated. 



Answers to summary questions 

The iodine clock reaction 
I Iodide ions (oxidation slate -I) are oxidbed to iodine 

(oxidation state 0) 

2 Hydrogen peroxide 

3 The rate doubles 

4 First order 

5 Not hing 

6 By making J stock solurion and d iluting it with wa ter. 

7 Tt"mpera ture, the concentra tion of po1assium iodide, the 
concentra tion of rr• ions. 

Reaction rate and temperature 
I The relationship is not linear (st raight line). The rate rises 

rapidly with relatively small increa\CS in temperature. 

2 	 This is because as the temperature rises a much higher 
proponion ol collisions between the reac1an1s have enough 
energy to react, that is, they collide with more than the 
activation energy. 

18.4 
a 36in I0 19moleculcs 

b 13 in 10 18 molecules 

2 	 I 03.75 kJ mo1·1 

18.5 
a B b F c Step (ii) 

19.1 
a move right ii move lcf1 

b move left ii move right 

c no e ffect ii move right 
2 a increase b no change c no cha11ge 
3 a i move left ii move left 

iii no change unit Pa- I 

b i move left ii no change 
iii no change no unit 

c i move right ii move right 
iii no change unit Pa 

20.1 
a Ni(s)INi2+(aq) II Ag+(aq) IAg(s) 

E =+ 1.05 v 
b Electrons would flow from the nickel clec1rode to the 

~i l ver electrode. 

Ni(s) -+ Ni2•(aq) + 2e

Ag•(aq) + e--+ Ag(s) 

Overall: 

Ni(s) + 2Ag'(aq)  Nih(aq) + 2Ag(\) 

2 a +0.63 V b --0.63 V 

20.2 
0.90 V zinc e lectrode positive 

OOOV+ 
- l.66V 

emf =0.90V 0.76V 

Ar3•(aq)/ AJ(s) Zn2.(aq)/Zn(s) 

~ 
e

2 a +0.93 v b --0.53 V c +0.97 V d +0.26 V 

3 Chlorine and bromine, bu1 no1 iodine. 

4 a no b no 

20.3 

Answer from main text. 


21.1 
a acid: HN0

3 
base: OH 

b acid: Cll1COOH 
ba~e: H20 

2 I x 10 10 moldm-1 

3 NH + llCI4 d 

21.2 
2.00 2 l x I 0-6 mol dm-1 3 I x l O-' moldm-3 

4 	 1.70 5 13.30 

Mixing bathroom cleaners 

J CaC03(s) + 2HCl(aq) -> CaCl2(aq) + C0 (g) + H 0(1) 
2 2

2 	 5 x I0-2 molHCI 3 5 x 10-2 molCl2 4 1200cm3 

5 	 Some chlorine would remain dis~olved in the water in the 
toilet bowl. 

21 .3 
I chloroe1hanoic acid 2 They are the \ame. 

3 a 1.94 b 3.10 

21.4 
a 2Na0H(aq) + H

2
S0

4 
(aq) _, Na

2
S0

4 
(<1q) + 2H

2
0(1) 

b 0.50 c 1.5 x 10-3 d 0.120 moldnr1 

2 a i A ii B 
b i B iv A 

c 	 Strong, as there is a rapid pH change in the alkaline 
rt•gion at the equivalence point. 

21 .5 
band d 2 band d 

21.6 
a 5.07 b 4 .20 

Making a buffer solution 
I a 122.l b 144.I 

2 	 a I.5 3 g benzoic acid h 3.60 g 

3 	 Accurately weigh out the rwo compounds in10 separate 
weighing boats. Using a funnel in the mouth of the flask, 
transfer all ol each solid into 1he flask using a wash bottle 
containing distilled (deionised) water. Fill the flask with 
water to a lew centimetres below 1hc graduation mark. 
Stopper the flask and shake un1i l a ll 1he solid has dissolved. 
Now cardully fill the flask with water using the wash bottle 
unti l the meniscus of the solution sits on the graduation 
line. S1opper the flask and shake aga in to ensure tha t the 
concent ra tion of the buffer solu tion is uniform. 

22.1 
They are malleable (can be beaten into sheets) and ductile 
(can be drawn into wires). They are good conductors of hear. 

2 	 They tend to be brittle - 1hey are poor conductors or heat. 



Answef's to ~ummary questions 

3 	 a +I 

b 	 -1. Oxida1ion Staie of oxygen is usually -2. 

c 	 +2-2+1 

Mg(Oll)2 =+ 2 + 2(-2 + 1) =0 


4 	 +6 

22.2 

a Na20(s) + H 20(1) _, 2Na0H(aq) 


b i before +I, a[1er +I ii ncicher 


2 	 a OW ions b greater than 7 

3 	 a acidic 

b It is a non-mecal. 


c P 0 6(s) + 6H 0(1) ~ 4H P0 (aq)
4 2 3 3

The structures of oxo-acids and their anions 
1 I 09.5° 

2 They are all che same (and in1ermedia1e be1ween 1he t=O 
a nd P--0 leng1h s). 

3 	 JO 

4 	 0.150 nm (the average of s-o and S-0) 

5 	 10 

22.3 

a Na 0(s) + 2HCl(aq) - 2NaCl(aq) + H20(1)
2

b 	 MgO(~) + H S04(aq) _, MgS04 (aq) + 1120(1)2

c Al20l(S) + 6HN0l(aq) _, 3H20(1) + 2Al(N0l)l(aq) 


2 a +4 -2 +l -2 +1 +1+4-2 +l -2 


Si02(s) + 2NaOH(aq) - Na2Si0l(aq) + 1120(1) 


b No 

c No change in oxida tion n umber of any o r 1hc clements 
occurs. 

3 	 P40 1o(S) + 61120(1) ..... 4H3P04(aq) 

23 .1 
a 	 Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3ds 

b Is2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d4 


2 a I s2 2~2 2p6 352 3p6 


b 1hc cwo 4s electrons 


c one or che 3d electrons 


23.2 

1 a i occahcclral ii octahedra l iii te tra hedral 


b 6,6,4 

c c1- is a larger ligand than either ammonia or water, so 
fewer ligands can fit around the metal ion. 

2 a The 1wo nega1ivcly charged oxygen a1oms, because they 
have lone pairs of electrons. 

c bide111a1eb 0

rot:':
II 
0 

5 Cis tra11s (El) isomerism 

6 a h 

H21~J-?OH2 
: Cr : 

H20v--f-~OH2 

OH2 

23.3 

+ 2CI 

a 	 The copper ion has pan-filled d-orbi1als, so electrons can 
move from one d-orbital 10 another and absorb ligh1. 
Zinc has full d-orbi1als. 

b blue c They are absorbed. 

2 a 5: 5 b 5 : 5 c [NiEDTA]2

23.4 
a Zn(S) + 2V0/ (aq) + 4W (aq) _, 

2Hp(aq) + 2vo2+(aq) + zn2•(aq) 

Zn(~)+ 2vo2•(aq) + 4W(aq) 
Zn2•(aq) + 211p(I) + 2v1•(aq) 

Zn(s) + 2vh(aq) ~ zn2•(aq) + 2v2·(aq) 

b This low oxidation Slate can be oxidi~cd by air. 

2 0.0698 g 

3 Ee for 1he reaction: 

Cl2(g) + 2c ..... 2c1

b + 1.36 V, buc fie for 1he reaction o r Cr2o/-and c1- and 
b 0.03 V. Therefore the reaction is nut feasible. llcnce 
pu1ass iu m dkhro mate(Vl) will 001oxidise c:h loride ions to 
chlorine. 

23.5 
a Homogeneous catalysts are in the same phase as 1he 

rcaccants, he1erogeneous catalysts arc in a differem 
phase from 1hc reactants. 

b hecerogeneous ii he1erogeneous 

iii homogeneous 

2 It lowers the activa1ion energy. This means 1ha1 reactions 
can be carried o u1 ac a lower 1emperature 1han wi thou11he 
catalyst, so saving energy and money. 

3 	 Fi rst. iron (Ill) oxidises iodide to iod ine, itse lf being reduced 
to iron ( fl): 

2Fc}+(aq) + 21 (aq) -+ 2Fe2•(aq) + 12(aq) 

Then 1he peroxodisulfate ions oxidise che iron(ll) back to 
iron(lll): 


5 0/ (aq) + 2Fei.(aq) ..... 2so/·(aq) + 2Fc1•(aq)

2

Ca1alys1 is needed since the reaction is slow. The reac1ion is 
~low ~ince boch reactants are negative ions. These ions will 
repel each <llher, reducing 1he chance of effective collisions. 

4 	 4Mn2• (aq) + Mn0
4
- (aq) + 8W(aq) + 5Mn 1'(aq) + 4H20(1) 

2Mnl+(aq) + C2o/-(aq) ~ 2C02 (g) + 2Mn2•(aq) 

Mult iply the cop cquaiion by 2 and che lower o ne by 5 10 

give the same n umber of Mn3• ions: 

8Mn2•(aq) + 2Mno -(aq) + l6W(aq) ~Ionisation isomerism 	 4
I OMn 3•(aq) + 8H20(1)

I They lm1h a have lone pairs of elec1ron~. 
10Mn 1•(aq) + 5C20 4

2- (aq)-+ IOC02(g) + IOMnh(aq)
2 Compound I as ii has rnos1 ions. 

Then combine 1he two equations and cancel any species 1hat 
3 	 AgN0 (aq) + Cl-(aq) -+ AgCIM + N0 3-(aq)1 appear on bo1h sides: 
4 Compound I as i1 has mos1 free chloride ions. 

• 

2Mn04 (aq) + 16W(aq) + 5C20/-(aq) ..... 


2Mn2•(aq) + 8H20(1) + IOC02{g) 




Answers to summary ques.tions 

24.1 
1 a +7 b +6 c +6 

2 	 Acid-base. II b not redox as the chromium is in the +6 
state bdorc and aher. One of 1he oxygen atoms accepts two 
proion~ (II+ ion~). 

24.2 
Cu(Hz0l4Cl2 or Cu(H20)2Cl2 

2 	 a QH2 

Hi).. ,
\ 	 . 

, cJ+_...-:OH2 

Hi):~ / 


. 	 ~ \ , 

I "OH2 octahedral 

H~ 

b 	 Bromide ions a rc bigger chan wa1cr molecules. so fewer 
can fit around the copper ion. The shape is tetrahedral. 

3 	 (CL1(11 0) 12• (aq) +en _, !Cu (11 20)4(en)J 2+(aq) + 2H20(1)
2 6


[CuH 0 4 (cn)i2•(aq) +en .....
2
!Cu (H 0) (cn) ] 2•(aq) + 2H 0(1) 2	 2 2 2

[CL1(11 0) (en) J2• (aq) +en _. [Cu(cn)3]2•(aq) + 2H20 (1)
2 2 2 

At each step two enri 1ic~ produce three. therc!orc the 
entropy change of each s1ep is like ly to be positive. 

4 	 a No. it remains a1 +2. 

b 	 1Co( H20)
6

J2* i\ octahedral and (CoCl4 J
2- is 1etrahedral. 

c 	 The ligands have changed as has the 

co-ordination number. 


24.3 
They are ~mailer and more highly charged and therefore 
more ~trongly polarhing. They can 1hus weaken one of the 
0 -11 bond~ in one of 1he water molecules that surround 
them, ~o relea\ing a II ion. 

2 	 Aluminium is not a 1 ran~i1 ion metal. It has no pan-filled 
d-orbitals. Most transition me1al compounds are coloured 
because of the c lcc1rons moving between pan -li lied 
d-orbitals that absorb ligh1. 

3 	 Both NH3 and H20 are o r similar size a nd are neutral ligands. 

4 a 1r:e(1120)6J31 (aq) + 30W(aq) _. 
Fe(H20 ) (0J-lh(S) + 3H 0(1) 3 2

ii [Cu (H20l61 2• (aq) + 4NH3(aq) ..... 
JCu(NH3) (H 0) ] 2+(aq) + 4H 0(l) 4	 2 2 2

b 	 The orange brown ;olu1io11 change; to a reddish 
brown solid. 

ii 	The l)a le blue solu1ion mms co dark blue. 

25.1 
a H b H 

I 	 I 
H-C-H 	 H- C- H 

H-C-H 
I 	 7 7 7 I 7 

H-C-C-C-C- C-H7 7 I 7 7 7 I II I I 
H-C-C-C-C-C-C-H 	 H H H H 


H-C-H
I 	 I I II 	I
H 	 H H H H I 

HH-C-H 
I 
H 

2 a propan· I -ol b 2-chloropropane 

c hex-3-cne d ethanol 

c pentanoic acid 

25.2 
b 

2 Cl 0I -t 
CH3-c•-c 

HI "oH 

25.3 
a 2-hydroxybutanoic acid 

H H OH 
I I I 

H-C-C-C-COOH 
I I I 
H 	 H H 

b 	 Yes. the ca rbon lo which 1hc -Of-! group is bonded has 
rour di ffe rcn1group~ a11ached 10 it. 

2 	 a 2-mcth yl-2-hydroxypropanoic acid 

H OH 
I I 

H-C-C-COOH 
I I 
H 	 CH3 

b 	 No. it has no carbon 10 which four diffcrem groups are 
attached. 

3 	 This carbon atom doe~ not have lour dillere111 groups 
auached to it. 

26.1 
a 	 pen1an-3-one b propanal 

2 	 a A ketone must have a c=o group with two carbon
containing groups a11ached 10 it. so at least three carbon 
atoms arc required. 

b 	 The c=o group can only be on carbon 2. otherwise the 
compound would be an aldehyde. 

c 	 The c=o group mus1 always be on the end of the 
chain. 

3 	 A h yd roge n bond req ui res a molecule with a hydrogen 
atom covalen1l y bonded 10 an a1om or nuorine, oxygen. or 
nitrogen. The re b no such ca rbon atom in prupanone. 

4 	 The hydrogen a1om in a n - O J-I group in a water molecule 
can hyd rogen bond with the oxygen awm in the c=o bond 
o l propa nonc. 

26.2 
c1- 2 a no 

b 	 A negatively charged nuclcophile will be repeUed by the 
high electron densily in 1he c=c. 

c H H H OH 
'\ I I I 
C=C-C-C-H 

H/ I I 
H 	 H 

3 	 H H H OH 
I I I I 


H-C-C-C-C-H 

I I I I 

H 	 H H H 

• 




4 

Answef's to ~ummary questions 

The CW ions can anack the planar c=o group from van der Waals forces 
above or below. In the case of CH3CHO 1his will produce 2 a I.3-dichlorobenzcnc 
a compound with a chiral centre (four different groups b 	 I -bromo-4-chlorobenzene 
a11ached to it). This will be a pair of optical isomers. As 

3 aattack from above or below is equally likely it will be a 50:50 

mixture (racemic). In the case of ClliCOClly 1he product 

will nol have a carbon atom with four groups a11ached to it. 

It will nol 1herefore be chiral and will be a single compound. 
 0 b OCH, 

26 .3 
H3C

3-bromobuianoic acid 2 H H 
I I /JO 

Cl-C-C-C 
I I 'oH 27.3H 	 H 

a A elect rophilic substitmion 
3 The carboxylic add must be at the end of a chain and b A clcctrophilic substimtion 


therefore in 1he I position. 

2 l.2-dinitrobemene and l,4-dinitroben7ene 

4 e1hyl e1hanoate; methyl propanoate 
3 	 Addition reaaions would involve the loss of aromatic 

stability.
26.4 

They reac1 wi1h carbonates and hydrogencarbona1es ro give 

carbon d ioxide, meta l oxides to give sails, and alka lis ro give 

sa il s. 
 •Q+CH,CH-(~Qlc>;c~+HO 

2 methanol and ethanoic acid 

3 ethanol and methanoic acid CHJCH,CO· 
4 They have 1he same molecular fomlUla but have a different 

arrangement of their atoms in space. 28.1 
l secondary 2 ethylpropylamine 

26.S 3 CH3 4 a gas 
The carbon of 1he C=o group is strongly cis. became, I 
a~ well a~ oxygen, it is also bonded 10 an clecl ronegative H3C-N-CH3 

chlorine a1orn which d raws el ec1 ron~ away from it. 
 5 It has the ~ame value of M, as e1hylami1w, which is a gas. 

2 OH , because i1 is nega tively charged and conrnins a lone pair 
of e lectrons. 28.2 

3 	 Became 1he nucleophile and the acy lating agen t join 1 	 a (CHi) 2NH + HCl - (CH3 ) 2NH/ +Cl
togc ihcr and then a small molecule i!> lo)L 

b 	 dimethylammonium chloride
4 0 	 0 

// // 2 a It will dissolve, that is, the oily drops will disappear to 
Ciis-C + NH3 ~ C/.!Hs-C + HCl give a colourless solution. \'c1 NH2 b The oily drops will re -appear. 

3 	 Stronger, as i1 has two electron-releasing alkyl groups. c:r 7 
Solubility of drugsC2Hs-?.:;~-HJ secondary1 

Cl ..-'H 2 

0 	 H ci-
II I. ..

H+ ~ C/.!Hs-Cc_~-H + Cl 


H 

27.1 
3 	 It i~ an ionic compound. 

l 	 Cll 2 3 
4 	 Solid. because it is ionically bonded. 

3 	 Six elcc1rons arc spread out over all six carbon atoms in 
the ring rather than being localised in three distinc1 double 5 -OH, alcohol, and an aromatic ring. 
bonds. 6 OH H H 

4 Br 	 ""-+/
N c1
~CH36"' 

7 	 lt is possible tha1 only one of the optical isomers is active as a 
dnig. 

• 

27.2 



Answers to summary questions 

28.3 
Because secondary and teniary amines (and qua1emary 
ammonium sails) may be lom1ed as well. 

2 a Cll3CH2CI + 2NH3 - ClliC112NH2 + Nll CI4

C~CH,p + 2NH3 ~ CH3CH2NH2 +NH.ct 

H H H 
H ls+ns I I+ I CH3 - C- CI ~ CH3-C-N- H +Cl 

H-~u~ 	 ~ ~ 
H 

H H 	 H H 
I I., ~ 	 I /

CH3-C-~H .NH3~ CH3-C-N + NH4+ 
I I I ' 
H H H H 


b (C H ) NH; (C H ) N; (C H ) WCI
2 5 2 2 5 1 2 5 4 

29 .1 
a 1hc n um ber of carbon a1oms in each monomer 

b I, I 0-diaminodecane 
NH2 (CH2) ioNH2 

2 They aim have CONH linkages. 

3 any diol. for example, propane-1.3.-diol 

4 a amide b ester 

5 	 tCO-R-C0-0- R'- ot,, + nH20 
11fCO-R-COOH + HO- R' - ot 

Hermann Staudinger 
I 2-111e1h ylbu 1a-l,3-diene 

2 Addi tion since ii co111ains a -c=c- in 1hc s1ructure. 

3 0.1 
I 2-aminopropanoic acid 

2 Carbon number 2 in alanine has four dirrere111 groups 
a11ached 10 ii. 

30 .2 
a amine and carboxylic acid 

b The carboxylic acid is acidic; the amine is ba~ic. 

2 two 

3 They w ill be prownat.ed. ie the re will be a W ion auached to 
the -NH2• 1 H1NCH(CH ) C0 J·J 3 2 

H 0 H 04 
11 I II 

H2N -C-C-OH H2N -C-C-OH 
I 

H 	 CH3 

2-dimensional TLC 
(approximate values) Solvem I: orange = 0.85 
blue= 0.60 

Solvent 2: o range= 0.52 blue= 0.65 

30.3 
Ionic bonding and hydrogen bonding. 

2 van der Waals forces and dipole-<lipole forces 

30.4 
1 GGTCAACTGG 

2 	 The phosphate groups which form the backbone of the ONA 
have P-o- H groups. These can donate the hydrogen 
atom as a proton. ie p--o-rr - P--o- + W 

DNA, amino acids, and proteins 

H 
I ,,/
c-c~ 
HI " 0-H 

30.S 
The two chloride ligands are too far 
apart to effectively bond to two adjacem 
guanine bases. 

31.1 
a React with HCN. 

b 	 React with methanol (with an acid cata lyst). 

c 	 Addition of water (by reaction with concentrated sulfuric 
acid followed by water). 

d 	 Dchydra1c wi1b P 0 5, for example.2

2 a 	 Add water (by reaction wi1h concentrated sulfuric acid 
followed by water) to produce e1hanol. 1hen oxidise with 
K1Cr207llI2So•. 

b 	 Reduce (using NaBH4 • for example) to propan-2-ol, then 
react wi1h KBr/H2S04 • 

3 	 Step I: Friedel-Crafts acyla tion using ct ha no)' I ch lori de an d 
aluminium chloride. 

S1ep 2: Nitration electrophilic substi1u1ion using a mixture of 
concentra ted njtric and sulfuric acids. 

S1ep 3: Reduction (hydrogenation) using Sn/concentrated 
llCI. 

31.2 
React with sodium hydroxide, acidify and then add silver 
nitrate solut ion. A precipitate wil l form - white for chlorine, 
cream ror bromine, and pale yellow for iod ine. To more 
clearly dist inguish the cream and pale yellow precipitates. 
add concentra ted ammonia - 1he prccipi1a1e w ill dissolve in 
the case o f bromine, but nm in the case o r iodine. The w hite 
precipitate formed wi th chlorine wi ll dissolve in aqueous 
ammonia. 

2 a 	 Because OW ions will form a prccipita1e with silver 
nitrate. 

b 	 Using HCI adds c1- ions, which will form a precipitate 
with silver nitrate. 

3 	 a alkcnc and carboxylic acid 

b 	 C112=CHCOOH 

c 	 CH2=CHCOOH + Br2 _, CH BrCHBrCOOH 2

C112=CHCOOH + NaHC03 

CH2=CllC00Na + C02 + H20 

32 .1 
a a single peak 

b 	 Both carbon atoms are in exactly the \ame environment. 

http:prownat.ed


Answers to .1.ummcuy questions 

2 	 The upper one is propan-1-ol. as it three peaks because all 
three carbon atoms arc in dilfcrcm environments. The lower 
one is propan-2-ol, as it has two peaks because there are 
carbon atoms in just two different environments. 

A brief theory of NMR 
They arc all odd numben.. 

32.2 
I a 	 Isomers have the same molecular formula but different 


arrangements of atoms in space. 


b A 	 R C 0 

propan-1-ol: CH 1CHiCH20H 

A 8 C I\ 


propan-2-ol: CH1CH(OH)CH 1 


c 4 	 ii 3 

d A3; B2; C2; DI ii A6; B l; C I 


e D>C>B>A 

ii C>B>A 


32.3 
a 	 A is ethanol, B b mcthoxymet hane. 

b 	 A: 4.5 is R-0-11, 3.7 i ~ R-cn 2-o-, 
1.2 is R-c11 1 


B 3.3 is-O-CH 1 


c 	 A: 4.5, l ; J.7, 2; 1.2, 3. 

B: ll is not possible to tell. 

2 
3

3 

'O 

2l 
0 en 
D 

"' ~ 
~ c 
~ 

10 	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 
-chemical shiftO/ppm 

There is no spin-spin coupling because the two CH3 groups 
a re not on adjacen t carbon a1oms. 

33.1 
1 	 In column chromatography the clucnt is a liquid. In gas


liquid chromatography it is a gas. 


2 	 rt can separate ;ind help LO identify minute traces of 

sub5tance~. For ex;implc (among ot hers) s11b~tances used 

in making expl o'>ivc~. IMany other ~ugge5tions a re also 

acceptable. ) 


JaA bC cA d C 

• 




acid-base chemb1ry 

amino acids 45~59 


aqueous 1ransi1ion me1al ions 378-382 

1itra1ions 325-330 


acid chlorides 42~25 


acid deriva1ive) or e)tt'r) 419-420 


acid dissocia1ion con)tan1 K• 322-324 

acidic buffers 3 31-332 

acids 


addition 10 buffer) 334-335 

definition 316-317 

dissociation cons1an1s 322-324 

equilibrium cons1a1m I 14-117, 120, 


324, 330 

Group 2 demeni reactions 1 56-157 

halide reac1io 11s 164-167 

inorganic chemisiry 378-380 

ionic equai ions 36-37 

Lewb-lype 379 

meta l ion oxida ti o11 states 378-379 

neuira lisaLion 72-73 

pH scale 318-32 1 


pK• 324, 330 

strong 320-32 I 

titraiions 325-330 

weak 322-324 


activaied complexe'> 97 

activation energy 96-100, 288 


Arrhenius equa1ion 289-292 

ac1ive sites 466 

acylations 422-426, 4 35-4 36 

addition-<>limina1ion reac1ions 423-426 

adcli1ion reactiom 217-225, 4 12-413, 


422-426 

adsorp1ion, cataly~l\ 102 

alcohols 


aldehydeikeione rcduc1 ions 414 


chemical tesis 479 

classirica1io 11 230 

combust ion 233-234 

dehydra tions 233-234, 476 

elimina tion reac1io 11s 233-234 

equilibria 11 2- 11 7, 120 


ronnulae 228-229 

industry 11 2- 11 3, 231-232 

infrared spectrn~copy 243-246 

naming 180, 228-229, 399 

nucleophilic addi1ion to 


carbonyl<. 423-424 

organic chemi)lry 228-239, 240 

oxida1ions 234-237, 475-476 


physical propertie'> 230 

reactivil}' 229, 233-237, 240 


s1ructure 229 

aldehyde\ 180,234-237,240,4 10-414 


chemical tem 413, 479 

naming 399 

nucleophil ic additions 412-414 

oxidations 476 


reductions 414 

alkaline baneries 310-31 3 

alkaline earth metals 150, 154-159 

alkalis 167 


buffers 332 

pH 320-321 

1ransition metal ions 371 


alkanes l 79, 180. 188-213 

boiling points I 90, 205 

bondiJJg 188-190, 204-205 

branched chains 188-189 

chain reactions 199-201 

combustion 196-1 98 

cracking 194- 195 

crude oil fractional dis1illa1ion 19 1- 193 

envi ronmental problems 196-198. 


210- 2 1 l 

fonr1ulae J 88-189, 204 

rue ls 191 - 198 

ha logenoalkanes 180. 199-20 I , 


204-2 1 3, 240 

isomers 189, 209-21 I 

melting points 190 

naming 179, 180. 188-189, 204, 


398-399 

physical properties 190, 204-205 

polarity 190. 204-205 

reactions 180. 190, 199-20 I. 204-21 3 

reactivity 190, 205 

solubility 190, 204-205 

structure 189 


alkenes 179. 180. 194, 214-227, 240 

addition reactions 217-225 

amine syn1hesis 477 

boiling poi111s 21 7 

chemical 1ests 4 79 

C!P nota1ion 21 6 

combustion 218-221 

e lectrophiles 2 17-221 

formulae 2 14 

ha logen reactions 218-22 1 

hydrogen hal ide reactions 2 18-220 

isomers/isomerism 215-21 6. 233-234 

naming 179, 180. 214, 216. 398-399 

physical properties 217 

polymerisation 222-225 

reac1ivi1y 217-222, 240 

s1 ructure 214-2 15 

symmetry 218-220. 221 


alkynes, naming 399 

all01ropes 66, 348 

amide bonds 452-453, 460-461 

amides 


from carbonyls 423-425 

naming 399 

peptides 4 52-453, 460-461 

polymers 451-452 

symhesis 446 


amines 440-449 


amide rorma1ion 446 

as bases 442-443 

£rom nitriles 445 

inductive effect 442-443 

naming 399, 440 

as nuclcophiles 423-425, 444 


polyamidcs 451-452 

reac1ivi1y 423-425. 441-446 

synthC\iS 444-446, 477 


amino acid\ 459-465 

acid-base chemis1ry 458-459 

isomerism 405 

na1ural ly ocrnrring 459 

pep1idc links 460-46 1 

1hin-laycr chromatography 464-465 


~-amino acids 402 

ammo nia 62. 440 


halogcnoalkane rea(tions 208. 444 

li gand <;ubs1 itu1ion 383- 384 

nuclcophi lic add i1ions 10 


carbonyls 423-425 

oxidation ~ta1e~ I 30 

transition meta l ions 380-381 


arnoum or rnbMances 22-43 

balanced equat ion<; 35-41 

c:onccn1ralions 25- 26 

formula determination 30-41 

ga\C\ 27-29 

mole\ 23-29 

reaclion\ 35-41 

\oltuions 25-26, 38 

volumes 25-29 


analytical method<; 

comhu\lion 33- 34 

organic compounds 240- 251. 


479-503 

anhydridcs 399, 423-425 

anti-cancer d rugs 47 1 

aqua ions 360. 378-379, 386- 387 

aqueous solu tions 


inorganic cornpounds 378-393 

nuclcophi lic subs1itu tions 207 

p ll 3 18-32 1 

prOtoll!> 3 16-3 17 

rcdox cqua lions 133-134 


arcncs 399, 428-439 

aromatic compounds 428-439 


amine\ 440, 442-443, 445-447 

comhuslion 4 33 

elcc1rophilic substitt11ions 432-436 

Fricdcl-crahs acylations 435-436 

naming 399, 431-432 

ni1ra1ions 433-434 

organic synthesis 478 

phy\ical pro1)erties 4 31 

reac1ivi1y 4 32-4 36 


aroma1ic s1abili1y 428-429 

Arrhenius equation 289-292 

asymmetrical alkenes 2 18-220, 221 


• 




lnde.ll 

atom economy 39-40, 174 

atomic numbers 6. 155, 160 

atomic orbitals l4-l6 

atomicradii 147-148. 154. 160-161 

atomic strncture 2. 4-2 I 


electrons 4-9 

periodicity 147-148, 154. 160-161 


atoms 

electrons 4-5. 8-9 

number of 24 


Avogadro's constant JO. 23 


balanced equations 35-4 I, I 32-135 


bases 

add itions to buffe r~ 335 

amines 442-443 

aqueous metal ions 380-387 

definition 316 

ester hydro lysis 4 19-420 

Lewis-type 379 

pH 318-32 I 

titrations 325-330 

weak 322-324 


basic bu ffers 332 

batte ri es 3 I0-313 

Benedict's tests 237 

benzene 428-430. 445. 478 

benzoic acid 323-324 

bidentate ligand~ 360. 385 

biofuels 231-232 

blocks of the Periodic Table 143-144, 


145. 154. 160 

boiling point~ 


alkanes 190. 205 

alkenes 2 I 7 

bonding 56-57. 64-65. 69 

gases 65 

hydrides 57 

hydrogen bonding 57 

inte rmolecula r force) 56. 57 

liquids 65 

metals 51 

periodicit y 145-146, 155, 160-16 1 

primary amine~ 44 I 

sta tes o f mat 1er 64 

van der Waals fo rce) 56 

wate r 57 


Bolt?Tnann dbtribu tinn 98-99 

bond angle~ 60-63. 188 

bond d issociation enthalpy 91. 259, 4 I I 

bond energy 2 1 7 

bond enthalpies 64-65. 91-93, 205. 


259-268. 4 11 

bonding 2. 44-71 


alcohols 229 

bemene 428-4 30 

boiling point~ 56-57. 64-65. 69 

carbon compound' I74-178 

covalent compound~ 44, 47-49, 


52- 53. 65-70 

crystals 65-67 


• 


dipole-dipole forces 54-55, 65. 69 

electrical conductivity 48. 50-5 l , 68. 70 

electron pair repulsion 60-63 

e lect rostatic forces 45. 48. 55- 56. 65 

enthalpy change 64-65 

halogenoalkanes 204-205 

halogens 160 

infrared spectroscopy 243-244 

intermolecular forces 54-58, 69 

ionic compounds 44-46. 60-63, 65. 


67- 70 

la!tice enthalpies 267-268 

liquids 64-65. 70 

lone pairs 49. 61-63 

melting poinLS 5 I . 64-65, 69- 70 

meral oxides 349 

mera ls 44. 50-51. 65. 67-69 

molecular shape 54-55. 60-63. 68-70 

noble gas compounds 44 

non-metal oxides 349-35 1 

organic chemistry 174-187. 209, 


214-224 

physica l properties 64-70 

polarisa tion 52- 55. 93. 204-205. 


267- 268 

pro teins 460-463 

simple molecular structures 60-61, 


68-70 

solids 64-66, 70 

states of maner 64-67, 70 

strengths 407 

transition metal ions 360-363 

van der Waals forces 54, 55-56, 65, 


66-67, 69 

bond strength 46. 48-49, 51, 57-58 

Born-Haber cycles 261-266 

Boyle's law 27 

bromide test 199, 209 

Brnnsted-Lowry theory of acidity 316, 380 

buckminsterfullerenes 67 

buffers 331-335 


acid /base addi tions 334-335 

acidic 33 1-332 

basic 332 

calculations 332-333 


Cahn-Jngold- Prelog (CIP) notation 2 16 

calcula tion of entropy changes 270. 


272- 273, 275 

calorimeters 78- 79 

carbocations 218-220 

carbon-13 NMR 483-485 

carbonates. transition metals 381 

carbon~rbon bonds 41 I, 428-430 

carbon compounds 174-185 


bonding 174-178, 411. 428-430 

chirality 363, 402-407 

formulae 175- 178 

fuels 191- 198 

reaction mechanism.~ J 78. 206-207 


carbon dioxide 198. 232. 244. 245 

carbon monoxide 196 


carbonyl compounds 

hydrolysis 423-424 

nucleophilic additions 404-405, 


412-413, 422-426 


physical properties 41 1 

carbox ylic acids 180, 234-236. 240. 


4 1 5-4 16. 4 18-4 I 9 


aldehyde oxidations 413 

chemical tests 479 

from carbonyls 423-424 

naming 399, 4 I 5 

physical properties 416 

polarisation 418 

polyamides 451-452 

react ivity 418-419 

synthesis 476 


catalysis 

au to 376 

enzymes 46 l. 466 

heterogeneous ca talysts 37 3-374 

homogeneous ca ta lys ts 37 5 

transition metals 359, 373-376 


ca talysts 96, 100-103. 110. 120-121 

catalytic converters 101-103. 197-198 

catalytic cracking 195 

cells 


division 470-47 1 

electrochemical 310-313 

representation 305 


chain isomerism 181-182, 184 

chain reactions 199-201 

Charles' law 27 

chelation 360-361. 383. 385 

chemical equations. rate expressions 282 

chemical equilibria 107 

chemical properties, transition 


metals 359 

chemical shifts 483-484, 486 

chemical 1ests 


functional groups 4 13. 479 

iro n 38 1- 382 


chira l cen tres 4 02 

chira lit y 363, 40 2-407 

chloride ions/chlorine 346. 384-385 

chlorine react ions I62, 167. I99-201 

chloro rl uorocarbons (CFCs) 102-10 3. 


20 1. 2 10 

chromatography 496-499 


columns 497 

GCMS 498 

HPLCS 498 

thin-layer 464-465. 496-497 


CIP notation 216 

cis-platin 471 

ds-1ra11s isomerism 185, 2 I6 

classification 


alcohols 230 

amines 440 

halogenoalkanes 230 


collision theory 96-97 

colorimetry 365-366 




lnde)C 

coloured ions 359, 364-366 

column chromatography 497 

combustion 433. 454 


alcohols 233-234 

a lkanes 196-1 98 

alkenes 218-221 

analysis 33-34 

enthalpy 74, 77, 85-86. 258 


complexes of transition metal ions 359-363 

complex ions 


colorimetry 365-366 

isomerism 362-363 

ligand substitution 383-385 

transition meta l elements 360-363 


compound ide;:nt ity 243-244. 246-247 

compute r model ling. enzymes 466 

concentra tion 


colorime try 365-366 

equilibria 108- 109, 114-120 

mules 25-26, 38 

solu tions 25-26, 38 

li tra tions 38 


cunclensation polymers 450-457 

monomers 453-454 

polyamide;:s 451-453 

polyesters 45()-451 

repeat units 453 


condensation reactions 450 

Contact process 3 7 4 

co-ordinate: bond~ 47. 49. 360-363. 379. 


383-385 

co-ordination number\ 360-361 

covalent bonding 44. 47-49. 52-53, 


65-70. 268. 349-351 

bond strt:ngth 48-49 

co-ordinate bond\ 47. 49 

crysta ls 65-66 

dot-and-cross diagrams 66-67 

elect rical conduc1ivity 48. 68. 70 

electron density 52-53 

elect ru11 egativity 52-53 

electrus tatic forces 48 

ions 49 

macromolen1lar struct ures 66-69 

molecular l>u11di11 g 47-49, 52-53. 


65-67 

pe riodici ty 145 

polarity 52-53, 93, 204-205 


cracking 194-195, 214 


crude oil 191-195, 214, 23 1 

crystals 64. 65-67 

curly arrows 178. 206-207, 209 


Daniell cells 303. 310 

dative bonding 47. 49, 360-363, 379, 


383-385 

d-l>lock eleme1m 143-144, 358-377 


catalysis 359. 373-376 

chemical propertie\ 359 

coloured ions 364-366 

complex iom 360-363 


complex isomerism 362-363 

electronic configuration 358-359 

ions 358-366 

oxidation states 367-372 


dehydrations 233-234.476 

delocalisation 50, 350-351. 418. 


428-430,433 

diamond structlue 66-67, 83 

diatomic molecules 160-167 

diffusion 64 

dipeptides 460 

dipole-dipole forces 54-56. 65. 69 

diprotic acids 327 

displacement reactions 80-81, 162-163 

d isplayed formulae 176, 178 

disposal of polymers 454 

disproportionation l 34, 167 

d issociation 


buffers 331- 332 

enthalpy 259. 41 I 

st rong acids 320-321 

weak acids 322-323 


distillation 191-193, 254 

DNA 58. 467-471 

dot-and-cross diagrams 44-45, 61-63, 


66-67 

double bonds 48-49, 176. 179, 209, 


214-224. 411. 428 

double helix 468~69 


dynamic equilibrium I 06-125 


electrical conductivity 48. 50-51, 68. 70 

electrochemical ceUs 310-313 

electrochemical series 304-305 

electrode potentials 302- 315 


batteries 310-313 

e lectrochemical series 304-305 

half cells 302- 303 

hydrogen electrodes 303-304 

redox reactions 306-309 

reducing agen ts 303-304 


e lectrodes 302-309 

hydrogen 303-304 

redox reactions 306-309 

voltage 304-305 


electronegativity 52- 53, 160-16 1 

electronic structures 16. 143-1 51, 


154-155. 160-161. 358- 359 

electron pai r repulsion 60-63 

electrons 


aromatic compounds 428-430. 

432~33 

arrangement 8-9, 143-151. 154-155, 

160-161 


atOmic orbilalS 14-16 

a10mic structures 4-9, 14-19 

bonding 44-71 

delocalisation 50. 350-351. 4 18. 


428-430, 433 

density 52- 53 

d iagrams 9, 60 


energy levels 14-19 


excitation 364 

ionisation energy 17-19 


lone pairs 49. 61-63 

orbitals 14-16, 47. 150-151 


redox reactions 126-128. 132-135 

shells 9. 14-16, 60 

spin 15 


electrophiles 217-221 

electrophilic additions 217-221 

electrophilic substitutions 432-436 

electrostatic forces 4, 45. 48, 55-56, 65 


elements 

mass spectrometers 11-13 

oxidat ion sta tes 129-13 l 

periodici ty 346-357 

PeriodicTable 143-149 


t'l imina tion reactions 209-211, 233- 234 

cmpirica l Formulae 30-32. 175, 178 

enontiomcrs 402~07 


endothcrmic reactions 72-95, 97. 

109-110, 269 


e11d points 328-330 

encrgct ics 2. 72-95, 98-99 


energy 

activation energy 96-100, 288 

hcating 64-65 


levels 14-19. 76 

states or mailer 64-67 

values or fuels 73-74 


enthalpy changes t',H 73-95, 253- 254, 

258-268 


or atomisation 258. 260- 264 

bond enthalpies 64-65. 91 - 93, 205, 


259-268. 411 

Born-llaber cycles 261- 266 

catalym 100 

of rnmbustion 74, 77, 85- 86, 258 

displacement react ions 80-81 

of d issociation 91, 259, 4 1 I 

of formation 77. 83-84, 86. 258. 


261-266 

o f fusion 64-65 

Gibbs fn·c energy 271-275 

hcat l o~s al lowances 80-S l 

llcs~·s law 82-84, 9 1, 258-260 

ur hydration 259 

ionic bonding 259- 263 

level diagram~ 76, 87- 90, 97, 100 

measuring 77-81, 253-254 

or melting 64-65 

nemrali\illion or acids 72- 73, 79- 81 

reactiom 64-65. 73-95 

of ~olution 259, 267 

or vapori~tion 65 


entropy change~ l!.S 269-275 

calculation 270, 272- 273. 275 

chelate effect 361 

melting 272 

vapori ~ation 269, 272-273 


• 
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environmental problems 196-198. 

210-21 L 244-245 


enzymes 405. 46 l. 466 

equations 


balanced equations 35-41, 132-135 

hallequations 126-128. 134-135 

redox 132-135 


equilibria 2. I 06-125 

acid dissociation 114-117, 120. 


324. 330 

alcohols 112-117. 120 

catalyst effects 110. 120-121 

concentrcllion elfcC1S I 08-109, 114-120 

conditions or 107. 108-11 0. 119-123 

endothe rmic/exothermic 


reactions I09- 1 I 0 

gases I I 1-1 12, 120-123 

industrial reactions/processes 111 - 113 

Le Chatel ier's p ri nciple I08- 113, 


119- 123 

pressure effects 109. 12 1-123 

tempera ture c: ITects I 09-1 IO. 11 9, 


122-123 

wate r 3 17 


equilibrium con~tant K< 114-123 

equilibrium law 120 

equilibrium mixture~ 106-110 

equivalence points 326-327 

esters 416-417. 419-421 


formation 419 

from carbonyls 423-424 

hydrolysis 419-420 

naming 399, 417 

polymers 450-451 

uses 420-42 1 


ethanoicacid 114-117. 120. 235, 245, 

322-324.416 


ethanol 228-229, 245, 483 

distillation 254 

equilibria 11 2-117, 120 

indust ri al react ions 11 2- 11 3 

mass spect ro11u::te r~ 24 I 

oxidat ion 234-236 

production 23 1-232 


ethene 232. 477 

exothermic reaction ~ 72-95, 97. I 09-110 

ext raction, meta ls 273-274 

EIZ isomerbm 185, 216 


fast reaction~ 279-280 

fat~ I 02. 420-42 I 

fatty acids 420-421 

f-block of the Periodic Table 143-144 

feasible reactions 269-275 


entropy 269-270 

Gibb~ free energy 270-275 


Fehling's test 2 3 7. 4 I 3 

fingerprint regions or ~pect ra 243. 


245- 247 

firs1 elec1ron affin i1y 258-264 


• 


firsl ionizat ion energy 148-151. 154-155, 

258, 260-266 


first order reactions 282-283 

(ormulae 


alcohols 228-229 

alkanes 188- 189. 204 

alkenes 214 

carbon compounds 175-178 

determination 30-41 

empirical 30-32 

ionic compounds 36-37 

molecular 30. 32-34 

organic chemistry 175-189, 204. 214, 


228-229 

rractiona l distillation 191-193 

rragmentation 241 

free radicals 178. 199-20 I 

[reezing temperatures 146 

rrequencies of Light 364 

Friedel-crafts acylation reactions 435-436 

ruel cells 312-313 

£uels 73- 74, 191-198. 231-232, 42 1 

[unctional groups 180-182, 184. 240, 


399-400.475.479 

lundamental particles 4-5 

lusion 64-65 


gases 

boiling points 65 

enthalpy change 76 

equilibria 111- 112. 120-123 

greenhouse gases I 98. 244 

ideal gas equation 27- 29 

moles 28-29 

relative molecular mass 28-29 

states of matter 64 

volumes 27- 29 


gas- liquid chromatography (GC) 497-498 

Gay-Lussace law (constant volume law) 27 

GCMS (gas chromatography-mass 


spectrometry) 242. 498 

geometrical isomerism 2 1 5, 362 

giant structu res 66-69, 70. 145- 146 

Gibbs rree energy changes 6G 270-275 

global warming 198, 245 

graphene/graphite 66-f>7. 83, 274-275 

greenhouse gases/effect 198. 244 

Group 2 e lements 150. 154-159 

Group7elements 160-1 67 

groups of the Periodic Table 144, 


148-1 51, 154-171 


Haber process 111. 120-121, 374 

haemoglobin 361 

half cells 302- 303 

half equations 126-128, 134-135. 368-370 

half reactions 303- 304 

halides 162- 167. 218-220 

halogenoalkanes 399. 444. 476, 479 


boil ing pointS 190. 205 


bonding 204-205 

classificat ion 230 

elimination reactions 209-211 

fom1ation 199-201, 218-219 

fomn1lae 204 

hydroxide reactions 207. 209-210 

naming 180 

nucleophilic substitution 206-208, 210 

physical propenies 204-205 


reactivity 205 

solubility 204-205 

test 1ube reactions 240 


halogens 

alkane reactiom 180. 199-201, 


204-2 13, 240 


a lkene reactions 2 18-221 

rt'act ions 162-167 


hea t 

conduc1ivity in meta ls 50 

energy changes 64-65 

en tha lpy changes 72-95 


loss al lowances 80-81 

1 less's law 82-84. 91, 258-260 

heterogeneous catalysis 373-374 

he1erolyt ic bond breaking 219 

high resolution mass spectrome1ry 242 


homogeneous catalysts 375 

homogeneous systems I 14 

homologous series of hydrocarbons 183 

llPLC (high performance liquid 


chromatography) 498 


hydrocarbom 

boiling points 56 

chain~ 174, 181-182. 184 

formulae 175-187 

isomers/isomeri\m 174, 181-182, 


184-187 

naming 179-183 

rings 174, 180 

sat ura tion 179. 180. 188. 2 14 


hydrogen 48, 54. 56-58. 65. 69, 144, 

3 16-32 1 


hydrogc.:11 bonding 54, 56- 58. 69 

carboxyl ic aC'ids 4 16 


ONA 58. 468-470 

ice 57 

protein~ 58. 46 1-463 


wlution~ 267 

hydrogen electrode~ 303- 304 

hydrogen ha lide reaClions 2 18-220 

hydrogen iom 316-321 

hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells 312- 313 

hydroly\is 


carbon~'! compound~ 423-424 

ell7yme~ 461 

em·r. 4 I 9-420 

peptide'> 460-461 

polyamide\ 4 54 

tramition metal ions 379 


hydroxide ions 320-321 




hydroxides 157, 207, 209-210 


ice, density/structure 57 

ideal gas equation 27-29 


impurity identification 243, 246-247 

incomplete combustion 196-197 

indicators for titrations 328-330 

induced dipoles 55-56 


inductive effect, amines 442-443 

industry 


alcohols 112- 113. 23 1-232 

cracking l 94- I 9 5 

equilibrium reactions 111-113 


infrared (IR) radiation effc:cts 243- 244 

infrared (IR) spectroscopy 243-247 

inhibition of enzymes 466 

initial rate method 285-286 

in itiation of chain reactions 199 

inorganic chemist ry 140- 171. 174. 


344-395 

acidity 378-380 


amphoteric hydroxides 382 

aqueous solmions 378-393 

catalysis 373-376 

chelation 383, 385 


ligand substitution 383-385 

rnt:ta l carbonates 38 1 


Period 3 elements 346-357 

periodicity 346-357 

transition metal~ 358-377 


imtantaneous dipole5 55-56 

integration traces 486-487 

intermolecular (orcc~ 54-58, 65- 66, 


69, 217 

ionk bonding 44-46, 67-70, 268 


crys ta ls 65 

meta l oxides 349 

pruteins 462 

thermodynamie5 259-263 


ionic compounds 

bond strength 46 

dot-and-cross diagram) 44-45, 61-63 

dectrical conducti vity 68, 70 


dt:ctrostatic forces 45. 65 

formulae and equatiom 36- 37 

giant structures 68-69 

Periodic Table 145 


properties 46 

~hapes 60- 63 


ionic crystals 65 

ionic rad ii 164 

ionic salts 4 18-4 1 9 

ionisation energy (fEJ 17-19, 148- 155 

ions 


add- base chemistry 320-323, 

331- 332, 378-382 


chela tion 360-361, 383, 385 

colou red 359. 364-366 


complex 360-363, 365-366. 383- 385 

covalent bonding 49 


d-block elements 358-366, 381-382 

enthalpy 258, 260-266 

hydrogen 318-321 

hydroxide 320-321 

shapes 60-63 

zwitterions 458-459 


iron 353, 366-370, 374, 378-379, 

381-382 


iron ions 378-379 

iron hydroxides 381-382 

isomers/isomerism 174, 18 1- 189, 


209-211 , 215-2 16, 233-234, 

362-363,401-407 


isotopes 6- 7. 11-12 


IUPAC (international Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry) 6-7, 11-12, 400 


ketones 180, 234, 236-237, 4 lo-414 

chemical tests 4 I 3 

naming 399 

nucleophilic additions 412-414 

reductions 414 


kinetic energy 77, 288 

kinetics 2. 96-105, 274-275, 278-297 


activation energy 288 

catalysts 96, I 00- 103 

coll ision theory 96-97 


Maxwell- Bolmnann distribution 98-99 

order o[ reactions 282-286, 294-295 


rate constants 281-283. 287-288 

rate-<letermining steps 293-295 

rate expressions 281-283 


rate~ of reactions 278-280, 287- 295 


lauice formation entha lpy 259-264, 

267-268 


la11 ice st w ctures 45, 65 

lead-add batteries 31 I 

Le Chatelier's principle I 08-1 I 3, 119- 123 

Leclanche cells 310-3 I I 

Lewis acids and base~ 379 

ligands 360- 362 


coloured ions 364-366 

subs titu tion 383-385 


light 364, 403 

linear complexes 362 

liquids 


boiling points 65 

bonding 64-65, 70 

e lt'.Clrica l conductivity 70 

en1halpy change 75-76 

ht:ating 65 


lithium ion batteries 3 I2 


lone pairs of electrom 49, 61-63 

low re~olution mass spectrometry I 1- 12 


macromolecules 66-69, 70. 455 

mass 


balanced equations 36-37 

mole) 23- 26, 30 


ma\5 number 6- 7 


mass spectrometry 10-13, 241-242 


Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 98-99 

mean bond enthalpy 64-65, 91-93, 205, 


259, 411 

measurement 


pH 319 


rates of reactions 278-280. 285-286 

mechanical req1cling of polymers 225 

melting points 


alkanes 190 

alkenes 217 

benzene 431 

bonding 51, 64-65, 69-70 

ca rboxylic adds 4 1 6 

enthalpy change 64-65 

entropy 272 


metals 51. 65 

Period 3 oxides 350 

periodicity 145-146, 154-155, 


J60-161 

sta tes of matter 64 


metaJH ions 380-381, 386 

metaJH ions 380-381, 387 

metal halides 165-166 

metal ions 


ammonia ligands 383-384 


aqueous acid-base react ions 380-381, 

386 


chelation 383, 385 

hydrolysis 379 

ligand substitution 383-385 

oxidation states 378-379 


metals 

boiling points 51 


bonding and structures 44, 50-51. 65. 

67-69 


dectrica l conductivity 50-5 I. 68. 70 

extraction 273-274 

melting points 5 I. 65 

PeriodicTable 50, 142-146, 155-1 59 

properties 50-5 I 


me thyl orange 328-330 

methyl re<l 328 

mobile phases 496 

molar ma~s 23-26, 30, 74 

molecular covalent bonding 47--49, 


52-53,65-67 

molecular crystals 65-66 

molecular formulae 30, 32-34, 


175-176, 178 

molecular ions I2 


molecular shape 54-55, 60-63, 68- 70 

mole~ JO, 23- 29 


concentrations 25-26. 38 

fonnulae determination 30-34 

gases 28-29 

ma~~ re lationship 23-26. 30 

reacting q uantities 39-4 I , 73 

snlu1 ions 25-26 

volume re lationships 25-29 


monomers 222- 224, 453-454, 467-470 




lnde.ll 

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) 493 

multidemate ligands 360-36 1, 385 


naturally occurring amino acids 459 

neutralisation of acids 72- 73, 79-81 

neutrons 4-5, 6-7 

nitriles 399. 445 

Ni\1R (nuclear magnetic resonance 


spearoscopy) 482-494 

noble gas compounds 44 


noble gases 265-266. 346 

nomenclature 


aldehydes 4 10-411 

amines 440 

aromatic compounds 431-432 

carboxylic acids 41 5 

esters 417 

isomers 401-402 

ketones 410-4 1I 


organic compounds 179-189, 204. 

214, 2 16. 228-229. 398-402 


non-metals 142-143 

non-rechargeable cells 3 10-3 1I 


n+ l ru le 488 

carbon-13 483-485 

development 491-492 

imerpretation 483-484, 488-490 

magnetic re~onance imaging 493 

proton 486-494 

spin-spin coupling 488 

theory 482 


nuclei 

resonance 482 

shielding 483 


nucleons 4-5 

nudeophiles 205. 423-425. 444 

nucleophilic addition reaaiom 404-405, 


412-413.422-426 

nucleophilic ~ubs1i1u1ion reac1ion5 


206-208. 210. 444,446 

nucleotide~ 467-470 

nucleus 4 


octahedral complexe~ 362 

oaahedral molecules 61 

OTL RIG 127, I 32, 162 

optical isomerism 363, 401-407 

orbita l sofelectro11~ 14-16. 47, 150-151 

order of reaction~ 282-286. 294-295 

ores. metal extraction 273-274 

organic analy~i~ 240-251. 479-503 


carbon-13 NMR 483-485 

column chromatography 497 

gas-liquid chromatography 497-498 

GCMS 498 

HPLC 498 

NMR theory 482 

proton NMR <186-494 

thin-layer chromatography 464-465. 


• 
496 


organic chemistry 172-25 l. 396-505 

acylations 422-426 

alcohols 228-239, 240 

aldehydes 180, 234-237, 240. 4lo-414 

alkanes 179, 180. 188-213 

alkenes 179. 180, 194, 214-227, 240 

amines 440-449 

amino acids 458-465 

analytical methods 240-25 l. 479-503 

aromatic compounds 428-439 

bonding 174-187, 209. 214-224 

carbon compounds 174-185 

carbonyl compounds 4lo-427 

carboxylic acids 180. 234-236. 240. 


415-416. 4 18-419 

chirality 402-407 

chromatography 496-499 

condensation polymers 450-457 

DNA 467-47 1 

double bonds 176. 179, 209, 2 14-224 

enzymes 466 

esters 416-417, 419-421 

fo rmulae 175- 189. 204, 214. 228-229 

[undional groups 180-182, 184. 240 

halogenoaJkanes 180. 199-20 I. 


204-213 

homologous series 183 

TR spearoscopy 243- 247 

isomerism 40l-407 

isomers/isomerism 174. 181-189. 


209- 211. 215-216. 233-234, 

401-407 


TUPAC rules 1 79, 215 

ketones 180. 234, 236-237, 41o-414 

mass spectrometry 241-242 

naming 398-402 

naming compounds 179-1 89, 204. 


214, 216. 228- 229, 398-402 

NMR spectroscopy 482-494 

optical isomerism 40 1-407 

polyamides 451-453 

polyesters 450-451 

pre fi xes 179-180, 204. 21 6, 228-229 

pro te ins 452-453. 458-466 

racemates 405-407 

stereoisomerisrn 401-402 

structure determination 482-494 

suffixes 179- 180. 204. 216, 228-229 

synthesis 404-407. 474-478 

test -tube reaaions 240 


oxidations 126-139, 156. 162 

alcohols 234-237. 476 

aldehydes 413, 476 

alkaline eanh metals 156 

ethanedioic acid 376 

ha log ens I62 

ke10nes 413 

organic synthesis 475-476 

Period 3 elements 347- 348 

transit ion metal ions 371 


oxidation states 129-135, 346. 359. 

364-365, 367-372, 378-379 


oxidising agents 126. 128, 475-476 

ozone layer I02-103, 20I. 211 


panial pressure 294-296 

particles. atomic structure 4-5 

Pauling scale 52 

p-block of the Periodic Table 143-144 


peptide bonds 46o-461 

percentage error 26 

percentage masses 30. 32 

percentage yield 39, 4o-4 I 


Period 3 clements 346-357 

oxides 349-354 

reactions with oxygen 347-348 

reaction wi1h wate r 346-347 


peril>d 3 oxides 

acidic/basic na ture 353-354 

bonding 349-351 

OXO acids 350-352 

physical properties 350 

react ions with water 351-352 


periodicity/Periodic Table 142-153. 

346-357 


alkaline earth metals 155-159 

atomicstructure 147-148, 154, 


160-161 

blocks 143-144, 154 

boiling points 145-146. 155. 160-161 

d-block clements 143-144. 358-377 

electron arrangement 143-151. 


154-155, 160-161 

electroncgativity 52-53 

electronintructures 143-151. 154-155. 


160-161 

element~ 143-149 

Group 2 clements 154-159 

Group 7 clements 160-167 

groups 144. 148-151, 154- 171 


ha logens 161-167 

inorganic chemistry 142-17 1 

iunisa1ion energy 18-19, !48-1 55 

mcl1ing poin ts 145-146, 154- 155. 


160-161 

meta l ~ 50, 142-146, 155-159 

names and numbers 142-1 44 

Period 3 clement~ 346-357 

trend~ 145-151 


periods 144 

petrol 191, 194-195 


pll 156 

acid-base titrations 325- 330 

buffer~ 331-335 

measurement 319 


\Cale 318-321 

~trong acid~ 320-321 

tempera! ure 3 19 

weak add\ 323-324 


photol y~is 280 




lndelt 

physical chemistry 256-343 

acids. bases. and buffer; 316-337 

activation energy 96-100. 288 

electrode po1entials 302-315 

kinetics 278-297 

thermodynami~ 258-277 


physical propenies 

alcohols 230 

alkanes 190. 204-205 

alkenes 217 

bonding 64-70 

carbonyl compounds 411 

carboxylic acids 416 

Group 2 elements I 54-155 

Group 7 clements 160-161 

halogenoalkanes 204-205 

Pe riod 3 oxides 350 

p ri mary amines 441 

pro te ins 462-463 


pK, 324. 330 

planar molecules 60 

plastics 224 

polar bonds 52-55. 204-205 

polarisation 


bonding 268 

carbonyl groups 4 I I . 418. 422-425 

carboxylic acids 418 

hydration 267 

isomers 403 


polarit}' 52-55, 93. 190, 204-205. 411 

pollution 196-198. 244 

polyamide~ 451-453. 454 

polye~1ers 450-451 

polymerisa1ion/polymer; 222-225. 


450-457 

di~po~al 4 54 

ONA 467-468 

monomer~ 4 5 3-4 54 

peptides/prott'ins 452-453 

polyamides 451-453 

polyes1ers 450-45 1 


p-o rbi tals 67 

posi1ional i~oni ers 18 1-182, 184. 2 15 

posi1ive induc1iw e rrccl 219 

potential di ffe rence 302-305 

prefixes 179-180, 204, 2 16, 228-229, 


399-400 

pressure 


enthalpy change~ 75-95 

equilibria 109. 121-123 

ideal ga~ equation 27-29 


primary alcohol~ 230, 234, 414 


primary aliphatic amine'> 444 


primary amine) 423-425. 440, 44 l , 

444-445 


primary ~tructure or protein'> 460, 462 


production or ethanol 112-113, 

231-232, 254 


propagation or chain reaction'> 199, 200 


prot.eins 58, 4 52-4 5 3 


enzymes 466 

hydrogen bonding 461-463 

hydrolysis 460-461 

ionic bonding 462-463 

peptide bonds 460-461 

primary structure 460, 462 

secondary structure 462-463 

structure 461-463 

sulfur-sulfur bonds 462-463 

tertiary structure 463 

thin-layer chromatography 464-465 


protonated amino acids 458 

proton NMR 486-494 


chemical shifts 486 

interpretation 488-490 

predicting spectra 49 l 

solvents 490 

spin-spin coupling 488 


proton number 6-7 

protons 4-5 


acidity 380 

aqueous solutions 316-317 

Lewis acids and bases 379 

pH scale 318- 321 


proton transfers 316 

purification of iron 353 


quantum mechanics 8. 14 

quaternary ammonium salts 444, 446 


racemates 405-407 

rate-concentration graphs 284 

rate constants k 281- 283. 287-288 


Arrhenius equation 289-292 

rate-determining steps 293-295 

rate expressions 281-283 

rate of the reaction 278- 297 


measurement 278-280, 285-286 

rate -determining steps 293-295 

temperature 287- 288 


reaction mechanisms 178. 293-295. 474, 

476-477 


reactions 

alcohols 233- 237 

alkanes 180, 190. 199- 20 I, 204-2 1 3 

alkenes 21 7-224 

amount of substance~ 35-4 l 


atom economy 39-40, 174 

balanced equations/quantities 35-4 l 

endothermic reaction~ 72-95, 97. 


109- 110 

enthalpy change 64-65. 73-95 

equilibria I 06-125 

exothermic reaction; 72-95, 97. 


109- 110 

free radicals 178. 199-201 

Group 2 elements 156-157 

halogens 162- 16 7 

initial rates 285- 286 

kinetics 278-30 1 


order 282-286 

oxida1ion 126-139, 156, 162 

percentage yields 39, 40-41 

ra1e constants/expressions 281-283, 


287-288 

rcdox reactions 3, 126-128. 132-139 


reductions 126-139, 162. 164-165 

temperature 287-288 


reaction schemes 293-295, 474. 476-477 

reactivity trends 144, 190. 205. 217, 229 


reagents for organic synthesis 475-478 

recycling of polymers 225. 454 

rcdox 3. 126-128. 132-139. 164-166 


aldehydes and ketones 413 


carbonyl compounds 413 

ckctrodc potentials 304, 306-309 


equations 132-135 

hatr cqua1ions 368-370 


Period 3 c lements 346-348 

1 it ra1ions 368-370 

1ransi1 ion meta ls 367-371 


reducing agents 126, 128. 475-476 

reduct ions 126-139. 162, 164-165 


a ldchydes 414 

e lectrode potentials 303-304 

kctones 414 

nitrites to amines 445 

organic synthesis 475-476 


relative atomic mass 10-12, 22- 24, 30-33 

relative fomrnla mass 23- 24 

relative masses 4-5, 10-12, 22- 24, 28-29 

relative molecular mass 10, 22- 24, 


28-29. 175 

repeat units or condensation 


polymer; 453 

replication of DNA 470-471 

repubion of electron pairs 60-63 

resonance 430. 482 

n:1en1ion 1ime; 497-498 


sa lt bridges 302-303 


sa lb 

car\JoxyliC'adds 4 18-419 

quaternary ammonium 444. 446 


s-block of 1he Periodic Table 143- 144 

secondary alcohol ~ 230, 234, 236, 414 

sernndary amines 440 

~econdary Mructu re of proteins 462-463 

second ioni1ation energy 154-155. 258, 


262-263 

~econd order reactions 282- 283 

~hape or rnmplex ions 362- 363 


\ha pt''> 

dipole forces 54-57 

electron pair repulsion 6Q--63 


shell'> of electrons 9, 14-16. 60 

shielding of nuclei 483 

'>ilver mirror test 237, 413 

\implc molecular structures 6o-61. 68-70 

SI unih 27 


• 




lnde.ll 

skeletal formulae L77-178, 189 

solids 


bonding 64-66, 70 

electrical conductivity 70 

enthalpy change 76 

heating 64-65 


solubility 

alkanes 190, 204-205 

alkenes 217 

Group 2 elements 154, 157 

primary amine~ 441 


solutions 

amount of substances 25-26, 38 

concentrations 25-26, 38 

electrical conduaivity 70 

enthalpy change 75-77 

moles 25-26 

redox equatiom 133-134 


solvents 

este rs 417 

glycerol 42 I 

proion NMR 490 


specific heat capacity 7&-79 

spectator ion~ 36-37, 127 

spectrometry I 0-13, 24 1-242 

spin, electrons I 5 

spin-spin coupling 488 

spontaneou~ reaaions 269-275 


entropy 269-270 

Gibbs free energy 270-275 


square-planar complexe~ 80, 362 

square-planar ion~ 63 

standard enthalpy of atomisation 258, 


260-264 

standard hydrogen electrodes 303-304 

standard molar enthalpy change or 


combu~tion 74, 77, 8>-86. 258 

standard molar enthalpy change or 


reaction 77 

standard molar entha lpy or rurmation 77, 


83-84. 86. 258, 26 1-266 

sta tes o r mailer 64-{)7, 70 

sta le symbols 35-36 

sta Lionary phases 496 

ste reoisomeri sm 185. 401-402 

stoichiometry 34 

strong acids 320-321 

structural formulae 176-177, 183, 184 

structural isomerbm 184 

structures 


alcohob 229 

alkane~ 189 

alkenes 214-215 

complex ion~ 362-363 

Period 3 oxide~ 349-3 5 1 

Periodic table 142-143 


sub-at0mic particle\ 4-5 

sub-shells of elea ron\ 14 

substance propertie~ of molecule~ 48 

substitu tion reaction~ 206-208, 21 O 


• 


substrates ol enzymes 466 

successive ionisation energies 17-18, 


150-15 l, 154-155 

suffixes 179-180, 204, 216, 22&-229, 


399-400 

sulfur-sulfur bonds 462-463 

symmetry ol alkenes 2 l&-220, 221 

systematic naming 179, 182, 398-402 


target molecules 474 

temperature 


equilibria 109-110, 119, 122-123 

Gibbs free energy 271-274 

ideal gas equation 27-29 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 99 

pH 319 

ra tes of reactions 287-288 


termina tion of chain reactions 199, 200 

tertiary alcohols 230, 234 

tertiary amines 440 

tertiary structure o[ proteins 463 


tests 

a ldehydes/ke tones 413 

runClional groups 479 

iron 381 - 382 


test -tube reaaions 240 

terrahedral complexes 362 

tetrahedral ions 60-61, 62 

thermal cracking 194-195, 214 

rhermochemical cycles 85-90. 93 

thermochemistry 72- 95 

thermodynamics 258- 277 


Born-Haber cycles 261-266 

enthalpy changes 258- 268 

entropy 269- 275 

Gibbs free energy changes 270-275 

Hess's law 25&-260 

kinet ics 274- 275 


thin-layer chromatography (TIC) 

464-465, 496 


th ird o rde r reactions 282- 283 

th ree-dimensional struet ural 


fo rmulae 177- 178 

titra tion curves 326- 327 

Lit rations 38. 114-115, 325- 330 


equivalence points 326- 327 

half-neutralisation poims 330 

ind icators 328- 330 

transition metal ions 36&-370 


nc (thin-layer chromatography) 464-465, 

496 


TMS (tetramethylsilane) 487 

TOF (time of flight) mass 


spectrometers 10-11, 241 

Tollen's reagent/test 237, 413 

1ra11s-isomerism 185, 216 

transition elementS 359 

transition metal ions 


alkaline solutions 371 

aqueous acid-base chemi~try 378-382. 


386- 387 


carbonates 381 

chelation 385 

colorimetry 365-366 


transition metals 35&-377 

catalysis 359, 373-376 

chemical properties 359 

coloured ions 364-366 

complex ions 360-363 

oxidation states 367-372 


transition state 97 

trends in periodicity/Periodic Table 


145-151, 154-157, 164 


triangular pyramids 6o-62, 362 

trigonal structures 60 

triple bonds 176, 428 


ulrraviolct (UV) ligh t 199 

un its. ra te con ~t a nts 282-283 

un ive rsal indicator 328 

uses o r nuclcophilic substitution 208 


van dcr Waals rorces 54, 55-56, 66~7 


vaporisat ion 65 

vaporisation of water 269, 272-273 

variable oxidation states 367-372 


vibration 64 

volragc 302-305 

voltmeter; 303 

volume\ 


equilibrium constanrs 117 


gases 27-29 

moles 25-29 


water 

as acid/ba\e 316 

alkene reactions 221 

aqua ions 360, 37&-379, 386-387 


boiling points 57 

bromine extraction 163 

chlorine react ions 167 

Group 2 clement reactions J 56 

ha logen reactions 163 

h)'d rogen bonding 48, 56- 58 


ice 57 

ionisation 317 

mass ~pcctrometry 242 

molecular shape/bond angles 62 

nucleophilic additions to 


carhonyls 423-424 

reaaions with Period 3 elemenrs 


346-347 

reaction\ with Period 3 oxides 351 - 352 

vaporhation 269, 272-273 


wavenumbers 243-247 

weak acid\ 322-324, 330 

weak ba\e~ 322-324 


1eolitt•s I 02 

1ero order react ions 283, 284 

1wi11erions 4 58-4 59 
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